Attendance Sheets
Last Name

District

Present

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie

Atkins

✓

District 4 -Town of Hyde Park

Black

,/

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

J

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Brendli

✓

District 21 -Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

✓

District 15 - Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

J'

District 6 -Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 22 -Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Garito

/

District 23 -Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

,/

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Houston

,/

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

✓

District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Kearney

✓

District 5 -Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District I - Town of Poughkeepsie

Llaverias

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul

✓

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

✓

District 20 - Town of Red Hookfrivoli

Munn

✓

District 18 -City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Page

✓

District 14 - Town of Wappinger

Paoloni

✓

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

✓

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

✓

District 2 -Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

./

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

✓

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

✓

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zemike

Present:
Absent:
Vacant:

~4
0

Date: 07/13/2020

Total:

Absent

/

✓

V

✓
;.:)_ '1

I

Present/Late

Regular Meeting
of the
Dutchess County Legislature
PLEASE TAKE NOTICE, that due to public health and safety concerns
related to COVID-19, the Dutchess County Legislature held its July 13,
2020, Board Meeting at 7:00 p.m. remotely in accordance with Governor
Cuomo's Executive Orders. The July 13, 2020, Board Meeting, including
scheduled public hearings, was held via video conferencing.

The public was not permitted to attend this meeting in person.
Public Comment for Public Hearings: Parties and citizens could comment live for
the public hearings on the agenda and had an opportunity to be heard through a
media platform called Zoom. Members of the community could also participate
in the public hearings by phone by calling the phone number listed on the
agenda, followed by entering the meeting ID and password when prompted.
Comments about the public hearings could also be provided via email prior to
the meeting to the Clerk of the Legislature at countylegislature@dutchessny.gov.
Public comment for all other agenda and non-agenda items was accepted by
email until 6:30 PM on July 13, 2020, to countylegislature@dutchessny.gov.
18 public comments were received by email.
Resolutions could be reviewed at the following link:
https://www.dutchessny.gov/ Calendar-Page.htm?fromdate=2020-0712&thrudate=2020-07-14&myselectedDeptid=225
The Board Meeting was livestreamed at the following link:
https: / /totalwebcasting.com/view /?id=dutchess.

Monday, July 13, 2020
The Clerk of Legislature called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m.
Roll Call by the Clerk of the Legislature
PRESENT:

24

Atkins, Black, Bolner, Brendli, Caswell, Cavaccini,
Edwards, Garito, Hauser, Houston, Johnson, Kearney,
Keith, McHoul, Metzger, Munn, Page, Paoloni, Polasek,
Pulver, Sagliano, Surman, Truitt, Zernike

ABSENT:

1

Llaverias

PRESENT, LATE: 0

Quorum Present.
Pledge of Allegiance to the Flag
Public Hearings
Public Hearing on the Tentative Budget of Dutchess Community
College
The Clerk read the Notice of Public Hearing.
The Chair declared the public hearing open.
No one wishing to speak, the Chair declared the public hearing closed.
Public Hearing to Consider the Recommendations of the Dutchess
County Agricultural and Farmland Protection Board for the Inclusion
within Various Certified Agricultural Districts
The Clerk read the Notice of Public Hearing.
The Chair declared the public hearing open.
At this point the Chair recognized Joseph Giangrande.
Joseph Giangrande, Owner, President, and CEO of Organic Outpost located
at 2664 Route 52, East Fishkill, questioned why his parcel was not entered
into the Agricultural District,
Chair Pulver stated that it was the determination of the Agricultural and
Farmland Protection Board that did not approve the application.
Legislator Truitt called point of order stating discussion was not allowed
during the public hearing.
Chair Pulver accepted the point of order.
At this point the Chair recognized Trevor Ballard.
Trevor Ballard, 52 Sanita Road, Holmes, stated he had nothing to say.
At this point the Chair recognized Matt Worth.
Matt Worth, 145 Bennewater Road, Hopewell Junction, read emailed
comments attached.
No one else wishing to speak, the Chair declared the public hearing closed.

Public Hearing on the Establishment of Zone of Assessment "Z" in
Dutchess County Water District Located in the Town of Hyde Park
The Clerk read the Notice of Public Hearing.
The Chair declared the public hearing open.
No one wishing to speak, the Chair declared the public hearing closed.

Approval of prior month's meeting minutes
Chair Pulver entertained a motion to approve the June 2020 minutes.
The June 2020 minutes were adopted.
Privilege of the Floor with respect to printed agenda items; 18 public
comment were accepted by email on agenda and non-agenda items up
until 6:30 PM on July 13, 2020 to countylegislature@dutchessny.gov
17 public comments were received regarding the jail and are attached to
Resolution No. 2020116.
Theodore Secor, Stanford, emailed attached comments, regarding election
results.
Minority Leader Edwards submitted a petition for a resident with names
concerning the jail bond. Copy attached.
Reports of standing committees, special committees, and liaisons to
other committees and boards
None
Resolutions considered out of numerical order will be placed in
numerical order for fluidity.

Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matthew Wirth <nohit97@aol.com>
Monday, July 13, 2020 5:59 PM
Countylegislature; dutchessafpb@gmail.com
2020 Ag District Application 145 Binnewater Rd Hopewell Jct

Hello. My name is Matthew Wirth and I am the property owner of 145 Binnewater Rd., Hopewell Junction. I received a
letter regarding my application stating that my property is not to be recommended for inclusion in the agricultural district.
am asking for that decision to be reconsidered. Originally, I had planned on presenting to the board mapping and surveys
of the property showing the potential use and layout of a farming operation. Unfortunately due to covid, I am unable to do
that.
Previous agricultural activity:
The previous owner housed several horses on the property in the 24'x50' two story barn. A paddocks was set up on the
left and right side of the barn along with a large clearing in the rear for riding. The large side yard ajacent to the residence
was also used as a paddocks area for the horses to graze.
Current agricultural activity:
Currently, there is no farming operation taking place. I am in the process of making improvments to the property which
would be beneficial to an agricultural operation. I will be completing a land improvment project next year in the rear of the
residence which added a very large portion of flat land to the property which can be used for additional paddocks or
greenhouse operation. There are plans to add an additional structure to this space to act as a permenant greenhouse or
barn for livestock. The current barn will remain and is functional with electric and water. The grounds surrounding the
barn and open paddocks to the rear are fertile land. The pond is naturally fed and is available for livestock. There is a
large portion of wooded area to the rear of the large paddocks, with a minor grading work, would also be avaliable for
livestock as well.
I am aware that the disturbance of an agricultural operation needs to be considered when it comes to ajoining
properties/residents. The majority of my operation would be conducted in the valley of the property which can not be seen
from the road and ajoining residences. For perspective, the barn is approximately 380 ft from my neighbor to the left and
over 400 ft from my neighbor to the right. The residences to the rear of the property are almost 1000+ away. There is a
large buffer of wooded area in any direction you travel keeping any noise to a minimum.
While conducting a search for nearby surrounding properties which have been included in the agricultural district, I found
lot #6456-01-237645 (10.7 acres) and lot 6356-04-904371 (1.62 acres). The larger property does not have any
agriculutral operations currently operating where the smaller property produces maple syrup. The larger property is 4
properties away from mine as the large is 5 (as the crow flies). They are both within an approximate 2/10 of a mile travel
distance.
I believe that my property would be beneficial to the enclusion of the agricultural district. I think the property provides a
variety of different potential farming operations. If I can provide mapping/surverys/drawings by mail or set up a meeting in
person, I would be happy to do so. If you find that the property still does not meet your criteria, I would respectfully ask
that the criteria be provided to me so that if possible, I can make accomidations for a future application.
Thank you very much for your time and consideration regarding this application.
Matthew Wirth

1

Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wager, Leigh on behalf of CountyLegislature
Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:59 PM
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment on Election Results

Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AM ERi CAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

~ V i s i t us on

■

.I Face book

From: Teddy Secor <telemnow@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:40 PM
To: CountyLegislatu re <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment on Election Results

Good Evening Members of the Dutchess Legislature,
I am inquiring to see if any action is being taken to look into the lack of voting participation for NY-Congressional District
19? From what I can see from current results, our district - more importantly the part containing Dutchess County- had
an exceptionally low turnout in numbers. I am uncertain of what caused the low turnout, but I can only gander it
pertains to conflicting messages between from differing levels of government in our state.
In any case, and although I am not alleging nor insinuating anything, I feel that the lack of voter turnout can be mistaken
for voter disenfranchisement. I understand there is a disease running amok, but, in my view, there should have been a
clear message sent out that elections were still being conducted and local parties should have been directed to inform
voters in the affirmative.
To summate, does the Legislature intend to take action to ensure something like this does not happen again in the
future?
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Theodore "Teddy" Secor,
Stanford, New York

1

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the
Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital
spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the
county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and
unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover
basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from
other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid
the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the
rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on
much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery
reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population
(around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors
are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their
ranks and reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for
consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail
construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail,
including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or
other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,

6/17/2020 12:09:34 vcar1isle51@gmail.com

: Wh:a_t_!:SJC)U_'._ ~~~~'.7
Valerie A. Carlisle

6/20/2020 12:28:59 a!!ie.bopp@gmai!.com

'Allie

'T!rne:;;tan:il?__

Emai! Address

. 6/21/202_0 __1~_:_3_~_:_17_ -~1:l~i_n_~~~tr13_~!C)'._·ll~t
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83 Mountain Road
2821 Route 9d

15leee.s,,,,.,-f v,.//e1

...... 18 Eagl_e Lane,__ PoLJgh~9:9:psie

Bl!! Rubin

6/22/2~~-0 __~ 1 :21 :3_? _mscaroli~ef€!~~€!'.~W1_18:il_.: _(;~r<?_li~€! E Fenner

42 Croft Rd.

6/22/2020 11 :24:44: darrelyn.topdems@gmaiL Oarrelyn Brennan

32 Spring Rd, Poughkeepsie NY 12601
23 crumwold place hyde park

6/22/2020 11 :32:41 : curmudgeonhp@yahoo.c! Joseph ca la bro

6l??!2q20 ~-t~}.:~:. :.~~!iti?_a_l_~-~~9.@~~~i!.cori Matthew Carroll

·N/A

!'-.~.t -~-

f'JY__

6/22/2020 12:30:04 \ 1forman37@gmail.com

2~_"Taylo~ A~e_
_P~~f;hkeepsj~__
1_?6~-~
66 Washington St., 11 L, Poughkeepsie, NY 12602

6/22/2020 13:55:15 \ Sprezzatura427@gmail.C Pam Malcolm

PO Box 281 Staatsburg NY 12580

-- .?!??!_~_0?~__11_=1?:.~.~-: _c~~LJ~~~ 1234~_g_rn_a_i_1_-C?: _c~_~_I_STC?_P.~. ~~ -~ [)_~-~~AN

p_oughke_ep_s!~:- NY

6/22/2020 16:01 :36 :_beverlyk1947@gmail.corr: Beverly Kaufman

17 Redondo Drive, Poughkeepsie 12603

6/22/2020 16:21:47: katelovesrunning23@gmi Kate Anstreicher

7 High Street, Beacon, NY

6/22/2020 16:54:39 : mydcpaa@gmail.com

Maria M Quackenbush

6122'.?_02? 1_?:??'.1.~_;_ll:¥.~~_pa_~_@_~!:11-~!1:??_~...

Dominica Quackenbush · - Select -

6/22/2020 17:41 :34 \ jordan~ell500@gmsil.corr: Jordan Bell

Dutchess County Progressive Action Allie. Hyde Park

_Dutchess Community College

_ ~-i-~_~_l_a_n_~_ .
Beacon

...... _6!~~/-~~20 18_:_2_1 _:,4._9_ = _ge_i:i_i_a~8_0_@1~1l1~i~--~.0: _ .. ; .~liSl_(:l~i~_J_o!'_e_s__
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6/22/2020 19:05:01 ; patla42@gmail.com
6/22/2020 19:46:44: sejscheid@gmail.com
~'.??'.???~_??=~4:=4:~i-~Yll1.~.n~tr.e_(@.~~ail.com
6/22/2020 21 :52:34 '. murielh@optonline.net

5 Van Ct., Hyde Park NY 12538

Pat Lamanna
· Susan Scheid

--None-

LaGrange

40 Patricia Dr, P!E:~~cm_t_ya~le_y_,__ NY 1:2569

Patricia Smith
Murie! Horowitz

poughkeepsie
19 North St. Beacon NY

6/22/2020 22:00:07 =marciaamber@yahoo.con Marcia Frahman
6/22/2020 22:56:30: khavard82@gmail.com

..... ___ t·yd_e_ Park
None of your damn business!!!

131 Millbrook School Rd., Millbrook NY

Kathy Havard

9 Field Ct Poughkeepsie NY 12601

6/23f2Q2{)7.:4"s:s4·:·h·~-~~~-~~;El1-@h~t~~ii:~~-D~ri~~~-K~-lley
6/23/2020 8:44:24: bluewizard52@g_mail.co~ robert dom

Red Hook, New York
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30 N. Clove~_?!.·.IB_, Pou_Q'h_k_e~_P.~_iet __126_0__1___________ _

6/23/2020 9:03:40: grunfeld@vassar.edu

' Mihai Grunfeld

-Vassar College

Poughkeepsie

6/23/2020 9:09:53: nevi!lsrnythe@grnai!.com Nevil! Smythe

8 Park Ave., Red Hook, NY

-~1?~!_20~_0 ~:29_:_0_~.: _k~_h_ite.($\'a.~~:=t:.-.~_d_u__

~-i!t of Pou~~~e:ep~i~...
26 Horseshoe Drive in the town of Lagrange

Katherine H!te

6/23/2020 9:39:17: kholloway@hvc.rr.com

· Karen Holloway

6/23/2020 9:50:04= nihclo@yahoo.com

: Nancy Hull

Beacon NY
,Fishkill

6/23/2020 9:50:55' lacamaradefanny@gmai!.: Fanny Greene

_· L~~_ra,~9_€:v_ille
PO Box 507, Hyde Park, NY, 12538

6/23/2020 10:26:55 , meganbean50@gmail.cor,_ Megan Bean

Cold Spring

6/23/2020 10:36:50 jeff.mlkkelson@earthlink.~ Jeff Mikkelson
6/23/~q20 11:14:46_:~erufd\@_Y~_h_o_o_-_C?:.~~---

David Furer

-DCPAA

Rhinebeck

6/23/2020 11 :38:56 i emi!y .vanston@gmai!.corl Emily Vanston

2538 South Avenue, Wappingers Falls, NY 1_2590

6/23/2020 11 :39:12 '. c!arammasters@gman.co: Clara Masters

531 Fishkil! Ave, Beacon, NY 12508

6/23/2020 11 :44:?1.: y:i_~_k!~~}-~-~~-r!~lii:it.n_et_.

??..~~~~-~~the _Dr,_f3,_eacon NY

Vicki Fox

No
6/23/2020 12:28:56 [ sandibklyn@msn.com
6/23/2020 12:41 :32) drlindak@optonline.net
6/23/2020 ~-4:20:~7}re_d@acomfi!m.com

153 All Angels Hill Road, Wappingers Falls 12590

· Dr. Linda Kleinhenz
_Fr~~ N~_ge_l..

6/23/2020 15:01:40 \dandegan34@gmail.com: Dan Degan

3 South_:3-~!':-P!.4 Beacon NY 12508
9 Magnolia Drive, Wapingers Falls NY

Sandi Stratton-Gonzalez

no

8 Clay Ct.: R.hinebec~t N_Y
6 oxford road. Pleasant valley ny 12569

Timestamp.

'Email Address

6/23/2020 15:12:49 astanner@gmail.com

: What is your name?

If you are si!il_nin_£J as a~ l?rg_a_n_i:z1:1tio~:.::'.~.~-~at is xour address? Please include tow~_or city:
48 High St Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

Adam Tanner

6/23/2020 15:13:07 c.carlis1e213@gmail.com · Colin M Carlisle

International Office Concepts

BROOKLYN
P!.ea_~<3n_t VaJ_!_~Y

6/23/2020 15:15:17 .c.~~l)7:1_e_2_1 ?@)9f1:ail.com_: -~()lin__ r-.1__ ~-a~l_i~le: ..

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, Vassar College

6/23/2020 22:58:01 mhoffmann@vassar.edu : Melissa Hoffmann
6/24/2020 7:57:30 nancyfoster@opton!ine.n~ Nancy Foster

119 Creamery Rd Hopewell Jct NY 12533

6/24/2020 8:05:50: rosejoy22@gmail.com

88 Colburn Dr., Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

Rosemary Caspary

6/24/2020 9:06:49 steven_'.9_2.®_o_P!90_li~e.nt,t_l_~t-~~!:l:~.Turco__

224 Bloomer Rd La~~~9!;!:~!I.l_e_, NY

6/24/2020 9:24:06: mazzak@optonline.net

6 Deerfield

: Kathleen Mazza

6/24/2020 9:56:00; ?e~jriji?.I.()_u~:~m

Charles

...

, Candis Sunderland

-····-

.... 4
.. 0 _s.-.. ~~r~~~~~e St'.eet,_~hinebeck,_f'-l'!'
40
Parsonage St. Rhinebeck. NY

s.

6/24/2020 9:56:28: ashleymanila@gmail.corri Ashley
6/24/2020 10:03:07= uuinpok@optonline.net

Pl. Beacon

Beacon

6/24/2020 9:51 :44: caldwe!!.julia1@gmail.cori Julia Caldwell

"DCPAA

Poughkeepsie

6/24/2020 10:40:01 rachellereeder@gmail.cot_ Rachelle Reeder

48 High St, Wappingers Falls

6/24/2020 11 :11:10 \iohn@~_O()_t.e_~_~o_.com

53 Sherwood Frst W~_p~i.n_1,1ers Falls NY 1259~.

'John Huddleston

6/24/2020 11 :32:33: he!!oamyhunt@gmaiLcoriAmy M Hunt

22 Vail Ave Beacon, NY 12508

6/~11.2_0~_0 __1?:~6_:_~ ~- :_s_h_~i)~· Vl'_e_b_bh_a!_P_e_m@!Jmi -~heila Webb~~_a_ lp_er:n

Beacon_. __ ~'("_

6/24/2020 12:4_5_:_3_8_: _S()P_hia:ptace~@_gmaiL~ri ~?phia Ptacek

273 South Mountain Pass Garrison NY, 10524

6/24/2020 18:32:46 ;jesszhc@mit.edu

· Jessica Cohen

19 Saddle Rock Drive, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

6/24/2020 18:32:56 ;jesszhc@mit.edu

Jessica Cohen

19 Saddle Rock Drive. Poughkeepsie NY 12603

6/24/2020 21 :14:45: joliver@vassar.edu

Jack Oliver

612412020 21 :31 ~29T~b;Yd@~~~s~~-~d~·.

· Amelia Boyd

124 Raymond :Av_e_0~.~....~?~~h~ee~s_ie_. NY 12604
New Canaan, CT

6/24/2020 22:36:52: sfleischood@vassar.edu Sarah Fleischood

1510 Cleveland Avenue. Wyomissing PAIMain Building, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

6/24/2020 22:37:26 'ireed@vassar.edu

6/24/2020 23:15:52; ~afaella~pieib~r9@gmail.~ -R~f~~ii~-SPielberg

S_a_~at?Qa.~p_r_i'.:gs, N.f.
33 Seeley St. Brooklyn, NY 11218

6/24/2020 23:16:54; mrussell@vassar.edu

1428 Shelton Ave. Nashville TN

'Isabella Reed
: Mara Russell

6/24/2020 -~3:~r~~_UfrlC_a_l_ti~~'.@V:;J_S~~-·~-d.~
6/24/2020 23:49:10: nweiner@vassar.edu

Janet McAllister
Nick Weiner

6/24/2020 23:52:02:jrogers@vassar.edu

John Rogers

~!~1/f:~_2?_ 2_~_:_5_9_:?:_~_(_gp_tacek~v_assar.edu. _.

Gabor Fu Ptacek

6/25/2020 0:07:52 htanaka@vassar.edu

: Hikari Tanaka

6/25/2020 0:29:43 hsoucy@vassar.edu

· Hannah Soucy

13_?:_(;_~ll~g~_~ve.n~e .f:'.?~.9-~~-e_e_p_si~ ~Y
124 Raymond Avenue Poughkeepsie, NY
31705 160th Ave. Avon, MN
..................3_"6 Ventura Ave., s'an Fi:3ncisco. CA
124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie, NY 126?4
124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie NY

Narendra Martin

404 N 3rd St Apt #305 Fairfield IA 52556

6/25/2020 0:48:32 ~j_oh_n_@vassar.edu

Kai~a John

6/25/2020 1:16:58 diversen@vassar.edu

Delilah

T~l~~~'..')_~~g.on
clarksville, AR

6/25/2020 0:44:48; namartin@vassar.edu

6/25/2020 1:25:18 marikubani@gmail.com \Mari Kubani
· Lila Malin

2207 14th Street santa monica
_124 R~Y~.om~..~v_e .. f=>~.~-~_h_ke'.3p~\~ 12~04
. Primary Care Progress, Vassar Chapter 124 Raymond Ave #1824, Poughkeepsie NY 12604

6/25/2020 3:58:06 pcp.vsa@vassar.edu

: Rena A Lee

6/25/2020 8:24:16: aal!ison@vassar.edu

: Sasha Allison

2700 S Creekside Ct, Bloomington, IN 47401

6/25/2020 8:45:07: vvazquez@vassar.edu

· Vanessa Vazquez

300 Pelham Road, New Rochelle, NY

6/25/2020 9:19:~~_li~_lia_g';_Yieczorek_@)gmail.CC_J_ulia Wieczorek

16 W Lincoln Ave, Milltown NJ 08850

6/25/2020 9:23:38: glynnisolin@gmail.com

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie

=

Glynnis

6/25/2020 9:48:36 ,sydneycsobel@gmail.coIT; Sydney Sobel
Eva woods

Evergreen, Colorado
24_!,~_e_l_b~r~. rd:_P.?ll9_h~ee~~ie n_y__12?_03

Email Address

. :fvh".lt_i~_yC)ur name?

6/25/2020 10:16:1 0 nhenckel@vassar.edu

· Nicholas Henckel

6/25/2020 10:19:4 7: ccambey@vassar.edu

Colette Cambey

148 Walnut Tree Hill Rd, Shelton, CT
Poughkeepsie

~!.2_5!~??~. _1 _0_:_~_~_:_0_~_\_c_~!_a_t_e_rl_@~~-~~-~.

: Christiana Prater-Lee

6/25/2020 10:37:41 : mariaburi@gmail.com

I Maria

6/25/2020 10:41 :23: em.paris.S@gmail.com

Evan

6/25/2020 10:53:12; sdorf@vassar.edu

!f_y:ou _arEl. ~ig_ni_r_i_g __a_s an org_~_nizatiori, _whc What is yo_u_~_address? Please include town or_ c;i_ty_.

10 Old Silvern,i~e Plac;e_~C)LI~hkeepsie NY 12603
Iowa City. Iowa
124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie

NYC

· Samantha Dorf

w~.P~!~~~'.~ Fans

6/25/2020 _~_~:?~'.~!_:_t~~~~j~:f1~0~@9_n1_a_il.co~_!~~~
6/25/2020 11 :00:26 : zjeremy2000@icloud.corT: Jeremy zayas

Hyde Park

6/25/2020 11 :02:01 'tashahescock@gmait.cori Tasha Hescock

'Vassar College

l?~~Ell"!Y..

6/25/2020 11 :12:46 ;_rd_o_~~l]'_@;l_vassar.edu

:_~iley__

6/25/2020 11:17:08: dl1uttle15@gmall.com

: Deanna Tuttle

Poughkeepsie
501 Stamford Road, Baltimore, MD
Poughkeepsie NY

6/25/2020 11:19:28 [ emily.r.garber@gmati.co!'i Emily Garber

905 6th St SW, Washington, DC

6/25/2020 11:26:38: drewsnyder00@gmail.cor: Drew Snyder

24 Forest Glen Ln SW Lakewood, WA 98498

6/25/2020 11 :27:07 I ollviakeane2020@gmai!.c Olivia Keane
1· 1· ;31·;31
·p~-~~~t~

... '6i25i2020

j~-;~1~-~-p;~~~t~@~~ti;;k:'j;~-~-i~~-

6/25/2020 11:31:4~-j~iElQEll~_vassar.edu _

New York, NY

-· -

91 sutton park road poughkeepsie ny
. -~24 ~~ymond _f\\fe,_Poug_hkei3:p~ie NY

Julia _Sie~el
Juliet Nadis

Cam~rldge, MA

6/25/202012:10:56:iasen.miyamoto@gmail.ci Jasen Miyamoto

298 Humboldt St, Apt #3L, Brooklyn, NY 11211

6/25/2020 12:13:01 : kmartin@vassar.edu

77 Thumpers Way. Glasgow. KY

: Kaity Martin

. ?1?5_12??.~_ 1_?:~1_:~ 1__:.~!:,S_._~ernb~C:h_@;l~_mail.cor;_Tess Dernbach

..............·.... .

6/25/2020 12:45:54 · emanzella@vassar.edu : Emma Manzella
6/25/2020 12:47:59: pjacoby@vassar.edu

;Phoebe

Vassar

6/2~/2_~~-0..1_3_:~_7.:_5_5_)~~~1y_aj~ll_n_~~~~'.c_o_m_ .. Ju tis
6/25/2020 1_3:38:221 opage@vassar.~du
'o!ivia vel~ page

?_3_5_ .??_e_a_~ .P.~.r~way '.. BroC)k_lyn NY
146 College Ave. Poughkeepsie. NY 12603
Poughkeepsie NY
················ P_o_~-~.h-~-~-~p_~i~: ..NY 12603
124 raymond ave, strong 322, poughkeepsie, NY 12604 _
Shoreham, Vermont

6/25/2020 13:45:17 _loganmaxsharks@gmail.c Logan

... _._124 Ra_y_mond Ave #2488,__ POLJghkeeps_i_e_, __N.Y 12604

._~/25/2020 13:54: 57 _:_ a_r1t~r1~t~ska_t~_ry_n@_~.l!1ll.il ;_ ~-~-~_ry_n_ ~t?~~tcis_
6/25/2020 13:56:52: kjensen@vassar.edu

Kara Jensen

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY

6/25/2020 14:08:04 'gkolk@vassar.edu

Gabryelle Kolk

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie

6/~5(~0_2~. 1~_:_1?:.o_~_l_h_g.Cl_?9_w(~@_v_a~~'.--~~!J

: Hattie Goodwin

6/25/2020 14:19:23 jwaters@vassar.edu

'Jeff

136 Co\l_e~~- ~'-'.S:flUe_~?ll~-~~~~p~ie "NY
187 timer ridge road Hummelstown

6/25/2020 14:21 :43 · !posner@vassar.edu

: Lucy Posner

878 West End Ave, Ny,Ny 10025

6/25/2020 14:22:30 1aurlnekim24@gmail.com: Laurine Kim

1128 Sun Shadow Dr., El Paso, Tx

6/25/2020 14:24:31 c:or~~li-~_IC)~!.~~~-!il.'!1.ail:~?~-~ouisa Comelis _
6/25/2020 14:25:05 :cait.phung@gmail.com : Caitlin Phung

New

NY 10025

288 Battery Avenue Brooklyn, NY 11209

6/25/2020 14:31:37 :exiao@vassar.edu

: Ella Xiao

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

6/25/2020 14:39:12 hungj2001@gmail.com

· Julie

Honolulu

6/.2512020 14:45:o9TE~PP~i;;~-@v~;;~r.~d~-: Eli Appelson

P0UJthkeepsie

6/25/2020 14:46:42: Eappelson@vassar.edu · Liana Durant

Poughkeepsie

6/25/2020 14:46:54:jomulter@gmail.corn

115 Lincoln Rd. Brooklyn NY

6/25/202?_1_~:4!:i~_:_~~ic_a_t(g)_9!11ll)l:com
6/25/2020 14:48:04 · nyjnt1@gmail.com
6/25/2020 15:05:55 lstevens@vassar.edu
6/25/2020 15:07:04 ~j_if11a.v~@_vassar.e9u

Joshua Multer

1843 N 142nd Avf!,..G'?_o_d_Ye.a~.--~ 85395

Tahira Gatten

26 South Mesier Wappingers Falls ny 12590

'John Tyliszczak

98-410 Koauka Loop Aiea. HI 96701

Lena Stevens
: UJJMA

UJIMA

. 124 Rayn1_o_n_d__/\'1~-~-o_ug_hke<,_Ps!e 1_NY 12604

Timestamp

Email Address

\'.Yhat is ;;'C)U_r name?

If you are,.:5:ig_n_i_n_g__a_s an o~ganization,y_,~_.:What is_y_our address? Please include town or city.__

6/25/2020 15:08:12 sazconamiller@vassar.ec: Sara Azcona-Miller

Poughkeepsie, NY

6/25/2020 15:08:34 akoizumi@vassar.edu

460 41st Street #F, Brooklyn, NY 11232

Atticus Koizumi

99 Fulton ave Po_u_gh_k_e_E:P~ie NY 12603

'Sara Inoa
6/25/2020 15:10:32iapragman@gmail.com
6/25/2020 15:13:37 bgoya@vassar.edu

49 Spooky Hollow Rd Hyde Park NY 12538

Anna Pragman

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, 12604

·senjamin Goya

Fishkill

6/25/2020 15:33:47: cb108@protonmail.com 'Caroline ~eauregard
6/25/202q _15:~?=i~ _:_ ~ci ~i~¥~:.~l_f!1_?_0_t_~_7_2_~ _@~~{ fvlci~l}'n Almonte
6/25/2020 15:40:02°janabchiu@gmail.com
Jana Chiu
6/25/2020 15:48:10 ocordes@vassar.edu

.......................2..s. . '-'.'!C:1~'. ~a~~•-~_o_u_g_~_ke_ep~ie,,_~Y 1??0~-Vassar Alum '17

W~_p_~_i_ng_e_rs__ ~~U~---~y _
79 Mlller Street, Belfast, ME, 04915

6/25/202~_ 1_6:00:37_: melissaarbo!eda717@_9ni _Mefi~~a__}\ri::l_ol~?a .
6/25/2020 16:03:28 '. bella.deJoy@gmail.com

Bella DeJoy

6/25/2020 16:05:04: sweinstock@vassar.edu james weinstock
6/25/2020 16:07:39 ssingraldi@gmail.com
6/25/2020 16:15:28 · ~~r:i:'i~-®~~~~~!·edu
6/25/2020 16:20:38 ssurgil@vassar.edu
6/25/2020 16:27:43 hhildebo!t@vassar.edu

poughkeepsie, ny
58 Autumn Ridge Rd, Pound Ridge, NY

: Stephanie lngraldi

_:t-{_arvey,_ LA 70058

~ry<:"n _Smith

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

Sabrina Surgil
· Hannah Hildebo!t

48 Vanderbilt Ave., ~-a~hci~.s-~~•..t.'!!..~_1_~-~-0
31 Stevens road, Melrose MA

~

?(25/~020_ 6:2_8_: 1~: -~~-1~~-~~~~~@Y~s-~:a:~;i~:~aYa_ ·
6/25/2020 16:44:01 : esolomon@vassar.edu : Elijah Solomon

5843 Costello Avenue, Valley Glen, CA 91401

124 Raymond Avenue, 233 Davison House, Poughkeepsie, New York 12604

6/25/2020 16:53:32: charlietynan1 @gmai!.corf: Charlie Tynan

612?1?0??. 1.~'.?~=~~ _:, ~~Cl!'l.'.cit~@_n_~_.-~_~_u__
6/25/2020 17:01 :26 I acvak4@gmail.com

Chicago, IL
124 Raymon~ Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604, United States

~llery Cordes

Ian Horvath

32 Pasture Lane_. __~?Yfl~.~-e-~p.sie NY 12603
61 Scenic Dr., Poughkeepsie,N6

: Veronica cavalla

6/25/2020 17:52:12: skylarschmid@gmail.com Skylar Schmid

4 Atherton St, natick, ma

__6!'.2_~13_~'.2_0_ ~_7_:_5?=_2_~_ i_s~~flt~~~ ~~~g_~~ (L?~.111. -~~r~~. ?.a.~_t~_g_u_i_d~- __

124 R_~y~_C)nd Ave, p()~Q~~~ps_i_e ..

6/25/2020 18:08:56: sophienick6@gmail.com · Sophie Nick

Denver, CO

6/25/2020 18:17:45: ddrolma@gmai!.com

24 Reed Road, Wappingers Falls NY 12590

61?!51?~?0 19:01 :32 '~r!PPX®.~.a~~a'.:I:~~6/25/2020 19:05:14- anmiller@vassar.edu
6/25/2020 19:06:15 :wriley@vassar.edu

Patricia Fallon, RN

126 _Ra_Y_fl:~.0~. A.,_ve_._ .':'~~Q~~S:8:Ps_i_e_,_ .l\!Y..
148 Wyndham Dr ~!lentown PA 18104

_fr~-~-c~s-~i-~_py_ __ _
Amy Miller

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie NY

will riley

6/2_5/2_02_0_ 1_9_:_18_:_~_7_ :j~~fl~~e,~@:_ri:ft_s_u~~e,~~~~( Junior San_<;_h_~-~-

HOPEWELL JCT

6/25/2020 19:27:49 pray4mii@gmai!.com

Annadale VA, 22003

6/25/2020 19:40:29: Legacyrpb@aol.com

· Alex Lee
Robery Legacy

ENJAN

42 Jackman DrivebA Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

6/25/2020 19:51:20 :tgoldfarb1992@gmail.con Tovah Goldfarb

42 Maple Ave Clintonda!e NY

6/25/2020 19:!58:~~-'-~eidem~~-~-@".~~-~-a_r._~_d\ ~_e_l~_st~ _:(Veidemann
6/25/2020 20:11:36 sophie.kennen@gmail.co· Sophie Kennen

~()'.'1Q~~~~F:~ie
9 Todds Road, Sandy Hook CT

6/25/2020 20:20:49 ntunnessen@vassar.edu '. Nerissa Tunnessen

124 Raymond Ave Poughkeepsie NY

6/25/2020 20:46:11 annerbemstein_@~mail.?0:A~ne.

Stanfordville, NY

6/25/2020 20:52:11 gb!essing@vassar.edu

499 1st Str:eet Brooklyn, NY 11215

: Gaia Getzel Blessing

6/25/2020 21 :00:50 macook@alum.vassar.ed_ Mackenzie Cook
6/25/2020 21:01 :29 (bm3560@bard.edu
6/25/2020 21 :07:42:jlopez@vassar.edu

: ben mu!ick

Westport, Connecticut
bard students for justice in pa!estine

Annandale-on-Hudson

'.~?~£1.

ilia mahns

124 Raymond Avenue BOX 3451, ~?u.~h~_e_e_P_~i~-~.'.f..

Jailyn

3518 Northview ave wantagh ny 11793

6/25/2020 21 :09:03: dangeloashley37@gmail., □ 'Angelo Ash!ey

134 violet avenue Poughkeepsie

6/25/20_20_ 21 :16:12: la_urysenecal@_~_mail,CC)rn,, _L_au_ry -~~~~ca.I

1953 Charles Ave Union NJ 07083

Timestamp

Emall Address

__ \li{_h_at__i~ your namE;?

lfy()~ ar~_:3.(g_n_i_n_g as an __o_rganization,_~h<- What i:3._y_our address? Please include town or city._
17 Cedar Pond Lane. Poughkeepsie NY 12603

6/25/2020 21 :32:04- Janizohra2001@gmail.co;Zohra Khan
6/25/2020 21 :36:43 cknowles@vassar.edu

1139 Stonewall Jackson Ct Nashville TN 37220

Caroline Knowles

69 R()~f1~ ~ill Roa_d_...i=>?~Qh~e17p5:i_e__NY 12603

6/25/2020 21 :51:00: collin--c~r:n.it_h_~:11Y..uri.edu :.~?lrt_n Smith
6/25/2020 21 :54:48 nlwooten@gmai!.com

: Nicole Wooten

- None -

Beacon

6/25/2020 22:06:11 emilyserena!u@gmail.cori Emily L.

108 Lincoln Street. Jersey City, NJ

6/25/2020 22:08:26 ezacharia@vassar.edu _ : Estella

New York, NY

6/25/2020 22:56:4 ~-: sacasti!!()(§)_alum.vassar:~-~abrina Castillo

94~ 11 59th ave ap;. F20 Eln:,hur~_t!

6/25/2020 23:05:24 dan.degan34@gmail.corri Dan Degan

Pleasant valley

6/25/2020 23:30:27: madid.626@gmail.com

Fairfax, VA 22031

Madeleine Donat

6/25/202_0_ ?3:4_5_:_57: _e~a-~-~-~e~~(@~~~\I.-?~(. -~than

Dyvy~r __

_l_~i~~t?~, _NY
124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie, NY

6/26/2020 0:16:19: christenson.nicholas@g1T- Nicholas Chrlstenson
6/26/2020 0:25:13: hziegler@vassar.edu
6/26/2020 0:27:57: hqz1021@gmail.com

______ ___ 6__!_2_6__!_2_020 0:32:4~_L()~U-~~~~~~_g_mail.com

: Henry Ziegler

823 N Woodstock st. Philadelphia, PA 19130

Henry Ziegler

823 N Woodstock st. Philadelphia, PA 19130

<?.z _Jo~.n~?~~?~f!~~t()n

5015 SE Knight St. Portland,?~, ~7206
306 Milan Hollow Rd. RHINEBECK

6/26/2020 1 :53:08: abbottbarlsh@gmail.com Claudia Abbott-Barish
6/26/2~~~- _1 :58:07; _s_op~-i~rt?O~i~~w::i.~_il.con 8:~p~i~. _q<?_rwin.
6/26/2020 2:02_:0_~:.~.k~~~-~~@.v~~~~r.edu

s~.!'Y~~-~_i_n_g_t,?_~_~ye_,_ ~~rtham_pt_on MA

Kanako Kawabe

.... ~.o.1:l~_h·~-~-e_p_~.i~, NY
Poughkeepsie

6/26/2020 4:43:27: 2marhmar2@gmail.com , Mark Marinoff
6/26/2020 7:12:19 vicki831@earthlink.net
6/26/2020 7:48:28 ·_~bradf9rd@vassar.edu
6/26/2020 8:01: 15 bdubs6464@gmail.com

.~! 11373

Vicki Fox

67 Wodenethe Dr

15 Concord Ave. Cranston, RI 02910

Brenda Wasser

Pleasant Valley New York 12569

6/26/2020 8:31 :09 : montanaarianna@gmail.c: Arianna Noble

Beachwood, Ohio

____ __ _6_12_6_12020 8:35:09 :-~-C~P-~.1!1.r:11~.~-~-e_l@y~~-??·.S Brian C_ap_l~-~
6/26/2020 8:58:04 eilybam@gmaiLcor:n
Eily
6/26/2020 9:20:00 kayakbikeski@gmail.com: Eric Eckley

67 Wodenethe Dr, Beacon
11 Summit street eastchester NY 10709

· Lauren Bradford

Narberth PA 19072
Dutchess County Resident

Hopewell Junction, NY

6/26/2020 9:22:50 .!"'1~~swilliamp?_9_@.Wn~i~:~.\Jl!!l~i.~_n,__ fv1_o_ss.

8 Cuny ~~ne Hy~e Park

6/26/2020 9:28:11: tojenniem@gmail.Com

Jennie To

143 Montgomery St, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

6/26/2020 9:38:25: 1ssakarin@vassar.edu

Isabel Sakarin

6/26/2020 10:01:37 _k~t-~_e_~!l~~-~~~~~-@:~_tp_n_y_~~C K~~e~ine _chi_~_.
6/26/2020 10:02:25, tki~m8:n@gma1l.com
Tessa Kirtzman

51 Oak Crest Dr, Huntington Sta NY 11746
Suffolk county, ny
13 FairmontAve. Poughkeepsie

6/26/2020 10:16:48 : seneca.straub@gmail.cor Seneca

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie

6/26/2020 10:58:13 'mfleischman@vassar.ed( Malka Fleischman

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

6/26/2020 11 :31 :53 _nellc_o_rnp~_o_n_~~n.1~i~.co_rn..=.~.e_l_l_ Corrieton

136 C~ll~9:~ A~e, __~oughke~_p_~_i:~-~-y ~2603

6/26/2020 11 :32:12 :jacobhhamer@gmaiJ.com: Jacob Hamer

3925 Beech Ave, Baltimore, MD

6/26/2020 11 :33:21 awefl@vassar.edu
6/26/2020 11 :35:00 · ro_ryf!i~@9rTli:li_!_._~1!1.

Adam Weil
: Abigail

124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 Box 3400
21 Saint Luke's Place Beacon NY

6/26/2020 11 :46:30 matthewbc260@gmail.co. Matthew Brill-Carlat

30 N. Clover St. #2 (City of Poughkeepsie, 12601)

6/26/2020 11 :56:42 · rdeorio@vassar.edu

Ryan DeOrlo

Collegeville, PA

6/26/2020 11 :59:57 · carndt@vassar.edu

Claire Arndt

15126 Greenleaf st. sherrnan oaks, CA.

6/26/2020 12:00:15 msleh_n:i_a_n_n_(&_h_~tmail.corr.Jacqueline Hesse

35 Townsend Av~--' Newburf!~

6/26/2020 12:02:02 ch!oeke!lner16@gmail.coi Chloe Kellner

New York City

6/26/2020 12:02:51 paquetteisabelle694@grri Isabelle

73 Everett Avenue, Providence, RI. 02906

6/26/2020 12:04:52 katieminford@gmail.com · Katie

135 J~h~ J~y _Road Woodsto_c_k, __~'(__12498

Ttmestan,p_

C

Email Address

'N,_hat is_your name?

If you are signin!i)_ a_~ an o~g_anization, whc What is_ y_our address? Please _i_n_c_lU~I;! tol,'-/n _or. c;iy.
37 myrtle ave, ramsey NJ

6/26/2020 12:08:26: castelll2@hawkmail.newP lucy castellano
6/26/2020 12:14:26: hg.ragy@gmal!.com

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY

Hassan Ragy

Linden. NJ

6/26/2020 12:27:24_: _m_v~_rg_a_s~".~~.~.a.~--~.d-~ _____ .ri.1.~_ir_~ ~~rgi:>s
6/26/2020 12:38:19)truittra@grnail.com

Warivick NY

: Ryan Truitt

6/26/2020 12:42: 17: mmcconnell2.2@gmail.cc Marrron McConnell

8 Perry Street Somerville MA

6/26/2020 12:56:18 ;phyang52@gmail.com

22 Organ Hill Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

Pamela Yang

~y_ 12_603

!.~=~!:? }..:.

6/26/202?.
pin~~a_n_g_ !_~_6!_@~a~':1':1:~. ~_inQ_ !:-!_
6/26/2020 12:57:32irichardqyang22@yahoo.c Qingyun (Richard) Yang

22 Orga~ Hill.~o~d, Pou~~~6:6:P.S_i_e__

6/26/2020 12:58:59: 1unaaros@gmail.com

Miami 33137

22 Organ Hill Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

: Luna

~i~i. ~-~-~_to_~_ -~_a_0_0~
6712 Bushranger Path, Columbia, MD

~{~!51_~0~~..1.~.=.~ ~.=~.~.; -~l~~~~:?ll~~~~'.~_9.mail .co; _S:i_e_nna
6/26/2020 13:44:55: mmsmith@vassar.edu

· Malinda Smith

6/26/2020 14:02:27: sydney.gasta!do2011 @ye Sydney Gastaldo

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

6/26/2020 14:12:40 ! sydney .gasta!do2011@y~ Sydney Gastaldo

Ottawa, Ontario

6/26/202~_ !4:3!_=?~.l ~!ivi~fJC?~~~~-111_a_il.com :_Olivia Gotsch
6/26/2020 14:53:03 ,a.murphy8@protonmail.ci Anna Murphy

5550 S Blackstone Av~?. C.hi.~~_o_, __ r_L__
23 Reilly Lane, Red Hook

I

196 Cc!Pi!?l__A,~e Wi!!ist?n Pa.rk NY 11596

. ~!_261~-~~-o. -~ ?~~-=-~.?. J~.e~-~-Q-~!i~($_vi:>~~~-~:~~~ __ ;_J~_l\~_n~_.a _~-e~~eli.s .
~/~_6/20~0 15:05:42_;_a_mdav_i~@.~'.3~~~r:~~-~--6/26/2020 15:13:10 Ilovitusia@gmail.com

A~ig.ai_l. 1?~~i_s...
Julianna Grinberg-Ayala

6/26/2020 15:17:18: kmdemat@gmai!.com

Katie DeMatteis

124 Raymond Av_e:, Poug_hkeeps!~,-~:-(_12~04
237 Rockefeller Ln, Red Hook NY
1 Emerson pl Boston MA

8 Mac C~cken Lane,_ Pou_g_hkee~sie, NY 12603
Massachusetts, South Hadley

6/26/2020 16:06:45 ;juliabhahn@gmai!.com

Julia Hahn

6/26/2020 16:22:38 lsmunsen@vassar.edu

Shiloh Munsen

89 Fickett rd. Pownal, ME I/ Vassar College

Belle Shea

. 1_ 78 _Kl_~~.s_l~~~- ~v~--~r()()!1x_n NY 11222
_16 Roxbury road, Westbury, NY, 11590

_?/_26/~~-~.o. _1 ~_:_5_'._:_5_?_ :_b_e_lll;!:~h,e~_(Qt_y_a_h?_o_._corn
6/26/2020 17:01 :23 jpeng@vassar.efu

=

Juo-Hsi Peng

Vassar seed

298 Humboldt St Brooklyn, NY 11211

6/26/2020 17:31 :17: alternategemall@gmail.cc Jason Sill

..........6..1.2.. 6.12020 18:1_~'.~1__:_ih_4:1_~4:~b~.r~_'.E!d.~...

-Isabella Haid
6/26/2020 18:20:28; abbytoomey223@gmail.d Abby \oomey
6/26/2020 18:55:16: james.carmody2017@gni James Owen Carmody

Students for Justice in Palestine

Dallas, TX
25 West Broadway
63 Glenieda Avenue, Carmel, NY

6/26/2020 20:22:09 '. bwisedesigns@gmail.cofT Betsy Wise

15~~- _r--1 -~-~-~~r~on S!_~i!i_ng_to_n Vf:>.: :222~_5
60 Phillips St. Beacon NY 12508

6/26/2020 23:11 :54; phebewarren14@gmail.ct Ph~be Warren

250 Mott Street A_P! 20 Ny, NY 10012

6/26/2020 23:21 :28: lilyvaslet@hotmail.com

271 w center st

__6/~_6/f.020 19:43:38_: !_ilf)E!~CE,9_i_rl_2_2_(§1~~~!!:C:?ni _L_i_ly -~:.

· Lily Vaslet

6/26/2020 23:27:22 !jonah.woodcock1@aol.co Jonah Woodcock
6/26/2020 23:45:54

j"r;b~~-~-p~-h~@Y~-h~o-~i Robe~ Upshaw

6/27/2020 0:24:53; michaelagayer7@gmall.ci Michaela Gayer

. ~/27(20~0..1_:.2_~_:_~-~- i_s~_ra"h,ccg_r?~_s_e~@C,!lJll1~ l :~i _S:as"~. ~~~~E!r
6/27/2020 6:11:301 moturner@vassar.edu

, Mo_t:ngan Turner

6/27/2020 9:26:48; hannahcard10@ic!oud.CQ Hannah card

.

18 Trinka Lane Hopewell Junction NY 12533
100 Liberty Street Beacon NY 12508
Mclean, VA
.. ~-~?y_l()_n_, __N,y__
126 Boothby Ave. South Portland ME
Hyde park New York

6!27_12020 9:34:4 7: bubbamouse00@yahoo.S Liz

123 Main Street

6/27/2020 9:40:32 :_anna~i-~()~P.~()t?:($!_g_nl_a_i1.c:_Anna Sirota

70 Verplanck Avenue #.1.: ~_eaco_n_._ NY 1?508

6/27/2020 9:42:12 )ordy.meltzer@gmail.com' Jordy

Beacon, NY

6/27/2020 9:48:12: sprintcess@hotmail.com Tanya smallwood

9 woodland ave pk ny 12603

6/27/2020 10:43:07: mlm1617@~?.!mail.com · Mari.a ~-a-~_ato_

124 ~cl¥~?n_~__fo_ve Pou_g_h_keepsie N.X 1_??~4

Tirnestamp

Email Address

What is your name?

If you are si!;J[1i_n_!;I_,~~ an __o_rg_a_n_iz,9tic,ri_. whzWhat is yo_~_r_address? Please include town or ci_ty_.

6/27/2020 11 :22:13 scallywagon@gmail.com • Emily Orr

99 Webster Coon RD, Milan. NY 12571

6/27/2020 11:39:09 °mpdauk@gmail.com

62 Holly Place Monroe, Connecticut 06468

Molly Dauk

6/27/2020 12:08:51 sen.arnanda_($Y~~c,o:C.?i:i.1 ?,.rnanda Sen

2754 W. M_ai_n__St., V\f.a.l?.l?_i_n~E:rs F_a_l_l~, _t-,1_'(_1_2590

6/27/2020 12:28:28 '.idraw4u.cherry@gmail.CQ: Cameron Cherry

New Paltz, NY, 12561

6/27/2020 13:49:23: smcgrath@vassar.edu

Spencer D McGrath

6/27/2020 18:06:20 rvr.sg7@gmail.com

Ra RUTH

Northampton, MA
POUGHKEEPSIE city
4 MohonkAve, New Paltz, NY 12561

6/27/2020 19:16:38 : la~pu~_o@~f!1~i~.com
, ~~~r~~.1:'.pu_z.z?
6/27/2020 20:23:30 mschwa9882@ao!.com : Marian Schwartz

17 Kimball Rd., Poghkeepsie. NY 12601
12604

6/28/2020 7:20:51 : alexander.p.gros@gmail.i Alex Gros
6/28/2020 10:33:12 _J!l_ir_a_n_d_a_._a_l_qljist(_@_gmail.CC _t_vlirand.a__~!~_ui_st
6/28/2020 10:44:02: xvr830@gmail.com

Brookl_y_n,_ -~'(_
520 North Riverside Road, Highland NY

: Xavier Reda

Austin

6/28/2020 12:20:28: michaeldK1el@gmail.com 'Michael David Kiel
6/28/2020 12:51 :38: sc!arey@vassar.edu

west newbury, MA

: Sevine Clarey

6/28/2020 17:~~:~~ _)~~na. konst~_ntine_@grr1_~i1_: Jenna Konstantine
6/28/2020 17:54:03 · annasiftar@gmail.com
Anna Siftar

503 w 148th St, New York, NY
'MS.

Tivoli, NY

6/28/2020 20:~_2_:_~~---~°.i:"'_e_._r1'1_El)i~c>_@_~r:r_,-~_il_.~~r:1.. Melina A Raise

7310 Sou_~h Broa_d~°:X,__ ;\.!='.t 1., __RE,~-~.?_o_~?--~'(_

6(~_8(_2~_2_~ ~0:10:52 :_~_to_a_p_h_a.@~'.11~i(:?.?.f!l_.

Newbur_~~•.. t-.!'J'
38617th St., Brooklyn, NY 11215

6/28/2020 21 :01 :05 :turpinmolly@gmail.com

Molly Turpin

6/28/2020 22:08:00: wake.engage@gmail.coff Paloma

n/a

....1.?_?~ .'.-:1.~.i~_n_ ~-t _;\~t_[)_!,__ ~r9_~-k~yn_,_ .~X.

6/2~~??.?~. ?~:?~:~~ .:. ~'.':I_IX~e~l~-~~~~(;)~~(W~_fn_~i_l_.j_ ~_a_l_ly. R.-.?.~.e'.1_s__ ___________ _

22 Maple Ave. Highland, NY 12528

6/29/2020 2:12:57 _sierrareilly97@gmail.com: Sierra
6/29/2020 9:55:15 :jack.w.owen@gmail.com IJack Owen
6/29/2020 10:34:00 _n!_naqzacharieifW_9_r:':'.a_i.l:_cof .~ !~.'.': .?'.El~~El~iEI ___ _
6/29/2020 11 :01:34 carolyn.guyer@gmail.cort Carolyn Guyer
6/29/2020 11 :25:33 gallan24@verizon.net

Brooklyn, NY
1 ~~- _F{o3ym~nd Ave, Pou_gh~e~psie

ACT18 Indivisible

6/29/2020 19:44:58 jadelb213@gmail.com

f'.~~~.h-~~~~~ie_
599 18th St. Apt 2R, Brooklyn NY 11218
Poughkeepsie town

Barbara Page

6/29/2020 12:25:35 richn~r_@Y_El~C,D-<:Oi:11..
Richard Cannarelli
6/29/2020 19:43:40 sam.f.shinn@gmai!.com Sam Shinn

Mr.

6/29/2020 21:42:21 mm3830@bard.edu

186 union street Poughkeepsie ny

6/29/2020 23:08:25 : ew8090@bard.edu
6/30/2020 0:22:36 sk7435@bard.edu

.......... _7218Ave N Brook!yn__ ~_'(_1_~234
30 Campus Rd, Annandale-on-hudson

· Lance Sum
:Tsitsi

30 Campus Road, Annandale-on-Hudson

Maggie McFarland

6/29/2020 22:27:31 -~9.°:_1!1_a_@_~!:1~~i~._c_o_f!l_ .. M~~a_a~~.
6/29/2020 22:52:38 ;vb5919@bard.edu
!Vigilance Brandon
Emily
· Sarah Kearns

2407_ Sylvan Loop, 1/l(appingers Fal.1~:_ 12~~~ ..
201 S Prospect St Apt B Burlington, VT 05401
89 S Randolph Ave. Poughkeepsie, NY

'Jade Baratta

6/29/2020 21 :02:30 marycurley@rocketmail.o Mary Curley
-~'?~'.????_~1-~?4:=~_?_1_1~_9_3?_1 _@_ba_~:.El.?.u...
6/29/20~0 21:24:27 '. tm8861@bard.edu

NEW HAMBURG
15 Deer Run Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

· Geraldine Allan

6/29/2020 11 :31 :14 -~-~_li~i?.8_1_tl/l_at_t_~@:Wn_a_i_l_._con_rv!atthew Carroll
6/29/2020 11 :43:53: e!eanorgrac~!ing~gmail.{ Eleanor Ling
6/29/2020 12:19:24 page@vassar.edu

86 Maple Street I Beacon, NY 12508

NIA

30 ca~pu~.r~_~n_n_a_~_d_a_l_~..?n Hudson
83 Girard Ave, Hartford, CT
185 Silvermine Road New Canaan, CT
Red Hook, New York

6/30/2020 1:05:41 .€!~amorrris@~_~ail.com · Eva Morris
Audrey Russell
6/30/2020 1:14:49 ar4653@bard.edu

Portland OR 97202

6/30/2020 6:53:06 zoelkurtz@gmail.com

Philadelphia, PA

Zoe kurtz

Bard College I 30 Campus Road/ Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504
810 warren st_Ap~ 1

Timestamp

If you are sig:ni_n_g a_s an org_anization,_vVh_~_'!"~cl.). i:3 your address? Please include town or Cio/_·

Email Address

6/30/2020 8:40:13 ,simone.oziebel@gmail.co Simone Teague

59 South Grand Ave. Poughkeepsie

6/30/2020 9:05:43 anna.schupack@gmail.cciAnna Rose Schupack

5 burhans place delmar ny

~t~.~!_2~_29_~_:~ _6_:_~_1 :_a_g_i_o_~_i_C?_~c,ptc,nline .net : Anthony Giorgi_o
6/30/2020 9:22:00 gaildalessio@yahoo.com: gail da!essio

33 Pasture Ln, Poughkeep~[~

Ms.

Pleasant Valley

6/30/202010:42:18 thai@garysinger.com

:Thai Singer

323 Sterling Place, Brooklyn, NY 11238

6/30/2020 11:18:09 · b!ocasio7@gmail.com

. Brandi Ocasio

North Branford, Ct
61 W f:ll~r-~et St. Red H_ook,__ t-JY
445 Plutarch Rd. Highland, NY 12528

6/30/2020 12:42:33 Qetza~8.~¥~_rr,ea(W_g_r:i,_a_i!~. <3_e:tz.a.r:n.~.~Y. _(;?~~e_a_
6/30/2020 13:39:11 · chloch!oenge!@gmail.con Chloe Engel
6/30/2020 17:23:44 aria_nnalendino@aol.com Arianna Lendino

119 Reggies Way Lagrangeville, NY 12540

6/30/2020 18:39:24_'._kerTl~?_(W~X~.P:tr:C?lll .. 'Kiera McHerron
6/30/2020 19:17:04 uuinpok@optonline.net Candis Sunderland

~-12 Anthon_y_ Road,_C!ifton Park ~Y

6/30/2020 20:10:21 '. kmilburn@vassar.edu

12624 Cora! Sunrise Dr., Huntersville, NC 28078

Poughkeepsie

Kelsie Milburn

603 Fitzhugh st, Ravenswood, VW, 26164

6/30/2020 20:39:22 · mhackworth@vassar.edu' Mercedes Hackworth
6/30/2020 23:10:57 ~~~~?~_e_l_@~~~s_ar.ed_u_

148 Walnut Tree Hill Rd, Shelton, CT

, Nicholas Henckel

801 foster city blvd apt 305 foster city california 94404

6/30/2020 23:42:02 l!yarozenblat2458@gmai!. llya Rozenblat
6/30/2020 ~0:45:5~-: ~ffryl~t@:'~~-a_r._e_d_u_

I-~~~!l_c_:1_ -~iy_l~r _

·Vassar Colleg~

.!

6130(2020 23_:1_~:_17_: _s_r:n_~_~:'}'~~~@_g_r:r,_~_i!_-~()::1_ .: -□-~~1:1~~? ~~~~~
7/1/2020 0:24:03 robertaupshaw@yahoo.c~ Roberta Upshaw

__1_19~ Wo~~_lai._n;~-~-t_,_'JY~ll_a Walla,_ WA 99}62
59 s wa_n_~_~ve
100 Liberty Street Beacon NY 12508
2499 Route 82, Lagrangeville NY 12540

7/1/2020 4:57:03: WJHCLH@optonline.net CHRISTINE L Hongach
7/1/2020 4:57=4:!_;_w_JHC_LH@_opto_nl_i_n_~:.~~-t__:_yv;mam J Ho~Qcl.0 ........................... .
7/1/2020 10:52:44 :jftoaster@gmail.com
Joshua Farrell

2499 R_o~_e__~_2__L_a_g_r':1_~~-8:Y.i!~E:~.!:l.:'..12540
98 Jackson Street, Fishkill, NY 1524

7/1/2020 10:57:34: highway1869@gmail.co1T_Steve Engelhardt

224 Manchester rd

?/1 /2~-~~- _1 _'._:~_1 .=.~-~- I _a bu chm uellE¼rt.fB\fassar_._e_d, _Adam Bu chmue lier

1512 grange_~_~\fe,__t:-,nn Arbo..,...M
..•••1............ .
2210 Greenview Road Northbrook, IL

7/1/2020 11 :08:26: gewred@gmai!.com

: Gilfian Redstone

7/1/2020 11 :37:50: widgery@gmail.com

: Gretchen Lieb

157 College Ave. #2 Poughkeepsie NY 12603
59 south__~_rt:ln_d avenue Poughkeepsi_e

7/1 /20~0 1~:07~2!5 _Ue:~_n_y_hu_s_seyt€¼~Q~~!~:f!~(Jenny Teague
7/1/2020 14:22:35 ibdsweet@optonline.net I Barbara Sweet

Covey Rd. Hyde Park, NY

7/1/2020 16:49:20 'ekrichmar@vassar.edu

23 Lagrange Avenue Poughkeepsie NY 12603

Elinor Krichmar

71_1 I?~~~- -~ 6_:_~_4:_02 , _mu rielhorowi~@_g_rna_i~: ~i _fv_l_~-~-e_l_ -~':rC,'11/i_l:2_
7/1/2020 18:39:18: Po!iticalMattC@gmail.con: Matthew Carroll
7/1/2020 19:29:16 : sharon.ha1ey@aol.com

J=>.o.~g~k_ee_p_~i~Poughkeepsie
15 Orchard St. Pawling

Sharon Haley

7/1/2020 20:16:13: brian.robinson@equitab!e: Brian Robinson

Equit.able Future, 1nc.

143 Montgomery St., Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Beacon

7/1/2020 20::1:?:~!)_c_~l_dy,i~ll~_u_!_icl_'.@~mail_._c_?_~_Julia Caldwell
7/1/2020 20:47:54:jtmarsh1993@gmai!.com; Jordan Taylor!

Poughkeepsie

7/1/2020 22:12:47; richierose1221@gmall.co1 Richie Rosencrans

Newburgh

__711/2020 22:19:18 Ilfeinber~~_d_dy@\(a~,3.~_.-~_d: _L_i_3/_~E:in_~e:r9~Ed_d_y
7/2/2020 0:46:41 :ttaylor31@juno.com
· Patricia Taylor

124_ -~~YO"\?~_d A'!.~ Pou_g_h_kE)E)~<,i(:l
17 Amber Court, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

7/2/2020 6:29:37 dandreatara1@gmail.corr. Tara O'Andrea
7/2/2020 7:43:43 ttssccbb@yahoo.com

Shantae Swain

12 Larch Street Beacon
10 Tuscarora Dr Wappingers Falls NY 12590
124 Raymond Ave. Pou~hkeepsie, NY

7/2/2020 8:34:21: e!sa.s~_!veig@_gn,ail.com Elsa Erling
· Rachael Kraft
7/2/2020 9:22:40 · rkraft@vassar.edu

EASTON

7/2/2020 9:36:55 rklarklein@gmail.com

: Regina Klein

52 Pasture Lr., Poughkeepsie, NY

7_!~/2020 9:56:24: eileonard_@l~assar.edu

. Eileen Leonard

36 Ferris Lan_~_, -~?~ghke:B:ps_i_e, __~Y 12601

.Time~_ta_l!'P

· Email Address

7/2/2020 10:27:01: twhitenack@vassar.edu

Wh:3~__i~ _your name?

If you .~r~. 5,ign.i_n!i) as an or_!i)_anization, whc What_iS, y_o_ur_acldr~ss?

Please include tow~.?'.. C:i_o/:
124 Raymond Ave Poughkeepsie NY 12604

Tamika C Whitenack

7/2/2020 11:19:51 jherman616@gmafl.com :Jen

Poughkeepsie, NY

7'.~/~020 11 :31 :06 :_rafae!!aspielber!:]@l9_n,,ail.c R~f~el(<1 _~PiE!~~€,T\3
7/2/2020 13:21 :31 : aashworth@vassar.edu : Alexandra Ashworth

33_ :5_e_~l_':Y. ~~-.. ~~?.klYn,. _~-'( __
1 Tallardy Place, Town of Poughkeepsie

7/2/2020 15:55:57 em.parls.5@gmail.com

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie NY

7/2/202017:58:20 nyccwriter@gmail.com

Evan Paris

Fishkill, NY

:Colleen Hardiman

Box 107~:_!_~~-Ra_ymond Ave Po~g_h~Elepsie NY 12604
2304 Wedgewood Dr, SE, Olympia, WA 98501

71212020 23:00:43: a~n~~n)~n~_~y~~~~r:~9~_}\i~~n Antonienko
7/3/2020 0:47:29 aelewsku@vassar.edu
Anna

Poughkeepsie, NY

7/3/2020 7:57:10 '.jherman616@gmail.com .Jen

Tillson

.... !!?2020 8:54:_5_~_ :_breathe~_1_1_@_g_n,_a_i_l-C?_r:t1_ . .f:::rr1'f _Mx_s_!i~ ..
7/3/2020 10:04:25 ;Joeaugulis@gmail.com 'Joseph Augulis
7/3/2020 13:16:15 : mburstein@vassar.edu : Martin Burstein

Poughkeepsie, NY
· Sunrise/XR Poughkeepsie

192 spackenkill road Poughkeepsie NY 12603

7/3/2020 13:19:37 !ouisesbartolotta@gmail.c; Louise Bartolotta

-~~~'?!?tt<:__

192 sp_a_cken_ki~I. ~o-~~..'.'.?ug~~E;€lp~i_e__r-/'{__12603 .
311 River Road, Rhinebeck NY 12572

7/3/2020 13:27:42 lo uis_es~~_rt_olo~~~f11~il:S ~?u_i~_e:
7/3/2020 15:23:07 rachelhellman@wustl.ed~ Rachel Hellman
' Lucy_ [3_n:,;-vn

7/3/2020 16:48:26 _k_~_ir!l_b_a_u_r:n.@"'.~s.5.a_r._e_du Kaitlin __B_i_r~?~_u_n_i __
7/3/2020 17:30:15 · uma_satyendra@yahoo.c UMA SATYENDRA

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, NY, 12603

Lucy_~rown
-TOWDC

?q P_i_':'.e.~p_p_l_e__1?:t~fi:fi:f.~_pt_ -~_A,__ Broo_kl}'fl, _NY 11201 .
124__~~¥rr1_(?:0,d Aye_,_P(J_U_Q_hke~p_sie NY
Wappingers Falls, NY
30 Dinan Street

7/3/202018:21:18 sam.lozoff@gmail.com

Sam Lozoff

?.l~l.????.?2=?~:_~?_;_~(I_El_l?_El_c_~_CW!:1~~(!_-_~.n7..
7/3/2020 20:45:05: nkrupnick@mac.com

: Eleanor Peck
· Neil Krupnick

7/3/2020 21 :55:06 = nbonin@vassar.edu

: Nina Bonin

15086 Mountain Rd, Hil!sboro, VA20132

: Victoria Bonacasa

Oceanside, NY

15 franklin a_ve?, ~E?.a.C??n_ny
19 Scenic Drive, Hyde Park, NY 12538

Woodstock

: Anne Stebin_ger ,
7/4/2020 15:34:08 = snovak@vassar.edu

521 Bradford pkwy Syracuse NY

Sophie Novak

Montclair, NJ

7/4/2020 15:36:02_\_c;g_~r,?~n.@?va~::e~u
Cali Garzon ___________________ _
7/5/2020 7:50:23 ; highway1869@gmail.corr; Steve Engelhardt

7i5!2020 7:52:50: tami@waldolib.org

224 Manchester rd
138 Woodmont Road Hopewell Junction, NY 12533

'Tami Jo Eckley

__P_o_u_g_~_k_l:_e_p_sie
79 Hornbeck Rd. Poughkeepsie. NY 12603

7/5/2020 11 :38:58 -~_b_l_a_~~V~?.s.~r·'::?.u..
'Eliana B!am
7/5/2020 19:3~:24: kim.ryb~cki@gmail.com : Kim Rybacki
7/5/2020 21:50:43; robbyfp@gmai!.com

4 Osprey Court Pawling, NY

: Robby Phillips

7/5/2020 22:19:22: m1abarbera3@ford~am.et Matthew LaBarbera

19 W Wind Road, Pawling, NY

7/5/~~?0 22:43:43_:emmano~lle~_?7_($}:'~~-0?.\ Emma Herman
7/5/2020 22:44:30 enwh@msn.com
: Emma Williams

18 old route 55 Pawling NY 12564

7/6/2020 7:57:40: nick.mauro@gmail.~m I Nicholas Mauro

18 old .r?_u_te 55 Pawing_ t-j_y_ 12564
N/A

Poughkeepsie

7/6/2020 11 :36:02 \ tjm140626@gmail.com

Dawn Tree
: Thoi:nas Beisswenger

15 Mi!ewood Rd. VERBANK NY 12585

7/6/2020 11:55:59 ;em.heubel@gmai!.com

'. Emma Heubel

84 Harmony Hill Road Pawling, NY 12564

._?1_~!?~3~. -~-1 _:_3~-=-~_6_: -~-a~nrt_r~_e.@Y.~~~~:??":

15 Mi!ewood Rd. Verbank NY 12585

7/6/2020 12:15:36: laurence.webber@mail.rTI: Laurence

700 Route 22 Pawling NY

7/6/2020 13:2?'.~~->~7_an.~_bellrose.us
7/6/2020 13:22:48 '. bruce@bellrose.us

39 Sandi Driv~,..Poug~~6:6:PS_i_e_, __~Y 12603
39Sandi Drive, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

Susan Bellrose
Robert B. Bellrose

7/6/2020 14:03:52 mo11ywo1ft25@grnail.com · Molly

1031 Route 292 Holmes, NY

7/6/2020 14:43:54 _e.kami~s~y_2_5:@Q_!l1ail:c_p_m:_Emily_

Plea~_a_~_t Y~l_l~.Y: NY

7/6/2020 16:26:14 :jcfallert@gmail.com

What_ i~ _Y?lJ~. ~c,me?
If you are signing _as an o_r~_anization, whc W~,;1t_ i:3 _Y_0,ur addr~ss? Please include town or_ c;i_"t;(_-__
JOHANNA and ALAN FA Salutation·
16 Earlwood Dr., Poughkeepsie NY 12603

7/6/2020 17:30:34:ddrolma@gmail.eom

Patricia Fallon, RN

'}"imestam_p_

: Email Address

24 Reed Road, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
_14 Van_duzer [)_ri_vE!,_P_o_1:1_g_h_~~-epsiE!_~_'(_1_~l3q~
Pine Plains, New York

7/6(?~~_o __1I_:~_2_:_~_o_: -~-10:~·-~~-r~~ona201_ ~@_g_i_ft.ly_ssa B_~~-~00~

I

7/6/2020 1?.=.~_7.:_3_~ _1:1_111_Y~!\~k_n:i_a_n_n_y~tB.l9.~8:i_l_._C fa.rn_y_ _Glickman
7/6/2020 20:43:141 acabrera@vassar.edu
Amelia Cabrera
7[7/2020 9:50:31 [ hshulman@vassar.edu

152 college ave Poughkeepsie ny
4418thStBrooklyn, NY 11215

: Holly Shulman

7(7/2020 11 :37:23)_juli_e_b_f@~mail.com

171 moadock road mil!erto_n ny 12546

7/712020 12:22:43 :john.ddorje@gmail.com : John Fallon

24 Reed Road, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

7f!/2020 14:36:20:a1isale@buffalo.edu

44 Noble Hil! Drive, Poughquag NY

\Alisa Le

7o (2~?~. _1 ~-=-~?_:_~_4_: _e!_i~c,~~t~~_?_h~rr?.6.~~ll1~.i'. -~lizabe~_ Schwoerer
7(7/2020 19:56:47: brandon.codrlngton88@g' Brandon Codrington

.......... ~?~.-~.8:8:?_h_wood Ave unit_~_B_, -~?:1~~k.~~p~i-~_ NY 12601
46 South Gate Drive, Poughkeepsie NY 12601
Poughkeepsie

7[7/2020 22:07:16: kim.rybacki@gmail.com : Kim Rybacki
7(7/2020 22:24:271 rbrtsdrrtt@yahoo.com

: Darrett Roberts

______ ____ 7__!_8___!_2_0,20 ~:~7'.~~}-~~i_n_k_a9_~-~-@~mail.com

Ed kinkade
7/8/2020 7:57:57: rvonzerneck@albany.edu Raina Von Zerneck
7/_8(~0~0__9:31:39 ;_e_r~_a~?.fll.!WW!l.a_i!:'=:?111

·ocPAA
ITFIO

. ,IJYa_pp_i_ng_ers _f~I_I_~
Millerton, NY

:_J~~-~_ri_k_~~~~~~

7/8/2020 9:57_:3_~_: _r:-'.1_~-~-b-~i~~l_e~~J;l_ll1~!!:~~: -~_e_g __~E!f'?"~_n_~_"'J/(rl~!e_r
7/8/2020 10:25:54: fatimaakhtar95@gmail.co: Fatima Akhtar

Monroe Township NJ
Poughkeepsie

7/8/2020 10:26:34\jlowenbraun@gmail.eom :Joe lo.wenbraun

7}~1?-.???. ~- q:~1_:q~ _:_ QE!sma llri_d_g_e_~Q~,:lil'.c9_rn.'_ ~_ai_l_ -~~al_l~i-~-~-~-

Poughkeepsie
_._819 Van 11,'a_g_ner R_d __Po_u_~_h_~~-e_p~i~
255 Patroon Creek Blvd Apt 4362 Albany, NY

WA

7/8/2020 10:41:47 [ bluewizard52@gma!!.co!T: Robert dam

13_1_0 ~oston Comers Roa_~•__ r,,,J_i(I~~?~-' NY 12546
Red hook, new york

7/8/2020 10:44:20: olivialortie@gmai!.con

7 Ann drive Rhinebeck NY 12572

Olivia

7l~(~~-20 11 :15:4_3_ )e_r:_ni~E!r.~_d_o~~E!Y@~_fY:f:ll.c;i _Jt:_nnifer _[)?w_lE!Y
718120?0 11 :18:19 : kates~ne@mxste_ryscenei, Kathleen Stine

Millerton

7/8/2020 11 :58:24: marthaz:imiles@hotmail.et Martha R Zimiles

78 Charlie Hil Road Millerton NY 12546

7/8/2020 12:44:52! 1thompson@vassar.edu

ILauren Thompson

PO Box 355, Millerton, NY 12546
, Sunrise Poughkeepsie

1488 Kingsley Lane Carson City, Nevada 89701

~/8(2020 13:12'.1 0 _: VV_l_~_n!_@~\{C·_'.'.:??:~ ..
7/8/2020 13:13:59: Mary3959@hvc.rr.com

William Lunt
Mary Lunt

114 Be?~l~_~_d_, ___P?~~~~e,ep_sie_, __t_'IY__
114 Bedell Rd, Poughkeepsie, NY

7/8/2020 15:14:36; rosios870@gmail.com

RoseEllen Sarfaty

MILLERTON
24 Reed ~_o_a_~_, Y'_il~ppii,~~rs F~~)s_, __~~ 12590
Poughkeepsie

7/8/2020 15:23:45 :john.d~-~'.j_e_~Qm,~i~'.c_o_n:,__ John Fallon
7/8/2020 16:43:01: cullenriley.duffy@gmail.CX Cullen Riley-Duffy
7/8/2020 16:48:07, yvettesrogers@gmaU.corr Yvette Rogers
7/8f2:~2?.~-~:?7.:~? '._j~c_s_u_~_n)'._~~C)!_'.C?.f!l. .
7/~/2020 21 :36:08 :.~~c_h_h_?_~(@~~ai1.com
7/8/2020 23:52:39 : leoherr9@gmail.com

I

Title

_.. _-_1_2 Elm SJ _l\p!_1_, ~fl"'."li_ng_ -~'(_ .! -~-5_6_4 ______________________ _
15 Old Farms Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

Fischhoff
Emilio Herrera

218 Rom bout Road, Pleasant Valley NY 12569

7/8/2020 23:53:25 kendragraham@earthlink: Kendra Graham
719120?0_ ~-:-~_8_:?9_ Ikc,y~kbike_ski@?o_u_~l_o_o_~:~! -~r!? Ecktex,

243 Stone Church Rd Rhinebeck
Box 1021. Millerton NY

: Jean Cross

'Private Citizen

Hopewell Junction, NY

Tir:,e~~cl'!IP:

Email Address

'What is your name?

!f you are sig.rJi.n_g __~s_ an or_g_a_nization, whc. What is y_our address? Pleas~ include town or

c;iY:..

6/25/2020 10:16:10 nhenckel@vassar.edu

: Nicholas Henckel

148 Walnut Tree Hill Rd, Shelton, CT

6/25/2020 10:19:47 ccambey@vassar.edu

,.~~ij'fte:t1ambt}l

Poughkeepsie

6/25/2020 10:29:03 ~p.r,at_e!l_®_b_u_.e1~. _.

\fkl:iE!~~@~t!7.~~~rff'i~i

10 Old Silverm,ine Place POl1g_hkeE)psie NY 12603

6/25/2020 10:37:41 : mariaburi@gmaiLcom

·Maria

!owa City. Iowa

6/25/2020 10:41 :23 I em.paris.5@gmail.com

+evaa:o

124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie

6/25/2020 10:53:12' sdorf@vassar.edu

NYC

Samantha Dorf

Wappingers Falls

6/25/2020 10:~~=?!.:_t~~~~~O:rTl~~~(@_g_mail.co~l!J~ia- .

i

Hyde Park

6/25/2020 11 :00:26 zjeremy2000@lcloud.cori ~-13J¢tTJ.Y· :Z-ayas
6/25/2020 11:02:01 : tashahescock@gmail.con; l2-shaJf~~
__6/25/2020 11 :12:4_6_ :_rd_oherty@1:assar:~~~ _
6/25/2020

11 :17:08

=

dltuttle15@gmail.com

Vassar College

Poughkeepsie
501 Stamford Road, Baltimore, MD

-~i!~y__[)Cl~~~X
\il2~iirihaffUtttf

Poughkeepsie NY

6/25/2020 11 :19:28: emily.r.garber@gmail.con: Emily Garber

905 6th St SW, Washington, DC

6/25/2020 11 :26:38: drewsnyder00@gmail.cor: Drew Snyder

24 Forest Glen Ln SW Lakewood. WA 98498

6/25/2020 11 :27:07: oliviakeane2020@gmail.C Olivia Keane

New York, NY

6/25/2020 11·

;31· ;31· j~;~-inepesa~t~@~~ti;~kfa~~~rri~--;~~dtiit

~/2~/2020 11 :31 :4?_; j_sie,~el@)_vass_ar.edu

91 sutton park road poughkeepsie ny

: _4-ii,lia;S.i_~ge\~.

•..........6..1.2..s..1.2.020 11 :37:41_= j_na~fs@vassar.edu

1~"! Raymond Ave, Poughkeep~i~-~:'!'
Cambridge, MA

Juliet Nadis

6/25/2020 12:1 0:56 , jasen.miyamoto@gmail.c, Jasen Miyamoto

298 Humboldt St, Apt #3L. Brooklyn, NY 11211

6/25/2020 12:13:01 : kmartin@vassar.edu

77 Thumpers Way. Glasgow, KY

Kaity Martin

235 oceanparkw_ay,_!3_rc,ok_!yn NY

6/25/2020 12:31 :41 :.~~s_..d_~.r~?8:?h.@~_ma_il:~o!_1:·EJSS Dernbach
6/25/2020 12:45:54, emanzella@vassar.edu

~6-iPrn~'.M~f!.Z,ll~

6/25/2020 12:47:59 = pjacoby@vassar.edu

~pq:ebe-'-i°"'

_6/25/2020 13:27_:_~_5. \ i_e\l/~~y-~j~c3-~_@E1':l.com
6/25/2020 13:38:22; opage@vassar.edu

146 College Ave. Poughkeepsie. NY 12603
Vassar

14/i~

. ~_o_u_~_hkee_p_s!~, __N_'( __1~?-~3
124 raymond ave. strong 322, poughkeepsie, NY 12604

_

~Y()liVi?f:'{eta· page:,Jef

Shoreham, Vermont

6/25/2020 13:45:17: lo_ganmaxsharks@gmail.~_Logan
6/25/2020 13:54: 5~ :a~tonatosk.at~ryn_@g_n_ic3_H ;_ ,aj_t\r:(!i:'~_tOh~t(l~_
6/25/2020 13:56:52 · kjensen@vassar.edu

45:~f;a:Jensel;I

6/25/2020 14:08:04: gkolk@vassar.edu

, ~9:_t;IY,~11¢ KoJ!<f

§!~??0~-~- 14_:_12_:_09_: ~_g_oo_~_\',li~@_vc3ssar.edu

_.1;1j#e'._-'G0(j~_in.

6/25/2020 14:19:23 '. jwaters@vassar.edu

: Jeff

6/25/2020 14:21:43 '. lposner@vassar.edu

Poughkeepsie NY

. 124 Rayn:~nd Ave

~?~_8_~'__POU£J~kee~s_i_e_,_ NY 1_?.6~_ ..

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie, NY
124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie
__1?? Colle_ge Avenue Poug~ke~psie NY
187 timer ridge road Hummelstown
878 West End Ave, Ny,Ny 10025

Lucy Posner

1128 Sun Shadow Dr., El Paso, Tx

6/25/2020 14:22:30: 1aurinekim24@gmail.com Laurine Kim
6/25/2020 14:24:~1 :_c?'.~eli_s_l?~i~@_g_rn_a_i!:t;ClrT Louisa Comelis

New York, NY 10025

6/25/2020 14:25:05: cait.phung@gmail.com

288 Battery Avenue Brooklyn, NY 11209

6/25/2020 14:31 :37: exiao@vassar.edu
6/25/2020 14:3~.:-~~.'.-~_un_gj2001_@lgmail.com

• Caitlin Phung

!${,Eil~f-Xia'o•>f

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

IJulie

Honolulu
Poughkeepsie

6/25/2020 14:45:09: Eappelson@vassar.edu 'l§~;~pp-~l~Qf:l;Y#
6/25/2020 14:46:42. Eappelson@vassar.edu

~!.ana,,J;?i;ir~'iiJ

Poughkeepsie

6/25/2020 14:46:54.jomu!ter@gmail.com

Joshua Multer

115 Lincoln Rd, Brooklyn NY

6/25/2020 14:47'.~~: tahicat@gma_il.com

Tahira Gatten

___ 1843 N 142nd Ave,__ Good_y_ea_r,

6/25/2020 14:48:04: nyjnt1@gmail.com
6/25/2020 15:05:55: !stevens@vassar.edu
6/25/~_020 15;07:0_4_:_ujima.vsa@vassar.edu

fJJPhtW:::r:yn~ak/1

98-410 Koauka Loop Aiea, HI 96701

Lena Stevens

tii.t:JJIMA¼t

A:!- 8539?

26 South Mesier Wappingers Falls ny 12590

UJ!MA

124..~~yi:i,on.d Ave Pou_ghkeepsie,_NY 12604

TimestamP:

Email Address

. : ~.~l3.t. !~_your name?

!f YC)U are sign_i_i:19 as an o_r_g_a_n_i_z,:;itici_t1,_Vl'h_c._Vl/hal is y_o_~_r_,:1ddres~?_. f>!~ase include l():Nrl_C)r city_.

6/17/2020 12:09:34 vcar1isle51@gmail.com

~g!~~'A\HCarirste)ii'

83 Mountain Road ,

6/20/2020 12:28:59 al!ie.bopp@gmail.com

~!!i~ .:.+i

2821 Route 9d

?l~q,,.<~-t' v-U.e '"1

6/21/2020 13:30:17__ ru~i-~.@~ontractor.n~t_______ \§.t)t;ijubJ,51______________ ...

18 Eag!_e L_a_i:,_e_. __ f>oughke~~?_i_e_

6/22/2020 1_1 :21 :~~- _r:17scarolinefenner(@g_li7~il_.~fft,rolini:.s:-_fe_11n_e1_
6/22/2020 11 :24:44: darrelyn.topdems@gmail: tp,arrelyn ·_sren:liaff;'.!,~

42 Croft Rd.
32 Spring Rd, Poughkeepsie NY 12601
23 crumwold place hyde park

6/22/2020 11 :32:41 , curmudgeonhp@yahoo.cj'1!.Pl!S'PIT_<;ata,br~
6/22/2020 11 :41 :31 Po!iticalM_a_tt~~9mail:~.~~~~-~~--~n'~J
6/22/2020 12:30:04: lforman37@gmail.com ½Ji:8Ura- FOrm·antJ

NIA

PO Box 281 Staatsburg NY 12580

6/22/2020 13:55: 15; Sprezzatura427@gmail.ci:r?,~:-.:MalCC1f,n:iJ

f{tl,~;l.~£?,~~~t~tfWl~~-

6/22(?0~_0 14:43:39 :_csduncan12~~~-m-~i_l_.i:ci:
6/22/2020 16:01 :36: beverlyk1947@gmail.corr\tt~Y"-'~fl_:t}5-~U{l1l~Jl

'lh'~-~,=M,Qy-~~nbµ~

_P_o_u_g_h,~_e_ep_sie, NY
17 Redondo Drive, Poughkeepsie 12603
7 High Street. Beacon, NY

6/22/2020 16:21:47: katelovesrunning23@g_m~~~~:;Ans.tref9J:!¢1i',t
6/22/2020 16:54:39: mydcpaa@gmail.com

29 Tfiy_lor Ave '.'\p_t_2__PC)~Q~~eep_sie NY 12601
66 Washington St., 11 L, Poughkeepsie, NY 12602

Dutchess County Progressive Action Allie Hyde Park

6/22/2020 16:55:12: my~c~a_a@gn,~!~-com
· ~P,ll)i~_i??:9l,l~~l)P½';s!m - Select 6/22/2020 17:41 :34 jordanbel!500@gmsil.co11'. Jordan Bell
: Dutchess Community College

Hyde Pa_rk

6/22/202_0_ ) _8_:_2_1 :1.~. ·_g_e_n_i~§~D_®Q~ail._c_o_r:r,_ .

Hi_g_~l.1:l_nd
Beacon

· .~:-IQ'.=~i-~ _J_~-~ _e_s__

6/22/2020 18:55:28 = bernstein.t!~:3~£lmail.c_~_n$1ill~_~}B·er~·st¢tqjZ?m_tp~)

:-fiattam.13.hnaTu
6/22/2020 19:46:44: sejscheid@gmail.com
6/22/2020 ?0:~~'.~~} ~Yrn~.n~~e-~w~1,3il_:c_o_n,_
6/22/2020 21:52:34: murielh@opton!ine.net

~r,rgan S9h,eld.).f

5 Van Ct., Hyde Park NY 12538
-None--

LaGrange
40 Patricia Dr,_ Pleasa~~V~!l_ey.__ ~!_-~_2569

~f~tM_cia-:Sf11ith):;fi!
,~1::1:_rte.!tl.O.(oWii

poughkeepsie

19 North St. Beacon NY
131 Millbrook School Rd., Millbrook NY

6/22/2020 22:00:07 [ marciaamber@yahoo.corlc~~Jfi;.f(a:_11:_~-~
__ ~/22/2020 22_:_5_6_:_3_0_, khavard8~($grr1ai!_._C.O_n1...

None of your damn business!!!

J:@ft.)Y(fi~~(_!/l'JL

6/23/2020 7:46:54 : homenurse61@hotmail .c:;~~-r!,~,vi;_!S~l!~j
6/23/2020 8:44:24: bluewizard52@gmail.colT_;[gb_"e,ft.dom. -f

9 Field Ct Poughkeepsie NY 12601

6/23/2020 8:52:~~-I matthewbc260_@gmail~G_?_:_W,~W.el,OJ._~ri_ll-iCar)aJi_

30__ N. Clover ~t_._'!f?-,_ Pou_g_h_kee_p_sie,_ 12601

6/23/2020 9:03:40: grunfeld@vassar.edu
.!:OOit:i_,tf1rit9.f~l-?t,[!#
6/23/2020 9;09:53: nevillsmythe@gmail.com ~f;§_e,v,i_!i'Smyth~-,*

Red Hook, New York
. Vassar College

.. __6/~~!_20_2_0_ ~~~-~_:g_s_; _k_ab i!e(Wya_s~~r_._e_~_u
__ .I-~~her,[~~;fl_it¥ft
6/23/2020 9:39:17: kho!loway@hvc.rr.com j'.~~rt.Ho\1£)ytij~
6/23/2020 9:50:04: nihclo@yahoo.com

(::ity_ 9f -~~ll9l'l~e:e:p_sie
26 Horseshoe Drive in the town of Lagrange
Beacon NY

:~N~!l:9'}:"·H_y_l_~'/

Fishkill

6/23/2020 9:50:55 :!acamaradefanny@gmail'.f;?rJOY/$,:~n_e,i&

... _6_'.?~l?~?~_ 1?~.?:~~-' royr1Jfus~aol.com

. :i9XJ~~-~!".~...
6/23/2020 10:26:55 meganbean50@gmail.co( Me:s:a,,:;_~-~£2
6/23/2020 10:36:50 = jeff.mikkelson@earthlink.t Jeff Mikkelson

--~~~?~~~fJ~Y_il!~--

!

PO Box 507. Hyde Park, NY, 12538
Cold Spring
DCPM

6/23/2020 11:14:~-~: reru~~ya_~o_o._co.uk

6/23/2020 11 :55:04: acva~go@gmail.com
6/23/2020 12:28:56 = sandib!<lyn@msn.com

½o/libk(rox >VJ
. :~:;\!_1;1:rµ,_9;y__

531 Fishkill Ave, Beacon, NY 12508
67 Wodenethe Dr, Beacon NY
No

3 South St_}\P!4 Beacon NY 12508
9 Magnolia Drive, Wapingers Falls NY

"/;~<(IJ.9i'"$:f~ttP_n-OO0Z:alE!!Z

153 All Angels Hill Road, Wappingers Falls 12590

6/23/2020 12:41 :32 drlindak@optonline.net l+Br;_;;,,~irn:fa¥.!e,tnhe)1~
6/23/2020 14:20:07 ~~e:~\@<:~~mfi!m.C?m_
_J!jf~~":.~.1\i~_eit'/1
6/23/2020 15:01 :40 dandegan34@gmail.com ~n''.l'D"e"i;fa1rt

Rhinebeck
2538 South Avenue, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

6/23/2020 11 :38:56 ,' emily.vanston@gmaiLco~p;i\IX<\f-3~~-;~rJ,
6/23/2020 11 :39:12: darammasters@gmail.c◊: ~?:,;_.3:))A~~ti;~
6/23/?020 11 :44:54: vicki831@e:arthlink.net

Poughkeepsie
8 Park Ave., Red Hook, NY

no

~ Clay C!·•--~hinebec_~,-~_'(_

6 oxford road. Pleasant valley ny 12569

Timesta~p

: Email Address

I What is_yC)1:1r_~'?me?

If you are si_g_n_i_n_g__as an or_ga_n_i_zati()'.'• wh~ Wh~I is _y_our_~ddress? Ple_ase include tow'.'_C>r_ci_ty_.
17 Cedar Pond Lane, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

6/25/2020 21 :32:04 i Janizohra2001@gmail_.co~etJ~-!5!!8:f19
6/25/2020 21 :36:43 :cknow1es@vassar.edu

1139 Stonewall Jackson Ct Nashville TN 37220

: Caroline Knowles

.?~ _Round Hil~_Road_,_ Pou~hkeepsie N'(__1_2_6_0_3_

6/25!~Q:2~ 21 :51 :0_0_ :_co!li_ri....,s.r:n_it_~-~~y-_uri.edll_ ;_~16n: Srnit!,:fy
6/25/2020

21 :54:48: nlwooten@gmail.com

\f:t!~9!~yyoot~,lr,

- None -

6/25/2020 22:08:26 : ezacharia@vassar.edu

Beacon
108 Lincoln Street, Jersey City, NJ

6/25/2020 22:06:11 ;emilyserenalu@gmail.co~ Emily L.

IEstella

New York, NY
94-11 59th ave apt. F20 Elmhurs_t! NY 11373

6/25/2020 22:56:4!_:sacas_t_i~io~_a_l_u_r'!"_l:'."cl.~8:r:~-~:3_b~i_n~ Castil_l?_
6/25/2020 23:05:24: dan.degan34@gmail.com !?an- Dega·n

Pleasant valley

6/25/2020 23:30:27: madid.626@gmall.com

Fairfax, VA 22031

Madeleine Donat

6/25/2020 23:45:57: ethandwyer05@gmail.cof: Ethan Dwyer

lrvinQtc:~!. r-:JY ...
124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY

-.---6/26/202[1 o·i16~-1 ·9·: ~-h~i~t~~~~~:~i~h;1~s@g~~~6~;ii~firi~en,oo
6/26/2020 0:25:13 · hziegler@vassar.edu _

; Henry Ziegler

823 N Woodstock st Philadelphia, PA 19130

6/26/2020 0:27:57: hqz1021@gmail.com

· Henry Ziegler

823 N Woodstock st. Philadelphia, PA 19130

6/26/2~?~?3?::4:~---~~~r~~rj~(§;!-~_rn_a_l_L~om
Oz Johns?n::f?':~~let~n
6/26/2020 1 :53:08, abbottbarish@gmail.com '\~_lat;idi~--.Abbott":"E!atj:si.11

5015 SE Knig_ht St. Portland, OR, 97206

~l:2_6/20_2_0_ 1:58:0_'._[_s~phiarcorv.,(ri@.~.':'1-~_i!'.~~-~?~~\~.-~?~ii:1

~3 ~ashi_ngton

_6/26/2_~~0- 2_:02_:_0_~_: -~-k~:':'.a.?~@_v~~~ar:~~u__

306 Milan Hollow Rd. RHINEBECK

~itah~kcN<awal:fe

6/26/2020 4:43:27: 2marhmar2@gmail.com : J~_t15:fy1§ltf1'.iOffi
6/26/2020 7:12:19 :·vlcki831@earthlink.net
6/26/2020 7:48:28 lbradf()r_~_~v_a_ssar.edu

t.Yiclsl'Fo~+

A:v_e,_ Northam_pt_on

MA

Poug_~~-8_-~P~.i~, NY
Poughkeepsie
67 Wodenethe Dr

Lauren Bradford________________ -_________ _

67 Wodenethe Dr, Beacon
11 Summit street eastchester NY 10709

6/26/2020 8:01:15 bdubs6464@gmail.com · Brenda Wasser

15 Concord Ave. Cranston, RI 02910

6/26/2020 8:31 :09 montanaarianna@gmail.q~iapna:Nbbl~

Pleasant Valley New York 12569

6/26/2020 8:35:09 _b_c_~_p_~_nl_':'1_~_n_ue_!<Wyahoo.C__Bri~n__ C::_ap_l_a_n_

Beachwood, Ohio

6/26/2020 8:58:04: eilybam@gmail.com

Narberth PA 19072

· Eily

I

6/26/2020 9:20:00 kayakbikeski@gmail.com'~S:"ri_c EckJEi~
6/26/2020 9:22:50 l-~-o~~-~)l~i-~':'1.P_9_~_~9~a(l._~,YYJ.l!!_~-'A-MP;$,~'
6/26/2020 9:28:1 '.:tojenniem@gmail.com
6/26/2020 9:38:25 :issakarin@vassar.edu

\~J,-~-~f}i~_,1:<?':.:*
Isabel Sakarin

6/26/2020 10:01 _:3_'. : _k~t-~_~ri-~_e_._c~i~ 1_ (§)_~_C?ny_~'._c__K:~-~-E:~i'.'E:.':~.i.u_ .
6/26/2020 10:02:25 : tkirtz.man@gmail.com

l[e,s~:~.~,~n

6/26/2020 10:16:48 :seneca.straub@gmail.cor~§eneca

Dutchess County Resident

Hopewell Junction, NY
8 C~!_i:¥ Lane__ Hy?~-~a-~k__
143 Montgomery St, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
51 Oak Crest Dr, Huntington Sta NY 11746
-· Su_~<?lk_cou~ty:_ny __
13 Fairmont Ave. Poughkeepsie
124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie

6/26/2020 10:58:13: mfleischman@vassar.edL; Malka Fleischman

Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

61~6:~~???. ~-1 :31_ :~~L'.'~(l_c~_nl_P!_o.~.@~~ail.co_rn__¼W_~t_r::~~~t:,'~~

136 C9!l~g~_,O.~_e'. __P_o_u_g_h_k_e_e_ps_i_e, NY 12603

6/26/2020 11:32:12'.jacobhhamer@gmail.eo~ Jacob Hamer

3925 Beech Ave, Baltimore, MD

~9~fW'.~-~I

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604 Box 3400

6/26/2020 11 :35:_o_~ :_ro_ry~!~~g~-~i_l:C?l:1.. . ...
6/26/2020 11 :46:30: matthewbc260@gmail.co11_M):3tthew B_rjll--G,_arJat

i:t'R.~l~:i..l:., ,

21 Saint Luke's Place Beacon NY

6/26/2020 11 :56:42: rdeorio@vassar.edu

:Ryan DeOrio

Collegeville, PA

6/26/2020 11 :59:57: carndt@vassar.edu

Claire Arndt

6/26/2020 11 :33:21 : awei!@vassar.edu

30 N. Clover St #2 (City of Poughkeepsie, 12601)
15126 Greenleaf st. sherman oaks, CA.

6/26/2020 12:0~:15: ~sle__~_rn_a_0.0.@_hotma_i!.cori:_!8:c_q_ueline Hesse

3_? Towns~_0_d__~.ye_._,__ ~_ewburgh

6/26/2020 12:02:02; ch1oeke1!ner16@gmail.co\ Chloe Kellner

New York City

6/26/2020 12:02:51 ( paquetteisabe!le694@gm Isabelle

73 Everett Avenue, Providence, RI. 02906

6/26/2020 12:04:52.katieminford!@gmail.com Katie

135 John }~Y-~_~_a_d Woodstock, NY 12498

Ttmestamp

Email Address

V,Vhat is your name7

If you ~re si_g_n_i_n_g as an t?_r_g_a_n_i_zation,_"'."'.~.~-yvhat i5: yo_u_r address? Please include town or city_.

6/27/2020 11 :22:13: scallywagon@gmail.com -Emily Orr

99 Webster Coon RD, Milan. NY 12571

6/27/2020 11 :39:09 · mpdauk@gmaH.com

62 Holly Place Monroe, Connecticut 06468

Molly Dauk

6/27_/~020 12:08:51 _: sen.amanda~yc1hoo .com~_rnanqa _Sen_':}f

2754 W. Main St. 1_W_a_p_p_i~9~'._s_~a_l!5:,_NY 1_2~~0

6/27/2020 12:28:28: idraw4u.cherry@gmail.coj;9~f!1~roff~~eliJY

New Paltz, NY, 12561

6/27/2020 13:49:23: smcgrath@vassar.edu

Northampton, MA

,Spencer D McGrath

6/27/2020 18:06:20 Irvr.sg7@gmail.com

POUGHKEEPSIE city

6/27/2020 1_~:16:38: la~~u-~_o@w~z.iL?.?.r:1:1.... =-~~r~_n_~.P.u.~o
6/27/2020 20:23:30: mschwa9882@aol.com :zl~Aarian-Schwartzin_

4 Mohonk Ave, New Paltz, NY 12561
17 Kimbal! Rd., Poghkeepsie. NY 12601
12604

6/28/2020 7:20:51: alexander.p.gros@gmaiL(Alex Gros
Brooklyn, NY

6/28/2020 10:33:12_: miranda_._a_lq_u!st(W_g_rn_a_i_l_.~ _Miranda A!q_u_i_st
6/28/2020 10:44:02:xvr830@gmail.com

520 North Riverside Road, Highland NY

Xavler Reda

6/28/2020 12:20:28: michaeldkie!@gmai!.com Michael David Kiel

Austin

6/28/2020 12:51:38, sclarey@vassar.edu

west newbury, MA

:sevine Clarey

6/28/2020 17:45:29J~nna.kon_st_a_ntlne@grr,an:_J_e~na Konstanti~e
612812020 11:s4:o3 :~nnasiftar@9_m.ai~~;.;, ..

!~rin~>Stfili~.m - -

503 w 148th St, New York, NY
Ms.

7310 South ~road".'-:8:Y•. ~P.~ __1_. __Red_l,_o_o_k, __NY

6/28/2020 20:~:2.=.~-~- ;_r_()i_s_e.~_e_!i~8:®9_T_ll_~i!_-~~rn,. :V~te:lioa. A-Rbi5:el)

Newburgh. N'(

.. _6/?8(?020_.2_q:_1_q_:_S_?_:_b_t~:3_P_h_~_@9ri:~i!:c.~_rr.1_ .. : ~ri~~y_Toap~a
6/28/2020 21:01 :05: turpinmo!ly@gmail.com : Molly Turpin
6/28/2020 22:08:00 :wake.engage@gmail.corr:'{l?alqrna

38617th St., Brooklyn, NY 11215

nla

6/28/2020 23:03:421 sal!yke!lerroberts@gmail.i Sally Roberts

86 Maple Street I Beacon, NY 12508

6,2912020 2:12;s1·:~i~~~~~iiiY97@9~ii:;~·;;;:·s1~~

1_655 Union __S_t_~pt_(?_!,__ ~r9_okl)'.~, NY
22 Maple Ave. Highland, NY 12528

6/29/2020 9:55: 15 :jack.w.owen@gmail.com : Jack Owen

Brooklyn, NY

6/29/2020 10:34:0_0_ l_~_i_n~_q~~~aria~~-~~-i_l:.C?~'.N,'f~~-·:~~~~~t(,
6/29/2020 11 :01 :34; carolyn.guyer@gmail.con\~ar:olyn-~uyerit
6/29/2020 11 :25:33 : gallan24@verizon.net

:ACT18 Indivisible

:~~r.aJcffne 611anf

6/29/2020 12:19:24: page@vassar.edu

...P.~~~hke~_psie
599 18th St. Apt 2R, Brooklyn NY 11218
Poughkeepsie town

\'{~arba_ra Page1;

. ~!_2~(?020 __1?:2_5:_3_~___ri_c_h_n~El~_@!Y8:~0?:~.'?.n:1. .. ..':§(~~~1"9-_(J_annar,Jm

Mr.

6/29/2020 19:43:40: sam.f.shinn@gmail.com Sam Shinn
6/29/2020 19:44:58 ijadelb213@gmail.com

124 -~~y11_1o_n_d_ Av~, .P.?.~-~_hk~~psie
NEW HAMBURG
15 Deer Run Road, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

6/29/2020 11 :31 :14 _:X'~li~calM_a:tt~®g_i:i_,_ai!.co~-~~-nnew Catr-oM
6/29/2020 11:43:53: eleanorgraceling@gmail.( Eleanor Ling

~~~_7_:5YI":~~ _Loop, yv_ap_p_i_1:_g_e_rs Falls,_~~~~0
201 S Prospect St Apt B Burlington, VT 05401
89 S Randolph Ave. Poughkeepsie, NY

· ~4.e'Saratta41

6/29/2020 21 :02:30: marycurley@rocketmail.o M~ry _Curle}'.•

186 union street Poughkeepsie ny

6/29/2020 21:04:12: !s9371@bard.edu

7218 Ave N Brooklyn ~y 11234

· Lance Sum

30 Campus Rd, Annandale-on-hudson

6/29/2020 21 :24:27: tm8861@bard.edu
6/29/2020 21 :42:21 : mm3830@bard.edu

6/29/2020 23:08:25: ew8090@bard.edu
6/30/2020 0:22:36; sk7435@bard.edu

N/A

30 c~~p~~ rd Annanda_l.e_.1?_n __Hudson
83 Girard Ave, Hartford, CT

j Emily

185 Silvermine Road New Cc!naan, CT

}~tafrKe"i:ii"nSf-

Red Hook, New York

6/30/2020 1:05:41 :_evamorrris(W_g_mail.c~m .. Eva Morris
6/30/2020 1:14:49: ar4653@bard.edu

30 Campus Road, Annandale-on-Hudson

:i,~!:l9je;JY.)cfaf!8:~_d_~

6/29/2020 22:_27_:_3_1. '. _a~_a_m_a_y_~_~!,l~~il._~_f!l_ _ '_\~l~¥f1:·a~~-ll
6/29/2020 22:52:38 \vb5919@bard.edu
:Vigilance Brandon

()_ 0

Ttvoli, NY

~~d(~Y:."RciMi1ft!

Portland OR 97202
Bard College/ 30 Campus Road/ Annandale-on-Hudson, NY 12504

6/30/2020 6:53:06 ;zoe1kur1z@gmail.com

Zoe kurtz

Philadelphia, PA

6/30/2020 8:2_8_:_1_6_:_~_b~_mbr_i_($optonline.net

_Spenc9:r Bambrick

81 0 warren st Ap_t__ 1_

·Timestamp

What is your name?

Email Address

7/2/2020 10:27:01 twhitenack@vassar.edu

If you are ~if!rli_ng as an o_rg_a_n_i~atiOJl,.~h.c Whal is your add'.e;>s? Please include town or city.

j·{ffi~iR~i6,Wh1t~rl~f~,

124 Raymond Ave Poughkeepsie NY 12604

7/2/2020 11:19:51-jherman616@gmai!.com J,.~.n

Poughkeepsie, NY

7/2/2020 11 :31 :06 rafaellaspielberg@:g_r1:1a_i_!:c _Rafae~!':1..?i:ii~l~_~r~

33 Seeley St. Brooklyn, NY

7/2/2020 13:21 :31 : aashworth@vassar.edu 'fi_~x~]'.'ldta:A-$~~r;tij

1 Tallardy Place, Town of Poughkeepsie

7/2/2020 15:55:57' em.paris.5@gmaH.com

~Jsyan.Part,s\

124 Raymond Ave. Poughkeepsie NY

7/2/2020 17:58:20 nyccwriter@gmail.com

'i:?I\7,1:l:P.f.t~rcl.lrrt,~,1:,

Fishkill, NY

.1.~~

7/2/2020 23:00 :43 .:. ~~~y>ni~~ ~1?:@~assar.e~Ll':¾}8,~~i~ntonJ~.tl~~-.
7/3/2020 0:47:29: aelewsku@vassar.edu
Anna

Bo~_1.~!!: .
~a_y_mond Ave Pou~~-~~~p~i-~,1:.JY 12604
2304 Wedgewood Dr, SE, Olympia, WA 98501

7/3/2020 7:57:1 O:jherman616@gmail.com.)!,~
7/3/2020 8:54:50: breathe311@gmail.com

Poughkeepsie, NY

..

Tillson

~~¥ ~~-I!~ ..

7/3/2020 10:04:25\jo~~~~~ifs@~~~ii:~m

\~9s.ep~-Augu_ll~

7/3t2020 13:16:15; mburstein@vassar.edu

iMa:r::tin.-Bur.stein}J)

Poughkeepsle, NY
: Sunrise/XR Poughkeepsie

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, NY, 12603

7/3/2020 13:19:37: louisesbartolotta@gmail.'q_'L.o.ulse B;artolottS\'

192 spackenkill road Poughkeepsie NY 12603

7/3/2020 13:27:42 : lou lsesbart_?lo~_t'W9~~~---~}rH~!~€\ -~~r~e)?~~- ..
7/3/2020 15:23:07: rachelhellman@wustl.edLt~che\ Hellmarwi

311 River Road, Rhinebeck NY 12572

7/3/2020 16:39:21 ljb~~-~n@._v_a_s~a~.. ~~.u. .... : _Lu_cy_Brown

1?2 sp_a_ckenki~I. road Po~~~~~~psi_e NY 12603
Lucy Bro111:n

.?(_3[~9_2_q __1§~~-~_:_?_6_ '. _k_b_ir_n_b_~_u_n,_@~~~-~·-~.~-~ .. ;t!;S~lt,n Btrn_b~un1;,
7/3/2020 17:30: 15 : uma_satyendra@yahoo.2 t,J.MA SATYENO~
7/3/2020 18:21 :18 = sam.lozoff@gmail.com
7/3/2020 20:45:05: nkrupnick@mac.com

... -.: ~f~~c_irf!~C:~\_
tNeH Krupnickki:\

7/3/2020 21 :55:06 '. nbonin@vassar.edu

Nina Bonin

_7 /3/2020 20:24:~? 1.~~1-~p~c_k~~~ail_._??.rll

TOWDC

\?Saffi'LoZoff\Z

30 Dinan Street
15 franklin ave, beacon ny
19 Scenic Drive, Hyde Park, NY 12538
15086 Mountain Rd, Hi!!sboro, VA20132
Oceanside, NY

. ?14p_020 1 :0_9_:_3.6_'._v_b_C)'.1a_Cel:>1:l@_v_a_s,sar.e~-~-- Victoria Bonacasa
7/4/2020 15:28:42 j astebinger@yahoo.com
7/4/2020 15:34:08; snovak@vassar.edu
7/4/2020 1_?.:3~:~?.:y~~'.2'.?.n~_vassar.edu

60 Pinea_pp_!_e_?treetApt 6~, Bro'?_k_o/~:.t-J.~.1_1_?01 ..
...12~.-~~rnond Av_~, _f)_ou_g_h_k(::(::~~!~_NY
Wappingers Falls, NY

Woodstock

Anne Stebinger

521 Bradford pkwy Syracuse NY

; Sophie Novak

Montclair_, NJ

Cali Garzon

7/5/2020 7:50:23 : hi?hway1869@gmail.corr:i,teV¢.Eri_gelhi:irsJt

224 Manchester rd

71512020 7:52:50 Itami@waldolib.org

138 Woodmont Road Hopewell Junction, NY 12533

:.[~r,ni..J6·Eckley-§'

. !!.~!?.~~-o. _1 _1 _:~_8_:_~-~.' _e_b!_a_~@~~~_a_r·-~-d_u_ .

. li!=li8_n_1:1..S.~a.rr(~.
7/5/2020 19:35:24'.kim.rybacki@gmail.eom :,~~;,Rybackiijf
7/5/2020 ~1 :50:43: robbyfp@gmail.com

i::>.o~.!;1~~-e_ep~-i~
79 Hornbeck Rd, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
4 Osprey Court Pawling, NY

tf:?;ObbY P~iHi'PSf

7/5/2020 22:19:22: mlabarbera3@fordham.~-~~~,h:.~~L.aB8ft1¢ra

19 W Wind Road, Pawling, NY

7/5/2020 22:4~:"1:~: emmanoelle927@.y~~??:'.. l;tnrn~.-t:f~~_m~~-:':'i]

18 old route 55 Pawing Ny 12564

7/5/2020 22:44:30: enwh@msn.com

~:nrna Williar®

7/6/2020 7:57:40: nick.mauro@gmail.com ~N,icholas Maur-o];,

18 old route 55 Pawling NY 12564
NIA

Poughkeepsie
15 Milewood Rd. VERBANK NY 12585

7/6/2020 11 :35:_36_\ _d~~~rt~e_e_@Y~hoo:~1'.1. ijpaWTl•Treej'J ..
7/6/2020 11 :36:02: tjm140626@gmail.com j;_J.~omas BeisSW'eihg'f

15 Milewood Rd. Verbank NY 12585

7/6/2020 11 :55:59 :em.heubel@gmail.com

84 Harmony Hill Road Pawling, NY 12564

~91tr,Ja,_tt.eu~eL;,

700 Route 22 Pawling NY

7/6/2020 12:15:36: laurence.webber@mai!.m'.t!3Hrence;w
7/6/2020 13:~;~0 · susan(@_bel1rose.us

;,~):l,~~!1-!3e_llr-qs~_;;\

7/6/2020 13:22:48 , _bruce@be!!rose.us

[ ~.ob:~rt>!;t BeltrOSe

no

39 Sandi Drive, Pou9hk~p_s_ie,.. NY 12603
39Sandi Drive, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

7/6/2020 14:03:52: mollywolff25@gmail.com&i6·ny iffJ

1031 Route 292 Holmes, NY

7l6'._2020 14:43'._~4. = ekarninsky~_5_@.9~~i\·?P~~-ilY:<:·~

Pleasant Val_l_ey: !'IY

'Timest~mp

, Email Address

6/23/2020 15:12:49 astanner@gmail.com

.:.\'1/Ji;;it__i~ your name?
:i:&d~m,Jahn!3r

If you are sign_i_r:1_9 ~-~- ':'~ 9_rganizati()~, whc What iS, _y_ou_r _i;lcjcjre:3s_?.. Please include town or c;ity.
48 High St Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
International Office Concepts

6/23/2020 15:13:07.c.car!is1e213@gmail.com: Colin M Carlisle

-~-:ca~rr~~-

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, Vassar College
119 Creamery Rd Hopewell Jct NY 12533

6/24/2020 7:57:30: nancyfoster@optonline.n\N_a,n,9v_~oster,Ati
6/24/2020 8:05:50: ros~joy22@gmail.com

BROOKLYN
_Pleasant Valley

. ~!?312020 15:15:17_: _c:_carlisle_2_1_3_~gm;;iil:c.or:n.t<?orlfl
6/23/2020 22:58:01. mhoffrnann@vassar.edu 'qfy1e_lissa Hoffrna.JlQ

I~qsemary ca~paty

88 Colburn Or., Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
224 Bloomer Rd Lagranfl~v!lle, NY

. _6~24J?~?~-~=~~'.±~_:_~tevent92~<?P~_o_~_l!0~:0~t}~~ev~~-Turco;,%;
6/24/2020 9:24:06 mazzak@optonline.net ;:_t({ithl_eenMazti

6 Deerfield Pl, Beacon

6/24/2020 9:51 :44 [ ca1dwe!l.ju!ia1@gmail.co1;:!~li_f:l 9El.-'9w~l_l_;jj;

Beacon

6/24/2020 9:5_6_:_~_o: .?.e~j~~i.?_l?ud.com
: qnM~
6/24/2020 9:56:28: ash!eymanila@gmai!.coni ~h!eXAs

40 S. Parson~ge S_t_r~~~---~-~-i~~~ec;~. _f'-1_)'
40 S. Parsonage St. Rhinebeck. NY

6/24/2020 10:03:071 uuin_pok@optonline.net

:tg_~p~\,_~;Jng_~_rlf;!i

6/24/2020 11:11:1_0_;i?h~_@?.~_o_te_ri.~o_.com _

:_10JJn Huddlestpn

·ocPM

Poughkeepsie
48 High St, Wappingers Falls

6/24/2020 10:40:0 1 rachellereeder@gmail :coi.;~~-<,h_elle -f3E!ed!i;!.[
:m_

6/24/2020 11 :32:33 '. helloamyhunt@gmail.corri 'f?,rny_ M Hunt.\\'.!

53 Sherwood ~~-"Y~.P~i_n_g_e_rs_ Falls
22 Vail Ave Beacon, NY 12508

~Y 12590

6/24/2020 1~-=~-~_:_5_0_ ,-~-~eil~: v:,_e_b·~-~-~_J_p_e£n.@~~-~ _99en_a_ '-'Ve~bfiai)=_m»
6/24/202~ -~ ~.=1_5_:_3_8_ :_s.o_~h_i~:Pta~~(@_g_mail.C()~ _9f>pJ;tf~_ -~~!(\\
6/24/2020 18:32:46 ;jesszhc@mit.edu
Cohell1-

273 South Mountain Pass Garrison NY, 10524

itessica

19 Saddle Rock Drive, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

6/24/2020 18:32:56 :jesszhc@mit.edu

;_J_~.i~ Cohen·:t

19 Saddle Rock Drive, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

'J;ack:.Oliver ,.

12~ Raym~nd Avenue_,__ ~?~fl~~eep.~_ie_._ NY 12604

j Amelia Boyd

New Canaan, CT

?1

6/24/2020 :1_4:~4::)Jo!_i\l~'..'W:'8:~s-~~-~?.U...
6/24/2020 21 :31 :29: aboyd@vassar.edu

6/24/2020 22:36:52: sf!eischood@vassar.edu ~arah Fleischo·cgj
6/24/2020 22:37:26 .ir~e.d_~\18:~~-a_r._~cllJ___
, Isabella Reed
6/24/2020 23:15:52_, rafaellaspielberg~gmail.c Rafaelia Spielberg
6/24/2020 23:16:54: mrussell@vassar.edu

Mara Russell

6/24/2020 23:43:34 jmcallister@~_as~r._e_~-~. ;JahefMcAlliSt~r

1510 Cleveland Avenue. Wyomissing PA/Main Building, Vassar College, Poughkeepsie. NY 12604
_Saratoga Springs, NY
33 Seeley St. Brooklyn, NY 11218
1428 Shelton Ave. Nashville TN
136 College Avenue Poughkeepsie NY

6/24/2020 23:49:10; nweiner@vassar.edu

tNick we1ner

124 Raymond Avenue Poughkeepsie, NY

6/24/2020 23:52:02 :jrogers@vassar.edu

. John Rogers

3170516oth Ave. Avon, MN

6/34f;Q_2~-~-~_:_5_9_:_2_~_: _g_p_~a_c~-k~y~-~-s~r_._e.d_u__ _ Gabri'r-Fi:tptac·ets:
6/25/2020 0:07:52' htanaka@vassar.edu
:4ftikati'TanaKa
· Hannah Soucy
6/25/2020 0:29:43: hsoucy@vassar.edu

36 Ventura Ave., San Francisco, CA
124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie NY

6/25/2020 0:44:48 'namartin@vassar.~du

: Narendra Martln

404 N 3rd St Apt #305 Fairfield IA 52556

6/25/2020 0:48:32 ~jo~_n@\18:~~a-~:~~u
6/25/2020 1:16:58 diversen@vassar.edu

.·~_a!y~_J_?~n
-Delilah

Talent, Oregon

6/25/20201:25:18 marikubanl@gm~il.com ,Mari Kubani

c!arksville, AR
2207 14th Street santa monica

6/25/2020 1:30:59 : !_r:n_a~in_(@_vassar.edu

'f~_i_la 'MEilin·.

6/25/2020 3:58:06 pcp.vsa@vassar.edu

(:Rie:hai-A Lee;;

6/25/2020 8:24:16 -aa!!ison@vassar.edu

: Sasha Allison

2700 S Creekside Ct., Bloomington, IN 47401

6/25/2020 8:45:07'.wazquez@vassar.edu

: Vanessa Vazquez

300 Pelham Road, New Rochelle, NY

6/25/2020 9:1 9:~~ _;_julia_g~i~~-~-rek_@wr1ail'.~. }_~~i_a_ .'J':-'.1.e.~o~e_k_ .
6/25/2020 9:23:38: glynnisolln@gmail.com ·%'<31yhniS-"'4r
6/25/2020 9:48:36 :sydneycsobe!@gmail.cori Sydney Sobel
6/25/2020 10:07:29 '_evwood~(Q)_Vfj~~ar.edu

: E;va·,woods:f

_124__R;ayrn_ond Ave. Pou_g_~_k~~_p~(e 1~6~4
Primary Care Progress, Vassar Chapter 124 Raymond Ave #1824, Poughkeepsie NY 12604

16 W Lincoln Ave. Milltown NJ 08850
Vassar College, Poughkeepsie
Evergreen, Colorado
24 Thelber_g _rd_'. .~?ug_h~~epsie n.Y _1~_603

TimestalTll?

Email Address

IJ.Vh_at_i~_!'ClLl'..~_"'.rne?

If Y?U are ~ignin_g as an o_rga_nization,_whc. Wha_t_ is your add~~~s?_ Pleas~ include town or city.

6/25/2020 15:08:12; sazconarniller@vassar.ec; %1,rcr:Azpon.a::..i:vuuers

Poughkeepsie, NY

6/25/2020 15:08:34: akoizurni@vassar.edu

460 41st Street #F, Brooklyn. NY 11232

Atticus Koizumi

6/25/2020 15:09:0_B_:_si[l()~~v_as_s,3'.:~9u

~ra:tnoa \ ~

99 Fulton ave Pou_ghk_f:!epsi~ NY 12603

6/25/2020 15:10:32 apragman@gmai!.com

~-~p9~_Pr_agmar:g

49 Spooky Hollow Rd Hyde Park NY 12538

6/25/2020 15:13:37 bgoya@vassar.edu

t§enj~_min Goya~¾

124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie, 12604
Fishkill

6/25/2020 15:33:47 cb108@protonmail.com \Garo!ine8eaureg·al@
6/25/2020 15:35:48 maril¥n.almonte7_21 ~Wr.'t~~rilyn,:Almont,t __
6/25/2020 15:40:02 ijanabchlu@gmail.com

· Jana Chiu

6/25/2020 15:48:1 0, ocordes@vassar.edu

: S:1,1@-0' Qord_ei

29 Victor Lane: Po_~_gh_k~e_p~ie, _!'N 12601
Vassar Alum '17

Chicago, IL

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604, United States

~/25/2020 1 6:00:_3_7_: _f_'!_e!_i~~a-~r~~l~d-~ 71_!@_g_rr,i:1_Me6ssa Arb_ol~g~,

. \:V~ppinge_i:s,_F.C:l_l~:.NY _
79 Miller Street, Belfast, ME, 04915

6/25/2020 16:03:28: be1la.dejoy@gmail.com · Bella OeJoy

poughkeepsie, ny

6/25/2020 16:05:04: sweinstock@vassar.edu lj~)'.l\~S'W~instqcl<p

58 Autumn Ridge Rd, Pound Ridge, NY

6/25/2020 16:07:39 !ssingra!di@gmail.com

: Stephanie lngra!di

6/25/2020 16:15:28 bsn:iith@vassar.edu

IB_ry~n Smith

Harvey, LA 70058

6/25/2020 16:20:38: ssurgil@vassar.edu

:~prinp.:~urgil¾k

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY 12604

6/25/2q_zo 1_6_:_2_7_::4-_3_ :_hhi!debolt(@_:'_a_s~~r.~d_u

48 Vanderbilt Ave., Ma~hasset_, ~Y 110_30

Hannah Hildebolt

31 Stevens road, Melrose MA

6/25/2020 16:28:_1 _~_. r:i,talwarheb~~-~"'.C:~.~-ar._~_i -~~-Y~_
6/25/2020 16:44:01 ,esolomon@vassar.edu
Efijah Solomon

5843 Costello Avenue, Valley Glen, CA 91401

!

124 Raymond Avenue. 233 Davison House, Poughkeepsie, New York 12604

6/25/2020 16:53:32 charlietynan1@gmail.corlt:e'fiaHfitTynai(f
6/25/2020 16:54:36 :_rhorva,t~(§;!_nd.edu

jl~'Horvathfjt_

6/25/2020 17:01 :26: acvak4@gmai!.com

'1/e,ronica: _cavaU.~

32 Pasture Lan_e_, _P_?_u_~_~_kee_ps_i~_ NY 12603
61 Scenic Dr., Poughkeepsie,N6
4 Atherton St, natick, ma

6/25/2020 17:52:12: sky!arschmid@gmail.com: Skylar Schmid
_6/25/2020 17:_~?=?4 ,- ssa~~s~r,3.~~9~C:(L_com_ :~~~- Santa_ffuij;l,3.
6/25/2020 18:08:56 · sophienick6@gmail.com Sophie Nick

_ -~~~- -~~ymond_ Ave;:. PCl~!:"1~~~9:ps_i_e_
Denver, CO

6/25/2020 18:17:45, ddroJma@gmail.com

I.P'atrtcia:FallonrRlilg1

24 Reed Road, Wappingers Fa!ls NY 12590

6/~5/?020 19:01 :~2: arippy(@_v~-~~r:l;;cl!J
6/25/2020 19:05:14: anrniHer@vassar.edu

_;fr~n-~~:~~;i_PP,
-Amy Miller

126 Rar~ond Ave. _F'Cl~f!hke~ps_i_e_, NY

6/25/2020 19:06:15: wriley@vassar.edu

\\;~i.ll_ri!ey-_@

Vassar College, Poughkeepsie NY

148 Wyndham Dr Allentown PA 18104

6/25/2020 19:18:5 7 : jsa~c~ez@?rift~.u~~e,~,.-~~:d~nf()~-~~n-~:t:l:~'.l'

HOPEWELL JCT

6/25/2020 19:27:49: pray4mii@gmai!.com

Annadale VA. 22003

6/25/2020 19:40:29: Legacyrpb@aol.com

Alex Lee

::f:~obef'y'Leg'acytf

ENJAN

6/25/2020 19:58: ~4 _: cw_e ideman~_@vassar._e_d_t:;~eleste':Weidem~_n_n

42 Jackman DrivebA Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
42 Maple Ave Clintondale NY

6/25/2020 19:51 :20: tgoldfarb1992@gmail.cori Tovah Goldfarb
Vassar co!le:g_~--

PD:-l!;J~_k(::~psie _
9 Todds Road, Sandy Hook CT

6/25/2020 20:11 :36 :sophie.kennen@gmail.co: Sophie Kenn en
6/25/2020 20:20:49 : ntunnessen@vassar.edu i1Nenssa Tunnessen'-

124 Raymond Ave Poughkeepsie NY

6/25/2020 20:46:11 · _an~_erbernstei~.@1~":'~il:?gf~~~~

Stanfordville, NY

6/25/2020 20:52:11 gblessing@vassar.edu

499 1st Street Brooklyn, NY 11215

, Gaia Getzel Blessing

Westport, Connecticut

6/25/2020 21:00:50: macook@alum.vassar.ed: Mackenzie Cook
6/25/2020 21:01:29 bm3560@bard.edu
6_1?_5/2020 21 :06:51__1imahns@~~~~~r.e?~.
6/25/2020 21 :07:42 jlopez@vassar.edu

t(ben-'rrfulict<!t{<
1n!ft'ftn.~hns
Jailyn

bard students for justice in palestine

Annandale-on~Hudson
124 Rarmon~_Avenue ~()_~-~~~-1. Poughke_ep~ie NY 1~604
3518 Northview avewantagh ny 11793

6/25/2020 21 :09:03 : dangeloash!ey37@gmail.fifD-1Ange.ll:tAshley

134 violet avenue Poughkeepsie

6/25/2020 21 :16:12; laurysenecal~gm<:1.il:com: L_~_u_ry -~~~ecal

1953 Charles Ave Union NJ 07083

:TimesttirTll?

Email Address

What is your name?

If you are sig_ni_ng as ~n_o_rganization: wh:;What i~ y_o_ur address? Please include town or city_.
37 myrtle ave, ramsey NJ

6/26/2020 12:08:26 castellt2@hawkmail.newp lucy castellano
6/26/2020 12:14:26 hg.ragy@gmall.com

\t;lassan:Ra;gy ;&

124 Raymond Ave, Poughkeepsie, NY

6/~6/2020 12:2_7_:_~_4_:.lll.v~-~-a-~_@:"S!ssar.edu

: Ma_i_ra__\l'.3rgas

Linden. NJ

6/26/2020 12:38:19 I truittra@gmail.com

WanivickNY

Ryan Truitt

8 Perry Street Somerville MA

6/26/2020 12:42:171 mmcconnell2.2@gmail.cc Marrron McConnell
6/26/2020 12:56:18: phyang52@gmail.com

f_~91e~/Y:ang..·A

6/26/2020 12:57:~ _1__: pi~gya_ng_~_961_~~hoo.ce>,

~Jnsr~J- ·:

22 Organ Hill Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

.... ?_2 _O_r~an ~i!l Ro_a_d_,__P()llg~~~-e~sie NY 1~_6_0__3____________ _

6/26/2020 12:57:32: richardqyang22@yahoo.~1~Jngyun_ ~Ric:!)ardJXa~

22 Organ Hill Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

6/26/202~ 12:58:59: lunaaros@gmail.com

Miami 33137

: Luna

6/2~/_2~-~9. _1 ~-=~-~:_2_9_ :_sienna.dutc;~~r(g!~~~~-·-CC!' _S_i_e__ n__ n
__a_ _ _____________ _
6/26/2020 13:44:55: mmsmith@vassar.edu
Malinda Smith

Livin~_s_ton Manor_

6/26/2020 14:02:27: sydney.gastaldo2011@yC:Sydney Gastaldo

Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

6/26/2020 14:12:40: sydney.gastaldo2011@yc; Sydney Gastaldo

Ottawa, Ontario

6/26/2020 14:31 :25_: ollvia~otsch(@qmall.com _:_Olivia Gotsch

5_?50_ S_ ~lackstone A~f.::. ~h_i_?8_go, _IL

6/26/2020 14:53:03 : a .m urphy8@protonma ii. ci;4tin~ -Murphy,®

23 Reilly Lane, Red Hook

6/26/2020__~ ~.:o_o_:_50_ lj~~ang~-!i~@_vassar.~du .. ·-~uliann~ g_~geli_s_.

196__(;cip_i_t?:! Ave Wif!iston Park NY _11596 .

6712 Bushranger Path, Columbia. MD

6/26/2020 1?.=~,5_:1_2_: _an_idav_i~tW_va~~'.·~~~-..

~i~ail _Q~Vif

124__~i31mond__~~~:•_~_<?_U~_hkeepsie, NY 12604

6/26/2020 15:13:1 0: lovitusia@gmail.com

(;Julianl')._a: G~n_b~~:,'}>;?~

237 Rockefeller Ln, Red Hook NY

6/26/2020 15:17:18: kmdemat@gmail.com

1 Emerson pl Boston MA

Katie DeMatteis

?l??~?q?0 15:4!:~!_'..~li.?_e_?.~_n_n_~_l!~_Q(TI';'i_l_._o,:>!ll _:_~h~_E3µ_n~ell-f,lnd FrEfd'-Bu'mi~tiW
6/26/2020 16:06:45 :ju1iabhahn@gmail.com
6/26/2020 16:22:38: smunsen@vassar.edu

8 Mac Cracken ~a_ne, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

Julia Hahn

Massachusetts. South Hadley
89 Fickett rd. Pownal, ME// Vassar College

~)1Jl9h.· Mun~n\ll

6/26/2020 1~-=~?_:_5_6_!_b_e_ll~'.~~8:i3~.Y_a_~?_o_._CC!ll1___ Bel!e Shea
'Juo~Hsi Peng
6/26/2020 17:01 :23 'jpeng@vassar.efu

178 __Ki~.$-~.1~~~ .~".~ _9.roci~l_y_n__Nf__1_1 _2_~
16 Roxbury road, Westbury, NY, 11590

Vassar seed

298 Humboldt St Brooklyn, NY 11211

6/26/2020 17:31: 17; altemategemail@gmail.c( Jason Sill

. 6/26/?q?0 1_8'.~.~:~1. :_!~41_~@.ba_rd.·.8:d.ll. _

Isabella Haid
6/26/2020 18:20:28 I abbytoomey223@gmai!.c Abby Toomey

Students for Justice in Palestine

-------

-

Dallas, TX
25 West Broadway

6/26/2020 18:55:16 :James.carmody2017@gITT James Owen Carmody

68 G!enieda Avenue, Carmel, NY

~!2_6!_2020 19:43:38: l!lpeace:gir122@~_mf,il'.C:0:rri_U_ly_K.
6/26/2020 20:22:09 bwisedesigns@gmail.cortt'l%ts.y.Wise• ->:tP

-~ !5~6 .t:J _je_ff~-~5:?fl .?t.~rl_i_n~_t_o_n VA 2~205
60 Phillips St. Beacon NY 12508

6/26/2020 23:11 :54: phebewarren14@gmail.CX Phebe Warren

250 Mott Street Apt 20 Ny, NY 10012

6/26/2020 2~:21:28: lily.,aslet@hotmall.com

271 w center st

I

Lily Vaslet

6/26/2020 23:27:2?,-j?.n.cl~'.w..oo_~_C?c~1.@_~_?_l_._c~~9~<3~--~??~~-~?!<_
6/26/2020 23:45:54 '. robertaupshaw@yahoo.c4/~¢Qerta··upsha~
6/27/2020 0:24:53 michaelagayer7@gmai!.C: Michaela Gayer

18 Trinka Lane_fi_o_pe_well Jun?_tion NY 12533
100 LibertyStreet Beacon NY 12508
Mclean, VA

6/2~/2020_ 1:2_0_:_0_9_ 1_sa_r_~_h_.,.,_g_rosse_r_@a!umni.bi _S:arah Gro:-ser

Babylon, NY

6/27/2020 6:11:30: motumer@vassar.edu

126 Boothby Ave. South Portland ME

, Merrigan Turner

6/27/2020 9:26:48 I hannahcard10@icloud.c~;Jrfa"l1ii.8.li--card.:·f

Hyde park New York

6/27/2020 9:34:47: bubbamouse00@yahoo.c Liz

123 Main Street

6/27/2020 9:4~'.~~_I_ ~~~~~iro~p~o~?~9_f1:1ai_l:q/.Aflria- ·sii:otaitr

70 Verplanck Avenue #1, Beacon, NY 12508

6/27/2020 9:42:12 :jordy.meltzer@gmail.com: Jordy
6/27/2020 9:48:12: sprintcess@hotmail.com ~;,f;a:riya>sfua'IIWOcicliY
6/27/2020 10:43:071 m1m1617@hotmail.com \tMariaMahaf:6;1

Beacon, NY
9 woodland ave pk ny 12603
124 Raymond Ave Poughkeepsie NY 12604

Timesta~p

Email Address

.\fl/rl.a~.-i~your name?

If you ar~ signing _as an organizatio~·.'::'~cyvti'.3~ i~x_oyr_~??ress? Please include town or.()jty_.

6/30/2020 8:40:13: simone.oziebel@gmail.co. §"irnone·,·Teague-_c41

59 South Grand Ave. Poughkeepsie

6/30/2020 9:05:43: anna.schupack@gmail.cc Anna Rose Schupack

5 burhans place delmar ny

6/30/2029 9:16:44: _ag_i_o_r_g_i_o_@!()P!C!nline'.net .. )\ntho"nY."_~_i<:>.f9i?0...
6/30/2020 10:42:18 'thai@garysinger.com
6/30/2020 11:18:09: b1ocasio7@gmail.com

~~- Pastu.~e L~ . PC:ug~_ke~psi_~...

Ms.

6/30/2020 9:22:00; gai1dalessio@yahoo.com$9ait-dalessio£1

North Branford, Ct

· Brandi Ocasio

6/30/2020 12:42:33 : getzamanycorrea@gmaill .$etzamany C6ire"a-'7
•. ···· ·····s··1·3··o··12020 1
;hl~ch·l~~~9~1@9 ~~i1 -~~~-

61 W Market St. Red Hook, NY

§M1~~--E~Q;i':{~

i39; 1· 1· ·:

445 Plutarch Rd. Highland, NY 12528

!

6/30/2020 17:23:44 ariannalendin5>@ao!.com [Al:i?nna Lendinq!

119 Regg(es Way Lagrangeville, NY 12540

6/30/2020 18:39:24 :_k~-~4€,@~Y_c:flP_·_~r'.~~
6/30/2020 1g:17:04 Iuuinpok@optonline.net

: l:(i_eE~-~~~~-rr?.~ ...
~,C8ridiS 8:"ltriderlari'O

~-1~_,A__n_th_'?:~lY Road, Cli~.o-~ .J:>ark NY

6/30/2020 20:10:21: kmilburn@vassar.edu

IKelsie Milburn

Poughkeepsie
12624 Cora! Sunrise Dr., Huntersvme, NC 28078

6/30/2020 20:39:22: mhackworth@vassar.edu! Mercedes Hackworth

603 Fitzhugh St, Ravenswood, VN, 26164

6/30/20~? ~~'.1"0:~!.· ~~~~~~-e.l_@~~~s_a.~'.ed.~ .. : Nicholas Henckel
6/30/2020 23:42:02: llyarozenblat2458@gmail- llya Rozenblat

801 foster city blvd apt 305 foster city ca!ifomia 94404

6/30/2020 23:45:54_:~gryler@vassar.edu

Stella Gryler

6/30/2020 23:48:17_ = smoo\J}'~33(@_gmail.com _:

C,~ITiO~? _!~~-~LJ§

148 Walnut Tree Hill Rd, Shelton, CT

Vassar Colleg~

1106 Woodlawn ~t, Wall~..~~~la.,__Yj(::__99362
_~?~_wand ave
100 Liberty Street Beacon NY 12508

7/1/2020 0:24:03 '. robertaupshaw@yahoo.ci Qooerta·upshaw+:t
7/1/2020 4:57:03 'WJHCLH@optonline.net tCHRlSTINE L Honga~

2499 Route 82, Lagrangeville NY 12540

7/1/2020 4:57:4 7 :_'!'!_~_HS:.L.ri~.?~~?~l_i_n_~:.~~.t..:.~1~.~.':'.'.·.J_ ~~:i~~~C:~:<b'.
7/1/2020 10:52:44 :jftoaster@gmail.com
:-Jost11,Ja·farreH_-,g:

2499 Route 82 Lagra~ge:~i.U~!-~y 12540

7/1/2020 10:57:34' highway1869@gmail.corr-,§!~ye_Er19elhardt_:tlf'

224 Manchester rd

98 Jackson Street, Fishkill, NY 1524

7/1/2020 11 :01 :46 l_abuchmuell~r~v_a_s_s~r_._e_~ _Adam_~_u_chm~e!!e.r
7/1/2020 11 :08:26: gewred@gmail.com

Gillian Redstone

7/1/2020 11 :37:50 :widgery@gmail.com

t-GretcherrLieMll

.........'. ?1~_ w_~-~.9-~_r_9:~e.,..~f1 _,O.,_rb_o_r_riJ!l ..................
2210 Greenview Road Northbrook, IL
157 College Ave. #2 Poughkeepsie NY 12603

7/1/2020 14:22:35: bdswee1@optonline.net

J~~rp_ara·S,w~~-,r

59 so_uth g~~d .a~e:n,u_e: .~t?~~~~~~p~ie
Covey Rd. Hyde Park, NY

7/1/2020 16:49:20 '. ekrichmar@vassar.edu

: !;~nor Kricti_ma:r!P

23 Lagrange Avenue Poughkeepsie NY 12603

7/1 /2020 13:07:2£.i _: je_11n_y~_uss~yt~afl u~(§:grn~:~e.nn_y:1·~~9UeJi,

!1_1 (2_0?-~..~ 6:51:.0_2_ I_i:i,_u_ri_el_~.o,r_e>Vv!~.9.n1_aiL~~( ,.M1:l.~.~:f".~()r~:,,yrtzi'

Poughkeepsie

7/1/2020 18:39:18: PoliticalMattC@gmai!.coll: Matthew-Carroll';i-

Poughkeepsie

7/1/2020 1g:29:16 ,sharon.haley@aol.com %'~baron Haley>"

15 Orchard St. Pawling

7/1/2020 20:16:13 = brian.robinson@equitabl~~r!~n BQbins~~"'c+

, Equitable Future, Inc.

143 Montgomery St., Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

,?.'.1/?,020 ?.~'.~~:?!i_c:aldwell)_u_l_i~_1~g[T}~(l_._~~-~--991ia Cald.w_ell:::Y:.

Beacon

7/1/2020 20:47:54 ;;tmarsh1993@gmai!.com :¥J~!?a1J._.\ayl9r. l.-J1,

Poughkeepsie

7/1/2020 22:12:4 7: richierose1221@gmail.co~-[~!,?)i~ R~~-n-?fclJ?~

........... _7..1_1__/2~?~. ~-: 19:_~ ~.: _lf~i f1b~rf!~.d.~y@v.~.~:9-~·.e.~·~Jly _F.~\rJ~rWf;;d.~~
7/2/2020 0:46:41: ttaylor31@juno.com

Newburgh
. 121..~1:IY:m_o_nd Ave Poug_h_k_et?psie
17 Amber Court, Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

7/2/2020 6:29:37 [ dandreatara1@gmail.co/"r.,ffar:a O'And:rea

12 Larch Street Beacon

7/2/2020 7:43:43: ttssccbb@yahoo.com

10 Tuscarora Dr Wappingers Falls NY 12590

: Sti_ontae,S-.yaim0

7/2/2020 8:34:21__ ;_~ls_a.solv~iQ~_g_n:i_a.il:~?r:1. iJ~~~:E.~ing:

y

.~Y..

Rachael Kraft

12~. ~_aym~~~.fa:.v.e_, PouQ~~e,e,P~_i~_._
EASTON

7/2/2020 g:36:55 -rklarklein@gmail.com

tie"Q·irta-Kleirl'fU

52 Pasture Ln, Poughkeepsie, NY

7/2/2020 9:56:24: ei!eonard~vass.a_r._e_d_~.

LEiJeen"Leonard '&

36 ~_e_r~is..La_~.e.'..~?~g~ke,e:ps.i_e,_ N,Y 12601

7/212020 9:22:40: rkraft@vassar.edu

3

Pleasant Valley
323 Sterling P!ace, Brooklyn, NY 11238

Thai Singer

Timestamp

Email Address

7/6/2020 16:26:14 jcfallert@gmail.com
7/6/2020 17:30:34 ddrolma@gmail.com

What..i~.Y~~r_~cl~El?

!f_yc,_u are :Si!i!.n.i_~_g _as a.n. ~_r_i;:i_~1:i:Z-<-:ti(l~,.':"hE What_i~_y_our address? Please include town or ci_ty_.

J-01;iAN~¥'\:and\ALArf:>:fi;s Salutation·
~:J?~tticfa-Falton;· RN)

16 Earlwood Dr., Poughkeepsie NY 12603
24 Reed Road, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

7/6/2020 _1_?_:_3_~_:_0_0_ a.lyssa.barc;1hona201_~@_g(_J¥[y_s·s;;1.:Barahona+

14 Vand~zer Drive? Poughkeepsie NY 12603

7/6/2020 17:37 :3_5_ ,_alll_yglickman_~_yc~g_rn_ai_l_._c-~ITIY\G!_ick_m_™1

Pine Plains. New York

7/6/2020 20:43: 14: acabrera@vassar.edu

7{7f2020 9:50:31 , hshulman@vassar.edu

1-'~_elia-~brera-0.1.

152 college ave Poughkeepsie ny

: Holly Shulman

441 8th St Brooklyn, NY 11215

7m?-_q2q _1. ~- :~7:23 )~l_i_e_b~@Q~~ ii ·C0.'!1__

~-1,! lie_ !?'_t=iiiJ~~~b~!Jrp

~_?1_

7f7/2020 12:22:43 ljohn.ddorje@gmail.com

ii:tphn:-Fa\lon:·41

24 Reed Road, Wappingers Falls, NY 12590

7{7f2020 14:36:20 :ansale@buffaJo.edu

i:f'Jisa.Le ·-11;

44 Noble Hill Drive, Poughquag NY

~-:-~7_:_~_4_: _e_liza bE!thschwrr56_@:q_mi]i: :~-.\~.b~-S;ch_woeref:\ili

moadock road millerton __n_y 12546

7m202_~ __
1

~50 Bee?.h~ood A.,ve ..u.~_it.~.~·--~C)U9~~f::~P~i_e__NY 12601

717/2020 19:56:4 7; brandon.codrington88@gtl§_rary.Qon_ Codring~-p

46 South Gate Drive, Poughkeepsie NY 12601
Poughkeepsie

7{7f2020 22:07:16' kim.rybacki@gmail.com 'k_Ki.n:rRybacki
7f7/2020 22:24:27' rbrtsdrrtt@yahoo.com

:;JJarrettRobertsA

..... ··7·/·8·/2020 7:57:28 :_~~inka9~~-®fl~~il._c_o_n_,___ :_~.\-~-TTKad.~- +
7/8/2020 7:57:57' l\fonzemeck@albany.edu' Raina Von Zerneck
7/8/2020 9:31__:_3_~_:'_er_rn~bom@gma.i!:c?m

DCPM
lTFIO

Poughkeepsie
.. 819 Van Wa~_n.e.'..~_d__p_o_u_g_hke~_p_sie
255 Patroon Creek Blvd Apt 4362 Albany, NY

_'._~J:tya-.-Sr].kJi.~~~~~

Wappingers Falls
Millerton, NY

718(2020 9:5_7~_3_0_: _t,,,i_e9_b_',',li ~~l_e:~@_g_n,_a_il :~'.11: -~~9_' Be~ll~.s.wiQ~l~j

•·············

7/8/2020 10:25:54 :fatimaakhtar95@gmail.CO: Fatima Akhtar

Monroe Township NJ

7/8/2020 10:26:34.j!owenbraun@gmail.com I:J.o~i:Jow.enbraun341

Poughkeepsie

7/8/2020 10:41 :~~-= ~esmallrid_g_e_@flmail.co_rni-lG~if-~trialltid_lj"e¾

NIA

7/8/2020 10:44:20: olivialortie@gmail.con

1310 Boston Corners Road, Millerton, NY 12546
Red hook, new york

7/8/2020 10:41:47: bluewizard52@gmall.conz_R_9p~~-dQ!;11_._il}

i\tOlivia·

7 Ann drive Rhinebeck NY 12572

7/8/2020 11 :1 5.::4_3 . = j_e~_ry_i'.Elr_a_~-~"::l~Y.@91':1~!~:?c-ij;\~~p!ftf _Dpwt~y:tN

Millerton

?/8/2020 11 :18:19 : katestine@~ystery_scenet._~th!eeri:-Stine,----;:tf

PO Box 355, Millerton, NY 12546

7/8/2020 11 :58:24: marthaz:imiles@hotmai!.ci;~a.rtn_a__ f:l-Zi_mjles. st

7/8/2020 13:13:59: Mary3959@hvc.rr.com

ILauren Thompson
8
J&ifiHla:!Ti {:'li'nt "
\~ary'-·t:Urif

7/8/2020 15:14:36: rosios870@gmail.com

: ~p~_e_!;:Jlen SarfatW;-

7/8/2020 12:44:52 '. 1thompson@vassar.edu
7/8/2020 1_~'.12:10 ,w.l_u_~~~~?-.1!:??~.

78 Charlie Hil Road Millerton NY 12546
Sunrise Poughkeepsie

1488 Kingsley Lane Carson City, Nevada 89701
114 Bedell Rd, Poughkeepsie, NY
114 Bedell Rd, Poughkeepsie, NY
MILLERTON
24 Reed Road_, __"'.'!.app~ng(:}rs F~lls, _NY 12590

7/8/2020 15:23:4_5_:j_o~_0_-9_~!)_rj_e~fl~~(l._c_o_~-- ·:i(_qfin·Fallt:lli\\'

Poughkeepsie

7/8/2020 16:43:01 : cullenriley.duffy@gmail.~P,uJlen,RileyMDuffy::iJ
Title

7/8/2020 16:48:07: yvettesrogers@gmail.corr;;if:,\'.ette R.ogers~.

243 Stone Church Rd Rhinebeck
Box 1021, Millerton NY

7_18/2020 21 :36:08: fischhoff@gmail.com

:t:~fr~_..fi:>-pQh_otfw

7/8/2020 23:52:39 leoherr9@gmai!.com

E;rn:ilio,J;~~~

12 Elm s.tApt 1_'._Pl:jWl_i_n_g,,NY 125~_4...
15 Old Farms Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603

·:11}

218 Rombout Road, Pleasant Val!ey NY 12569

7/8/2020 23:53:25 kendragraham@earthlink-t~n9ra. Grah_a_rtrf
7/9/2020 6:58:29 _kt,ty~~~ik_e:S_~i~_~_tlo_o_~_-??i'Erlc

E?~te.i;i_

Private Citizen

H.o~ewell Ju~~i.c.n,__ NY.

Begin forwarded message:
From: John Pontillo <ipontillo2@aol.com>
Date: July 8, 2020 at 8:16:34 AM EDT
To: "Llaverias, Giancarlo" <gllaverias@dutchessny.gov>, "Sagliano, Don" <dsagliano@dutchessny.gov>,

"Polasek, Michael" <mpolasek@dutchessny.gov>, "Black, Hannah" <hblackdc4@gmail.com>, "Keith,
Thomas L." <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>, "Edwards, Rebecca" <redutchess6@gmail.com>, "Truitt, Will"
<wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>, "Brendli, Craig" <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>, "Johnson, Randy"
<riohnson@dutchessny.gov>, "Atkins, Barrington R." <bratkins@dutchessny.gov>, "Kearney, Brennan"
<bkearney@dutchessny.gov>, "Metzger, John D." <metzger4dc@gmail.com>, "Bolner, Donna"
<dbolner@dutchessny.gov>, "Paoloni, Lisa" <lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov>, "Cavaccini, Joseph"
<icavaccini@dutchessny.gov>, "Zernike, Frits" <fzernike@dutchessny.gov>, "McHoul, Douglas A."
<dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>, "Page, Nick" <npage@dutchessny.gov>, "Pulver, Gregg"
<gpulver@dutchessny.gov>, "Munn, Kristofer" <kmunn@dutchessny.gov>, "Caswell, Stephen"
<scaswell@dutchessny.gov>, "Garito, Faye" <fgarito@dutchessny.gov>, "Hauser, Edward"
<ehauser@dutchessny.gov>, "Surman, Alan" <alansurman@optimum.net>, "Houston, Deirdre"
<dhouston@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RESOLUTION NO. 2020111 - consider removing re-appointment of Branka Bryan - Citizens
Advisory Committee for Domestic Violence

Legislators,
I received an answer from the Board of Ethics and read their opinion to the Legislature. Maybe I need to
make myself more clear and provide additional reasons why Branka Bryan should not be appointed as
an advisor to the Citizens Advisory Committee for Domestic Violence.

I believe that Branka Bryan is a shadow lobbyist for Grace Smith House, Inc. as she
is their Executive Director.
I believe she is advocating and influencing policy that can help ultimately help the bottom line of Grace
Smith House. Grace Smith House receives money approved by the legislature directly and indirectly
through other county departments that receive county funds. This in itself has the APPEARANCE of
CONFLICT OF INTEREST.
It should also be known that the Chair for Board of Directors for Grace Smith House is Lori Rolison, the
mayor of City of Poughkeepsie's wife. Another appearance and conflict of interest in so many ways.
This is very concerning to have someone on an advisory committee for domestic violence that works for
an organization that has a blatant bias against men.
I am SURE that the intention of the founder, Grace Stewart Ewing Smith, would NOT approve of the bias
going on against men. And how Grace Smith House is actually stirring the pot at the family court house
with their "advocates" filing petitions with false allegations. Mrs Smith had good relationships with the

men in her life from her own father and also 2 husbands. One of her husbands was a VETERAN who
died tragically in [CORRECTED] 1927. She would most likely be appalled at how this organization is using
its influence to impact the lives of many in a negative way. Anyone who disputes my statement can talk
to me and I will share my own personal experiences currently pending in that courthouse and the
dragging offeet by our District Attorney. Want to know more? Inquire into case 2020-25958 with the
Dutchess County Sheriff. I have written to the legislature before about Grace Smith House admission by
silence and their the failure to assert that my declaration is untrue.
Branka Bryant may have been tapped as advisor because of her role at Grace Smith house for the past
10 years prior to her role as Executive Director. This is concerning because:
1) Grace Smith House, Inc is not completely transparent on their own website. Numbers posted hide
systemic biases against men.

For instance, out of the 453 requests for shelter, how many of them were men?
Out of the 214 adults who received Advocacy and Support services how many of them were men?
Out of the 1030 orders of protections in family court how many were to help men?
What would be so hard to reveal these numbers? For past years their "POLICY" was not to reveal how
many men they shelter. I never believed it was because of "policy". I beleive it was because there were
NO Men. After 38 years of service, they never helped men? They finally reveal that they helped 3 men
last year. Only 3 men? Why? Because men are not coming for help? Why not? Could it be that Grace
Smith House is not letting them know they can help them? It's the small things. Like the fact that there
are domestic violence posters in the Women's Room in the family courthouse, and NONE in the mens
room. Why not?
Why does it matter how many of 453 requests for shelter were men? Because if only 10 of those 453
requests for shelter were men, then why did they not house 13 men last year and 77 woman? instead
of 3 men and 87 woman?

2) Grace Smith House Audits performed by Dutchess County reveal weaknesses in their accounting
practices. Questionable practices that after 3 audits still reveal they are not fixing their
problems. Branka Bryan proudly reveals she worked for 10 years for Grace Smith House before she
became director.

3) Grace Smith House CENSORS reasonable questions and comments on social media. WHY would
they censor? Why can't they answer? What have they got to hide?

4) Grace Smith House may not be an equal opportunity employer. They have never revealed the
number of men who work at their facility. Any photos on line of their meetings reveal a sea of
woman. This creates a stigma that men are not welcome.
5) Grace Smith House will not respond to requests for training materials used by their advocates at
the family courthouse that is going to be used in a report to the legislature and Judge Egitto.

Please take my comments above into consideration and do not approve Branka Bryan as she, as
director of Grace Smith House is not considering all aspects of domestic violence within the County of
Dutchess as outlined in the original resolution in 1989. There is lack of transparency going on and we
simply cannot have that as a representative on this committee.
Regards,
John Pontillo
45 Kensington Drive
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
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WHEREAS. afler e:<ten~lvc :;tudy. lhc Dutchess County 1_,,,g1,1lalua, ha" de·
knnlncd that domes.Uc vloh::nec if.1 a tterlOu:i problem tn Dulchc.as County I and
WHEREAS. domesllc vloknre ts a problem which affects all BCfimcnl,i or our
communlty, and
WHEREAS, ln order lo property carry out Its lcglslallvc functkm wHh rc,sp,.,et
lo domestic violence, It ls appropriate for the County Lce,lslaturc to 11olkll nn<l
consider advlee and rccommcndatlon,i from the ,:01mm1r11ty-a(,larJ;c wlth re•
ap-,ct to !ht~ proble-rn, now. therdore. h~ II
·
R£SOLVED, that the Dutdn,N~ Ctnmty Lei(li,bllun, do"s hcrcby create a
ctUzcna advisory committee to be knnwn as the "Citizens Advisory Committee nn

Dcmestlc Vlolence", ,u,ld commltlee In constal nf seven member•. 11J1td member;,
to b<, appointed by the Chairman of the County Lc.glslaiu re, subject to conflrma ·
Uon by the County Legislature, and the Chalnrum o[ whleh committee sha.ll be

a

ll1ted b the committee 111embcr1<. and bell further

RESOLVeo, that such C(lrtllfll!lCC stndl C(Hrnlder ;,ll f!SIJ<:d6 of dome,~tlc
vt,,lence wlthln the co,.1rtty o( Dutche-tts and shoH periodicaliy report to the
County Leglslatme with re~pect thereto,

Ayes: 34

Naya: 0

Absent: I-Roberts.
Re11oluUon adopted.

Dutchess County 2014/2015 audit
The Agency's accounting processes and internal controls for daily operations were reviewed.
Findings
•
•

Petty Cash procedures were not properly designed and effectively executed.
Claiming duties were not properly segregated.

•

Errors were noted in claim reimbursement requests.

•

Claim reimbursements were not submitted timely to the county for several DCFS programs.

Recommendations

o

Petty Cash procedures should be consistent with best practices. While conducting our review the
agency was notified of our concerns and immediately reviewed and instituted policies and
procedures in accordance with best practices for the handling of cash receipts and petty cash.

o
o

Additional attention is necessary to design duty segregation for the claiming responsibilities.
Additional oversight by multiple individuals should alleviate claim reimbursement errors.
Timely submission of claim reimbursements will ensure cash flow.

o
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Comptroller audits of Grace Smith
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since 2015, The rast 3 audit
showed questionable accounting

practices. For an organization
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people on the board of directors,
this is completely unacceptable .
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Begin forwarded message:

From: John Pontillo <jpontillo2@aol.com>
Subject: Code of Ethics Complaints regarding Branka Bryan on the Citizens Advisory
Committee for Domestic Violence
Date: June 17, 2020 at 9:25:59 AM EDT
To: ccullen@dutchessny.gov
Cc: countylegislature@dutchessny.gov
Mr. Cullen,
I understand Branka Bryan's term appears to be coming to an end but she should not be
considered moving forward. Although it may appear on the surface her input could be valuable being a
citizen but also as the Director of Grace Smith House, it is a conflict of interest because Grace Smith
House receives money approved by the County Legislature budget. Whether she was interim or
permanent director since her term started, she should of resigned immediately from this committee.
Also, her organization absolutely FAILS to address the systemic bias against men in this county. After
decades of receiving money from the county, they only housed 3 men in their shelter last year.
This is a pathetic number and despite years of telling the public they don't publicize the gender
breakdown and statistics, it's more because they had NO statistics on men. Grace Smith House has NOT
denied its involvement in a recent petition filed with false allegations with the use of one of its

advocates. How can this woman be on the Domestic Violence advisory committee with such
discrimination against men and the funding of harassment against fathers in this county?

Regards,
John Pontillo

Our Impact
ln 2019, Grace Smith House:
•

Provided emergency shelter and services to 87 women, three men and 61 children.

•

Fielded 1,721 calls to our 24-hour hotline.

•

Served 19 adults and 32 children in our transitional housing program.

•

Provided advocacy and support services to 214 adults and 101 children in our non~residential program.

•

Educated 7,019 middle and high school students about bullying, teen datlng violence and more.

•

Provided bilingual services to 79 Latina/Latino clients.

•

Helped file 1,030 Orders of Protection In family court.

•

Accompanied 157 victims of domestic violence to court, a total of 440 times.

•

Educated 172 healthcare providers about domestlc violence.

• Had to turn away 453 requests for shelter due to lack of space.

Begin forwarded message:

From: John Pontillo <jpontillo2@aol.com>
Subject: Code of Ethics Complaints regarding Branka Bryan on the Citizens Advisory
Committee for Domestic Violence
Date: June 17, 2020 at 9:25:59 AM EDT
To: ccullen@dutchessny.gov
Cc: countylegislature@dutchessny.gov
Mr. Cullen,
I understand Branka Bryan's term appears to be coming to an end but she should not be
considered moving forward. Although it may appear on the surface her input could be valuable being a
citizen but also as the Director of Grace Smith House, it is a conflict of interest because Grace Smith
House receives money approved by the County Legislature budget. Whether she was interim or
permanent director since her term started, she should of resigned immediately from this committee.
Also, her organization absolutely FAILS to address the systemic bias against men in this county. After
decades of receiving money from the county, they only housed 3 men in their shelter last year.

This is a pathetic number and despite years of telling the public they don't publicize the gender
breakdown and statistics, it's more because they had NO statistics on men. Grace Smith House has also
denied its involvement in a recent petition filed with false allegations with the use of one of its
advocates. How can this woman be on the Domestic Violence advisory committee with such
discrimination against men and the funding of harassment against fathers in this county?

Regards,
John Pontillo

Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wager, Leigh on behalf of CountyLegislature
Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:59 PM
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment on Election Results

Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk

Dutchess County Legislature
22 Markel Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
~ V i s i t us on

■ -I Facebook

From: Teddy Secor <telemnow@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:40 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment on Election Results

!AT'Fliil\tTfON; '/!his email camelftom an extematsoarce, Do not open attlicl'lments orc/1cfi;;on finks';ffpm unknown senders or
unexpected emails,

Good Evening Members of the Dutchess Legislature,
I am inquiring to see if any action is being taken to look into the lack of voting participation for NY-Congressional District
19? From what I can see from current results, our district - more importantly the part containing Dutchess County- had
an exceptionally low turnout in numbers. I am uncertain of what caused the low turnout, but I can only gander it
pertains to conflicting messages between from differing levels of government in our state.
In any case, and although I am not alleging nor insinuating anything, I feel that the lack of voter turnout can be mistaken
for voter disenfranchisement. I understand there is a disease running amok, but, in my view, there should have been a
clear message sent out that elections were still being conducted and local parties should have been directed to inform
voters in the affirmative.
To summate, does the Legislature intend to take action to ensure something like this does not happen again in the
future?
Thank you for your time and consideration,
Theodore "Teddy" Secor,
Stanford, New York
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COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVED FOR THE JULY 2020 BOARD MEETING

Received from Dutchess County Commissioner of Finance, 2019 Asset Forfeiture Report.
Received from the NYS Department of Taxation and Finance:
List of Certified 2020 State Equalization Rates dated June 9, 2020.
List of Certified 2020 Class Equalization Rates dated June 9, 2020.
Received from Dutchess County Comptroller, Utility & Telecommunications Forensic Audit
results dated June 2020.
Received from Town of LaGrange, Notice of Public Hearing and Copy of Local Law
No._ of the Year 2020, and entitled "A Local Law of the Town of LaGrange, Dutchess
County, New York, Amending Section 240-70.1 and Section 240-35 of Chapter 240,
"Zoning", of the LaGrange Town Code to Modify Regulations Pertaining to Drive-Through
Service Facilities".
Received from Greene County, Resolution No. 171-20, "As Amended - Amending
Resolution No. 279-11, Adoption of Greene County Administrative Manual".
Received from Livingston County, Resolution No. 2020-136, "Authorizing the
Development and Implementation of an Early Retirement Incentive".
Received the following from Dutchess County Clerk:
June Mortgage Tax Detail Ledger
Summary of Mortgage Tax Received Apr 20 to Mar 20
June Foreclosure Statistics for June 2020
June Mortgage Tax Report
June Foreclosure Statistics from January 1, 2020 through June 30, 2020
Received from Budget Director:
Contingency and Capital Reserve Account Status as of July 9, 2020

ANNUAL REPORT OF ASSET FORFEITURE FUND
FOR THE YEAR ENDED DECEMBER 31, 2019
DUTCHESS COUNTY

ACCOUNTING RESERVE BALANCE:
TOTAL ASSET FORFEITURE RESERVE BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2018

$226,397.95

REVENUE
ASSET FORFEITURE PROCEEDS

$45,718.90

REFUND OF PRIOR YEAR EXPENSE

10,000.00

55,718.90

EXPENDITURES
SUPPLIES AND MATERIALS

$36,969.00

PROFESSIONAL AND TECHNICAL SERVICES

375.00

OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE

9,436.40

MISCELLANEOUS

68,299.60

115,080.00

ENCUMBRANCES
CONTRACTUAL EXPENSES

685.85

TOTAL ASSET FORFEITURE RESERVE BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2019

$166,351.00

RECONCILIATION TO BANK BALANCE:
TOTAL ASSET FORFEITURE RESERVE BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2019
EXPENSES ACCRUED AT DECEMBER 31, 2019 BUT NOT YET PAID1

ASSET FORFEITURE RESERVE BANK BALANCE AT DECEMBER 31, 2019

Heidi A. Seelbach, Commissioner of finance

Date

Chief Fiscal Officer, Dutchess County
1

These amounts are Included in expenditures when calculating the accounting reserve balance above

166,351.00
7,582.06

173,933.06

New York State Department of Taxation and Finance
Office of Real Property Tax Services
WA Harriman State Campus
Albany, New York 12227
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List of Certified 2020 State Equalization Rates
Ms. Carolyn Morris , Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
County Office Building
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

Subpart 8186-2 of Title 20 of the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York
specifies that a certified statement setting forth the final State equalization rate for each municipality shall be filed
with the clerk of the legislative body of the county.

Listed below are final State equalization rates for the 2020 assessment rolls which have been established to
date for the municipalities in your county. If a final equalization rate for a municipality has been certified to you and
subsequently rescinded this is also noted.

Municipal
Code
131300
132000
132200
132400
132600
133200
133600
133800
134000
134200
134400
134600
134800
135000
135200
135800
139901
139902

Municipal Name
City of Poughkeepsie
Town of Amenia
Town of Beekman
Town of Clinton
Town of Dover
Town of Hyde Park
Town of Milan
Town of Northeast
Town of Pawling
Town of Pine Plains
Town of Pleasant Valley
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Red Hook
Town of Rhinebeck
Town of Stanford
Town of Washington
Dutchess County CAP. #1
Dutchess County CAP. #2

State
Equalization
Rate
100.00
100.00
96.00
100.00
50.00
52.00
97.00
100.00
47.00
100.00
97.50
99.00
100.00
100.00
100.00
97.00
99.00
98.00

Date
Established
06/02/2020
06/02/2020
05/12/2020
05/18/2020
05/12/2020
05/12/2020
05/12/2020
05/18/2020
05/12/2020
05/18/2020
05/12/2020
06/02/2020
05/18/2020
06/02/2020
05/18/2020
05/12/2020
06/09/2020
06/09/2020

County Full
Valuation
of Taxable
Real
Property

(Continued)

New York State Department of Taxation and Finance
Office of Real Property Tax Services
WA Harriman State Campus
Albany, New York 12227
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List of Certified 2020 State Equalization Rates

Municipal
Code
139903

*

Municipal Name
Dutchess County C.A.P. #3

State
Equalization
Rate
98.00

Date
Established

County Full
Valuation
of Taxable
Real
Property

06/02/2020

The final State equalization rate has been rescinded, the revised State equalization rate is shown.

Villages that have adopted the provisions of Section 1402-3 of the Real Property Tax Law and have ceased
to be assessing units are not listed on this report. Section 1202 of the Real Property Tax Law specifies that the
State equalization rate established by the State Office for the town or county assessment roll shall be deemed to be
the State equalization rate established for these villages.
I hereby certify that the State Office of Real Property Tax Services has established the State equalization
rates for the 2020 assessment roll shown on this document for the above municipalities.

Brian F. Moon
Real Property Analyst 2

Mr. Eric Axelsen, County Director
Dutchess County RPTS
RPTS Office
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

New York State Department of Taxation and Finance
Office of Real Property Tax Services
WA Harriman State Campus
Albany, New York 12227
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List of Certified 2020 Class Equalization Rates
Ms. Carolyn Morris , Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
County Office Building
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

Subpart 8166-2 of Title 20 of the Official Compilation of Codes, Rules and Regulations of the State of New York
specifies that a certified statement setting forth the final class equalization rates for each special assessing unit, and for
each approved assessing unit which has adopted the Homestead provisions of Article 19 of the Real Property Tax Law,
shall be filed with the clerk of the legislative body of the county.
Listed below are final class equalization rates for the 2020 assessment rolls which have been established to date for
the municipalities in your county. Where a final class rate has been certified to you and subsequently rescinded this is also
noted.

Approved Assessing Unit:
City of Poughkeepsie
Portions:

SWIS
Code
131300
Homestead

Date
Established
6/2/2020
Non Homestead

City of Poughkeepsie

100.00

100.00

Poughkeepsie School District

100.00

100.00

Approved Assessing Unit:
Town of Fishkill
Portions:

SWIS
Code
133000
Homestead

Date
Established
6/9/2020
Non Homestead

Town of Fishkill

99.00

99.00

Village of Fishkill

99.00

99.00

Fishkill TOV

99.00

99.00

Town of Wappinger
Wappinger TOV

99.00
99.00

99.00
99.00

Wappinger TOV

99.00

99.00

Beacon School District

99.00

99.00

Arlington School District

99.00

99.00

(Continued)

New York State Department of Taxation and Finance
Office of Real Property Tax Services
WA Harriman State Campus
Albany, New York 12227

Page 2 of 2
6/9/2020

List of Certified 2020 Class Equalization Rates

(continued)
Portions:
Wappingers School District

SWIS
Code
Homestead
99.00

Date
Established
6/9/2020
Non Homestead
99.00

I hereby certify that the State Office of Real Property Tax Services has established the class equalization rates for
the 2020 assessment roll shown on this document for the above municipalities.

Brian F. Moon
Real Property Analyst 2

Mr. Eric Axelsen, County Director
Dutchess County RPTS
RPTS Office
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

UTILITY & TELECOMMUNICATION
FORENSIC AUDIT RESULTS

Office of the Cotnptroller
Dutchess County
221'1ARKET STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, N_ Y 12601

Robin L. Lois
Comptroller

(845) 486-20.50
FAX (845) 486-2055
E-i\Lill,: ·comptrolle.c@co.dntchess.ny.us

Karl G. Schlegel
Deputy Comptroller

Dear County Officials & Taxpayers,
The Dutchess County Comptroller's Office has completed a Special Utility Audit Report on the electric, gas, and
telecommunication billing of Dutchess County operations for the previous six years ending December 31, 2019.
The Comptroller's Office engaged an outside specialized utility auditing firm to conduct most of the activities of the
audit on a contingency basis. Of the nearly $2 million in utility expenses paid per year, the consultant found $24,508
in credits, refunds, and future savings from the telecommunication vendors and from Central Hudson. This resulted
in the consultant being paid a commission of $5,882 as a portion of the refunds and future savings to the County.
\Ve believe this low percentage of errors found by the outside consultant is a result of the strong internal controls
for vendor payments of the Office of Central and Informational Services (OCIS) and the diligent review of county
departments and the Comptroller's Office. For comparative purposes, the same consultant found $1.36 million in
refunds or savings in Erie County and $426,000 in refunds and futures savings in Rockland County. We appreciate the
return of nearly $25,000 of taxpayer dollars and have corrected the minor vendor issues of which the returns resulted.
The Comptroller's Office thanks OCIS for their assistance in gathering telecom invoice information needed to
perform this audit.

Respectfully submitted,

Ro bin L. Lois
Dutchess County Comptroller

Table of Contents
Background & Summary....................................................................................................................................3
Scope & Details of Review.................................................................................................................................3
Bottini Fuel ......................................................................................................................................................... 4
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Additional Internal Review Processes for Telecommunication Services Performed by OCIS ................... 5
Exhibit I - Examples of Costs Savings to Other Municipalities & Entities .................................................... 6
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I SPECIAL REPORT- UTILITY & TELECOMMUNICATION FORENSIC AUDIT RESULTS

Background & Summary
Each year, Dutchess County spends approximately $1.6 million for utility costs and $300,000fortelecommunication
services. 1 A priority of the Dutchess County Comptroller's Office is to confirm payments to vendors are accurate,
correct rates are being charged, and that fees or taxes from which the County is exempt are not being charged.
In order to assist in this review, a Request for Proposals (RFP) was issued in July 2018 2 and a contract was
awarded to Troy and Banks, an industry expert on utility and telecommunication billings, to perform a forensic
audit of rates and services for the 72 months immediately preceding the audit.
The audit contract was contingency based and provided fees would be paid from the refunds received from the
'overages' determined. A total of $24,508 was identified as follows: $16,356 from Telecommunication vendors
and $8,152 from Central Hudson. Included in the $24,508 was a refund check in the amount of $2,197 received
in July 2019 from New York State for taxes paid on invoices.
The chart below indicates $5,882 was paid to Troy & Banks for compensation of the negotiated rate of 24% of
the total credits, refunds, and savings. Additional actions taken as a result of this audit included the closing of
inactive accounts.

c

re

d"t
I

Ref d
un

Future
Savings

Verizon

2,986

3,548

Frontier

13

85

Total Telecom

2,999

3,633

Total Utility (Central Hudson)

6,024

2,128

Totals

9,023

5,761

9,724

9,724

9,724

TO t I
a

Commission
(24%)

16,258

3,902

98

24

16,356

3,925

8,152

1,956

24,508

5,882

Troy and Banks in testimonies and news reports stated they found between $100,000 and $1,000,000 in savings
for several municipalities in New York State (see examples provided in Exhibit/). In comparison this highlights
the amount found for Dutchess County was minimal. It is our opinion, based on the due diligence exercised
by the County departments including Office of Central and Information Services (OCIS) and the Comptroller's
Office, the results point to sound billing and review practices in place. The contingency-based forensic audit was
a success by not only receiving tax dollar refunds, but by also verifying that the utility and telecommunication
charges paid by Dutchess County were free from material error. Additionally, any accounts that were coded
incorrectly by vendors for tax purposes were changed to reflect Dutchess County's tax-exempt status.

Scope & Details of Review
Request for Proposals RFP-DCP-56-18 dated July 27, 2018were sent outforaforensicauditoftelecommunication
and utility services. Troy & Banks, a specialist in reviewing these types of services was awarded the contract.
A contract was signed November 28th , 2018, effective October 1, 2018 to September 30, 2020 providing an
agreement for the consultant, Troy & Banks, to perform a utility audit concentrating on rates and services,
not consumption, for the 72 months immediately preceding the audit. Troy & Banks provides industry specific
1

2016- 2019 County Financial Records -Annual Expenditures by Line /fem Annual Average

2

RFP-DCP-56-18
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expertise with the understanding of how utility and telecommunication companies invoice the County, as well as,
the tariffs, regulations, and contracts that govern the County's services.
The Comptroller's Office provided to the consultant invoices from each utility account servicing the County.
Telecommunication invoices were provided by the Dutchess County Office of Central and Information Services
(OCIS). The consultant audited and analyzed bills and contracts with those vendors. Invoices for various utility
vendors included electric and heating fuels (natural gas, propane, oil, etc.). Telecommunication services include
phone and internet services, as well as, ancillary services.
Troy & Banks fee for this utility audit was 24% of any refunds, credits, or rebates obtained for the County, and on
future savings for up to 12 months.
In December 2018, an invoice with account information and location was provided for each utility account with
the various vendors to the consultant. In some cases, vendors which provided limited invoice history and/or had
overcharges were further reviewed with the County providing our County invoice copies to Troy & Banks. Frontier
only provided invoice information and credits for invoices three months prior to the audit process which included
the months January through March 2019. Two accounts with this vendor were further reviewed for 2018. Central
Hudson provided invoices back to March 2017 and the County provided Troy & Banks additional invoices for
three accounts between March 2016 and March 2017. In April 2019, a refund request was submitted to the State
for sales and use taxes paid through Central Hudson.

Bottini Fuel
On November 27, 2018, Bottini Fuel, headquartered in Wappingers Falls, pied guilty to falsifying business
records and agreed to pay more than $3.2 million in restitution and civil damages. The New York State Attorney
General in conjunction with the New York State Comptroller's Office audited Bottini Fuel for the period of 20042016 based on a tip from a whistleblower. The State's audit found the only county department defrauded was the
Department of Community and Family Services for $52.31.
Due to this investigation and guilty plea, the Comptroller's Office felt it necessary to further scrutinize county held
Bottini Fuel accounts.
Bottini account numbers were provided to Troy & Banks as part of the utility review, there were no anomalies noted.
It appears the internal controls in place in Dutchess County prevented any concerns which were experienced by
other municipalities. Based upon our review, the instance noted above affecting the Department of Community
and Family Services appears to have been related to a home energy assistance program for a client of the
department, and not related directly to a County account.
Bottini lost the State Bid for provision of fuel in the Hudson Valley as of September 1, 2018. The bid was conducted
by New York State Office of General Services (OGS) and was awarded to KOSCO (now known as HOP Energy,
Inc. d/b/a KOSCOHERITAGE) the County's current fuel oil vendor. Most county departments stopped using
Bottini around June 2018; the last payment was made in November of 2018 to a Parks Department account that
had not been terminated by the department..

Comptroller's Office Normal Internal Review Processes
All payments for utilities and telecommunication are submitted via the County's Financial Management System
by the respective departments responsible for payment of the services received. Each department reviews
the periodic billings (typically monthly) for accuracy and taxes. Once reviewed the department electronically
submits the approved payment to the Comptroller's Office for audit review and final payment authorization. The
Comptroller's Office reviews all payments for departmental approval, timely payment, and accurate submission.
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Additional Internal Review Processes for Telecommunication Services Performed by OCIS
OCIS reported the following information regarding internal review processes on all telecom accounts: Internal
reviews occur at least once a year, usually just before each department's annual budget request. A list of both cell
and landline phones is sent to departments to verify the use. In addition, a cell phone usage report is run which
identifies low or no usage phones for possible discontinuance or a plan reduction to a basic phone. Additionally,
in concert with Verizon, OCIS reviews phone plans to make sure the county is using the most cost-effective
plans. New State contract pricing is now available, and OCIS has completed the Verizon wireless review which
resulted in a $5,000 a month savings. OCIS is working with the land line side of Verizon to do a similar review
of county plans and reported they will continue this process annually.

OFFICE OF THE DUTCHESS COUNTY COMPTROLLER
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EXHIBIT I~ EXAMPLES OF COSTS SAVINGS TO OTHER MUNICIPALITIES & ENTITIES
Provided in Response to RFP-DCP-56-18
County of Dutchess, NY

Utility and Telecommunication Auditing/Consulting Services
RFP-DCP-5-186

Examples of our utility and telephone refund expertise:
1. County of Erie, NY
Audits of utilities (electricity, natural gas, heating oil), water, and
telecommunications (telephone, mobile phone and data) billing accounts
• Over $1.36 million in refunds or savings to date
2. County of Rockland, NY
Utility and telecom auditing services
• Approx. $70,000 per month in bills analyzed
• $425,585 in refunds and future savings to date
3. Port Authority of New York and New Jersey
Telecommunications Audit Services and Utility & Automotive Fuel Billing Audit
• Over $2.2 in refunds and annual savings
Also included in the attachment section are several reference letters we received from
municipalities as a result of our work for them.
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RESOLUTION APPOINTING BARRINGTON ATKINS TO FILL THE DUTCHESS
COUNTY LEGISLATURE DISTRICT 10 MEMBERSIDP VACANCY FORMERLY
HELD BY BARBARA JETER-JACKSON
(R20-53)
INTRODUCED BY CHAIR SALEM, COUNCILMEMBER PETSAS, MENIST, L.
JOHNSON, BRANNEN, FLOWERS, CHERRY, R. JOHNSON AND MCNAMARA

WHEREAS, there currently exists a membership vacancy in District 10 of the Dutchess County

Legislature following the passing of Barbara Jeter-Jackson on May 24, 2020; and

WHEREAS, the Dutchess County Charter §2.13 provides that the membership vacancy shall be

filled during the first thirty (30) days after its occurrence; and

WHEREAS, District 10 lies wholly within the boundaries of the City of Poughkeepsie; and

WHEREAS, pursuant to §2.13(a) of the Dutchess County Charter, the Common Council of the

City of Poughkeepsie is authorized to fill the vacancy by a majority vote of the Council; and

WHEREAS, the person selected to fill the vacancy shall take and file the oath of office pursuant

to law, and shall be entitled to take the District 10 seat of the County Legislature at the next
meet~ng as authorized by §2.13. of the County Charter; a~d

WHEREAS, the appointment will continue through the end of 2020; and

WHEREAS, the Common Council of the City of Poughkeepsie is desirous of exercising its

autho"rity to appoint an individual to fill the District 10 membership vacancy; and

WHEREAS, the Common Council has solicited interest from members of the public qualified to

be appointed to fill the membership; and

WHEREAS, the Common Council of the City of Poughkeepsie has determined that this

appointment is in the best interest of the City of Poughkeepsie and County of Dutchess, and

NOW, THEREFORE,

BE IT RESOLVED, that the Common Council of the City of Poughkeepsie hereby appoints
Barrington Atkins to fill the District 10 membership vacancy of the Dutchess County Legislature
pursuant to §2.13(a) of the Dutchess County Charter; and be it further

RESOLVED, that the appointment is indicated and contingent upon the signing of the oath of
office with a term that will expire on December 31, 2020; and be it further

RESOLVED, this Resolution shall take effect immediately.

SECONDED BY COUNCILMEMBER

CERTIFICATION

STATEOFNEWYORK
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS

)
) ss:

I, Sarah Salem, Chair of the City of Poughkeepsie Common Council, New York, do hereby certify
that I have compared the foregoing copy of Resolution R20-53 with the original on file in my office, and
that the same is a true and correct transcript of said original Resolution and of the whole thereof, as duly
th
adopted by said Coromon Council at a meeting duly called and held at the Chambers on the l 5 day of
June, 2020, by a vote of 9 Ayes of the Common Council of the City of Poughkeepsie to approve the
Resolution.
WITNESS My Hand and the Official Seal of t e Ci
2020

hkeepsie, New York, this 16th day of June,

CERTIFICATION

STATEOFNEWYORK
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS

)
) ss:

I, Deanne L. Flynn, Chamberlain of the City of Poughkeepsie Common Council, New York, do
hereby certify that I have compared the foregoing copy of Resolution R20-53 with the original on file in
my office, and that the same is a true and correct transcript o.f said original Resolution and of the whole
thereof, as duly adopted by said Common Council at a meeting duly called and held at the Chambers on the
15th day of June, 2020, by the required anq ecessary vote of the members to approve the Resolution.
WITNESS My Hand and the Official Seal
2020

TOWN OF LAGRANGE
CHRISTINE O'REILLY-RAO
TOWN CLERK
120 STRJNGHAM ROAD
LAGRANGEVILLE, NY 12540

QOOJ© ~:

~

!~00

.&!.~
June 25, 2020

Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Town of LaGrange Proposed Local Law

Re:

Dear Sh- or Madam:
On behalf of the Town Board, I forward a copy of the Resolution and EAF Part I for the below
proposed Local Law for review and comment:
A LOCAL LAW OF THE TOWN OF LAGRANGE, DUTCHESS COUNTY, NEW YORK,
AMENDING SECTION 240-70. l AND SECTION 240-35 OF CHAPTER 240, azONING", OF
THE LAGRANGE TOWN CODE TO MODIFY REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO DRIVETHROUGH SERVICE FACILITIES

Should you have any comments please provide them to the Town Board by the time of the
scheduled public hearing of August 12, 2020.
Sincerely,

Christine O'Reilly-Rao
Town Clerk
Enc. (2)

I
I
~SOLUTION

l
Counc(lma Je~sup introduced, a d Councilman Baright seconded, the following local law
for the Town Qf L Grf\'nge, to be lmown as Local Law No. _ of the Year 2020, and entitled "A
LOCAL LAV( 0 Tfill TOWN OF AGRANGE, DUTCHESS COUNTY, NEW YORK,
AMENDING ~EC IO~ 240-70.1 AND SECTION 240-35 OF CHAPTER 240, "ZONING", OF
THE LAGRAt,TG TQWN CODE TO ODIFY REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO DRIVETHROUGH

STR IICBFACILITIES".
I

!

BE IT ~NA.CT~D by the Town roal'd of the Town of LaGrange that the Town Code is
amended to l'e~d asl foll~ws:

I

Section\ 1. ti Subsection 240-70. l(C) of the LaGrange Town Code is amended to read as
follows (deletiQns re stricken):

I

:

C. To help ach\eve ese goals and promo e the objective ofthe Town of LaGrange Comprehensive
Plan, a special ~ermit is tequired to cl'eate drive-through service facility in the districts where such
facilities are pe,rmi(ted ~s accessory uses ursuant to the Schedule of Permitted Uses and Special
Permit Uses,§ ~40i27, Schedules Al, A2 and A3. 1 Those districts include the C, GB, H, GH and
MGH Districts,!as \Yell as the TCB Distridt, ·
·
·
ough sen•iee fooilities

shall aot b
:
' ·
· ·
,
od restaurants, or the 1·etail sale m·
· ·· ·
. ·
· eve1·age as eithe.t· a pFimary or-tmbordinate eommereial
aotivity. Drive~ro gh service facilities ,e subject to the following provisions.
l

I

I

I
I

Section
.[ Sµbsection (H)(2)(~)[8] of Section 240-35 of the LaGrange Town Code is
amended to del -te t~is subsection concern~ng drive-through facilities, and to renumber remaining
subsection (H)(i)(a)[9] to become (H)(2)(f)[8].
I

.

Section 3, I If: any section of t~is local law shall be held unconstitutional, invalid, or
ineffective, in "thole or in part, such determination shall not be deemed to affect, impair, or
invalidate the repiai~der of this local law. ;

i

Section

4.

!

This local law shalt talce effect immediately upon filing with this state's

Secretary of State.

Ii
i

1

i

I
Councilman Jessu advised the T6wn Board that, pursuant to the Municipal Home Rule Law
of the State o~Nej York, it will be necbssary to hold a public hearing upon this local law. He
offel'ed the fo\low ng resolution which lwas seconded by Councilman Baright, who moved its

adoption:

I

I

WHE$A , on\June 24, 2020, cJuncilman Jessup introduced this local law for the Town of
LaGrange, to ~e kt}owr:i as "A LOCAL ~AW OF THE TOWN OF LAGRANGE, DUTCHESS
COUNTY, NEW YORK, AMENDING SijCTION 240-70. l AND SECTION240-35 OF CHAPTER
240, "ZONINP", \OF THE LAGRAN~'G E TOWN CODE TO MODIFY REGULATIONS
PERTAININGITO pRIVE-THROUGH ERVICE FACILITIES."
;

I

•

RESnr}vE4,

~~ta public ?earin~ be ~eld_in 1:elation ~o ~e.proposed ch~~ges as set fo1th in
the form ofnot~ce, ~ereip.after provided, a1wh1ch liearmg parties m mterest and c1t1zens shall have an
opportunity to pe hfatd~ to be held at the: Town Hall, 120 Stringham Road, LaGrangeville, New
York, on Augu~t 12, 20~0, at 7:00 o'clodc p.m.• Prevailing Time, and that notice of said meeting
shall be publis~ed th~ official newspap4r of general circulation in the Town of LaGrange, by the
Town Clerk, at )eas~ten '.( 10) days before sfch hearing and that such notice shall bein the following

iJ

fo1m:

I

~

;

2

,

.

!

;

I
:

NOTICE:OF PUBLIC HEARING

T (E lj-l"OTICE, that the Ifown Board of the Town of LaGrange will hold a public

f

heal'ing at the o~H~l~, _120 ~tringh~ Road, LaGrangeville, New York on August 12, 2020, at
7:00 o'clock pm., re~a1lmg T1me on Lo.cal Law No._ of the Year 2020, to amend Chapter 240
"Zoning" of thr-To n 9ode of the Tow,lof LaGrange, Dutchess County, New York at Subsection
240-70.l(C) ard filb~ection 240-35 ( )(2)(a)[8] pertaining to drive-through service facility
regulations in he CB izoning district.
I

Al

RURTHER NOTI E, that copies of the aforesaid proposed local law will be

Stringham Road, L Gr~ngeville, New Y~rk, between the hours of 8:30 a.m, and 4:00 p.m. on all
business days e~ce tTuesdays when the~burs are between 8:00 a.m. and3:30 p.m., from the date of
this notice and the
the public heaiyig,
.

t

tate bf

Alf. FPRTIIBR NOT! ,E, that all persons interested and oitizens shall have an
opportunity tot hfrd ;on said proposal t the time and place aforesaid.
DATED:

aG nngeville~ New York
1 2020
unel24,

1

1I
!

I

I

i

~STINE
-t
_~
O'REILLY 0,
TOWN CLERK

3

I

.!

•

'II

i

.

!

'

The fo~egoipg resolution was voted upon with all Councilmen voting as follows:

:

!

Supervisor Bell
(!::ouncilman Luna
.

!i

AYE

i

NAY

I
I

<touncilman Jessup

AYE

i

AYE

~ouncilman Barig~t

I

~ouncilman Ryan I
I

DATED:

•

AYE

I1

ladran~eville, New York
~un~ 24,:2020
'

:

'~
~t
~
O'FIBl<f/f}.RA

I

!

CHRISTINE
TOWN CLERK

l
U:\DOCS\00070\0 I 17~LL\2~J0774.DOC
•

i
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i

I

Full Environmental Assessment Fo,-m
Pal't 1 j Project and Setting

Instrnctions for Complet~ng Part 1
Pnrt I ls to be completed by

i

f

tile npplicnnt or project spJ soi•, Responses become part of the applic11tlon for 11pproval

oi·

ftmding,

11re subject to p11bllc rnvlew, anf may be subject to further 1•lflc11tion,

Complete Pa111 based on lnforn111tion currently avallnble, lfaddltlonal research 01· Investigation would be needed to fully respond to
11ny item, please answer as jho1§ughly 11s possible based on purrent Information; Indicate whether missing information does not exist,
or Is not l'easonably availallle t~ the sponsor; iind, when posplble, genernlly describe work OL' studies which would be necessary to
update or fully develop that infy1·mation,
1

f

k

Applicants/sponsors must oom~lete all items In Sections A B, In Sections C, D & E, most ltems contHln an Initial question that
must be answered elthel' "Yes" ~r "No", If the answer to thb Initial question is "Yes", complete the sub-questions that follow, If the

,nswor to the lnltlal queOion U o", pro=d In the noxl qQe,tion. Section Fallow, the project sponsor lo ijentlfy and attach any
additional lnfotmation, Section G requires the nRme and :d1 nature of the applicant or project sponsor to verify lhRt the information
conh1ined In Part lls accurate a d complete,
A, Project 1md Appllcnnt/Spo sor lnf01·m11tlon,
Name of Action or Project:
See description of acllon.
Project Location (describe,: 1md ~ttach a genernl location m11~):
Zoning Amendment In the TCB ZonlnrJ Dlstrlcl

"f

Brief Description of Proposed 4ct1on (Include purpose or
d):
ALOCAL LAW OF THE TOWN OF L GRANGE, DUTCHESS COU TY, NEW YORI<, AMENDING SECTION 240-70,1 ANO SECTION 240-35 OF
CHAPTER 240, "ZONING", OF THE tAGRANOE TOWN CODE TO ODIFY REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO DRIVE-THROUGH SERVICE:
FACILITIES

I
I

Name of Applicant/Sponsor:

Telephone: (845) 452-1830

Town of LaGrange Town Board, Sup1 tvlsor Alan Bell

E-Mail: abell@lagrangeny.gov

Address: 120 Stringham Road
Clty/PO: LaGrangevllla

State: NY

Project Contact (lfnot same ass IJonsor: give name and title/ ole):
Same as abova
Address:

I

!

City/PO:
Property Owner (If not same as iponsor):

I

State:

IZlpCode:

Telephone:
E-Mail:

I

Address:
I
City/PO:

E-Mail:

I

i

12540

Telephone:

I

I

IZip Code:

i
I

I

'

State:

IZlpCode:

!
I

!
~age I of 13
i

I

FE:AF 2019

B. Government App1·ovals

I

j

B. Government App1·ovals, F(mding, or Sponso1·shlp. ('!Funding" includes grants, loans, tax relief, end 11ny othel' forms of financial
assistance.)
!
,
GovernmentiEnt ty

11. City Counsel, Town Bo~rd, [;Z)YcsONo
or Village Board ofTru$tees
b. City, Town or Village
[l)Ytis□No
Planning Board 01· Cominissl'on
c, City, Town 01·
OYesONo
Village Zoning Board of AP eats
d. Other local agencies '
OYesONo
e. County 11gencles

IZ)YosDNo

f. Regional 11gencles

OYesONo

g, State agencies

OYesONo

h. Federal agencies

□Yes□No

IfY<!s: I~entlfy Agency and Appt•ovnl(s)

I

Town Boe

Applicnllou D11te
(Actual or projected)

Required

• AdopUon or zoning amendment

NIA

Town of Lallrange Plannlng Board •
RecommenHa\lon

Dutchess C unly Planning and Development•
Recommen atlon

I, Coastal Resources,
i
/, ls the project site within a Coastal Area, or the waterfi~ont area of a Designated Inland Waterway?
.
i
II. Is the project site loc11ted n II community with an apptoved Local Waterfront Revitalization Program?
fl/. Is tho project site wlttiln a p,astal Erosion Hazard Area?
1

OYes!iZINo
DYestzfNo
□ YesliZJNo

C. Plnnnlng and Zoning
!

C,l, Plnnnlng nnd zonlng1actl1 ns.
1
Will administrative 01· legislatlv~ adoption, 01· amendment of II plan, local law, ordinance, rnle oi- regulation be the
only approval(s) which must b1granted to enable the prnpo~ed action to proceed?
• lfYe11, complete seotlo~s C, F and G.
i
•
If No, proceed to quest on C.2 and complete all rcn;ialning sections and questions in P11rt I
C,2. Adopted hrnd use phms.

r;zJYesONo

I
1

r;zJYesDNo
a. Do any munlcip11lly~ ndopted (city, town, village or count)') comprehensive land use plan(s) Include the site
where the proposed action wo 1fd be located?
I
lfYos, docs the comp1·ehenslve flan include specific recomrendatlons for the site where the proposed action
N/A□Yes□No
would be locnted?
,
b. Is the site of tho proposed action within any local 01· regiohal special planning district (fo1· example: Greenway;
IZJYesDNo
Bi·ownfield Opportunity 1\real(BOA); designated State orjFcderal hedt11ge area; watershed man11gement pl11n;
or other?)
i
;
JfYos, identify the plan(s):

j

RAmArtl~llon -'lllAS' 31408<1 RJmertlnllon SIIAo.' <11.11 HI -

"

<>11-- • .,,un1,1 -

Groundwater Protecllon Overlay Zone, Stream Corridor Overlay Zone.

an

c. ls the proposed action lot:atcdtiwholly or partially within area listed In an adopted munlclpal open space plan,
or an adopted mun!clpallfarm and protection plan?
'.
If Yes, identify the plan(s):
I
Town or LaGrange OpenSpace Piao 120011
'

~age 2 of 13
l

[;z)Yes□No

C,3, Zoning

a. Is the site of the proposed ac Ion located In II municlpal11 i with an adopted zoning law or ordinance.
If Yes, what ls the zonlng lilass1ficatlon(s) including any 11p pllcable ove1fay district?
-

"°'

the Town has lwe1J. znnlnn ,llol,lrls and six nvArla .,nnAO

f;Z)YesONo

.

b, Is the use permltted 01· allow,d by~ speoinl or condition I use permit?

IZIYes□No

c. Is a zoning change reque-sted ~s pal't of the proposed actlo'n?
If Yes,
/, What Is the proposed now zoning for the site?

OYesr;zJNo

C.4, Existing community ~ervl~es.
a,

rn what school district is:tho Jrojcct site located? .A..;;rf=ln""1a.,_,I10,.,h""'Cc.ace=nt""'ra"'"IS=-ch=oo~l.;D.:.:ls.::.;lrl""ct,___ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

b, Whllt police 01· other putilic p1otectlon forces serve the pn 1ect site?
-

Vn..,, <>la!A Dnlfrn

,.._,._,., Chn,lff a~A . , )

o, Which fit•e protection and em, rgen¢y medical services se1 ve the project site?
LaGranae Fire Ol11trlot

d. What plll'ks servo the prd)ect s•te? '
FrAAdom Park. t Ar.lrannA Park. -

, P'lrk. Overlook Park. ~~i,f.lhee PArlt .!Ames RAl(d /:llAIA Park

D. Project Detnlls
D.L Proposod nnd Potential D velopment
;

11.

.

l

What Is the general nature oftJie proposed action (e.g., res dentlal, Industrial, commercial, recreational; if mixed, include nil
components)?
i

b. n. Total acreage of the site of tile proposed action?
b. Total acreage to be physical y disturbed?
c. Total ftcreage (project iiite a1d 11ny contiguous propertle ) owned
01· controlled by the t1pplic111 t 01· project sponsor?
c,

acres
-__
- - acres
_ _-_
_ _ _ _ _ acres

Is the pl'oposed 11ctlon an expa )slon of 11n existing project I r use?
O Yes□ No
/, If Yes, wh11t is the approximate p~rcentage of the proposed expansion and identify the units (e.g,, acres, miles, housing units,
square feet)? %
·
Units:

d. Is the proposed nctlon a subdivision, or does It Include a sut>dlvislon?
IfYes,
I
/, Purpose 01· typo of subdivision? (e.g., 1·esidentlal, lndush'l~l, commercial; If mixed, specify types)

I .

□Yes □No

I

II. Is a ciuste1'/conserv11tlon laym~I prpposed?
□Yes □No
1/1, Number of lots proposed? --11_ __
Iv. Minimum and maximum pro~ose!I lot sizes? Minimum
Maximum
e. WI II the proposed action _be co~sll'llPled In multiple phases?I
D YesONo
/, lfNo, 11ntlclpatcd perlotl ofco,nsh·uctlon:
_ _ months
/1, lfYes:
.
• Totnl number of phases Anticipated
I
__
• Anticipated commenceinbnt oato of phase I (Including demolition)
_ _ month _ _ year
• Anticipated completion 4ate offin11l phase
I
- - month __year
• Generally descl'ibe conndctions or relationships amo1 g phases, including nny contingencies where pl'ogress of one phase may
determine timing or durahon of future phases:

i .

l

:

- --;- -- - -- -- - - - - - - - -- - - I

Pige 3 of!J

!

f. Does the project Include riew ·esidenthd uses?
lfYes, show numbers ofut its P{oposed.
One Eru:nlb'. !
Tu'..2 ffilnlb'.
Initial Phase
At completion
ofall phases

I

OYesONo
Mu ltlple F.!!!ll!b:: (four m: .l!lQill

Toree Family

!

I
I

I

i

'

g. Does the pmposed actio◊ inc ud, oow non.re,;dontlal oTh'ootlon (l,.cluding ..,..,Ion,)?
If Yes,
I
/, Total nurnbe1· ofstruct~res
height;
width; and
length
II. Dimensions (In feet) ot~arg >St pr<)posed structure:
/If, Approximate extent of ullc Ing SP,ace to be heated or co!oled:
squa1·e feet

OYesONo

h, Doo, tho propo.,J

OYesONo

"''~i Include Obmtnicilon o, othe, 1vltio., 1hat will re,ult in tho lmpoundment of ony

liquids, such as creatfon,ofa Water supply, 1'ese1·volr, pon , lake, waste lagoon or other storage?
lfYes,
:

I

/, Purpose of the impoun,.nentr,
JI.

r

lfa water lmpoundmcn? the prlnclptll source of the wate ;

U Ground water LJSurface water streams LJ0ther specify:

''

Iii, lf othel' than water, ldo~tlfy the type of impounded/conta/ned liquids and their source,
I

l

Iv. Approxhnnte size oftht proposedilmpoundment.

Vtume:
million gallons; surface area:
v, Dimensions of the propbsed dam 01· Impounding strnctu e:
height;
length
vi. Constrnction method/m1atel'i~ls for the proposed dam or jlmpounding struclul'e (e.g., earth fill, rock, wood, concrete):

D.2. Pl'Oject Operations

:

I

I

'

I

!

a, Does the proposed actlo1 incl ide any excavation, mining, or d1·edgl11g, du1·ing construction, operntions, or both?
(Not Including general sf e pri parntion, grading or Installation of utilities or foundations where all excav11ted
materials will l'emain on11te)

HY~

.

acres

LJYesLJNo

I

I

.

I. What is the purpose of the excav11tlon or dredging?

/1. How much material (lncludlnt rock, earth, sediments, etc ) is proposed to be removed from the site?
• Volume (specify itns o cubic yards):
• Over what durntio of:fme? ·
.
///, Describe nature and ch~raote ·istics ofmatel'inls to be excivated 01· dredged, and plans to use, manage or dispose oflhem.

i
!
'
iv. Will there be onslte de)'Vater,ng or processing of excavatjd materials?
If yes, describe.
:
I

v. What is the total area to be d edged Ol' excavated?
I
vi. What is the maximum iirea t< be worked at any one timef
vii. What would be the maxhnu11 depth of excavation or dre ging?
viii. Wlll the excavation retire 1Jastlng?
i
Ix. Summnrlze site reclama _Ion ll oals and plan:

~r

LJYesLJNo

acres
acl'eS
feel
0YesONo

i

"'"It

LJYesLJNo
b. Would tho p,opo,od "°'10•
o,
In olto"'1ion of, increase or docreitso in size of, or encroachment
Into any existing wetlanU, wa e1·body, shornllne, beach or adjacent area?
1
If Yes:
t. Identify the wetland 01· water ody which would be affect ~d (by name, water Index number, wetland map number or geographic
descl'iptlon):
I
i
!

i

I

I!
I
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I

I

!

II. Describe how the prop'osed 11ction would affect that wierbody Qr wetland, e.g. excl\vation, fill, placement of structures, 01·

alteration of ch1mnels, 1$ank and shorelines. Indicate e tent of activities, alterations and 11ddltlons In square feet or acres:

'

:

i
//1. WIii the prnposed 11ct1or Clll se OJ' result In disturbance t l bottom sediments?
rfYes, describe:
·
Jv. Will the proposed acli!° else or: result In the destruct! :m or removal of aquatic vegetation?
If Yes:
.
.
• acres of aquatic vteta Ion ptoposed to be remove, :
• expected acrnage 'fa~~atic vegetntlon remaining I fter project completion:
purpose ofproposfd r1111oval (e.g, beach clearing, tnvaslve species control, boat access):

OYes0No
□ YesONo

•
•

proposed method bfpl mt removal:
• If chemlcal/herblclde ~~atmdnt wlll be used, speoi y product(s):
v. Describe any proposed :eoljmatioil/m!tigation followln1 dlstu1·bance:

""'"i""f '""'' •

□YesONo

for

,.
WIii lho propo,od
"'w dom,nd
alo,'I
If Yes:
:
f. Total anticipated watel'1us11 e/de~and per day:
Ii. Will the proposed actio~ ob aln water from an existing public water supply?
If Yes:
.
• Name of dlstl'ict of ser Jee area:
• Does the existing public wat~r supply have capacity to sewe the prnposal?
• Is the project s11e ~n th~,existlng district?
• Is expansion oflht disj~ict needed?
• Do oxl,llng lino,
poojoot ,,,.,
iii. Will line extension wlt~in 11 · existing district be necess1 ry to supply the project?
ffY~:
l
• Descl'ibo extensions ol' ¢apacity exp1msions proposbd to serve this project:

gallons/day

'"f,

I

• Source(s) of supply fo1i ~he dlsh'lct:
1,. I,, now wolor mpply dlsltr"'
P'"P""d fo ho fo,mod to ,or,o lho projoet oho1
If, Yes:
• Applioant/sponsorifor ~w district:
• Date application sbbmt~ed or anticipated:
• Proposed source(s) of upply:for new district:
v, !fa public water supplf wll '.not b'e used, describe plans to provide water supply fo1• the project:

,o,vio, '"'

vi, Ifw11ter supply will be ~·om wells (public or private), wllnt is the maximum pumping capacity:

□Yes[]No

OYesONo
OYesONo
OYesONo
OYesONo
OYes[]No

D

YesONo

gallons/minute.

I

OYesONo
d, Will the proposed actlon;genc rate llqu Id wastes?
If Yes:
.
I, Tomi ,..,I,Ipotod
g•n"·olion P" doy:
g,llon,id,y
JI. Nature of liquid wastes Job ;genernted (e.g., sanitary w stewater, Industrial; If combination, describe all components and
approximate volumes o(· pro :ortlons. ofeach):

llq•ld1
l.

II{.

I

•

Will the proposed actlofl use any existing public wastewater treatment facilities?
lfYes:
.
.
I
plant to be used: !
• Name ofwastewater tr~atment
I
l
I
• Name of district:
Does
the
existing
was1water
treatment
plant
have
~apaclty to serve the project?
•
Is
the
pl'ojeot
site
In
th
existing
district?
•
• Is expansion ofth11 dlstfict needed?
I
I
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1
I

OYesONo

OYesONo
OYesONo
OYesONo

l

Do existing sewe1 line iserve the project site?
□Yes □No
WHI a line extension "',lthln an existing district be ecessary to serve the project?
0Yes0No
lfYes:
·
I
• Descl'ibe extensions or capacity expansions prpposed to sel've this project:
'
!!
- - -- -- - - - - - -- - I
!
!
Iv. Will a new wastewater (sewage) tt·eattnent district be forped to serve the project site?
0Yes0No
lfYes:
i 1·
[
•
Appltcant/sponsqr fo1riew district:
1•
•
Date application bub1 ltted pr anticipated: ----,cc-1r-:------- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - •
What Is the recoi~lng Yiater! for the wastewater di ch11rge? --------,-----:-----,--,---------v. If public facilities will n1ot b _used~ describe plans to pro ~Ide wastewater tl'eatment for the project, including specifying proposed
receiving water (name and lassitlcation if surface dlsot arge or describe subsurface disposal plans):
. '

1

vi. Descl'ibe any plans or d~sigr{~ to capture, recycle or reus ~ liquid waste: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

e. Will the proposed actlonJ distvrb more thnn one acre nnd •~reate stormwater runoff, either from new point
0Yes0No
sources (i.e. ditohos, pipbi;, sr:111es,1ourbs, gutters or othe concentrated flows ofstormwater) or non-point
source (I.e. sheet flow) ~url g con~trnctlon or post construction?
lfYes:
I . :
/, How much lmpe1vious turf:~ce will the project crente in elation to total size of project parcel?
_ _ Square fept or _ _ acres (impervious st rface)
_ _ Square feet 01· .___.._. acres (parcel size)
ii. Descl'ibe types of new P,oint sourc~s. - - - - - - - + ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

f

I

Iii. Where will the stm·mw~ter rdnoff '.be directed (I.e. on-sl~e stormwate1· management facility/structures, adjacent properties,
groundwater, on-site sprfac e water or off.site su1•face v aters)?

•

lfto surface wate•:s, idrhtify receiving water bodil or wetlands:
I

'

I

• Will stormwater 1·(moff:tlow ·10 adjacent p1•opertles?
0Yes0No
ill. Does the proposed plan :minimize lmpe1vious surfaces, 1 se pervlous materials or collect and re-use stormwnter? 0Yes0No
f. Does the proposed actlojl lniude, or will it use on-site, , ne or more sources of air emissions, includlng fuel
0Yes0No
combustion, waste lnclneratl h, 01· other prncesses or op rations?
If Yes, Identify:
.
I. Mobfle sources du1·lng proj ct operations (e.g., heavy e uipment, fleet or delive1-y vehicles)
I
I
/1, Stationary sources dmillg ci,nstructlon (e.g., power gen rntion, stl'Uctural heating, batch plant, crushers)

Iii. Stationary sources durlltg orr::rntidns (e.g., process emii sions, large boilers, electric generation)
g. Will any air emission soyrcejl named in D.2.f(nbove), re 1uire a NY State Air Reglstl'atlon, Alt· Facllity Permit,
or Federnl Clean Air Ac~Tit\o,IV or Title V Permit?

If Yes:
I
i. Is the project site located in i\n Air ijUatlty non-attainme1 t area? (Area routinely 01· periodically fails to meet
ambient air quality :.tan~nrd~ for al! or some parts of the year)
Ii. In addition to emissions c~lculated In the appl!catlon,Jhe project wlll generate:
• =========Tons/year;(short Ions) ofCnrbon Di xide (CO2)
•
Ton~/ye 1r'.(shmt tons) ofNitrous Oxtde (N.20)
• _ _ _ _ _Ton~/ye it':(short tons) of Perfluoroc rbons (PFCs)
• _ _ _ _ _Ton~/ye 1r.(short tons) of Sulfur Hex fluoride (SF6)
• _ _ _ _ _Tomj/ye 1ri(short tons) of Carbon Di xlde equivalent ofHydroflouroca1·bons (HFCs)
• _ _ _ _ _TonJ/ye 1·h;hort tons) of Hazardous Alt- Pollutants (HAPs)

ns
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0Yes0No

OYesDNo

;

i

I

L

h. Will the proposed actioj gen'erate ()r emit methane (lnclu ding, but not limited to, sewage tt'eatment plants,
0Yes0No
hindfills, composting fa ilitlts)? :
If Yes:
'
/, Eslhnnte methane gene1111tioh;in tons/yeRI' (metric):
//, Describe any meth11ne ~aptdr'e, control ol' ellminat!on m~asures Included In project design (e.g., combustion to generate heat or
eleotl'iclty, flal'ing): i
'
:

!
I
i. Will the prnposed actionJresu t ln tHe t·elease of air pollut ants from open-ail' operntions or p1·ocesses, such as
qu111·ry or landfill operatrns~;
.
If Yes: Describe operation ! and nature: ofem[sslons (e.g., d esel exhaust, rock particulates/dust):

l.JVesONo

I
I

:

I

J. Will tho propo,od octlon""'" 11• a ~,b,tonliol ,,_., •1 o,m, obovo P"''"' love~ or geoorato ,uMtontl,1

OYesONo
new demand for transpoJtatlo~ facilities or servlces?
If Yes·
/. When Is the pe11k trnffi ex ~cted:(Check all that apply): 0 Morning
O Evening
□Weekend
D Raodomly botwoon \our, :,,r
t-0 ➔//. For commercial aotlvl!les l;ly, p:ojected number oftr ck trips/day and type (e.g., semi trailers and dump trnolcs):

i

:

f

Iii. Parking spaces:
B~lstin~
:
roposed
Iv. Does the proposed actlbn h oludelany shared use parking?

Net increase/decrease

0Yes0No
v. If the proposed action ~nch des a~y modification of exl ting roads, creation of new roads or change in existing access, desctlbe:

'""f"

i

,/. Aro publfo/pdvate
tlon ""'toe(,) oo' facilitlo,, v,U,blo within ¼ mllo oftho propo.sod ,lte?
vii Will the proposed acllo !ncfude access to public lransp :i11ation or 11ccommodatlons for use of hybrid, electric
01· other alternative fue ed vtlclei,?
viii. Will the proposed acli n in lude plans for pedestrian 01 bicycle accommodations for connections to existing
pedestrian or bicycle r utes•I
I

:
I

I
I,

I

:

0Yes0No

,,

k. Will the proposed aotionl(for ommercial or industl'lal p1·, 1eots only) generate new or additional dem1md

,...,,...,7

BYesONo
Yes0No

0Yes0No

If Yes:
,
i. Estimate annual eleotriolty d mand during operation oft JC proposed 11ction:
Ii. Anticipated sources/supplier, ·ofelectl'lclty for the prnjeo (e,g,, on-site combustion, on-site renewable, via grld/locnl utility, 01·

other):
Iii. Will the proposed actiol) req1 lrn a new, or an upgrade, to an existing substation?

I. Hours ofoperatlon. Answer a / ite~s whloh apply,
f. During Construction: )
• Monday - Friday:
• Saturday:

•
•

ii. During Operations;
• Monday~ Fl'iday:
• Saturday:
• Sunday:
• Holldays:

Sundny:

Holidays:

I.

!
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0Yes0No

!

i

m. WIii the pl'oposed acliop pl'oruco noise that wlll exceed ~xisting ambient noise levels during constl'Uctlon,
operation, or both?
Ifyes:
.
i. Provide detflils including sou ·ces, time of day and duration:
:

.

J

'

I

OYesONo

ii. WIil the proposed action rer. ove existing natural barrier that could act as a noise barrier 01· screen?

OYesONo
Describe: - - - - - + - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - -- - -- -

n, Will the proposed action havt, outdoor lighting?
I
lfyes;
;
I. Describe sotll'ce(s), locapon(~). height of fixture(s), dlr4tion/ahn, and proximity to neal'est occupied structures:

OYesONo

/1. Will proposed action reinovc: exisdng natlll'al ba1·riers th t could act as a light bal'fier 01· screen?

LJ YesONo

o. Does the proposed actiop hall~ the potential to produce o fors fo1· more than one hour per d11y?
JfYes, describe posslb\e soi roes, potential frequency a1 d duration of odor emissions, and proximity to nearest
occupied structures:

D Yes □No

Describe:

'

'

'

·.

!

I

p. Will the proposed actionl lncl/'de any bulk storage of petrt>leum (combined capacity of over 1,100 gallons)
OYesONo
01· chemical products 185 gal ons In above ground storage or any amount in underground storage?
If Yes:
.
/, Product(s) to be stol'ed
·
1
JI. Volume(s) ___
per ur it time
·
(e.g., inonth, year)
Ill. Generally, describe the pl'opllfed stornge facllitles:_ _!-r_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
I

q. Will the pl'oposed action!(coipmercild, industrial and rec.,eational projects only) use pesticides (i.e., horbicides,
Insecticides) during constl'Ucpon or operation?
lfYes·•
i
'f
I. Descl'ibo proposed treJtment(s):
I

1I

□ Yes □No

'

II. WIil the orooosed acti6n uile lntellrated Pest Manal!;etn nt Practices?
r. Will the proposed action '(001,itnerclal 01· Industrial projects only) Involve or require the management or disposal

ofsolid waste (excluding hazr1·dous materials)?
1
If Yes:
:
i, Describe any solld wriste(s)ito be generated during consti·uction 01· operation of the facility:
• Construction:
i
tons per j
(unit oftlme)
• Operation:
!
tons pe1· ,
(unit of time)
ii. Describe any proposals:for ph-slte minimization, recycrrng or reuso ofmatel'ials to avoid disposal as solld w11ste:
• Construction:
· I

D Yes □No
D Yes □No

!

- ----+-------- --,f------------------------• Operatlon: ---+'-~-------41------ -- - - - - - -- -------1

I

Ill. Proposed disposal methods/facilities for solid waste generated on-site:
• Construction:
I
!
I

•

I

Operation: - - - - •_ __ _ _ _ _ _ _! ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -- - - I
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I

I-

' s, Does the proposed actlon include cpnstrnction or modifo atlon ofn solid waste management facility?
LJ Yes D No
lfYes:
I tI
I
/. Type of management ?r h~ndlln~ of waste proposed fo the site (e,g., recycling o,· trensfel' station, composting, landfill, or
other dlsposul acllvlt~s): ' .
!
1/. Anticlpated rate of dis osa:1/proc()sslng:
•
I
• _ _ _ Tons/ anti ,1 lftl'1\nsfer 01· other non-combustion/thermal treatment, or
• _ _ _ Tons/h ur, fcombustlon or thermal lre~tment
/Ii, If hmdfill, 1mtloipated ~lte ~fe: :
I
years

t. Wlll the proposed aotionlat ti~ site involve the commercl~I generation, trentment, storage, or disposal ofhazardousOYesONo
waste?
.
·
If Yes:
!
t. Nnme(s) of all hazardol,s wJistes Qr constituents to beg merated, handled 01· managed at facility:
I

I

-----------

U, Generally desol'ibe process,~ 01· activities involving h112ardous wastes or constituents:

r

.

.

I

-----------

/II, Specify amount to be ~an~l.ed or 'generated _ _ toni 'month
Iv. Describe any proposal I for on•sltb minimization, recyc ing or reuse of hazardous constituents: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
1

v. Wlll any hazardous w~tes, ~e disposed at an existing o "site hazardous wnste facility?
UYesUNo
If Yes: provide name and lycat1 ~n of facility: - - - - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - ~ - - - ;

!

IfNo: describe proposed ana1 ~ment of any hazardous wa tes whlch will not be sent to a hazardous waste facility:
•

I

E. Site 1md Setting of Pa•dpos, ~ Action

E.l. Land uses on and st 1·1·01 hding the p1•oject site
'

a, Existing land uses,
.
.
;
/. Check all uses that oc~ur o l, adj6inlng and ne11r the pr< Jeot site.
D Ul'ban D Industrial D Com1nercial D Residen ial (suburban) D Rural (non•fal'm)
D Forest D Agrlcultur~ 0 ~quatlc
D Other (s 1eolfy): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
fl. If mix of uses, generally d~crlbe:
I
,,

i
'

I

b. Land uses and covertypds on:the p~ojeot site,
Lnnd!use, r
Cov&rtyp1
Roads,
bulldings,
and pthe1 pave~ or impervious
•
surfaces
1
'
• Forested
Meadows,
grasslands
61·
br1 shlands (non• 11gricultural, includingiab11t
ooned agricultural)
Agrlcultul'al
•
(includes active orch111'ds, f cld, gi•eenhouse etc,)
• Surface water featUl'esl ,.
(lakes, ponds, streams,! rivet~, etc;}
Wetlands (freshwater 4r tld~I)
Non-vegetated
(bore rook, d11rth or fill)
•

l

Current
Ac1'eRge

;

• Other
Describe:---------~-----
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Acreage After
Project Completion

Change
(Acres+/•)

c, Is tho project slto presen)ly u ed bY, members of tho com1 hunity for public recreation?
I. If Yes: explain:
·
d. Are there any facilities: ervi1 g children, the elderly, peo le with. disabilities (e.g., schools, hospitals, licensed
day care centers, or group hones) within 1500 feet ofthe1project site?
If Yes,
;
1
I. Identify Facilities:
I

UYesONo
OYesONo

I

OYesONo
e. Does tho project site co11aln iln existing dam?
If Yes:
·
/, Dimensions of tho dmi and lmpoundmont:
• Dam height:
, - - - -- -- - - + - - - - - - feet
• Dam length:
i
feet
• Surface area: ;
acrns
• Volume Jmpoun~ed:
.
gallons OR acre-feet
II. Dam's existing hazard 1clas! ~flcatlon:
If/. Provide date and summarl¥ res1Hts o-=f::-la-s.,...t-=-1n-s-pe_c._.,ti,-o-n':""~ - - - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- - i

I'

.

f. Has the project site everJbeeJ' _used ·as a municipal, comm1erclal m· Industrial solid waste management facility,
D YesONo
or does the project site a~Joi ! property which ls now, 01· !was at one time, used as a solid waste management facility?
If Yes:
,
i. Has the facility been f~rtm1 1(y closed?
OYesO No
• Ifyos, cite soui·ce)!/do1ument11tion: - - - -- +---- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11. Describe the location ~fth,project site relative to the boundaries of the solid waste management facility:
I

•

Ill, Describe any develop, hent ronstrnints due to tho p1for I olid waste activities: _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ __
g, Have hazardous wastes been generntcd, treated and/or di posed of,at the site, or does tho project site adjoin

OYesONo
pl'operty whlch Is now Qt' w11 at one time used to comm< rclally treat, store and/ol' dispose of hazardous waste?
If Yes:
J
1
/. Describe waste(s) hand!ed 111d waste management aotivjtles, Including approximate time when activities occurred:
,

I

h. Potential contamlnatlo~ hist~1-y. Has there been II l'epo1 ed spill at the proposed project site, or have 11ny
OYesO No
remedial actions been c9ndulited at or adjacent to the pre posed site?
lfYes:
· 1·
I. Is any pot11on of the slje lis ed on tho NYSDEC Spills ltlcldents database or Environmental Site
0Yes0No
Remediation database~ Ch clc all that apply:
D Yes - Spills lncldenls dalilbase
Provide DEC ID number(s): _ _ __ __ _ __ _ _ _
0 Yes - Envlronmentdl Sit '. Remediation database
Provide DEC ID numbor(s):
0 Neither database I ;
- - - - - - - -- - - - 1

ff, If:ilto h11:i bcon subject ofR< RA corroctlvo nctlvltlos, dokcrlbo control m1:111s11res:_ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Ii/. Is the project within 2Q00 i et of any site in the NYSDl C Environmental Site Remediation database?
0Yes0No
rfyes, provide DEC ID nu!nbe11(s): - - -- - ---+-- -- - -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - Iv. Ifyos to (I), (ii) or (iii) aboV,e, describe current status of slte(s):

I
,.
i

l.
;
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v. Is the project site subject tc I~n ln!ltitutlonal control 11ml Ing property uses?
D YesDNo
• If yes, DEC site ~D n~mbe1·: --:--------:-.,----+---------- - - - - - - - - - - - - • Describe the typj of irstltutlonal contl'ol (e.g., de~d restrl otion or e11sement):
• Describe 1my uscillmitatlons: - : - - : - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - • Descl'lbe 1iny en1inee~lng conti·ols:
• Will the project ffec )he iqstltutional or englnee Ing contl'Ols in place'/
OYesONo
• Explain:
'
'
I
I

'I

E.2. Nnturnl Resou1·ces (j>n o 1Ne1w Project Site
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ feet
a. Wh11t ls tho average dep h to ~edropk on the pl'Oject site?
1
b, Are there bedrock outer )ppi1 ,gs on: the project site?
If Yes, what propo1·tion of-hes te is comprised of bedrock lmtcropplngs? _ _ _ _ _ _ _%

OYesONo
_ _ _ _%
_ _ _ _%
_ __ _ %

c. Pl'edomlnant soil type(s) p1·esent ot) p1•oject site:
!, 1;

d. What is the average dep}h to _he w11te1· table on the project site? Average: _ _ _ _ feet
e. Drainage status ofpl'Ojebt sit, ·soils:□ Well Drained:
· □ Moderately Well '.>mined:
: r ·D Pool'ly Drained

!

.

%of site
% of site
_ _%of site

I

f. App!'oxlmate proportion!ofp1•oposed action site with slop~s:
'
l
!
1
. I

D 0-10%:
O 10-15%:
D

15% or greater:

_ _%ofsite
% of site
%of site

g, Are there I\OY unique ge~logl features on the project site

UYesONo

If Yes, de~cribe: ----;'--+---------+------------!

- - - - -- - - - - -

h, Surface water folltt1res, !
/. Does any pol'tlon ofth~ prnji ct silo contain weth1nds ol' cther waterbodles (includlng stl'eams, rlvers,
OYcsONo
ponds 01· Jakes)'/
:
Ii. Do any wetlands or othbr wa erbodies 11djoln the project ~ite'l
OYesONo
If Yes to either/ 01· II, contjnue. 1[fNo, skip to E.2.i.
/Ii. Are any of the wetl1111ds or V:,aterbodles within or adjoining the project site regulated by any federal,
OYcs0No
state 01· local agency? '
j
Iv. For e11ch Identified reg(1latedl wetland and waterbody on he project site, provide the following Information:
•
Sti·e11ms:
. Nat\~e _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __ __ __ ___ Classification _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

i

• Lakes or Ponds:; Nan)e --------+--- - - -- - - - Classifloatlon =-- - - - -- - • Wetl1mds:
j Name~-------+-- - -- - - - -- Approximate Size _ __ __ _ __
• Wetland No. (if~egul~led by DEC) _ _ _ _
v. Are any of the above wi\tel' bJdies listed in the most rece1 t compilation ofNYS water quality-Impaired
OYesD-.io
waterbodles'l
l
If yes, name of lmpuired w_ator dy/bodles and basis for list ng as impaired: _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

--1-- - - - - -

br

L Is the project site In a d9lgn11f1d Floodway?

OYesONo

j, Is the project site In the l'.00·Y~pr Floodplain?

OYes[JNo

k, ls the project site In the ~00-y1ar Floodplain?

OYesONo

I, ls the project site localed:over: or Immediately adjoining, a primary, principal or sole source aqulfe,•?
OYesONo
If Yes:
J. Name ofaquife1·: -~---H-- - - - - -- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
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m, Identify the predomlnapt w! dllfe species that occupy m· use the project site:
i

a

I

n, Does tho project site cotjtain designated significant natmal community?
OYes0No
lfYes:
I ;
I. Describe the habitat/cojnmunity (composition, function, and basis foi· designation): _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
l

'

ii. Soul'ce(s) of descriptioJ 01· ~valu~tion: - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 111. Extent of communlty/nabltl:
• Cul'l'ently:
I
acres
• Following compldtion fproject as pl'oposed:
acres
• Gain or loss (indi9ate ;or-)t
---+J.--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ acres
i

:

:

o, Does project site contuiq anyj~peclbs of plant 01· animal tlr't ls listed by the federnl government or NYS as
D YesONo
endangernd 01· threntene~, or _oes it contain any areas Ide 11-fied as habitat for an endangered or threatened species?
If Yes:
I
.
/. Species and listing (cmdqnge1·, d or tllreatened);,_ _ _ _- + ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

'

p. Does the project site cohtain any species of plant 01· anin Ill that Is listed by NYS as rnre, ol' as a species of
LJYesONo
special concern?
I
'
If Yes:
I. Species and listing:_....,..'--+-'------ - - - t - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1

q, ls the project site or adjqlnln, area currently used for hur (ing, trapping, fishing or shell fishing?
OYesONo
lfyes, give a brief description othow the proposed action 11 ~y affect that use: _ _ _ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
I

E.3, Designated Public Resou)·ces On 01· Neal' Project S e
a. ls the prnject site, 01· anri pol'~.on of it, located In a design ~ted agricultural district ce1-tified pursm,nt to
OYesONo
Agriculture and Markets Law, Article 25-AA, Section 31 3 and 304?
If Yes, provide county pluf disjtict name/number: - - - I ' ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- -~
b. Are agdculturnl lands cqnslstlng of highly productive sol i; present?
OYesONo
/, [fYes: acreage(s) on µ,roje~t site? -------+-:_______________________
II. Source(s) of soil rnti~i(s): l i - / - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

c. Does the project slte oo~tain all 01· part of, 01· is it substmrtially contiguous to, a registe1·ed National
OYesONo
Natural Landmark?
·
.
.
If Yes:
·
J. Nature oflhe natural limdrniu·k:
D Blologlcal Co munlty
D Geological Featme
Ii. Provide bl'ief descl'iptl:on o 11andmarlc, Including valuesi)lehlnd designation and Rpproximate size/extent: _ _ _ _ _ _ __
:

l

'

I

d, ls the project site located In qr does It adjoin a state Hstec 'Critical Environmental A1•ea?
If Yes:
i·

OYosONo

/, CEA name: - : - - : - - - - t - - - - - - - - - + - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 11. Baals fot· designation:!-·:-:-+'--------- + ! - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1/1. Designating ugency 111d da e: - - - - - - - - - t • - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - !

!
l

I

l
I
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,.

.

;

;

t9

e, Does the project site contain, ~'r Is lt;substantlally contlgu
to, a building, archaeological site, or district
D YesONo
1
which Is llsted on the Na~onR 01· St~te Register of Hlstor Places, or that hRs been determined by the Commissioner of the NYS
Office of Parks, Recreati 11 ar d Historic Pl'eservation to b~jellglble for llstlng on the State Register of Historic Places?
'
IfYes:
I
'
□Historic Building or District
I. Nllture ofhlstol'ic/archaeoloF:1cal r~source: OArchaeol :>gical Site
i
II. Name:
I
.
.
Ill. Brief description of attribute ~:on which listing ls based: i
1

!

I

f, Is the project site,. or any ;po11 on of!It, located In or adjac,e rat to an area designated as sensitive for

archaeological sites on t1e N ~ Stal¢ Historic Preservation Office (SHP0) archaeological site inventory?
.
I
g. Have additional archaeologl<lill 01· histot'io site(s) 01· resoi~ces been Identified on the project site?
If Yes:
!
/, Describe possible reso , rce(f):
'.
II. B11sis for ldentlflcalionl
!

J /

.

i·

OYesONo
OYesONo

·

h. Is the project site wlthl~l_five;s!mlle{l of any officially des 4nated and publicly accessible federal, state, or locftl
OYesONo
scenic 01• aesthetic reso~rce~ ·
;
1
lfYes:
, i
I'
/. Identify resource:
; I
.
'
II. Nature of, or basis fol"idesjgnatlon (e.g., established hi ~rway overlook, state or local p11rk, state historic trail or scenic byway,
etc,):
. I,
,
miles.
Ill, Distance between pl'Oj4 ct 11 ~ l'esource:
'
i. Is the project site locat d w ~hln a· designated river corr Mor unde~· the Wild, Scenic and Recre11tional Rivers
OYesONo
Program 6 NYCRR 66 1? .
1
If Yes:
/, Identify the name oft, e l'lyer and Its designation:
j
Ii. ls the ftctlvity consistel't 'iith development restl'iotlons tontalned in 6NYCRR Pa11 666?
OYes[]No

I,

i,

'

I

j

;

F. Additional lnfol"m11bon
f
' which may be needed I~ clarify your proJect,
Attach any additional 1nrornl~t1on

I
If you have identified l adverse
impacts which could ~'~ associated with your proposal, ple11s0 describo those Impacts plus any
measures which you pl"9posf fo avoid or minimize them !

ai)y
.

G, Verlflcatlon

I
·' '

·

I certify that the lnform~tloq provided Is true to the best
I

I

oft my knowledge.

Applicant/Sponsor Na1Je A\an Boll
Signature

;

-&

,,~;;:.;::: ~if'~

Date....,J:..::u'-'-n1/-=--&.f"""-'2cc.::0""20;;__
,
_ __ _ _ _ _ _ __
Tltle_S~u~po_rvt~so~r_ _ _ __ _ _ __ _ __

• I

PRINT FOR~
I

l:I

I.
I.
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Resolution No. 171-20
As Amended - Amending Resolution No. 279-11, Adoption Of
Greene County Administrative Manual
WHEREAS, an updated Greene County Administrative Manual was adopted by Resolution
No. 279-11 at the August 17, 2011 meeting of the Greene County Legislature, and has been
amended by Resolution several times since then; and
WHEREAS, the Administrative Manual Task Force continues to review any necessary
changes to the Administrative Manual; and
The following underlined language will be added into "Section II. Hours of Work" in the
Administrative Manual:
During a Declared State of Emergency. Managerial and/or Confidential classified
employees may be eligible for additional compensation, in the form of catastrophic incident
pay, to be granted at the discretion of the Greene County Legislature.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the above proposed amendment to the
current Greene County Administrative Manual be and hereby is made, and said
Administrative Manual will reflect this change.
Meeting History
06/15/20

Government Operations

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

MOVED FOR ADOPTION

MOVED FOR ADOPTION [UNANIMOUS]

WIiiiam B. Lawrence, Majority Leader/Legislator
Linda H. Overbaugh, Legislator
Luvera, Martinez, Overbaugh, Hobart, Davis, Keller, Linger, Lawrence, Lennon

Current Meeting
06/17/20

Greene County Legislature

ADOPTED

RESULT:
MOVER:
SECONDER:
AYES:

ADOPTED (13 TO 1]
William B. Lawrence, Majority Leader/Legislator
Linda H. Overbaugh, Legislator
Bloomer, Davis, Gardner, Handel, Hobart, Keller, Lawrence, Lennon,
Luvera, Martinez, Overbaugh, Thorington, Linger

NAYS:

Michael Bulich

(9,369)
(631)
Ayes 13 Noes 1

Absent

0

7

APPROVED AS TO FORM

L<-'· t f ~

,_~,...~ ~-+\~

EDWARD I. KAPLAN, ESQ.
GREENE COUNTY ATTORNEY

\.\'.=\\.,\.~

\..-l,..:.~

'J-~,

~p,-:.,,..

~
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Livingston County Board of Supervisors
Geneseo, New York
Resolution No. 2020-136

AUTHORIZING THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN EARLY RETIREMENT
INCENTIVE
WHEREAS, the County Administrator has recommended that the Board of Supervisors authorize an
early retirement incentive program as a tool to reduce the 2021 County Budget; and
WHEREAS, the County Administrator has recommended that the early retirement incentive program be
limited to the extent that there will be, in the aggregate, reduction of county appropriations from the County
Budget associated with the early retirement(s) and any associated position savings; and
WHEREAS, the County Administrator has recommended that whenever possible, positions will not be
refilled and/or positions will be eliminated; and
WHEREAS, participation in the early retirement program shall be restricted to those employees who are
eligible to retire, as of the date ofretirement, under the criteria established by the New York State and Local
Retirement System; and
WHEREAS , participation in the early retirement program shall also be restricted to those employees
who are 1) on the Department Head Salary Schedule OR 2) Members of a union that has consented via
Memorandum of Agreement with the County to participate in this incentive, with union solicitation based on
expected savings and at the discretion of the County Administrator; and
WHEREAS, an employee's participation in the early retirement incentive program shall be on a strictly
voluntary basis, subject to approval by the County; and
WHEREAS, the Ways and Means Committee has recommended, and the County Administrator has
concurred, that the incentive shall be a $15,000.00 one-time payment to employees approved for participation in
the incentive, with such payment being made on or about January 8, 2021, and this payment shall be subject to
all applicable taxes; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the Board of Supervisors hereby authorizes:
1. The County Administrator to develop and implement an early retirement incentive program, as a tool
to reduce the overall appropriations in the 2021 County Budget subject to the above noted parameters.
2. The commencement date of the retirement incentive election period shall begin on June 25, 2020.
3. An employee who wishes to participate in the early retirement incentive shall submit to the County
Administrator a letter outlining his/her intention to retire no later than 12/31 /2020. To be considered for
the incentive, the letter must be received by the County Administrator no later than July 31, 2020.
4. Any employee who on or before June 23, 2020 has submitted a letter of intent to retire shall not be
eligible for the early retirement incentive
5. To be potentially eligible for the above incentive, the employee must be a full-time employee.
Dated at Geneseo, New York
June 24, 2020
Ways and Means Committee
This is to Certify that L the undersigned, Clerk of the Board of Supervisors of the County
ofLivingston, have compared the foregoing copy of resolution with the original resolution now
on file in this office and which was duly adopted by the Board ofSupervisors ofsaid County on
the 24th day ofJune, 2020 and that the same is a true and correct transcript of said resolution
and ofthe whole thereof
In Witness Whereof I have hereunto set my hand and the official seal of the Board of
Supervisors ofthe County ofLivingston, this 24th day ofJune, 2020.
.

;{JiJ,

0),
/ £ ~ ~<J/
i(/4,~4~.
Michele R. Rees, Clerk o the Board

Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Detail Ledger
Rt1 t?n?n - Rnnt?n?n

250 Mortgage Tax County per Tax District
Name
Amenia
Beekman
Clinton
Dover
East Fishkill
Fishkill
Hyde Park
La Grange
Milan
North East
Pawling
Pine Plains
Pleasant Valley
Red Hook
Rhinebeck
Stanford
Town of Poughkeepsie
Union Vale
Wappinger
Washington
City of Beacon
City of Poughkeepsie
Other
Total Mortgage Tax

Total
$9,557.82
$49,853.50
$19,196.50
$19,834.50
$110,215.88
$54,569.66
$86,031.00
$45,921.71
$9,870.00
$16,525.72
$36,653.50
$5,365.78
$15,177.54
$36,979.50
$33,687.50
$11 ,880.15
$73,564.38
$13,999.50
$54,943.84
$25,595.49
$36,025.00
$100,425.89
$0.00
$865,874.36

Account Totals
Account
250
260
270
275
276
280
Total Tax

Description
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax Held

Returned / Out of County

7/2/2020 10:56:44 AM

Total
$865,874.36
$541,716.37
$76,936.64
$284,432.63
$0.00
$6 928.50
$1,775,888.50
$8,111.46

Page 1 of 1

IMPORTANT: These amounts are raw raw data. Actual distribution will vary based on interest earned and expenses incurred.
as well as distribution to villages.

Summary of Mortgage Tax Received Apr 20 to Sep 20
Town
Amenia
Beekman
Clinton
Dover
East Fishkill
Fishkill
Hyde Park
LaGrange
Milan
North East
Pawling
Pine Plains
Pleasant Valley
Red Hook
Rhinebeck
Stanford
Town of Poughkeepsie
Union Vale
Wappinger
Washington
City Beacon
City Poughkeepsie
Other
Total

April 2020
$5,236.84
$30,507.85
$13,134.65
$8,468.19
$87,757.69
$47,534.85
$32,253.05
$43,064.81
$7,097.50
$2,932.54
$20,914.57
$3,323.50
$20,306.22
$25,219.50
$31,967.00
$7,225.50
$126,393.16
$16,721.00
$73,431.00
$26,085.35
$62,914.00
$25,897.50
$0.00
$718,386.27

May
$4,070.00
$56,243.00
$10,037.00
$15,495.00
$84,356.00
$828,207.50
$20,302.50
$44,096.50
$1,477.00
$3,979.50
$29,3 15.00
$5,940.00
$20,945.50
$17,381.00
$33,452.00
$12,082.50
$184,301.50
$12,283.50
$40,310.50
$7,235.00
$35,527.61
$66,410.00
($750.00)
$1,532,698.11

June
$9,557.82
$49,853.50
$19,196.50
$19,834.50
$ 110,215.88
$54,569.66
$86,031.00
$45,921.71
$9,870.00
$16,525.72
$36,653.50
$5,365.78
$15,177.54
$36,979.50
$33,687.50
$1 1,880.15
$73,564.38
$13,999.50
$54,943.84
$25,595.49
$36,025.00
$100,425.89
$0.00
$865,874.36

July

$718,386.27
$415,002.09
$84,540.35
$221,636.25
$0.00
$18,246.80

$1 ,532,698.1 1
$1,026,946.26
$470,585.00
$238,047.80
$0.00
$15,385.00

-

$

-

$

-

$

$3,116,958.74
$1,983,664.72
$632,061.99
$744,116.68
$0.00
$40,560.30
$8,111.46
6,517,362.43

-

$

-

$

-

$

2,727,781.40

$0.00

County Tax
MTA
Special Add
1-6 Family
Local Tax
Taxes Held
Ret/Out Cnty
Total

$1,457,811.76

$ 3,283,662.1 7

$865,874.36
$541,716.37
$76,936.64
$284,432.63
$0.00
$6,928.50
$8,111 .46
$ 1,775,888.50 $

MTA Take

$ 636,638.34

$ 1,264,994.06

$

826,149.00

August

$

September

Total for six months
$18,864.66
$136,604.35
$42,368.15
$43,797.69
$282,329.57
$930,312.01
$138,586.55
$133,083.02
$18,444.50
$23,437.76
$86,883.07
$14,629.28
$56,429.26
$79,580.00
$99,106.50
$31,188.15
$384,259.04
$43,004.00
$168,685.34
$58,915.84
$134,466.61
$192,733.39
($750.00)
$0.00 $
3,117,708.74

$0.00

Dutchess County Clerk - Foreclosure Statistics
Municipality Name
City of Poughkeepsie
Fishkill

Count
4
1

Pleasant Valley

1

Rhinebeck

1
1

Wappinger

Total:

7/2/2020 10:54:50 AM

8
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bkendall

6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

7/2/2020 10:54:50 AM
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020
Receipt#

Receipt Date

12813

6/1/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

Mortgagor: SANBORN JAMES
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1110
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2220
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12814

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2221
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2223
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2225
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

$6,164.40 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$31.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$31.00
$31.00

$5,028.88 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$25.00 Hyde Park
$0.00
$0.00
$25.00
$25.00

Mortgagor: OLMSTEAD LORI
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1114
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2227
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$177.50 Hyde Park
$76.50
$0.00
$254.00
$254.00

Mortgagor: LYON RANDALL W
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1113

12824

$35,471.34 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: KAISER ZAKARY M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1112

12821

$1 ,375.00 Wappinger
$795.00
$0.00
$2,170.00
$2,170.00

Mortgagor: GOLDHAMMER BRAD W
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1111

12816

$275,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$300,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$870.00
$1 ,500.00 Stanford
$2,370.00
$2,370.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12827

6/1/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ROLLE HORACE N
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1115
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2228

$159,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$795.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$447.00
$0.00
$1 ,242.00
$1 ,242.00

Receipt Total:
12833

6/1/2020

Mortgagor: CONSAGA ANTHONY J
Mortgagee: ENVOY MORTGAGE, LTD

Serial# DL 1116
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51497

$320,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,600.00
$930.00
$800.00
$0.00
$3,330.00
$3,330.00

Receipt Total :
12836

6/1/2020

Mortgagor: TOMPKINS EUGENE S
Mortgagee: HOME POINT FINANCIAL CORPORATION

Serial # DL 1117
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51498

$165,505.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$827.50
$466.50
$413.75
$0.00
$1 ,707.75
$1 ,707.75

Receipt Total:
12840

6/1/2020

250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51499
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

$200,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$1 ,000.00
$600.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,100.00
$2,100.00

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: PIKOR GREGORY S
Mortgagee: TEACHERS FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Serial#
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: 400 MAIN STREET HOLDIING LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1118

12848

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Doc# 01-2020-51501
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$310,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,550.00 East Fishkill
$900.00 East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12851

6/1/2020

Mortgagor: MANCINI JOHN A
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1119
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2229
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12853

6/1/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51502
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2230
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51503
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

$1 ,250.00
$720.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

$326,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,630.00 East Fishkill
$948.00
$0.00
$2,578.00
$2,578.00

$170,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$850.00
$480.00
$425.00
$0.00
$1 ,755.00
$1,755.00

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: RAVETTI SCOTT
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial # DL 1123
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: REVAK KIMBERLY
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA, NA

Serial # DL 1122

12860

$1 ,900.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,110.00
$0.00
$3,010.00
$3,010.00

Mortgagor: PLATANIA CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1121

12859

$380,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: ROZYCKI LAURA
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA, NA

Serial# DL 1120

12856

$0.00 East Fishkill
$2,450.00
$2,450.00

Doc# 01-2020-51504
Mortgage Tax County

$264 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,320.00 East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12861

6/1/2020

Mortgagor: EMERY CHRISTOPHER M.
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial # DL 1124
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51505
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

12863

6/1/2020

$762.00 East Fishkill
$660.00 East Fishkill
$0.00 East Fishkill
$2,742.00
$2,742.00

$324 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,620.00
$942.00
$810.00
$0.00
$3,372.00
$3,372.00

Mortgagor: NEUFELD RONALD M
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
TRUST COMPANY

Serial # DL 1125
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51506

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$250.00
$120.00
$125.00
$0.00
$495.00
$495.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12867

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51507
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2232
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/1/2020

$1 ,010.00 Rhinebeck
$576.00 Rhinebeck
$0.00 Rhinebeck
$1 ,586.00
$1 ,586.00

$47,105.43 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$235.50 Pleasant Valley
$111.30
$0.00
$346.80
$346.80

Mortgagor: ABBATIELLO MICHELLE
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial # DL 1127
250
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$202,020.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: KUKLINSKI JEFFERY C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1126

12871

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Mortgagor: LAFFIN MARGARET
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#

12870

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Doc# 01-2020-51508
Mortgage Tax County

$299,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1,497.00 Clinton
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12872

6/1/2020

Mortgagor: MEYER CHRISTINE
Mortgagee: MAHOPAC BANK

Serial # DL 1128
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51509
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

12874

6/1/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51510
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51512
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/1/2020

250
260
270
276
6/1/2020

$12,629.87 1-2 Family Residence
$63.00
$7.80
$31.50
$0.00
$102.30
$102.30

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

$8,476.69 1-2 Family Residence
$42.50
$0.00
$21.25
$0.00
$63.75
$63.75

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Doc#01-2020-51514
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local

$597,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$2,985.00
$1,791.00
$1 ,492.50
$0.00
$6,268.50

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: PK ACAD LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1132
250
260
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: PK ACAD LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial#DL1131

12876

$1 ,250.00
$720.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

Mortgagor: TONKS PATRICK 0.
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial # DL 1130

12876

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DOWDEN WILLIAM W IV
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1129

12875

$868.20 Clinton
$748.50 Clinton
$0.00 Clinton
$3,113.70
$3,113.70

Doc# 01-2020-51515
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$248,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$1 ,240.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$744.00 City of Poughkeepsie
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020
Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

270
276

SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12877

6/1/2020

Mortgagor: MARMINO HUMBERTO
Mortgagee: UNITED MORTGAGE CORP

Serial # DL 1133
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51516
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12881

6/1/2020

250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51517
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51519
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

$165,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$825.00
$495.00
$412.50
$0.00
$1 ,732.50
$1 ,732.50

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

$242,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,212.50
$697.50
$606.25
$0.00
$2,516.25
$2,516.25

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: BRYANT SCOTT
Mortgagee: BANK OF GREENE COUNTY

Serial # DL 1138
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2234
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,620.00
$942.00
$810.00
$0.00
$3,372.00
$3,372.00

Mortgagor: MCADOO TIARA
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS, LLC

Serial # DL 1135

12889

$324 ,022.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: FISHKILLNY, LLC
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION

Serial # DL 1134

12882

$620.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$2,604.00
$8,872.50

$150,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$750.00 East Fishkill
$420.00
$375.00
$0.00
$1 ,545.00
$1 ,545.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12892

6/1/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ARCONE JOSEPH
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1139
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2237
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12893

6/1/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2238
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51520
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

276
275
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2239
Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/1/2020

$6,726.52 1-2 Family Residence
$33.50
$0.00
$16.75
$0.00
$50.25
$50.25

Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan

$214 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$0.00
$535.00
$612.00
$1 ,070.00 Fishkill
$2,217.00
$2,217.00

Mortgagor: SKUMPIA JELENA
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1144
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2240
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$95.00 Pleasant Valley
$27.00
$0.00
$122.00
$122.00

Mortgagor: DELUCA DEBORAH
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1143

12897

$19,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: WEST MICHAEL
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1142

12896

$150.00 Wappinger
$60.00
$0.00
$210.00
$210.00

Mortgagor: ROBERTS SUZANNE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1140

12895

$30,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$50,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$250.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$120.00
$0.00
$370.00
$370.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12907

6/1/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BOWDEN SEAN P
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51522

$80,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$400.00 Wappinger
$210.00 Wappinger
$0.00 Wappinger
$610.00
$610.00

Receipt Total:
12916

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: WATSON LUCIA L
Mortgagee: HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Serial # DL 1145
250

Doc# 01-2020-2241

$144 ,988.12 No Tax I Serial #
$0.00 Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

12921

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: KOEHLER CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1146
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2242

$13,546.24 1-2 Family Residence
$67.50 Fishkill
$10.50
$33.75
$0.00
$111.75
$111.75

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12922

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: RALSTON DOUGLAS L JR
Mortgagee: MAHOPAC BANK

Serial# DL 1147
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2244

$279,600.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,398.00 Pawling
$808.80
$699.00
$0.00
$2,905.80
$2,905.80

Receipt Total:
12924

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: EMMELUTH CHRISTOPHER W
Mortgagee: GUARANTEED RATE INC

Serial# DL 1148
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2245
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$399,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,995.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,167.00
$997.50
$0.00
$4,159.50
$4,159.50
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12932

6/2/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DEROSA ANTHONY J
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1149
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2247

$167.99 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1.00 La Grange
$0.00
$0.00
$1.00
$1.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12934

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: 152 FISHKILL LLC
Mortgagee: PROVIDENT BANK

Serial# DL 1161
250

Doc# 01-2020-2249

$2,780,000.00 No Tax / Serial#

Mortgage Tax County

$0.00 Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
12936

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: LAVOPA DENNIS
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial # DL 1150
276
275
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2251
Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

12938

6/2/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2252
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/2/2020

$262,108.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,310.50 East Fishkill
$756.30
$655.25
$0.00
$2,722.05
$2,722.05

Mortgagor: PISANO KRISTEN
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATL BANK

Serial # DL 1152
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2253
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$0.00
$1 ,287.50
$1,515.00
$2,575.00 East Fishkill
$5,377.50
$5,377.50

Mortgagor: LAMANTIA PHILIP M
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1151

12939

$515,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$184 ,300.00 1-2 Family Residence
$921.50 Wappinger
$522.90
$460.75
$0.00
$1 ,905.15
$1 ,905.15
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12942

6/2/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SCHNEIDER KIMBERLY
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1153
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2254

$184,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$922.00 La Grange
$523.20
$461.00
$0.00
$1 ,906.20
$1 ,906.20

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12944

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: HED MARCUS WERNER
Mortgagee: CALIBER HOME LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1154
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2255

$540,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,700.00 Milan
$1 ,590.00
$1 ,350.00
$0.00
$5,640.00
$5,640.00

Receipt Total:
12947

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: 49 EAST MAIN ST BEACON LLC
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial # DL 1155
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51523
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12962

6/2/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2256
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/2/2020

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

$2,464.68 1-2 Family Residence
$12.50 Beekman
$0.00
$6.25
$0.00
$18.75
$18.75

Mortgagor: MILLER WILLIAM J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1157
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$2,100.00
$1 ,260.00
$1 ,050.00
$0.00
$4,410.00
$4,410.00

Mortgagor: DIODATI DEREK K
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1156

12970

$420,000.00 (NE) Commercial

Doc# 01-2020-2258
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$327,100.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,635.50 East Fishkill
$951.30
$817.75
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12972

6/2/2020

Mortgagor: GAUGHAN KEVIN
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial # DL 1158
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51525
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12974

6/2/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51527
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/2/2020

$409,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,045.00
$1 ,197.00
$1 ,022.50
$0.00
$4,264.50
$4,264.50

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: SIMONETTA JONATHAN
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#

12975

$0.00
$3,404.55
$3,404.55

$218,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,090.00 City of Beacon
$624.00 City of Beacon
$0.00 City of Beacon
$1,714.00
$1 ,714.00

Mortgagor: SCARPELLI DWYER JUDY
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial # DL 1159
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51528
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12976

6/2/2020

$267.50
$130.50
$133.75
$0.00
$531.75
$531.75

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Mortgagor: DOCHERTY JOHN J
Mortgagee: CITIZENS BANK NA

Serial # DL 1160
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51529
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$53,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

$124,800.00 1-2 Family Residence
$624.00
$344.40
$312.00
$0.00
$1 ,280.40
$1 ,280.40

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12980

6/3/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: WILHELMSEN WESLEY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1162
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2259
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

12983

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2260
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2261
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2262
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

$50,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$250.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$120.00
$0.00
$370.00
$370.00

$25,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$125.00 Pleasant Valley
$45.00
$0.00
$170.00
$170.00

Mortgagor: KAASE ALISON V
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial # DL 1166
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2263
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$398.00 Fishkill
$208.80
$0.00
$606.80
$606.80

Mortgagor: MARICONTI SUZANNE
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial # DL 1165

12990

$79,600.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: CHRISTIANSON MARGARET
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1164

12987

$75.00 Beekman
$15.00
$0.00
$90.00
$90.00

Mortgagor: PANICKER JACOB
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1163

12985

$15,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$25,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$125.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$45.00
$0.00
$170.00
$170.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

12993

6/3/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: NEMETH JENNIFER M
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial # DL 1167
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2264

$37,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$185.00 East Fishkill
$81.00
$0.00
$266.00
$266.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13046

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: RANIERI ROBERT JAMES SR
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51530

$168,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$840.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$474.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,314.00
$1 ,314.00

Receipt Total:
13050

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: BODIE RENEE SMITH
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial # DL 1168
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51531

$48,250.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$241.00
$114.60
$120.50
$0.00
$476.10
$476.10

Receipt Total:
13053

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: MORENO LODES MARI BETH
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1169
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51532
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13054

6/3/2020

$189,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$945.00
$537.00
$472.50
$0.00
$1 ,954.50
$1 ,954.50

North
North
North
North

East
East
East
East

Mortgagor: LEONE JENNIFER K
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial #
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51533
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

$235,200.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,176.00 Hyde Park
$675.60 Hyde Park
$0.00 Hyde Park
$1 ,851.60
$1 ,851.60
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13057

6/3/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: EWING STEPHEN
Mortgagee: USM FEDERAL SVGS BANK

Serial # DL 1170
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51534

$150,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$750.00
$420.00
$375.00
$0.00
$1 ,545.00
$1 ,545.00

Receipt Total:
13058

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: KMKE BELINDA A
Mortgagee: USM FEDERAL SVGS BANK

Serial # DL 1171
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51535

$189,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$945.00
$537.00
$472.50
$0.00
$1 ,954.50
$1 ,954.50

Receipt Total:
13060

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51536
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,163.50
$668.10
$581.75
$0.00
$2,413.35
$2,413.35

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51537

$264 ,550.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,322.50
$763.50
$661.25
$0.00
$2,747.25
$2,747.25

Receipt Total:
6/3/2020

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

Mortgagor: DEBERNARDO MARK A
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA

Serial # DL 1174
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

Mortgagor: CHRISTIE RYAN C
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVICES INC

Serial # DL 1173

13067

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$232,750.00 1-2 Family Residence

Receipt Total:
6/3/2020

Red
Red
Red
Red

Mortgagor: TURNYANSZKI BRIAN
Mortgagee: MOVEMENT MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1172

13064

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

Doc# 01-2020-51538
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$324,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,620.00 Beekman
$942.00 Beekman
$810.00 Beekman
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13071

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: BENIGNI LINDA
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1175
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2266
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13073

6/3/2020

250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2267
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2269
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2270
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

$1 ,625.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$975.00
$812.50
$0.00
$3,412.50
$3,412.50

$284 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,420.00 Wappinger
$822.00
$710.00
$0.00
$2,952.00
$2,952.00

$5,239.80 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$26.00 Red Hook
$0.00
$0.00
$26.00
$26.00

Mortgagor: GIFFORD EVERETT A
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK, FSB

Serial # DL 1180
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$325,000.00 (NE) Commercial

Mortgagor: VIEGA MICHAEL DAVID
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1178

13079

$1 ,377.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$796.50
$0.00
$2,174.00
$2,174.00

Mortgagor: YASEEN MUHAMMAD
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial # DL 1177

13078

$275,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: JJV FRANKLIN PROPERTIES LLC
Mortgagee: WALDEN SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1176

13077

$0.00 Beekman
$3,372.00
$3,372.00

Doc# 01-2020-51540
Mortgage Tax County

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,250.00 City of Beacon
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

$720.00 City of Beacon
$625.00 City of Beacon
$0.00 City of Beacon
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13080

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: DECICCO JACLYN M
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1182
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51541

$9,436.83 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$47.00
$0.00
$23.50
$0.00
$70.50
$70.50

Receipt Total :
13082

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: VALi STEVEN H
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1181
280

Doc# 01-2020-2272

$6,149.61 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax Held

$30.50 Other
$30.50
$30.50

Receipt Total:
13083

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: LEVY ANDREA C.
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC.

Serial # DL 1183
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51543

$221 ,306.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,106.50
$633.90
$553.25
$0.00
$2,293.65
$2,293.65

Receipt Total:
13086

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51544
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

$115,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$575.00
$315.00
$287.50
$0.00
$1 ,177.50
$1 ,177.50

Pine
Pine
Pine
Pine

Plains
Plains
Plains
Plains

Mortgagor: BAKS CHRISTIAN W
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1185
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: MACNEIL CHRISTINE M.
Mortgagee: TEG FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Serial# DL 1184

13088

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Doc# 01-2020-2274
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$3,086.78 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$15.50 Pleasant Valley
$0.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$15.50
$15.50

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13089

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: LENT ADAM
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.

Serial # DL 1186
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51546

$11 ,874.43 1-2 Family Residence
$59.50
$5.70
$29.75
$0.00
$94.95
$94.95

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13090

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51548

$545,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,725.00
$1 ,605.00
$1 ,362.50
$0.00
$5,692.50
$5,692.50

Receipt Total:
6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51549

$238,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,192.50
$685.50
$596.25
$0.00
$2,474.25
$2,474.25

Receipt Total:
6/3/2020

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: SALMON MLADENKA MARKOTA
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51550
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Amenia
Amenia
Amenia
Amenia

Mortgagor: KOSWENER ABRAHAM
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.

Serial # DL 1189

13094

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: SCHAEFER NANCY G.
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA, N.A.

Serial # DL 1187

13093

La
La
La
La

$120,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$600.00 Red Hook
$330.00 Red Hook
$0.00 Red Hook
$930.00
$930.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13095

6/3/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: MURPHY THOMAS E JR
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA, NA

Serial # DL 1191
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51551

$43,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$217.00
$100.20
$108.50
$0.00
$425.70
$425.70

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13097

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: AUH KYUNG SUK
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial # DL 1192
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51552
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13099

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2276
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51553
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

$135,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$675.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$375.00
$0.00
$1 ,050.00
$1 ,050.00

$140,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$700.00
$390.00
$350.00
$0.00
$1 ,440.00
$1 ,440.00

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Mortgagor: GARNES AHMED CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: AMERICAN FINANCIAL NETWORK INC

Serial# DL 1195
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51554
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,665.00
$969.00
$832.50
$0.00
$3,466.50
$3,466.50

Mortgagor: DICARLO JOSEPH V.
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1194

13106

$333,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DECROCE SETH B
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1193

13105

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$235,600.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,178.00
$676.80
$589.00
$0.00
$2,443.80
$2,443.80

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13107

6/3/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: CARLUCCI BRENDAN
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial # DL 1197
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51555
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13111

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2277
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51557
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51558
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

$2,280.00 Clinton
$1 ,338.00
$0.00
$3,618.00
$3,618.00

$187,220.00 1-2 Family Residence
$936.00
$531.60
$468.00
$0.00
$1 ,935.60
$1 ,935.60

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

$175,750.00 1-2 Family Residence
$878.50
$497.10
$439.25
$0.00
$1 ,814.85
$1 ,814.85

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: PAGANO RICHARD
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1202
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$455,953.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: ARRIGO RONALD J
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1201

13119

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: GILLEO PAULINE M.
Mortgagee: AMERICAN FINANCIAL NETWORK INC

Serial# DL 1200

13114

$21.00
$0.00
$10.50
$0.00
$31.50
$31.50

Mortgagor: PARTELOW HAROLD
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1198

13113

$4,164.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2278
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$119,999.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$600.00 Wappinger
$330.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020
Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

276

$0.00
$930.00
$930.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13121

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: KUMAR AMITAVA
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1203

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51559

$7,430.06 1-2 Family Residence
$37.00
$0.00
$18.50
$0.00
$55.50
$55.50

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13124

6/3/2020

Mortgagor: SCOTT I LANGENTHAL TRUST
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1204

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51561
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13147

6/3/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51563
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

$750.00
$420.00
$375.00
$0.00
$1 ,545.00
$1 ,545.00

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$399,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,995.00
$1 ,167.00
$997.50
$0.00
$4,159.50
$4,159.50

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: CORADO MARCO T
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1206

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51564
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$150,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SANCHEZ FELIX 0
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial# DL 1205

13154

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

$277,425.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,387.00
$802.20
$693.50
$0.00
$2,882.70
$2,882.70

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13159

6/3/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DUNSON BROWNING TRUST
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1207
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2279
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13172

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2280
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/3/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2282
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2284
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

$251,998.75 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1,260.00 Red Hook
$726.00
$0.00
$1 ,986.00
$1 ,986.00

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$750.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,170.00

Mortgagor: SAIO RICHARD P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1212
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2285
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,805.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,053.00
$0.00
$2,858.00
$2,858.00

Mortgagor: VARKEY CHULLYIL V
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1210

13195

$361 ,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: MURPHY PATRICK J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1209

13194

$1 ,472.50 Washington
$853.50
$0.00
$2,326.00
$2,326.00

Mortgagor: HILDENBRAND BRIAN
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1208

13181

$294,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$80,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$400.00 East Fishkill
$210.00
$0.00
$610.00
$610.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13199

6/4/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DELISLE ANNE E
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1211
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2286

$2,603.75 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$13.00 La Grange
$0.00
$0.00
$13.00
$13.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13202

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: THOMAS DEBORAH A
Mortgagee: OUT CO DEPT COMMUNITY & FAMILY
SERVS

Serial# DL 1213
250

Doc# 01-2020-2288

$100,000.00 No Tax / Serial#

Mortgage Tax County

$0.00 Pawling
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
13203

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: LEVISON LOUISA ROSE
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1215
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51565
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13204

6/4/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2289
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

$2,080.00
$1,218.00
$1,040.00
$0.00
$4,338.00
$4,338.00

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

$25,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$125.00 Fishkill
$45.00
$0.00
$170.00
$170.00

Mortgagor: HILL DOUGLAS C
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1217
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51566
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$416,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: COLBOURN WRYE KATHERINE E
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1216

13205

Comments:
NO FEE BY LAW

$212,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,060.00
$606.00
$530.00
$0.00
$2,196.00
$2,196.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13210

6/4/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GIANGRASSO PIERO
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1214
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2290
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13216

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2293
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51567
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51568
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

$253,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,267.50
$730.50
$633. 75
$0.00
$2,631.75
$2,631.75

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$99,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$495.00 Beekman
$267.00 Beekman
$0.00 Beekman
$762.00
$762.00

Mortgagor: BUSH DANIEL K
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1220
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$550.00 Union Vale
$300.00
$275.00
$0.00
$1 ,125.00
$1 ,125.00

Mortgagor: MILLER JEANNE
Mortgagee: MID-HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#

13233

$110,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: MANGANO STEPHEN
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1219

13230

$433.50 Fishkill
$230.10
$0.00
$663.60
$663.60

Mortgagor: PALUMBO EDWARD
Mortgagee: PCSB BANK

Serial# DL 1218

13226

$86,656.62 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Doc# 01-2020-2294
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$6,715.82 1-2 Family Residence
$33.50 Pleasant Valley
$0.00
$16.75
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$50.25
$50.25

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13234

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: MORAN WILLIAM T
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1221
250
260
276
13234

6/4/2020

Doc# 01-2020-2297

$5,175.08 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$26.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00
$26.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

Mortgagor: MORAN WILLIAM T
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1222
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2298

$0.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$0.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$26.00

Receipt Total:
13235

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: KABAT DAVID V
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1223
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2299

$4,299.27 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$21.50 Red Hook
$0.00
$10.75
$0.00
$32.25
$32.25

Receipt Total:
13243

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: HO MAI T
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1224
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2302
Mortgage Tax County
MortgageTaxMTAShare
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$394 ,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,972.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,153.20
$986.00
$0.00
$4,111.20
$4,111.20
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13244

6/4/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DICIACCO PAMELA J
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1225
250

Doc# 01-2020-2303
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

13252

6/4/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2306
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276
6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2308
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

Doc# 01-2020-2309
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51569
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

$150,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$750.00 Rhinebeck
$420.00
$375.00
$0.00
$1 ,545.00

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$250.00 Red Hook
$120.00
$125.00
$0.00
$495.00
$2,040.00

$125,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$627.50
$346.50
$313.75
$0.00
$1 ,287.75
$1 ,287.75

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: BLUE JAY MHP LLC
Mortgagee: BANK OF GREENE COUNTY

Serial# DL 1231
250
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$29.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$29.50
$29.50

Mortgagor: GRAHAM EARL JR
Mortgagee: TD BANK NA

Serial# DL 1230

13261

$5,944.46 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: DAVISON EMILY A
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1229

13260

Comments:
NO ASSESSMENT IN TOWN
OF POUGHKEEPSIE

Mortgagor: DIANGELO FRANK
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1228

13253

$0.00 Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgagor: MARKETT KEVIN
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1227

13253

$209,000.00 Corr/ Re-Rec/ Col. Sec.

Doc# 01-2020-51570
Mortgage Tax County

$495,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$2,475.00 Hyde Park
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
270
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,485.00 Hyde Park
$1 ,237.50 Hyde Park
$0.00 Hyde Park
$5,197.50
$5,197.50

Receipt Total:
13263

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: LOSQUADRO WILLIAM
Mortgagee: THIRD FEDERAL SVGS & LOAN

Serial# DL 1232
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51572
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

13264

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51573
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51574
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/4/2020

$335,110.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,675.50
$975.30
$837.75
$0.00
$3,488.55
$3,488.55

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

$258,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,290.00
$744.00
$645.00
$0.00
$2,679.00
$2,679.00

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: BICOSTAL POSTAL REALTY HOLDINGS
LLC
Mortgagee: FIRST OKLAHOMA BANK

Serial# DL 1235
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51575
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: MCPECK SCOTT
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATIONAL BANK

Serial# DL 1234

13275

$353.50
$182.10
$176.75
$0.00
$712.35
$712.35

Mortgagor: ROBLES HANAMI
Mortgagee: TD BANK NA

Serial# DL 1233

13265

$70,700.00 1-2 Family Residence

$677,903.20 (NE) Commercial
$3,389.50
$2,033.70
$1 ,694.75
$0.00
$7,117.95
$7,117.95

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13277

6/4/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: MATEO DANIEL
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial # DL 1236
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51577
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13278

6/4/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51578
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51579
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51580
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/4/2020

$352,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,760.00
$1 ,026.00
$880.00
$0.00
$3,666.00
$3,666.00

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$263,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,315.00 Stanford
$759.00 Stanford
$0.00 Stanford
$2,074.00
$2,074.00

$672,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$3,360.00 Rhinebeck
$1 ,986.00 Rhinebeck
$0.00 Rhinebeck
$5,346.00
$5,346.00

Mortgagor: EDELMAN SAMUEL
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1238
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

Mortgagor: KOSACHEVSKY EDINA
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION

Serial#

13288

Red
Red
Red
Red

Mortgagor: MCPHEE JOSEPH S
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#

13285

$1,247.00
$718.20
$623.50
$0.00
$2,588.70
$2,588.70

Mortgagor: PETERS JOANNE M
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1237

13280

$249,399.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2310
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$750,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$3,750.00 Pawling
$2,220.00
$1,875.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13289

6/4/2020

Mortgagor: TRESCA JOSEPH P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1239
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2311
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13291

6/5/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2312
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/5/2020

276
275
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2313
Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/5/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2314
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/5/2020

$850.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$480.00
$0.00
$1 ,330.00
$1 ,330.00

$215,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$0.00
$538.75
$616.50
$1 ,077.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$2,232.75
$2,232.75

$115,200.00 1-2 Family Residence
$576.00 Hyde Park
$315.60
$288.00
$0.00
$1 ,179.60
$1 ,179.60

Mortgagor: LEINWEAVER MATTHEW M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1243
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$170,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: COOPER DEREK
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1242

13296

$1 ,330.00 Beekman
$768.00
$0.00
$2,098.00
$2,098.00

Mortgagor: GOODNOW ANDREW II
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1241

13293

$266,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: KRUSE JOHN N
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1240

13292

$0.00
$7,845.00
$7,845.00

Doc# 01-2020-2315
Mortgage Tax County

$8,010.22 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$40.00 Pleasant Valley
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13297

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: GOLDSMITH KENNETH P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1244
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2317
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

13315

6/5/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2322
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/5/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2324
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/5/2020

250
260
275
276
6/5/2020

$153.50 East Fishkill
$62.10
$0.00
$215.60
$215.60

$680,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$3,400.00 North East
$2,010.00
$1 ,700.00
$0.00
$7,110.00
$7,110.00

Doc# 01-2020-51581
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$104,220.00 1-2 Family Residence
$521.00
$282.60
$260.50
$0.00
$1 ,064.10

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: GIFF CADIEN
Comments:
Mortgagee: HABITAT FOR HUMANITY OF DUTCHESS NO FEE BY LAW
COUNTY, INC.

Serial#
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$30,684.04 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: GIFF CADIEN
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1248

13327

$0.00
$231.60
$436.00 East Fishkill
$667.60
$667.60

Mortgagor: WILLIAMS MARGARET
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1247

13327

$87,230.47 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: DRISCOLL SEAN
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1246

13326

$0.00
$0.00
$40.00
$40.00

Doc# 01-2020-51583
Mortgage Tax County

$83,850.00 No Tax / Serial#
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13327

6/5/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GIFF CADIEN
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
TRUST COMPANY

Serial # DL 1249
250
260
275
276
13327

6/5/2020

Doc# 01-2020-51584

$8,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$40.00
$0.00
$20.00
$0.00
$60.00

Mortgagor: GIFF CADIEN
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1250
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51585

$1,520.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$7.50
$0.00
$3.75
$0.00
$11.25
$1 ,135.35

Receipt Total:
13328

6/5/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51586

$227,050.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,135.00 La Grange
$651.00 La Grange
$0.00 La Grange
$1 ,786.00
$1 ,786.00

Receipt Total:
6/5/2020

Mortgagor: BLAU JASON
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1251
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51587
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13332

6/5/2020

$338,200.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,691.00
$984.60
$845.50
$0.00
$3,521.10
$3,521.10

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: ZELENCICH DONNA M.
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1252
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51588
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: BUYS KELLY
Mortgagee: TEG FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Serial#

13331

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

$437,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,185.00
$1 ,281.00
$1 ,092.50
$0.00
$4,558.50
$4,558.50

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13343

6/5/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: LOCKETT RACHEL JANE
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial # DL 1254
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51589

$228,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,140.00
$654.00
$570.00
$0.00
$2,364.00
$2,364.00

Receipt Total:
13344

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: DOTTERER KOREY R
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1253
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2327

$6,916.08 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$34.50 La Grange
$0.00
$0.00
$34.50
$34.50

Receipt Total :
13346

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: KENNEDY EDWARD JOHN JR
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1255
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51590
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13350

6/5/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2329
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/5/2020

$1 ,558.00
$904.80
$779.00
$0.00
$3,241.80
$3,241.80

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

$331 ,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,657.50 La Grange
$964.50
$828.75
$0.00
$3,450.75
$3,450.75

Mortgagor: WOHLFAHRT JOSEPH J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1257
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$311 ,600.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SCHADE LAURA
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1256

13352

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Doc# 01-2020-2330
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$450,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$2,250.00 Washington
$1 ,320.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$3,570.00
$3,570.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13356

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: GALPOTTHAWELA CHAMPA
Mortgagee: TBI MORTGAGE COMPANY

Serial# DL 1258
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51591

$275,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,375.00
$795.00
$687.50
$0.00
$2,857.50
$2,857.50

Receipt Total:
13357

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: MERRICK PETA GAY
Mortgagee: NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE BANKERS INC

Serial# DL 1259
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2331

$255,290.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,276.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$735.90
$638.25
$0.00
$2,650.65
$2,650.65

Receipt Total:
13358

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: CASH JEREIMIAH R
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1260
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51592

$362,738.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,813.50
$1 ,058.10
$906. 75
$0.00
$3,778.35
$3,778.35

Receipt Total:
13362

6/5/2020

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

Mortgagor: MILICI RICHARD
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA

Serial# DL 1261
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51593
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$480,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,400.00
$1 ,410.00
$1 ,200.00
$0.00
$5,010.00
$5,010.00

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13366

6/5/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GUERRERO ROBERT CASTRO
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial # DL 1262
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51594

$273,410.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,367.00
$790.20
$683.50
$0.00
$2,840.70
$2,840.70

Receipt Total:
13369

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: KTP RE PROPERTIES, LLC
Mortgagee: LENDINGHOME FUNDING CORPORATION

Serial# DL 1263
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51595

$145,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$727.50
$406.50
$363.75
$0.00
$1 ,497.75
$1 ,497.75

Receipt Total:
13377

6/5/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2332

$169,870.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$849.50 Dover
$479.70
$424.75
$0.00
$1 ,753.95
$1 ,753.95

Receipt Total:
6/5/2020

Mortgagor: SCAFIDI NICOLO
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1265
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2333

$260,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,300.00 East Fishkill
$750.00
$650.00
$0.00
$2,700.00
$2,700.00

Receipt Total:
13381

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: FINN JENNIFER L
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1266
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: VOGEL RICHARD S
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1264

13378

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Doc# 01-2020-2334
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$310,517.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,552.50 East Fishkill
$901.50
$776.25
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$3,230.25
$3,230.25

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13384

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: SILVER DASS STEADS LLC
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1267
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2335

$180,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$900.00 City of Beacon
$510.00
$450.00
$0.00
$1 ,860.00
$1 ,860.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13393

6/5/2020

Mortgagor: ZUMBROOK MATTHEW A
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1268
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2336
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13397

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51596
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

$1 ,535.00 East Fishkill
$891.00
$767.50
$0.00
$3,193.50
$3,193.50

Mortgagor: POLHILL MICHAEL D
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATIONAL BANK

Serial# DL 1269

13398

$307,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$205,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,025.00
$585.00
$512.50
$0.00
$2,122.50
$2,122.50

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: HATHAWAY MARYL
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial # DL 1270
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51597
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$300,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,500.00
$870.00
$750.00
$0.00
$3,120.00
$3,120.00

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13399

6/8/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ZDUNEK KAMIL
Mortgagee: US BANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1271
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51598
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13419

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51599
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51600
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51601
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

$1 ,147.50
$658.50
$573.75
$0.00
$2,379.75
$2,379.75

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

$178,448.00 1-2 Family Residence
$892.00
$505.20
$446.00
$0.00
$1 ,843.20
$1 ,843.20

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

$160,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$800.00 Red Hook
$450.00 Red Hook
$0.00 Red Hook
$1 ,250.00
$1 ,250.00

Mortgagor: LATTIN KELLY A
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1274
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51602
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$229,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: WERT RICHARD R
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#

13435

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

Mortgagor: BOZYDAJ VICTORIA JEAN
Mortgagee: MOVEMENT MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1273

13425

$1 ,845.00
$1 ,077.00
$922.50
$0.00
$3,844.50
$3,844.50

Mortgagor: VANNORSTRAND DONALD A
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1272

13424

$369,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$18,488.26 1-2 Family Residence
$92.50
$25.50
$46.25
$0.00
$164.25
$164.25

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13442

6/8/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: WALSH DENNIS
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1275
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2337
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13446

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51603
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51605
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51606
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

Amenia
Amenia
Amenia
Amenia

$206,600.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,033.00
$589.80
$516.50
$0.00
$2,139.30
$2,139.30

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

$418,035.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,090.00
$1 ,224.00
$1 ,045.00
$0.00
$4,359.00
$4,359.00

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Mortgagor: RONK RACHEL
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1279
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,176.00
$675.60
$588.00
$0.00
$2,439.60
$2,439.60

Mortgagor: STOUT JENNA L SMITH
Mortgagee: BANK OF GREENE COUNTY

Serial# DL 1278

13461

$235,200.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: WOODS CRAIG D
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1277

13459

$475.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$255.00
$0.00
$730.00
$730.00

Mortgagor: JACKSON ROXANNE M
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1276

13454

$95,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Doc# 01-2020-51607
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$154,375.00 1-2 Family Residence
$772.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$433.20 City of Poughkeepsie
$386.00 City of Poughkeepsie
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,591.20
$1 ,591.20

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13462

6/8/2020

Mortgagor: MOCCIO DYLAN
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1280
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51608

$125,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$625.00
$345.00
$312.50
$0.00
$1 ,282.50
$1 ,282.50

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13464

6/8/2020

Mortgagor: MEJORADO LAURA M
Mortgagee: ALLIED MORTGAGE GROUP INC

Serial# DL 1281
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51609
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13467

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2338
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

$1 ,055.00
$603.00
$527.50
$0.00
$2,185.50
$2,185.50

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

$180,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$900.00 Pleasant Valley
$510.00
$450.00
$0.00
$1 ,860.00
$1 ,860.00

Mortgagor: DICKINSON JESSICA
Mortgagee: CARRINGTON MORTGAGE SERVICES
LLC

Serial # DL 1283
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2339
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$211 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: GULLIKSEN JOHN
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1282

13469

Dover
Dover
Dover
Dover

$343,406.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1,717.00 Union Vale
$1 ,000.20
$858.50
$0.00
$3,575.70
$3,575.70
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13472

6/8/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: WOZNIAK PAWEL
Mortgagee: ACADEMY MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1284
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51610

$194,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$970.00
$552.00
$485.00
$0.00
$2,007.00
$2,007.00

Receipt Total:
13480

6/8/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51611
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/8/2020

250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2340
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2343
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/8/2020

$450,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$2,250.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,350.00
$1 ,125.00
$0.00
$4,725.00
$4,725.00

$323,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,615.00 Red Hook
$939.00
$807.50
$0.00
$3,361.50
$3,361.50

Mortgagor: DEVINE JOHN P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1287
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2344
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$945.00 Hyde Park
$537.00 Hyde Park
$0.00 Hyde Park
$1 ,482.00
$1 ,482.00

Mortgagor: HOFMANN THOMAS
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATL BANK

Serial# DL 1286

13529

$189,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: 76 ALBANY ST LLC
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial# DL 1285

13517

of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: MADISON DONNA L
Mortgagee: HUDSON HERITAGE CR UNION

Serial#

13481

Town
Town
Town
Town

$206,300.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,031.50 Wappinger
$588.90
$0.00
$1 ,620.40
$1 ,620.40
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13534

6/8/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: LOGAN DONNA M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1288
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2345
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13535

6/8/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2346
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2347
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2349
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$5,089.29 1-2 Family Residence
$25.50 Beekman
$0.00
$12.75
$0.00
$38.25
$38.25

$4 ,178.37 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$21.00 Pawling
$0.00
$0.00
$21.00
$21.00

Mortgagor: SEELEY MARIA
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1293
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2351
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,000.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$570.00
$0.00
$1 ,570.00
$1 ,570.00

Mortgagor: YUNGEL KEITH
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1292

13544

$200,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: ZIVICA CHRISTOPHER A
Mortgagee: FREEDOM MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1291

13540

$720.00 La Grange
$402.00
$0.00
$1 ,122.00
$1 ,122.00

Mortgagor: WILLIAM H BLEIER TRUST
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1289

13539

$144,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$10,958.34 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$55.00 La Grange
$3.00
$0.00
$58.00
$58.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13552

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GIORGIO ANTHONY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1294
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2353
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

13555

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2355
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2357
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51613
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$119,010.82 1-2 Family Residence
$595.00 Hyde Park
$327.00
$297.50
$0.00
$1 ,219.50
$1 ,219.50

$10,474.43 1-2 Family Residence
$52.50
$1.50
$26.25
$0.00
$80.25
$80.25

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: MAYETTE DOUGLAS A
Mortgagee: PUTNAM COUNTY NATIONAL BANK OF
CARMEL

Serial # DL 1298
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$38.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$38.00
$38.00

Mortgagor: WAGNER PAIGE
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK, NA

Serial# DL 1297

13563

$7,642.03 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: PEARSON PAUL G
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1295

13560

$0.00
$0.00
$15.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$15.50
$15.50

Mortgagor: PELS CHRISTOPHER R
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1296

13556

$3,093.78 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Doc# 01-2020-51614
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$78,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$392.00 Dover
$205.20 Dover
$196.00 Dover
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 Dover
$793.20
$793.20

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13564

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: DEMAIO ANTHONY
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1299
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51615

$250,745.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,253.50
$722.10
$626. 75
$0.00
$2,602.35
$2,602.35

Receipt Total:
13566

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: TARBY MATTHEW J.
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial# DL 1300
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51616

$275,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,375.00
$795.00
$687.50
$0.00
$2,857.50
$2,857.50

Receipt Total:
13568

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51617

$60,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$300.00 Rhinebeck
$150.00 Rhinebeck
$0.00 Rhinebeck
$450.00
$450.00

Receipt Total:
6/9/2020

Mortgagor: SANDERS ROSANNA
Mortgagee: LENOX FINANCIAL MORTGAGE
CORPORATION

Serial# DL 1301
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51618
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: NORTH CLARENCE E Ill
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FEDERAL CREDIT
UNION

Serial#

13571

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$505,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,525.00
$1 ,485.00
$1 ,262.50
$0.00
$5,272.50
$5,272.50

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
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6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13572

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: RAVASI FABIO
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK, NA

Serial # DL 1302
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51619
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13574

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51620
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51621
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2360
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$1 ,249.00
$719.40
$624.50
$0.00
$2,592.90
$2,592.90

Town
Town
Town
Town

of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie

$208,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,040.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$594.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,634.00
$1 ,634.00

$45,506.13 1-2 Family Residence
$227.50 La Grange
$106.50
$113.75
$0.00
$447.75
$447.75

Mortgagor: GASHI ALI
Mortgagee: CITIBANK NA

Serial# DL 1305
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2362
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$249,792.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: PROCH JOHN
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1304

13585

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: CARLINI ANTHONY C JR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#

13580

$2,500.00
$1 ,470.00
$1 ,250.00
$0.00
$5,220.00
$5,220.00

Mortgagor: GIORGIO PHILIP
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVICES INC

Serial# DL 1303

13577

$500,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$9,107.44 1-2 Family Residence
$45.50 East Fishkill
$0.00
$22.75
$0.00
$68.25
$68.25
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13594

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BERRYANN JOSEPH
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1306
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2364
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

13595

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2365
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2366
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2367
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$50,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$250.00 Union Vale
$120.00
$0.00
$370.00
$370.00

$100,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$500.00 East Fishkill
$270.00
$0.00
$770.00
$770.00

Mortgagor: HUNTER DANA
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1310
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2368
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$361.00 Pleasant Valley
$186.60
$0.00
$547.60
$547.60

Mortgagor: MASCIA MICHELLE J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1309

13605

$72,200.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: LETIZIA FRANK J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1308

13598

$0.00
$99.00
$215.00 Hyde Park
$314.00
$314.00

Mortgagor: GILBERT ALEX
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1307

13596

$43,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$285,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1,425.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$825.00
$0.00
$2,250.00
$2,250.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13622

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: RIVERA VICTOR L.
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1311
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51622
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13623

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51623
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51624
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51625
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$111.00
$36.60
$55.50
$0.00
$203.10
$203.10

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$413,416.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,067.00
$1 ,210.20
$1 ,033.50
$0.00
$4,310.70
$4,310.70

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$279,837.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,399.00
$809.40
$699.50
$0.00
$2,907.90
$2,907.90

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: LEONE FAYE R
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial# DL 1315
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$22,193.31 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: MCKEON JACOB T
Mortgagee: FREEDOM MORTGAGE CORPORATION

Serial# DL 1314

13632

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: PACHECO GARY
Mortgagee: NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE BANKERS, INC

Serial# DL 1313

13629

$85.00
$21.00
$42.50
$0.00
$148.50
$148.50

Mortgagor: MALLOZZI KELLY
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1312

13628

$16,952.71 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51627
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$7,353.56 1-2 Family Residence
$37.00 City of Beacon
$0.00 City of Beacon
$18.50 City of Beacon
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 City of Beacon
$55.50
$55.50

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13636

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: GALLAGHER ANNEMARIE
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1316
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2370

$30,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$150.00 East Fishkill
$60.00
$75.00
$0.00
$285.00
$285.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13637

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: DOWNEY RICHARD F JR
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1317
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51628
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13638

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51629
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

$34 ,371.10 1-2 Family Residence
$172.00
$73.20
$86.00
$0.00
$331.20
$331.20

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: MOTT LESLIE
Mortgagee: FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH OF
PHILIPSTOWN

Serial# DL 1319
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51631
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$597.50
$328.50
$298.75
$0.00
$1 ,224.75
$1 ,224.75

Mortgagor: KEMPTER CHRISTINE
Mortgagee: US BANK TRUST NA

Serial# DL 1318

13644

$119,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

$15,368.00 1-2 Family Residence
$77.00
$16.20
$38.50
$0.00
$131.70
$131.70

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13645

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: POVALL KRISTIN L
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, NA

Serial# DL 1320
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51632

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$250.00
$120.00
$125.00
$0.00
$495.00
$495.00

Receipt Total:
13646

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: PENA RUDDY
Mortgagee: CITIBANK NA

Serial# DL 1321
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51633

$25,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$125.00
$45.00
$62.50
$0.00
$232.50
$232.50

Receipt Total:
13647

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51634

$228,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,140.00
$654.00
$570.00
$0.00
$2,364.00
$2,364.00

Receipt Total:
6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51635

$215,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,075.00
$615.00
$537.50
$0.00
$2,227.50
$2,227.50

Receipt Total:
6/9/2020

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: 165 OVERLOOK ROAD LLC
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1324
250
260
270

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: HORTON SHANNON
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1323

13657

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Mortgagor: RIORDAN DANIEL JR
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1322

13650

Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan

Doc# 01-2020-2371
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA

$13,550,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$0.00 La Grange
$40,650.00
$0.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13659

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: HARE RONALD
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1326
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2374
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13660

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2375
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2377
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$200,964.25 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,005.00 Pleasant Valley
$573.00
$502.50
$0.00
$2,080.50
$2,080.50

$120,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$600.00 Wappinger
$330.00
$0.00
$930.00
$930.00

Mortgagor: VENTRESCA AMANDA
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1328
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2378
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$750.00 Washington
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,170.00

Mortgagor: FAUST ROBERTS
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1327

13662

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: ROCHMAN TODD A
Mortgagee: WALLKILL VALLEY FED SVGS & LOAN
ASSOC

Serial # DL 1325

13661

$0.00
$40,650.00
$40,650.00

$184 ,167.00 1-2 Family Residence
$921.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$522.60
$460.50
$0.00
$1 ,904.10
$1 ,904.10
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13665

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: FRIEDMAN JEFFRY
Mortgagee: HUDSON HERITAGE CR UNION

Serial # DL 1329
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2379

$3,513.11 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$17.50 Wappinger
$0.00
$0.00
$17.50
$17.50

Receipt Total:
13666

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: TRAVER JOHN A
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1330
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51636

$81 ,667.26 1-2 Family Residence
$408.50
$215.10
$204.25
$0.00
$827.85
$827.85

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

13670

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: STAGGER JASON
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1331
280

Doc# 01-2020-2381

$254 ,770.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax Held

$2,645.40 other
$2,645.40
$2,645.40

Receipt Total:
13672

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: SEWALK ZACHARY
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1332
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2382

$235,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,175.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$675.00
$587.50
$0.00
$2,437.50
$2,437.50

Receipt Total:
13674

6/9/2020

Mortgagor: ALANIS KEVIN
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1333
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51638
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

$200,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,000.00
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13675

6/9/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: KABA ROBIN L
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1334
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2383
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13681

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2384
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2385
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2386
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/9/2020

$260,700.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1,303.50 Dover
$752.10
$0.00
$2,055.60
$2,055.60

$5,351 .34 1-2 Family Residence
$27.00 City of Beacon
$0.00
$13.50
$0.00
$40.50
$40.50

Mortgagor: CONE ALEXANDER THOMAS
Mortgagee: CBC NATL BANK MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1338
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51639
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,696.50 East Fishkill
$987.90
$0.00
$2,684.40
$2,684.40

Mortgagor: IRWIN WILLIAM R
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial # DL 1337

13685

$339,323.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: AMANKWAH ADJEI ODURO
Mortgagee: MUNICIPAL CR UNION

Serial# DL 1336

13683

$75.00 Hyde Park
$15.00
$0.00
$90.00
$90.00

Mortgagor: SABARRE CONRADO
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1335

13682

$15,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$400,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,000.00
$1 ,170. 00
$1 ,000.00
$0.00
$4,170.00
$4,170.00

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13689

6/10/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: KUROPATWA CHRISTOPHER J
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial# DL 1339
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2388
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13693

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2389
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2390
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2391
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

$300,150.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,500.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$870.30
$750.25
$0.00
$3,121.05
$3,121.05

$370,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,850.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,080.00
$925.00
$0.00
$3,855.00
$3,855.00

Mortgagor: MACCHIA NICHOLAS
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1344
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$2,000.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,000.00
$0.00
$4,170.00
$4,170.00

Mortgagor: POUANI LAZARE T
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1342

13705

$399,999.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: VANBOERUM AMANDA
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1341

13702

$775.00 La Grange
$435.00
$387.50
$0.00
$1 ,597.50
$1 ,597.50

Mortgagor: GROSSMAN GARY
Mortgagee: CROSSCOUNTRY MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1340

13696

$155,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51640
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$189,905.00 1-2 Family Residence
$949.50 East Fishkill
$539.70 East Fishkill
$474.75 East Fishkill
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,963.95
$1 ,963.95

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13706

6/10/2020

Mortgagor: BLUM LEWIS
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1345
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2392

$300,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,500.00 Beekman
$870.00
$750.00
$0.00
$3,120.00
$3,120.00

Receipt Total:
13707

6/10/2020

Mortgagor: GERMINARO ANDREA
Mortgagee: CROSSCOUNTRY MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1346
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51641

$211 ,375.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,057.00
$604.20
$528.50
$0.00
$2,189.70
$2,189.70

Receipt Total:
13711

6/10/2020

250

Doc# 01-2020-2393
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

13712

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51642
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00

$8,644.97 1-2 Family Residence
$43.00
$0.00
$21.50
$0.00
$64.50
$64.50

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: PEREZ RAUL A
Mortgagee: TD BANK NA

Serial # DL 1348
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$4,266,657.27 No Tax / Serial#

Mortgagor: RAI AMRIK SINGH
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial # DL 1347

13721

Comments:
TAXES PAID IN PUTNUM
COUNTY

Mortgagor: DP 53 LLC
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial # DL 1343

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Doc# 01-2020-51643
Mortgage Tax County

$193,325.00 1-2 Family Residence
$966.50 Hyde Park
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13723

6/10/2020

Mortgagor: DOWD PAULA
Mortgagee: WALDEN SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1349
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51644
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

13726

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51646
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2399
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/10/2020

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

$272,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,360.00
$786.00
$680.00
$0.00
$2,826.00
$2,826.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,250.00 Dover
$720.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

Mortgagor: MARQUIS REBECCA
Mortgagee: BANK OF MILLBROOK

Serial # DL 1352
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2401
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$265.00
$129.00
$132.50
$0.00
$526.50
$526.50

Mortgagor: BARBARIE THOMAS J
Mortgagee: MCCLUSKEY MALCOLM

Serial# DL 1351

13743

$53,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DREISS ZACHARY T
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial # DL 1350

13734

$549.90 Hyde Park
$483.25 Hyde Park
$0.00 Hyde Park
$1 ,999.65
$1 ,999.65

$184,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$920.00 Clinton
$522.00
$460.00
$0.00
$1 ,902.00
$1 ,902.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13747

6/10/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: KRAISKY MATTHEW
Mortgagee: UNITED NOTHERN MORTGAGE
BANKERS LTD

Serial # DL 1353
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51647
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13750

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51648
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51649
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51651
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

$2,072.00
$1 ,213.20
$1 ,036.00
$0.00
$4,321.20
$4,321.20

Town
Town
Town
Town

of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie

$12,567.07 1-2 Family Residence
$63.00
$7.80
$31.50
$0.00
$102.30
$102.30

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

$325,600.00 (NE) 1-6 Residence
$1 ,628.00
$976.80
$814.00
$0.00
$3,418.80
$3,418.80

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Mortgagor: HOLMAN DOMINIQUE D
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1356
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$414,400.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: TAYLOR JAMIE L
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial#

13754

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: FRYE DUSTIN DALE
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial # DL 1355

13752

$1 ,500.00
$870.00
$750.00
$0.00
$3,120.00
$3,120.00

Mortgagor: GLYNN ARTHUR
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1354

13751

$300,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51652
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$3,458.32 1-2 Family Residence
$17.50 Dover
$0.00 Dover
$8.75 Dover
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13757

6/10/2020

Mortgagor: VOLK STEPHEN J
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51653
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13765

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51655
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51656
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51657
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

$1 ,376.00
$795.60
$688.00
$0.00
$2,859.60
$2,859.60

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$324 ,022.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,620.00
$942.00
$810.00
$0.00
$3,372.00
$3,372.00

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$286,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,430.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$828.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$2,258.00
$2,258.00

Mortgagor: DECROCE SETH
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1360
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$275,200.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: HAYNES LAURA LOUISE
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#

13770

$1 ,125.00 East Fishkill
$645.00 East Fishkill
$0.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,770.00
$1 ,770.00

Mortgagor: MONTANEZ JOYCE M
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVICES INC

Serial# DL 1359

13769

$225,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: GREEN PAUL JR
Mortgagee: EQUITY NOW INC

Serial# DL 1358

13768

$0.00 Dover
$26.25
$26.25

Doc# 01-2020-2404
Mortgage Tax County

$22,364.09 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$112.00 City of Poughkeepsie
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13771

6/10/2020

Mortgagor: RUDIN DAVID A
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1361
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2406
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13773

6/10/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2407
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2408
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2411
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/10/2020

$775.00 Red Hook
$435.00
$0.00
$1 ,210.00
$1 ,210.00

$205,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,025.00 Hyde Park
$585.00
$512.50
$0.00
$2,122.50
$2,122.50

$201,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$573.00
$1 ,005.00 Beekman
$1 ,578.00
$1 ,578.00

Mortgagor: THURSTON COLLEEN A
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1365
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$155,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: SALINAS EDWARD
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1364

13778

$788.00 Stanford
$442.80
$0.00
$1 ,230.80
$1 ,230.80

Mortgagor: MEISER MELANIE KERSTIN
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1363

13777

$157,600.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: LANGAN THOMAS J JR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1362

13775

$37.20
$0.00
$149.20
$149.20

Doc# 01-2020-2412
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$102,759.24 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$514.00 Wappinger
$278.40
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$792.40
$792.40

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13782

6/10/2020

Mortgagor: CATRONE MARY F
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1366
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2414
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13791

6/11/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2415
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/11/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51658
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11/2020

$0.00
$792.00
$1 ,370.00 Wappinger
$2,162.00
$2,162.00

$235,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,175.00
$675.00
$587.50
$0.00
$2,437.50
$2,437.50

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: FERNANDEZ GREGORY T.
Mortgagee: COMMONFUND MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1369
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51659
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$274 ,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: CANTALUPO ROBERT
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1368

13808

$250.00 Pleasant Valley
$120.00
$125.00
$0.00
$495.00
$495.00

Mortgagor: HICHAK WILLIAM SR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1367

13805

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$235,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,177.50
$676.50
$588.75
$0.00
$2,442.75
$2,442.75

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13809

6/11 /2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: KOEHLER DANIEL
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK AND TRUST COMPANY

Serial # DL 1370
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51660

$257,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,285.00
$741.00
$642.50
$0.00
$2,668.50
$2,668.50

Receipt Total:
13811

6/ 11/2020

Mortgagor: LOWRY BREANDAN
Mortgagee: SEFCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51661

$264 ,100.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,320.50 Red Hook
$762.30 Red Hook
$0.00 Red Hook
$2,082.80
$2,082.80

Receipt Total :
13812

6/ 11/2020

Mortgagor: GOMME JESSIE J.
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51662

$147,600.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$738.00 Stanford
$412.80 Stanford
$0.00 Stanford
$1 ,150.80
$1 ,150.80

Receipt Total:
13824

6/11/2020

Mortgagor: KR ELEANOR REALTY LLC
Mortgagee: PEAPACK GLADSTONE BANK

Serial# DL 1373
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2416
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13827

6/11 /2020

$10,960,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$54,800.00 Hyde Park
$32,880.00
$27,400.00
$0.00
$115,080.00
$115,080.00

Mortgagor: KING DONALD G
Mortgagee: PCSB BANK

Serial# DL 1374
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2419
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

$65,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$325.00 Pawling
$165.00
$162.50
$0.00
$652.50
$652.50
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13842

6/11/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: LYNCH KAREN S
Mortgagee: CITIZENS BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1375
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51663
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13843

6/11/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2421
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11 /2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51664
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/ 11/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51665
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11 /2020

$1 ,330.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$768.00
$665.00
$0.00
$2,763.00
$2,763.00

$100,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$500.00
$270.00
$250.00
$0.00
$1 ,020.00
$1 ,020.00

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$226,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,132.50
$649.50
$566.25
$0.00
$2,348.25
$2,348.25

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: TAMBURRI LOUIS J
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
TRUST COMPANY

Serial # DL 1379
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$266,040.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SALATINO KAREN
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT.COM, LLC

Serial# DL 1378

13850

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: MASINO ALFRED A JR
Mortgagee: CITIZENS BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1377

13846

$500.00
$270.00
$250.00
$0.00
$1 ,020.00
$1 ,020.00

Mortgagor: LOPEZ HECTOR
Mortgagee: MLD MORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1376

13844

$100,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51666
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$100,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$500.00 Beekman
$270.00 Beekman
$250.00 Beekman
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020
Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13851

6/11/2020

Mortgagor: SOLANO MARK
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Serial# DL 1380

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51667
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13859

6/11 /2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51668
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11 /2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51669
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11/2020

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$40,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$200.00
$90.00
$100.00
$0.00
$390.00
$390.00

Town
Town
Town
Town

of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie
of Poughkeepsie

$100,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$500.00
$270.00
$250.00
$0.00
$1 ,020.00
$1 ,020.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: CHAZAN ADAM
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial # DL 1384

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51670
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,000.00
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

Mortgagor: KRAMER ERi N B
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
TRUST COMPANY

Serial # DL 1382

13861

$200,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SMART CHARLES E
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS AND TRADERS
TRUST COMPANY

Serial# DL 1381

13860

$0.00 Beekman
$1 ,020.00
$1 ,020.00

$840,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$4,200.00
$2,490.00
$2,1OD.DO
$0.00
$8,790.00
$8,790.00

Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13862

6/11 /2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: FONSECA EDWIN
Mortgagee: FREEDOM MORTGAGE CORP

Serial # DL 1383
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2422

$2,697.09 1-2 Family Residence
$13.50 Beekman
$0.00
$6.75
$0.00
$20.25
$20.25

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13863

6/ 11/2020

Mortgagor: PRENDERGAST GEORGE
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1385
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51671
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13864

6/ 11/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51672
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/ 11/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2424
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11 /2020

$330,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,650.00
$960.00
$825.00
$0.00
$3,435.00
$3,435.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

$190,300.00 1-2 Family Residence
$951.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$540.90
$475.75
$0.00
$1 ,968.15
$1 ,968.15

Mortgagor: KETTLE PETER F
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial# DL 1388
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: JACKSON VANDERLYN A
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial# DL 1387

13871

$1 ,667.50
$970.50
$833.75
$0.00
$3,471.75
$3,471.75

Mortgagor: ILARDI MATTHEW R
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1386

13867

$333,485.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2425
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$100,250.00 1-2 Family Residence
$501.00 Stanford
$270.60
$250.50
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13874

6/11/2020

Mortgagor: WILSON AN DRE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1389
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2427
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13875

6/11/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2428
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2431
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2432
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/11/2020

$35.00 City of Beacon
$0.00
$0.00
$35.00
$35.00

$197,900.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$989.50 City of Beacon
$563.70
$0.00
$1 ,553.20
$1 ,553.20

$17,556.46 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$88.00 Stanford
$22.80
$0.00
$110.80
$110.80

Mortgagor: RUSCILLO JASON
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1394
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$6,981 .28 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: WARREN DAVID L
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1391

13880

$1 ,330.00 Fishkill
$768.00
$0.00
$2,098.00
$2,098.00

Mortgagor: WINTERBOTTOM JULIE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1392

13878

$266,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: OSHEA MARIE T
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1390

13877

$0.00
$1 ,022.10
$1 ,022.10

Doc# 01-2020-2434
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$2,893.24 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$14.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13881

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: SALS HOUSE LLC
Mortgagee: BANK OF MILLBROOK

Serial#
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51673
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13887

6/12/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2436
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/ 12/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51674
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/12/2020

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

$56,076.17 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$280.50 City of Beacon
$138.30
$0.00
$418.80
$418.80

$256,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,280.00
$738.00
$640.00
$0.00
$2,658.00
$2,658.00

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Mortgagor: AXELSON GREGORY
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1397
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51675
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,280.00
$768.00
$640.00
$0.00
$2,688.00
$2,688.00

Mortgagor: MORGAN LANCE E
Mortgagee: MAHOPAC BANK

Serial# DL 1396

13905

$256,000.00 (NE) 1-6 Residence

Mortgagor: WEISE DANIELL
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1395

13904

$0.00
$14.50
$14.50

$6,564.23 1-2 Family Residence
$33.00
$0.00
$16.50
$0.00
$49.50
$49.50

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13915

6/12/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: WRIGHT MELISSA D MCGUIRE
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial # DL 1398
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2438

$4,438.74 1-2 Family Residence
$22.00 La Grange
$0.00
$11.00
$0.00
$33.00
$33.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13918

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: FERRIS KEVIN
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1399
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2440

$7,705.65 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$38.50 Wappinger
$0.00
$19.25
$0.00
$57.75
$57.75

Receipt Total:
13920

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: ROJAS HICIANO ANEIKY
Mortgagee: MID ISLAND MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1400
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51679

$7,149.55 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$35.50
$0.00
$17.75
$0.00
$53.25
$53.25

Receipt Total:
13921

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: GORDON DAVID WILLIAM
Mortgagee: NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1401
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51681
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13923

6/12/2020

$244 ,750.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,223.50
$704.10
$611.75
$0.00
$2,539.35
$2,539.35

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: FALCONE ANTHONY J.
Mortgagee: ATLANTIC HOME LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1402
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Doc# 01-2020-51682
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$168,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$840.00 East Fishkill
$474.00 East Fishkill
$420.00 East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,734.00
$1 ,734.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13927

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: RICKARD ASHLEY T
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1403
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51683
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13932

6/12/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51684
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/12/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2442
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/12/2020

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$4 ,475.62 1-2 Family Residence
$22.50
$0.00
$11.25
$0.00
$33.75
$33.75

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

$50,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$250.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$120.00
$0.00
$370.00
$370.00

Mortgagor: HUSSING CARMELA C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1406
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2443
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Red
Red
Red
Red

Mortgagor: DELUCCIA LISA M
Mortgagee: SEFCU

Serial# DL 1405

13944

$1 ,400.00
$810.00
$700.00
$0.00
$2,910.00
$2,910.00

Mortgagor: FARRELL MICHAEL J
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1404

13939

$279,975.00 1-2 Family Residence

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$750.00 East Fishkill
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,170.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

13947

6/12/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: OSGOOD SUSANNE M
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial# DL 1407
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2444

$200,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,000.00 Red Hook
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

Receipt Total:
13948

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: CHOMER ANDREW J
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1408
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51686

$190,383.46 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$952.00
$541 .20
$476.00
$0.00
$1 ,969.20
$1 ,969.20

Receipt Total:
13949

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: CACCHIONE GEORGE F JR
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1409
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51688

$5,874.39 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$29.50
$0.00
$14.75
$0.00
$44.25
$44.25

Receipt Total:
13950

6/12/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51690

$220,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,100.00
$630.00
$550.00
$0.00
$2,280.00
$2,280.00

Receipt Total:
6/12/2020

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: ZALE GREGORY
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial # DL 1411
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

Mortgagor: HARBOLIC RONALD W JR
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1410

13951

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Doc# 01-2020-51691
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$400,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,000.00 Union Vale
$1 ,170.00 Union Vale
$1 ,000.00 Union Vale
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 Union Vale
$4,170.00
$4,170.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13952

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: ANGAROLA ALISON
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1412
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51692

$5,455.05 1-2 Family Residence
$27.50
$0.00
$13.75
$0.00
$41.25
$41.25

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13956

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: COLUCCI ATHENA
Mortgagee: POPULAR BANK

Serial# DL 1413
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51694

$10,010.83 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$50.00
$0.00
$25.00
$0.00
$75.00
$75.00

Receipt Total:
13957

6/12/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51696
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/12/2020

$292,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,460.00
$846.00
$730.00
$0.00
$3,036.00
$3,036.00

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

Mortgagor: CLARKE NICOLE
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1415
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51697
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: DONGO FERNANDO E
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1414

13964

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

$216,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,080.00
$618.00
$540.00
$0.00
$2,238.00
$2,238.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13965

6/12/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: LIPTON MICHAEL
Mortgagee: WALDEN SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1416
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51698

$53,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$267.50
$130.50
$133.75
$0.00
$531.75
$531.75

Receipt Total:
13976

6/12/2020

Mortgagor: 35 MAIN HOLDING LLC
Mortgagee: BOGOTA SAVINGS BANK

Serial# DL 1417
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2446

$3,920,000.00 (NE) Commercial

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13980

6/12/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51700
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/12/2020

250
260
275
276
6/12/2020

$115,958.84 1-2 Family Residence
$580.00
$318.00
$290.00
$0.00
$1 ,188.00
$1 ,188.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: GALASSO TONI ANN
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1419

13981

$19,600.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$11 ,760.00
$9,800.00
$0.00
$41 ,160.00
$41 ,160.00

Mortgagor: DOVICO SALVATORE
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1418

13981

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Doc# 01-2020-51702
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$222,615.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,113.00
$637.80
$556.50
$0.00
$2,307.30

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: GALASSO TONI ANN
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial# DL 1420
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51703

$8,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$40.00
$0.00
$20.00
$0.00
$60.00
$2,367.30

Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

13982

6/12/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: FREIMAN JAMIE
Mortgagee: ARC HOME LLC

Serial# DL 1421
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51704
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

13990

6/15/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2448
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total :

6/15/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2449
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2450
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

$0.00
$822.00
$1 ,420.00 Hyde Park
$2,242.00
$2,242.00

$200,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,000.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$570.00
$0.00
$1 ,570.00
$1 ,570.00

$285,950.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1,429.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$827.70
$714.75
$0.00
$2,971.95
$2,971.95

Mortgagor: OLMO JOSEPH
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1425
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$284 ,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: VELANDIA PAOLA
Mortgagee: FAIRWAY INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE
CORP

Serial# DL 1424

14002

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Mortgagor: PIRO RICHARD A
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1423

13999

$2,348.50
$1 ,379.10
$1 ,174.25
$0.00
$4,901.85
$4,901.85

Mortgagor: LEE DAVID J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1422

13998

$469,680.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2451
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$244 ,156.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,221.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$702.60
$610.50
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14007

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: DARLING CASEY G
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1426
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2452
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14012

6/15/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2453
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2454
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51705
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

$1 ,000.00 Red Hook
$570.00
$0.00
$1 ,570.00
$1 ,570.00

$7,364.99 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$37.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00
$37.00
$37.00

$215,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,075.00
$615.00
$537.50
$0.00
$2,227.50
$2,227.50

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: RABADI IBRAHIM Y
Mortgagee: BANK OF GREENE COUNTY

Serial# DL 1430
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$200,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: WHALEN STEPHEN A
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1429

14034

$978.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$556.80
$0.00
$1 ,534.80
$1 ,534.80

Mortgagor: ZIEMINS PETER
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1428

14018

$195,600.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: CARTER GEOFFREY
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial# DL 1427

14014

$0.00
$2,534.10
$2,534.10

Doc# 01-2020-2456
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$487,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,435.00 Red Hook
$1 ,431.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,217.50
$0.00
$5,083.50
$5,083.50

Receipt Total:
14035

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: DISALVO DEBRA M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1431
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2457

$108,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$540.00 Pleasant Valley
$294.00
$0.00
$834.00
$834.00

Receipt Total:
14037

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: CLARK KEVIN J
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1432
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2458

$365,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,825.00 Wappinger
$1 ,065.00
$912.50
$0.00
$3,802.50
$3,802.50

Receipt Total:
14038

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: VILLAMON JUAN F
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial# DL 1433
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51706

$162,596.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$813.00
$457.80
$406.50
$0.00
$1 ,677.30
$1 ,677.30

Receipt Total:
14043

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: PRESTON SEYMOUR JR
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1434
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2459

$83,553.90 1-2 Family Residence
$418.00 Rhinebeck
$220.80
$209.00
$0.00
$847.80
$847.80

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14045

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: FAUST ANNMARIE
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1435
250
260
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Doc# 01-2020-2461
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$508,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,542.50 Fishkill
$1 ,495.50
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,271.25
$0.00
$5,309.25
$5,309.25

Receipt Total:
14046

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: MILHOLM SCOTT E
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1436
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2462

$21 ,263.11 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$33.90
$106.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$140.40
$140.40

Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

14051

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: MEHLING MICHAEL
Mortgagee: HUDSON HERITAGE CR UNION

Serial# DL 1437
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2465

$57,967.93 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$290.00 Fishkill
$144.00
$0.00
$434.00
$434.00

Receipt Total:
14055

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: SIMONCELLI ROBERT L JR
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1438
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2467

$152,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$760.00 Union Vale
$426.00
$380.00
$0.00
$1 ,566.00
$1 ,566.00

Receipt Total:
14062

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: DENICOLO JAMES
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1439
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2471

$170,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14063

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: RUBIN JOSHUA
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1440
250
260
275
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$850.00 North East
$480.00
$425.00
$0.00
$1,755.00
$1 ,755.00

Doc# 01-2020-2472
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$1 ,239.04 1-2 Family Residence
$6.00 Red Hook
$0.00
$3.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$9.00
$9.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14065

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: TIMSON TRACEY
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1441
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2474
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14067

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51707
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2476
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

$1 ,041.00
$594.60
$520.50
$0.00
$2,156.10
$2,156.10

Pine
Pine
Pine
Pine

Plains
Plains
Plains
Plains

$224 ,852.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,124.50 North East
$644.70
$562.25
$0.00
$2,331.45
$2,331.45

Mortgagor: KENNEDY MATTHEW I
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51708
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$208,160.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: HANE JEFFREY
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial# DL 1443

14076

$875.00 Amenia
$495.00
$437.50
$0.00
$1 ,807.50
$1 ,807.50

Mortgagor: EVANS JAMES J
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1442

14073

$175,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$187,245.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$936.00 Hyde Park
$531.60 Hyde Park
$0.00 Hyde Park
$1 ,467.60
$1 ,467.60
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14078

6/15/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: HANAN KEARY
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1444
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2477

$508,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,540.00 Pine Plains
$1 ,494.00
$1 ,270.00
$0.00
$5,304.00
$5,304.00

Receipt Total:
14079

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: JOANNIDES SARA
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1445
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2478

$353,961.25 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,770.00 North East
$1 ,032.00
$885.00
$0.00
$3,687.00
$3,687.00

Receipt Total:
14081

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: SEDORE DINA C
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1446
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2480

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,250.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$720.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

Receipt Total:
14083

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: FAUST MICHAEL
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1447
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2481
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14087

6/15/2020

$2,550.00 Wappinger
$1 ,500.00
$1 ,275.00
$0.00
$5,325.00
$5,325.00

Mortgagor: MIZRAHI DAFNA
Mortgagee: COLONIAL NATIONAL MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1449
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$510,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51709
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$254,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,270.00 Union Vale
$732.00 Union Vale
$635.00 Union Vale
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 Union Vale
$2,637.00
$2,637.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14089

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: SCLAFANI MARKS
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1448
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2484

$215,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,075.00 Fishkill
$615.00
$0.00
$1 ,690.00
$1 ,690.00

Receipt Total:
14097

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: ROBERTS MELANIE A
Mortgagee: GUARANTEED RATE INC

Serial# DL 1450
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2485

$161,250.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$806.00 Wappinger
$453.60
$403.00
$0.00
$1 ,662.60
$1 ,662.60

Receipt Total:
14098

6/15/2020

Comments:
REFERENCE NOT MADE TO
2014 MORTGAGE PLEASE
REFER TO OUR WEBSITE

Mortgagor: ASHBY BERNARDO
Mortgagee: NEWREZ LLC

Serial# DL 1451
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51710

$15,632.89 1-2 Family Residence
$78.00
$16.80
$39.00
$0.00
$133.80
$133.80

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14100

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: WOOD CHRISTOPHER B
Mortgagee: RELIANCE FIRST CAPITAL LLC

Serial # DL 1452
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51711
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

$287,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,435.00
$831.00
$717.50
$0.00
$2,983.50
$2,983.50

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14102

6/15/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: KLEESPIES KEVIN
Mortgagee: RELIANCE FIRST CAPITAL LLC

Serial# DL 1453
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51712

$228,750.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,143.50
$656.10
$571. 75
$0.00
$2,371.35
$2,371.35

Receipt Total:
14104

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: HALL MARTHA PENNINGTON
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51713

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$750.00 Beekman
$420.00 Beekman
$0.00 Beekman
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,170.00

Receipt Total :
14105

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: DAL FARRA HUDSON PROPERTIES LLC
Mortgagee: TRIAD BANK

Serial# DL 1454
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51714

$400,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,000.00
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,000.00
$0.00
$4,170.00
$4,170.00

Receipt Total:
14108

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51716
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

$268,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,340.00
$774.00
$670.00
$0.00
$2,784.00
$2,784.00

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Mortgagor: BRUGGEMANN WALTER
Mortgagee: CARRINGTON MORTGAGE SERVS LLC

Serial# DL 1456
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51717
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan

Mortgagor: POPOW WILLIAM
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1455

14112

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

$237,601.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,188.00
$682.80
$594.00
$0.00
$2,464.80
$2,464.80

Union Vale
Union Vale
Union Vale
Union Vale
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14114

6/15/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ANDERSON ALEXANDER L Ill
Mortgagee: BANK OF MILLBROOK

Serial# DL 1457
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51718
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14116

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51720
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51721
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51722
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

$1 ,185.50
$681.30
$592.75
$0.00
$2,459.55
$2,459.55

Dover
Dover
Dover
Dover

$305,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,525.00
$885.00
$762.50
$0.00
$3,172.50
$3,172.50

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$286,150.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,430.50
$828.30
$715.25
$0.00
$2,974.05
$2,974.05

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: ELLIS JUDITH A.
Mortgagee: FIRST REPUBLIC BANK

Serial# DL 1461
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$237,076.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: HALSEY PATRICIA
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCAIL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1460

14122

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

Mortgagor: DEMASCIO ROBERT J JR
Mortgagee: PARKSIDE LENDING LLC

Serial# DL 1459

14121

$859.00
$485.40
$429.50
$0.00
$1,773.90
$1 ,773.90

Mortgagor: DAPRILE MERCEDES
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1458

14119

$171,773.84 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51723
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$400,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,000.00 Clinton
$1,170.00 Clinton
$1,000.00 Clinton
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14126

6/15/2020

Mortgagor: TOSTO PAUL
Mortgagee: FIRST HOME BANK

Serial# DL 1462
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51724
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14127

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51725
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51727
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/15/2020

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

$38,240.00 1-2 Family Residence
$191 .00
$84.60
$95.50
$0.00
$371.10
$371.10

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

$170,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$850.00
$480.00
$425.00
$0.00
$1,755.00
$1 ,755.00

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

Mortgagor: MYKONIATIS GEORGE
Mortgagee: CITIBANK NA

Serial# DL 1465
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2486
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$575.00
$315.00
$287.50
$0.00
$1 ,177.50
$1 ,177.50

Mortgagor: DALEO STEVEN
Mortgagee: WALDEN SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1464

14136

$115,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: TEDONE ROBERT
Mortgagee: WALDEN SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1463

14128

$0.00 Clinton
$4,170.00
$4,170.00

$6,928.06 1-2 Family Residence
$34.50 Washington
$0.00
$17.25
$0.00
$51.75
$51.75
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14140

6/16/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ROSA MICHELE
Mortgagee: CARDINAL FINANCIAL COLTD
PARTNERSHIP

Serial# DL 1466
276
275
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2488

$16,842.57 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County

$0.00
$42.00
$20.40
$84.00 East Fishkill
$146.40
$146.40

Receipt Total:
14142

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: HUTCHINS SCOTT
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial# DL 1468
250

Doc# 01-2020-2490

$760,000.00 Corr/ Re-Rec/ Col. Sec.
$0.00 Rhinebeck
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

14143

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: ALBRECHT BENN A
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1469
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2491

$126,585.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$633.00 Pawling
$349.80
$316.50
$0.00
$1 ,299.30
$1 ,299.30

Receipt Total:
14152

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: LOPEZ FREDDY JR
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1470
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2493
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14157

6/16/2020

$2,000.00 City of Beacon
$1,170.00
$1 ,000.00
$0.00
$4,170.00
$4,170.00

Mortgagor: SARLO RICHARD G JR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1471
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2494
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$400,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$301,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,507.50 Beekman
$874.50
$0.00
$2,382.00
$2,382.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14167

6/16/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ENDERLEY KELLEY M
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1473
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2495
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14174

6/16/2020

280

Doc# 01-2020-2496
Mortgage Tax Held
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2497
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51728
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$236,674.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,183.50 Dover
$680.10
$591.75
$0.00
$2,455.35
$2,455.35

$275,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,375.00
$795.00
$687.50
$0.00
$2,857.50
$2,857.50

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: JOHNSON JENNIFER
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1476
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2498
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$358.00 other
$358.00
$358.00

Mortgagor: GJOKAJ SAL
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATL BANK

Serial# DL 1477

14187

$48,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: DALE HORTENSE DAWN
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1475

14186

$1 ,104.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$632.70
$552.25
$0.00
$2,289.45
$2,289.45

Mortgagor: STEVENS PATRICIA G
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1474

14185

$220,924.00 1-2 Family Residence

$211 ,460.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,057.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$604.50
$528.75
$0.00
$2,190.75
$2,190.75
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14188

6/16/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GROW STUART W
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1478
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2499
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14192

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2500
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2501
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2502
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$50,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$250.00 East Fishkill
$120.00
$0.00
$370.00
$370.00

$279,600.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,398.00 Pawling
$808.80
$699.00
$0.00
$2,905.80
$2,905.80

Mortgagor: LATHROP RENEE J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1479
276
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,207.00 Wappinger
$694.20
$603.50
$0.00
$2,504.70
$2,504.70

Mortgagor: EMERSON JUSTIN J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1482

14200

$241 ,380.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: TALIERCIO NICOLE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1481

14199

$1 ,470.00 Hyde Park
$852.00
$735.00
$0.00
$3,057.00
$3,057.00

Mortgagor: IACCARINO PETER
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1480

14196

$294,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2503
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$250,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$720.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
250

Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

14205

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: XENAKIS JEFFREY
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1483
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2504
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14208

6/16/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2505
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51729
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$140,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$700.00 East Fishkill
$390.00
$0.00
$1 ,090.00
$1 ,090.00

$161 ,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$807.50
$454.50
$403. 75
$0.00
$1 ,665.75
$1 ,665.75

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: GREENE LEON
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1487
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2506
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,250.00 La Grange
$720.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

Mortgagor: RODRIGUEZ VANESSA
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1485

14213

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SANTANGELO JAMES
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1484

14210

$1 ,250.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,970.00
$1 ,970.00

$411,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,055.00 Rhinebeck
$1 ,203.00
$1 ,027.50
$0.00
$4,285.50
$4,285.50
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14215

6/16/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

Mortgagor: HAMANN DAVID R
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1488
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2507
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14216

6/16/2020

280

Doc# 01-2020-2508
Mortgage Tax Held
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2509
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2510
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$750.00 East Fishkill
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,170.00

$3,526.39 (NE) Commercial
$17.50 Pleasant Valley
$10.50
$8.75
$0.00
$36.75
$36.75

Mortgagor: RAUH RUSSELL J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1491
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2514
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1,784.40 Other
$1 ,784.40
$1 ,784.40

Mortgagor: FON PROPERTIES LLC
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial# DL 1486

14219

$172,800.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: WYATT STEPHEN F
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1490

14218

$1 ,250.00 Beekman
$720.00
$0.00
$1 ,970.00
$1 ,970.00

Mortgagor: MAHONEY ROBERT
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1489

14217

$250,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$12,763.43 1-2 Family Residence
$64.00 La Grange
$8.40
$32.00
$0.00
$104.40
$104.40
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14222

6/16/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: CACCIA MARTHA
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial # DL 1492
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2516
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14224

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2517
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2519
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2521
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$11,174.87 1-2 Family Residence
$56.00 East Fishkill
$3.60
$28.00
$0.00
$87.60
$87.60

$151,081.00 1-2 Family Residence
$755.50 Dover
$423.30
$377.75
$0.00
$1 ,556.55
$1 ,556.55

Mortgagor: DELAMATER CRAIG H
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1496
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$69.50 Beekman
$11.70
$34.75
$0.00
$115.95
$115.95

Mortgagor: DISRAELI THEODORE
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1495

14232

$13,890.49 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SECORD KIMBERLY LAVIGNE
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1494

14230

$419.50 Wappinger
$221.70
$209.75
$0.00
$850.95
$850.95

Mortgagor: DIDYK DONNA
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1493

14227

$83,851 .00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2523
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$208,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,040.00 Wappinger
$594.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14233

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: WICUL LLC
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial# DL 1497
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2524
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14235

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2527
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2529
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2531
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$391.50 Red Hook
$204.90
$195.75
$0.00
$792.15
$792.15

$60,117.74 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$300.50 Wappinger
$150.30
$0.00
$450.80
$450.80

$171,200.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$856.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$483.60
$0.00
$1 ,339.60
$1 ,339.60

Mortgagor: HENNIGAN JOHN C
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial # DL 1502
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$78,257.42 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: ROSE MITCHELL D
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1501

14238

$1 ,240.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$744.00
$620.00
$0.00
$2,604.00
$2,604.00

Mortgagor: VELIZ ANGEL G
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1499

14237

$248,000.00 (NE) Commercial

Mortgagor: WEBSTER PAUL
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1498

14236

$0.00
$1 ,634.00
$1 ,634.00

Doc# 01-2020-2532
Mortgage Tax County

$204 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,020.00 Pawling
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

$582.00
$510.00
$0.00
$2,112.00
$2,112.00

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14241

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: DUQUESNE PHILLIP R
Mortgagee: SEFCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51730

$283,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,415.00 Wappinger
$819.00 Wappinger
$0.00 Wappinger
$2,234.00
$2,234.00

Receipt Total:
14242

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: MANN GARY W
Mortgagee: MTGLQ INVESTORS LP

Serial# DL 1503
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51731

$14 ,285.72 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$71.50
$12.90
$35. 75
$0.00
$120.15
$120.15

Receipt Total:
14243

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: MCDONALD ROLAND
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT.COM, LLC

Serial# DL 1504
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51732

$304 ,929.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,524.50
$884.70
$762.25
$0.00
$3,171.45
$3,171.45

Receipt Total:
14245

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51733
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$284 ,747.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,423.50
$824.10
$711. 75
$0.00
$2,959.35
$2,959.35

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Mortgagor: STEWART DEBORAH
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1506
250
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Red
Red
Red
Red

Mortgagor: FISHLEY DENNIS
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1505

14255

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Doc# 01-2020-2533
Mortgage Tax County

$256,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,282.50 Pawling
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

$739.50
$641.25
$0.00
$2,663.25
$2,663.25

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14258

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: HUSSEY MARK G
Mortgagee: NATIONSTAR MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1508
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51734

$319,698.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,598.50
$929.10
$799.25
$0.00
$3,326.85
$3,326.85

Receipt Total :
14260

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51735

$206,196.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,031.00
$588.60
$515.50
$0.00
$2,135.10
$2,135.10

Receipt Total:
6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51736

$214,200.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,071.00
$612.60
$535.50
$0.00
$2,219.10
$2,219.10

Receipt Total :
6/16/2020

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: LAPPEN ELIZABETH K.
Mortgagee: TEG FEDERAL CREDIT UNION

Serial #
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51737
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: SNYDER RIKKI
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial # DL 1511

14263

East
East
East
East

Mortgagor: WESTON CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Serial # DL 1509

14261

North
North
North
North

$309,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,545.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$897.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$2,442.00
$2,442.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14265

6/16/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BONAVEN IA ANTHONY J
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1510
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2534
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14268

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51738
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2535
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2537
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

$37,871 .91 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$83.70
$189.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$273.20
$273.20

$194 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$970.00 Wappinger
$552.00
$485.00
$0.00
$2,007.00
$2,007.00

Mortgagor: THERET PAULETTE
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1515
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,912.00
$1 ,117.20
$956.00
$0.00
$3,985.20
$3,985.20

Mortgagor: KAMINSKI JEFFREY
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1513

14274

$382,375.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DISTEFANO LAURA A
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1507

14273

$957.50 Dover
$544.50
$478.75
$0.00
$1 ,980.75
$1 ,980.75

Mortgagor: ROMAIN MICHAEL
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1512

14269

$191,468.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2538
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$370,215.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,851.00 Fishkill
$1 ,080.60
$925.50
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14276

6/16/2020

Mortgagor: MATTHEWS CHRISTOPHER C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1514
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2539
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14277

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2540
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51739
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/16/2020

$132,440.00 1-2 Family Residence
$662.00 Hyde Park
$367.20
$331.00
$0.00
$1 ,360.20
$1 ,360.20

$346,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,732.50
$1 ,009.50
$866.25
$0.00
$3,608.25
$3,608.25

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: WILLIAMS JAMES A
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1518
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51740
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,260.00 Pawling
$726.00
$0.00
$1 ,986.00
$1 ,986.00

Mortgagor: LUGO ROBERT
Mortgagee: INTERCONTINENTAL CAPITAL GROUP
INC

Serial# DL 1517

14284

$252,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: DOUGHTY SCOTT B
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1516

14281

$0.00
$3,857.10
$3,857.10

$327,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,637.50
$952.50
$818.75
$0.00
$3,408.75
$3,408.75

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14286

6/17/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SIMMONS KATE M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1519
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2541

$246,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,232.50 East Fishkill
$709.50
$0.00
$1 ,942.00
$1 ,942.00

Receipt Total:
14291

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: GOMEZ MIQUEAS
Mortgagee: TD BANK NA

Serial# DL 1520
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2542

$232,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,162.50 Hyde Park
$667.50
$581.25
$0.00
$2,411.25
$2,411.25

Receipt Total :
14295

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: STARZYK GREGORY M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1522
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2543

$16,637.95 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$83.00 Stanford
$19.80
$0.00
$102.80
$102.80

Receipt Total:
14297

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: SMYLE AARON
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1521
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2545

$93,938.96 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$469.50 Hyde Park
$251.70
$234.75
$0.00
$955.95
$955.95

Receipt Total:
14301

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: LUCIC KATHARINE J
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1523
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2547
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$198,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$992.50 Washington
$565.50
$496.25
$0.00
$2,054.25
$2,054.25
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14303

6/17/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: MILLENDER JAMES E
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1524
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2548
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14311

6/17/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2550
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/17/2020

250
260
276
6/17/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2551
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

Doc# 01-2020-2552
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

$180,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$900.00 Stanford
$510.00
$0.00
$1 ,410.00

$15,051.63 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$75.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$15.30
$0.00
$90.80
$1 ,500.80

Mortgagor: BUCHANAN BRENDAN C
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1529
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2554
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,172.50 Beekman
$673.50
$586.25
$0.00
$2,432.25
$2,432.25

Mortgagor: BEATON KEITH II
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1526

14322

$234 ,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: HANLON FAMILY TRUST
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1525

14313

$205.50 Wappinger
$93.30
$0.00
$298.80
$298.80

Mortgagor: GERBER DAVID
Mortgagee: LUXURY MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1527

14313

$41 ,089.35 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$218,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,092.50 Dover
$625.50
$546.25
$0.00
$2,264.25
$2,264.25
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6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14324

6/17/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: COFFIN JEFFREY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1528
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2555
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14325

6/17/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2557
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/17/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2559
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2561
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

$225,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,125.00 La Grange
$645.00
$0.00
$1 ,770.00
$1 ,770.00

$5,703.07 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$0.00
$28.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$28.50
$28.50

Mortgagor: NICHOLSON GEOFFREY K
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1534
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2563
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$33.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$16.50
$0.00
$49.50
$49.50

Mortgagor: ROBERTSON FREDERICK M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1533

14330

$6,577.66 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SMITH CINDY M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1531

14328

$787.50 La Grange
$442.50
$0.00
$1 ,230.00
$1 ,230.00

Mortgagor: COSSETTE LEONARD R Ill
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1530

14326

$157,542.73 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$4,514.54 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$22.50 La Grange
$0.00
$0.00
$22.50
$22.50
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6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14334

6/17/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GASPERINI PASQUALE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1535
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2565

$3,975.84 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$20.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$20.00
$20.00

Receipt Total:
14339

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: NORTHERN DUTCHESS HOSPITAL
Mortgagee: BANK OF NEW YORK MELLON TRUST
COMPANY NA

Serial#
250

Doc# 01-2020-51741

$100,000,000.00 No Tax / Serial#

Mortgage Tax County

$0.00 other
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
14340

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: BERRYANN JUSTIN M
Mortgagee: RONDOUT SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1536
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2567
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14357

6/17/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2570
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

$19,369.47 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$97.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$28.20
$0.00
$125.20
$125.20

Mortgagor: ANTINUCCI REGINA M
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST
COMPANY

Serial # DL 1539
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51742
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$26.50 Milan
$0.00
$13.25
$0.00
$39.75
$39.75

Mortgagor: FISHER WILLIAM A
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1537

14362

$5,334.62 1-2 Family Residence

$60,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$300.00
$150.00
$150.00
$0.00
$600.00
$600.00

Dover
Dover
Dover
Dover
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6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14365

6/17/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: PETRONELLA JOHN W
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1540
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2572
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14371

6/17/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51744
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/17/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2573
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51745
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

$24 ,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$120.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$42.00
$0.00
$162.00
$162.00

$200,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,000.00
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: ANGEVINE JEREMY
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial # DL 1543
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,517.00
$880.20
$758.50
$0.00
$3,155.70
$3,155.70

Mortgagor: MUNIZ LUGO TRINIDAD
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1542

14385

$303,403.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: BJORKMAN ERIC
Mortgagee: CAPITAL COMMUNICATIONS FCU

Serial# DL 1538

14382

$925.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$525.00
$0.00
$1 ,450.00
$1 ,450.00

Mortgagor: CASSIDY THOMAS R
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1541

14377

$185,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Doc# 01-2020-51746
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$261 ,963.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,310.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$756.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$655.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14390

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: SCAGNELLI AUGUST L JR
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1544
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51747
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14394

6/17/2020

250
260
276
6/17/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2574
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

Doc# 01-2020-2575
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51749
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/17/2020

$70,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$350.00 East Fishkill
$180.00
$0.00
$530.00

$85,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$425.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$225.00
$0.00
$650.00
$1 ,180.00

$6,313.10 1-2 Family Residence
$31.50
$0.00
$15.75
$0.00
$47.25
$47.25

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: BRONZI JOHN
Mortgagee: WEBSTER BANK NA

Serial# DL 1549
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
Clinton

Mortgagor: UHL JOHN
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1547

14399

$27.00
$0.00
$13.50
$0.00
$40.50
$40.50

Mortgagor: MATHEUS JOSHUA P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1546

14398

$5,395.46 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: TRIVELAS JONATHAN
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1545

14394

$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$2,721.00
$2,721.00

Doc# 01-2020-51750
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$142,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$710.00 East Fishkill
$396.00 East Fishkill
$355.00 East Fishkill
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14400

6/17/2020

Mortgagor: CARTOLANO GEORGE J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1548
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2576
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14425

6/17/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51751
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2578
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

$720,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$3,600.00
$2,130.00
$1 ,800.00
$0.00
$7,530.00
$7,530.00

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

$506,250.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,531.00 Stanford
$1,488.60
$1 ,265.50
$0.00
$5,285.10
$5,285.10

Mortgagor: DELAURENTIS ROBERT F
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1553
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2580
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$39.50 Beekman
$0.00
$19.75
$0.00
$59.25
$59.25

Mortgagor: SCRATCHY LANE LLC
Mortgagee: BANK OF MILLBROOK

Serial# DL 1551

14438

$7,897.24 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: MCALPINE ROBERT
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1550

14433

$0.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,461.00
$1 ,461.00

$182,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$910.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$516.00
$0.00
$1 ,426.00
$1 ,426.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14442

6/18/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: PULICHENE RICHARD
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1554
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2581

$308,803.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,544.00 La Grange
$896.40
$772.00
$0.00
$3,212.40
$3,212.40

Receipt Total:
14444

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: SERVAY MARILYN A
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1555
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2582

$266,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,330.00 East Fishkill
$768.00
$665.00
$0.00
$2,763.00
$2,763.00

Receipt Total:
14447

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: MARTIN GEORGE Q
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1556
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2583

$148,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$740.00 East Fishkill
$414.00
$370.00
$0.00
$1 ,524.00
$1 ,524.00

Receipt Total:
14453

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: KOSKI JOHN
Mortgagee: MID ISLAND MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1557
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2584
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14454

6/18/2020

$1 ,537.50 Fishkill
$892.50
$768.75
$0.00
$3,198.75
$3,198.75

Mortgagor: MIRBEAU OF RHINEBECK LLC
Mortgagee: NYBDC LOCAL DEVELOPMENT CORP

Serial#
250

Doc# 01-2020-51752
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$307,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

$5,500,000.00 No Tax/ Serial#
$0.00 Rhinebeck
$0.00
$0.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14456

6/18/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: MARANZANO MICHAEL
Mortgagee: TOTAL MORTGAGE SE RVS LLC

Serial# DL 1558
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2585

$229,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,147.50 Dover
$658.50
$573.75
$0.00
$2,379.75
$2,379.75

Receipt Total:
14459

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: FE DEVELOPMENT HOLDINGS LTD
Mortgagee: OHRINGER FREDERIC

Serial# DL 1559
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51754

$250,000.00 (NE) Commercial

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,250.00
$750.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,625.00
$2,625.00

Receipt Total:
14462

6/18/2020

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

Mortgagor: DOWD MICHAEL
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial # DL 1560
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51755

$300,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,500.00
$870.00
$750.00
$0.00
$3,120.00
$3,120.00

Receipt Total:
14469

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: FUNICELLI BRIAN
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK, N.A.

Serial# DL 1561
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51756
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14474

6/18/2020

$292,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,460.00
$846.00
$730.00
$0.00
$3,036.00
$3,036.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: SCARAMELLINO KAREN
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST
COMPANY

Serial # DL 1562
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Doc# 01-2020-51757
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$150,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$750.00 Dover
$420.00 Dover
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14477

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: CHIANESE RALPH L SR
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST
COMPANY

Serial # DL 1563
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51758
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14478

6/18/2020

250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51759
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51761
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
Clinton

$341 ,250.00 (NE) Commercial
$1 ,706.00
$1 ,023.60
$853.00
$0.00
$3,582.60
$3,582.60

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

$8,100.82 1-2 Family Residence
$40.50
$0.00
$20.25
$0.00
$60.75
$60.75

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Mortgagor: OHAN CHRISTINE
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1567
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51763
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$625.00
$345.00
$312.50
$0.00
$1 ,282.50
$1 ,282.50

Mortgagor: CRAFT LAURA L
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1566

14488

$125,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: 538 PAWLING LLC
Mortgagee: ORANGE BANK & TRUST CO

Serial # DL 1564

14487

$375.00 Dover
$0.00 Dover
$1 ,545.00
$1 ,545.00

$510,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,552.00
$1 ,501.20
$1 ,276.00
$0.00
$5,329.20
$5,329.20

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14490

6/18/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DAHLEM JOSEPH G
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1568
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51764
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14491

6/18/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51766
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51768
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2586
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

$544.00
$296.40
$272.00
$0.00
$1 ,112.40
$1 ,112.40

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$205,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,027.50 La Grange
$586.50 La Grange
$0.00 La Grange
$1 ,614.00
$1 ,614.00

$320,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1,600.00 Washington
$930.00
$0.00
$2,530.00
$2,530.00

Mortgagor: SALITURO SALVATORE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1571
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2587
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$108,847.61 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: ESTES MATTHEW
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1570

14509

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Mortgagor: MACKEY DEIRDRE BRENDA
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#

14502

$329.00
$167.40
$164.50
$0.00
$660.90
$660.90

Mortgagor: MANON JENNIFER M
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1569

14501

$65,835.92 1-2 Family Residence

$95,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$475.00 Beekman
$255.00
$0.00
$730.00
$730.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14515

6/18/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BRADY MARK JR
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1572
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51769

$245,373.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1,227.00
$706.20
$613.50
$0.00
$2,546.70
$2,546.70

Receipt Total:
14516

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: KASELIS GUS
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC.

Serial# DL 1573
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51770

$115,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$575.00
$315.00
$287.50
$0.00
$1 ,177.50
$1 ,177.50

Receipt Total:
14518

6/18/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51771

$193,325.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$966.50
$549.90
$483.25
$0.00
$1 ,999.65
$1,999.65

Receipt Total:
6/18/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51772
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

$216,602.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,083.00
$619.80
$541.50
$0.00
$2,244.30
$2,244.30

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: DECKER GEORGE F
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1575
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: DINGEE NANCY A
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1576

14523

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: POSTOLAN MICHAEL T JR.
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1574

14519

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Doc# 01-2020-2589
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$4,863.07 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$24.50 Washington
$0.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14531

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: BREGLIA GIACOMO
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1579
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51773
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14533

6/18/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51775
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2591
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/18/2020

250
260
275
276
6/18/2020

$375,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,875.00 La Grange
$1 ,095.00 La Grange
$0.00 La Grange
$2,970.00
$2,970.00

$200,000.00 (NE) C.U. / Nat Pr
$1 ,000.00 Dover
$600.00
$0.00
$1 ,600.00
$1 ,600.00

Doc# 01-2020-51776
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$238,649.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,193.00
$685.80
$596.50
$0.00
$2,475.30

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: GOLDMAN MICHAEL J JR
Mortgagee: FEDERAL SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1582
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: GOLDMAN MICHAEL J JR
Mortgagee: FEDERAL SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1581

14538

$1 ,889.00
$1 ,103.40
$944.50
$0.00
$3,936.90
$3,936.90

Mortgagor: ROMEO WILLIAM A
Mortgagee: MACALUSO JULIE

Serial# DL 1580

14538

$377,751.53 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: WHITE GREG
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#

14537

$0.00
$24.50
$24.50

Doc# 01-2020-51777
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$7,386.90 1-2 Family Residence
$37.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$18.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$55.50
$2,530.80

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14539

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: BLACKMAN KYLE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1578
280

Doc# 01-2020-2593

$15,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$90.00 Other
$90.00
$90.00

Mortgage Tax Held
Receipt Total:

14542

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: WHALEN TIMOTHY R
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1583
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51778

$258,700.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,293.50
$746.10
$646. 75
$0.00
$2,686.35
$2,686.35

Receipt Total:
14544

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: LAUX WILLIAM G
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1584
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2594

$35,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$175.00 East Fishkill
$75.00
$0.00
$250.00
$250.00

Receipt Total:
14546

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: PENA RITA AMELIA
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC

Serial # DL 1585
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51779
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14553

6/18/2020

$401 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,005.00
$1 ,173.00
$1 ,002.50
$0.00
$4,180.50
$4,180.50

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: LAING CHARLES
Mortgagee: RONDOUT SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1586
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

Doc# 01-2020-2595
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$5,523.15 1-2 Family Residence
$27.50 Red Hook
$0.00
$13.75
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$41.25
$41.25

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14558

6/18/2020

Mortgagor: MILLER DOUGLAS P Ill
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1587
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2597

$259,703.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,298.50 Fishkill
$749.10
$649.25
$0.00
$2,696.85
$2,696.85

Receipt Total:
14564

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: RUSSO CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1588
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2598

$4 ,918.13 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$24.50 La Grange
$0.00
$0.00
$24.50
$24.50

Receipt Total:
14566

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: PECOR ERIC J
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1591
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2600

$258,038.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14567

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: ARNOFF BRIAN
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1590
276
275
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2601
Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,290.00 Beekman
$744.00
$645.00
$0.00
$2,679.00
$2,679.00

$2,763.72 1-2 Family Residence
$0.00
$7.00
$0.00
$14.00 City of Beacon
$21.00
$21.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14569

6/19/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SURIANO SCHARA JOSEPH L
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1592
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2603
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14570

6/19/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2604
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/19/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2605
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2606
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

$279,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,395.00 Wappinger
$807.00
$697.50
$0.00
$2,899.50
$2,899.50

$310,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,550.00 Fishkill
$900.00
$775.00
$0.00
$3,225.00
$3,225.00

Mortgagor: CORCORAN JOHN L
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1595
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,070.00 East Fishkill
$612.00
$0.00
$1 ,682.00
$1 ,682.00

Mortgagor: MARKARIAN KIMBERLEE
Mortgagee: WALLKILL VALLEY FED SVGS & LOAN
ASSOC

Serial # DL 1596

14580

$214 ,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: HUNT JAMES N JR
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1594

14579

$1 ,125.00 Wappinger
$645.00
$562.50
$0.00
$2,332.50
$2,332.50

Mortgagor: MCCORD KAREN E
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1593

14573

$225,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2607
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$2,776.26 1-2 Family Residence
$14.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$7.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$21.00
$21.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14581

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: JONES CHRISTINE C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1597
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2609

$220,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,100.00 Hyde Park
$630.00
$0.00
$1 ,730.00
$1 ,730.00

Receipt Total:
14582

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: KAMMERER SEAN D
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1598
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2610

$5,355.89 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$27.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00
$27.00
$27.00

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14586

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: BENEWAY CODY L
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1599
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2612

$214,508.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,072.50 Hyde Park
$613.50
$0.00
$1 ,686.00
$1 ,686.00

Receipt Total:
14587

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: SPEIDELL NICOLAS E
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1600
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2613
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14591

6/19/2020

$1 ,257.50 East Fishkill
$724.50
$628.75
$0.00
$2,610.75
$2,610.75

Mortgagor: WHITE DENISE
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1602
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$251 ,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2614
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$185,250.00 1-2 Family Residence
$926.00 Red Hook
$525.60
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14592

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: STACCHINI CARLO H
Mortgagee: CAPITAL COMMUNICATIONS FCU

Serial# DL 1603
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2615
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14593

6/19/2020

276
270
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2616
Mortgage Tax Local
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2619
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2620
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

$0.00
$28.25
$33.90
$56.50 East Fishkill
$118.65
$118.65

$199,509.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$997.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$568.50
$0.00
$1 ,566.00
$1 ,566.00

$90,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$450.00 La Grange
$240.00
$0.00
$690.00
$690.00

Mortgagor: MILLETT DANIELLE C
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1606
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$11 ,308.02 (NE) Commercial

Mortgagor: WILLIAMS MICHAEL J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1605

14601

$330.00 East Fishkill
$168.00
$0.00
$498.00
$498.00

Mortgagor: LASKO JON
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1604

14600

$66,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: 2619 ROUTE 52 LLC
Mortgagee: MAHOPAC BANK

Serial# DL 1601

14595

$463.00
$0.00
$1 ,914.60
$1 ,914.60

Doc# 01-2020-51780
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$6,203.99 1-2 Family Residence
$31.00 Milan
$0.00 Milan
$15.50 Milan
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14607

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: COMIZIO ROBERT J JR
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1607
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2621
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14611

6/19/2020

250
260
276
6/19/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2622
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

Doc# 01-2020-2623
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

275
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51782
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

$225.00 Hyde Park
$105.00
$0.00
$330.00

$30,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$150.00 Fishkill
$60.00
$0.00
$210.00
$540.00

$516,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,290.00
$2,580.00
$1 ,548.00
$0.00
$5,418.00
$5,418.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: RUSCILLO JASON A
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial # DL 1611
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$45,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: PROFANATO JAMES
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1610

14619

$1 ,274.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$734.40
$637.00
$0.00
$2,645.40
$2,645.40

Mortgagor: ADNAMS DEREK C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1609

14616

$254 ,782.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: MYRA J MULLGRAV TRUST
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1608

14611

$0.00 Milan
$46.50
$46.50

Doc# 01-2020-51783
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$136,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$680.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$378.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$340.00 City of Poughkeepsie
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14632

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: DAWSON JONATHAN
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1612
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2624
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14634

6/19/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51784
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51785
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

$285,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,425.00
$825.00
$712.50
$0.00
$2,962.50
$2,962.50

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$33,611.18 1-2 Family Residence
$168.00
$70.80
$84.00
$0.00
$322.80
$322.80

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: KALYUZHNY LEV
Mortgagee: PEOPLES UNITED BANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1615
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51786
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,100.00 Beekman
$630.00
$550.00
$0.00
$2,280.00
$2,280.00

Mortgagor: RIVAS JOSE R
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1614

14650

$220,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: GILLMAN ERIC I
Mortgagee: MAHOPAC BANK

Serial# DL 1613

14648

$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,398.00
$1 ,398.00

$270,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,350.00
$780.00
$675.00
$0.00
$2,805.00
$2,805.00

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14652

6/19/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SMITH JOHN KEVIN
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1616
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2625

$500,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,500.00 Washington
$1 ,470.00
$1 ,250.00
$0.00
$5,220.00
$5,220.00

Receipt Total:
14653

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: INTRIERI DAVID A
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1617
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2626

$11 ,506.07 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$57.50 North East
$4.50
$28.75
$0.00
$90.75
$90.75

Receipt Total:
14661

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: HOFFMAN STEPHEN D
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1618
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51787
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14670

6/19/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51788
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$418,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$2,090.00 Beekman
$1 ,224.00 Beekman
$0.00 Beekman
$3,314.00
$3,314.00

Mortgagor: HUNT LEE KIMBERLY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51789
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$765.00
$429.00
$382.50
$0.00
$1 ,576.50
$1 ,576.50

Mortgagor: CLAIR NICHOLAS P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#

14673

$153,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$5,016.65 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$25.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$25.00
$25.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14674

6/19/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: REJUVENATE PROPERTIIES II LLC
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST COMPANY

Serial# DL 1619
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51791

$82,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$412.50
$217.50
$206.25
$0.00
$836.25
$836.25

Receipt Total:
14686

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: MERINO JUAN P
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1620
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2628

$292,500.00 (NE) 1-6 Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,462.50 Red Hook
$877.50
$731.25
$0.00
$3,071.25
$3,071.25

Receipt Total:
14687

6/19/2020

Mortgagor: MULLIGAN KEVIN M
Mortgagee: SUN WEST MORTGAGE CO INC

Serial# DL 1621
275
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51793
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14692

6/19/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51794
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/19/2020

$785.26
$1 ,570.50
$912.30
$0.00
$3,268.06
$3,268.06

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

$201,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,007.00
$574.20
$503.50
$0.00
$2,084.70
$2,084.70

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: ADEKANBI OSEHEGBE
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1623
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$314,102.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: ROCHE PATRICK T
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1622

14703

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Doc# 01-2020-2629
Mortgage Tax County
MortgageTaxMTAShare
1-6 Family

$383,250.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,916.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,119.60
$958.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14709

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: ATRIUM FITNESS CENTER CORP
Mortgagee: M & T BANK

Serial# DL 1624
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2630
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14715

6/22/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2634
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2635
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2636
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

$1 ,031.00 Dover
$588.60
$515.50
$0.00
$2,135.10
$2,135.10

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$750.00 Union Vale
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00
$1 ,170.00

$120,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$602.50 Wappinger
$331.50
$0.00
$934.00
$934.00

Mortgagor: CONOVER GAIL M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1630
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$206,196.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: ANDRIELLO RONALD D
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1628

14736

$447.00 Pawling
$268.20
$223.50
$0.00
$938.70
$938.70

Mortgagor: MILLER NICOLE J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1627

14734

$89,407.84 (NE) Commercial

Mortgagor: TRACEY DAVID
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1625

14730

$0.00
$3,993.60
$3,993.60

Doc# 01-2020-2637
Mortgage Tax County

$339,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,695.00 East Fishkill
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Mortgage Tax Report
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
276

$987.00
$0.00
$2,682.00
$2,682.00

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14738

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: GARCIA AMAURY A
Mortgagee: PLAZA HOME MORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1631
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2638
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14740

6/22/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2639
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

$1 ,333.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$769.80
$666.50
$0.00
$2,769.30
$2,769.30

Mortgagor: BARNES CHRISTINE M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1632

14746

$266,585.00 1-2 Family Residence

$68,848.01 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$344.00 Hyde Park
$176.40
$0.00
$520.40
$520.40

Mortgagor: AYODEJI BABATUNDE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1633
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2642

$9,003.47 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$45.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00
$45.00
$45.00

Receipt Total:
14750

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: SEIDLER JOHN C JR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1634
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2645
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14763

6/22/2020

$1 ,177.50 Rhinebeck
$676.50
$0.00
$1 ,854.00
$1 ,854.00

Mortgagor: SCAPPATONE JOSEPH
Mortgagee: CROSSCOUNTRY MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1635
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$235,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Doc# 01-2020-2646
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$337,670.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,688.50 Wappinger
$983.10
$844.25
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$3,515.85
$3,515.85

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14767

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: CARDELLA PETER J
Mortgagee: HUDSON HERITAGE CR UNION

Serial# DL 1636
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2647
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14769

6/22/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51795
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51796
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

250

Doc# 01-2020-51797
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$236,250.00 (NE) 1-6 Residence
$1 ,181.00
$708.60
$590.50
$0.00
$2,480.10
$2,480.10

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

$31,531 .68 No Tax/ Serial#
$0.00 Pleasant Valley
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgagor: BARNES JOSEPH D
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1638
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,480.00
$858.00
$740.00
$0.00
$3,078.00
$3,078.00

Mortgagor: DELL JODYANN
Mortgagee: HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Serial#

14787

$296,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: BUTERA JOHN C
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial#

14776

$26.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$26.00
$26.00

Mortgagor: COHEN JEREMY B
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial# DL 1637

14770

$5,186.67 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Doc# 01-2020-2649
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$70,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$350.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$180.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$530.00
$530.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14789

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: PULEO EVANS LISA
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1639
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2650

$253,432.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,267.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$730.20
$633.50
$0.00
$2,630.70
$2,630.70

Receipt Total:
14800

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: COLUCCI JENNIFER
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1640
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2651

$25,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$125.00 East Fishkill
$45.00
$0.00
$170.00
$170.00

Receipt Total:
14802

6/22/2020

Mortgagor: OLIVIERI KEVIN
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1641
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2652
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14818

6/22/2020

$2,520.00 La Grange
$1 ,482.00
$1 ,260.00
$0.00
$5,262.00
$5,262.00

Mortgagor: HAFER CATHERINE IRENE
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1642
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2653
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$504 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$361,888.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,809.50 Red Hook
$1 ,055.70
$904.75
$0.00
$3,769.95
$3,769.95
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14821

6/22/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BLACK FELICIA
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1643
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2654
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14848

6/22/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2655
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/22/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2657
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/22/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2658
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

$207,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,037.50 Rhinebeck
$592.50
$518.75
$0.00
$2,148.75
$2,148.75

$297,982.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,490.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$864.00
$745.00
$0.00
$3,099.00
$3,099.00

Mortgagor: GRAHAM OGILVIE AUDREY D
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1648
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2659
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$7.50 East Fishkill
$0.00
$3.75
$0.00
$11.25
$11.25

Mortgagor: ELLIS TAMRA S
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1647

14855

$1 ,480.69 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: LOZADA JOSEPH G
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1646

14850

$1 ,912.50 East Fishkill
$1 ,117.50
$0.00
$3,030.00
$3,030.00

Mortgagor: LESTRINGANT FRANCK THOMAS
Mortgagee: BANK OF AMERICA NA

Serial# DL 1645

14849

$382,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$14 ,253.92 1-2 Family Residence
$71.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$12.90
$35.75
$0.00
$120.15
$120.15
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

14856

6/23/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: KAZUP DANIEL
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1649
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2660
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14860

6/23/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2662
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2663
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2665
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

$16,045.86 1-2 Family Residence
$80.00 East Fishkill
$18.00
$40.00
$0.00
$138.00
$138.00

$262,458.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,312.50 City of Beacon
$757.50
$656.25
$0.00
$2,726.25
$2,726.25

Mortgagor: KEATING JOHN
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1653
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$917.50 Dover
$520.50
$458.75
$0.00
$1 ,896.75
$1 ,896.75

Mortgagor: BADAMI MARIA C
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1652

14888

$183,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: CIOCCHI LOUIS D
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1650

14866

$1 ,727.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,006.20
$863.50
$0.00
$3,596.70
$3,596.70

Mortgagor: ABBRUZZI CHRISTINE
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1651

14861

$345,415.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51800
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$236,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,182.50 Dover
$679.50 Dover
$591.25 Dover
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 Dover
$2,453.25
$2,453.25

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14893

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: DKH REALTY LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1654
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-51801

$1 ,880,000.00 (NE) Commercial

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14900

6/23/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51803
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51804
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

$1 ,012.50 Wappinger
$577.50 Wappinger
$0.00 Wappinger
$1 ,590.00
$1 ,590.00

$199,952.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,000.00
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: DUVAL JOHN A
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Serial# DL 1656
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51805
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$202,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: TAMA JOSEPH
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1655

14902

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: PARRA MAURO
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#

14901

$9,400.00
$5,640.00
$4,700.00
$0.00
$19,740.00
$19,740.00

$247,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,235.00
$711.00
$617.50
$0.00
$2,563.50
$2,563.50

Union Vale
Union Vale
Union Vale
Union Vale
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

14904

6/23/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: HOHMANN PATRICIA J
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1657
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51806
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14915

6/23/2020

250
260
276
6/23/2020

250
260
276
6/23/2020

Doc# 01-2020-2666
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2667
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

Doc# 01-2020-2668
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2669
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

$55,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$275.00 Hyde Park
$135.00
$0.00
$410.00

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$750.00 La Grange
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00
$2,750.00

$255,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,275.00 Fishkill
$735.00
$637.50
$0.00
$2,647.50
$2,647.50

Mortgagor: HUMMEL KATIE D
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial # DL 1662
250
260
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$750.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$420.00
$0.00
$1 ,170.00

Mortgagor: EVANS Tl MOTHY E
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1661

14927

$150,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: GRAFF MICHAEL F
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1660

14918

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Mortgagor: NAZAK JENNIFER
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1659

14915

$232.00
$109.20
$116.00
$0.00
$457.20
$457.20

Mortgagor: CALLAHAN CHARLES
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1658

14915

$46,436.11 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2670
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$216,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,080.00 City of Beacon
$618.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14940

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: PANCRAZI ELIZABETH MARY
Mortgagee: AMALGAMATED BANK

Serial# DL 1663
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2671
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14954

6/23/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2672
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2673
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2675
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/23/2020

$624.00 Beekman
$344.40
$0.00
$968.40
$968.40

$2,892.19 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$14.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$14.50
$14.50

$5,280.47 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$26.50 Hyde Park
$0.00
$0.00
$26.50
$26.50

Mortgagor: FULTON STEVEN T
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1668
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$124 ,765.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: COCCO SIMMONS JAIME L
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1667

14963

$1 ,320.00 Red Hook
$762.00
$660.00
$0.00
$2,742.00
$2,742.00

Mortgagor: CRUZ FREDDIE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1666

14960

$264 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: LOZITO GARY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1664

14959

$540.00
$0.00
$2,238.00
$2,238.00

Doc# 01-2020-2677
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$75,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$375.00 East Fishkill
$195.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$570.00
$570.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14965

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: CAMPOLONG DAVID
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1669
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2678

$475,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,375.00 Red Hook
$1 ,395.00
$0.00
$3,770.00
$3,770.00

Receipt Total:
14966

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: PAINO NANCY
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1670
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2679

$7,118.57 1-2 Family Residence
$35.50 Fishkill
$0.00
$17.75
$0.00
$53.25
$53.25

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14987

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: BECHT JENNIFER
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51808

$162,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$810.00 Pine Plains
$456.00 Pine Plains
$0.00 Pine Plains
$1 ,266.00
$1 ,266.00

Receipt Total:
14988

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: COUBERITER THOMAS
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1672
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51809

$200,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,000.00
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

Receipt Total:
14991

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: BARNETT WINS BY JEFFREY R
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1673
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Doc# 01-2020-51810
Mortgage Tax County

$340,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,700.00 Amenia
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

14993

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: MCDONOUGH DANIEL J
Mortgagee: CLIFFCO INC

Serial# DL 1674
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51811
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

14995

6/23/2020

250
260
275
276
6/23/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51812

Doc# 01-2020-51814
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2681
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/23/2020

$123,750.00 (NE) 1-6 Residence
$618.50
$371.10
$309.25
$0.00
$1 ,298.85
$2,873.85

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

$333,675.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,668.50 City of Beacon
$971.10
$834.25
$0.00
$3,473.85
$3,473.85

Mortgagor: STARK ROBERT
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1676
250
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: SKARSTAD SAMUEL B
Mortgagee: FAIRWAY INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE
CORPORATION

Serial # DL 1675

15007

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

$150,000.00 (NE) 1-6 Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

Receipt Total:
6/23/2020

$1 ,360.00
$786.00
$680.00
$0.00
$2,826.00
$2,826.00

$750.00
$450.00
$375.00
$0.00
$1 ,575.00
Mortgagor: KORMAR PROPERTY GROUP LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial#

15003

$272,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: KORMAR PROPERTY GROUP LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial#

14995

$990.00 Amenia
$850.00 Amenia
$0.00 Amenia
$3,540.00
$3,540.00

Doc# 01-2020-2682
Mortgage Tax County

$273,737.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,368.50 Pawling
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15010

6/23/2020

Mortgagor: VOLLARO SARA
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1677
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2683
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

15014

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2684
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2685
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51816
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

$1 ,740.00 Clinton
$1 ,014.00
$870.00
$0.00
$3,624.00
$3,624.00

$112,917.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$564.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$308.70
$0.00
$873.20
$873.20

$182,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$910.00
$516.00
$455.00
$0.00
$1 ,881.00
$1 ,881.00

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: GENCK CHARLES
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1680
250
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$348,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: JACKSON OWEN P
Mortgagee: KEYBANK NATL ASSOC

Serial# DL 1681

15019

$712.50 Hyde Park
$397.50
$356.25
$0.00
$1 ,466.25
$1 ,466.25

Mortgagor: BARBUTO SHANNON R
Mortgagee: TYNDALL FCU

Serial# DL 1679

15017

$142,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: LASKO PETER
Mortgagee: BANK OF MILLBROOK

Serial # DL 1678

15015

$791.10
$684.25
$0.00
$2,843.85
$2,843.85

Doc# 01-2020-2686
Mortgage Tax County

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$250.00 Beekman
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

$120.00
$125.00
$0.00
$495.00
$495.00

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15021

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: BROWN CASEY
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1682
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51817
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

15023

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51818
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: GARRIS CAROLE
Mortgagee: CITIMORTGAGE INC

Serial # DL 1684
276
275
260
250
15028

6/24/2020

Doc# 01-2020-2688
Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County

Mortgagor: GARRIS CAROLE
Mortgagee: CITIMORTGAGE INC

Serial # DL 1685
276
275
260
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$920.00
$522.00
$460.00
$0.00
$1 ,902.00
$1 ,902.00

Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford

Mortgagor: DELLARIPA JACLYN M
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1683

15028

$184 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2689
Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County

$270,019.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,350.00
$780.00
$675.00
$0.00
$2,805.00
$2,805.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Comments:
INSTRUMENT NOT ENTITLED
TO BE RECORDED PER NYS
TAX LAW SECTION 258a
$10,324.12 1-2 Family Residence
$0.00
$25.75
$0.90
$51.50 City of Beacon
$78.15
Comments:
INSTRUMENT NOT ENTITLED
TO BE RECORDED PER NYS
TAX LAW SECTION 258a
$40,525.11 1-2 Family Residence
$0.00
$101.25
$91.50
$202.50 City of Beacon
$395.25
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15028

6/24/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: GARRIS CAROLE
Mortgagee: CITIMORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1686
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2690
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15042

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2692
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51819
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2694
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

$23,628.81 1-2 Family Residence
$118.00
$40.80
$59.00
$0.00
$217.80
$217.80

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$21,663.40 1-2 Family Residence
$108.50 East Fishkill
$35.10
$54.25
$0.00
$197.85
$197.85

Mortgagor: KADLUBOWSKI JENNIFER
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1690
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$36.00 La Grange
$0.00
$18.00
$0.00
$54.00
$54.00

Mortgagor: DEARMAN RYAN J
Mortgagee: MAHOPAC BANK

Serial# DL 1688

15051

$7,214.51 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: BOYCE WILLIAM
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1689

15047

$702.50 City of Beacon
$391.50
$351.25
$0.00
$1,445.25
$1 ,918.65

Mortgagor: ATANASIO NICOLE F
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1687

15044

$140,522.01 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2696
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$370,405.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,852.00 Beekman
$1 ,081.20
$926.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15053

6/24/2020

$0.00
$3,859.20
$3,859.20

Mortgagor: WALDRON BRIAN M
Mortgagee: WALDEN SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1691
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51820

$2,971.82 1-2 Family Residence
$15.00
$0.00
$7.50
$0.00
$22.50
$22.50

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15056

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2697

$6,573.94 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$33.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$16.50
$0.00
$49.50
$49.50

Receipt Total:
6/24/2020

Mortgagor: VAKKALANKA SATYA SAi SUNIL
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1693
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2699
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15061

6/24/2020

$462,135.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,310.50 East Fishkill
$1 ,356.30
$1 ,155.25
$0.00
$4,822.05
$4,822.05

Mortgagor: BREZOVSKY ANDREW
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1694
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2700
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: KOWALIW MICHAEL SEAN
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1692

15057

La
La
La
La

$213,600.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,068.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$610.80
$0.00
$1 ,678.80
$1 ,678.80
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15062

6/24/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SLESINSKI MARTIN
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial # DL 1695
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2701

$200,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,000.00 Red Hook
$570.00
$0.00
$1 ,570.00
$1 ,570.00

Receipt Total:
15065

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: QUINLAN NICOLE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1696
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2702

$275,405.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,377.00 Union Vale
$796.20
$0.00
$2,173.20
$2,173.20

Receipt Total:
15067

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: TORRES RAMON
Mortgagee: CALIBER HOME LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1697
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2703

$199,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$997.50 Hyde Park
$568.50
$498.75
$0.00
$2,064.75
$2,064.75

Receipt Total:
15069

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: DETONE MATTHEW ANDREW
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1698
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2704
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15073

6/24/2020

$1 ,912.00 Beekman
$1 ,117.20
$956.00
$0.00
$3,985.20
$3,985.20

Mortgagor: CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY
Mortgagee: CITY OF POUGHKEEPSIE INDUSTRIAL
DEVELOPMENT AGENCY

Serial # DL 1699
250
260
270

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$382,375.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2705
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA

$250,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$750.00
$0.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15075

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: MCGREW SAMANTHA P
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1700
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2707
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15080

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2708
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2709
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2710
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

$1 ,854.00 Clinton
$1 ,082.40
$927.00
$0.00
$3,863.40
$3,863.40

$178,500.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$505.50
$892.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$1 ,398.00
$1 ,398.00

$2,247.69 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$11.00 Wappinger
$0.00
$0.00
$11.00
$11.00

Mortgagor: LEWIS ANDREA M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1704
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$370,800.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: CHASE JOANN
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1703

15084

$710.50 Wappinger
$396.30
$355.25
$0.00
$1 ,462.05
$1 ,462.05

Mortgagor: BOYES ROBERT N JR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1702

15083

$142,105.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: GENDRON ALEXIS
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1701

15081

$0.00
$750.00
$750.00

Doc# 01-2020-2712
Mortgage Tax County

$5,187.15 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$26.00 Wappinger
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020
Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

260
276

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15085

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: HENEKA LORRAINE M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1705
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2714
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15088

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2716
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

275
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51822
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51823
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total :

6/24/2020

$34.50 Wappinger
$0.00
$17.25
$0.00
$51.75
$51.75
Comments:
MORTGAGE TAX CHARGED
ON R2020-15649
$155,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

$255,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,275.00
$735.00
$637.50
$0.00
$2,647.50
$2,647.50

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: BOOZ DAVID A
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1710
250
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$6,856.39 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: REZNICEK MICHAEL
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1709

15102

$95.50 La Grange
$27.30
$0.00
$122.80
$122.80

Mortgagor: JONES PATRICIA
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial # DL 1708

15101

$19,126.97 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: MARCO KRIS B
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1707

15099

$0.00
$0.00
$26.00
$26.00

Doc# 01-2020-51824
Mortgage Tax County

$5,283.67 1-2 Family Residence
$26.50 Rhinebeck
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
260
275
276

$0.00 Rhinebeck
$13.25 Rhinebeck
$0.00 Rhinebeck
$39.75
$39.75

Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15105

6/24/2020

Mortgagor: WHITE BRADFORD
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51826
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15106

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51827
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2718
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/24/2020

$1 ,300.00
$750.00
$650.00
$0.00
$2,700.00
$2,700.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

$294 ,566.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1,473.00 Wappinger
$853.80
$736.50
$0.00
$3,063.30
$3,063.30

Mortgagor: MALANDRINO JENNIFER
Mortgagee: FAIRWAY INDEPENDENT MORTGAGE
CORP

Serial# DL 1713
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2719
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$260,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: GONCALVES JESSICA
Mortgagee: WILLIAM RAVEIS MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1712

15128

$1 ,601.50 Beekman
$930.90 Beekman
$0.00 Beekman
$2,532.40
$2,532.40

Mortgagor: BOYLE AMBER
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial # DL 1711

15126

$320,320.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$273,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,365.00 La Grange
$789.00
$682.50
$0.00
$2,836.50
$2,836.50
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020
Receipt#

Receipt Date

15142

6/25/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BINNIE CINDY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1714

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2720
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15144

6/25/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2721
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2722
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2723
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

$100,000.00 (NE) C.U. I Nat Pr
$500.00 Rhinebeck
$300.00
$0.00
$800.00
$800.00

$45,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$225.00 La Grange
$105.00
$0.00
$330.00
$330.00

Mortgagor: BRUNO JENNIFER
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51828
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 DO.OD La Grange
$30.00
$0.00
$130.00
$130.00

Mortgagor: CANTAMESSA JOHN
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1717

15157

$20,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: MULHERN FRANK M
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1715

15149

$300.00 Milan
$150.00
$0.00
$450.00
$450.00

Mortgagor: ROMANO THOMAS C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1716

15146

$60,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$135,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$675.00 Beekman
$375.00 Beekman
$0.00 Beekman
$1 ,050.00
$1 ,050.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15163

6/25/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ABARNO SHARON D
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial# DL 1718
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51829

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$250.00
$120.00
$125.00
$0.00
$495.00
$495.00

Receipt Total:
15169

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: BOJKAJ DEME
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1719
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51830
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15175

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51831
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51832
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

$294 ,566.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,473.00
$853.80
$736.50
$0.00
$3,063.30
$3,063.30

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

$240,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,200.00
$690.00
$600.00
$0.00
$2,490.00
$2,490.00

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: MUND CHRISTINE E
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1722
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,050.00
$600.00
$525.00
$0.00
$2,175.00
$2,175.00

Mortgagor: DOUGLAS ALMENA F.
Mortgagee: NATIONWIDE MORTGAGE BANKERS, INC

Serial# DL 1721

15180

$210,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: VELISSARIOS ATHENA
Mortgagee: LUXURY MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1720

15177

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Doc# 01-2020-2725
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$25,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$125.00 Fishkill
$45.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15184

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: BAUERLEIN PATRICIA B
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial# DL 1723
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2726
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15191

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2727
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2728
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

250

$475,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,375.00 Pawling
$1 ,395.00
$1 ,187.50
$0.00
$4,957.50
$4,957.50

$63,847.55 No Tax/ Serial#

Mortgage Tax County

$0.00 East Fishkill
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgagor: MORRIS CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1727
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$2,400.00 City of Beacon
$1 ,410.00
$1 ,200.00
$0.00
$5,010.00
$5,010.00

Doc# 01-2020-51833

Receipt Total:
6/25/2020

$480,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: GUZMAN NINO
Mortgagee: HOUSING & URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Serial#

15205

$250.00 La Grange
$120.00
$0.00
$370.00
$370.00

Mortgagor: SALBI ZAINAB
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1726

15197

$50,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: ALEXANDER SCOTT HUGO
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1724

15194

$0.00
$170.00
$170.00

Doc# 01-2020-2729
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$240,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,200.00 Wappinger
$690.00
$600.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15206

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: WHEELER MARY MANNING
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATL BANK

Serial# DL 1728
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51834
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15208

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2730
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2731
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

Amenia
Amenia
Amenia
Amenia

$243,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,215.00 Union Vale
$699.00
$607.50
$0.00
$2,521.50
$2,521.50

$375,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,875.00 Pleasant Valley
$1 ,095.00
$937.50
$0.00
$3,907.50
$3,907.50

Mortgagor: LANG TIMOTHY A
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1731
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2732
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,897.00
$1 ,108.20
$948.50
$0.00
$3,953.70
$3,953.70

Mortgagor: BLOOM TIMOTHY JAMES
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1730

15216

$379,400.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: COHEN DAVID W
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1729

15209

$0.00
$2,490.00
$2,490.00

$285,699.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,428.50 Clinton
$827.10
$714.25
$0.00
$2,969.85
$2,969.85
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15218

6/25/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: COSTELLO ASHLEY
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATL BANK

Serial# DL 1732
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2733

$10,725.60 1-2 Family Residence
$53.50 East Fishkill
$2.10
$26.75
$0.00
$82.35
$82.35

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15219

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: CLARKE WESLEY A
Mortgagee: GUARANTEED RATE INC

Serial# DL 1733
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51835

$337,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,687.50
$982.50
$843.75
$0.00
$3,513.75
$3,513.75

Receipt Total:
15220

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: DELGADO THOMAS
Mortgagee: LOANDEPOT COM LLC

Serial# DL 1734
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51836

$354,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,770.00
$1 ,032.00
$885.00
$0.00
$3,687.00
$3,687.00

Receipt Total:
15223

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2735
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/25/2020

$122,312.00 1-2 Family Residence
$611.50 Wappinger
$336.90
$305.75
$0.00
$1 ,254.15
$1 ,254.15

Mortgagor: BLOOM ERIC A
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1736
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

Mortgagor: PASSARO KELSI LEE
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1735

15225

Union Vale
Union Vale
Union Vale
Union Vale

Doc# 01-2020-2736
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$241,239.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,206.00 Wappinger
$693.60
$603.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$2,502.60
$2,502.60

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15227

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: TULLY GARY
Mortgagee: EAST COAST CAPITAL CORP

Serial# DL 1737
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51837

$199,195.00 1-2 Family Residence
$996.00
$567.60
$498.00
$0.00
$2,061.60
$2,061.60

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15228

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: SARLES ALBERT J 111
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1738
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2737

$258,400.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,292.00 Hyde Park
$745.20
$646.00
$0.00
$2,683.20
$2,683.20

Receipt Total:
15233

6/25/2020

Mortgagor: WYLDE DEBRA J
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1739
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51839
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15235

6/25/2020

$263,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,315.00
$759.00
$657.50
$0.00
$2,731.50
$2,731.50

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: MAEDER JONATHAN S
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1740
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2738
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

$312,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,562.50 Hyde Park
$907.50
$781.25
$0.00
$3,251.25
$3,251.25
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15236

6/25/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SIMMONS ARDEN
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1741
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2739
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15243

6/25/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2740
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2741
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2742
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$100,800.00 1-2 Family Residence
$504.00 Beekman
$272.40
$252.00
$0.00
$1 ,028.40
$1 ,028.40

$100,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$500.00 Fishkill
$270.00
$250.00
$0.00
$1 ,020.00
$1 ,020.00

Mortgagor: NEATON JEREMY R
Mortgagee: AMERICAN INTERNET MORTGAGE INC

Serial# DL 1745
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,811.00 Beekman
$1 ,056.60
$905.50
$0.00
$3,773.10
$3,773.10

Mortgagor: MCLEES JOHN C
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1744

15256

$362,208.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: CALDARA MARY E
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1743

15255

$686.50 Milan
$381.90
$343.25
$0.00
$1 ,411.65
$1 ,411.65

Mortgagor: FRANZESE JESSE L
Mortgagee: PRIMELENDING

Serial# DL 1742

15254

$137,342.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2743
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$330,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,650.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$960.00
$825.00
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15257

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: RODE DANIEL F
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1746
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2744
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

15260

6/26/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2745
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2746
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2747
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$580.00 East Fishkill
$318.00
$0.00
$898.00
$898.00

$174,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00
$492.00
$870.00 Dover
$1 ,362.00
$1 ,362.00

$224,708.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,123.50 La Grange
$644.10
$561.75
$0.00
$2,329.35
$2,329.35

Mortgagor: LOVE TYLER
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1750
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$116,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: SEGARRA NORTON E
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1749

15272

$0.00
$963.00
$1 ,655.00 East Fishkill
$2,618.00
$2,618.00

Mortgagor: KETCHIN ANTHONY G
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1748

15268

$331 ,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: WHITE NATHANIEL JR
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1747

15262

$0.00
$3,435.00
$3,435.00

Doc# 01-2020-51841
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$617,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$3,087.50 Milan
$1 ,822.50 Milan
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Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15273

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: RAMOS RALPH
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1751
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51842
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15282

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51843
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2748
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$1 ,250.00
$720.00
$625.00
$0.00
$2,595.00
$2,595.00

$260,200.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,301.00
$750.60
$650.50
$0.00
$2,702.10
$2,702.10

250

$237,640.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,188.00 Wappinger
$682.80
$594.00
$0.00
$2,464.80
$2,464.80

Doc# 01-2020-51844

$201 ,600.00 No Tax / Serial #

Mortgage Tax County

$0.00 Pawling
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
6/26/2020

Mortgagor: OGDEN RICHARD
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1754
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley
Pleasant Valley

Mortgagor: TALT NICOLE
Mortgagee: UNITED STATES DEPT OF AGRICULTURE

Serial #

15287

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: MILONE JOHN
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1753

15284

$250,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: HICKS NANCY L
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1752

15283

$1 ,543.75 Milan
$0.00 Milan
$6,453.75
$6,453.75

Doc# 01-2020-2749
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$124 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$620.00 Hyde Park
$342.00
$310.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment

276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15289

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: COLE MITCHELL
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial# DL 1755
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2750
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15290

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51845
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51846
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$170,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$850.00
$480.00
$425.00
$0.00
$1 ,755.00
$1,755.00

Red
Red
Red
Red

Hook
Hook
Hook
Hook

$498,750.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,493.50
$1,466.10
$1 ,246.75
$0.00
$5,206.35
$5,206.35

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: IRISH JOANNE
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1758
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2751
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$2,552.00 Fishkill
$1 ,501.20
$1 ,276.00
$0.00
$5,329.20
$5,329.20

Mortgagor: OSBORN JAMES
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1757

15294

$510,400.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: KRACOV ERIC SCOTT
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1756

15292

$0.00
$1 ,272.00
$1 ,272.00

$253,100.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,265.50 Washington
$729.30
$632.75
$0.00
$2,627.55
$2,627.55
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15296

6/26/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: CONROY DONALD
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial # DL 1759
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2752

$175,300.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$876.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$495.90
$438.25
$0.00
$1 ,810.65
$1 ,810.65

Receipt Total:
15298

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: COLLICA DANIELLE JOY
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1760
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51847

$231 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,155.00
$663.00
$577.50
$0.00
$2,395.50
$2,395.50

Receipt Total:
15299

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51848
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51849
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$1 ,160.00
$666.00
$580.00
$0.00
$2,406.00
$2,406.00

Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger
Wappinger

$209,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,045.00
$597.00
$522.50
$0.00
$2,164.50
$2,164.50

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: WEISS GARRETT A
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1763
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$232,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DONATO MICHAEL V
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1762

15304

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: TORRES JASON L
Mortgagee: MID ISLAND MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1761

15300

La
La
La
La

Doc# 01-2020-2753
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$221 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,105.00 City of Beacon
$633.00
$552.50
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00
$2,290.50
$2,290.50

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15305

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: ORTNER FREDERICK J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1764
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2754

$196,133.00 1-2 Family Residence
$980.50 Dover
$558.30
$490.25
$0.00
$2,029.05
$2,029.05

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15306

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: ROSE THEODORE
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1765
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2755

$342,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,710.00 East Fishkill
$996.00
$855.00
$0.00
$3,561.00
$3,561.00

Receipt Total:
15308

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: GALAZKA TADEUSZ
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1766
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2756

$225,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,125.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$645.00
$562.50
$0.00
$2,332.50
$2,332.50

Receipt Total:
15309

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: COBB SCOTT
Mortgagee: CONTOUR MORTGAGE CORP

Serial# DL 1767
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2757
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$252,453.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,262.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$727.50
$631.25
$0.00
$2,621.25
$2,621.25
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15310

6/26/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: CHERRY LAUREN
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial # DL 1768
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2758
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15311

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2759
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2760
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2761
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$336,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,680.00 La Grange
$978.00
$840.00
$0.00
$3,498.00
$3,498.00

$246,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,230.00 Pleasant Valley
$708.00
$615.00
$0.00
$2,553.00
$2,553.00

Mortgagor: BRANDT MATTHEW J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1772
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,001.00 Red Hook
$570.60
$500.50
$0.00
$2,072.10
$2,072.10

Mortgagor: MESSINA JOHN
Mortgagee: ULSTER SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1771

15320

$200,250.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: BEVACQUA ANN C
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1770

15314

$1,068.00 Red Hook
$610.80
$534.00
$0.00
$2,212.80
$2,212.80

Mortgagor: WI LEY KATHY R
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1769

15312

$213,610.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2762
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$208,550.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,042.50 Red Hook
$595.50
$521.25
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15321

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: PAHUCKI LANCE A
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1773
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2763
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15325

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2764
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2765
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$274 ,900.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,374.50 Washington
$794.70
$687.25
$0.00
$2,856.45
$2,856.45

$180,900.00 1-2 Family Residence
$904.50 North East
$512.70
$452.25
$0.00
$1 ,869.45
$1 ,869.45

Mortgagor: ZIMRING BETSY
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1776
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2766
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,582.50 Fishkill
$919.50
$791.25
$0.00
$3,293.25
$3,293.25

Mortgagor: GUNSER PAUL JULES
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1775

15328

$316,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DOYLE WALTER C
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1774

15327

$0.00
$2,159.25
$2,159.25

$75,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$375.00 Pine Plains
$195.00
$187.50
$0.00
$757.50
$757.50
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15330

6/26/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DILELLO HOMES INC
Mortgagee: MLM PROPERTY MANAGEMENT LLC

Serial# DL 1777
250
260
270
276

Doc# 01-2020-2767

$165,000.00 (NE) Commercial
$825.00 City of Beacon
$495.00
$412.50
$0.00
$1 ,732.50
$1 ,732.50

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15332

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: MCCANN TERENCE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1778
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2768

$60,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

$300.00 Red Hook
$150.00
$0.00
$450.00
$450.00

Receipt Total:
15336

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: OLEARY MARY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1779
276
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-2769

$40,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County

$0.00
$90.00
$200.00 Wappinger
$290.00
$290.00

Receipt Total:
15346

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: SHEPPARD SCOTT R
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1780
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51850

$364 ,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,822.50
$1 ,063.50
$911.25
$0.00
$3,797.25
$3,797.25

Receipt Total:
15347

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: CHAPLIN HILL LLC
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1781
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51851
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$1 ,240,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$6,200.00
$3,690.00
$3,100.00
$0.00
$12,990.00
$12,990.00

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15351

6/26/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: FRIEDBERG JENNIFER P
Mortgagee: MORGAN STANLEY PRIVATE BANK NATL
ASSOC

Serial # DL 1782
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51852

$525,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$2,625.00
$1,545.00
$1 ,312.50
$0.00
$5,482.50
$5,482.50

Receipt Total:
15352

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: ZEREGA BRIAN S
Mortgagee: WILLIAM RAVEIS MORTGAGE LLC

Serial# DL 1783
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51853

$320,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,600.00
$930.00
$800.00
$0.00
$3,330.00
$3,330.00

Receipt Total:
15355

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2770
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$53.00 Pawling
$1.80
$26.50
$0.00
$81.30
$81.30

Mortgagor: HARROW LISA M
Mortgagee: US BANK NATIONAL ASSOCIATION

Serial# DL 1785
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51854

$750,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$3,750.00
$2,220.00
$1,875.00
$0.00
$7,845.00
$7,845.00

Receipt Total:
15358

6/26/2020

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Mortgagor: BRITTON GEORGE JR
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1786
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

$10,610.45 1-2 Family Residence

Receipt Total:
6/26/2020

La
La
La
La

Mortgagor: ZACHMANN MICHAEL
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1784

15357

Clinton
Clinton
Clinton
Clinton

Doc# 01-2020-51855
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$230,850.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,154.00 Wappinger
$662.40 Wappinger
$577.00 Wappinger
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15362

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: LEVY ROBERT W Ill
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial#
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51856
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15367

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51857
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

276
270
260
250

Doc# 01-2020-51858
Mortgage Tax Local
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$499,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,497.50
$1 ,468.50
$1 ,248.75
$0.00
$5,214.75
$5,214.75

Stanford
Stanford
Stanford
Stanford

$103,084.09 (NE) Commercial
$0.00
$257.75
$309.30
$515.50
$1 ,082.55
$1 ,082.55

Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park
Hyde Park

Mortgagor: BREAULT JOHN P
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1789
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2772
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$1 ,325.00 La Grange
$765.00 La Grange
$0.00 La Grange
$2,090.00
$2,090.00

Mortgagor: HYDE PARK ROOSEVELT CINEMAS LLC
Mortgagee: MID HUDSON VALLEY FCU

Serial# DL 1788

15374

$265,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: GAFFNEY KYM R WARD
Mortgagee: CALIBER HOME LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1787

15369

$0.00 Wappinger
$2,393.40
$2,393.40

$280,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,400.00 Wappinger
$810.00
$700.00
$0.00
$2,910.00
$2,910.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15376

6/26/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SUH ELVIN H
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial # DL 1790
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51859

$9,275.66 1-2 Family Residence
$46.50
$0.00
$23.25
$0.00
$69.75
$69.75

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15379

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: KARLSSON VICTOR J
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1791
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51860

$324,506.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,622.50
$943.50
$811.25
$0.00
$3,377.25
$3,377.25

Receipt Total:
15380

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51861
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51862
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/26/2020

$1 ,500.00
$870.00
$750.00
$0.00
$3,120.00
$3,120.00

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

$370,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,850.00
$1 ,080.00
$925.00
$0.00
$3,855.00
$3,855.00

City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon
City of Beacon

Mortgagor: CANNELLA CRISTINA
Mortgagee: CROSSCOUNTRY MORTGAGE LLC

Serial # DL 1794
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$300,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: REPKING MATTHEW
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1793

15392

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: PANTALEO CARL V
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1792

15384

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Doc# 01-2020-2773
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$351,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,757.50 Rhinebeck
$1 ,024.50
$878.75
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15396

6/26/2020

Mortgagor: WINKLER DIANE E
Mortgagee: QUICKEN LOANS LLC

Serial# DL 1795
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2776
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15403

6/26/2020

$0.00
$3,660.75
$3,660.75

$148,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$740.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$414.00
$370.00
$0.00
$1 ,524.00
$1 ,524.00

Mortgagor: BORDANARO DENNIS L
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK NA

Serial# DL 1796
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2778

$8,358.52 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$42.00 Wappinger
$0.00
$21.00
$0.00
$63.00
$63.00

Receipt Total:
15415

6/29/2020

Mortgagor: CONDON JAMES A
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1797
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2780
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15419

6/29/2020

$1 ,050.00 Fishkill
$600.00
$525.00
$0.00
$2,175.00
$2,175.00

Mortgagor: RYWALT CORY J
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1798
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2781
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$210,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$32,990.04 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$165.00 La Grange
$69.00
$0.00
$234.00
$234.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15422

6/29/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: FENAROLI ARTHUR P
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1799
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2784

$4,476.85 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$22.50 Red Hook
$0.00
$0.00
$22.50
$22.50

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15431

6/29/2020

Mortgagor: RICCI DANIEL M
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1800
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2786

$54 ,640.25 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$273.00 Fishkill
$133.80
$0.00
$406.80
$406.80

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15433

6/29/2020

Mortgagor: MANOR PROPERTIES
REDEVELOPEMENT LLC
Mortgagee: LOAN FUNDER LLC SERIES 13403

Serial# DL 1801
276
275
260
250
15433

6/29/2020

Doc# 01-2020-2788

$0.00
$246.75
$266.10
$493.50 Pawling
$1 ,006.35
Mortgagor: MANOR PROPERTIES REDEVELOPMENT
LLC
Mortgagee: LOAN FUNDER LLC SERIES 13403

Serial# DL 1802
250
260
275
276

Mortgage Tax Local
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax County

Doc# 01-2020-2789
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15436

6/29/2020

$89,997.00 1-2 Family Residence
$450.00 Pawling
$240.00
$225.00
$0.00
$915.00
$1 ,921.35
Comments:
REFERENCE NOT MADE TO
MORTGAGE PLEASE REFER
TO OUR WEBSITE

Mortgagor: LAZAROS HARRY JR
Mortgagee: PHH MORTGAGE CORP

Serial # DL 1803
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51863
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$98,700.00 1-2 Family Residence

$26,769.48 1-2 Family Residence
$134.00
$50.40
$67.00
$0.00
$251.40
$251.40

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15444

6/29/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SILVERMAN KAREN DIANE
Mortgagee: HUNTINGTON NATL BANK

Serial # DL 1804
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51864
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15446

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51865
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51867
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51868
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

$35.50
$0.00
$17.75
$0.00
$53.25
$53.25

Milan
Milan
Milan
Milan

$95,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$475.00
$255.00
$237.50
$0.00
$967.50
$967.50

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$394 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,970.00
$1 ,152.00
$985.00
$0.00
$4,107.00
$4,107.00

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: VERVEN STEPHEN G
Mortgagee: RONDOUT SVGS BANK

Serial# DL 1808
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$7,112.18 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SOLIMENE DON
Mortgagee: M&T BANK

Serial# DL 1807

15491

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: HADDAD NITHAL
Mortgagee: VALLEY NATIONAL BANK

Serial# DL 1806

15451

$2,090.00
$1 ,224.00
$1 ,045.00
$0.00
$4,359.00
$4,359.00

Mortgagor: FREEDMAN MICHAEL D
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1805

15450

$418,045.00 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-2790
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$5,808.51 1-2 Family Residence
$29.00 Milan
$0.00
$14.50
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15492

6/29/2020

Mortgagor: KRONER JOSHUA
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1809
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2793
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15505

6/29/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51870
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51871
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-51872
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

$2,952.00 East Fishkill
$1 ,741.20 East Fishkill
$0.00 East Fishkill
$4,693.20
$4,693.20

$196,300.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$981.50 Fishkill
$558.90 Fishkill
$0.00 Fishkill
$1 ,540.40
$1 ,540.40

$212,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$1 ,060.00 La Grange
$606.00 La Grange
$0.00 La Grange
$1 ,666.00
$1 ,666.00

Mortgagor: TERWILLIGER JASON H
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1810
250
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$590,400.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: MARTIN MELISSA
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial #

15512

$590.50 Milan
$324.30
$295.25
$0.00
$1 ,210.05
$1 ,210.05

Mortgagor: J UTT WILLIAM
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#

15507

$118,058.47 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: DENISOVA DIANA G
Mortgagee: TEG FCU

Serial#

15506

$0.00
$43.50
$43.50

Doc# 01-2020-51873
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$43,720.31 1-2 Family Residence
$218.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$101.10 City of Poughkeepsie
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15513

6/29/2020

Mortgagor: SANDMAN STEVEN ALAN
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1811
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51875
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15514

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51876
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

280

Doc# 01-2020-51878
Mortgage Tax Held
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51880
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

East
East
East
East

$8,054.70 1-2 Family Residence
$40.50
$0.00
$20.25
$0.00
$60.75
$60.75

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

$192,431 .76 (NE) Commercial
$2,020.20 Other
$2,020.20
$2,020.20

$161 ,250.00 1-2 Family Residence
$806.00
$453.60
$403.00
$0.00
$1 ,662.60
$1 ,662.60

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: RAHEEM ABDOOL Z
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1815
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

North
North
North
North

Mortgagor: GREEN STEWART TRISSAN
Mortgagee: WELLS FARGO BANK, NA

Serial# DL 1814

15531

$960.00
$546.00
$480.00
$0.00
$1 ,986.00
$1 ,986.00

Mortgagor: MCRJ REALTY CORP
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1813

15518

$192,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: STEIN RICHARD D.
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial# DL 1812

15515

$109.25 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$428.85
$428.85

Doc# 01-2020-2795
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$290,875.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,454.50 Fishkill
$842.70
$727.25
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15538

6/29/2020

Mortgagor: CORNELL LEA G
Mortgagee: BANK OF MILLBROOK

Serial# DL 1816
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51881
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15539

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51882
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2796
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

Washington
Washington
Washington
Washington

$270,750.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,353.50
$782.10
$676.75
$0.00
$2,812.35
$2,812.35

Dover
Dover
Dover
Dover

$51 ,196.68 1-2 Family Residence
$256.00 East Fishkill
$123.60
$128.00
$0.00
$507.60
$507.60

Mortgagor: ROBINSON MARIA E
Mortgagee: FLAGSTAR BANK FSB

Serial# DL 1819
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51883
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$3,500.00
$2,070.00
$1 ,750.00
$0.00
$7,320.00
$7,320.00

Mortgagor: MCELDUFF MICHAEL J
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1817

15546

$700,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: PETERS ARTHUR
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1818

15540

$0.00
$3,024.45
$3,024.45

$304 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,520.00
$882.00
$760.00
$0.00
$3,162.00
$3,162.00

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15548

6/29/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: UWIDUHAYE JEAN PAUL
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1821
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51884
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15549

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2798
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51885
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/29/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51886
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

$37.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$18.75
$0.00
$56.25
$56.25

$416,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,080.00
$1 ,218.00
$1 ,040.00
$0.00
$4,338.00
$4,338.00

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$211 ,690.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,058.50
$605.10
$529.25
$0.00
$2,192.85
$2,192.85

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: PRINE ERIC
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1824
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2799
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$7,500.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: PETRE MOON KRISTINA
Mortgagee: EAST COAST CAPITAL CORP

Serial# DL 1823

15574

Beekman
Beekman
Beekman
Beekman

Mortgagor: VALENTI JEFFREY
Mortgagee: TD BANK NA

Serial# DL 1822

15559

$2,220.00
$1 ,302.00
$1 ,110.00
$0.00
$4,632.00
$4,632.00

Mortgagor: ALI MOHAMMED A
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1820

15557

$444,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$87,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$435.00 Fishkill
$231.00
$0.00
$666.00
$666.00
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15576

6/30/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: DALY El LEEN C
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1825
250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2801
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15577

6/30/2020

250
260
276
6/30/2020

Doc# 01-2020-2803
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local

250
260
276

Doc# 01-2020-2804
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2805
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

$0.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
$0.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$0.00
$26.50

$251 ,500.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,257.50 Town of Poughkeepsie
$724.50
$628.75
$0.00
$2,610.75
$2,610.75

Mortgagor: KREINES DAVID L
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1830
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51887
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$26.50 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$26.50

Mortgagor: NJENGA MARTIN
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial # DL 1828

15608

$5,283.72 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgagor: ODONNELL SANDRA
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1827

15586

$19.00 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00
$19.00
$19.00

Mortgagor: ODONNELL SANDRA
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial# DL 1826

15577

$3,786.98 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

$278,910.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,394.50
$806.70
$697.25
$0.00
$2,898.45
$2,898.45

La
La
La
La

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

15609

6/30/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: ANDERSEN KARL
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1829
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2806
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15616

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51888
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2808
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51890
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

$2,482.60 1-2 Family Residence
$12.50 East Fishkill
$0.00
$6.25
$0.00
$18.75
$18.75

$275,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,375.00
$795.00
$687.50
$0.00
$2,857.50
$2,857.50

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Mortgagor: ROBERTO RALPH
Mortgagee: ATLANTIC HOME LOANS INC

Serial# DL 1834
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$13.50
$0.00
$6.75
$0.00
$20.25
$20.25

Mortgagor: MICCARELLI ANDREA
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1833

15631

$2,674.01 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: SCHAUER SANDRA F
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1831

15623

$6.00 Beekman
$0.00
$3.00
$0.00
$9.00
$9.00

Mortgagor: PANICCIA LAWRENCE M
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1832

15618

$1,192.24 1-2 Family Residence

Doc# 01-2020-51891
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$130,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$650.00 La Grange
$360.00 La Grange
$325.00 La Grange
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Dutchess County Clerk
Mortgage Tax Report
6/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15646

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: PARKER PATRICIA E
Mortgagee: AMERICAN FINANCIAL NETWORK INC

Serial# DL 1835
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2810
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15647

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51892
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

250
260
270
275
280
276

$308,750.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,543.50
$896.10
$771. 75
$0.00
$3,211.35
$3,211.35

East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

Comments:
Mortgage Tax applied to R 2020
-15099 (Document 01-202051822). Original receipt was
mistakenly recorded with no
mortgage tax.

Doc# 01-2020-2811
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
SONYMA
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

$875.00 La Grange
$495.00
$437.50
$0.00
$1 ,807.50
$1 ,807.50

Mortgagor: XX
Mortgagee: XX

Serial # DL 1837

15655

$175,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: RAMTAHAL ELVIS
Mortgagee: UNITED WHOLESALE MORTGAGE

Serial# DL 1836

15649

$0.00 La Grange
$1 ,335.00
$1 ,335.00

$155,000.00 Adjustment
$775.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$435.00
$0.00
$387.50
$0.00 Town of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$1 ,597.50
$1 ,597.50

Mortgagor: METZLER MARIAN BETH
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial # DL 1838
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Doc# 01-2020-51893
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$50,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$250.00 East Fishkill
$120.00 East Fishkill
$125.00 East Fishkill
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

$0.00 East Fishkill
$495.00
$495.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15657

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: BIZZOCO ANDREW J
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1839
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2812

$27,612.02 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$138.00 Wappinger
$52.80
$69.00
$0.00
$259.80
$259.80

Receipt Total:
15665

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: SLOSS JASON
Mortgagee: WEBSTER BANK NA

Serial# DL 1840
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51894

$200,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,000.00
$570.00
$500.00
$0.00
$2,070.00
$2,070.00

Receipt Total:
15676

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2814
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: BANTA BWW KG LLC
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1843
280
260
270
276
250

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Grange
Grange
Grange
Grange

Mortgagor: SADOWSKI DAVID
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1841

15678

La
La
La
La

Doc# 01-2020-256
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
SONYMA
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax

Held
MTA Share
Local
County

$192,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$960.00 Amenia
$546.00
$480.00
$0.00
$1 ,986.00
$1 ,986.00
Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 20201256 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DK5984
$1 ,237,000.00 (NE) Commercial
($12,988.50)
$3,711.00
$2,138.14
$0.00
$4,276.27 Town of Poughkeepsie
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
250

Mortgage Tax County

$2,863.09 Other
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
15679

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: MCEATHRON LOU ANN
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1842
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2815

$138,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$690.00 Dover
$384.00
$345.00
$0.00
$1 ,419.00
$1 ,419.00

Receipt Total:
15680

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: REDFIELD JEFFREY JONATHAN
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial # DL 1844
280
260
275
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-51027

$500,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County

($5,220.00)
$10.43
$8.87
$0.00
$17.73 East Fishkill
$5,182.97 Other
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
15681

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: CASTRO NANCY
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CR UNION

Serial # DL 1845
280
260
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-2120

6/30/2020

Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County

($970.00)
$321.74
$0.00
$582.86 East Fishkill
$65.40 Other
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgagor: ONEILL GROUP DUTTON LLC
Mortgagee: INVESTORS BANK

Serial # DL 1847
280
260

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Doc# 01-2020-1021
Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202012212 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL932
$125,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Receipt Total:
15682

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202011055 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL576

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 20206226 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DK6859

$8,370,000.16 (NE) Commercial
($87,885.00)
$25,110.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
270
276
250
250

SONYMA
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

15684

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: ESFORMES MARC
Mortgagee: TD BANK NA

Serial # DL 1848
280
260
275
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-1032
Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

15685

6/30/2020

280
260
275
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-1402
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax

Held
MTA Share
Local
County
County
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

$70,057.00 1-2 Family Residence
($706.05)
$180.30
$175.25
$0.00
$322.24 Fishkill
$28.26 Wappinger
$0.00
$0.00
Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 20208162 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DK7242
$333,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
($3,466.50)
$969.00
$832.50
$0.00
$29.29 East Fishkill
$1 ,635.71 La Grange
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgagor: KEAR EDWARD
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial # DL 1850
280
260
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-50841
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax

Held
MTA Share
Local
County
County
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 20206257 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DK6865

Mortgagor: LESKO MICHAEL
Mortgagee: CITIZENS BANK NA

Serial # DL 1849

15686

$20,925.00
$0.00
$2,114.61 Town of Poughkeepsie
$39,735.39 City of Poughkeepsie
$0.00
$0.00

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202010375 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL379

$180,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr
($1 ,410.00)
$510.00
$0.00
$891.92 Fishkill
$8.08 Wappinger
$0.00
$0.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15687

6/30/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: BLACKMAN KYLE
Mortgagee: HUDSON VALLEY CREDIT UNION

Serial# DL 1851
280
260
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-50877

$244,000.00 (E) CR Un/Nat Pr

Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County

($1 ,922.00)
$702.00
$0.00
$224.82 Amenia
$995.18 Washington
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
15689

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: ARCADIA FIELDS LLC
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial # DL 1852
280
260
275
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-1859

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202010928 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL529
$500,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County

($5,220.00)
$1 ,470.00
$1 ,250.00
$0.00
$18.65 Stanford
$2,481.35 Washington
$0.00
$0.00

Receipt Total:
15690

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: BOICE JONATHAN L
Mortgagee: CITIZENS BANK NA

Serial # DL 1853
280
260
275
276
250
250

Doc# 01-2020-50905
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax
Mortgage Tax

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202010668 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL454
$113,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Held
MTA Share

($1 ,156.50)
$309.00
$282.50
$0.00
$4.54 Pleasant Valley
$560.46 Washington
$0.00
$0.00

Local
County
County
Receipt Total:

15691

6/30/2020

280
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202012141 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL906

Mortgagor: RAUSCH KURT
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial # DL 1854

Doc# 01-2020-2109
Mortgage Tax Held
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

Comments:
RELEASING RECEIPT 202010556 WITH MTG SERIAL
NUMBER DL433

$100,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
($1 ,020.00)
$270.00
$250.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276
250
250

$0.00
$475.22 North East
$24.78 Pine Plains
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgage Tax Local
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax County
Receipt Total:

15692

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: ARNOFF MICHAEL
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1855
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2816

$11 ,126.94 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$55.50 Pleasant Valley
$3.30
$27.75
$0.00
$86.55
$86.55

Receipt Total :
15696

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: LENEHAN LOIS
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial # DL 1856
280

Doc# 01-2020-2818

$166,000.00 No Tax/ Serial#
$0.00 Other
$0.00
$0.00

Mortgage Tax Held
Receipt Total:

15701

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: BUSCHING TRUSCOTT MARLEE
Mortgagee: SALISBURY BANK & TRUST CO

Serial# DL 1857
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2819
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15708

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51895
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

$960.00 Washington
$546.00
$480.00
$0.00
$1 ,986.00
$1 ,986.00

$395,200.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,976.00
$1 ,155.60
$988.00
$0.00
$4,119.60
$4,119.60

Pawling
Pawling
Pawling
Pawling

Mortgagor: RUGGIERI BRAD
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial# DL 1859
250
260
7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$192,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgagor: CIRINO LOUIS
Mortgagee: SILVERMINE VENTURES LLC

Serial# DL 1858

15715

Comments:
TAXES PAID IN COLUMBIA
COUNTY

Doc# 01-2020-51896
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share

$255,075.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,275.50 East Fishkill
$735.30 East Fishkill
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
275
276

1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$637.75 East Fishkill
$0.00 East Fishkill
$2,648.55
$2,648.55

Receipt Total:
15716

6/30/2020

Mortgagor: NICHOLAS JOSEPH
Mortgagee: HOMESTEAD FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1860
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51897
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15717

6/30/2020

$424 ,650.00 1-2 Family Residence
$2,123.00
$1 ,243.80
$1 ,061.50
$0.00
$4,428.30
$4,428.30

Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie
Town of Poughkeepsie

Mortgagor: MESSMER MARY KAYE
Mortgagee: MANUFACTURERS & TRADERS TRUST

co

Serial# DL 1861
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51898
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15719

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51899
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

6/30/2020

City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie
City of Poughkeepsie

$380,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,900.00
$1 ,110.00
$950.00
$0.00
$3,960.00
$3,960.00

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Mortgagor: HOEN BENJAMIN D
Mortgagee: TRUSTCO BANK

Serial # DL 1863
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2820
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$755.00
$423.00
$377.50
$0.00
$1 ,555.50
$1 ,555.50

Mortgagor: HAINES CHRISTOPHER
Mortgagee: RHINEBECK BANK

Serial # DL 1862

15724

$151 ,000.00 1-2 Family Residence

$20,000.00 1-2 Family Residence
$100.00 Milan
$30.00
$50.00
$0.00
$180.00
$180.00
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

15726

6/30/2020

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
Mortgagor: SHADESPRING LLC
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial# DL 1864
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51900
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15727

6/30/2020

$975,300.00 1-2 Family Residence
$4,876.50
$2,895.90
$2,438.25
$0.00
$10,210.65
$10,210.65

Mortgagor: MATAILO CARLOS S ORTEGA
Mortgagee: HOMEBRIDGE FINANCIAL SERVS INC

Serial # DL 1865
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-51901

$201 ,420.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$1 ,007.00
$574.20
$503.50
$0.00
$2,084.70
$2,084.70

Receipt Total:
15735

6/30/2020

250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2821

$888,125.00 1-2 Family Residence

Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local

$4,440.50 North East
$2,634.30
$2,220.25
$0.00
$9,295.05
$9,295.05

Receipt Total:
6/30/2020

Mortgagor: RICCIARDI JOSEPH
Mortgagee: BAYVIEW LOAN SERVICING LLC

Serial# DL 1867
250
260
275
276

Doc# 01-2020-2822
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family
Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

15743

6/30/2020

$54 ,400.00 1-2 Family Residence
$272.00 Wappinger
$133.20
$136.00
$0.00
$541.20
$541.20

Mortgagor: WARUINGE RAPHAEL
Mortgagee: RESIDENTIAL HOME FUNDING CORP

Serial# DL 1868
250
260
275

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill
Fishkill

Mortgagor: SILVA DANIEL FERNANDEZ
Mortgagee: JPMORGAN CHASE BANK NA

Serial # DL 1866

15736

Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck
Rhinebeck

Doc# 01-2020-2824
Mortgage Tax County
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
1-6 Family

$334,350.00 1-2 Family Residence
$1 ,671.50 City of Beacon
$972.90
$835.75
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Receipt#

Receipt Date

Mortgage Type/District/Comment
276

Mortgage Tax Local
Receipt Total:

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

$0.00
$3,480.15
$3,480.15
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Municipality Name
Amenia
Beekman
Clinton
Dover
East Fishkill
Fishkill
Hyde Park
La Grange
Milan
North East
Pawling
Pine Plains
Pleasant Valley
Red Hook
Rhinebeck
Stanford
Town of Poughkeepsie
Union Vale
Wappinger
Washington
City of Beacon
City of Poughkeepsie
Other
Total MortgageTax:
Account Description
250
Mortgage Tax County
260
Mortgage Tax MTA Share
270
SONYMA
275
1-6 Family
276
Mortgage Tax Local
280
Mortgage Tax Held
Total Tax:

Returned / Out of County

7/2/2020 10:58:59 AM

Total
$9,557.82
$49,853.50
$19,196.50
$19,834.50
$110,215.88
$54,569.66
$86,031.00
$45,921.71
$9,870.00
$16,525.72
$36,653.50
$5,365.78
$15,177.54
$36,979.50
$33,687.50
$11,880.15
$73,564.38
$13,999.50
$54,943.84
$25,595.49
$36,025.00
$100,425.89
$0.00
$865,874.36
Total
$865,874.36
$541 ,716.37
$76,936.64
$284,432.63
$0.00
$6,928.50
$1,775,888.50

$8,111.46
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Dutchess County Clerk - Foreclosure Statistics
Municipality Name
Amenia
Beekman

Count
2
4

6

City of Beacon
City of Poughkeepsie

20

Clinton

1

Dover

6

East Fishkill

18

Fishkill

9

Hyde Park

13

La Grange

5

Milan

1

Pawling

2

Pine Plains

3

Pleasant Valley

9

Red Hook

3

Rhinebeck

2

Stanford

1

Town of Poughkeepsie

21

Union Vale

2

Wappinger

19

Washington

3

Total:

7/2/2020 10:55:31 AM

150
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1/1/2020 - 6/30/2020

7/2/2020 10:55:31 AM
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MARCUS J . MOLINARO

JESSICA

COUNTY E XE CUTIV E

A. WHITE

B U D G ET DI RECTOR

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
B U DGET O FFIC E

Memo
To:

Will Truitt, Chairman, Budget, Finance & Personnel Committee
Don Sagliano, Vice Chairman, Budget, Finance & Personnel Committee

From:

Jessica White, Budget Director

Subject:

Contingency and Capital Reserve Account Status

Date:

July 9, 2020

As of July 9, 2020, the General Contingency - A.1990.4007 reflects a balance of
$24,229.

Contingency - Adopted

$1,222,636

Approved Resolutions
2020032

Public Health Nuisance Appropriation , not to
exceed $105,000.00, for Cooper Road Mobile
Home Park in the Town of Wappinger.

(105,000)

2020053

Amending the 2020 Adopted County Budget as of
pertains to the Department of Community &
Family Services.

(21 ,880)

2020056

Creating three positions of Assistant District
Attorney, two positions of Program Assistant, one
position of Investigator, and one position of
Confidential Secretary, and amending the 2020
Adopted County Budget as it pertains to the
Dutchess County District Attorney's Office all to
assist the "Discovery Bureau"

(648,877)

2020079

Amending the 2020 Adopted County Budget as of
pertains to the Department of Emergency
Response and Behavioral and Community Health

(422,650)

for emergency supplies and equipment, and
communication outreach to the residents of the
County to aid with the Covid-19 Pandemic Crisis.
Contingency Balance after adopted amendments:
*This does not include any impact from Resolution 2020081.

$24,229

There are no proposed changes to the General Contingency per the Legislature's
agenda for the July 13, 2020 Board Meeting.

As of July 9, 2020, the Capital Reserve - A.9998.95110.87 reflects an available
balance of $600,290.
Capital Reserve beginning balance:

$764,556

Approved Resolutions
2020020

Authorizing a transfer of funds from the Capital
Reserve fund to pay for updated orthophotos.

(100,000)

2020058

Authorizing a grant agreement with Federal
Aviation Administration and New York State
Department of Transportation for funding
construction project in connection with an airport
guidance sign replacement at Hudson Valley
Regional Airport and amending 2020 Adopted
County Budget as it pertains to The Department
of Public Works - Airport

(37,600)

2020059

Authorizing County Executive to sign grant
agreement with Federal Aviation Administration
and
New
York
State
Department
of
Transportation, authorizing use of County funds
for design study involving rehabilitation of terminal
apron and taxiways E and F at the Hudson Valley
Regional Airport and amending 2020 Adopted
County Budget.

(7,000)

2020060

Authorizing County Executive to sign grant
agreement with Federal Aviation Administration
and
New
York
State
Department
of
Transportation , authorizing use of County funds
for purchase of two snow removal carrier vehicles
for the Hudson Valley Regional Airport.

(22,500)

600,

Capital Reserve balance after approved amendments: *
*Includes interest earned

$600,290

There are no proposed changes to the Capital Reserve per the Legislature's
Agenda for the July 13, 2020 Board Meeting.

JW:tm
encl.
c:
Marcus J. Molinaro, County Executive
A. Gregg Pulver, Chairman of the Legislature
Donna Bolner, Majority Leader
Rebecca Edwards, Minority Leader
Carolyn Morris, Clerk of the Legislature
Heidi Seelbach, Commissioner of Finance

Dutchess County

Contingency Memo
Through Date: 7/9/2020

Prior Fiscal Year Activity Included
Organization

Adopted Budget

Budget
Amendments Amended Budget

Current Month
Transactions

YTD
Encumbrances

Transactions

YTD

Budget - YTD % Used/
Transactions
Rec'd

Prior Year Total

Expenditures
Account: 4007 - General Contingency
A.1990- General Fund.Contingency &
Vac Fctr
4007 - General Contingency
Expenditure Grand Totals:
Grand Totals:

user: Massey, Tiffanie

$1,222,636.00

($1,198,407.00)

$24,229.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$24,229.00

0%

$0.00

$1,222,636.00

($1,198,407.00)

$24,229.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$24,229.00

0%

$0.00

$1,222,636.00

($1,198,407.00)

$24,229.00

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

$24,229.00

0%

$0.00

($1,222,636.00)

$1,198,407.00

($24,229.00)

$0.00

$0.00

$0.00

($24,229.00)
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$0.00

Thursclay, July 9, 2020

PUBLIC WORKS & CAPITAL PROJECTS
DISCUSSION ONLY 7/9/20

RESOLUTION NO. 2020108
BOND RESOLUTION DATED AUGUST 10, 2020.
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CERTAIN COUNTY PRELIMINARY
EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH THE PLANNING FOR THE PROPOSED
URBAN TRAIL SYSTEM ALONG THE FORMER CSX RAILROAD
CORRIDOR, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, NEW YORK, AT A
MAXIMUM ESTIMATED COST OF $757,500, AND AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE OF $757,500 BONDS OF SAID COUNTY TO PAY THE COST
THEREOF
WHEREAS, the capital project hereinafter described, as proposed, has been determined to
be a Type II Action pursuant to the regulations of the New York State Department of
Environmental Conservation promulgated pursuant to the State Environmental Quality Review
Act, which regulations state that Type II Actions will not have a significant impact on the
environment; and
WHEREAS, it is now desired to authorize the financing of such capital project, NOW,
THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, by the County Legislature of the County of Dutchess, New Yark, as
follows:
Section 1.

Preliminary planning and design expenses relating to the proposed urban

trail system along the former CSX railroad conidor, in and for said County, including incidental
expenses, are hereby authorized at a maximum estimated cost of$757,500.
Section 2.

It is hereby detennined that the plan for the financing of the aforesaid

maximum estimated cost is by the issuance of $757,500 bonds of the County hereby authorized to
be issued therefor pursuant to the provisions of the Local Finance Law.
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Section 3.

It is hereby determined that the period of probable usefulness of the

aforesaid specific object or purpose is five years, pursuant to subdivision 62 (2nd ) of paragraph a
of Section 11.00 of the Local Finance Law.
Section 4.

Subject to the provisions of the Local Finance Law, the power to authorize

the issuance of and to sell bond anticipation notes in anticipation of the issuance and sale of the
bonds herein authorized, including renewals of such notes, is hereby delegated to the
Commissioner of Finance, the chief fiscal officer. Such notes shall be of such terms, form and
contents, and shall be sold in such manner, as may be prescribed by said Commissioner of
Finance, consistent with the provisions of the Local Finance Law.
Section 5.

All other matters except as provided herein relating to the serial bonds

herein authorized including the date, denominations, maturities and interest payment dates,
within the limitations prescribed herein and the manner of execution of the same, including the
consolidation with other issues, and also the ability to issue serial bonds with substantially level
or declining annual debt service, shall be determined by the Commissioner of Finance, the chief
fiscal officer of such County. Such bonds shall contain substantially the recital of validity clause
provided for in Section 52.00 of the Local Finance Law, and shall otherwise be in such form and
contain such recitals, in addition to those required by Section 51.00 of the Local Finance Law, as
the Commissioner of Finance shall determine consistent with the provisions of the Local Finance
Law.
Section 6.

The faith and credit of said County of Dutchess, New York, are hereby

irrevocable pledged for the payment of the principal of and interest on such bonds as the same
respectively become due and payable. An annual appropriation shall be made in each year
sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on such bonds becoming due and payable in such
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year.

There shall annually be levied on all the taxable real property of said County, a tax

snfficient to pay the principal of and interest on such bonds as the same become due and payable.
Section 7.

The validity of such bonds and bond anticipation notes may be contested

only if:
1)

Such obligations are authorized for an object or purpose for which said County is
not authorized to expend money, or

2)

The provisions of law which should be complied with at the date of publication of
this resolution are not substantially complied with,

and an action, suit or proceeding contesting such validity is commenced within twenty days after
the date of such publication, or
3)

Such obligations are authorized in violation of the provisions of the Constitution.

Section 8.

This resolution shall constitute a statement of official intent for purposes

of Treasury Regulations Section 1.150-2. Other than as specified in this resolution, no monies
are, or are reasonably expected to be, reserved, allocated on a long-term basis, or otherwise set
aside with respect to the permanent funding of the object or purpose described herein.
Section 9.

This resolution, which takes effect immediately, shall be published in

summary form in The Poughkeepsie Journal and the Southern Dutchess News, the official
newspapers of such County, together with a notice of the Clerk of the County Legislature in
substantially the form provided in Section 81.00 of the Local Finance Law.
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CERTIFICATION FORM

STATEOFNEWYORK

)
)ss.:
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS )
I, the undersigned Clerk of the County Legislature of the County of Dutchess, New York,
(the "Issuer"), DO HEREBY CERTIFY:
That I have compared the aunexed extract of the minutes of the meeting of the County
Legislature of said County, including the resolution contained therein, held on August 10, 2020,
with the original thereof on file in my office, and that the same is a true and correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole of said original so far as the same relates to the subject matters
therein refen-ed to.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that said County Legislature consists of 25 members; that the
vote on the foregoing resolution was 25 ayes and Onoes, with Omembers being absent or
abstaining from voting.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the foregoing resolution as adopted by said County
Legislature was duly approved by the County Executive of said County on August 17, 2020, in
accordance with the provisions of Section 3.02 of the Dutchess County Charter.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that all members of said Legislature had due notice of said
meeting, and that pursuant to Section 103 of the Public Officers law (Open Meetings Law), said
meeting was open to the general public, and that I duly caused a public notice of the time and
place of said meeting to be given to the following newspapers and/or other news media as
follows:
Newspaper and/or other news media
Southern Dutchess News
Poughkeepsie Journal

Date given
August 7, 2020
August 7, 2020

and that I further duly caused public notice of the time and place of said meeting to be conspicuously
posted in the following designated public location(s) on the following dates:
Designated Location(s)
of posted notice

Date of Posting

22 Market Street, 6th Floor, County Office Building
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

August 7, 2020

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the County
Legislature this 10th day of August 2020.

Clerk, County Legislature
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Design and Planning - Urban Trail System along former CSX Railroad
Year

PRIN O/S

PRIN PAYMENT

INTEREST

TOTAL

1
2
3
4
5

$757,500
606,000
454,500
303,000
151,500

$151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500
151,500

$10,454
8,363
6,272
4,181
2,091

$161,954
159,863
157,772
155,681
153,591

TOTAL

$757.500

$31 361

$788.861

AVG. PER YEAR

$151,500

$6,272

$157,772

TOTAL PRINCIPAL
$757,500
ANTICIPATED INTEREST RATE
TERM
5 YEARS. ANTICIPATED FEES:
ANTICIPATED ANNUAL COST (PRIN + INT):
TOTAL PAYBACK (ANNUAL COST x TERMS):

1.38%
$7,500
$157,772
$788,861

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PREPARED BY HEIDI SEELBACH

H0542 - DRT Extension - Design Phase
APPROPRIATIONS
Increase

H0542.7110.4401.105
H0542.7110.3900

Professional Services Consultants
Bond Issuing Costs

$750,000
$7,500
$757,500

H0542.7110.47100

Serial Bonds

$757,500
$757,500

REVENUE
Increase

ROBE:RT

H.

BALKIND,

P.E.

COMMISSIONER

MARCUS J, MOLINARO
COUNTY EXECUTIVE

DAVID C. WHALE:N
DEPUTY COMMISSIONER

COUNTY OF DUT'CHE:SS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

MEMORANDUM

To:

W.F.X. O'Neil
Deputy County Executive

From:

Robert Balkind, P.E., Commissioner
Department of Public Works

Date:

February 1o, 2020

Re:

Proposed 2020 Capital Request
Design of an Urban Trail along the Former CSX Corridor
In the Town and City of Poughkeepsie

lfiiJ

(ro/

In July 2019 the Legislature adopted Resolution No. 2019191 which authorized
$98,000 for due diligence studies and acquisition of five parcels from Scenic Hudson
Land Trust, which parcels are collectively known as the former CSX corridor within the
Town and City of Poughkeepsie. The purpose of the <!cquisltlon was to ultimately build
an urban trail system connecting town and city neighborhoods with the WRS Dutchess
Rall Trail, Walkway-over-the Hudson State Park, and other cultural, scenic, residentii;!I
and commercial locales.
Resolution No. 201919.1 did not include· funding lo~
environmental studies, permitting and design of the propos_ed urban trail. the County
took title to the five parcels in December 2019.
On September 4, 2019 the County issued a Request for.Proposals (RFP- DCH-2019- ·
12) for planning, permitting and design services associated with the future construction
of the urban trail system. Proposals were reviewed by a committee of County and
Scenic Hudson staff, and were reviewed by the Legislature's Architect, Engineer and
Construction Management Consultant Selection Committee on January 16, 2020. A
consultant was selected, and the Department of Public Works began discussions with
the selected consultant to estimate the costs for planning, permitting and design
services.
Based on those discussions, the Department is requesting $750,000 to fund the
planning, permitting and design of the proposed urban trail system along the former
CSX railroad corridor. Please let me know if you have any questions.

c:

M, Aldrich, Directqr,tPJ~~eg.fl~in~Pe~P~j£J,'j//;J,~l/e, !;)fw¥:{,k 12603
www.dutchessny.gov

The foregoing Resolution No. 2020108, A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING
CERTAIN COUNTY PRELIMINARY EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH THE
PLANNING FOR THE PROPOSED URBAN TRAIL SYSTEM ALONG THE
FORMER CSX RAILROAD CORRIDOR, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF
DUTCHESS, NEW YORK, AT A MAXIMUM ESTIMATED COST OF $757,500,
AND AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF $757,500 BONDS OF SAID
COUNTY TO PAY THE COST THEREOF, was offered for discussion only at
the July 9, 2020, Public Works and Capital Projects Committee Meeting,
and considered at the August 10, 2020, Board Meeting.
Roll call vote on the foregoing resolution at that time resulted as follows:
AYES:

25

NAYS:

0

ABSENT:

0

Pulver, Bolner, Metzger, Edwards, Page, Llaverias, Sagliano,
Polasek, Black, Keith, Truitt, Brendli, Johnson, Atkins,
Kearney, Paoloni, Cavaccini, Zernike, McHoul, Munn,
Caswell, Garito, Hauser, Surman, Houston

Resolution adopted.

Public Works and Capital Projects Roll Call
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill '

City of Beacon

Sagliano (C)

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

District 14 -Town of Wappinger

Paoloni

District 15 -Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini
Zernike

District 17 -Town and Village of Fishkill '
District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Absent:

I

_Q_

/

··--------················ ··-·'·----·-·-····----"········✓

District 16 -Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Lj_

Metzger*

Page*

and Town of Fishkill

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Present:

Bolner*

Edwards*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie
District 18 -

Resoluti~n:
Motion:

f-

No

___ L

! Pulver*

District 13-Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger j

Vacant:

Yes

Name

District

j

McHoul
Surman (VC)

.__ ;_____

Total:

---l.J2_
Yes

Abstentions:

No

_j2__

2020108 A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING CERTAIN COUNTY PRELIMINARY
EXPENSES IN CONNECTION WITH THE PLANNING FOR THE PROPOSED URBAN
TRAIL SYSTEM ALONG THE FORMER CSX RAILROAD CORRIDOR, IN AND FOR THE
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, NEW YORK, AT A MAXIMUM ESTIMATED COST OF
$757,500, AND AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF $757,500 BONDS OF SAID COUNTY
TO PAY THE COST THEREOF
AUGUST 6, 2020

Roll Call Sheets
Last Name

District
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llaverias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Johnson
Atkins
Kearney
Paoloni

District 15 - Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

District 16-Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zemike

District 17 -Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill
District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Munn
Caswell
Garito

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Present:

ll

Absent:

t,

Vacant:

_fl_

Resolution:

./

Brendli

District 14-Town of Wappinger

District 20 - Town of Red Hookffivoli

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Yes

Houston

Total:

_J.J{_
Yes

Motion:
Abstentions:

_f)_
No

_Q__

2020108 A RESOLUTION AUTHORJZING CERTAIN COUNTY PRELIMINARY EXPENSES IN

CONNECTION WITH THE PLANNING FOR THE PROPOSED URBAN TRAIL SYSTEM ALONG
'"T'HE FORMER CSX RAILROAD CORRIDOR, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, NEW
ORK, AT A MAXIMUM ESTIMATED COST OF $757,500, AND AUTHORJZING THE
ISSUANCE OF $757,500 BONDS OF SAID COUNTY TO PAY THE COST THEREOF
AUGUST 10, 2020

PUBLIC WORKS & CAPITAL PROJECTS
DISCUSSION ONLY 7/9/20
RESOLUTION NO. 2020109
BOND RESOLUTION DATED AUGUST 10, 2020
A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF AN ADDITIONAL
$1,020,000 BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, NEW YORK, TO PAY
PART OF THE COST OF THE BRIDGE, CULVERT AND HIGHWAY
IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO RESOLUTION NO. 2018097,IN AND FOR
SAID COUNTY AND REPEALING BORROWING AUTHORITY IN AN
EQUAL AMOUNT RELATING TO RESOLUTION NOS. 2016112 AND
2017065
WHEREAS, all conditions precedent to the financing of the capital projects hereinafter
described have been performed and, in the case of compliance with the provisions of the State
Environmental Quality Review Act, will be performed on a project-by-project, site-by-site basis
before the financing of any particular project; and
WHEREAS, by Resolution No. 2018097, a bond resolution dated May 14, 2018, duly
adopted on said date, the County Legislature of the County of Dutchess, New York, authorized the
issuance of $2,898,224 bonds and the expenditure of $3,367,101 State grants-in-aid monies and
the expenditure of $683,370 Pave NY Program monies, of said County to pay the cost of the
reconstruction and replacement of bridges and culverts and the reconstruction of roads, including
incidental improvements and expenses in connection therewith, in and for said County, and
WHEREAS, the County's external auditors recommended that the County accelerate state
aid claiming to improve cash flow; and
WHEREAS, the County claimed eligible expenditures in excess of amount originally
budgeted in Resolution Nos. 2016112 and 2017065 and received State grants-in-aid monies

exceeding amounts budgeted resulting in a reduction in the need for bond financing in the amount
of $1,020,000; and
WHEREAS, the claiming and receipt of State grant-in-aid monies from earlier resolutions
reduced the amount of available State grant-in-aid monies related to Resolution No. 2018097 by
an equal amount; and
WHEREAS, it is now desired to authorize the issuance of an additional $1,020,000 bonds
of said County for such class of objects or purposes and to repeal certain authorized but unissued
bond authorizations from 2016 and 2017 of the aggregate equivalent amount and reduce the
amount of State-in-aid monies by an equal amount; NOW, THEREFORE,
BE IT RESOLVED, by the affirmative vote of not less than two-thirds of the total voting
strength of the County Legislature of the County of Dutchess, New York, as follows:
Section 1.

The reconstruction and replacement of bridges and culverts and the

reconstruction of roads, including incidental improvements and expenses in connection therewith,
in and for said County of Dutchess, New York, has been heretofore authorized at a maximum
estimated cost of $6,948,695, which maximum estimated cost is hereby confirmed.
Section 2.

It is hereby determined that the revised plan for the financing of said class

of objects or purposes is as follows:
a.

by the issuance of the $2,898,224 serial bonds of said County authorized to be
issued pursuant to a bond resolution dated and duly adopted May 14, 2018 as
described in the preambles hereof;

b.

by the expenditure of $2,347,101 State grants-in-aid monies as authorized in the
bond resolution dated and duly adopted May 14, 2018, as described in the
preambles hereof and amended hereby;

c.

by the expenditure of $683,370 monies to be received from the Pave NY Program
as authorized in the bond resolution dated and duly adopted May 14, 2018, as
described in the preambles hereof; and
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d.

by the issuance of an additional $1,020,000 serial bonds of said County hereby
authorized to be issued therefor pursuant to the provisions of the Local Finance
Law.

Section 3.

The bond resolution dated and duly adopted June 13, 2016 (Resolution No.

2016112) authorizing, amongst other objects or purposes, $2,978,490 serial bonds to pay the
County's share of the cost of road reconstruction throughout and in and for said County, is hereby
amended to repeal $845,000 of said serial bonds authorized but unissued.
Section 4.

The bond resolution dated and duly adopted May 8, 2017 (Resolution No.

2017065) authorizing $2,878,500 serial bonds to pay the County's share of the cost of the
reconstruction of bridges, culve1is and highways in and for said County, is hereby amended to
repeal $175,000 of said serial bonds authorized but unissued.
Section 5.

It is hereby determined that the period of probable usefulness of the

aforesaid class of objects or purposes is 15 years, pursuant to subdivision 91, based upon
subdivisions 4, 10 and 20(c) of paragraph a of Section 11.00 of the Local Finance Law, calculated
from the date of issuance of the first serial bonds/bond anticipation notes for said class of objects
or purposes.
Section 6.

The faith and credit of said County of Dutchess, New York, are hereby i1rnvocably

pledged for the payment of the principal of and interest on such bonds as the same respectively become due
and payable. An annual appropriation shall be made in each year sufficient to pay the principal of and interest
on such bonds becoming due and payable in such year. There shall annually be levied on all the taxable real
property of said County a tax sufficient to pay the principal of and interest on sucb bonds as the same become
due and payable.
Section 7.

Subject to the provisions of the Local Finance Law, the power to authorize the

issuance of and to sell bond anticipation notes in anticipation of the issuance and sale of the serial bonds herein
authorized, including renewals of such notes, is hereby delegated to the Commissioner of Finance, the chief
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fiscal officer. Such notes shall be of such terms, fotm and contents, and shall be sold in such manner, as may
be prescribed by said Commissioner of Finance, consistent with the provisions of the Local Finance Law.
Section 8.

Such bonds shall be in fully registered fonn and shall be signed in the name of the

County of Dutchess, New York, by the manual or facsimile signature of the Commissioner of Finance and a
facsimile of its corporate seal shall be imprinted or impressed thereon and may be attested by the manual or
facsimile signature of the County Clerk.
Section 9.

The powers and duties of adve1tising such bonds for sale, conducting the sale and

awarding the bonds, are hereby delegated to the Commissioner of Finance, who shall adve1tise such bonds for
sale, conduct the sale, and award the bonds in such manner as she shall deem best for the interests of the County;
provided, however, that in the exercise of these delegated powers, she shall comply fully with the provisions
of the Local Finance Law and any order or rule of the State Comptroller applicable to the sale of municipal
bonds. The receipt of the Commissioner of Finance shall be a full acquittance to the purchaser of such bonds,
who shall not be obliged to see to the application of the purchase money.
Section JO.

All other matters, except as provided herein relating to such bonds including

detennining whether to issue such bonds having substantially level or declining annual debt service and all
matters related thereto, prescribing whether manual or facsimile signatures shall appear on said bonds,
prescribing the method for the recording of ownership of said bonds, appointing the fiscal agent or agents for
said bonds, providing for the printing and delive1y of said bonds (and if said bonds are to be executed in the
name of the County by the facsimile signature of the Commissioner of Finance, providing for the manual
countersignature of a fiscal agent or of a designated official of the County), the date, denominations, maturities
and interest payment dates, place or places of payment, and also including the consolidation with other issues,
shall be determined by the Commissioner of Finance. It is hereby determined that it is to the financial advantage
of the County not to impose and collect from registered owners of such serial bonds any charges for mailing,
shipping and insuring bonds transfetTed or exchanged by the fiscal agent, and, accordingly, pursuant to
paragraph c of Section 70.00 of the Local Finance Law, no such charges shall be so collected by the fiscal
agent. Such bonds shall contain substantially the recital of validity clause provided for in section 52.00 of the
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Local Finance Law and shall otherwise be in such form and contain such recitals in addition to those required
by section 52.00 of the Local Finance Law, as the Commissioner of Finance shall determine.
Section 11.

This resolution shall constitute a statement of official intent for purposes of Treasury

Regulations Section 1.150 - 2. Other thau as specified in this resolution, no monies are, or are reasonably
expected to be, reserved, allocated on a long-te1m basis, or otherwise set aside with respect to the pe1manent
funding of the object or purpose described herein.
Section 12.
1)

The validity of such bonds and bond anticipation notes may be contested only if:
Such obligations are authorized for an object or purpose for which said County is not

authorized to expend money, or
2)

The provisions of law which should be complied with at the date of publication of

this resolution are not substantially complied with,
and an action, suit or proceeding contesting such validity is commenced within twenty days after the date of
such publication, or
3)
Section 13.

Such obligations are authorized in violation of the provisions of the Constitution.
This resolution, which takes effect immediately, shall be published in full in The

Poughkeepsie Journal and the Southern Dutchess News, the official newspapers of said County, together
with a notice of the Clerk of the County Legislature in substantially the fmm provided in Section 81.00 of
the Local Finance Law.

CA-069-20
05/28/20
AMS/kvh
G-0145-B
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CERTIFICATION FORM
STATEOFNEWYORK

)
)ss.:
COUNTY OF DUTCHESS )
I, the undersigned Clerk of the County Legislature of the County of Dutchess, New York,
(the "Issuer"), DO HEREBY CERTIFY:
That I have compared the annexed extract of the minutes of the meeting of the County
Legislature of said County, including the resolution contained therein, held on August 10, 2020,
with the original thereof on file in my office, and that the same is a true and correct transcript
therefrom and of the whole of said original so far as the same relates to the subject matters
therein referred to.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that said County Legislature consists of25 members; that the
vote on the foregoing resolution was 24 ayes and Onoes, with 1 member being absent or
abstaining from voting.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that the foregoing resolution as adopted by said County
Legislature was duly approved by the County Executive of said County on August 17, 2020, in
accordance with the provisions of Section 3.02 of the Dutchess County Charter.
I FURTHER CERTIFY that all members of said Legislature had due notice of said
meeting, and that pursuant to Section 103 of the Public Officers law (Open Meetings Law), said
meeting was open to the general public, and that I duly caused a public notice of the time and
place of said meeting to be given to the following newspapers and/or other news media as
follows:
Newspaper and/or other news media
Southern Dutchess News
Poughkeepsie Journal

Date given
August 7, 2020
August 7, 2020

and that I further duly caused public notice of the time and place of said meeting to be
conspicuously posted in the following designated public location(s) on the following dates:

Designated Location(s)
of posted notice

Date of Postiug

22 Market Street, 6th Floor, County Office Building
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

August 7, 2020

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of the County Legislature
this 10th day of August 2020.

/ZMfa
Clerk, County Legislature
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FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT.

□ NO FISCAL IMPACT PROJECTED
APPROPRIATION RESOLUTIONS
(To be completed by requesting department)

Total Current Year Cost $ _O_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - - - - - - - Total Current Year Revenue $ _o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and Source
0

Source of County Funds (check one):
□ Transfer of Existing Appropriations,

□ Existing Appropriations,

D

Dcontingency,
Additional Appropriations, IZl Other (explain).

Identify Line ltems(s):
(See Attached)

Related Expenses:

Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nature/Reason:
0

Anticipated Savings to County: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Net County Cost (this year): _$0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Over Five Years:

Additional Comments/Explanation:
No fiscal Impact - reallocation of bond financing authority due to accelerated CHIP claiming, per auditors
recommendation.

Prepared by:

Robert

H. Balklnd, P.E.

x2085

Prepared On:

6/27/2020
r

I

outpor

Reallocation of bond authorization

REVENUE
Increase

H0515.5110.57100
H0491.5110.3501 0.o?
H0506.5110.35010.07

Serial Bonds
Consolodated Highway Aid County Roads
Consolodated Highway Aid County Roads

$1,020,000
$845,000
$175,000
$2,040,000

H0515.5110.35010.07
H0491.5110.57100
H0506.5110.57100

Consolodated Highway Aid County Roads
Serial Bonds
Serial Bonds

$1,020,000
$845,000
$175,000
$2,040,000

REVENUE
Decrease

ROBERT H, BALKIND, P,E.
COMMISSIONER

MARCUS J, MOL.I NARO
\
COUNlY EXECUTIVE

DAVID C. WHALEN
DEPLJn' COMMISSIONER

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS

MEMORANDUM
TO:

JESSICA WHITE, BUDGET DIRECTOR
RACHEL KASHIMER, SENIOR RESEARCH ANALYST

FROM:

ROBERT H. BALKIND, P.E., COMMISSl~NE'r@

DATE:

MAY 27, 2020

RE:

RESOLUTION REQUEST - REALLOCATION OF BORROWING
AUTHORITY AMONG CHIP FUNDED CAPITAL PROJECTS

DPW is requesting a resolution to reallocate borrowing authority between certain CHIP funded capital
projects. Specifically, there Is a need to reduce borrowing authority in capital projects H0491 and
H0506 by $845,000 and $175,000 respectively and correspondingly increase borrowing authority In
H0515 by $1,020,000. This is due to the County accelerating CHIP claiming as recommended by our
auditors.
Our auditors, Drescher and Malecki, had noted that the County typically had allocated but unclaimed
CHIP funding at the end of the program year. This was primarily the result of ceasing the submission
of claims for eligible expenditures once the budgeted amount' of CHIP eligible expenditures was
reached.
\,.

'

Each year DPW presents a capital request for highway and bridge projects financed in part with the
annual CHIP allocations and in part with bonds. Once approved, the County would set up a capital
project (H) fund for that year's capital request which would budget that year's CHIPs allocation as a
funding source. In most years CHIP qualifying expenditures do not occur quickly enough to claim and
collect all the budgeted CHIP monies for the current year's bridge and highway capital project.
At the same time, prior years' bridge and highway projects typically would have reached the level of
CHIP expenditures originally budgeted when the capital project was approved. Though these older
capital projects continue to incur CHIP eligible expenditures during the program year, they would not
be claimed as the CHIP expenditure budget for these older capital project had been met.
Each year the County would ·have enough eligible CHIP expenditures during a program year to claim
and receive all CHIP monies allocated to the County for that year. However, the County would not
claim these funds if they were not specifically budgeted as CHIP expenditures in the capital project
when the capital project was initially approved. As a result, for several years the County had a
significant amount of CHIP funds allocated but unclaimed at program year-end.
During 2018 and 2019 DPW began claiming expenditures from older bridge and highway capital
projects. By March 31, 2019, all the County's allocated CHIPs funding had been claimed. This
improved the County's cash-flow and deferred or reduced the County's borrowings.
626 Dutchess Turnpike, Poughkeepsie, New York 12603
www,dutchessny,gov

Due to the accelerated CHIPs claiming, certain older bridge and highway projects will now exceed
budgeted CHIPs revenue and therefore requiring less bond financing. Correspondingly, newer bridge
and highway projects will have CHIPs revenue less than budgeted and will require additional bond
financing. Accordingly, the requested reallocated of borrowing authority is required.

The foregoing Resolution No. 2020109, A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE
ISSUANCE OF AN ADDITIONAL $1,020,000 BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF
DUTCHESS, NEW YORK, TO PAY PART OF THE COST OF THE BRIDGE,
CULVERT AND HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO RESOLUTION
NO. 2018097, IN AND FOR SAID COUNTY AND REPEALING BORROWING
AUTHORITY IN AN EQUAL AMOUNT RELATING TO RESOLUTION NOS.
2016112 AND 2017065, was offered for discussion only at the July 9, 2020,
Public Works and Capital Projects Committee Meeting, and considered at
the August 10, 2020, Board Meeting.
Roll call vote on the foregoing resolution at that time resulted as follows:
AYES:

24

NAYS:

0

ABSENT:

1

Pulver, Bolner, Metzger, Edwards, Page, Sagliano, Polasek,
Black, Keith, Truitt, Brendli, Johnson, Atkins, Kearney,
Paoloni, Cavaccini, Zernike, McHoul, Munn, Caswell, Garito,
Hauser, Surman, Houston

Llaverias

Resolution adopted.

Public Works and Capital Projects Roll Call
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

---D-istrict 13 -Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger
District 12-Town of East Fishkill

No

Yes

Name

District

Pulver*

✓

I

Bolner*___
--_···~··

,
~- ----

Metzger*

- - - ---------

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 18- City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Edwards*
Page*

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie • Sagliano

(C)

______ . , ! - - - - - - -

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

District 14-Town of Wappinger

Paoloni

L1_

District 15 - Town of Wappin-ge_r~C_a_vaccin'_I

District

16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zernike

---

---

District 17 -Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul
-+-

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman (VC)
- --- -- i ____ _

Present:

LL

Absent:
Vacant:

Resoluti;~;---vlMotion:

_2_

-

Total:

_LJ_
Yes

Abstentions:

_V_
No

__jJ_

2020109 A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF AN ADDITIONAL
$1,020,000 BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, NEW YORK, TO PAY PART OF
THE COST OF THE BRIDGE, CULVERT AND HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS RELATING
TO RESOLUTION NO. 2018097, IN AND FOR SAID COUNTY AND REPEALING
BORROWING AUTHORITY IN AN EQUAL AMOUNT RELATING TO RESOLUTION
NOS. 2016112 AND 2017065

AUGUST 6, 2020

Roll Call Sheets
Last Name

District
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 -Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llavcrias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 1O - City of Poughkeepsie

District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Brendli

Johnson
Atkins
Kearney

District 14 - Town of Wappinger

Paoloni

District 15 -Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zemike

District 17 -Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul

District 20 - Town of Red Hookrfivoli
District 21 - Town of East Fishkill
District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Munn
Caswell
Garito

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Sunnan

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Present:

~

Absent:

I

Vacant:

_Q_

Resolution:
Motion:

✓

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Yes

Houston

Total:

~
Yes

_2__
No

Abstentions: _Q_

2020109 A RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE ISSUANCE OF AN ADDITIONAL $1,020,000
BONDS OF THE COUNTY OF DUTCHESS, NEW YORI(, TO PAY PART OF THE COST OF THE
"RIDGE, CUL VERT AND HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENTS RELATING TO RESOLUTION NO.
Jl8097, IN AND FOR SAID COUNTY AND REPEALING BORROWING AUTHORITY IN AN
EQUAL AMOUNT RELATING TO RESOLUTION NOS. 2016112 AND 2017065
AUGUST 10, 2020

BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL
RESOLUTION NO. 2020110

RE:

AUTHORIZING GRANT AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED
STATES DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN
DEVELOPMENT AND AMENDING THE 2020 ADOPTED
COUNTY BUDGET AS IT PERTAINS TO THE
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

Legislators TRUITT, BOLNER, HOUSTON, KEITH, SAGLIANO, POLASEK, PAOLONI,
McHOUL, HAUSER, and BLACK offer the following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, the Commissioner of the Department of Planning and Development has advised
that United States Department of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") has awarded the County a
grant in the amount of $853,929 to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the coronavirus (COVID 19)
through the Community Development Block Grant Program ("CDBG"), and
WHEREAS, the aforementioned grant covers the fiscal year of 2020, and the grant shall fund
programs as referenced in the attached April 2, 2020, letter from HUD, and
WHEREAS, the funding for this grant will come from HUD in the amount of $853,929 and a
local match is not required, and
WHEREAS, as it has not yet been determined which programs are most in need for additional
funding from this grant, the funds referenced below may be transferred between community development
programs as authorized by the Department of Planning and Development, and
WHEREAS, it is necessary for this Legislature to authorize the execution of the grant agreement
and to amend the 2020 Adopted County Budget to accept such funds and provide for the receipt and
expenditure of said funds, now therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that this Legislature hereby authorizes the County Executive or his designee to
accept the grant award from the United States Department of Housing and Urban Development in
connection with the above program and further authorizes and empowers the County Executive or his
designee to execute any and all grant agreements for this program on behalf of the County of Dutchess,
and be it further

RESOLVED, that the Commissioner of Finance is hereby authorized, empowered and directed
to amend the 2020 Adopted County Budget as follows:
APPROPRIATIONS
Increase
$853,929

Grant Project Costs

CD8020.4412

$853,929
REVENUES
Increase
Emergency Disaster Assistance - COVID 19

CD8020.49600.13

$853,929
$853,929

CA-072-20
LDF/kvh
06/11/20
G-0179
Fiscal Impact: See attached statement

STATEOFNEWYORK
ss:

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
Trus is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with the original
resolution now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 13d, day of July 2020, and that the same is a true and correct
transcript of said original resolution and of the whole thereof.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislature this 13th day of Julr,

C

S~GISLATURE

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

□ NO FISCAL IMPACT PROJECTED
APPROPRIATION RESOLUTIONS
(To be completed by requesting department)

Total Current Year Cost $ _8_5--'3,_29_2____________________
Total Current Year Revenue $ _85_3_,9_2_9__________________
and Source
2019 Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus (CDBG-CV).

Source of County Funds

(check one):

□ Transfer of Existing Appropriations,

D Existing Appropriations, □ contingency,
10 Additional Appropriations, □ Other (explain).

Identify Line ltems(s):
TBD

Related Expenses:

Amount $ _o_ _ _ _ _ __

Nature/Reason:

Anticipated Savings to County:
Net County Cost (this year): ~$~0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Over Five Years: -'$_0_____________________

Additional Comments/Explanation:
This resolution will authorize the County Executive to execute the grant agreements and enable the Finance Department
to accept $853,929 for the 2019 Community Development Block Grant Program Coronavirus (CDBG-CV) funds.

Prepared by:

Anne Saylor, Planning and Development

Prepared On: 6/9/20

==-='------Dut.pdf

CDBG CARES Funding
APPROPRIATIONS
Increase
CD8020.4412

Grant Project Costs

$853,929
$853,929

REVENUE
Increase
CD8020.49600.13

Emergency Disaster Assistance - COVID19 Pl

$853,929
$853,929

MARCUS J, MOLINARO

EOIN WRAFTER, AICP

COUNTY EXECUTIVE

COMMISSIONER

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT

To:

Chris Baiano, Assistant County Executive

From:

Eoin Wrafter, Commissioner of Planning and Development~

Date:

June 9, 2020

Re:

Legislative Resolution Request -July 13, 2020 Meeting
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development CDBG-CV Grants
FV2019

Attached is the required support documentation for a resolution requests being submitted for
proposed adoption at the July 13, 2020 Legislative meeting authorizing the County Executive to
execute the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) grant agreements and the
Finance Department to receive and disburse funds allocated to Dutchess County as follows:

Resolution
Request .

· Federal·
FiscalVear

1

FV2019

. U.S. Depar.trTlj!Jt .of.Hbuslng andUtban
. J)~v~lo~merit (HLID) Gra~t
Community Development Block Grant
Coronavirus (CDBG-CV)

,Fund

Ailcic~tio~
Amount
$853,929

Please contact Anne Saylor, Community Development Administrator, at 486-3638 or
asaylor@dutchessny.gov if you have any questions.
EW/gho
Attachments 1)

Resolution Request Form

2)

Fiscal Impact Statement

3)

HUD award letter dated 4/2/2020

c: Dutchess County Attorney's Office

85 Civic Center Plaza, Suite 107, Poughkeepsie, New York 12601 • {845) 486-3600 • Fax (845) 486-3610

www.dutchessny.gov

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON, DC io4to-7000
ASSISTANT SECRETARY FOR
COMMUNlTY PLANNING AND DBVELOPMENT

April 2, 2020

Mr. Marcus Molinaro
County Executive of Dutchess County
22 Market Street
6th Floor
Poughkeepsie, NY12601-3222
Dear County Executive Molinaro:
I am pleased to inform you of a special allocation to your jurisdiction of Community
Development Block Grant funds to be used to prevent, prepare for, and respond to the coronavirus
(COVID-19). This allocation was authorized by the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic
Security Act (CARES Act), Public Law 116-136, which was signed by President Trump on March
27, 2020, to respond to the growing effects of this historic. public health crisis.
The CARES Act made available $5 billion in Community Development Block Grant
Coronavirus (CDBG-CV) funds. Of this amount, the Department is immediately allocating $2
billion based on the fiscal year 2020 CDBG formula. The remaining $3 billion shall be allocated
based on needs using best available data, in the following tranches: $1 billion shall be allocated to
States and insular areas within 45 days of enactment of the Cares Act, and $2 billion shall be
distributed to states and local governments at the discretion of the Secretary. Up to $10 million will
be set aside for technical assistance. Given the immediate needs faced by our communities, the
Department has announced the first allocation offunds. Your jurisdiction's allocation is $853,929.
The CARES Act adds additional flexibility for both the CDBG-CV grant and, in some cases,
for the annual FY2020 CDBG grants in these unprecedented times. The public comment period is
reduced to not less than 5 days, grantees may use virtual public hearings when necessary for public
·health-reasons, ·the public services cap is suspended during the emergency, and States and local
governments may reimburse costs of eligible activities incurred for pandemic response regardless of
the date.

In addition, the CARES Act authorizes the Secretary to grant waivers and alternative
requirements of statutes and regulations the Secretary administers in connection with the use of
CDBG-CV funds and fiscal year 2019 and 2020 CDBG funds (except for requirements related to
fair housing, nondiscrimination, labor standards, and the environment). Waivers and alternative
requirements can be granted when necessary to expedite and facilitate the use of funds to prevent,
prepare for, and respond to coronavirus.
The Department is developing a notice that will further describes the CARES Act's
provisions, a Quick Guide to the CARES Act flexibilities and other provisions, and other resources

www.h.ud.gov

espanol.htid.gov

to enable swift implementation of CDBG-CV grants. AB these become available, they will be
posted on HUD's website and distributed to grantees. The Department will also support grantees
with technical assistance.
As you develop your plan for the use of these grant funds, we encourage you to consider
approaches that prioritize the unique needs oflow- and moderate-income persons and the
development of partnerships between all levels of government and the private for-profit and nonprofit sectors. You should coordinate with state and local health authorities before undertaking any
activity to support state or local pandemic response. CDBG-CV grant,s will be subject to oversight,
reporting, and requirements that each grantee have adequate procedures to preventthe duplication
of benefits. HUD will provide guidance and technical assistance on DOB and regarding prevention
of fraud, waste, and abuse and documenting the impact of this program for beneficiaries.
The Office of Community Planning and Development (CPD) is looking forward to working
with you to successfully meet the urgent and complex challenges faced by our communities. If you
or any member of your staff has questions, please contact your local CPD Field Office Director or
CPDOuestionsAnswered@hud.gov.
Sincerely,

//

,/

;w;J;A;)ffef;:t(,,'I/PP /
John Gibbs
Acting Assistant Secretary
for Community Planning and Development
U.S. Department of Housing and Urban. Development

Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie
District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Present:

I ?,

Absent:

V

Vacant:

0

I

Sagliano (VC)
Polasek
Keith
Truitt (C)

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie

Atkins

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

-✓-

No

Page*

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Resolution:

Yes

Total:

---1..ii':,_
Yes

Motion:
Abstentions:

-0 No

0

2020110 AUTHORlZING GRANT AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND AMENDING THE 2020 ADOPTED
COUNTY BUDGET AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
ruL Y 9, 2020

Roll Call Sheets
District

Last Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 -Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llaverias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4- Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Brendli

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

Kearney

District 14 -Town of Wappinger

Paoloni

District 15 -Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zernike

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill
District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Caswell
Garito
Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

Absent:

~
I

Vacant:

0

Present:

Munn

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

District 25 -Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Resolution:
Motion:

-y

Atkins

District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

District 20 - Town of Red Hook/Tivoli

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 1O- City of Poughkeepsie

Yes

Houston

Total:

2-::L
Yes

_Q_
No

Abstentions: .Q_

2020110 AUTHORIZING GRANT AGREEMENT WITH THE UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF HOUSING AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT AND AMENDING THE 2020 ADOPTED
COUNTY BUDGET AS IT PERTAINS TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PLANNING AND
DEVELOPMENT
JULY 13, 2020

BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL

RESOLUTION NO. 2020111
RE:

REAPPOINTMENTS TO THE CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE

Legislators TRUITT, BOLNER, SAGLIANO, POLASEK, HOUSTON, PAO LONI,
HAUSER, and BLACK offer the following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, by Resolution No. 421 of 1989, the Dutchess County Legislature did create a
Citizens Advisory Committee on Domestic Violence the members of which are to be appointed by
the Chair of the Legislature subject to confirmation by the County Legislature; and
WHEREAS, by Resolution No. 42 of 1993, the membership of such committee was fixed
at 12 members; and
WHEREAS, the Chair of the Legislature has reappointed the following members to the
Citizenship Advisory Committee on Domestic Violence:
REAPPOINTMENTS
Kellie Morris
Peter Alan Phipps
Leah Feldman
Elaine Andersen
Jason Mark
Janice Weinstein
Catherine Lane
Susan Haight
Kristine Whelan
Branka Bryan, PSYD
; now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the Dutchess County Legislature does hereby affirm the aforesaid
reappointments to the Citizens Advisory Committee on Domestic Violence each such member to
serve a term to expire on June 30, 2021.
STATEOFNEWYORK
ss:

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
1bis is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with
the original resolution now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 1Jlh day of July 2020, and that the same
is a true and correct transcript of said original resolution and of the whole thereof.
IN WITNESS Wl-IEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislature

Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

Yes

No

I

-----+---

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Page*

-----------

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano (VC)

---

District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Polasek
Keith ·

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt (C)

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie

Atkins

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

Present:

l ),,

Resolution:

Absent:

0

Motion:

Vacant:

__Q_

_i_

_Q_

Total:
Yes
Abstentions:

No

_.L2_

2020111 REAPPOINTMENTS TO THE CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE
JULY 9, 2020

Roll Call Sheets
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 -Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llaverias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Kearney

Cavaccini

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zemike

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul
Munn
Caswell

Garito

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Vacant:

Atkins

District 15 -Town of Wappinger

District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Absent:

Johnson

Paoloni

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

)..bl
I

l)

Resolution:

J

Brendli

District 14-Town of Wappinger

District 20 - Town of Red Hookffivoli

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Present:

Yes

Last Name

District

Houston

Total:

~
Yes

Motion:
Abstentions:

___J)___
No

_Q_

2020111 REAPPOINTMENTS TO THE CITIZENS ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE
JULY 13, 2020

BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL

RESOLUTION NO. 2020112
RE:

ADOPTION OF NEGATIVE DECLARATION WITH RESPECT
TO LANDOWNER REQUESTS TO INCLUDE PROPERTY
WITHIN AN EXISTING DUTCHESS COUNTY AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICT

Legislators TRUITT, BOLNER. SURMAN, HOUSTON, SAGLIANO, and HAUSER
offer following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, this Legislature is considering Landowner requests to include their property
within existing Dutchess County Agriculture Districts and the recommendations of the Dutchess
County Agricultural and Farmland and Protection Board with respect thereto all pursuant to
Section 303-b of the Agriculture Markets Law, and
WHEREAS, approval of such, constitutes an action subject to the State Environmental
Quality Review Act, and
WHEREAS, the Dutchess County Legislature has attached a Short Environmental
Assessment Form which concludes that the proposed Program constitutes: (1) an Unlisted Action
pursuant to Article VIII of the New York State Environmental Quality Review Act and Part 617
of the NYCRR (SEQR); and (2) will not have a significant effect on the environment, and
WHEREAS, the purpose of this Legislature in adopting this resolution is to adopt and
confirm those findings, and
WHEREAS, a true copy of the Short Environmental Assessment Form and the Negative
Declaration reflecting the finding of non-significance are annexed hereto and made a part hereof,
now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the Dutchess County Legislature hereby adopts and confirms the Short
Environmental Assessment Form and Negative Declaration concluding action on Landowners
requests to include their land within existing Dutchess County Agricultural Districts will not
have a significant effect on the environment.
--APPROVED
{':

~G
COUNTY EXECUTIVE
STATEOFNEWYORK
ss:

Date

bii

1

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS

/

'

&t 'l1,

Tbis is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with
the original resolution now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 131h day of July 2020, and that the same
is a true and correct transcript of said original resolution and of the whole thereof.
IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislature this 13 th

C\\JU-=1

y of July 2020.

~EGISLATURE

Short Environmental Assessment Form
Part 1 - Project Information
Instructions for Completing
Part I-Project Information. The applicant or project sponsor is responsible for the completion of Part 1. Responses become part of the
application for approval or funding, are subject to public review, and may be subject to further verification. Complete Part 1 based on
information currently available. If additional research or investigation would be needed to fully respond to any item, please answer as
thoroughly as possible based on current information.

Complete aJI items in Part 1. You may also provide any additional information which you believe wiJI be needed by or useful to tbe
lead agency; attach additional pages as necessary to supplement any item.

Part 1- Project and Sponsor Information
Dutchess County Agriculture and Farmland Protection Board

Name of Action or Project:
NYS Agricultural Districts Annual Inclusion, Secion 303-B

Project Location (describe, and attach a location map);
Multiple Municipalities (Map of tax parcels are attached to the Project Application)

Brief Description of Proposed Action:
Inclusion of 7 parcels into existing Certified Dutchess County Agricultural Districts 21, 22 and 23 per Section 303-b of the NYS Agriculture and
Markets Law.

Name of Applicant or Sponsor:

Telephone: 845-677-3002

Dutchess Ag. and Farmland Protection Board (Art Collings, Vice Chair)

E-Mail: artc@dutchessland.org

Address:
P.O. Box 138
City/PO:

I Zip
Code:
12545

State:

NY

Millbrook

1.

Does the proposed action only involve the legislative adoption of a plan, local law, ordinance,
administrative rule, or regulation?
If Yes, attach a narrative description of the intent of the proposed action and the environmental resources that
may be affected in the municipality and proceed to Part 2. Ifno, continue to question 2.
Does the proposed action require a permit, approval or funding from any other government Agency?
If Yes, list agency(s) name and permit or approval:

2.

3.

4.

a. Total acreage of the site of the proposed action?
b. Total acreage to be physicaJly disturbed?
c. Total acreage (project site and any contiguous properties) owned
or controlled by the applicant or project sponsor?

NO

~

□

Rural (non-agriculture)

li2] Forest fiZl Agriculture
□ Parkland

□
D

Industrial
Aquatic

□

□

Commercial

YES

0

□

98.055 acres
0 acres

98.055 acres

D

Residential (suburban)

Other(Specify):

Page 1 of3

□

NO

Check aJl land uses that occur on, are adjoining or near the proposed action:
□ Urban

YES

SEAF 2019

15.

Is the proposed action,
a.

A permitted use under the zoning regulations?

b.

Consistent with the adopted comprehensive plan?

6.

Is the proposed action consistent with the predominant character of the existing built or natural landscape?

7.

Is the site of the proposed action located in, or does it adjoin, a state listed Critical Enviromnental Area?

NO

YES

NIA

□
□

~
~

□
□
YES

9.

□

~

NO

YES

0 □

If Yes, identify:

8.

NO

a.

Will the proposed action result in a substantial increase in. traffic above present levels?

b.

Are public transportation services available at or near the site of the proposed action?

C.

Are any pedestrian accommodations or bicycle routes available on or near the site of the proposed
action?

Does the proposed action meet or exceed the state energy code requirements?

NO

YES

~
~
~

□
□
□
YES

NO

If the proposed action will exceed requirements, describe design features and technologies:

JO. Will the proposed action connect to an existing public/private water supply?

lfNo, describe method for providing potable water:

1I. Will the proposed action connect to existing wastewater utilities?
IfNo, describe method for providing wastewater treatment:

12. a. Does the project site contain, or is it substantially contiguous to, a building, archaeological site, or district
which is listed on the National or State Register of Historic Places, or that has been determined by the

Commissioner of the NYS Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic Preservation to be eligible for listing on the

~

□

NO

YES

0 □
NO

YES

~

□

NO

YES

~

□

~

□

NO

YES

State Register of Historic Places?

b. ls the project site, or any portion of it, located in or adjacent to an area designated as sensitive for
archaeological sites on the NY State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) archaeological site inventory?
13. a. Does any p01tion of the site of the proposed action, or lands adjoining the proposed action, contain
wet1ands or other waterbodies regulated by a federal, state or local agency?
b. Would the proposed action physically alter, or encroach into, any existing wetland or waterbody?

If Yes, identify the wetland or waterbody and extent of alterations in square feet or acres:
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□ 0
~ □

114. Identify the typical habitat types that occur on, or are likely to be found on the project site. Check all that apply:
□ Shoreline

li2] Forest li2] Agricultural/grasslands liZ] Early mid-successional

liZI Wetland

D

Urban

liZI Suburban

15. Does the site of the proposed action contain any species of animal, or associated habitats, listed by the State or
Federal government as threatened or endangered?
16. Is the project site located in the 100-year flood plan?

17. Will the proposed action create storm water discharge, either from point or non-point sources?
If Yes,

a.

Will storm water discharges flow to adjacent properties?

b. Will storm water discharges be directed to established conveyance systems (runoff and storm drains)?
If Yes, briefly describe:

NO

YES

0 □
NO YES
0 □
NO YES
0 □
0 □
0 □
.·

1&. Does the proposed action include construction or other activities that would result in the irnpoundment of water
or other liquids (e.g., retention pond, waste lagoon, darn)?
If Yes, explain the purpose and size of the impoundment:

1.9. Has the site of the proposed action or an adjoining property been the location of an active or closed solid waste
management facility?
If Yes, describe:

20.Has the site of the proposed action or an adjoining property been the subject ofremediation (ongoing or
completed) for hazardous waste?
If Yes, describe:

NO

YES

0 □
NO

YES

0 □
NO

YES

0 □

I CERTIFY THAT THE INFORMATION PROVIDED ABOVE IS TRUE AND ACCURATE TO THE BEST OF
MY KNOWLEDGE
Applicant/sponsor/name:~
Signature;

~/tl/J,

l('_t.

~lh'JZ

~~,-

PRINT FORM
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~~~

Title:

Date:

J4~

~q

bllre./:7,P-z--

?luf.1-~

Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

- -

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

-- - --- -- ----- - ----

- ------ ------ ----- --------------- ----------

--- - -

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Yes

Name

No

--- -- --

----1

Page*
Sagliano (VC)

-----

District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Polasek
Keith

- - - ---------------------------------

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt (C)

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

-

-- - - - - - - + - - - - -

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 21 - Town of East Fishkill
Present:

Resolution:

Absent:

Motion:

Vacant:

/

Atkins

T
'

Caswell .----.-_-_--_.-- --.------------Total:

_Ll:,,_
Yes

Abstentions:

_o___
No

_£}__

2020112 ADOPTION OF NEGATIVE DECLARATION WITH RESPECT TO LANDOWNER
REQUESTS TO INCLUDE PROPERTY WITHIN AN EXISTING DUTCHESS COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT

JULY9, 2020

Roll Call Sheets
District

Last Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 -Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llaverias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

McHoul
Munn
Caswell

Garito
Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

Absent:

JJJ
I

Vacant:

-12

Resolution:

No

Zemike

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

District 25- Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Yes

Kearney

Cavaccini

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

0

Atkins

District 15-Town of Wappinger

District 20 - Town of Red Hook/Tivoli

____a_:l

Johnson

Paoloni

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

Present:

Brendli

District 14-Town of Wappinger

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Yes

Houston

Total:

Motion:
Abstentions:

0

2020112 ADOPTION OF NEGATIVE DECLARATION WITH RESPECT TO LANDOWNER
REQUESTS TO INCLUDE PROPERTY WITHIN AN EXISTING DUTCHESS COUNTY
AGRICULTURAL DISTRICT
JULY 13, 2020

BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL
RESOLUTION NO. 2020113
RE:

PROPERTY OWNER REQUESTS TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN
DUTCHESS COUNTY'S CERTIFIED AGRICULTURAL
DISTRICTS 20, 21, 22, AND 23

Legislators TRUITT, BOLNER, SURMAN, HOUSTON, SAGLIANO, and
HAUSER offer the following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, Section 303-b of the New York State Agriculture and Markets Law
establishes a mechanism on an annual basis for parcels of land comprised of
predominately viable agricultural land to be included within the state's Agricultural
Districts, and
WHEREAS, Section 303-b of the New York State Agriculture and Markets Law
sets forth the requirement that the Legislative Body in every county in New York State
with existing Agricultural Districts must designate an annual 30-day period during which
landowners may apply for inclusion of their agriculturally viable land in the Agricultural
Districts, and
WHEREAS, Dutchess County Legislative Resolution 204098 established an
annual thirty-day period extending from April 15 to May 14 during which landowners
may submit such requests to the Legislature to include their prope1ties in the Agricultural
Districts, and
WHEREAS, during the one-month period extending from April 15, 2020, to
May 14, 2020, the Dutchess County Farmland Protection Board received such
applications on behalf of the Legislature, and
WHEREAS, subsequently the Agricultural and Farmland Protection Board
submitted its report with recommendation as to those requests to the Legislature, and
WHEREAS, after proper Notice of Public Hearing, this Legislature held a public
hearing on July 13, 2020, with respect to the above and heard all those wishing to address
the matter at said public hearing, and
WHEREAS, New York State Agriculture and Markets Law Section 303-b
requires the County Legislature, following such public hearing to adopt or reject the
proposed requests for inclusion ofland within an existing Agricultural District, and
WHEREAS, the report and recommendations of the Agricultural Farmland
Protection Board are on file with the Clerk of the Dutchess County Legislature, and
WHEREAS, the Legislature has considered the matter including the report and
recommendation of the Agricultural Farmland Protection Board at the public hearing,
now, therefore, be it

n

RESOLVED, that the Dutchess County Legislature hereby adopts the
recommendations of the Agricultural and Farmland Protection Board and adopts the
requests of landowners to include their land within an existing certified Agricultural
District as set forth below:
SUMMARY OF PARCELS RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION
Landowner

Town

SWIS Code

Parcel Number

Margaret Wang
Peter Barton
Trevor Ballard
Kelly Larson
Kelly Larson
Adam Coupe
Lynne Calhoun

Amenia
LaGrange
Pawling
Union Vale
Dover
Beekman
Pawling

132000
133400
134089
135400
132600
132200
134089

7266-00-485640
6360-03-445269
6856-00-688424
6963-00-253570
6963-00-304560
6657-08-902901
7156-00-514482

Acres

10
21.47
23.975
10.16
15.57
11.29
5.59

District

21
22
23
23
23
23
23

and, be it further
RESOLVED, that the Dutchess County Legislature herby adopts the
recommendations of the Agricultural and Farmland Protection Board and rejects the
requests of landowners to include their land within an existing certified Agricultural
District as set fo1ih below:
SUMMARY OF PARCELS NOT RECOMMENDED FOR INCLUSION

(

)

Rhinebeck
East
Fishkill
East
Fishkill

Edward Russell
Matthew Wirth
Joseph Giagrande

135089

6371-00-423606

5.93

20

132800

6456-01-058549

8.4

22

132800

6556-01-195790

13.66

22

and, be it further

STAT E OF NEW YORK
ss:
COUNTY OF DUTCH ESS
This is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of D utchess have compare<:! the fore oing rcsol4t:10/;l with
the original resolution now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 13•h day ofJ uly 2020, and that the same
is a true and correct transcript of said original resolution and of the whole thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, 1 have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislature this 13" day of July 2020.

~m~SLATURE

Dutchess County Agriculture and Farmland Protection
Board
Meeting Minutes
June 11, 2020

************************************************************************
The Meeting was called to order by Mr. Pulver at 7:03 pm
Mr. Pulver turned the meeting over to Vice Chair, Mr Collings
Roll Call
Present: Chair, Gregg Pulver: Vice Chair, Art Collings; Eric Axelson; Eoin Wrafter; Brian
Scoralick; Ken Migliorelli; Jennifer Fimbel; Ed Hauser
Advisors: Hany Baldwin, Shelby Frangk
Public Present: None
Communication1. A letter dated January 2, 2020 from Ag and Markets was presented to the board. This letter is
in reference to a proposed solar field constrnction site on a parcel in East Fishkill. No action was
needed from the Board.
2. A letter dated December 31 st, 2019 from Ag and Markets awarding funds to Dutchess Land
Conservancy through the Option Agreement to Purchase a Perpetual Conservation Easement
initiative for Perotti Farm. No action was needed from the Board.
MinutesA motion was made by Jennifer Fimbel to accept the minutes of December 3, 2019. Eoin Wrafter
seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Annual Agriculture District Inclusion ProcessMr. Collings turned the meeting over to Brian Scoralick for the presentation of applications for
the annual Agriculture District inclusion process.

It was noted for the record that 7 parcels applied, but were already enrolled in the district.
Annual Agriculture District Applications and Inclusions
Town of Rhinebeck
Russell property on Route 308, Rhinebeck
Owner: Edward Russell
Parcel Number: 6371-00-423606- 5.93 acres with adjacent parcels in District.
Boin Wrafter made the motion to discuss the property. Art Collings seconded.
Discussion: Prope1iy is comprised of 71 % Statewide Important or Prime Soils. Property does not
meet criteria for inclusion in the Ag District as there is no infrastructure present for intended use.
Brian Scoralick asked for a motion to accept the property in the Ag District. A motion was made

by Jen Fimbel and seconded by Eoin Wrafter to accept the parcel for inclusion in the Ag District.
The motion was unanimously opposed.
District 21
Town of Amenia
Wang Property on Leedsville Road, Amenia
Owner: Margaret Wang
Parcel Number: 7266-00-485640-10 acres with prime soils and adjacent parcels in the District.
Discussion: Open land with 46% prime soils. Used for hay and vegetables and grazing for
livestock.
A motion was made by Eoin Wrafter and seconded by Jennifer Fimbel to approve the application
for inclusion in the Ag District. All members voted unanimously to include.
District 22
Town of East Fishkill
Giagrande property on Route 52, East Fishkill
Owner: Organic Outpost
Parcel Number: 6556-01-195790- 13.66 acres with prime and statewide important soils with no
adjacent parcels in District.
A motion was made by Art Collings and seconded by Jen Fimbel to include the application.
Discussion: Property states intended use of flowers and vegetables and agro-tourism. Property is
dissected by both Federal and DEC protected wetlands. No visible improvements or activity on
the property have taken place since last year.
All members voted unanimously to not recommend inclusion.
Town of East Fishkill
Wirth Property on Binnewater Road, Hopewell Junction, NY
Owner: Matthew Wirth
Parcel Number: 6456-01-058549- 8.4 acres of with 7% statewide important soil with no adjacent
parcels in District.
A motion was made by Eoin Wrafter and seconded by Ed Hauser to discuss the application.
Discussion: Prope1ty located in highly residential area. Very little statewide important soils and
prope1ty is wooded. No cmTent farm operation present.
A motion was made by Jen Fimbel to enroll the parcel into the Ag District. Art Collings
seconded.
All members voted unanimously to not recommend inclusion.
Town of LaGrange
Barton Industries, LLC property on Noxon Road, Poughquag
Owner: Peter Barton
Parcel Number: 6360-03-445269- 21.47 acres of statewide important and prime soils with
adjacent parcels in District.
Discussion: Parcel merged with parcel already in District. Usage of part of parcel not in district
is used as farm stand and cold storage for farm operation. Endorsement would be for entire
parcel to be included in the District.
A motion was made by Eoin Wrafter and seconded by Jen Fimbel to approve the application for

inclusion in the Ag District.
All members voted unanimously in favor.
District 23
Town of Beekman
Coupe Property on Pine Street, Poughquag
Owner: Adam Coupe
Parcel Number: 6657-08-902901- 11.29 acres of statewide and prime soils with no adjacent
parcels in the District.
Jen Fimbel made the motion to discuss this application for inclusion in the District. Ed Hauser
seconded.
Discussion: Property is wooded and will be used as sugar bush. Other farm operations in area
although not in District. Town has easement for stormwater retention on part of parcel.
Jen Fimbel made the motion to emoll this property in the Ag District. Ed Hauser seconded.
The majority of members voted in favor. A1t Collings abstained from voting.
Town of Dover
Larsen Property on Chestnut Ridge Road
Owner: Kelly Larsen
Parcel Number: 6963-00-304560- 15.57 acres of statewide and prime soils with adjacent parcels
in the District.
Eoin Wrafter made the motion to discuss this property for inclusion in the Ag District. Gregg
Pulver seconded.
Discussion: Prope1ty is currently being leased for hay. Land is comprised of 96% prime soils.
Eoin Wrafter made the motion to emoll this parcel in the Ag District. Jen Fimbel seconded.
All members voted unanimously in favor.
Town of Pawling
Ballard Property on Sanita Road, Holmes
Owner: Trevor Ballard
Parcel Number: 6856-00-688424- 23 .975 acres of statewide imp01tant soils.
Ed Hauser made the motion to discuss this property for inclusion in the Ag District. A1t Collings
seconded.
Discussion: Property is c1mently being used for sugar bush. Land is comprised of 23% statewide
imp01iant soils. Owner is established maple operator.
Eoin Wrafter made the motion to enroll this parcel in the Ag District. Ed Hauser seconded.
All members voted unanimously in favor.
Town of Pawling
Calhoun Property on Burgess Road, Pawling
Owner: Lynne Calhoun
Parcel Number: 7156-00-514482- 5.59 acres of 41 % statewide important soils with adjacent
parcels in Ag District.
Ed Hauser made the motion to discuss this property for inclusion in the Ag District. Jen Fimbel
seconded.
Discussion: Property is currently being used as pasture for livestock.

Eoin Wrafter made the motion to enroll this parcel in the Ag District. Jen Fimbel seconded.
All members voted unanimously in favor.
Town of Union Vale
Larsen Property on Chestnut Ridge Road, Union Vale
Owner: Kelly Larsen
Parcel Number: 6963-00-253570- 10.16 acres of 100% prime and statewide imp01tant soils with
adjacent parcels in Ag District.
Eoin Wrafter made the motion to discuss this property for inclusion in the Ag District. Jen
Fimbel seconded.
Discussion: No further discussion as other half of property was discussed under Town of Dover.
Eoin Wrafter made the motion to enroll this parcel in the Ag District. Gregg Pulver seconded.
All members voted unanimously in favor.
Brian Scoralick turned the meeting over to Chair, Gregg Pulver.
It was announced that July 9th, 2020 will be committee day at the Legislature, the meeting starts
at 5:30. The full Legislature will consider inclusions on July 13 th, 2020 at 7pm; it will include the
public hearing on the Annual Inclusion process at which time interested parties can speak to the
Legislature about their applications.
Next Meeting: To Be Determined
A motion was made by Jen Fimbel and seconded by Ed Hauser and can-ied unanimously to
adjourn at 8: 13pm

Respectfully Submitted Amy M Cross
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Resolution
of the
Dutchess County Farmland Protection Board
Agriculture and
Farmland
Protection
Board of Dutchess
County
Gregg Pulver
Chairman
Pulver Farms
Art Collings
Vice Chairman
Dutchess Land Conservancy
Peter Coon
Coon Brothers Partnership
Doug Giles
Walbridge Farm
Ken Migliorelli
Migliorelli Farms

Agri-business
Edward C. Hackett
Hackett Farm Supply, Inc.

Brian Scoralick
DC Soil & Water
Conservation District
Will Truitt
DC Legislator
Eric Axelsen
DC Real Property Tax
Eoin Wrafter
DC
Planning and Development
Jennifer Fimbel
Cornell Cooperative
Extension
Amy M. Cross
Secretary

At a meeting of the Dutchess County Farmland Protection Board ("Board")
held on the 11th day of June, 2020 held remotely via a public Zoom
meeting, the following resolution was adopted by a vote of the entire Board,
to wit:
WHEREAS, Section 303-b of the New York State Agriculture and Markets
Law establishes a mechanism on an annual basis for parcels of land
comprised of predominately viable agricultural land to be included within
the state's Agricultural Districts; and
WHEREAS, Section 303-b of the New York State Agriculture and Markets
Law sets forth the requirement that the Legislative Body in eve1y county in
New York State with existing Agricultural Districts must designate an
annual 30-day period during which landowners may apply for inclusion of
their agriculturally viable land in the Agricultural Districts; and
WHEREAS, Dutchess County Legislative Resolution 204098 established
an annual thirty-day period extending from April 15 to May 14 during
which Landowners may summit such requests to the legislature to include
their properties in the Agricultural Districts; and
WHEREAS, During the one month period extending from April 15, 2020
to May 14, 2020, the Dutchess County Farmland Protection Board received
such applications on behalf of the Legislature; and
WHEREAS, The Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District,
acting as a consultant to the Board, conducted a review of the agricultural
characteristics of all such applications received by the Board; and
WHEREAS, the same Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation
District, found in the process of conducting the aforementioned review that
the certain parcels itemized below are located within one of the Dutchess
County's four Agricultural Districts and have present a high percentage or
large acreage of viable farmland as required by Section 303-b of the
Agricultural Districts Law; and
WHEREAS, the same Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation
District specifically recommended that certain parcels itemized below
qualify for inclusion in the Agricultural Districts due

to the character of viable farmland found to be present on these properties; and
WHEREAS, the Board, in the context of the standards established by Section 303-b of the
Agriculture Districts Law, has duly considered the merits of the each and every parcel
application it has received; therefore, be it
RESOLVED by a majority vote of the Dutchess County Agriculture and Farmland Protection
Board on June 11 th, 2020, that the Board recommends to the Dutchess County Legislature that
the following seven parcels constituting a total of 98.055 acres ofland to be added to the
respective Agriculture Districts pursuant to Section 303-b, including one parcel comprising 10
acres in Agricultural District 21, one parcel comprising 21.47 acres in Agricultural District 22,
and five parcels comprising 66.585 acres in Agricultural District 23:
Landowner
Margaret Wang
Trevor Ballard
Kelly Larson
Kelly Larson
Peter Barton
Adam Coupe
Lynne Calhoun

Town
Amenia
Pawling
Union Vale
Dover Plains
LaGrange
Beekman
Pawling

SWIS Code
132000
134089
135400
132600
133400
132200
134089

Parcel Numbel'

Acres

District

7266-00-485 640
6856-00-688424
6969-00-2S3570
6963-00-304560
6360-03-445269
6657-08-90290 l
7156-00-514482

IO

21
23
23
23
22
23
23

23.975
10.16
15.57
21.47
11.29
5.59

these said parcels being recommended due to the character of viable farmland documented to be
present on said parcels; and be it further
RESOLVED that the Board recommends to the Dutchess County Legislature that the following
three parcels totaling 27.99 acres, for which an application was received, be rejected for
inclusion in the Agricultural Districts:
Landowner
Edward Russel
Joseph Giagrande
Matthew Wirth

Town
Rhinebeck
East Fishkill
East Fishkill

SWIS Code
135089
132800
132800

Parcel Number
6371-00-423606
6556-01-195790
6456-01-0S8549

Acres
5.93
13.66
8.4

District
20
22
22

these said parcels being recommended for rejection rather than inclusion due to fact that the
character ofland on said parcels do not meet the criteria of viable farmland stipulated in Section
303-b of the Agricultural Districts Law; and be it further
RESOLVED that for six parcels totaling 234.06 acres applications were received for parcels that
had already been enrolled in an Agricultural District prior to April 15, 2020:
Landowner
Ellen Crain
Ellen Crain
Elizabeth Williams
Caroline Williams
Caroline Williams
June Gerrard

Town
Beekman
Beekman
Dover
Dover
Dover
Pleasant Valley

SWIS Code

Parcel Number

132200
132200
132600
132600
132601
133400

6859-00-580057
6859-00-607986
7259-00-161734
7161-00-152287
7161-00-167083
6462-04-854440

Acres
20.8
38.37
29.44
111.3
19.l
15.05

District
23
23
23
23
23
22

these said parcels therefore requiring no further action by the Legislature due to their status as
parcels already included in Agriculture Districts 22 and 23; and be it further

RESOLVED that in support of the above recommendations, the Board shall submit to the
Legislature the following materials: 1) copies of all applications received, 2) copies of the review
materials prepared by the Dutchess County Soil and Water Conservation District in association
with all applications received, 3) copies of the minutes of the June 11 1h, 2020 meeting of the
Board.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I, Gregg Pulver, Chairman of the Dutchess County Farmland
Protection Board, certify that the foregoing resolution was adopted by Board at its June
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wvoRK Agriculture

JEOF

and Markets

oRruN,rv.

ANDREW M. CUOMO
Governor

2 1 2020

RICHARD A. BALL
Commissioner

/1l/l jp: Y.OMJ

Carolyn Morris, Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
County Office Building
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601

Dear Ms. Morris,
In accordance with Section 303-b of the Agriculture and Markets Law, the Dutchess
County Legislature submitted to me, by resolution #2020113, a report and plan to
modify Dutchess County Agricultural District Nos. 21, 22 and 23 by including
predominantly viable agricultural land into the district.
Following review of the plan and its related documents, I hereby certify that the inclusion
of predominantly viable agricultural land, as proposed, is feasible and shall serve the
public interest by assisting in maintaining a viable agricultural industry within the district.

Signed and sealed at the Town of Colonie
County of Albany, New York
This / ) 14 Day of August, 2020
Sincerely,

~}:~/
Richard A. Ball
Commissioner

cc:
Gregg Pulver, Chair, Dutchess County AFPB
Eoin Wrafter, Commissioner, Dutchess County Planning Department
Ruth Moore, Executive Director, CCE of Dutchess County
Susan Hoskins, IRIS

I

10B Airline Dr. Albany, N.Y., 12235 (800) 554-4501

Iwww.agriculture.ny.gov

Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie
District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Yes

No

I

Page*
Sagliano (VC)
Polasek

- ------------

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie
District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Keith
Truitt (C)

---- ------ - - - -- --- --- --- ------ - ---- -- ---- ---

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie

Atkins

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

---- --,----,---

Present:

J.2

Absent:

0
0

Vacant:

Resolution:

✓

Total:

I 'J..
Yes

Motion:

Abstentions:

0

2020113 PROPERTY OWNER REQUESTS TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN DUTCHESS
COUNTY'S CERTIFIED AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS 20, 21, 22, AND 23
illL Y 9, 2020

V
No

Roll Call Sheets
District

Last Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llaverias

District 2 -Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 1O- City of Poughkeepsie
District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Atkins
Kearney

District 15 - Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

District 20 - Town of Red Hook/Tivoli
District 21 - Town of East Fishkill
District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Zemike
McHoul

Munn
Caswell
Garito

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Present:

.;;ul

Absent:

\

Vacant:

V

Resolution:
Motion:

0

Johnson

Paoloni

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

~

Brendli

District 14-Town of Wappinger

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Yes

Houston

Total:

Yes

No

Abstentions: _Q_

2020113 PROPERTY OWNER REQUESTS TO BE INCLUDED WITHIN DUTCHESS
COUNTY'S CERTIFIED AGRICULTURAL DISTRICTS 20, 21, 22, AND 23
JULY 13, 2020

BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL
AMENDED IN COMMITTEE 7/9/2020
RESOLUTION NO. 2020114

RE: ADOPTION OF DUTCHESS COMMUNITY COLLEGE BUDGET
Legislators TRUITT, PULVER, HOUSTON, SAGLIANO, POLASEK, PAOLONI,
McHOUL, and HAUSER offer the following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, the Annual Operating Budget Request of Dutchess Community College for
the period September 1, 2020 through August 31, 2021, has been developed in accordance with
guidelines furnished by the State University of New York, and,
WHEREAS, the requirement for operating expenditures has been determined to be
$58,454,579, and
WHEREAS, the Operating Budget for Dutchess Community College includes full
funding for 10 new students to enter the Think Ahead program each semester as well as
continued funding for the students already emolled in the program, and said budget is inclusive
in covering all associated and related costs in the continued operation of the Think Ahead
program, and
WHEREAS, by Resolution No. 2020-45, the Board of Trustees of Dutchess Community
College did approve such budget, now, therefore, be it
RESOLVED, that the Operating Budget for Dutchess Community College for the fiscal
year September 1, 2020 through August 31, 2021 in the amount of$58,454,579, with anticipated
funding from the County of Dutchess by appropriation from fiscal year 2021 of$16,787,898 is
hereby approved.

COUNTY EXECUTIVE

Qate
STA1EOFNEWYORK

-7&4/4¥

ss:

COUN1Y OF DUTCHESS
This is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with
the original resolution now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 13 th day of July 2020, and that the same
is a true and correct transcript of said original resolution and of the whole thereof.

IN 'WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislat~s:~ dpf}uly 2020.

CAR<JLYNM~S, C~O~GISLATURE

RESOLUTION NO. 2020-45

Board of Trustees, Dutchess Community College
May 26, 2020

Mr. Massie offered the following resolution and moved its adoption:
WHEREAS, the Annual Operating Budget Request of Dutchess Community College for
the period September 1, 2020 through August 31, 2021 has been developed in
accordance with guidelines furnished by the State University of New York, and
WHEREAS, the requirement for operating expenditures has been determined to be
$58,454,579, now, therefore, be ii
RESOLVED, that the Operating Budget for Dutchess Community College for the fiscal
year September 1, 2020 through August 31, 2021, in the amount of $58,454,579 with
anticipated funding from the County of Dutchess by appropriation from fiscal year 2021
of $16,787,898, is hereby approved.

*****

Seconded by Ms. Appel

Resolution adopted unanimously

2020-2021
Budget
July 7, 2020

Overview

• The Community's College
• Student Success
• Workforce Development

Enrollment
(Concurrent Students Excluded)
9000

8184
8000

7687
7340
6725

7000

6502
5993

6000

5648

5419

5000

4335
4000

3000

2000

1000

0

Fall 2012

Fall 2013

Fall 2014

Fall 2015

Ill Enrolled Students

Fall 2016
■ Projected

Fall 2017
Enrollment

Fall 2018

Fall 2019

Fall 2020

Benchmarking Indicators
2018-19 Actual Expenses per FTE Local Community Colleges
$18,000

$16,159
$16,000

$15,776

$14,000

$13,087

$12,343

$12,497

$12,000

$11,261

$11,470

Ulster

Dutchess

$10,000

$8,000

$6,000

$4,000

$2,000

$0

Columbia-Greene

Sullivan

Orange

SUNY CC Average

Rockland

Impact of COVID-19
• Transition to remote learning in Spring 19
• Remote learning for summer
• Campus Reopening Plan approved by SUNY 7/6/20
• Plans for Fall 19 announced this week.

Revenue
•

State Aid
30% Reduction

•

Other

County
Remains Level

•

Tuition
$200 FT Tuition Increase
20% FT Enrollment Decline
Overall Tuition Decline of $3.2 M

County
$16,787,898

Tuition
$15,903,134

Revenue Summary
$

Tuition
Fall
Winter
Spring
Summer

$

15,903,134

7,885,764
167,808
6,456,756
1,392,806

Sponsor Contribution

16,787,898

State Aid - Basic & Supplemental
$ 11,668,656
FTE

12,077,475

408,819

Rental

8,076,479

Other Revenue
Chargeback
Offset
Credit Free
Other

Total Revenues

$

3,484,362
3,463,588
700,000
428,529

$

52,844,986

Expenditures
Personnel Salaries and Benefits
$48,916,805

• Personnel Salaries

• $5,037,548
• Benefits

.$760,803
• Contractual

• $251,000
• Equipment

.$100,000
Contractu

al
$9,337,774

$200,000

-

--

Expense Summary
2019-20
Budget

2020-21
Budget

%

Variance

Personnel
$17,672,944

$15,512,392

-12.23%

10,635,102

8,519,436

-19.89%

Support Staff

9,454,748

8,787,976

-7.05%

Student Aids

665,091

570,553

-14.21%

$38,427,885

$33,390,357

-13.11%

$3,029,154

$2,651,070

-12.48%

Insurance

9,141,457

8,751,433

-4.27%

Retirement Contributions

3,628,372

3,524,864

-2.85%

Other taxes and Benefits

488,268

599,081

22.70%

$16,287,251

$15,526,448

-4.67%

$300,000

$200,000

-33.33%

Instructional
Administrative

Total Personnel

Fringe Benefits
Payroll Taxes

Total Fringe Benefits

Equipment

Expense Summary
CQntractual Expenses
Advertising/Printing/Postage
Bad Debts
Dues and Subscriptions
Food
Insurance
Internet Expense
Library Books
Maint/Service Contracts
Other**
Professional Services
Rent
Repairs and Maintenance
Software
Supplies
Telephone
Travel
Tuition/Employee Training
Utilities
Total Contractual

2019-20

2020-21

%

Bndi?et

Budi?et

Variance

$477,092
220,000
143,190
90,282
350,394
127,391
75,000
1,661,933
269,630
2,844,076
1,201,809
24,900
13,490
820,525
64,497
218,864
167,600
818,000
$9,588,673

$393,635
220,000
120,132
63,416
360,000
156,403
75,000
1,677,571
271,830
2,477,162
1,397,523
25,100
6,230
761,792
65,125
149,985
170,970
945,900
$9,337,774

-17.49%
0.00%
-16.10%
-29.76%
2.74%
22.77%
0.00%
0.94%
0.82%
-12.90%
16.28%
0.80%
-53.82%
-7.16%
0.97%
-31.47%
2.01%
15.64%
-2.62%

Budget Summary
Revenues
Tuition
Sponsor Contribution
State Aid - Basic & Supplemental
Other Revenue

$

16,331,663
16,787,898
12,077,475
7,647,950
$

Total Revenues

Expenditures
Personnel Service
Benefits
Equipment
Contractual

$

52,844,986

33,390,357
15,526,448
200,000
9,337,774
58,454,579

Projected Revenue Shortfall/Anticipated Use of Fund Balance

$

(5,609,593)

Fund Balance Projection

Beginning Balance

$

(5,609,593.00)

2020-2021 Projected Use
Estimated FY '21 Ending Balance

10,382,459.00

$

4,772,866.00

SUNY recommends fund balance be kept between 5°/o and 15% of net operating costs.
The projected fund balance at the end of FY 2021 is estimated to be 8.17%.

2020-2021 Proposed Tuition
ORANGE

$5,376

SULLIVAN

$5,217

ROCKLAND

$5,108

COLUMBIA-GREENE

$4,968

ULSTER

$4,880

WESTCHESTER

• Tuition expected to remain
lowest of the 30
Community Colleges.
For the past 18 years

$4,655

DUTCHESS

SUNY CC AVERAGE

$5,024

• Average Tuition
DCC is $67 4 below average.
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Dutchess Community College
Budget Summary With 20% Enrollment Decline
2020/2021

State Aid FTE Rate
Sponsor Contribution
FT Tuition Increase
PT Tuition Increase

2020/2021
PROPOSED

2019/2020
BUDGET

$2,063
$16,787,898

$2,947
$16,787,898
$4,150
$173

$200

$9

%
Variance

REVENUES:
$7,885,764
167,808
6,456,756
1,392,806
428,529
16,787,898
3,484,362

$9,513,636
160,198
7,972,207
1,409,431
637,194
16,787,898
4,235,000

-17.11%
4.75%
-19.01%
-1.18%
-32.75%
0.00%
-17.72%

11,668,656
408,819

17,868,468
314,311

-34.70%
30.07%

3,463,588
700,000

3,587,097
1,000,000

-3.44%
-30.00%

$52,844,986

$63,485,440

-16.76%

Personnel Service
Benefits
Equipment
Contractual Expense

$33,390,357
15,526,448
200,000
9,337,774

$38,427,885
16,287,251
300,000
9,588,673

-13.11%
-4.67%
-33.33%
-2.62%

TOTAL APPROPRIATIONS BY OBJECT

$58,454,579

$64,603,809

-9.52%

PROJECTED REVENUE SHORTFALL

-$5,609,593

-$1,118,369

401.59%

Fall Tuition
Winter Tuition
Spring Tuition
Summer Tuition
Non-Resident/Out of State Tuition
Sponsors Contribution
Chargeback Revenue
State Aid - Basic & Supplemental
FTE
Rental
Offset Revenue
Other Revenue

TOTAL OPERATING REVENUE DCC FUNDED
EXPENDITURES:

Anticipated Fund Balance at 8/31
Students
Sponsor
Fund Balance
Other Local
State

4,772,866

8,075,186

8.17%

12.50%

29.29%
30.92%
10.33%
7.21%
22.25%
100.00%

31.75%
27.97%
1.86%
8.12%
30.30%
100.00%

Dutchess Community College
20/21 Budget Expense Summary

20/21
Budget

19/20
Budget

%
Variance

Personnel
Instructional
Administrative
Support Staff
Student Aids
Total Personnel

$15,512,392
8,519,436
8,787,976
570,553
$33,390,357

$17,672,944
10,635,102
9,454,748
665,091
$38,427,885

-12.23%
-19.89%
-7.05%
-14.21%
-13.11%

$2,651,070
8,751,433
3,524,864
599,081
$15,526,448

$3,029,154
9,141,457
3,628,372
488,268
$16,287,251

-12.48%
-4.27%
-2.85%
22.70%
-4.67%

$200,000

$300,000

-33.33%

$393,635
220,000
120,132
63,416
360,000
156,403
75,000
1,677,571
271,830
2,477,162
1,397,523
25,100
6,230
761,792
65,125
149,985
170,970
945,900
$9,337,774

$477,092
220,000
143,190
90,282
350,394
127,391
75,000
1,661,933
269,630
2,844,076
1,201,809
24,900
13,490
820,525
64,497
218,864
167,600
818,000
$9,588,673

-17.49%
0.00%
-16.10%
-29.76%
2.74%
22.77%
0.00%
0.94%
0.82%
-12.90%
16.28%
0.80%
-53.82%
-7.16%
0.97%
-31.47%
2.01%
15.64%
-2.62%

$58,454,579

$64,603,809

-9.52%

Fringe Benefits
Payroll Taxes
Insurance
Retirement Contributions
Other taxes and Benefits
Total Fringe Benefits
Equipment
Contractual Expenses
Advertising/Printing/Postage
Bad Debts
Dues and Subscriptions
Food
Insurance
Internet Expense
Library Books
Maint/Service Contracts
Other**
Professional Services
Rent
Repairs and Maintenance
Software
Supplies
Telephone
Travel
Tuition/Employee Training
Utilities
Total Contractual

Total Expenses

** Uniform, Gasoline, Waste Recycle, Sewer and Water Tax, Orientation

DUTCHESS
COMMUNITY COLLEGE
ca

EDUCATION
FOR A
DEMOCRACY
OF
EXCELLENCE
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2020-2021 Budget

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Index
Dept#

Department

Page Number

1100

President's Office

1-2

1200

Board of Trustees

3

1400

Communication and Public Relations

4-5

1500

Institutional Development

6-7

1600

Institutional Research and Planning

8-9

1700

Diversity Office

10-11

4001

Provost & Vice President of Academic Affairs - Office

12-13

4010

Service Learning

14-15

4015

Grants Office

16

4020

Office of Advocacy & Accountability

17-18

4101

Academic Affairs

19-21

4110

Library

22-23

4120

Teaching Learning Center

24-25

4130

Writing Center

26-27

4131

Writing Center Computer Lab

28

4210

C-Step

29

4310

Academic Services

30-31

4315

Smart Start

32

4330

DCC South

33-34

4340

Scheduling

35

4345

Professional Staff Organization

36

4350

Miscellaneous Academic Affairs

37

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Index
Dept#

Department

Page Number

4360

Honors Program

38

4365

Black History

39

4367

LGBTQof DCC

40

4370

Exploring Transfer

41

4375

Womens Activity

42

4380

Hispanic Heritage

43

4385

Beacon College Project

44

4390

College in the High School

45

4395

Academic Advising

46-47

4399

Family Partnership

48

441 to 453

Academic Departments

4410

Debate Team

49

4411

Art

50-51

4412

Performing Arts

52

4413

Music

53-54

4414

Theatre

55-56

4415

Communication Media

57-58

4416

Speech

59

4417

Art Gallery

60

4418

PVAC General

61-62

4419

Dance

63

4421

Biology

64-65

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Communi-ty College

Index
Dept#

Department

Page Number

4422

Dental Assistant

66

4423

Science

67

4424

Medical Laboratory

68

4425

Paramedic

69-70

4426

Biology & Health Technology

71-72

4427

Fire Science

73

4428

E5W

74-75

4429

Physical Education

76-77

4429.1

Wellness & Fitness

78-79

4431

Accounting

80

4432

Business Management

81-82

4433

Business Technology General

83-84

4434

Paralegal

85

4441

Physics

86-87

4442

Physical Science

88-89

4443

Astronomy

90-91

4444

Chemistry

92-93

4445

Geology

94

4446

MPCS General

95

4447

Mathematics

96

4451

Air Conditioning & Refrigeration

97

4452

Engineering

98

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Communlty College

Index
Dept#

Department

Page Number

4453

Engineering Technology

99

4454

Computer Information Systems

100-101

4455

Architectural Technology

102-103

4456

Electrical Technology

104-105

4458

Engineering Genera!

106

4459

Aviation Science

107-108

4460

Aviation Maintenance Technology

109-110

4461

Computer Assisted Design

111

4471

Italian

112

4472

Reading

113

4473

English

114-115

4474

German

116

4475

French

117

4476

Spanish

118

4477

English & Humanities General

119-120

4479

Philosophy

121

4480

Sign Language

122

4491

Child Care

123

4492

Community Mental Health

124

4493

Criminal Justice

125

4494

Early Childhood

126-127

4495

Behavioral Sciences

128-129

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Communlty College

Index
Dept#

Department

Page Number

4496

Psychology

130-131

4497

Behavioral Sciences General

132-133

4499

Health

134

4501

Nursing

135-137

4511

Wellness & Fitness

138

4514

HPEAD General

139

4521

History

140-141

4522

Economics

142

4523

Geography

143

4524

Government

144

4525

HGE General

145-146

4531

Math

147-148

4532

Computer Science

149

5001

Vice President of Administration - Office

150-151

5101

Genera! Business

152

5110

Business Office

153-154

5120

Student Accounts

155-156

5130

Payroll

157-158

5140

Purchasing

159-160

5150

Central Services

161

5160

Commencement

162

5170

COVID 19 Costs

163

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Index
~

Department

Page Number

5201-5277

Physical Plant

164-175

5280

Safety & Security

176-177

5310

Computer Center

178-179

5320

Instructional Media

180-181

5510

Human Resource Office

182-183

5515

Benefits

184-185

5520

Switchboard

186

6001

Dean of Student Services- Office

187-188

6010

Admissions

189-190

6020

Financial Aid

191-192

6030

Registrar

193-194

6040

Student Activities

195-196

6050

Health Office

197-198

6110

Counseling

199-200

6115

Career Services

201

6120

Accommodative Services

202-203

6125

TRIO

204

6130

Educational Opportunity Program

205-206

6150

Veterans Program

207

7001-7190

Community Services and Special Programs

208-232

Totals

Budget Totals

233

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

1100

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

President's Office

Salaries/Benefits

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6202

Managerial Confidential

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

Total Salaries/Benefits

750.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

385,377.44

391,243.34

398,090.00

398,090.00

312,676.25

398,083.00

3,011.68

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,365.50

0.00

389,139.12

394,243.49

398,090.00

401,090.00

315,041.75

398,083.00

0.00

2,745.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7102

Postage

170.70

96.37

200.00

200.00

0.00

200.00

7106

Books & Periodicals

836.11

281.20

750.00

750.00

0.00

750.00

7107

Subscriptions

0.00

0.00

200,00

200.00

0,00

200,00

7108

Dues

46,073.86

26,850.34

46,603.00

46,603.00

18,166.93

36,339.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

7113

Duplicating

153,08

335.68

1,000.00

1,000.00

46.40

1,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

13,528.32

5,124.99

15,000.00

12,358.00

3,602.90

12,000.00

7121

Legal

261.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

0.00

34,686.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

10,000.00

7145

Car Rental

82.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

4,034.42

3,422.53

3,625.00

3,625.00

2,486.90

3,625.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,156.06

1,089.42

2,000.00

2,000.00

909.21

1,600.00

7153

Computer Supplies

88.00

0,00

0,00

0.00

0,00

0,00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

5,632.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0,00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

20IS-2Ql9

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2Q£1

Actual

Original B:uQget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12,574.01

7,055.36

9,000.00

9,000.00

6,842.92

7,200.00

7174

Computer Software

7176

Food Service

7178

Gasoline

21.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

35.11

39.99

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

7210

Training - On Campus

0.00

299.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

84,648.79

82,026.60

88,928.00

86,286.00

32,205.26

73,464.00

473,787.91

476,270.09

487,018.00

487,376.00

347,247.01

471,547.00

487,018.00

487,376.00

347,247.01

471,547.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 1100 President's Office

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

473,787.91

476,270.09

Pagel
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

1200

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2012-2020

2012-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Board of Trustees

Contractual
159.90

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

100.00

Subscriptions

2,125.51

1,843.73

2,013.00

2,013.00

0.00

2,032.00

7108

Dues

2,860.00

2,985.00

2,985.00

2,985.00

2,985.00

3,135.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

120.00

7176

Food Service

2,546.61

1,371.15

2,000.00

2,000.00

494.45

1,200.00

7,692.02

6,199.88

7,348.00

7,348.00

3,479.45

6,587.00

7,692.02

6.199.88

7,348.00

7,348.00

3,479.45

6,587.00

7,348.00

7,348.00

3,479.45

6,587.00

7102

Postage

7107

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 1200 Board of Trustees

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

7,692.02

6,199.88
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

1400

1110

2017-201!

2D18-2D19

2D19-2D20

2D19-202D

2Ql2-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Communication and Public Relations

Salaries/Benefits

6202

Managerial Confidential

115,841.19

119,332.20

121,420.00

121,420.00

95,368.26

121,420.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

164,856.73

175,026.90

194,999.00

194,999.00

153,155.09

136,936.00

6205

Part Time Technical

34,452.00

36,119.95

42,562.00

42,562.00

25,640.34

42,562.00

6301

Vacation Payments

1,296.25

2,017.77

0.00

4,229.00

4,228.87

0.00

6402

Clerical

12,955.83

12,221.02

15,637.00

15,637.00

14,016.39

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

1,598.44

3,255.75

1,828.00

1,828.00

479.40

3,691.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.30

0.00

331,000.44

347,973.59

376,446.00

380,675.00

292,890.65

304,609.00

23,151.96

42,101.49

40,000.00

40,000.00

46,692.00

40,000.00

1,972.19

23.29

100.00

100.00

45.76

100.00

116,369.60

81,385.00

120,000.00

120,000.00

78,274.34

105,000.00

144.00

416.20

200.00

200.00

168.00

200.00

15,987.90

12,390.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

14,245.65

25,000.00

24.00

67.50

100.00

100.00

5.25

100.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7102

Postage

7105

Display Advertising

7107

Subscriptions

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

3,147.84

3,289.32

0.00

18.00

18.04

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

231.96

177.88

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

7125

Other Professional

12,532.99

6,397.59

16,000.00

16,000.00

2,826.99

16,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,299.49

1,924.61

2,006.00

2,006.00

1,421.78

2,006.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,805.66

585.17

1,800.00

1,800.00

406.70

1,440.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

2,754.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

Contractual
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7174

Computer Software

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 1400 Communication and Public Relations

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adj~st!;';Q B1gjget

YeartQ Date

Budget

6,500.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

395.90

22.98

100.00

100.00

245.34

100.00

187,318.44

148,781.03

205,806.00

205,824.00

144,349.85

190,346.00

518,318.88

496,754.62

582,252.00

586,499.00

437,240.50

494,955.00

582,252.00

586,499.00

437,240.50

494,955.00

518,318.88

496,754.62
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

1500

1110

2018-2019

2Q12-202Q

2Ql 9-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted B:udg!:,t

Year to Dite

Budget

Institutional Development

Salaries/Benefits

6202

Managerial Confidential

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Clerical

6453

Overtime

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2017-2018

1110

98,126.10

101,307.19

103,080.00

103,080.00

80,963.32

103,080.00

135,540.44

141,222.14

147,063.00

147,063.00

114,185.21

147,064.00

1,333.93

3,271.60

0.00

3,402.00

3,401.65

0.00

44,921.11

46,123.91

48,163.00

48,163.00

37,032.46

50,042.00

219.96

82.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,011.68

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,365.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.83

0.00

283,153.22

295,007,13

298,306.00

304,708,00

237,953,97

300,186.00

33.00

22.56

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

300.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

126.00

93.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

7102

Postage

7105

Display Advertising

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

1,625.00

3,838.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,691.20

1,390.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

546.09

138.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,167.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

3,063.36

2,884.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

204.20

0.DD

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

9,252.02

8,870.84

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

292,405.24

303,877.97

298,306.00

304,708.00

237,953.97

300,186.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department Total: 1500 Institutional Development

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actµal

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

292,405.24

303,877.97

298,306.00

304,708.00

237,953.97

300,186.00

Pagel

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

2Q11-2Q18

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budgsi:t

Adjysted Budget

Yeia,ItgDate

Budget

1600 Institutional Research and Planning

1110

Salaries/Benefits
187,441.16

196,436.24

203,826.00

203,826.00

160,094.35

203,826.00

91,117.19

89,360.68

97,256.00

97,256.00

70,537.36

99,053.00

Overtime

186.24

0.00

0.00

180.00

180.18

0.00

6454

Longevity

7,674.22

8,099.19

8,023.00

8,023.00

6,791.09

8,023.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.30

0.00

286,418.81

293,896, 11

309,105.00

309,285.00

237,614.28

310,902.00

167.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

200.00

15.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6402

Clerical

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7115

Prof Development Travel

5,049.27

4,405.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

100,00

100.00

0.00

BO.DO

7125

Other Professional

0.00

3,571.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

0.00

1,887.00

2,045.00

2,045.00

1,527.30

2,045.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

500.00

8,460.00

7,500.00

7,500.00

4,800.00

7,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

326.40

435.08

450.00

450.00

176.31

360.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

80.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7174

Computer Software

6,600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

1,560.00

550.00

1,900.00

1,900.00

1,867.08

1,900.00

7193

Assessment

14,250.00

15,250.00

16,000.00

16,000.00

9,500.00

16,000.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 1600 Institutional Research and Planning

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020~2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

28,468.31

34,639.17

28,195.00

28,195.00

17,870.69

28,085.00

314,887.12

328,535.28

337,300.00

337,480.00

255,484.97

338,987.00

337,300.00

337,480.00

255,484.97

338,987.00

314,887.12

328,535.28
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2019

2QI2-202Q

2Q19-2Q20

2Q19-2Q2Q

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Department:
1700 Diversity Office
Fund
Salaries/Benefits
1110
19,540.25

85,000.24

86,488.00

86,488.00

67,931.26

0.00

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

17,857.99

0.00

Vacation Payments

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,158.00

4,903.29

0.00

19,540_25

85,000.24

86,488.00

87,646.00

90,692.54

0.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

6203
6301

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

0.00

0.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

0.00

0.00

7107

Subscriptions

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

7108

Dues

200.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

15.00

0.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

344.26

6,063.46

0.00

2,084.00

2,084.29

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

57.19

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

0.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

400.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

0.00

0.00

6,500.00

6,500.00

0.00

0.00

7145

Car Rental

0.00

232.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

307.99

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

337.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

71.94

1,000.00

1,000.00

351.00

0.00

7210

Training - On Campus

0.00

0.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

881.26

6,439.99

23,700.00

25,784.00

3,151.28

0.00

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
?Ql?-2018

Actual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 1700 Diversity Office

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

20,421.51

20,421.51

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

}02Q-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

91,440.23

91,440.23

110,188.00

113,430.00

93,843.82

0.00

110,188.00

113,430.00

93,843.82

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4001

1110

2017-2018

2Qlj-2019

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

202Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Origjnal BuQget

AdjusteQ Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Provost & V.P. ofAcademic Affairs Office

Salaries/Benefits
4,428.49

2,506.09

0.00

1,303.00

1,303.04

0.00

0.00

1,760.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

442,812.57

456,417.79

382,936.00

382,936.00

296,694.13

371,717.00

Part Time Technical

30,101.54

31,632.17

49,427.00

49,427.00

23,882.82

48,048.00

6301

Vacation Payments

8,222.75

8,483.01

0.00

6,092.00

21,396.95

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

732.80

0.00

6402

Clerical

0.00

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

0.00

0.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,935.00

485,565.35

500,799.06

457,863.00

465,258.00

344,009.74

422,700.00

444.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

71.97

118.04

80.00

80.00

116.52

100.00

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

527.73

250.00

6112

Extra Svc Full nme Faculty

6119

Improvement of Instruction Stipend

6202

Managerial Confidential

6205

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7102

Postage

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

1,737.92

569.30

923.00

923.00

0.00

923.00

7108

Dues

1,410.00

1,000.00

1,525.00

1,525.00

0.00

1,000.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

8.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

0.00

50.00

7113

Duplicating

4,045.46

690.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

5,021.00

18,989.47

75,130.00

54,151.00

4,247.93

53,175.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

1,017.67

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

7123

Honoraria

119.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

Contractual
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-202Q

Original Budget

Adjysted ]2udgi;:t

YeartQ Date

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

7125

Other Professional

1,167.00

10,777.50

2,000.00

2,000.00

357.39

2,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

4,046.21

3,988.41

5,319.00

5,319.00

2,844.55

5,316.00

7151

Office Supplies

806.60

344.14

900.00

900.00

220.29

400.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,808.07

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

-6.59

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

80.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

555.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

3,303.18

1,379.30

2,700.00

2,700.00

879.69

2,000.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

1,338.24

225.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

731.39

12,000.00

7193

Assessment

0.00

0.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

0.00

0.00

7210

Training - On Campus

450.00

0.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

5,000.00

24,517,89

39,113.83

108,142.00

87,163.00

11,733.56

82,954.00

510,083.24

539,912.89

566,005.00

552,421.00

355,743.30

505,654.00

566,005.00

552,421.00

355,743.30

505,654.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4001 Provost & V.P. of Academic Affairs

510,083.24

539,912.89

Budget

Office

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4010

1110

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2Q19-202Q

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adju§ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Service Learning

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6205

Part Time Technical

6402

Clerical

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2017-2018

1110

54,753.10

57,366.15

60,055.00

60,055.00

39,116.32

0.00

0.00

153.45

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,970.55

8,492.53

16,807.00

16,807.00

12,362.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.84

0.00

60,723.65

66,012.13

76,862.00

76,862.00

51,480.36

0.00

1,360.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

15.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

253.35

152.70

150.00

150.00

127.50

300.00

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

3,660.37

38.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

344.89

300.60

700.00

700.00

64.65

0.00

7144

Computer Hardware & Software Rental

0.00

1,360.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

220.92

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

71.54

162.82

202.00

202.00

32.04

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

161.54

35.20

150.00

150.00

0.00

150.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

129.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

103.55

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

120.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

43.77

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

6,014.01

2,179.55

1,902.00

1,902.00

445.11

1,120.00

66,737.66

68,191.68

78,764.00

78,764.00

51,925.47

1,120.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department Total: 4010 Service Learning

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actµal

Actµal

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

51,925.47

1,120.00

66,737.66

68,191.68

78,764.00

78,764.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
6203

4015

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019~2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year tQ Qate

Budget

Grants Office

Salaries/Benefits

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2Q17~2018

1110

91,311.12

94,947.07

98,684.00

98,684.00

77,508.86

98,684.00

91,311.12

94,947.07

98,684.00

98,684.00

77,508.86

98,684.00

Contractual

7102

Postage

39.56

36.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

96.34

62.52

0.00

0.00

88.74

560.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

162.00

135.90

99.45

0.00

0.00

88.74

722.00

91,447.02

95,046.52

98,684.00

98,684.00

77,597.60

99,406.00

98,684.00

98,684.00

77,597.60

99,406,00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4015 Grants Office

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

91,447.02

95,046.52
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4020

1110

2017-2018

2011-2012

Actual

Actual

2Ql 9-2Q2Q

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Qriginal Blldget

Adjy§ted Bydget

Year to Date

Budget

Office ofAdvocacy & Accountability

Salaries/Benefits
159,470.23

169,655.19

176,387.00

176,387.00

138,541.67

176,387.00

Full Time Technical

1,258.70

6,024.91

7,005.00

7,005.00

11,978.16

7,005.00

6301

Vacation Payments

2,926.81

3,054.98

0.00

2,029.00

3,202.51

0.00

6402

Clerical

49,043.74

49,412.56

50,601.00

50,601.00

38,603.19

50,975.00

6453

Overtime

66.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

0.00

1,085.07

1,253.00

1,253.00

957.93

1,253.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,011.68

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,365.50

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.00

0.00

215,777.88

232,232.86

235,246.00

240,275.00

195,654.96

235,620.00

72.71

6.70

0.00

0.00

7.35

0.00

253.00

47.54

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

236.00

236.00

0.00

0.00

314.00

318.00

4,429.00

4,429.00

3,961.00

4,114.00

68.00

254.42

1,100.00

1,100.00

179.54

500.00

341.60

45.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

500.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6204

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

3,067.70

2,258.25

0.00

1,608.00

1,574.83

0.0D

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

8.06

109.00

109.00

D.00

92.00

712D

Computer Services

0.00

O.DO

D.DD

0.00

3,879.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

501.44

747.72

694.0D

694.00

1,801.83

1,000.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

0.00

1,200.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

1,250.00

1,500.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

7151

Office Supplies

7153

Computer Supplies

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

7176

Food Service

7210

Training - On Campus

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4020 Office of Advocacy & Accountability

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q2Q

2Q19-202Q

2Q19-2Q20

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

1,250.22

677.76

3,000.00

3,000.00

343.59

BOO.OD

0.00

229.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

337.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

26.43

95.46

500.00

500.00

53.46

400.00

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

500.00

6,232,10

5,888,20

14,568.00

16,176.00

13,050.60

9,406.00

222,009.98

238,121.06

249,814.00

256,451.00

208,705.56

245,026.00

249,814.00

256,451.00

208,705.56

245,026.00

222,009.98

238,121.06
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4101

1110

?017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Academic Affairs

Salaries/Benefits

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full nme

240.99

0.00

50,000.00

3,234.00

0.00

50,000.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

0.00

0.00

0.00

104.00

103.66

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

28,378.05

19,403.02

2,175,005.00

133,902.00

21,476.33

1,591,890.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

9,565.17

10,462.00

1,459,082.00

30,852.00

3,732.00

1,121,156.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

15,596.12

0.00

342,745.00

312,764.00

0.00

342,745.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

0.00

420.00

1,005,149.00

0.00

0.00

1,005,149.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

13,492.13

14,033.84

217,740.00

127,909.00

18,471.00

217,740.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

144.60

0.00

147,981.00

145,356.00

0.00

60,000.00

6116

Lab Assistant

5,207.00

3,895.02

0.00

0.00

6,560.04

0.00

6118

Faculty Development

0.00

0.00

50,000.00

40,996.00

0.00

50,000.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

1,145.00

200.00

58,000.00

23,960.00

150.00

40,000.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

148,793.96

218,000.14

303,263.00

303,263.00

236,930.61

304,012.00

6301

Vacation Payments

13,364.65

0.00

0.00

2,097.00

2,096.16

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

0.00

41,201.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

120,162.02

100,756.80

121,882.00

121,882.00

97,336.64

136,372.00

6453

Overtime

283.43

148.92

0.00

82.00

147.80

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

2,575.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

703.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13.27

0.00

357,077.00

411,096.55

5,930,847.00

1,246,401.00

387,017.51

4,919,064.00

Total Salaries/Benefits
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Dutchess Community College

Fund

1110

2017-2018

2018-2Ql 9

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2012-2020

2Q2Q-2021

~

Actual

Original Budget

Adju,;lt1;,Q :Budget

Yefil tQ Date

Budget

Contractual
53.84

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

100.00

261.50

0.00

400.00

400.00

0.00

400.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

8,727.00

2,050.00

8,110.00

8,110.00

1,551.00

8,110.00

15.00

48.00

100.00

100.00

8.00

100.00

405.84

1,678.41

1,000.00

1,000.00

977.50

2,000.00

Prof Development Travel

1,471.10

4,158.59

0.00

2,498.00

2,498.11

0.00

7117

Field Trips

2,785.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

119.63

740.15

2,000.00

2,000.00

427.94

1,600.00

7123

Honoraria

1,437.16

1,500.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

0.00

4,800.00

7125

Other Professional

0.00

3,820.00

7,500.00

7,500.00

0.00

7,500.00

7141

Classroom Rental

5,082.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,734.87

1,593.26

1,800.00

1,800.00

1,064.42

1,440.00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,560.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

800.00

800.00

0.00

640.00

7174

Computer Software

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,695.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

7,618.70

6,350.32

9,540.00

9,540.00

1,772.64

7,632.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

1,609.38

357.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

600.00

7191

Tuition Expense

25,240.00

34,897.00

35,000.00

35,000.00

20,327.00

35,000.00

7210

Training - On Campus

5,276.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

63,397.02

57,192.73

75,450.00

77,948.00

36,321.61

71,422.00

7102

Postage

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June IO, 2020
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Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4101 Academic Affairs

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2Ql9-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

420,474,02

420,474.02

468,289,28

468,289.28

6,006,297.00

1,324,349.00

423,339.12

4,990,486.00

6,006,297.00

1,324,349.00

423,339.12

4,990,486.00
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4110

1110

2017-2018

201~-2Ql9

2019-2020

2019-,020

2Q19-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjus!eQ ~uQget

YeartQ Date

Budget

Library

Salaries/Benefits

6201

Managers/NTE

105,146.93

109,110.68

113,196.00

113,196.00

88,908.91

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

277,996.51

286,658.22

306,862.00

306,862.00

240,118.93

306,860.00

6205

Part Time Technical

43,881.41

42,830.01

41,580.00

41,580.00

33,602.92

0.00

6301

Vacation Payments

940.76

1,532.58

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

270,707.27

271,549.00

276,435.00

276,435.00

214,227.89

280,171.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

121.60

1,000.00

1,000.00

11.54

0.00

6454

Longevity

11,850.76

13,073.43

11,910.00

11,910.00

10,341.04

11,910.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

1,062.60

1,357.71

1,261.00

1,261.00

0.00

1,601.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

34.82

0.00

711,586.24

726,233.23

752,244.00

752,244.00

587,246.05

600,542.00

26,932.01

23,363.07

25,000.00

25,000.00

16,030.58

3,000.00

2,207.00

2,286.00

2,200.00

2,200.00

2,306.00

2,350.00

164.00

755.60

500.00

500.00

199.50

750.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,600.26

2,155.87

0.00

394.00

393.60

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

201.36

123.80

250.00

250.00

187.06

200.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

9,209.37

10,558.89

10,500.00

10,500.00

7,420.34

10,500.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

169,493.70

184,130.42

203,127.00

203,127.00

228,394.32

184,567.00

7149

Services Contracts

2,969.08

3,117.14

2,969.00

2,969.00

2,787.00

2,969.00

7151

Office Supplies

5,519.02

3,243.36

5,400.00

5,400.00

2,253.91

4,000.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

225.00

225.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

20Ji-2Q12

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original J;1yQo~t

Adiu§ted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

0.00

418.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Book Binding

450.97

85.00

450.00

450.00

0.00

0.00

7160

Library Books

85,281.06

68,647.67

75,000.00

75,000.00

75,727.99

75,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

243.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7197

Cataloging

9,378.75

2,801.25

11,000.00

11,000.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

313,406.58

301,930.11

336,621.00

337,015.00

335,700.30

283,336.00

1,024,992.82

1,028,163.34

1,088,865.00

1,089,259.00

922,946.35

883,878.00

1,088,865.00

1,089,259.00

922,946.35

883,878.00

7153

Computer Supplies

7158

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4110 Library

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,024,992.82 1,028,163.34
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4120

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Ql9-2020

2Q19-2020

2019-202Q

2020-2021

Actual

A£lllJ!l

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Teaching Learning Center

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

21,328.00

D.DO

47,85D.DD

51,759.00

0.00

41,901.00

67,403.00

D.DD

7,591.00

15,397.00

D.DD

1,054.00

O.DD

0.0D

0.00

D.DD

D.OD

79,159.21

82,200.04

85,323.00

85,323.DD

67,015.53

85,323.00

1,456.17

1,213.17

D.DO

1,581.DD

1,580.77

0.00

21,999.82

13,166.42

17,783.00

17,783.00

13,503.64

7,957.00

1,003.66

0.00

1,048.00

1,048.00

0.00

449.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2.00

0.00

146,573.86

185,310.63

104,154.00

161,176.00

149,257.94

93,729.00

7107

Subscriptions

100.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

250.00

7108

Dues

495.00

495.00

700.00

700.00

495.00

700.0D

7113

Duplicating

64.16

78.04

6,200.00

6,200.00

441.44

500.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,159.35

926.52

0.00

658.00

658.24

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

57.66

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

BO.OD

7125

Other Professional

9,650.01

0.0D

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

10,269.98

2,054.00

2,576.00

2,576.00

1,500.00

3,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

73.00

429.41

250.00

250.00

98.00

80.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

100.00

7174

Computer Software

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

99.99

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6118

Faculty Development

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

62D3

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Clerical

6454

Longevity

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

7210

Training ~ On Campus

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4120 Teaching Learning Center

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2Ql8

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2012-2Q20

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

4,294.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

D.DD

D.DD

26,263.16

3,982.97

11,476.00

12,134.00

3,192.68

4,710.00

172,837.02

189,293.60

115,630.00

173,310.00

152,450.62

98,439.00

115,630.00

173,310.00

152,450.62

98,439.00

172,837.02

189,293.60
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4130

1110

2018-2Q12

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budgt',t

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Writing Center

Salaries/Benefits
552.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Part Time Technical

32,955.55

33,122.05

40,403.00

40,403.00

32,411.22

53,879.00

6402

Clerical

33,147.49

36,103.31

36,036.00

36,036.00

32,810.55

44,711.00

6453

Overtime

387.96

102.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

1,051.10

0.00

1,933.00

1,933.00

0.00

2,297.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

24,515.82

21,599.96

28,038.00

28,038.00

23,424.41

41,470.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.92

0.00

92,609.92

90,928.22

106,410.00

106,410.00

88,651.10

142,357.00

0.00

0.00

70.00

70.00

0.00

0.00

811.74

553.33

1,200.00

1,200.00

215.00

1,000.00

6115

Professional Tutor

6205

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,562.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

140.94

0.00

7123

Honoraria

900.00

1,300.00

2,800.00

2,300.00

1,800.00

800.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

3,065.97

3,639.82

6,200.00

6,200.00

2,607.39

3,700.00

7151

Office Supplies

907.41

960.00

720.00

720.00

856.46

2,400.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

725.00

725.00

119.34

SOD.OD

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

800.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

393.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

817.86

1,213.18

2,280.00

2,280.00

686.95

1,024.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

0.00

1,600.00

1,600.00

1,600.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4130 Writing Center

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2Q17-2018

201!-2Q19

2019-2020

2Q12~2020

2019-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

8,065.01

8,060.02

15,595.00

15,095.00

8,026.08

10,224.00

100,674.93

98,988.24

122,005.00

121,505.00

96,677.18

152,581.00

122,005.00

121,505.00

96,677.18

152,581.00

100,674.93

98,988.24
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
6501

4131

1110

2Ql7-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original BuQget

Adjusted Budget

Yegrto Date

Budget

Writing Center Computer Lab

Salaries/Benefits

Student Aides Regular

Total Salaries/Benefits

21,336.73

14,921.77

24,232.00

24,232.00

12,986.34

0.00

21,336.73

14,921.77

24,232.00

24,232.00

12,986.34

0.00

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

100.00

45.00

0.00

0.00

360.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

841.29

1,606.01

900.00

900.00

551.73

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

380.00

380.00

0.00

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

2,930.62

314.96

3,200.00

3,200.00

0.00

0.00

3,871.91

1,965.97

4,480.00

4,480.00

911.73

0.00

25,208.64

16,887.74

28,712.00

28,712.00

13,898.07

0.00

28,712.00

28,712.00

13,898.07

0.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4131 Writing Center Computer Lab

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

25,208.64

16,887.74
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4210

1110

Faculty Development

6501

Student Aides Regular

2019-2020

2QJ9-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Original Budget

Adjusted 6:ydget

Year to Date

Budget

C-Step

Total Salaries/Benefits

1110

Actual

2019-2020

Salaries/Benefits

6118

Fund

2011-2012

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,253.00

1,253.00

0.00

5,038.39

1,741.45

5,089.00

5,089.00

0.00

1,925.00

5,038.39

1,741.45

5,089.00

6,342.00

1,253.00

1,925.00

16.84

76.79

50.00

50.00

37.63

50.00

Contractual

7102

Postage

7108

Dues

300.00

400.00

400.00

400.00

400.00

400.00

7113

Duplicating

307.00

391.23

250.00

250.00

179.00

250.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

35.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7117

Field Trips

0.00

3,086.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,482.09

3,655.32

1,769.00

1,769.00

2,821.80

1,945.00

7151

Office Supplies

712.28

566.06

585.00

585.00

181.95

468.00

7152

Educational Supplies

85.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

355.12

0.00

400.00

400.00

0.00

320.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

398.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

653.68

0.00

0.00

0.00

73.64

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

1,049.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,394.75

8,176.13

3,454,00

3,454.00

3,694.02

3,433.00

10,433.14

9,917.58

8,543.00

9,796.00

4,947.02

5,358.00

8,543.00

9,796.00

4,947.02

5,358.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4210 C-Step

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

10,433.14

9,917.58
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4310

1110

2018-2019

Actual

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2021

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Academic Services

Salaries/Benefits
1,093.20

820.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

160.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,025.65

225.13

0.00

0.00

712.01

0.00

140.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

215,989.78

227,118.32

234,266.00

234,266.00

184,004.11

99,864.00

6205

Part Time Technical

130,854.08

178,020.01

200,504.00

200,504.00

196,178.24

199,345.00

6301

Vacation Payments

1,931.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

42,833.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

74,930.80

69,526.39

49,367.00

49,367.00

38,761.51

50,975.00

6453

Overtime

104.14

26.97

0.00

56.00

55.96

0.00

6454

Longevity

2,282.00

1,436.26

0.00

914.00

961.59

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

96,275.68

89,309.07

109,120.00

109,120.00

75,001.93

101,088.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.91

0.00

577,621.21

566,482.15

593,257.00

594,227,00

495,682.26

451,272.00

7107

Subscriptions

0.00

5.00

25.00

25.00

0.00

25.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

8.00

16.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

7113

Duplicating

1,760.48

1,695.21

3,500.00

3,500.00

1,161.93

2,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

185.00

423.79

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

451.13

74.75

500.00

500.00

129.84

200.00

7123

Honoraria

50.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

6115

Professional Tutor

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

6203

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

2018-2Q19

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

2020-2021
Budget

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

5,559.81

5,585.01

3,932.00

3,932.00

5,145.17

5,850.00

7151

Office Supplies

3,264.30

2,688.92

3,735.00

3,735.00

391.34

2,160.00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,769.82

2,372.81

3,700.00

3,700.00

465.69

2,700.00

7153

Computer Supplies

416.98

152.86

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

200.00

7161

Testing Supplies

26,100.00

10,750.00

21,500.00

21,500.00

371.16

11,500.00

7174

Computer Software

1,203.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

0.00

7176

Food Seivice

648.74

732.49

1,350.00

1,350.00

304.56

560.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

31.32

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

41,448.58

25,996.84

41,992.00

41,992.00

9,469.69

25,245.00

619,069.79

592,478.99

635,249.00

636,219.00

505,151.95

476,517.00

635,249.00

636,219.00

505,151.95

476,517.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4310 Academic Services

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

619,069.79

592,478,99
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund
6120

4315

1110

Actual

20]9-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-.021

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Di1te

Budget

Smart Start

Salaries/Benefits

Extra Service - Adjuncts

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2018-2019

1110

2,640.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,640.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

36.00

0.00

800.00

800.00

0.00

0.00

381.92

269.42

800.00

800.00

0.00

0.00

8,973.90

59.70

9,400.00

9,400.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Educational Supplies

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

0.00

7174

Computer Software

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

2,876.74

0.00

4,606.00

4,606.00

0.00

0.00

12,268.56

329.12

16,756.00

16,756.00

0.00

0.00

14,908.56

329.12

16,756.00

16,756.00

0.00

0.00

16,756.00

16,756.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4315 Smart Start

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

14,908.56

329.12
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4330

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Ql9-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adju~tS<Q B:JJdget

Yeartg Date

Budget

DCC South

Salaries/Benefits
98,815.12

100,544.08

102,304.00

102,304.00

80,353.85

102,304.00

1,855.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

161,938.35

158,068.95

158,128.00

158,128.00

126,365.10

164,052.00

Overtime

533.84

339.65

0.00

423.00

422.99

0.00

6454

Longevity

5,597.30

5,783.79

5,104.00

5,104.00

4,617.80

5,258.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20.64

0.00

268,740.51

264,736.47

265,536.00

265,959.00

211,780.38

271,614.00

6201

Managers/NTE

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Clerical

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

200.00

0.00

400.00

400.00

0.00

400.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

802.62

901.18

900.00

900.00

614.14

723.00

7131

Electric

0.00

54,829.40

53,000.00

53,000.00

56,747.88

79,900.00

7138

Contracted Services

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

675.00

0.00

7140

Building/Land Rental

0.00

538,019.12

557,351.00

557,351.00

690,641.18

752,004.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7,149.45

7,533.04

7,931.00

7,931.00

5,387.84

7,713.00

7149

Services Contracts

0.00

107,786.53

114,240.00

114,240.00

109,776.35

141,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

6,224.68

5,449.86

5,850.00

5,850.00

3,233.78

5,200.00

7152

Educational Supplies

214.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

0.00

339.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,591.60

714,858.85

739,672.00

739,672.00

867,076.17

986,940.00

283,332.11

979,595.32

1,005,208.00

1,005,631.00

1,078,856.55

1,258,554.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department Total: 4330 DCC South

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted

1,005,208.00

1,005,631.00 1,078,856.55

283,332.11

979,595.32

2019-2020

Budget

2019-2020

2020-2021

Year to Date

Budget

1,258,554.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4340

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Ql9-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

.8,djyst~Q Budg~t

Year to Date

Budget

Scheduling

Salaries/Benefits
70,809.28

69,612.00

68,475.00

68,475.00

53,782.37

68,475.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

46.00

45.21

0.00

93,558.28

102,765.69

82,871.00

82,871.00

65,790.01

87,761.00

Overtime

1,909.10

1,467.16

1,300.00

1,300.00

556.01

0.00

6454

Longevity

6,159.93

7,166.77

6,554.00

6,554.00

4,366.53

5,183.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

5,433.83

5,378.55

6,188.00

6,188.00

1,425.36

6,068.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10.72

0.00

177,870.42

186,390.17

165,388.00

165,434.00

125,976.21

167,487.00

0.00

15.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,453.70

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Clerical

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fond

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

207.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

7138

Contracted Services

12,105.19

29,583.35

25,000.00

25,000.00

20,250.00

30,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

794.50

788.91

2,250.00

2,250.00

353.15

1,800.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

80.00

14,353.39

30,594.50

28,350.00

28,350.00

20,603.15

32,780.00

192,223.81

216,984.67

193,738.00

193,784.00

146,579.36

200,267.00

193,738.00

193,784.00

146,579.36

200,267.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4340 Scheduling

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

192,223.81

216,984.67
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
7176

4345

1110

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Ye1![tQ Date

Budget

Professional Sta.ff Organization

Contractual

Food Service

Total Contractual

Fund Total

2017-2018

1110

Department Total: 4345 Professional Staff Organization

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,050.00

1,245.00

945.00

945.00

0.00

996.00

1,050.00

1,245.00

945.00

945.00

0.00

996.00

1,050.00

1,245.00

945.00

945.00

0.00

996.00

945.00

945.00

0.00

996.00

1,050,00

1,245.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2Ql2

2019-2Q20

2019-2Q20

2Q19-2Q20

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjgsted B!.!Qget

YeartQ Dat~

Budget

Department:
Fund

4350 Miscellaneous Academic Affairs
Contractual
1110
0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

1,250.00

0.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

1,600.00

890.00

0.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

Educational Supplies

4,137.75

8,840.52

4,200.00

4,200.00

2,927.14

4,200.00

7176

Food Service

1,584.30

142.25

1,665.00

1,665.00

0.00

1,332.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

1,150.00

543.85

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

9,012.05

9,526.62

11,615.00

11,615.00

2,927.14

10,732.00

9,012.05

9,526.62

11,615.00

11,615.00

2,927.14

10,732.00

11,615.00

11,615.00

2,927.14

10,732.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7123

Honoraria

7125

Other Professional

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4350 Miscellaneous Academic Affairs

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

9,012.05

9,526.62
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4360

1110

2Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2020

2019-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Honors Program

Contractual

7108

Dues

600.00

600.00

600.00

600.00

650.00

650.00

7113

Duplicating

192.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

200.00

7117

Field Trips

600.00

620.49

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

700.00

700.00

700.00

0.00

560.00

7151

Office Supplies

102.13

91.50

90.00

90.00

0.00

72.00

7176

Food Service

907.70

808.40

810.00

810.00

252.84

648.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

149.60

150.00

150.00

0.00

150.00

2,401.83

2,969.99

3,050.00

3,050.00

902.84

2,680.00

2,401.83

2,969.99

3,050.00

3,050.00

902.84

2,680.00

3,050.00

3,050.00

902.84

2,680.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110

Department Total: 4360 Honors Program

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2,401.83

2,969.99
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:

4365

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q12-202Q

202Q-2021

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Black History

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

591.00

300.00

500.00

500.00

103.50

500.00

7123

Honoraria

300.00

1,306,48

2,700.00

3,400.00

2,677,25

1,360.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

47.87

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

65.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

494.08

299.58

2,481.00

2,481.00

239.05

BOO.OD

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

119.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,450.39

2,072.93

5,681.00

6,381.00

3,019.80

2,660.00

1,450.39

2,072.93

5,681.00

6,381.00

3,019.80

2,660.00

5,681.00

6,381.00

3,019.80

2,660.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4365 Black History

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,450.39

2,072.93
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4367

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q12-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjysted Budget

Year to Date

~

LGBTQofDCC

Contractual
286.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Duplicating

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

78.75

50.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

315.35

135.00

135.00

0.00

80.00

7176

Food Service

703.28

623.36

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

540.00

989.28

938.71

1,335.00

1,335.00

78.75

830.00

989.28

938.71

1,335.00

1,335.00

78.75

830.00

1,335.00

1,335.00

78.75

830.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4367 LGBTQ of DCC

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

989.28

938.71
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4370

1110

2018-2012

Actual

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Qr.igingl ByQget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qate

Budget

Exploring Transfer

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

0.00

0.00

SO.DO

SO.DO

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

50.00

SO.DO

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

60.00

60.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

160.00

160.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

160.00

160.00

0.00

0.00

160.00

160.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4370 Exploring Transfer

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

0.00

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4375

1110

2017-201!

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql 9-202Q

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Womens Activity

Contractual
0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

0.00

Duplicating

0.00

47.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

SO.DO

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

0.00

0.00

37.00

36.76

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

81.00

81.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

90.00

90.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

519.78

386.79

BOO.DO

BOO.OD

0.00

640.00

519.78

434.04

1,121.00

1,158.00

36.76

690.00

519.78

434.04

1,121.00

1,158.00

36.76

690.00

1,121.00

1,158.00

36.76

690.00

7111

Printing

7113

~

Off Campus

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4375 Womens Activity

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

519.78

434.04
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4380

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

20)9-2Q2Q

2Q19-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year tQ Qat~

Budget

Hispanic Heritage

Contractual
0.00

78.75

100.00

100.00

0.00

100.00

3,520.00

3,200.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

800.00

2,400.00

Office Supplies

325.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

310.00

0.00

450.00

450.00

0.00

360.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

482.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

4,155.50

3,760.75

3,800.00

3,800.00

800.00

3,060.00

4,155.50

3,760.75

3,800.00

3,800.00

800.00

3,060.00

3,800.00

3,800.00

800.00

3,060.00

7113

Duplicating

7123

Honoraria

7151

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4380 Hispanic Heritage

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

4,155.50

3,760.75
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
7108

4385

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original )2ydget

AQjusted BuQget

Year to Date

Budget

Beacon College Project

Contractual

Dues

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4385 Beacon College Project

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

?Q17~20IS

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4390

1110

2017-2018

2Ql8-2Ql9

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

College in the High School

Salaries/Benefits

6204

Full Time Technical

20,431.13

28,865.21

33,279.00

33,279.00

24,099.02

33,279.00

6205

Part Time Technical

39,000.00

41,821.00

43,654.00

43,654.00

33,570.00

44,746.00

59,431.13

70,686.21

76,933.00

76,933.00

57,669.02

78,025.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7115

Prof Development Travel

186.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

1,646.69

1,638.71

1,000.00

1,000.00

259.84

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

158,265.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

160,098.59

1,638.71

1,000.00

1,000.00

259.84

0.00

219,529.72

72,324.92

77,933.00

77,933.00

57,928.86

78,025.00

77,933.00

77,933.00

57,928.86

78,025.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4390 College in the High School

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

219,529.72

72,324.92
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4395

1110

2017-2018

2Qli-2Q19

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actµal

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Academic Advising

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

352,371.96

428,720.58

585,519.00

585,519.00

351,462.12

415,489.00

6205

Part Time Technical

396,128.34

376,456.03

500,659.00

500,659.00

320,653.69

174,977.00

6206

Coaches

8,430.76

9,303.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6301

Vacation Payments

4,233.91

1,694.39

0.00

2,441.00

3,992.06

0.00

6402

Clerical

91,344.33

72,406.26

83,871.00

83,871.00

58,027.16

78,762.00

6453

Overtime

494.57

26.49

0.00

42.00

41.51

0.00

6454

Longevity

6,039.43

1,978.71

1,152.00

1,152.00

0.00

1,152.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

12,810.17

17,860.25

14,505.00

14,505.00

4,865.96

19,789.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

5,031.01

8,988.91

0.00

9,000.00

7,096.50

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8.78

0.00

876,884.48

917,435.02

1,185,706.00

1,197,189.00

746,147.78

690,169.00

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

269.00

0.00

460.00

460.00

195.00

200.00

7108

Dues

864.00

600.00

2,130.00

2,130.00

1,730.00

2,000.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

226.00

136.00

250.00

250.00

210.00

150.00

7113

Duplicating

6,206.50

4,536.39

4,500.00

4,500.00

2,853.55

4,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

2,718.76

1,419.74

0.00

962.00

253.01

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

309.84

131.66

1,250.00

1,250.00

156.37

240.00

7120

Computer Services

256.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

0.00

0.00

500.00

SOD.OD

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2011-2019

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2Q20

2019-2020

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Dat~

2020-2021
Budget

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,621.76

3,885.48

5,700.00

5,700.00

2,864.31

4,200.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,662.25

1,267.26

3,200.00

3,200.00

1,112.06

1,200.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

1,038.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

2,676.79

2,437.87

8,000.00

8,000.00

2,092.13

2,000.00

7210

Training - On Campus

110.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

910.00

350.00

17,920.90

15,452.40

26,190.00

27,152.00

12,376.43

16,340.00

894,805.38

932,887.42

1,211,896.00

1,224,341.00

758,524.21

706,509.00

1,211,896.00

1,224,341.00

758,524.21

706,509.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4395 Academic Advising

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

894,805.38

932,887.42
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4399

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2020-2Q21

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted B:ydget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Family Partnership

Salaries/Benefits

6402

Clerical

0.00

16,211.58

37,828.00

37,828.00

28,801.31

39,258.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

35.44

0.00

97.00

96.85

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.34

0.00

0.00

16,247.02

37,828.00

37,925.00

28,902.50

39,258.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16.47

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7138

Contracted Services

23,157.75

25,430.71

20,000.00

20,000.00

21,528.99

25,431.00

7140

Building/Land Rental

120,975.17

144,892.56

138,969.00

138,969.00

138,969.00

144,893.00

7146

Internet Expenses

9,123.50

9,296.40

9,000.00

9,000.00

9,300.00

9,296.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,963.18

1,953.96

2,149.00

2,149.00

1,423.65

1,953.00

7151

Office Supplies

197.86

0.00

1,620.00

1,620.00

0.00

0.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

0.00

584.62

0.00

0.00

235.39

0.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

1,239.72

2,003.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

156,657.18

184,161.25

171,738.00

171,738.00

171,473.50

181,573.00

156,657.18

200,408.27

209,566.00

209,663.00

200,376.00

220,831.00

209,566.00

209,663.00

200,376.00

220,831.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4399 Family Partnership

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

156,657.18

200,408.27
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4410

1110

2017-2011

2Q18-2012

2019-2020

2019-2020

2012~2Q2Q

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actµal

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ D~t~

Budget

Debate Team

Contractual

7108

Dues

300.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

300.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

225.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

250.00

7113

Duplicating

0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

150.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

117.84

0.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

200.00

400.00

400.00

0.00

320.00

7145

Car Rental

930.71

769.81

1,000.00

1,000.00

434.82

1,000.00

7152

Educational Supplies

547.68

232.04

300.00

300.00

29.70

300.00

2,003.39

1,501.85

2,400.00

2,400.00

882.36

2,320.00

2,003.39

1,501.85

2,400.00

2,400.00

882.36

2,320.00

2,400.00

2,400.00

882.36

2,320.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4410 Debate Team

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2,003.39

1,501.85
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4411

1110

2017-2018

201i-2Q12

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Bµdget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

Art

Salaries/Benefits

6102

Associate Professor

276,456.44

284,992.24

189,563.00

189,563.00

122,412.67

87,255.00

6103

Assistant Professor

129,031.24

134,599.15

140,330.00

140,330.00

113,338.06

140,332.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

1,205.22

3,540.34

0.00

391.00

390.92

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

2,620.37

3,388.55

0.00

4,649.00

4,649.48

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

72,206.12

74,296.19

0.00

106,061.00

106,060.54

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

71,796.92

67,118.00

0.00

76,827.00

76,168.08

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

17,599.98

18,495.00

0.00

1,585.00

3,169.32

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

51,122.89

72,674.09

0.00

75,411.00

78,017.42

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

100.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

840.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

2,977.00

2,125.00

0.00

3,526.00

3,526.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

0.00

10,054.40

0.00

20,461.00

20,460.80

0.00

6402

Clerical

20,203.97

20,823.27

21,951.00

21,951.00

16,948.33

0.00

6601

Social Security

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-622.91

0.00

6602

Medicare

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-145.38

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.98

0.00

645,320.15

692,946.23

351,844.00

640,755.00

544,377.31

227,587.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

15.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

74.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

590.90

0.00

0.00

1,230.00

1,229.98

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2011-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted IH!Qget

Year to Date

Budget

37.58

1,130.00

1,130.00

0.00

904.00

7117

Field Trips

976.44

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

797.51

577.39

900.00

900.00

31.52

720.00

7123

Honoraria

200.00

200.00

600.00

600.00

100.00

480.00

7125

Other Professional

5,196.00

5,505.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

2,669.00

6,800.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

2,026.42

839.20

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

1,449.22

0.00

0.00

1,363.40

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

9,031.98

10,980.06

10,000.00

10,000.00

4,740.72

10,000.00

7153

Computer Supplies

7,400.00

5,972.90

6,000.00

6,000.00

4,913.14

4,800.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

928.75

5,151.57

0.00

2,138.00

1,068.79

0.00

7174

Computer Software

366.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7199

Improvement of Instruction

256.06

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

27,859.30

30,712.92

24,630.00

27,998.00

16,116.55

25,204.00

673,179.45

723,659.15

376,474.00

668,753.00

560,493.86

252,791.00

376,474.00

668,753.00

560,493.86

252,791.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4411 Art

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

673,179.45

723,659.15
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4412

1110

2017-£QI8

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjysted Budget

Year to Date

llillm

Performing Arts

Salaries/Benefits

6109

Fall Adjunct

1,228.00

1,300.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

1,205.00

1,253.01

0.00

1,303.00

1,303.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

4,501.33

4,014.00

0.00

4,116.00

4,116.00

0.00

6,934.33

6,567.01

0.00

5,419.00

5,419.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

29.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

1,362.56

1,634.80

300.00

300.00

0.00

300.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

650.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

4,300.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

4,750.00

5,000.00

7143

Machines Rental

2,000.00

0.00

3,500.00

3,500.00

0.00

3,500.00

7152

Educational Supplies

5,166.52

5,933.41

6,930.00

6,930.00

1,754.55

6,930.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capita!

8,930.94

7,417.50

0.00

10,272.00

7,540.14

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

3,697.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

25,487.94

20,635.71

15,730.00

26,002.00

14,044.69

15,730.00

32,422.27

27,202.72

15,730.00

31,421.00

19,463.69

15,730.00

15,730.00

31,421.00

19,463.69

15,730.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4412 Performing Arts

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

32,422.27

27,202.72
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4413

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2Q61

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yearto;Q~

Budget

Music

Salaries/Benefits
80,643.16

41,952.04

87,253.00

87,253.00

70,473.70

87,253.00

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

241.08

250.64

0.00

369.00

369.13

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

1,016.53

780.01

0.00

1,360.00

1,360.36

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

19,033.08

39,278.05

0.00

24,590.00

24,590.03

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

22,541.04

30,828.00

0.00

27,312.00

27,174.40

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

1,807.76

0.00

0.00

2,117.00

2,117.40

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

1,650.00

2,704.00

0.00

1,125.00

1,125.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

7,195.00

9,522.50

0.00

11,478.00

11,477.50

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

81,346.91

107,324.45

96,205.00

96,205.00

112,419.42

94,928.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

770.90

0.00

0.00

1,234.87

852.00

215,474.56

233,410.59

183,458.00

251,809.00

252,341.81

183,033.00

6102

Associate Professor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

2,401.00

170.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

7113

Duplicating

280.00

222.00

475.00

475.00

472.50

475.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

541.73

0.00

0.00

483.00

483.23

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

164.78

380.01

500.00

500.00

290.00

400.00

7123

Honorarla

3,470.00

4,900.62

3,000.00

3,000.00

1,725.00

2,400.00

7125

Other Professional

200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

1,220.00

3,475.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

2,131.24

2,500.00

7143

Machines Rental

0.00

276.53

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,513.10

1,777.41

3,150.00

3,150.00

430.27

3,150.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

Actual
7172

Equipment - Non Capital

7174

Computer Software

7176

Food Service

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4413 Music

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2020-2Q2 l

A£t!!fil

Original Budget

6,djy~ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

2,617.83

1,064.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

323.78

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,836.73

995.41

1,530.00

1,530.00

0.00

1,224.00

14,568.95

13,261.18

11,655.00

12,138.00

5,532.24

10,649.00

230,043.51

246,671.77

195,113.00

263,947.00

257,874.05

193,682.00

195,113.00

263,947.00

257,874.05

193,682.00

230,043.51

246,671.77
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4414

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

lMw

Theatre

Salaries/Benefits

6102

Associate Professor

0.00

76,507.08

79,733.00

79,733.00

64,395.88

79,733.00

6103

Assistant Professor

69,396.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6104

Instructor

61,821.24

64,368.20

67,375.00

67,375.00

54,102.52

66,984.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

120.50

710.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

0.00

173.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

27,675.71

27,474.01

0.00

28,583.00

28,582.60

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

18,828.00

11,868.00

0.00

8,479.00

8,479.04

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

7,229.99

16,608.52

0.00

8,252.00

9,989.68

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

300.00

750.00

0.00

700.00

700.00

0.00

6404

CSEA FT Technical

40,677.30

62,355.31

63,453.00

63,453.00

49,031.45

63,922.00

6453

Overtime

9,319.45

15,856.11

0.00

8,428.00

8,428.18

0.00

6454

Longevity

3,643.17

5,934.06

5,680.00

5,680.00

5,839.57

7,600.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

1,203.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,330.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16.70

0.00

239,011.44

283,807.96

216,241.00

270,683.00

229,565.62

219,569.00

0.00

275.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

30.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

1,661.80

80.00

375.00

375.00

27.00

375.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,597.01

1,782.21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7117

Field Trips

0.00

4,619.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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7123

Honoraria

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7152

Educational Supplies

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4414 Theatre

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql2-2020

2019-2020

2020-20,1

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to ;Qatii;

Budget

Actual

Actual

900.00

1,200.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

200.00

1,200.00

1,611.08

1,917.57

2,101.00

2,101.00

1,417.84

2,101 .OD

435.75

456.50

450.00

450.00

18.00

450.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

405.00

0.00

6,235.64

10,330.28

4,426.00

4,426.00

2,067.84

4,126.00

245,247.08

294,138.24

220,667.00

275,109.00

231,633.46

223,695.00

220,667.00

275,109.00

231,633.46

223,695.00

245,247.08

294,138.24
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2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4415

1110

2Ql8-2019

Actual

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2Q21

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budg!;;:t

Yeartg Date

Budget

Communication Media

Salaries/Benefits
208,658.32

214,348.18

220,177.00

220,177.00

177,832.20

220,177.00

596.40

968.56

0.00

0.00

O.DD

D.DD

Fall Adjunct

49,579.04

54,298.09

D.DD

44,986.00

44,986.16

D.DD

6110

Spring Adjunct

50,769.20

51,211.04

D.DD

34,769.DD

34,769.04

D.DD

6111

Summer Day Session 1

8,098.02

3,900.00

O.DO

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

54,840.24

32,064.52

D.DD

37,687.00

39,424.65

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

20D.OO

0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

50,780.06

52,524.44

54,584.00

54,584.00

41,958.85

57,089.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

147.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10.00

0.00

423,521.28

409,462.64

274,761.00

392,353.00

339,130.90

277,266.00

153.36

159.74

400.00

40D.DD

91.88

40D.DD

6101

Professor

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

61D9

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

D.DD

35D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

0.00

7117

Field Trips

D.DD

-0.27

SOD.DO

500.0D

0.0D

4D0.D0

7123

Honoraria

300.0D

300.DO

1,DDD.DD

1,0DD.DD

60D.DO

BOD.DD

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

D.00

312.5D

SOD.DD

5D0.00

D.DD

500.DD

7151

Office Supplies

14.DD

D.DD

0.00

D.DD

D.OD

D.OD

7152

Educational Supplies

2,379.26

1,163.62

2,025.00

2,025.00

22.48

2,025.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

13,572.49

3,066.78

D.DD

D.DD

O.DD

D.DD

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

1,608.59

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

D.DO

D.DD

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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7174

Computer Software

7189

Study Abroad

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4415 Communication Media

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2Qlj-2012

2019-2020

20!9-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AdjuS,ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

878.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-250.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18,656.69

5,352.37

4,425.00

4,425.00

714.36

4,125.00

442,177.97

414,815.01

279,186.00

396,778.00

339,845.26

281,391.00

279,186.00

396,778.00

339,845.26

281,391.00

442,177.97

414,815.01
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2018-2019

2019-202Q

2Ql9-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted B:uQget

Year to Date

Budget

4416 Speech

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

1110

Salaries/Benefits
119,324.40

124,343.44

129,491.00

129,491.00

104,594.72

129,491.00

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

160.66

417.65

0.00

261.00

260.61

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

0.00

1,040.02

0.00

913.00

913.28

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

17,890.08

13,558.06

0.00

17,043.00

16,899.02

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

14,907.04

19,685.97

0.00

18,484.00

18,484.08

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Fu!! Time Faculty

16,273.56

19,033.15

0.00

15,506.00

16,808.83

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

2,955.63

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,050.00

1,050.00

0.00

171,511.37

180,078.29

129,491.00

182,748.00

159,010.54

129,491.00

6104

Instructor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

15.00

27.75

300.00

300.00

9.10

300.00

7117

Field Trips

76.75

62.75

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

244.87

747.41

250.00

250.00

357.77

200.00

336.62

837.91

800.00

800.00

366.87

700.00

171,847.99

180,916.20

130,291.00

183,548.00

159,377.41

130,191.00

130,291.00

183,548.00

159,377.41

130,191.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4416 Speech

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

171,847.99

180,916.20
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2Ql7-201i
Actual

Department:

4417

2018-2019

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budg1,t

AQju~ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Art Gallery

Contractual

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7118

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

2,567.13

2,268.78

2,450.00

2,450.00

2,450.00

2,450.00

Mileage Reimbursement

148.05

73.52

200.00

200.00

87.89

160.00

7123

Honoraria

175.00

150.00

300.00

300.00

150.00

240.00

7155

Art Gallery Supplies

673.89

601.70

2,000.00

2,000.00

114.48

2,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

217.55

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

2,362.35

2,174.53

1,980.00

1,980.00

1,627.35

1,584.00

5,926.42

5,486.08

7,430.00

7,430.00

4,429.72

6,934.00

5,926.42

5,486.08

7,430.00

7,430.00

4,429.72

6,934.00

7,430.00

7,430.00

4,429.72

6,934.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4417 Art Gallery

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

5,926.42

5,486.08
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Department:
Fund

4418

1110

2Q17-2Q18

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Q19-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budo-et

Adjusted I21!dg~t

YeartQ Date

Budget

PVAC General

Salaries/Benefits
103,329.20

107,174.08

111,125.00

111,125.00

89,753.38

111,125.00

5,098.95

3,301.18

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0,00

0.00

4,698.76

0.00

0.00

488.63

0.00

444.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

44,898.90

44,698.28

39,915.00

39,915.00

35,077.82

48,052.00

Overtime

137.62

109.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

4,870.17

5,446.86

4,304.00

4,304.00

4,747.06

5,086.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

79,897.97

82,228.64

91,157.00

91,157.00

50,203.19

92,526.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.94

0.00

238,677.23

247,657.14

246,501.00

249,301.00

183,076.02

256,789.00

6101

Professor

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

6402

Clerical

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

70.33

70.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

10.50

1,139.00

750,00

750.00

7.50

750.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

2,410.30

2,770.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,976.88

3,460.80

3,807.00

3,807.00

2,538.44

1,807.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,377.08

1,454.67

1,620.00

1,620.00

1,005.12

1,296.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

56.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

81.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,926.90

8,951.72

6,177.00

6,177.00

3,551.06

3,853.00

246,604.13

256,608.86

252,678.00

255,478.00

186,627.08

260,642.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Department Total: 4418 PVAC General

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

246,604.13

256,608.86

252,678.00

255,478.00

186,627.08

260,642.00
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Department:
Fund

4419

1110

2QP-2Q16

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2Ql9-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AdjusteQ Budget

Ye1;1,r tQ Date

Budget

Dance

Salaries/Benefits
64,33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fall Adjunct

18,388.00

16,690.01

0.00

24,453.00

24,453.08

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

22,949.04

15,558.00

0.00

25,811.00

25,811.04

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

0.00

0,00

0.00

1,244.00

2,488.00

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

17,623.20

22,554.12

0.00

3,909.00

3,909.05

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0,00

469.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

150,00

0.00

150.00

150,00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

1,447.52

1,533.00

0.00

0.00

1,621.50

0.00

60,472,09

56,955.01

0.00

55,567.00

58,432.67

0.00

65.30

63.68

65.00

65.00

0.00

65.00

124.84

66.90

300.00

300.00

6.60

300.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7113

Duplicating

7123

Honoraria

2,000,00

2,000.00

2,700.00

2,700.00

1,700.00

2,160.00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,091.46

1,260.00

1,260.00

1,260.00

813.00

1,260.00

3,281,60

3,390.58

4,325.00

4,325,00

2,519.60

3,785.00

63,753.69

60,345.59

4,325.00

59,892.00

60,952.27

3,785.00

4,325.00

59,892.00

60,952.27

3,785.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4419 Dance

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

63,753.69

60,345.59
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2017-2011
Actual

Department:
Fund

4421

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2020

2019-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Origin~\ Budget

Adjusted J;}udget

Year to ;Qate

Budget

Biology

Salaries/Benefits
295,964.50

305,221.55

314,713.00

314,713.00

254,186.94

201,515.00

86,095.10

89,451.19

92,900.00

92,900.00

75,032.38

92,900.00

Assistant Professor

146,727.51

221,766.50

292,442.00

292,442.00

186,194.42

292,442.00

6104

Instructor

242,968.44

187,245.26

253,026.00

253,026.00

157,493.70

253,026.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

2,596.52

3,425.50

0.00

1,439.00

1,439.48

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

6,293.33

14,144.49

0.00

2,104.00

2,103.66

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

132,117.30

134,726.47

0.00

130,766,00

130,766.10

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

103,533.32

125,281.20

0.00

116,190.00

109,058.89

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

58,499.97

41,752.98

0.00

4,374.00

8,748.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

110,392.86

126,566.91

0.00

84,046.00

95,773.16

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

4,764.38

5,525.26

0.00

0.00

325.25

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

3,567.50

620.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6119

Improvement of Instruction Stipend

2,975.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

40.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

8,883.86

10,972.77

18,701.00

18,701.00

8,127.89

18,409.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

-1.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

11,231.94

4,245.86

29,992.00

0.00

602.91

4,828.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

6,000.28

6,000.30

0.00

6,000.00

4,846.40

0.00

1,222,610.81

1,276,986.24

1,001,774.00

1,317,301.00

1,035,299.18

863,120.00

23.00

83.00

0.00

0.00

23.00

0.00

6101

Professor

6102

Associate Professor

6103

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund
7111

1110

Contractual

Printing - Off Campus

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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J017-2Q18

Actual

2018-2019

2Ql9-2020

2019-202Q

2Ql9-2020

Actual

Origin~) BuQget

Adjusted Budget

Ys;m: tQ Date

2020-2Q2l
Budget

12,090.27

11,516.64

6,800.00

6,800.00

6,515.13

6,800.00

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,066.87

2,482.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

226.35

376,76

750.00

750.00

137.13

320.00

7123

Honoraria

50.DD

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

SO.DD

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

0.00

1,857.78

3,000.00

3,000.00

915.51

2,000.00

7150

Maintenance Contract Other

12,386.81

8,563.32

13,DDD.DO

13,000.00

13,652.61

14,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

3,004.62

2,899.61

2,430.00

2,430.00

1,355.42

1,944.00

7152

Educational Supplies

57,139.61

58,514.29

58,500.00

58,500.00

52,583.39

58,500.00

7153

Computer Supplies

2,397.82

1,010.96

1,140.00

1,140.00

D.DD

912.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

D.DD

3,051.72

0.00

19,180.00

9,589.53

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

337.00

D.DD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7175

Campus Equipment Repairs

0.00

D.DD

D.00

D.DD

8,725.25

D.DD

7176

Food Service

0.00

0.00

180.00

180.00

0.00

0.00

88,722.35

90,357.01

85,900.00

105,080.00

93,496.97

84,556.00

1,311,333.16

1,367,343.25

1,087,674.00

1,422,381.00

1,128,796.15

947,676.00

1,422,381.00 1,128,796.15

947,676.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4421 Biology

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,311,333.16 1,367,343.25

1,087,674.00
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4422

Department:

2017-2018

2018-2Ql2

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019~202Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

QJjgi;naJ Bydget

Adjusted Budget

Year tQ Date

Budget

Dental Assistant

Contractual

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

0.00

106.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

0.00

106.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

106.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4422 Dental Assistant

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0.00

106.80
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Department:
Fund

4423

1110

2Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2Ql 9-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adju:;1ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Science

Salaries/Benefits

6109

Fall Adjunct

6,344.16

2,275.04

0.00

7,166.00

7,166.31

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

2,251.04

0.00

0.00

4,699.00

4,699.12

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

1,054.41

3,759.91

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

760.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,649.61

6,794.95

0.00

11,865.00

11,865.43

0.00

9,649.61

6,794.95

0.00

11,865.00

11,865.43

0.00

0.00

11,865.00

11,865.43

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4423 Science

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

9,649.61

6,794.95
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Department:
Fund

4424

1110

2017-2011

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrig:.inal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Medical Laboratory

Salaries/Benefits

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

381.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

0.00

0.00

0.00

204.00

203.79

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

19,997.20

19,147.08

0.00

21,113.00

21,113.16

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

5,219.04

5,525.04

0.00

5,846.00

5,846.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

12,501.99

17,542.17

0.00

14,333.00

14,333.14

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

22,004.99

25,864.72

25,185.00

25,185.00

23,901.84

25,178.00

60,104.86

68,079,01

25,185.00

66,781.00

65,497,93

25,178.00

2,109.00

2,214.00

2,250.00

2,250.00

2,325.00

2,400.00

140.80

91.36

300.00

300.00

30.80

200.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

0.00

0.00

145.00

144.88

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

2,491.51

2,062.85

4,500.00

4,500.00

1,153.29

1,680.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

0.00

2,244.45

1,200.00

1,200.00

0.00

1,200.00

7151

Office Supplies

161.37

0.00

243.00

243.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

10,206.12

9,981.69

10,350.00

10,350.00

10,636.01

10,350.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

0.00

180.00

180.00

0.00

0.00

15, 108,80

16,594.35

19,023.00

19,168.00

14,289.98

15,830.00

75,213.66

84,673.36

44,208.00

85,949.00

79,787.91

41,008.00

44,208.00

85,949,00

79,787.91

41,008.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4424 Medical Laboratory
Wednesday, June 10, 2020

75,213.66

84,673.36
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Department:
Fund

4425

1110

2Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Paramedic

Salaries/Benefits

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

180.81

731.00

0.00

261.00

260.61

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part nme

2,634.72

1,693.52

0.00

900.00

899.56

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

40,139.95

45,351.13

0.00

45,764.00

46,920.14

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

29,789.12

29,310.00

0.00

36,987.00

32,011.06

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

9,501.06

10,618.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

0.00

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

15,192.14

24,201.61

0.00

14,890.00

14,889.70

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6116

Lab Assistant

6,425.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

12,706.26

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

280.00

880.00

0.00

0.00

320.00

0.00

6118

Faculty Development

0.00

0.00

0.00

160.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

64,515.02

67,299.19

70,162.00

70,162.00

55,108.10

70,162.00

6205

Part Time Technical

171,474.96

195,700.52

236,619.00

236,619.00

143,998.31

208,723.00

6402

Clerical

44,651.14

44,635.68

45,752.00

45,752.00

34,950.96

46,090.00

6453

Overtime

2,021.53

2,003.07

0.00

1,054.00

1,053.66

0.00

6454

Longevity

998.70

1,116.99

1,052.00

1,052.00

880.76

1,052.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

336.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.22

0.00

388,541.08

423,540.73

353,585.00

453,801.00

344,205.34

326,027.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Fund

1110

2Q17-2018

2018-2Q19

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q19-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Contractual
188.02

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

2,078.42

2,389.39

1,175.00

1,175.00

990.60

1,500.00

Prof Development Travel

424.16

2,542.48

0.00

483.00

482.95

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

1,076.64

2,435.84

1,500.00

1,500.00

753.11

480.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

295.43

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

0.00

1,500.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

83.58

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7150

Maintenance Contract other

0.00

0.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

0.00

1,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,373.50

1,332.08

1,215.00

1,215.00

778.47

972.00

7152

Educational Supplies

10,271.54

9,263.74

11,160.00

11,160.00

6,541.73

10,000.00

7153

Computer Supplies

453.57

184.54

400.00

400.00

0.00

160.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,214.00

1,106.50

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

437.00

875.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

461.95

454.88

1,000.00

1,000.00

247.41

400.00

17,718.81

21,553.25

20,225.00

22,922.00

10,975.77

17,087.00

406,259.89

445,093.98

373,810.00

476,723.00

355,181.11

343,114.00

373,810.00

476,723,00

355,181.11

343,114.00

7102

Postage

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4425 Paramedic

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

406,259.89

445,093.98
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Department:
Fund

4426

1110

2011-2Qrn

2018-2Q19

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql 9-202Q

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Origjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year tQ Qate

Budget

Biology & Health Technology

Salaries/Benefits
87,294.22

88,822.24

90,378.00

90,378.00

72,996.00

90,378.00

Fall Adjunct

2,251.04

3,065.05

0.00

3,241.00

3,241.05

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

6,665.04

0.00

0.00

8,150.00

8,150.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full nme Faculty

18,514.86

36,493.80

0.00

21,174.00

21,173.88

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

380.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

240.00

240.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

32,259.06

33,272.78

73,630.00

73,630.00

69,590.16

76,618.00

6452

Service

161,218.42

199,136.72

167,890.00

167,890.00

118,650.75

170,246.00

6453

Overtime

10,636.05

8,180.25

0.00

6,165.00

6,165.42

0.00

6454

Longevity

3,082.13

3,652.17

3,459.00

3,459.00

2,875.08

3,559.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

31.08

0.00

321,920.82

372,623.01

335,357.00

374,327.00

303,493.42

340,801.00

6103

Assistant Professor

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

8.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

5,071.99

7,461.76

6,871.00

6,871.00

5,302.94

6,871.00

7150

Maintenance Contract Other

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

97.84

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

244.76

85.55

324.00

324.00

313.99

259.00

7152

Educational Supplies

907.92

1,207.23

900.00

900.00

352.00

1,200.00

6,232.67

8,754.54

8,545.00

8,545.00

6,066.77

8,330.00

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4426 Biology & Health Technology

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

328,153.49

328,153.49

381,377.55

381,377.55

343,902.00

382,872.00

309,560.19

349,131.00

343,902.00

382,872.00

309,560.19

349,131.00
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Department:
Fund

4427

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adiuf.!ted Budget

Y!.oarto Qate

llllilJlfil

Fire Science

Salaries/Benefits

6104

Instructor

0.00

64,368.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

0.00

417.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

2,185.09

0.00

0.00

705.00

704.91

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

17,776.24

3,528.00

0.00

16,172.00

16,172.00

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

11,665.38

3,528.00

0.00

18,660.00

18,660.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

0.00

1,280.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

142.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

25.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

31,626.71

73,289.16

0.00

35,637.00

35,636.91

0.00

1,345.50

1,350.50

1,400.00

1,400.00

0.00

0.00

175.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

35.31

500.00

500.00

0.00

BO.DO

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

261.24

250.00

250.00

34.74

BO.OD

7152

Educational Supplies

BO.DO

935.81

1,350.00

1,350.00

73.00

500.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

59.90

135.00

135.00

75.50

108.00

1,600.50

2,642.76

4,135.00

4,135.00

183.24

768.00

33,227.21

75,931.92

4,135.00

39,772.00

35,820.15

768.00

4,135.00

39,772.00

35,820.15

768.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4427 Fire Science
Wednesday, June 10, 2020

33,227.21

75,931.92
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Department:
Fund

4428

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

ESW

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

57,046.08

59,730.00

59,730.00

48,085.18

59,534.00

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

261.14

447.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

1,805.03

850.60

0.00

648.00

648.27

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

11,273.21

0.00

0.00

4,754.00

4,754.01

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

9,413.04

0.00

0.00

4,754.00

4,754.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

16,580.86

15,557,42

0.00

8,583.00

8,583.22

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

783.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

537.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

105.00

110.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.08

0.00

39,438.28

75,332.59

59,730.00

78,569.00

66,924.76

59,534.00

6104

Instructor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

0.00

99.00

99.00

99.00

99.00

99.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

1,929.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

192.28

217.44

500.00

500.00

43.56

200.00

7123

Honoraria

200.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

325.00

320.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

99.58

490.63

540.00

540.00

99.35

432.00

7152

Educational Supplies

2,461.02

651.00

1,800.00

1,800.00

1,221.44

1,800.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

2,612.67

0.00

160.00

79.90

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Fnnd
7302

9400

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-'02Q

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

B.lli!m

2,952.88

6,000.48

3,639.00

3,799.00

1,868.25

4,011.00

42,391.16

81,333.07

63,369.00

82,368.00

68,793.01

63,545.00

0.00

7,774.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,774.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,774.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

63,369.00

82,368.00

68,793.01

63,545.00

Equipment

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Equipment

Fund Total 9400
Department Total: 4428 ESW

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

42,391.16

89,107.07
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Department:
Fund

4429

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2012-'02Q

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

Physical Education

Salaries/Benefits

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

0.00

117.60

0.00

66,00

65.13

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

0.00

117.60

0.00

495.00

494.62

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

15,117.04

0.00

0.00

4,028.00

4,028.02

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

18,713.04

9,878.00

0.00

10,153.00

10,153.04

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

0.00

5,011.99

0.00

2,606.00

2,606.01

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

85.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

15,841.88

596.21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6452

Service

91,705.61

90,332.02

91,448.00

91,448.00

70,647.68

93,557.00

6453

Overtime

932.94

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

8,084.42

8,516.07

7,920.00

7,920.00

7,567.58

7,920.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

14,745.47

19,157.88

0.00

29,992.00

10,549.13

21,985.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.75

0.00

165,140.40

133,812.37

99,368.00

146,858.00

106,266.96

123,462.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

460,00

485,00

485.00

485.00

518,00

518,00

7113

Duplicating

960.95

127.25

250,00

250.00

112.40

200,00

7123

Honoraria

70.00

240,00

200.00

200.00

185.00

280.00

7127

Laundry

3.75

0.00

750.00

750.00

1,385.95

750.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

161.90

44.00

500.00

500.00

585.21

500.00

7142

Athletic Facilities Rental

7,250.00

6,850.00

5,100.00

5,100.00

3,825,00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,243.02

1,642.92

1,807.00

1,807.00

1,210.90

1,807.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Educational Supplies

7153

Computer Supplies

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4429 Physical Education

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2018-2019
Actual

2Q12-2Q20

2Ql9-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Y~to Qate

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

214.15

186.47

225.00

225.00

121.57

180.00

1,919.35

1,842.37

2,000.00

2,000.00

1.427.25

2,000.00

20.07

80.80

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

1,771.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,074.79

11,498.81

11,517.00

11,517.00

9,371.28

6,895.00

180,215.19

145,311.18

110,885.00

158,375.00

115,638.24

130,357.00

110,885.00

158,375.00

115,638.24

130,357.00

180,215.19

145,311-18
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

20!9-2Q20

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actµal

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qat~

Budget

4429.1 Wellnes and Fitness

1110

Salaries/Benefits
181,275.12

188,145.36

195,212.00

195,212.00

157,661.70

195,212.00

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

281.20

722.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

2,000.70

722.26

0.00

277.00

277.13

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

77,183.58

57,920.00

0.00

49,134.00

49,134.17

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

68,225.75

52,147.74

0.00

52,010.00

52,010.00

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

17,307.96

4,767.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full nme Faculty

7,008.29

5,095.26

0.00

4,106.00

5,683.57

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

1,722.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

492.50

0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

20,410.07

20,982.71

20,887.00

20,887.00

16,366.06

21,805.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

31.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10.24

0.00

374,185.17

332,259.02

216,099.00

321,776.00

281,292.87

217,017.00

6102

Associate Professor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

839.78

319.30

400.00

400.00

153.84

400.00

7123

Honoraria

180.00

25.00

500.00

500.00

25.00

280.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

200.00

213.36

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,031.19

1,500.00

7142

Athletic Facilities Rental

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,100.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

7150

Maintenance Contract Other

3,450.00

2,850.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

1,900.00

4,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

123.99

555.90

405.00

405.00

460.14

324.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

Contractual
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Dutchess Community College
?Q17M201~

201i-2Ql 9

2Ql 9-2Q2Q

2Q19-2Q20

2Ql 9-202Q

202Q-2021

Actual

~

Qrigjng.] BuQget

AQju~ted Budget

YeartQ Qate

~

436.79

65.22

650.00

650.00

599.25

650.00

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

BO.DO

Equipment Non Capital

0.00

434.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,730.56

4,963.26

8,655.00

8,655.00

4,669.42

12,834.00

379,915.73

337,222.28

224,754.00

330,431.00

285,962.29

229,851.00

224,754.00

330,431.00

285,962.29

229,851.00

7152

Educational Supplies

7153
7172

M

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4429. Wellnes and Fitness

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

379,915.73

337,222.28
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2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4431

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2Q20-2Q21

Actual

Qriginal B:uQget

AQjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Accounting

Salaries/Benefits

6103

Assistant Professor

72,651.02

75,578.11

78,589.00

78,589.00

63,472.50

78,589.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

0.00

250.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

678.34

619.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

34,935.04

35,442.03

0.00

20,282.00

20,282.10

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

42,523.04

43,768.00

0.00

20,625.00

20,625.04

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

47,446.91

47,614.12

0.00

45,171.00

48,645.40

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

500.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

198,734.35

203,271.93

78,589.00

164,767.00

153,125.04

78,589.00

1,276.05

260.76

250,00

250.00

0.00

250.00

0.00

4.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

829,87

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

417.74

486.47

1,000.00

1,000.00

554.28

400.00

7123

Honoraria

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

328.27

510.74

324.00

324.00

72.99

259.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

264.75

0.00

3,851.93

1,261.97

1,574.00

1,574.00

892.02

909.00

202,586.28

204,533.90

80,163.00

166,341.00

154,017.06

79,498.00

80,163.00

166,341.00

154,017.06

79,498.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4431 Accounting

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

202,586.28

204,533.90
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4432

1110

2017-2018

2018-2Q19

2019-2Q20

2Q19-2020

2Ql 9-2020

2020-20;?,1

Actual

Actual

Qriginaj Budget

AQjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Business Management

Salaries/Benefits
69,396.08

72,266.23

75,219.00

75,219.00

60,751.54

75,219.00

192,660.52

200,425.43

208,788.00

208,788.00

168,325.94

208,396.00

Substitute Faculty - Full nme

80.33

375.89

0.00

131.00

130.31

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

163.40

181.60

0.00

183.00

183.34

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

65,245.09

64,998.14

0.00

26,745.00

26,745.16

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

55,776.09

46,158.08

0.00

30,447.00

30,447.00

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

3,333.00

8,172.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

78,482.14

85,987.62

0.00

58,798.00

64,010.40

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

3,615.04

3,638.54

0.00

3,909.00

3,822.18

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

1,205.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

0.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,000.14

3,000.15

0.00

6,000.00

3,461.72

0.00

472,957.04

485,203.68

284,007.00

410,370.00

358,027.59

283,615.00

0.00

0.00

575.00

575.00

0.00

575.00

225.84

124.16

0.00

0.00

0.45

0.00

6103

Assistant Professor

6104

Instructor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

52.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

281.68

757.24

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

BOO.DO

7151

Office Supplies

360.00

31.11

405.00

405.00

262.84

324.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4432 Business Management

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2020-,021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjy~ted aydget

Year to Date

Budget

919.99

912.51

1,980.00

1,980.00

263.29

1,699.00

473,877.03

486,116.19

285,987.00

412,350.00

358,290.88

285,314.00

285,987.00

412,350.00

358,290.88

285,314.00

473,877.03

486,116.19
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4433

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2012-2Q2Q

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Business Technology General

Salaries/Benefits

6102

Associate Professor

80,643.16

83,904.08

87,258.00

87,258.00

70,473.70

87,258.00

6103

Assistant Professor

967.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

0.00

375.89

0.00

174.00

173.74

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

1,153.50

136.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

5,099.00

6,559.00

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

1,600.00

4,389.15

0.00

900.00

1,225.25

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

120.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

39,999.54

40,886.21

39,915.00

39,915.00

35,077.79

40,659.00

6454

Longevity

0.00

82.29

0.00

841.00

885.16

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.42

0.00

129,582.72

136,332.82

127,173.00

131,888.00

110,641.06

127,917.00

64.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

2,619.54

2,891.25

2,800.00

2,800.00

1,093.12

2,800.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,660.45

2,556.04

0.00

172.00

171.72

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

83.93

174.08

700.00

700.00

0.00

400.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

4,600.12

3,869.52

8,825.00

8,825.00

2,818.56

8,825.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,520.95

3,285.63

1,215.00

1,215.00

2,086.02

972.00

7152

Educational Supplies

19.35

29.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

300.00

7153

Computer Supplies

812.06

842.39

BOO.DO

800.00

27.98

640.00

7176

Food Service

477.50

85.39

900.00

900.00

93.00

160.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4433 Business Technology General

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

11,857,90

13,734.05

15,240.00

15,412,00

6,290.40

14,097,00

141,440,62

150,066,87

142,413,00

147,300,00

116,931.46

142,014.00

142,413.00

147,300.00

116,931.46

142,014.00

141,440,62

150,066,87

Page84
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4434

1110

2017-2018

2011-2Q12

2019-2Q20

2Qj9-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Dat!:;

Budget

Paralegal

Salaries/Benefits

6102

Associate Professor

78,826.02

82,054.19

85,376.00

85,376.00

68,954.34

85,376.00

6103

Assistant Professor

61,921.54

0.00

58,370.00

58,370.00

47,145.00

58,370.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

3,684.00

0.00

0.00

13,359.00

13,359.06

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

7,368.00

8,358.00

0.00

4,518.00

4,518.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

24,696.63

31,325.41

0.00

32,738.00

32,738.09

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,384.68

0.00

176,496.19

121,737.60

143,746.00

194,361.00

168,099.17

143,746.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

0.00

0.00

275.00

275.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

146.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

146.00

0.00

375.00

375.00

0.00

0.00

176,642.19

121,737.60

144,121.00

194,736.00

168,099.17

143,746.00

144,121.00

194,736.00

168,099.17

143,746.00

Total Contractual

Fuud Total

1110

Department Total: 4434 Paralegal

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

176,642.19

121,737.60
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4441

1110

?017-2018

2QI8-2012

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original BuQget

AQju;;;teQ BuQget

Yefil tQ Q!,.l,te

Budget

Physics

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

94,947.07

98,686.00

98,686.00

79,704.88

98,686.00

Associate Professor

184,910.18

100,544.08

102,306.00

102,306.00

82,630.18

0.00

6103

Assistant Professor

66,142.18

68,955.12

71,849.00

71,849.00

58,029.52

71,849.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

0.00

334.12

0.00

782.00

781.56

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

0.00

352.80

0.00

237.00

237.21

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

17,937.20

16,212.11

0.00

22,530.00

22,530.28

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

12,279.12

13,566.08

0.00

10,374.00

10,374.08

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

8,946.00

12,915.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6,025.00

10,024.00

0.00

10,238.00

11,354.80

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

6404

CSEA FT Technical

49,245.55

49,300.68

50,601.00

50,601.00

38,559.41

50,975.00

6453

Overtime

224.06

41.22

0.00

82.00

138.24

0.00

6454

Longevity

5,488.53

6,808.36

5,765.00

5,765.00

5,740.75

5,765.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.85

0.00

351,197.82

374,000.64

329,207.00

373,500.00

310,137.76

227,275.00

928.72

609.80

0.00

0.00

789.40

0.00

6101

Professor

6102

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

22.89

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

322.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

8,365.62

1,231.40

3,000.00

3,000.00

0.00

3,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

5,339.90

4,294.44

0.00

0.00

3,136.99

0.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2Ql2

2Q19-'JQ20

2QI 9-2Q20

2Q12-2Q2Q

2020-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

7151

Office Supplies

2,204.23

286,50

0.00

0.00

575.95

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

6,209.43

2,925.32

7,000.00

7,000.00

696.81

7,000.00

7153

Computer Supplies

2,643.26

556.91

800.00

800.00

0.00

640.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

6,226.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

187.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7199

Improvement of Instruction

278.99

0.D0

0,00

0.00

D.0D

0.00

26,503.02

16,130.37

10,800.00

10,800.00

5,199.15

10,640.00

377,700.84

390. 131.01

340,007.00

384,300.00

315,336.91

237,915.00

340,007.00

384,300.00

315,336.91

237,915.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4441 Physics

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

377,700.84

390,131.01
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4442

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actua]

Origjn!!J BuQcret

AdjuJlted BuQget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Physical Science

Salaries/Benefits
194,639.12

202,122.44

209,809.00

209,809.00

169,457.40

209,809.00

56,380.22

59,022.08

61,743.00

61,743.00

49,867.02

61,743.00

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

120.54

0.00

0.00

174.00

173.74

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

153.50

291.91

0.00

136.00

135.80

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

24,293.04

12,260.02

0.00

19,455.00

19,455.15

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

24,818.00

12,144.00

0.00

8,647.00

8,647.04

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

17,366.12

17,209.61

0.00

18,925.00

18,924.75

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

1,656.88

1,566.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

1,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6119

Improvement of Instruction Stipend

0.00

480.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

1,265.00

225.00

0.00

410.00

410.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

0.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

20,440.61

34,880.54

36,326.00

36,326.00

32,889.03

38,702.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

22.91

0.00

92.00

91.64

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

0.00

6,246.00

3,246.00

0.00

6,457.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.90

0.00

342,333,23

340,224,76

314, 124,00

358,963,00

300,056.47

316,711,00

6101

Professor

6103

Assistant Professor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

295.75

578.88

3,500.00

3,500.00

930.24

3,500.00

7117

Field Trips

3,386.50

2,057.00

4,500.00

4,500.00

1,815.00

3,600.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

110.39

454.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

;1018-2019

2012-2Q2Q

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

1,652.37

0.00

1,100.00

1,100.00

0.00

1,100.00

0.00

0.00

4,724.00

4,724.00

0.00

5,000.00

843.76

2,124.10

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,053.53

1,200.00

7,868.03

3,095.06

7,000.00

7,000.00

1,544.03

3,500.00

Computer Supplies

365.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Equipment - Non Capital

843.30

99.00

0.00

0,00

0,00

0.00

15,365,60

8,408.76

22,324,00

22,324,00

5,342.80

17,900.00

357,698.83

348,633.52

336,448.00

381,287.00

305,399.27

334,611.00

336,448.00

381,287.00

305,399.27

334,611.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Educational Supplies

7153
7172

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4442 Physical Science

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

357,698.83

348,633.52
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

2Ql 9-2Q2Q

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjyst~d Budget

YeartQ Qate

Budget

4443 Astronomy

Department:
Fund

2011-2012

1110

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

0.00

0.00

347.00

347.48

0.00

Fall Adjunct

5,526.00

5,292.00

0.00

5,598.00

5,598.01

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

9,998.08

10,584.00

0.00

5,598.00

5,598.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

31,481.77

22,554.06

0.00

12,596.00

14,767.39

0.00

6119

Improvement of Instruction Stipend

0.00

480.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

47,005.85

38,910.06

0,00

24,139.00

26,310.88

0.00

29.99

29.21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7113

Duplicating

184.40

585.45

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

7117

Field Trips

1,237.50

1,391.50

1,150.00

1,150.00

894.00

920.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

1,100.00

0.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

2,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

30.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

241.96

1,437.99

3,500.00

3,500.00

996.09

3,500.00

7153

Computer Supplies

299.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,123.83

3,444,15

6,850.00

6,850.00

1,890.09

6,420.00

50,129.68

42,354.21

6,850.00

30,989.00

28,200.97

6,420.00

5,045.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,045.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

5,045.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total
Fund
7302

1110

9400

Equipment

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Equipment

Fund Total

9400

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department Total: 4443 Astronomy

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

28,200.97

6,420.00

55,174.68

42,354.21

6,850.00

30,989.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

2018-2019
Actual

2Q12-2Q2Q

2019-2Q20

2Q12-202Q

2020-2021

Orjgin!!J :6ydget

Adju§ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

4444 Chemistry

1110

Salaries/Benefits

6101

Professor

107,333.20

111,250.11

113,199.00

113,199.00

91,427.70

113,199.00

6103

Assistant Professor

127,403.38

132,944.24

138,647.00

138,647.00

111,977.06

138,647.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

682.96

1,065.13

0.00

109.00

108.59

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

393.74

1,162.46

0.00

6,666.00

6,665.75

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

38,329.12

59,526.16

0.00

55,378.00

55,378.32

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

48,590.24

39,538.08

0.00

44,122.00

44,122.16

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

37,143.00

40,639.00

0.00

467.00

933.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

9,188.16

6,891.52

0.00

9,354.00

9,912.12

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

705.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

610.00

545.00

0.00

845.00

845.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

36,988.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6404

CSEA FT Technical

65,500.00

108,124.71

107,289.00

107,289.00

87,128.46

118,305.00

6454

Longevity

3,138.66

4,094.87

3,903.00

3,903.00

3,213.27

3,903.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

6,272.75

5,770.45

0.00

2,000.00

4,424.38

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,000.14

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,423.20

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13.63

0.00

485,278.94

514,551.88

363,038.00

484,979.00

418,572.64

374,054.00

149.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

120.00

7,428.99

8,836.22

5,000.00

5,000.00

4,720.96

0.00

0.00

1,531.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adju;1ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

32.91

91.08

61.00

61.00

0.00

52.00

0.00

331.27

700.00

700.00

2,734.59

800.00

577.00

557.50

650.00

650.00

554.00

650.00

5,040.87

5,104.80

5,500.00

5,500.00

5,492.00

5,500.00

83.70

56.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

26,432.57

24,000.11

26,460.00

26,460.00

9,759.70

25,000.00

358.20

411.30

600.00

600.00

259.11

320.00

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

1,245.58

0.00

4,658.00

2,328.99

0.00

Tuition Expense

0.00

2,020.00

0.00

0.00

2,020.00

0.00

40,103.24

44,185.61

39,121.00

43,779.00

27,869.35

32,442.00

525,382.18

558,737.49

402,159.00

528,758.00

446,441.99

406,496.00

402,159.00

528,758.00

446,441.99

406,496.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

7143

Machines Rental

7150

Maintenance Contract Other

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Educational Supplies

7153

Computer Supplies

7172
7191

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4444 Chemistry

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

525,382.18

558,737.49
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4445

1110

?QJ7~2Q18

2Ql!-2Ql9

2Ql9-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-202 l

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year tQ Qate

Ii!mw

Geology

Salaries/Benefits

6110

Spring Adjunct

1,666.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6,778.20

6,265.04

0.00

6,515.00

6,515.04

0.00

8,444.20

6,265.04

0.00

6,515.00

6,515.04

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Contractual

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

1,372.96

187.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7117

Field Trips

2,267.70

1,193.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

1,600.00

7136

Repairs

0.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

600.00

7151

Office Supplies

30.00

23.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

7,268.97

457.56

1,000.00

1,000.00

205.81

500.00

7153

Computer Supplies

397.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,336.73

1,861.72

3,600.00

3,600.00

205.81

2,700.00

19,780.93

8,126.76

3,600.00

10,115.00

6,720.85

2,700.00

3,600.00

10,115.00

6,720.85

2,700.00

~

Other Educational

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4445 Geology

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

19,780.93

8,126.76
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2Q18ff2Q19

2Q19-2020

2D19-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

4446 MPCS General

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

1110

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

1,800.00

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0.00

Part Time Technical

4,490.49

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Student Aides Regular

2,657.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,148.45

1,800.00

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0.00

0.00

269.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

621.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

621.36

269.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,769.81

2,069.36

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0.00

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Fu!! Time Faculty

6205
6501

Total Salaries/Benefits

Contractual

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4446 MPCS General

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

7,769.81

2,069.36
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund
6302

4447

1110

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

YeartQ Date

Budget

-0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

24.64

0.00

143.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

143.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

24.64

0.00

143.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

24.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

24.64

0.00

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

Total Contractual

Fund Total

2019-2Q20
Adjusted Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Early Retirement Benefits

1110

2019-2020
Qriginal Budget

Mathematics

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2Ql8-2019

1110

Department Total: 4447 Mathematics

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

143.52

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4451

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

filll!fil

filll!fil

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Air Conditioning & Refrigeration

Salaries/Benefits

6107

Substitute Faculty~ Part Time

6109

Fall Adjunct

6110

Spring Adjunct

6120

Extra Service~ Adjuncts

Total Salaries/Benefits

317.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,526.00

0.00

0.00

6,192.00

6,192.00

0.00

13,815.04

0.00

0.00

15,480.00

15,480.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

19,658.28

0.00

0.00

21,722.00

21,722.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

7143

Machines Rental

65.00

65.00

100.00

100.00

65.00

100.00

7151

Office Supplies

63.42

0.00

81.00

81.00

0.00

64.00

7152

Educational Supplies

349.86

0.00

900.00

900.00

583.81

600.00

478,28

65.00

1,131.00

1,131.00

648.81

814.00

20,136.56

65.00

1,131.00

22,853.00

22,370.81

814.00

1,131.00

22,853.00

22,370.81

814.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4451 Air Conditioning & Refrigeration

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

20,136.56

65.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4452

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origin!!! BuQget

AdjuS;ted Budget

Year to Date

lllli!gtl

Engineering

Salaries/Benefits
93,314.00

202,122.44

209,808.00

209,808.00

169,457.40

109,051.00

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

217.87

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

503.91

499.58

0.00

145.00

144.14

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

7,499.16

10,323.07

0.00

4,323.00

4,323.15

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

12,162.12

15,104.04

0.00

15,979.00

15,979.04

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

16,418.23

5,989.35

0.00

5,701.00

5,700.72

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

753.13

626.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

130,868.42

234,664.98

209,808.00

235,956.00

195,604.45

109,051.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

6101

Professor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

425.00

75.00

425.00

425.00

75.00

425.00

7113

Duplicating

164.04

61.05

200.00

200.00

34.56

0.00

7143

Machines Rental

2,056.74

126.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

235.96

124.05

583.00

583.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

461.78

225.18

875.00

875.00

712.42

875.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

120.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

80.00

3,343.52

612.02

2,433.00

2,433.00

821.98

1,550.00

134,211.94

235,277.00

212,241.00

238,389.00

196,426.43

110,601.00

212,241.00

238,389.00

196,426.43

110,601.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4452 Engineering
Wednesday, June 10, 2020

134,211.94

235,277.00
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Department:
Fund

4453

1110

?Ql7~2Q18

2018-2019

2012-2020

2019-202Q

2019-2020

20.0-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted BuQget

Year to Date

Budget

Engineering Technology

Salaries/Benefits
2,861.89

626.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,861.89

626.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Duplicating

0.00

346.80

0.00

0.00

360.12

0.00

Total Contractual

0.00

346.80

0.00

0.00

360.12

0.00

2,861.89

973.28

0.00

0.00

360.12

0.00

0.00

0.00

360.12

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund
7113

1110

Fund Total

Contractual

1110

Department Total: 4453 Engineering Technology

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2,861.89

973.28
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Department:
Fund

4454

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q2Q

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adju§teQ Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

Computer Information Systems

Salaries/Benefits
109,336.24

111,250.11

113,198.00

113,198.00

91,427.70

113,198.00

74,278.10

77,233.00

80,273.00

80,273.00

64,833.52

80,276.00

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

321.32

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

0.00

0.00

0.00

388.00

388.22

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

88,802.16

67,788.08

0.00

52,657.00

52,561.41

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

59,218.08

63,793.20

0.00

68,833.00

68,833.52

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

14,907.00

12,258.00

0.00

1,375.00

2,750.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

21,545.49

24,433.63

0.00

13,844.00

13,844.49

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

6,778.20

7,518.08

0.00

7,818.00

7,818.09

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

985.00

985.00

0.00

6204

Full Time Technical

128,568.08

132,084.16

134,399.00

134,399.00

105,560.24

67,201.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

11,013.45

16,497.68

0.00

0.00

0.00

18,772.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.68

0.00

514,768.12

512,855.94

327,870.00

473,770.00

409,005.87

279,447.00

0.00

16.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,034.88

633.48

800.00

800.00

0.00

BOO.DO

0.00

2,087.52

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,592.02

3,000.00

537.23

390.00

450.00

450.00

196.00

360.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

150.00

251.36

0.00

640.00

640.00

0.00

0.00

6101

Professor

6103

Assistant Professor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Educational Supplies

7153

Computer Supplies

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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7174

Computer Software

7176

Food Service

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4454 Computer Information Systems

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Y~artQ Dat!;i

Budget

1,070.00

679.88

1,100.00

1,100.00

499.00

1,100.00

0.00

58.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,893.47

3,865.86

4,640.00

4,640.00

2,287.02

5,410.00

517,661.59

516,721.80

332,510.00

478,410.00

411,292.89

284,857.00

332,510.00

478,410.00

411,292.89

284,857.00

517,661.59

516,721.80
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Department:
Fund

4455

1110

2Q17-2Q18

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2Q19-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal BuQget

AdjuS;ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Architectural Technology

Salaries/Benefits

6102

Associate Professor

95, 180,02

98,695,23

102,309.00

102,309,00

82,630.18

102,309,00

6103

Assistant Professor

87,294,22

88,822,24

90,379.00

90,379,00

72,996.00

90,379.00

6104

Instructor

70,456.10

73,154.12

75,921.00

75,921.00

61,323.36

75,921.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

2,310,23

167,06

0,00

0,00

0,00

0,00

6109

Fall Adjunct

4,181.04

4,428.02

0.00

4,684,00

4,684.09

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

3,860.00

4,088.00

0,00

4,324.00

4,324.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

13,399.72

22,366,35

0.00

14,385.00

14,385,25

0,00

276,681,33

291,721,02

268,609.00

292,002.00

240,342.88

268,609.00

667,00

674.00

675.00

675,00

325.00

860.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

0.00

50.20

750.00

750.00

0.00

100.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

1,619.57

0.00

606,00

605.90

0.00

7117

Field Trips

1,095,00

1,195.00

1,500.00

1,500,00

0,00

960.00

7143

Machines Rental

0,00

2,118.00

2,100,00

2,100.00

2,324.80

4,500,00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

0,00

4,950.00

0.00

0.00

3,574.03

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

400.80

657.57

858.00

858.00

1,113.71

687,00

7152

Educational Supplies

2,488.33

2,463,90

2,500.00

2,500.00

1,966,03

2,500.00

7153

Computer Supplies

1,466.08

894,51

1,600.00

1,600.00

107.43

1,280.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

0.00

6,117.21

14,622.75

10,233.00

10,839.00

10,016.90

10,887.00

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4455 Architectural Technology

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Bµdget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

282,798.54

282,798.54

306,343.77

306,343.77

278,842.00

302,841.00

250,359.78

279,496.00

278,842.00

302,841.00

250,359.78

279,496.00
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Department:
Fund

4456

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Ql 9-202Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AQjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Electrical Technology

Salaries/Benefits
84,040.06

87,166.04

90,380.00

90,380.00

72,996.00

90,380.00

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

0.00

0.00

0.00

261.00

260.52

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

1,019.62

0.00

0.00

384.00

384.35

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

7,776.00

16,746.84

0.00

4,354.00

4,354.01

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

7,776.00

9,536.00

0.00

9,398.00

9,398.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

8,591.65

4,473.21

0.00

5,701.00

5,700.69

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

120.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

4,398.64

0.00

1,000.00

700.20

5,030.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,000.14

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,423.20

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.66

0.00

112,203.47

125,440.88

90,380.00

114,478.00

96,218.63

95,410.00

6103

Assistant Professor

6106

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

185.00

0.00

185.00

185.00

0.00

185.00

7113

Duplicating

254.68

154.56

50.00

50.00

0.00

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

522.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

41.71

319.23

300.00

300.00

0.00

240.00

7152

Educational Supplies

252.92

1,045.87

1,800.00

1,800.00

1,746.48

1,800.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

734.31

2,041.66

2,535.00

2,535.00

1,746.48

2,385.00

112,937.78

127,482.54

92,915.00

117,013.00

97,965.11

97,795.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Department Total: 4456 Electrical Technology

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-7020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartq Date

Budget

97,965.11

97,795.00

112,937.78

127,482.54

92,915.00

117,013.00
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Department:
Fund

4458

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q2D

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Ye!l.[tQ;Qate

Budget

Engineering General

Salaries/Benefits

6101

Professor

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6402

Clerical

6453

Overtime

6501

Student Aides Regular

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2017-2018

1110

101,325.12

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,560.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

35,437.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,301.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

140,644.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

103.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

69.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

227.68

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

44.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

6,088.77

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,341.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

120.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7153

Computer Supplies

775.82

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,771.21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

149,415.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4458 Engineering General

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

149,415.90

0.00
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4459

Department:
Fund

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Q19-202Q

2012-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Ye1!J:tQ Dat~

Budget

Aviation Science

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

0.00

106,977.00

66,977.00

0.00

0.00

Assistant Professor

87,294.22

88,822.24

90,378.00

90,378.00

72,996.00

90,378.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

12,445.68

1,879.52

0.00

12,216.00

12,215.71

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

28,139.80

55,528.34

0.00

40,000.00

29,990.72

0.00

127,879.70

146,230.10

197,355.00

209,571.00

115,202.43

90,378.00

0.00

643.22

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6101

Professor

6103

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

7106

Books & Periodicals

146.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7108

Dues

800.00

800.00

550.00

550.00

550.00

550.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

8.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

39.96

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

81.00

81.00

0.00

64.00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,597.97

1,643.04

180.00

180.00

87.00

180.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

731.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

205.64

1,491.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,797.61

5,308.94

861.00

861.00

637.00

844.00

130,677.31

151,539.04

198,216.00

210,432.00

115,839.43

91,222.00

0.00

31,490.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

31,490.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total
Fund
7302

1110

9400

Equipment

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Equipment

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Fund Total 9400
Department Total: 4459 Aviation Science

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

0.00

130,677.31

31,490.46

183,029.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

198,216.00

210,432.00

115,839.43

91,222.00
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2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origjnal BJd!.faet

Adju~teQ BuQg!:.,t

Y!i,filto Dite

.!lJ!!l@1

Department:
4460 Aviation Maintenance Technology
Fund
Salaries/Benefits
1110
6104

Instructor

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

196,482.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12,051.64

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

76,184.00

6402

Clerical

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

76,586.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

12,051.64

349,252.00

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

145.00

0.00

7106

Books & Periodicals

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

7107

Subscriptions

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

7108

Dues

0.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

250.00

600.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

928.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7116

Consultant

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

7131

Electric

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

64,000.00

7132

Gas

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,000.00

7134

Waste Disposal

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,500.00

7137

Repairs - Other

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

509.00

0.00

7143

Machines Rental

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,875.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

BOD.DO

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

20,173.00

20,173.00

8,597.62

30,000.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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2Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AQjw;;ted Budget

YeartQ Date

2Q2Q-2Q21
Budget

7166

Motor Vehicles Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,788.00

5,893.82

0.00

7180

Waste Recycle

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

466.75

0.00

0.00

928.64

21,773.00

33,561.00

15,862.19

119,775.00

0.00

928.64

21,773.00

33,561.00

27,913.83

469,027.00

21,773.00

33,561.00

27,913.83

469,027.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4460 Aviation Maintenance Technology

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0,00

928,64
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Department:
Fund

4461

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2020

2Q19-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Ocigjnal Budget

Adjusted !;!udget

Year to Date

Budget

Computer Assisted Design

Contractual

Duplicating

0.00

37.76

0.00

0.00

165.88

0.00

Total Contractual

0.00

37.76

0.00

0.00

165.88

0.00

0.00

37.76

0.00

0.00

165.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

165.88

0.00

7113

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4461 Computer Assisted Design

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0.00

37.76
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Department:
Fund
6112

4471

1110

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q12-202Q

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Original Budget

6.Qiu§teQ BuQget

Year to Date

Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Total Salaries/Benefits

1110

Department Total: 44 71 Italian

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2018-2019

Actual

Italian

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

Fund Total

2017-2018

0.00

0.00

0.00

652.00

651.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

652.00

651.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

652.00

651.52

0.00

0.00

652.00

651.52

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017~2018

Actual

4472

Department:
Fund

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019"2Q20

2019-2020

2Q20-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

~

Reading

Salaries/Benefits

6103

Assistant Professor

85,667.14

88,822.24

90,380.00

90,380.00

72,996.00

90,380.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

56,838.24

33,984.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

3,684.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

2,102.77

1,253.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

148,292.15

124,059.32

90,380.00

90,380.00

72,996.00

90,380.00

148,292.15

124,059.32

90,380.00

90,380.00

72,996.00

90,380.00

90,380.00

90,380.00

72,996.00

90,380.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4472 Reading

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

148,292.15

124,059.32
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4473

1110

2017-2018

2Q18-2Q19

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2Q20

2019-2020

202Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Y~11rto Qate

Budget

English

Salaries/Benefits

6101

Professor

585,920.40

701,313.10

726,039.00

726,039.00

586,402.76

616,988.00

6102

Associate Professor

423,204.60

251,711.22

261,771.00

261,771.00

143,986.72

178,278.00

6103

Assistant Professor

219,578.32

297,343.57

260,080.00

260,080.00

222,517.58

220,597.00

6104

Instructor

365,171.04

318,909.53

332,715.00

332,715.00

268,106.60

331,928.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

214,207.67

228,420.78

0.00

361,988.00

361,988.22

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

136,278.40

115,470.13

0.00

209,305.00

209,305.92

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

26,133.00

15,552.00

0.00

7,047.00

14,094.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

105,310.11

123,149.44

0.00

105,609.00

111,473.31

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

9,025.50

7,518.04

0.00

3,909.00

3,909.00

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

3,759.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,450.00

1,450.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

-0.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

5,988.74

8,538.89

0.00

6,000.00

4,846.40

0.00

2,090,817.08

2,071,685,70

1,580,605.00

2,275,913.00

1,928,080.51

1,347,791.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Contractual

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

0.00

97.44

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

677.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

227.21

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

300.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

60.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2018-2019

2019-2020

2QI 9-aQ2Q

2019-2Q2Q

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

287.49

1,074.68

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,091,104.57

2,072,760.38

1,580,605.00

2,275,913.00

1,928,080.51

1,347,791.00

2,275,913.00 1,928,080.51

1,347,791.00

2017-2018

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4473 English

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2,091,104.57 2,072,760.38

1,580,605.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4474

1110

2017-2018

201!-2Ql9

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

German

Salaries/Benefits

6109

Fall Adjunct

4,823.04

5,108.02

0.00

5,404.00

5,404.09

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

4,823.04

5,108.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,646.08

10,216.02

0,00

5,404.00

5,404.09

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

121.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

121.30

0.00

9,645.08

10,216.02

0.00

5,404.00

5,525.39

0.00

0.00

5,404.00

5,525.39

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund
7115

1110

Contractual

Prof Development Travel

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4474 German

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

9,646.08

10,216.02
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4475

1110

2Ql7-2018

201~-2Ql9

2Q19-2Q2Q

2019-2Q20

2019-2Q20

202Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

French

Salaries/Benefits
87,294.22

88,822.24

45,189.00

45,189.00

45,188.00

0.00

4,518.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

91,813.21

88,822.24

45,189.00

45,189.00

45,188.00

0.00

Fund Total 1110

91,813.21

88,822.24

45,189.00

45,189.00

45,188.00

0.00

45,189.00

45,189.00

45,188.00

0.00

6103

Assistant Professor

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

Department Total: 4475 French

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

91,813.21

88,822.24
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2018-2012

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2020-202 J

Actual

~

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeig tQ Date

Budget

4476 Spanish

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

1110

Salaries/Benefits

6101

Professor

95,317.04

99,023.08

102,831.00

102,831.00

83,054.38

102,831.00

6102

Associate Professor

93,363.14

96,846.11

100,427.00

100,427.00

81,111.04

100,427.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

4,823.04

10,017.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

4,823.04

20,034.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

0.00

4,875.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

33,451.79

46,361.37

0.00

21,174.00

26,385.98

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Fu!! Time Administrators

8,473.20

9,398.08

0.00

6,515.00

8,143.44

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

626.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

240,251.25

287,181.29

203,258.00

230,947.00

198,694.84

203,258.00

62.78

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

62.78

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

240,314.03

287,181.29

203,258.00

230,947.00

198,694.84

203,258.00

203,258.00

230,947.00

198,694.84

203,258.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund
7118

1110

Contractual

Mileage Reimbursement

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4476 Spanish

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

240,314.03

287,181.29
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4477

1110

2Q17-20!8

2018-2019

2Q19-2Q20

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actµal

Actual

Original Budget

Adj!Jsted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

English & Humanities General

Salaries/Benefits

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

361.50

856.21

0.00

304.00

304.05

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

561.40

3,497.71

0.00

8,704.00

8,703.64

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

4,174.99

10,318.00

0.00

2,800.00

2,800.00

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

16,632.50

21,108.38

0.00

0.00

6,851.50

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

400.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

1,115.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

-0.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

38,107.19

38,674.98

41,473.00

41,473.00

34,960.20

43,300.00

6453

Overtime

55.00

24.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

2,721.49

4,585.72

3,030.00

3,030.00

0.00

5,199.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.28

0.00

63,728.87

79,465.07

44,503.00

56,311.00

53,624.67

48,499.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

24.00

8.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

5,970.05

4,781.56

6,000.00

6,000.00

2,318.43

4,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

7,434.87

7,068.98

0.00

3,563.00

2,810.40

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

4,152.39

2,868.80

3,100.00

3,100.00

1,933.65

2,480.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

100.00

500.00

300.00

0.00

400.00

7125

Other Professional

1,260.00

825.00

1,800.00

1,800.00

1,800.00

1,800.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

5,259.23

5,751.24

6,326.00

6,326.00

4,220.05

6,326.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

2018-2019

2Ql 9~2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

AdjusteQ Budget

Year !Q Date

Budget

2,100.20

1,955.98

2,106.00

2,106.00

981.89

1,684.00

60.00

60.00

225.00

225.00

0.00

225.00

Computer Supplies

716.32

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

480.00

7176

Food Service

345.82

0.00

450.00

450.00

0.00

360.00

7189

Study Abroad

-500.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

26,822.88

23,419.56

21,657.00

25,020.00

14,064.42

18,305.00

90,551.75

102,884.63

66,160.00

81,331.00

67,689.09

66,804.00

66,160.00

81,331.00

67,689.09

66,804.00

7151

Office Supplies

7152

Educational Supplies

7153

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4477 English & Humanities General

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

90,551.75

102,884.63
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4479

1110

6101

Professor

6109

2017-201~

2QIS-2019

2Ql 9-2Q2Q

2012-1020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrig:inal Budget

AdjusteQ Budget

Ys,arto Qfile

!Mm

Philosophy

Salaries/Benefits
109,336.24

111,250.11

113,198.00

113,198.00

91,427.70

0.00

Fall Adjunct

34,026.00

37,950.30

0.00

25,596.00

25,596.12

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

34,026.00

21,627.12

0.00

27,198.00

27,198.24

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

11,226.00

12,657.00

0.00

3,022.00

6,044.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

10,393.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra SeNice - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0,00

100,00

100.00

0.00

199,007.44

183,484.53

113,198.00

169,114.00

150,366.06

0.00

Duplicating

39.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

39.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

199,047.04

183,484.53

113,198.00

169,114.00

150,366.06

0.00

113,198.00

169,114.00

150,366.06

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fnnd
7113

1110

Fund Total

Contractual

1110

Department Total: 4479 Philosophy

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

199,047.04

183,484.53
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4480

1110

2Q17-201!

2Ql!-2012

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigin~l BuQget

AQj:y§!ed Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Sign Language

Salaries/Benefits

6109

Fall Adjunct

31,133.44

29,949.18

0.00

32,055.00

32,055.21

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

28,284.24

29,949.12

0.00

32,055.00

32,055.12

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

9,646.02

10,216.02

0.00

1,843.00

3,685.34

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

69,063.70

70,114.32

0.00

66,053.00

67,895.67

0.00

Duplicating

15.84

50.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

15.84

50.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

69,079.54

70,164.72

0.00

66,053.00

67,895.67

0.00

0.00

66,053.00

67,895.67

0,00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund
7113

1110

Fund Total

Contractual

1110

Department Total: 4480 Sign Language

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

69,079.54

70,164.72
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

4491

Department:
Fund

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Child Care

Salaries/Benefits
87,294.22

88,822.24

90,378.00

90,378.00

72,996.00

0.00

191,688.05

200,425.16

208,394.00

208,394.00

168,325.08

208,394.00

Fall Adjunct

1,041.25

3,528.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

1,381.52

9,660.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

226.03

4,699.99

0.00

10,912.00

10,911.81

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,000.14

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,423.20

0.00

284,631.21

310,135.54

298,772.00

312,684.00

254,656.09

208,394.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

402.60

294.00

500.00

500.00

288.60

500.00

6103

Assistant Professor

6104

Instructor

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

55.00

100.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

1,611.68

1,592.75

1,300.00

1,300.00

750.02

1,040.00

7151

Office Supplies

252.54

518.24

203.00

203.00

134.54

162.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

190.47

293.00

293.00

293.13

293.00

7153

Computer Supplies

287.74

173.14

240.00

240.00

46.96

192.00

2,609.56

2,876.83

2,536.00

2,536.00

1,521.25

2,187.00

287,240.77

313,012.37

301,308.00

315,220.00

256,177.34

210,581.00

301,308.00

315,220.00

256,177.34

210,581.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4491 Child Care

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

287,240.77

313,012.37
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4492

1110

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Fall Adjunct

6110

Spring Adjunct

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

Total Salaries/Benefits

1110

Department Total: 4492 Community Mental Health

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2018-2019

Actual

Community Mental Health

6109

Fund Total

2017-2018

13,615.47

6,643.00

0.00

7,123.00

7,122.99

0.00

9,208.50

0.00

0.00

9,137.00

9,136.96

0.00

18,000.29

27,567.88

0.00

25,569.00

25,569.18

0.00

40,824.26

34,210.88

0.00

41,829.00

41,829.13

0.00

40,824.26

34,210.88

0.00

41,829.00

41,829.13

0.00

0.00

41,829.00

41,829.13

0.00

40,824.26

34,210.88
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

4493

1110

2017-2011

2Ql8-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

~

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Criminal Justice

Salaries/Benefits

6102

Associate Professor

80,643.16

83,904.08

87,259.00

87,259.00

70,473.70

0.00

6103

Assistant Professor

87,294.22

88,822.24

90,378.00

90,378.00

72,996.00

90,378.00

6104

Instructor

119,324.40

59,975.24

62,510.00

62,510.00

50,492.20

62,510.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

10,701.04

30,993.05

0.00

20,013.00

20,013.05

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

10,701.04

19,638.00

0.00

28,236.00

28,236.16

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

20,334.56

44,325.27

0.00

30,295.00

30,295.07

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

9,000.42

6,000.30

0.00

6,000.00

4,846.40

0.00

337,998.84

333,658.18

240,147.00

324,791,00

277,452.58

152,888.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fnnd

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

536.36

401.12

1,400.00

1,400.00

22.00

1,400.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

430.50

507.75

0.00

2,016.00

2,015.68

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

391.50

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

7151

Office Supplies

85.33

0.00

81.00

81 .00

0.00

64.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

160.00

160.00

163.54

128.00

7176

Food Service

199.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,251.99

1,300.37

2,141.00

4,157.00

2,201.22

1,992.00

339,250.83

334,958.55

242,288.00

328,948.00

279,653.80

154,880.00

242,288.00

328,948.00

279,653.80

154,880.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4493 Criminal Justice

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

339,250.83

334,958.55
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Department:
Fund

2Ql7-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

J012-202Q

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AQi1rnt!-;:d ByQget

Year to Date

Budget

4494 Early Childhood

1110

Salaries/Benefits
187,877.63

194,567.38

202,433.00

202,433.00

163,511.04

202,433.00

240.99

0.00

0.00

130.00

130.31

0.00

3,126.88

1,321.50

0.00

1,209.00

1,208.72

0.00

Fall Adjunct

15,134.24

17,674.63

0.00

6,539.00

6,539.10

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

11,691.53

13,626.42

0.00

5,967.00

5,966.87

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

15,971.51

12,108.08

0.00

13,454.00

13,453.33

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

24,148.06

18,875.01

0.00

17,752.00

17,751.70

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

6204

Full Time Technical

121,099.04

124,485.15

127,953.00

127,953.00

100,498.79

127,953.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

6,011.82

6,000.30

0.00

6,000.00

4,788.70

0.00

385,301.70

388,658.47

330,386.00

381,487.00

313,898.56

330,386.00

298.97

0.00

300.00

300.00

0.00

300.00

57.24

53.99

180.00

180.00

0.00

180.00

410.68

642.08

750.00

750.00

167.92

750.00

1,035.38

226.26

1,300.00

1,300.00

42.09

1,040.00

6104

Instructor

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

7113

Duplicating

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7123

Honoraria

100.00

100.00

200.00

200.00

100.00

160.00

7151

Office Supplies

269.96

425.56

243.00

243.00

106.47

194.00

7152

Educational Supplies

5,877.74

5,324.14

6,250.00

6,250.00

4,586.32

6,250.00

7153

Computer Supplies

63.85

0.00

280.00

280.00

0.00

224.00

7176

Food Service

322.00

253.96

270.00

270.00

165.47

216.00

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020
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7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4494 Early Childhood

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

~

Qrigjnal B!!dget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

17.82

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,453.64

7,025.99

9,773.00

9,773.00

5,168.27

9,314.00

393,755.34

395,684.46

340,159.00

391,260.00

319,066.83

339,700.00

340,159.00

391,260.00

319,066.83

339,700.00

393,755.34

395,684.46
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Department:
Fund

2Q17-201i

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

4495 Behavioral Sciences

1110

Salaries/Benefits
99,322.08

106,828.27

106,978.00

106,978.00

86,404.50

0.00

Associate Professor

152,200.36

158,563.08

165,104.00

165,104.00

133,349.38

165,104.00

6103

Assistant Professor

180,038.92

136,255.35

136,634.00

136,634.00

114,699.08

75,218.00

6104

Instructor

8,625.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

240.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

0.00

227.00

0.00

576.00

576.42

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

132,822.68

144,476.11

0.00

153,379.00

153,378.98

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

95,861.33

85,170.19

0.00

70,749.00

70,605.17

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

3,858.00

4,086.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

95,568.95

123,577.63

0.00

103,752.00

111,570.03

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

12,351.36

13,093.06

0.00

19,185.00

19,185.23

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

2,956.88

700.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,220.00

0.00

6118

Faculty Development

380.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

560.00

0.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,000.14

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,423.20

0.00

787,787.09

775,976.84

408,716.00

760,557.00

694,611.99

240,322.00

8.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6101

Professor

6102

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

2,220.54

1,430.50

1,200.00

1,200.00

710.32

1,200.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,051.31

490.82

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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2017~2018

2018-2Ql2

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qate

Budget

762.14

279.35

1,200.00

1,200.00

0.00

600.00

Office Supplies

90.00

0.00

243.00

243.00

0.00

194.00

7152

Educational Supplies

80.00

0.00

270.00

270.00

0.00

270.00

7176

Food Service

95.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4,307.69

2,200.67

2,913.00

2,913.00

710.32

2,264.00

792,094.78

778,177.51

411,629.00

763,470.00

695,322.31

242,586.00

411,629.00

763,470.00

695,322.31

242,586.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7151

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4495 Behavioral Sciences

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

792,094,78

778,177.51
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Department:
Fund

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

,019-2020

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

4496 Psychology

1110

Salaries/Benefits

6101

Professor

99,766.27

105,137.24

109,051.00

109,051.00

88,078.20

109,051.00

6102

Associate Professor

89,236.78

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6103

Assistant Professor

62,889.06

65,644,03

68,481.00

68,481.00

55,308.54

68,481.00

6104

Instructor

76,213.02

77,547.08

78,903.00

78,903.00

63,730.18

78,903.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

562.31

250.59

0.00

87.00

86.87

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

514.39

161.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

153,264.51

164,053.16

0.00

150,754.00

150,754.00

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

121,465.13

108,528.24

0.00

96,525.00

96,525.60

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

3,858.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

124,034.87

127,806.52

0.00

114,013.00

124,111.68

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

3,163.16

3,759.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6118

Faculty Development

0.00

195.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

285.00

75.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

2,884.75

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,423.20

0.00

738,137.25

656,157.95

256,435.00

621,414.00

581,618.27

256,435.00

2,717.60

3,512.26

1,800.00

1,800.00

1,344.60

1,800.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

441.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

525.32

338.00

500.00

500.00

201.94

400.00

3,684.06

3,850.26

2,300.00

2,300.00

1,546.54

2,200,00

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4496 Psychology

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

741,821.31

741,821.31

660,008.21

660,008.21

258,735.00

623,714.00

583,164.81

258,635.00

258,735.00

623,714.00

583,164.81

258,635.00
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Department:
Fund

4497

1110

2017-2018

2Q18-2019

2Ql9-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusts.cl Budg~t

Y Slfil to Qate

Budget

Behavioral Sciences General

Salaries/Benefits
1,558.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

161,779.70

169,657.30

92,901.00

92,901.00

142,466.74

92,901.00

Fall Adjunct

12,212.62

6,734.01

0.00

10,369.00

10,368.24

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

19,909.13

15,139.80

0.00

20,192.00

20,191.62

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

8,733.45

9,937.09

0.00

5,406.00

5.406.08

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

11.433.65

0.00

0.00

2,377.25

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

41,262.05

39,985.70

42,818.00

42,818.00

35,077.77

44,356.00

6454

Longevity

3,839.49

4,147.07

3,955.00

3,955.00

3,975.87

4,022.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

1,812.20

2,418.65

2,013.00

2,013.00

0.00

2,739.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.84

0.00

251,107.49

259,453.27

141,687.00

177,754.00

219,969.41

144,018.00

372.30

194.08

BOO.DO

800.00

32.00

800.00

3,191.37

94.42

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

200.00

400.00

400.00

100.00

320.00

6101

Professor

6102

Associate Professor

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

7123

Honoraria

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,979.37

2,145.60

2,145.00

2,145.00

1,567.41

2,145.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,220.27

1,232.66

1,215.00

1,215.00

993.26

972.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

66.50

315.00

315.00

0.00

315.00

7153

Computer Supplies

718.48

222.64

720.00

720.00

0.00

576.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4497 Behavioral Sciences General

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Q19-202Q

2Q19~2Q2Q

2Q2Q~2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

AQjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

7,581.79

4,155.90

5,595.00

5,595.00

2,692.67

5,128.00

258,689.28

263,609.17

147,282.00

183,349.00

222,662.08

149,146.00

147,282.00

183,349.00

222,662.08

149,146.00

258,689.28

263,609.17
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Department:
Fund

4499

1110

2Ql7-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Agjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Health

Salaries/Benefits
109,336.24

55,625.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Associate Professor

0.00

0.00

83,493.00

83,493.00

0.00

0.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

0.00

125.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

0.00

180.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

3,684.00

0.00

0.00

4,125.00

4,125.05

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

0.00

7,986.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

24,401.32

22,554.08

0.00

22,151.00

24,757.19

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

32,801.00

574.00

0.00

0.00

D.DD

D.DD

170,222.56

87,044.38

83,493.00

109,769.00

28,882.24

0.00

D.DD

8.00

D.DD

D.DD

D.00

D.DD

6101

Professor

6102

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

52.DD

5.6D

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

7123

Honoraria

50.00

D.DD

20D.DD

20D.OD

D.DD

16D.DD

7152

Educational Supplies

513.59

1,959.45

1,500.00

1,500.00

D.DD

1,500.00

615.59

1,973.05

1,700.00

1,700.00

0.00

1,660.00

170,838.15

89,017.43

85,193.00

111,469.00

28,882.24

1,660.00

85,193.00

111,469.00

28,882.24

1,660.00

Total Contractual
Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4499 Health

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

170,838.15

89,017.43
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2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4501

1110

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2019-2Q20

2019-202Q

2020-2021

Ailll,l

Qriginal Budget

AQjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Nursing

Salaries/Benefits
109,336,24

111,250.11

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Associate Professor

98,815.08

100,544.08

102,306.00

102,306.00

82,630.18

102,306.00

6103

Assistant Professor

159,945.24

164,400.35

170,650.00

170,650.00

136,468.50

170,650.00

6104

Instructor

157,111.06

138,986.39

284,318.00

284,318.00

229,648.24

284,318.00

6106

Substitute Faculty- Full Time

2,505.15

2,464.45

0.00

3,595.00

3,595.32

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty - Part Time

1,567.02

588,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

52,540.95

42,038.65

0.00

47,466.00

43,728.86

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

42,274.94

40,237.77

0.00

31,272.00

31,271.96

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

240.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

36,731.87

23,997.92

0.00

72,046.00

81,240.95

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

1,175.94

1,588.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

150.63

1,253.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6116

Lab Assistant

0.00

804.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6119

Improvement of Instruction Stipend

0.00

1,400.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

430.00

820.00

0.00

1,600.00

1,600.30

0.00

6204

Full Time Technical

88,641.58

102,954.30

107,336.00

107,336.00

85,802.36

107,338.00

6205

Part Time Technical

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

320.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

38,073.68

39,253.53

40,457.00

40,457.00

34,233.29

42,249.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

4,142.97

2,445.14

4,765.00

4,765.00

5,097.28

2,747.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

6,877.25

6,000.30

0.00

6,000.00

4,788.70

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.16

0.00

6101

Professor

6102

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actµal

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

800,559.60

781,027.47

709,832.00

871,811.00

740,431.10

709,608.00

22.67

14.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

350.00

350.00

350.00

350.00

350.00

350.00

4,955.00

4,970.00

4,970.00

4,970.00

4,501.00

4,970.00

16.00

24.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

7102

Postage

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

1,557.12

2,530.97

1,500.00

1,500.00

845.44

1,500.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

4,565.62

3,480.32

0.00

1,778.00

1,778.31

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

2,156.90

1,542.12

3,700.00

3,700.00

1,955.06

2,960.00

7123

Honoraria

300.00

300.00

400.00

400.00

450.00

600.00

7127

Laundry

1,780.20

528.20

1,250.00

1,250.00

400.00

1,250.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

735.00

0.00

7137

Repairs - Other

1,296.01

0.00

3,500.00

3,500.00

1,194.00

3,500.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,229.41

2,165.56

2,622.00

2,622.00

1,322.18

2,622.00

7150

Maintenance Contract Other

0.00

1,099.00

0.00

0.00

1,099.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,012.11

890.11

700.00

700.00

1,699.60

720.00

7152

Educational Supplies

10,015.06

11,374.18

12,000.00

12,000.00

13,961.90

14,000.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

128.92

0.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

6,323.84

10,652.02

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7174

Computer Software

2,365.00

1,539.00

3,300.00

3,300.00

2,640.00

3,540.00

7176

Food Service

125.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7181

Other Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

295.00

0.00

7210

Training - On Campus

2,214.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Total Contractual

Fund Total

Fund
7302

1110

9400

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

42,285.66

41,459.99

34,292.00

36,070.00

33,355.41

36,012.00

842,845.26

822,487.46

744,124.00

907,881.00

773,786.51

745,620.00

19,999.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,999.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,999.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

744,124.00

907,881.00

773,786.51

745,620.00

Equipment

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Equipment

Fund Total

2Q17-2QI8

9400

Department Total: 4501 Nursing

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

862,844.26

822,487.46
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2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund
7174

4511

1110

Actual

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql9-202Q

2020-2021

Originfil Budget

Adju§ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Wellness & Fitness

Contractual

Computer Software

Total Contractual

Fund Total

20li-2Q12

1110

Department Total: 4511 Wellness & Fitness

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

219.98

0.00

0.00

0.0D

0.00

0.00

219.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

219.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

219.98

0.00
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Department:
Fund

4514

1110

2Q17-201i

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

HP EAD General

Salaries/Benefits

6402

Clerical

2,159.43

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6452

Service

-1,987.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6453

Overtime

-14.94

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

-159.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

311.48

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

309.01

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fund Total 1110

309.01

3.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Department Total: 4514 HPEAD General

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

309.01

3.00
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Department:
Fund

4521

1110

2017-2018

2Ql8-2019

2019-2Q2Q

2Ql9-2020

2Q19-202Q

2020-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

History

Salaries/Benefits
273,934.18

284,842.48

296,052.00

296,052.00

239,114.62

296,052.00

0.00

74,659.00

77,852.00

77,852.00

62,875.68

0.00

203,892.52

142,877.30

148,755.00

148,755.00

120,141.84

226,607.00

56,065.10

58,510.15

61,416.00

61,416.00

49,288.68

61,416.00

0.00

443.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fall Adjunct

65,586.00

42,659.22

0.00

46,791.00

46,791.32

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

41,791.20

24,357.04

0.00

16,314.00

16,313.60

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

15,432.00

16,743.00

0.00

4,463.00

8,926.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

21,238.24

24,937.32

0.00

9,121.00

10,424.05

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

13,556.40

7,518.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

3,915.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

350.00

350.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

4,027.11

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,423.20

0.00

695,522.75

684,463.18

584,075.00

664,114.00

556,648.99

584,075.00

82.00

785.04

1,000.00

1,000.00

177.36

1,000.00

6101

Professor

6102

Associate Professor

6103

Assistant Professor

6104

Instructor

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,742.00

1,741.85

0.00

7117

Field Trips

0.00

134.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

174.61

279.21

0.00

0.00

116.41

0.00

256.61

1,198.56

1,000.00

2,742.00

2,035.62

1,000.00

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4521 History

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020~2021

Actual

~

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

695,779.36

695,779,36

685,661.74

685,661,74

585,075.00

666,856.00

558,684.61

585,075.00

585,075.00

666,856.00

558,684.61

585,075.00
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Department:
Fund

4522

1110

2017-2018

2018-2Q12

2Ql 9-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Bl!dget

Adjusted B!,;!dget

YeartQ Date

Budget

Economics

Salaries/Benefits
105,331.20

109,212.23

113,199.00

113,199.00

91,427.70

113,199.00

80,643.16

83,904.08

87,259.00

87,259.00

70,473.70

87,259.00

0.00

908.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fa!! Adjunct

18,765.04

19,314.03

0.00

8,646.00

8,646.08

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

14,907.04

11,700.00

0.00

12,969.00

12,969.12

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

11,574.00

4,086.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

14,008.20

15,036.08

0.00

10,424.00

13,030.09

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

50,00

50,00

0.00

245,228.64

244,160.42

200,458.00

232,547.00

196,596.69

200,458.00

Duplicating

78.40

98.44

1,000.00

1,000.00

262.36

1,000.00

Total Contractual

78.40

98.44

1,000.00

1,000.00

262.36

1,000.00

245,307.04

244,258.86

201,458.00

233,547.00

196,859.05

201,458.00

201,458.00

233,547.00

196,859,05

201,458.00

6101

Professor

6102

Associate Professor

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

6109

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund
7113

1110

Fund Total

Contractual

1110

Department Total: 4522 Economics

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

245,307.04

244,258.86
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Department:
Fund

4523

1110

2Q17-201i

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origin11l Budget

Adju§lteQ B!.!Qget

YegrtQ Qat~

Budget

Geography

Salaries/Benefits

6109

Fall Adjunct

3,858.00

4,086.01

0.00

4,323.00

4,323.04

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

3,858.00

4,086.00

0.00

4,323.00

4,323.04

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

7,716.00

8,172.01

0.00

8,696.00

8,696.08

0.00

7,716.00

8,172.01

0.00

8,696.00

8,696.08

0.00

0.00

8,696.00

8,696.08

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4523 Geography

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

7,716.00

8,172.01
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Department:
Fund

4524

1110

2017-2Q18

2Ql!-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

OrigjnaJ J;!udg5it

AQjygts;:d Bydget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Government

Salaries/Benefits

6103

Assistant Professor

62,303.80

63,989.12

66,798.00

66,798.00

53,947.54

66,798.00

6104

Instructor

60,382.14

62,903.11

65,490.00

65,490.00

52,899.00

65,490.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

34,200.00

32,373.86

0.00

22,167.00

22,166.95

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

26,400.81

12,657.04

0.00

17,712.00

17,712.44

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

0.00

4,485.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

11,598.16

8,971.00

0.00

6,515.00

7,818.05

0,00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,800.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

0.00

0.00

0.00

100,00

100.00

0.00

194,884.91

185,379.13

132,288.00

178,782.00

156,443.98

132,288.00

0.00

204.49

200.00

200.00

0.00

200.00

66.00

97,72

1,000.00

1,000.00

135.72

1,000.00

10,033.64

7,537.00

16,000.00

16,000.00

100.00

8,000.00

0.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

86.42

0.00

10,099.64

7,839.21

17,200.00

17,200.00

322.14

9,200.00

204,984.55

193,218.34

149,488.00

195,982.00

156,766.12

141,488.00

149,488.00

195,982.00

156,766.12

141,488.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7113

Duplicating

7117

Field Trips

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4524 Government

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

204,984.55

193,218.34
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Department:
Fund

4525

1110

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

612D

Extra Service - Adjuncts

6402

Clerical

6453

Overtime

6501

Student Aides Regular

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

Total Salaries/Benefits

1110

2018-2019

HGEGeneral

6112

Fund

2017-2018

12,633.57

8,852.55

0.00

8,012.00

8,012.04

0.00

60.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

O.DD

D.DD

3,8D7.5D

2,1DO.DD

D.DD

D.DD

325.75

D.DD

610.00

480.00

0.00

390.00

390.00

0.00

35,869.80

36,851.21

37,575.00

37,575.00

32,455.99

39,235.00

21.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,128.54

243.76

2,371.00

2,371.00

3,409.86

269.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.90

0.00

55,130.74

48,527.52

39,946.00

48,348.00

44,598,54

39,504.00

40.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,532.94

2,060.23

1,0D0.00

1,000.00

1,494.70

1,000.00

356.99

1,715.51

O.OD

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,758.94

1,932.12

2,300.00

2,300.00

D.DO

1,840.DD

983.90

84D.3D

500.00

500.00

2D9.44

400.00

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

7117

Field Trips

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7123

Honoraria

2,500.00

1,750.00

1,750.00

1,750.00

0.00

1,400.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,979.45

2,145.72

2,145.00

2,145.00

1,567.50

2,145.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,500.70

1,747.16

1,215.00

1,215.00

1,571.42

972.00

7152

Educational Supplies

413.47

383.17

800.00

BOO.DD

483.75

1,800.00

7153

Computer Supplies

820.73

383.85

400.00

400.00

0.00

320.00

7176

Food Service

411.31

416.10

36D.OO

360.00

230.00

288.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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2017-2018

Actual

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 4525 HGE General

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2018-2019

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

Z02Q-2Q21

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

14,298.43

13,374.16

10,470.00

10,470.00

5,556.81

10,165.00

69,429.17

61,901.68

50,416.00

58,818.00

50,155.35

49,669.00

50,416.00

58,818.00

50,155.35

49,669.00

69,429.17

61,901.68
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Department:
Fund

4531

1110

2017-2018

2Q1~-2019

2019-2020

2019-fQ2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AQju;iteQ Budget

Year to Date

~

Math

Salaries/Benefits

6101

Professor

295,964.24

305,220.51

347,466.00

347,466.00

254,186.10

347,466.00

6102

Associate Professor

252,833.36

262,804.38

273,061.00

273,061.00

220,538.44

273,061.00

6103

Assistant Professor

75,905.18

78,889.20

81,957.00

81,957.00

66,193.68

81,957.00

6104

Instructor

335,150.87

420,486.77

402,282.00

402,282.00

287,440.81

402,282.00

6106

Substitute Faculty - Full Time

2,552.39

3,553.49

0.00

2,072.00

2,071.81

0.00

6107

Substitute Faculty- Part Time

2,050.45

2,600.27

0.00

4,826.00

4,826.19

0.00

6109

Fall Adjunct

248,557.52

224,506.90

0.00

186,548.00

186,546.35

0.00

6110

Spring Adjunct

138,900.45

120,250.08

0.00

153,368.00

132,606.41

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

69,987.00

64,679.97

0.00

2,750.00

5,500.00

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

58,552.92

91,339.32

0.00

44,682.00

58,580.93

0.00

6113

Extra Svc Full Time Administrators

19,790.40

19,437.86

0.00

11,944.00

11,944.32

0.00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

7,559.38

9,138.63

0.00

0.00

3,100.00

0.00

6117

Extra Service - Assessment

0.00

760.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6119

Improvement of Instruction Stipend

1,440.50

0.00

0,00

0.00

2,520.00

0.00

6120

Extra Service - Adjuncts

1,550.00

3,060.00

0.00

3,200.00

3,200.00

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

54,948.07

57,176.08

59,466.00

59,466.00

46,707.20

59,466.00

6205

Part Time Technical

8,838.29

12,033.00

19,879.00

19,879.00

9,344.65

20,376.00

6402

Clerical

31,981.44

32,553.02

37,068.00

37,068.00

32,573.77

38,702.00

6453

Overtime

810.56

812.57

0.00

423.00

422.58

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

4,684.86

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

15,012.24

15,000.75

0.00

12,000.00

9,519.71

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

2017-2018

2018-2Ql9

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2Q20-2Q2 I

Actual

Actual

Qrig:inal Budget

Adjusted Budg~t

Year to Date

~

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.91

0.00

1,627,070.12

1,724,302.80

1,221,179.00

1,642,992.00

1,337,827.86

1,223,310.00

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

1,834.75

2,467.67

4,000.00

4,000.00

493.02

3,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

2,065.54

2,897.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

1,612.11

2,393.67

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,607.51

1,600.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

9,582.16

5,005.97

5,000.00

5,000.00

4,404.41

7,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,936.99

2,533.13

1,620.00

1,620.00

1,505.85

2,400.00

7152

Educational Supplies

432.25

265.97

500.00

500.00

195.66

500.00

7153

Computer Supplies

306.50

321.82

700.00

700.00

0.00

400.00

7176

Food Service

323.20

257.89

500.00

500.00

400.88

480.00

7188

Faculty Development

230.00

480.00

250.00

250.00

240.00

100.00

7199

Improvement of Instruction

0.00

2,317.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

19,323.50

18,940.38

14,070.00

14,070.00

8,847.33

15,480.00

1,646,393.62

1,743,243.18

1,235,249.00

1,657,062.00

1,346,675.19

1,238,790.00

1,657,062.00 1,346,675.19

1,238,790.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4531 Math

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

1,646,393.62 1,743,243.18

1,235,249.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

4532

1110

2018-2019
Actual

2019-2020

2012-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Y~to Date

Budget

Computer Science

Salaries/Benefits
98,815.08

100,544.08

102,306.00

102,306.00

82,630.18

102,306.00

Spring Adjunct

0.00

5,136.00

0.00

5,432.00

5,432.00

0.00

6111

Summer Day Session 1

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,811.00

3,621.34

0.00

6112

Extra Svc Full Time Faculty

0.00

3,759.04

0.00

3,909.00

3,909.05

0,00

6114

Extra Svc Eve & Off-Campus Super

0.00

2,349.38

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

98,815.08

111,788.50

102,306.00

113,458.00

95,592.57

102,306.00

98,815.08

111,788.50

102,306.00

113,458.00

95,592.57

102,306.00

102,306.00

113,458.00

95,592.57

102,306.00

6102

Associate Professor

6110

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 4532 Computer Science

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

98,815.08

111,788.50
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2Ql7-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

5001

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2012-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

V.P. Dean ofAdministration

Salaries/Benefits
284,866.77

150,739.43

303,377.00

303,377.00

120,468.87

153,377.00

6,139.10

2,782.93

0.00

2,899.00

2,898.84

0.00

Sick Leave Payments

0.00

0.00

150,000.00

85,237.00

0.00

150,000.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

0.00

49,950.00

1,639.00

0.00

80,000.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

5,019.47

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,365.50

0.00

296,025.34

156,522.51

503,327.00

396,152.00

125,733.21

383,377.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

6301

Vacation Payments

6303

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

0.00

0.00

57.00

57.00

0.00

40.00

7103

Telephone

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

50.00

7106

Books & Periodicals

179.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7107

Subscriptions

2,236.69

2,325.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

2,808.25

4,500.00

7108

Dues

475.00

2,404.85

475.00

475.00

0.00

475.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

32.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

379.80

430.68

0.00

0.00

163.50

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,055.92

0.00

39,850.00

33,702.00

0.00

31,880.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

300.00

300.00

0.00

240.00

7140

Building/Land Rental

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,355.99

2,055.71

2,126.00

2,126.00

1,502.47

2,200.00

7151

Office Supplies

302.74

292.60

350.00

350.00

68.75

280.00

7153

Computer Supplies

71.58

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

753.19

555.74

1,710.00

1,710.00

0.00

1,368.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

7302

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5001 V.P. Dean of Administration

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adju~teQ Budget

Year:to Date

Budget

2,049.99

1,547.99

1,400.00

1,400.00

1,249.99

1,500.00

0.00

0.00

300,000.00

110,513.00

0.00

200,000.00

8,891.90

9,612.57

350,368.00

154,733.00

5,793.96

242,533.00

304,917.24

166,135.08

853,695.00

550,885.00

131,527.17

625,910.00

853,695.00

550,885.00

131,527.17

625,910.00

304,917.24

166,135.08
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
6618

5101

1110

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Grants Funded - Fringe

1110

2018-2019

Actual

General Business

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

?017-2018

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-873.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-873.27

0.00

Contractual

7121

Legal

14,666.75

9,855.92

24,000.00

24,000.00

52,139.55

100,000.00

7125

Other Professional

35,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-137.50

0.00

7128

Insurance - Liability

295,418.00

321,707.00

330,394.00

330,394.00

352,353.45

340,000.00

7130

Insurance - Other

17,038.00

704.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

792.00

20,000.00

7138

Contracted Services

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

12,500.00

25,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

8,724.00

8,724.00

0.00

0.00

7158

Book Binding

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

705.00

0.00

7183

Discount Fees

110.00

60.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7186

Employee Tuition Waivers

30,646.00

40,622.25

35,000.00

35,000.00

30,925.50

35,000.00

7191

Tuition Expense

60,143.00

57,619.25

48,000.00

48,000.00

42,676.75

50,000.00

478,021.75

455,568.42

491,118.00

491,118.00

491,954.75

570,000.00

478,021.75

455,568.42

491,118.00

491,118.00

491,081.48

570,000.00

491,118.00

491,118.00

491,081.48

570,000.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5101 General Business

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

478,021.75

455,568.42
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5110

1110

2017-2018

2Ql!-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9~2QJ0

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2021

Actuaj

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Business Office

Salaries/Benefits

6202

Managerial Confidential

6204

121,112,09

125,695,19

127,893.00

127,893.00

100,454.10

137,895.00

Full Time Technical

34,270.63

53,297.09

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6301

Vacation Payments

2,218.32

2,298.89

0.00

1,175.00

1,174.08

0.00

6402

Clerical

267,584.24

272,918.93

282,816.00

282,816.00

209,348.98

274,639.00

6453

Overtime

477.79

127.97

0.00

17.00

17.09

0.00

6454

Longevity

9,419.40

12,115.41

11,400.00

11,400.00

10,881.56

11,400.00

6602

Medicare

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

38.59

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

34.20

0.00

435,082.47

466,453.48

422,109.00

423,301.00

321,948.60

423,934.00

858.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

323.04

196.20

100.00

100.00

103.40

100.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,242.14

637.70

0.00

646.00

646.13

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

23.38

100.00

100.00

0.00

BO.OD

7122

Auditing

50,500.00

42,500.00

45,600.00

45,600.00

0.00

45,600.00

7125

Other Professional

7,800.00

1,250.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

7,800.00

10,000.00

7145

Car Rental

71.58

99.60

0.00

0.00

99.60

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

3,301.85

1,788.96

1,968.00

1,968.00

1,319.42

1,968.00

7151

Office Supplies

298.37

640.10

810.00

810.00

605.84

648.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

160.23

0.00

0.00

160.23

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
?017-2018

2018-2019

2QI2-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q20-2Q£1

Actual

Actµal

Original Budget

AQjusted Budget

Year tQ Qate

Budget

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

299.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

149.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7189

Study Abroad

-162.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

64,681.45

47,496.17

58,578.00

59,224.00

10,734.62

58,396.00

499,763.92

513,949.65

480,687.00

482,525.00

332,683.22

482,330.00

480,687.00

482,525.00

332,683.22

482,330.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 5110 Business Office

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

499,763.92

513,949.65
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5120

1110

2Q17-2Q18

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2Q21

Actual

Actµal

Original B1gjo-et

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

1,644.95

61,716.20

64,676.00

64,676.00

50,800.03

64,676.00

969.35

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.20

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

281,550.78

255,046.95

268,686.00

268,686.00

205,827.08

233,839.00

Student Accounts

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

6402

Clerical

6453

Overtime

8,715.43

11,021.43

15,000.00

15,000.00

4,397.89

0.00

6454

Longevity

9,749.80

7,616.81

7,053.00

7,053.00

5,933.08

7,053.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

8,861.62

0.00

1,828.00

1,828.00

1,530.00

0.00

6502

Student Aides Work Study On-Campus

41,063.01

40,685.00

45,000.00

45,000.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-29.51

0.00

352,555.14

376,086.39

402,243.00

402,243.00

268,458.57

305,568.00

0.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

75.00

259.00

168.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

191.32

SOD.OD

0.00

494.78

0.00

189.00

219.00

0.00

324.25

2,241.38

3,500.00

3,500.00

1,905.00

3,500.00

46,652.79

47,335.50

50,000.00

50,000.00

70,019.74

50,000.00

1,984.45

1,474.68

1,622.00

1,622.00

1,098.74

1,622.00

585.00

1,465.50

1,800.00

1,800.00

245.91

1,440.00

1,532.48

198.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

99.56

-110.05

200.00

200.00

-1.00

200.00

154,726.56

159,090.86

160,000.00

160,000.00

101,479.60

160,000.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

7124

Collection Costs

7125

Other Professional

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7151

Office Supplies

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

7182

Cash Short & Over

7183

Discount Fees

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

7190

2017-2018

201B-2QI9

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2019-2020

Actual

Actual

Qriginfil Budget

Adjusted Budget

Y1;:artg Qate

202Q-2Q21
Budget

1,916.00

2,990.00

3,000.00

3,000.00

3,917.40

5,000.00

Bad Debts

211,620.33

511,053.44

220,000.00

220,000.00

0.00

220,000.00

Total Contractual

419,700.42

726,477.85

441,197.00

441,386.00

179,150.71

442,337.00

772,255.56

1,102,564.24

843,440.00

843,629.00

447,609.28

747,905.00

843,440.00

843,629.00

447,609.28

747,905.00

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5120 Stndent Accounts

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

772,255.56 1,102,564.24
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5130

2017-2Ql8

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql2-2020

2019-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigin1!] Budget

Adju§ted Budget

Yeartg Rate

Budget

Payroll

Salaries/Benefits

1110

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Clerical

6453

82,461.13

89,451.19

92,895.00

92,895.00

72,965.24

92,895.00

1,514.60

1,579.71

0.00

1,721.00

1,720.22

0.00

176,199.99

165,999.75

175,168.00

175,168.00

136,702.74

154,636.00

Overtime

3,896.89

7,253.09

10,000.00

10,000.00

579.09

0.00

6454

Longevity

5,414.60

3,652.98

3,488.00

3,488.00

2,896.51

2,436.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20.73

0.00

269,487.21

267,936.72

281,551.00

283,272.00

214,884.53

249,967.00

0.00

0.00

BOO.DO

800.00

0.00

800.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

219.00

219.00

219.00

219.00

254.00

254.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

568.92

924.31

1,100.00

1,100.00

866.77

1,100.00

7113

Duplicating

3.28

0.00

275.00

275.00

0.00

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

101.78

172.00

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7145

Car Rental

0.00

31.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

340.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,278.53

1,120.37

729.00

729,00

441.19

584.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

411.30

680.00

680.00

160.24

544.00

7174

Computer Software

0.00

2,815.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7182

Cash Short & Over

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

-0.10

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

60.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7198

Bank Fees

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9.00

0.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

7402

Interest Expense

Total Contractual

Fund Total

lllO

Department Total: 5130 Payroll

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2Ql!-2Q19

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2Q20

2019-2020

202Q-202!

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Bydget

Adjusted Budget

Year tQ Qate

Budget

0.00

67.89

200.00

200.00

0.00

200,00

2,571.51

5,761.17

4,003.00

4,003.00

1,731.10

3,482.00

272,058.72

273,697.89

285,554.00

287,275.00

216,615.63

253,449.00

285,554.00

287,275.00

216,615.63

253,449.00

272,058.72

273,697.89
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5140

1110

6402

Clerical

6453

2017M2Q18

2018-2012

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2020

2019-2020

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Bydget

Year to Date

~

Purchasing

Salaries/Benefits
93,539.32

95,524.39

100,471.00

100,471.00

76,763.62

80,122.00

Overtime

102.39

151.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

958.73

1,077.19

1,052.00

1,052.00

871.96

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.74

D.00

94,600.44

96,752.87

101,523.00

101,523.00

77,647.32

80,122.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

245.35

258.38

1,000.00

1,000.00

750.00

1,000.00

7102

Postage

158.72

-5.35

200.DD

200.00

1,250.69

200.00

7107

Subscriptions

0.00

171.17

0.00

0.00

5,050.00

0.00

7108

Dues

SD.DD

0.00

420.00

420.00

0.00

420.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

0.00

300.00

30D.DD

0.00

300.00

7113

Duplicating

117.76

445.94

300.00

300.00

D.00

300.DD

7115

Prof Development Travel

532.25

D.DD

0.00

0.00

0.00

D.DD

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

74.27

0.00

0.00

36.30

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

-1,184.73

273.85

0.00

0.00

42,895.47

0.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

0.00

2,972.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,066.94

1,394.55

630.00

630.00

357.41

504.00

7153

Computer Supplies

442.54

0.00

960.00

960.DD

0.00

768.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

0.00

750.00

750.00

0.00

750.00

1,428.83

5,584.81

4,560.00

4,560.00

50,339.87

4,242.00

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Dutchess Community College

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5140 Purchasing

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2Q18-2019

2019-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

96,029.27

96,029.27

102,337.68

102,337.68

106,083.00

106,083.00

127,987.19

84,364.00

106,083.00

106,083.00

127,987.19

84,364.00
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5150

1110

6402

Clerical

6453

Budget 2020-2021
2Q17-2018

2QI8-2019

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Central Services

Salaries/Benefits
157,031.68

162,804.24

172,838.00

172,838.00

131,393.82

117,620.00

Overtime

964.23

513.49

2,000.00

2,000.00

532.21

0.00

6454

Longevity

4,199.23

4,761.66

4,370.00

4,370.00

4,073.80

4,370.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

D.00

D.DD

0.00

0.00

2D.70

0.0D

162,195.14

168,079.39

179,208.00

179,208.00

136,020.53

121,990.00

105,992.15

86,011.84

105,000.00

105,000.00

40,00D.DD

86,012.00

0.DD

0.0D

12D.DD

12D.DD

D.DD

120.00

19D.93

3,379.53

3,000.00

3,000.00

0.DD

3,000.DD

24,267.45

29,865.52

D.00

D.OD

21,105.75

0.DD

D.DD

D.DD

4D0.DD

40D.DD

D.DO

D.DD

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

71D2

Postage

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7138

Contracted Services

16,099.19

16,372.90

18,000.00

18,0DD.DD

12,0DD.DD

18,DDD.OD

7143

Machines Rental

15,096.00

56, 11D.56

56, 11D.OO

56,110.00

58,110.56

56,110.00

7149

Services Contracts

D.DD

1,32D.DD

O.DD

D.DD

1,390.00

D.DO

7150

Maintenance Contract Other

80,392.03

52,072.40

80,000.00

8D,D00.DD

51,023.40

80,000.00

7151

Office Supplies

-11,338.59

-3,796.43

81D.DD

81D.DD

-4,257.68

648.DD

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

2,348.05

D.DD

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

233,047.21

241,336.32

263,440.00

263,440.00

179,372.03

243,890.00

395,242.35

409,415.71

442,648.00

442,648.00

315,392.56

365,880.00

442,648.00

442,648.00

315,392.56

365,880.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5150 Central Services
Wednesday, June JO, 2020

395,242.35

409,415.71
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5160

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Orieinal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Commencement

Contractual

7138

Contracted Services

672.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7140

Building/Land Rental

0.00

18,749.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7143

Machines Rental

27,308.00

12,765.00

27,000.00

27,000.00

4,000.00

27,000.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

1,817.00

1,808.47

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

2,000.00

7176

Food Service

1,360.69

90.00

5,400.00

5,400.00

0.00

4,320.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

14,088.98

13,314.41

10,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

50,000.00

45,246.67

46,727.38

44,400.00

44,400.00

4,000.00

83,320.00

45,246.67

46,727.38

44,400.00

44,400.00

4,000.00

83,320.00

44,400.00

44,400.00

4,000.00

83,320.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 5160 Commencement

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

45,246.67

46,727.38
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Department:
Fund

5170

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actµal

Qrigjnal BiiQget

Adju;1ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

COVID 19 Costs

Contractual

7109

License Agreements

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,999.00

0.00

7121

Legal

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

387.50

0.00

7138

Contracted Services

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,845.00

0.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

50.87

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,411.99

0.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,397.54

0.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

129.34

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,094.46

0.00

7174

Computer Software

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,450.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

40,765.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

40,765.70

0.00

0.00

0.00

40,765.70

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5170 COVID 19 Costs

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0.00

0.00
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5201

1110

2017-2018

201~-2Ql9

2019-2Q2Q

2Ql9-2020

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Physical Plant Administration

Salaries/Benefits
135,622.69

154,214.04

141,601.00

141,601.00

124,680.87

149,101.00

74,278.26

77,233.00

80,270.00

80,270.00

31,003.38

0.00

1,988.34

0.00

0.00

2,428.00

2,427.43

0.00

Clerical

82,166.43

83,315.96

88,332.00

88,332.00

65,354.67

115,719.00

6452

Seivice

23,323.18

24,207.36

24,216.00

24,216.00

19,200.39

0.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

3,681.07

4,162.47

4,031.00

4,031.00

3,286.30

4,031.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

10,160.83

11,995.07

10,000.00

10,000.00

7,120.52

9,813.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

13.20

0.00

331,220.80

355,127.90

348,950.00

351,378.00

253,086.76

278,664.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7103

Telephone

0.00

77.27

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7106

Books & Periodicals

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

0.00

7108

Dues

115.00

85.00

240.00

240.00

215.00

250.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

8.00

0.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

964.50

364.14

200.00

200.00

209.15

200.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

3,518.07

1,233.62

0.00

1,044.00

1,044.38

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

56.71

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7138

Contracted Services

54,936.05

57,124.46

73,500.00

73,500.00

50,209.99

52,500.00

7139

Snow Removal

1,509.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7143

Machines Rental

311,834.80

307,471.04

327,025.00

327,025.00

308,016.08

327,025.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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Dutchess Community College
2Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2QI2-202Q

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AQjgsted Budget

YeartQ Dl,!te

2020-2021
Budget

7,337.11

8,312.69

5,000.00

5,000.00

5,493.60

5,000.00

315,802.65

215,782.17

275,890.00

275,890.00

201,813.28

243,930.00

1,527.19

732.51

1,000.00

1,000.00

279.54

400.00

Computer Supplies

511.52

27.65

500.00

500.00

665.00

200.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

755.20

779.76

0.00

0.00

1,314.51

0.00

7171

Uniform

6,276.27

6,388.76

7,000.00

7,000.00

6,040.26

6,500.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

32,922.34

19,336.19

0.00

21,156.00

12,209.12

0.00

7176

Food Service

767.62

281.26

250.00

250.00

314.83

200.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

9.99

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

738,844.97

618,004.52

690,855.00

713,055.00

587,832.74

636,205.00

1,070,065.77

973,132.42

1,039,805.00

1,064,433.00

840,919.50

914,869.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7149

Services Contracts

7151

Office Supplies

7153

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Fund

9400

Equipment

7301

Buildings & Improvements - Capita!

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,300.00

11,300.00

0.00

7302

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

0.00

41,510.00

0.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

0.00

0.00

41,510.00

0.00

16,300.00

16,300.00

0.00

0.00

41,510.00

0.00

16,300.00

16,300.00

0.00

1,039,805.00

1,080,733.00

857,219.50

914,869.00

Total Equipment

Fund Total 9400
Department Total: 5201 Physical Plant Administration

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,070,065.77 1,014,642.42
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2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adju§teQ Bydget

YeartQ Date

Budget

5210 Building & Equipment Maintenance

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

1110

Salaries/Benefits
402,624.15

413,630.07

365,459.00

365,459.00

298,635.78

371,201.00

Service

56,444.44

56,449.07

57,709.00

57,709.00

9,536.85

0.00

6453

Overtime

11,292.83

7,946.05

0.00

1,821.00

1,821.27

0.00

6454

Longevity

22,985.49

24,449.17

20,418.00

20,418.00

14,500.21

22,954.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

9,670.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

2,500.00

2,500.00

0.00

2,500.00

2,500.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

44.58

0.00

505,517.67

504,974.36

443,586,00

447,907,00

327,038,69

394,155.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

97.56

0.00

11,394.48

9,247.72

13,000.00

13,000.00

9,496.00

10,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

28.79

0.00

36,882.20

33,945.09

40,000.00

40,000.00

30,132.96

35,000.00

8,388.61

6,445.04

15,000.00

15,000.00

7,427.45

15,000.00

56,665.29

49,637.85

68,000,00

68,000.00

47,182.76

60,000.00

562,182.96

554,612.21

511,586.00

515,907.00

374,221.45

454,155.00

511,586.00

515,907.00

374,221.45

454,155.00

6451

Trades

6452

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7138

Contracted Services

7151

Office Supplies

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

7179

Security

w

Locksmith

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5210 Building & Equipment Maintenance

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

562,182.96

554,612.21
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

2018-2019

2Ql9-2Q20

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2012-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

5220 Motor Vehicle Maintenance

1110

Contractual
0.00

-38.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Contracted Services

6,129.01

16,103.75

15,000.00

15,000.00

12,926.72

15,000.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

1,034.82

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7165

Grounds Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

323.34

0.00

7166

Motor Vehicles Supplies

23,650.46

20,844.22

25,000.00

25,000.00

20,969.52

25,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

728.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7178

Gasoline

20,572.52

20,810.62

20,000.00

20,000.00

22,196.83

20,000.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

118.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

51,504.81

58,448.49

60,000.00

60,000.00

56,416.41

60,000.00

51,504.81

58,448.49

60,000.00

60,000.00

56,416.41

60,000.00

60,000.00

60,000.00

56,416.41

60,000.00

7116

Consultant

7138

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 5220 Motor Vehicle Maintenance

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

51,504.81

58,448.49
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2017-2Ql8

6&lJJlll

Department:
Fund

5230

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2019~2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

AQjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Custodial Services

Salaries/Benefits
1,241,811.47

1,203,114.53

1,208,697.00

1,240,354.00

831,717.73

1,059,079.00

Overtime

13,164.33

13,625.15

2,500.00

15,934.00

16,597.48

0.00

6454

Longevity

38,784.01

43,153.81

37,402.00

37,402.00

23,840.12

28,173.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,250.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

202.88

0.00

1,293,759.81

1,259,893.49

1,248,599.00

1,293,690.00

873,608.21

1,087,252.00

1,428.00

1,547.00

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,428.00

1,500.00

92,569.24

82,662.00

100,000.00

100,000.00

84,527.23

100,000.00

93,997.24

84,209.00

101,500.00

101,500.00

85,955.23

101,500.00

1,387,75705

1,344,102.49

1,350,099.00

1,395,190.00

959,563.44

1,188,752.00

1,350,099.00

1,395,190.00

959,563.44

1,188,752.00

6452

Service

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7138

Contracted Services

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5230 Custodial Services

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,387,757.05 1,344,102.49
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5240

1110

6451

Trades

6453

2017-2Q18

2018-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2Q20

20) 9-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

Utilities

Salaries/Benefits
431,022.27

433,427.44

450,061.00

450,061.00

339,659.08

454,285.00

Overtime

7,412.94

3,810.21

4,500.00

4,500.00

4.444.61

0.00

6454

Longevity

22,691.95

26,417.91

23,593.00

23,593.00

23,552.17

25,813.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

54.48

0.00

461,127.16

463,655.56

478,154.00

478,154.00

367,710.34

480,098.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7131

Electric

640,668.97

492,768.53

510,000.00

510,000.00

440,429.00

525,000.00

7132

Gas

310,389.21

295,400.06

255,000.00

255,000.00

255,000.00

275,000.00

7134

Waste Disposal

36,971.36

38,503.80

40,000.00

40,000.00

40,000.00

40,000.00

7180

Waste Recycle

2,391.12

3,065.33

4,000.00

4,000.00

3,668.75

4,000.00

7184

Sewer & Water Tax

82,188.77

86,819.20

90,000.00

90,000.00

65,071.93

90,000.00

1,072,609.43

916,556.92

899,000.00

899,000.00

804,169.68

934,000.00

1,533,736.59

1,380,212.48

1,377,154.00

1,377,154.00

1,171,880.02

1,414,098.00

1,377,154.00 1,171,880.02

1,414,098.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 5240 Utilities

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

1,533,736.59 1,380,212.48

1,377,154.00
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5241

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2QI2-2Q2Q

2Q2Q-2Q21

A£!g,l

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

HVAC

Contractual

7138

Contracted Services

53,181.46

26,457.30

55,000.00

55,000.00

35,040.93

50,000.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

79,414.45

77,809.60

90,000.00

90,000.00

61,175.16

90,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

6,628.79

0.00

0.00

4,706.00

2,352.63

0.00

139,224.70

104,266.90

145,000.00

149,706.00

98,568.72

140,000.00

139,224.70

104,266.90

145,000.00

149,706.00

98,568.72

140,000.00

0.00

5,607.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,607.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,607.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

145,000.00

149,706.00

98,568.72

140,000.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total
Fund
7302

1110

9400

Equipment

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Equipment

Fund Total

9400

Department Total: 5241 HVAC

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

139,224.70

109,873.90
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2Q17-2018
Actual

Department:
Fund

5250

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2Q2Q

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Grounds

Salaries/Benefits
399,687.05

399,224.15

420,184.00

420,184.00

313,390.44

405,262.00

Overtime

8,428.66

8,839.89

5,000.00

5,000.00

4,388.74

0.00

6454

Longevity

14,843.85

16,815.59

15,745.00

15,745.00

14,321.05

18,473.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

10,237.61

30,576.35

24,122.00

24,122.00

9,612.31

19,627.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

49.34

0.00

433,197.17

455,455.98

465,051.00

465,051.00

341,761.88

443,362.00

43.28

43.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

0.00

0.00

450.00

450.00

0.00

6451

Trades

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7115

Prof Development Travel

7138

Contracted Services

26,094.05

39,142.00

35,000.00

35,000.00

11,789.00

35,000.00

7139

Snow Removal

18,720.15

22,320.00

30,000.00

30,000.00

13,770.00

25,000.00

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

0.00

239.99

0.00

0.00

279.79

0.00

7164

Roads & Parking Lots Supplies

20,770.04

18,346.98

20,000.00

20,000.00

12,537.07

20,000.00

7165

Grounds Supplies

19,414.85

15,211.59

20,000.00

20,000.00

16,111.71

20,000.00

7166

Motor Vehicles Supplies

1,378.97

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7210

Training - On Campus

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

700.00

0.00

86,571.34

95,453.84

105,000.00

105,450.00

55,637.57

100,000.00

519,768.51

550,909.82

570,051.00

570,501.00

397,399.45

543,362.00

570,051.00

570,501.00

397,399.45

543,362.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 5250 Grounds
Wednesday, June 10, 2020

519,768.51

550,909.82
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Department:
Fund

5260

1110

?Ql7~2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-20,Q

2012~2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal B)ddget

Adjus;ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Inventory

Salaries/Benefits
140,060.41

142,351.54

148,248.00

148,248.00

113,511.06

103,391.00

Overtime

4,213.60

4,320.55

250.00

1,926.00

1,926.29

0.00

6454

Longevity

2,094.32

2,985.09

2,200.00

4,112.00

4,348.50

5,001.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.90

0.00

146,368.33

149,657.18

150,698.00

154,286.00

119,804.75

108,392.00

0.00

26.10

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

576.29

478.26

1,500.00

1,500.00

500.00

2,200.00

576,29

504.36

1,500.00

1,500.00

500.00

2,200.00

146,944.62

150,161.54

152,198.00

155,786.00

120,304.75

110,592.00

152,198.00

155,786.00

120,304.75

110,592.00

6451

Trades

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5260 Inventory

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

146,944.62

150,161.54
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2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q19-2Q2Q

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjn~l Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Department:
5270 Rental Facilities
Fund
1110
Contractual
7140

Building/Land Rental

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5270 Rental Facilities

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

534,698.54

9,048.00

12,064.00

12,064.00

9,048.00

12,064.00

534,698.54

9,048.00

12,064.00

12,064.00

9,048.00

12,064.00

534,698.54

9,048.00

12,064.00

12,064.00

9,048.00

12,064.00

12,064.00

12,064.00

9,048.00

12,064.00

534,698.54

9,048.00
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Department:
Fund

5275

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019~2Q20

2Ql 9-2Q20

2019-202Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

B.lli!m

Risk Management

Salaries/Benefits
69,633.87

71,459.53

75,505.00

75,505.00

57,268.60

76,063.00

Overtime

-126.98

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

1,618.79

1,733.47

1,671.00

1,671.00

1,353.88

1,671.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

D.DD

8.84

D.DD

71,125.68

73,193.00

77,176.00

77,176.00

58,631.32

77,734.00

6404

CSEA FT Technical

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7134

Waste Disposal

6,810.61

2,680.40

5,000.DD

5,000.DD

4,DDD.DD

5,000.DD

7138

Contracted Services

2,106.25

5,923.50

4,500.00

4,500.00

4,450.00

4,500.DD

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

3,450.89

3,886.54

2,500.00

2,500.00

3,023.50

5,500.00

12,367.75

12,490.44

12,000.00

12,000.00

11,473.50

15,000.00

83,493.43

85,683.44

89,176.00

89,176.00

70,104.82

92,734.00

89,176.00

89,176.00

70,104.82

92,734.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5275 Risk Management

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

83,493.43

85,683.44
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Department:
Fund

5277

1110

2017-2Q18

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-202Q

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Summer Projects

Contractual

7138

Contracted Services

54,599.59

0.00

0.00

0.00

O.DD

D.DD

7163

Building & Equipment Supplies

34,829.39

O.DD

20,DDD.DD

20,000.DD

D.DD

D.DD

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

43,030.10

814.94

D.00

D.DD

D.DD

0.00

7179

Security - Locksmith

406.0D

0.00

D.00

0.0D

D.DD

0.00

132,865.08

814.94

20,000.00

20,000.00

0.00

0.00

132,865.08

814.94

20,000.00

20,000.00

0.00

0.00

20,000.00

20,000.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5277 Summer Projects

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

132,865,08

814.94
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Department:
Fund

5280

1110

?Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2012-2,Q20

2012-2Q2Q

2Q20-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Safety & Security

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

104,904.00

176,146.29

183,114.38

190,272.00

190,272.00

110,204.75

42,684.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,352.73

0.00

22,892.57

23,635.74

22,000.00

22,000.00

18,215.48

22,970.00

CSEA FT Technical

105,988.53

111,862.02

130,258.00

130,258.00

98,694.99

133,953.00

6452

Service

138,484.14

134,872.64

140,616.00

140,616.00

92,057.84

195,432.00

6453

Overtime

4,458.63

3,941.84

7,500.00

7,500.00

1,878.67

0.00

6454

Longevity

4,006.45

5,821.49

4,146.00

4,225.00

4,486.22

6,851.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

20,013.42

24,089.26

22,590.DD

22,590.00

4,867.78

27,133.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

6,023.36

6,000.30

0.00

6,000.00

3,404.02

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

O.DD

0.00

0.00

28.47

0.00

478,013.39

493,337.67

517,382.00

523,461.00

337,190.95

533,927.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

152.65

114.95

100.00

100.00

176.35

200.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6402

Clerical

6404

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

4,800.00

3,825.00

3,500.00

3,500.00

300.00

7,550.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

1,932.44

30.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

2,000.00

7113

Duplicating

362.00

634.00

250.00

250.00

132.DO

250.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

2,818.36

2,241.33

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

292.46

361.19

250.00

250.00

D.00

200.00

7125

Other Professional

12,735.00

11,855.00

16,000.00

16,000.00

133,559.00

18,000.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

2019-2020
Year to Date

2020-2021
~

919,248.97

928,662.79

1,004,245.00

1,004,245.00

1,004,245.00

774,471.00

Contracted Services

28,961.40

43,730.00

26,722.00

26,722.00

46,987.99

38,832.00

7143

Machines Rental

17,154.00

16,218.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

16,218.00

18,000.00

7145

Car Rental

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

88.95

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,568.73

1,654.92

1,806.00

1,806.00

1,230.06

1,806.00

7151

Office Supplies

12,605.11

10,849.81

4,100.00

4,100.00

431.71

4,080.00

7153

Computer Supplies

0.00

0.00

9,000.00

9,000.00

6,894.02

8,000.00

7171

Uniform

1,163.90

971.50

2,000.00

2,000.00

448.50

16,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

8,180.83

433.12

0.00

1,224.00

611.84

0.00

7174

Computer Software

3,200.00

945.00

0.00

0.00

5,942.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

479.20

199.50

450.00

450.00

0.00

360.00

7178

Gasoline

205.13

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

132.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7210

Training - On Campus

2,535.00

0.00

2,150.00

2,150.00

470.00

6,000.00

1,018,395.18

1,022,859.07

1,090,573.00

1,091,797.00

1,217,735.42

895,899.00

1,496,408.57

1,516,196.74

1,607,955.00

1,615,258.00

1,554,926.37

1,429,826.00

1,615,258.00 1,554,926.37

1,429,826.00

7126

Security

7138

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5280 Safety & Security

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

1,496,408.57 1,516,196.74

1,607,955.00
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Department:
Fund

5310

1110

2Q17-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Ql2-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

Computer Center

Salaries/Benefits

6202

Managerial Confidential

369,398.51

260,165.43

475,919.00

475,919.00

149,057.56

230,751.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

118,520.10

111,317.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

56,399.37

56,094.62

81,057.00

81,057.00

51,334.27

55,441.00

6301

Vacation Payments

4,339.68

12,308.41

0.00

2,094.00

2,093.19

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

41,201.00

1,869.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6303

Sick Leave Payments

0.00

14,098.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

53,988.69

55,497.57

81,057.00

81,057.00

108,033.33

58,135.00

6404

CSEA FT Technical

753,466.71

730,281.25

869,118.00

869,118.00

528,438.53

916,019.00

6453

Overtime

4,820.67

8,131.07

0.00

3,187.00

3,187.39

0.00

6454

Longevity

54,320.32

52,093.78

44,305.00

44,305.00

32,184.64

36,754.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

6.20

0.00

0.00

78.25

0.00

1,456,455.05

1,301,864.65

1,551,456.00

1,556,737.00

874,407, 16

1,297,100.00

5,120.00

5,666.00

5,775.00

5,775.00

5,672.00

5,775.00

100.50

48.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Traver

2,537.58

3,656.72

0.00

673.00

673.37

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

7120

Computer Services

418,850.32

512,781.11

597,473.00

597,473.00

434,429.11

653,697.00

7125

Other Professional

93,320.53

25,243.67

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,000.00

7135

Repairs - Computer Hardware

396.62

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7138

Contracted Services

25,452.90

23,618.58

26,326.00

26,326.00

21,286.20

27,501.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Actual

2018-2019

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

Actual

Original Budg!;';t

6,dju§!ted Budget

Year to Date

2Q2Q-202 l
~

13,176.00

4,392.00

13,800.00

13,800.00

21,960.00

13,800.00

100,736.65

88,282.13

118,391.00

118,391.00

98,501.96

147,107.00

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

3,345.86

4,804.41

3,400.00

3,400.00

5,640.02

2,500.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

693,037.42

777,527.49

805,364.00

805,364.00

763,593.18

837,184.00

7151

Office Supplies

172.46

342.46

500.00

SOD.OD

847.34

400.00

7153

Computer Supplies

869.22

162.84

1,400.00

1,400.00

336.27

800.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

7,054.00

250.00

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

51,455.39

18,567.16

0.00

8,649.00

6,554.35

0.00

7174

Computer Software

87,619.67

15,816.50

4,500.00

4,500.00

9,184.98

0.00

7176

Food Service

124.00

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

120.00

7181

Other Supplies

95.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

3.53

821.22

0.00

0.00

30.97

0.00

7194

Banner Consultant Travel

2,114.96

3,536.16

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

7210

Training - On Campus

11,527.00

1,936.00

1,700.00

1,700.00

199.00

2,020.00

1,510,056.57

1,487,202.45

1,579,029.00

1,595,405.00

1,369,158.75

1,697,104.00

2,966,511.62

2,789,067.10

3,130,485.00

3,152,142.00

2,243,565.91

2,994,204.00

0.00

34,584.20

0.00

0.00

64,870.55

0.00

0.00

34,584.20

0.00

0.00

64,870.55

0.00

0.00

34,584.20

0.00

0.00

64,870.55

0.00

7144

Computer Hardware & Software Rental

7146

Internet Expenses

7147

Total Contractual

Fund Total
Fund
7304

1110

9400

Equipment

Capital Equipment - Computer

Total Equipment

Fund Total 9400
Department Total: 5310 Computer Center

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2,966,511.62 2,823,651.30

3,130,485.00

3,152,142.00 2,308,436.46 2,994,204.00
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Dutchess Community College
2Q17-2Ql8

Actual

Department:
Fund

2018-2019
Actual

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q20-2021

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

5320 Instructional Media

1110

Salaries/Benefits
59,557.60

32,694.46

0.00

0.00

24,123.99

0.00

301,546.60

286,283.31

246,694.00

215,037.00

142,677.58

243,998.00

Overtime

21,166.85

13,482.10

6,000.00

10,156.00

10,155.95

0.00

6454

Longevity

10,082.98

8,734.01

10,666.00

10,666.00

1,637.74

2,146.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

106,360.03

89,947.03

105,257.00

105,257.00

91,212.01

76,478.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

30.65

0.00

498,714.06

431,140.91

368,617.00

341,116.00

269,837.92

322,622.00

103.99

1.94

150.00

150.00

0.00

150.00

72,746.26

69,202.21

64,397.00

64,397.00

62,407.44

65,075.00

4,297.67

3,926.88

4,100.00

4,100.00

3,666.47

4,100.00

75.00

11.36

180.00

180.00

0.00

180.00

6402

Clerical

6404

CSEA FT Technical

6453

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

7103

Telephone

7109

License Agreements

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

133.89

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

29.46

250.00

250.00

110. 77

200.00

7125

Other Professional

23,245.51

5,765.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

26.99

1,633.10

0.00

0.00

164.21

0.00

7138

Contracted Services

28,179.24

27,072.20

28,000.00

28,000.00

27,072.20

28,290.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

132.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5,383.36

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,339.05

670.92

1,500.00

1,500.00

687.25

1,200.00

7153

Computer Supplies

2,597.63

1,216.23

3,000.00

3,000.00

504.10

2,400.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

Actual

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2Ql9-202Q

2019-2020

Actual

Qriginal BuQget

Adju§!ted Budget

Year to Date

2020-2021
Budget

3,728.97

5,109.30

4,000.00

4,000.00

3,208.30

5,000.00

15,637.04

27,874.72

0.00

76,728.00

38,350.43

0.00

7156

Audio Visual & TV Supplies

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

526.23

0.00

0.00

28.00

27.51

0.00

7174

Computer Software

710.41

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7181

Other Supplies

62,273.03

16,427.91

30,000.00

30,000.00

4,822.31

30,000.00

215,753.16

158,941.23

135,577.00

212,333.00

146,404.35

136,595.00

714,467.22

590,082.14

504,194.00

553,449.00

416,242.27

459,217.00

0.00

23,334.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23,334.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23,334.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

504,194.00

553,449.00

416,242.27

459,217.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Fund
7302

9400

Equipment

Furniture & Equipment - Capital

Total Equipment

Fund Total 9400
Department Total: 5320 Instructional Media

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

714,467.22

613,416.66
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5510

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Human Resource Office

Salaries/Benefits
258,616.51

266,070.50

264,498.00

264,498.00

203,533.06

264,498.00

Part Time Technical

600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6301

Vacation Payments

2,275.48

1,989.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6302

Early Retirement Benefits

0.00

65,115.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6303

Sick Leave Payments

182,248.55

5,852.15

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

154,313.04

158,160.32

163,962.00

163,962.00

124,913.33

119,383.00

6453

Overtime

2,178.86

223.30

0.00

295.00

295.22

0.00

6454

Longevity

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,185.00

1,726.80

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

0.00

0.00

D.DO

0.00

136.95

0.00

6601

Social Security

0.00

1D2.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6602

Medicare

34.29

58.89

0.00

0.00

0.00

O.DD

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,011.68

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,365.50

0.00

6611

NYS Teachers Retirement

2,758.51

O.DD

0.00

0.00

D.DO

0.00

6612

NYS Employees Retirement

-67, 142.36

-28,739.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6618

Grants Funded - Fringe

-917.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6620

MTA Tax

0.00

18.31

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

2.52

0.00

0.00

18.26

0.00

537,976.96

471,854.67

428,460.00

432,940.00

332,989.12

383,881.00

28,398.00

23,484.67

32,000.00

32,000.00

26,867.80

12,000.00

110.54

89.73

200.00

200.00

0.00

200.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

6205

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7102

Postage

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2Q20

2Q19-2Q20

2020-2021

Actual

Actµal

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

103.87

106.04

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.00

0.00

·ouplicating

820.41

1,209.26

2,000.00

2,000.00

626.62

2,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

301.56

5,010.08

0.00

540.00

376.29

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

136.10

200.00

200.00

84.10

160.00

7123

Honoraria

1,392.49

0.0D

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

25,843.85

27,562.65

27,000.00

27,000.00

26,569.00

10,000.00

7137

Repairs - Other

0.00

0.00

300.00

300.DO

0.00

300.00

7138

Contracted Services

8,492.29

0.00

0.00

O.D0

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,394.01

1,614.24

4,072.00

4,072.00

1,191.78

5,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

1,324.70

1,189.65

2,070.00

2,070.00

2,633.29

1,656.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

548.90

721.95

0.0D

668.00

279.00

0.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

0.00

0.00

0.00

110.00

109.99

0.00

7176

Food Service

9,183.18

146.91

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

7,128.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

19,864.93

16,726.58

13,000.00

13,000.00

14,007.97

13,000.00

7210

Training - On Campus

16,566.48

19,561.84

19,000.00

19,000.00

17,788.88

20,000.00

114,345.21

97,559.70

101,842.00

103,160.00

90,557.72

71,944.00

652,322.17

569,414.37

530,302.00

536,100.00

423,546.84

455,825.00

530,302.00

536,100.00

423,546.84

455,825.00

7107

Subscriptions

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 5510 Human Resource Office

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

652,322.17

569,414.37
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5515

1110

2017-2018

2Qli-2012

2Q19-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actµa\

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

Benefits

Salaries/Benefits
0.00

-110.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,199,553.89

2,195,531.59

2,341,294.00

2,341,294.00

1,739,272.66

2,031,121.00

520,465.37

516,230.75

557,205.00

557,205.00

409,856.53

508,565.00

Unemployment Insurance

46,584.12

49,181.72

50,000.00

50,000.00

57,919.52

200,000.00

6604

Workmens Compensation

427,571.49

392,100.68

428,268.00

428,268.00

246,859.33

389,081.00

6605

Health Insurance

7,744,685.63

8,125,789.87

8,551,574.00

8,551,574.00

6,613,383.39

8,184,341.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

0.00

0.00

120,000.00

3,500.00

0.00

120,000.00

6607

CSEA Dental and Vision Insurance

259,135.27

247,934.94

257,883.00

257,883.00

171,884.11

247,092.00

6608

Dental Insurance Prof Staff

89,152.09

80,741.26

97,000.00

97,000.00

83,154.39

85,000.00

6609

Disability Insurance - Employer

53,300.05

35,557.26

70,000.00

70,000.00

47,512.06

70,000.00

6610

Life Insurance

36,756.58

36,012.24

45,000.00

45,000.00

57,441.79

45,000.00

6611

NYS Teachers Retirement

643,324.90

744,913.09

594,186.00

594,186.00

522,571.69

618,390.00

6612

NYS Employees Retirement

1,702,151.80

1,693,327.58

1,647,863.00

1,647,863.00

1,306,470.09

1,728,955.00

6613

TIAA-CREF

1,451,244.83

1,431,067.92

1,386,323.00

1,386,323.00

1,112,183.73

1,177,519.00

6616

Disability Insurance - Employer

4,321.65

10,535.13

5,000.00

5,000.00

8,716.23

5,000.00

6617

Flexible Premium

6,215.00

6,152.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

4,442.00

5,000.00

6618

Grants Funded - Fringe

-8, 176.58

-9,583.48

0.00

0.00

-5,084.27

0.00

6620

MTA Tax

125,201.98

124,251.76

130,655.00

130,655.00

98,662.70

111,384.00

6622

Dorm Funded Fringe

-4,568.75

-3,869.75

0.00

0.00

-1,755.88

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

14,082.82

0.00

0.00

10,684.08

0.00

15,296,919.32

15,689,846.87

16,287,251.00

16,170,751.00 12,484,174.15

15,526,448.00

6402

Clerical

6601

Social Security

6602

Medicare

6603

Total Salaries/Benefits

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College

Fund

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Bµdget

Contractual

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

7402

Interest Expense

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 5515 Benefits

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0.00

0.01

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,241.87

671.07

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,241.87

671.08

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,298,161.19

15,690,517.95

16,287,251.00

16,170,751.00 12,484,174.15

15,526,448.00

15,298,161.1915,690,517.95

16,287,251.00 16,170,751.0012,484,174.15 15,526,448.00
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

5520

1110

2017-2018

2Ql8-2019

2Ql9-2020

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Q20-2021

Actual

Actual

Original B:uQget

Adjusted B!,.!dget

Year to Date

Budget

Switchboard

Salaries/Benefits
22,207.16

26,877.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Overtime

55.48

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Longevity

998.68

1,126.92

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

23,261.32

28,003.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fund Total 1110

23,261.32

28,003.95

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

6453
6454

Department Total: 5520 Switchboard

Wednesday, June 1 O, 2020

23,261.32

28,003.95
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

6001

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2012-2Q2Q

2012-2Q20

20I2-2Q20

202Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Dean of Student Services- Office

Salaries/Benefits

6201

Managers/NTE

98,815.12

100,544.08

102,304.00

102,304.00

80,353.85

25,576.00

6202

Managerial Confidential

23,275.89

195,000.27

198,413.00

198,413.00

155,842.03

198,413.00

6205

Part Time Technical

40,327.40

41,807.25

43,940.00

43,940.00

30,127.83

22,659.00

6301

Vacation Payments

2,748.27

1,893.01

0.00

4,530.00

4,529.69

0.00

6402

Clerical

46,049.71

7,771.70

45,752.00

45,752.00

34,903.92

46,090.00

6453

Overtime

157.10

0.00

4,000.00

4,000.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

0.00

794.48

4,208.00

4,208.00

3,522.95

4,208.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

1,302.22

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.82

0.00

212,675.71

347,810.79

398,617.00

403,147.00

309,286.09

296,946.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

264.96

281.79

350.00

350.00

507.31

750.00

7107

Subscriptions

321.39

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

100.00

7108

Dues

1,954.00

1,954.00

2,573.00

2,573.00

1,495.00

2,423.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

15.00

0.00

50.00

50.00

0.00

50.00

7113

Duplicating

1,447.16

266.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.64

1,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

1,110.75

807.18

9,020.00

8,444.00

1,417.89

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

216.92

150.00

150.00

0.00

120.00

7119

Orientation Expense

12,410.14

9,895.49

15,000.00

15,000.00

0.00

15,000.00

7123

Honoraria

0.00

0.00

400.00

400.00

0.00

320.00

7125

Other Professional

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

500.00

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql2-202Q

2Q20-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

200.00

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

510.44

747.72

802.00

802.00

556.29

1,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

821.44

213.93

BOO.OD

BOO.DO

161.98

400.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

0.00

400.00

400.00

0.00

300.00

18,855.28

14,383.03

31,445.00

30,869.00

4,139.11

22,663.00

231,530.99

362. 193.82

430,062.00

434,016.00

313,425.20

319,609.00

430,062.00

434,016.00

313,425.20

319,609.00

7145

Car Rental

7147

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6001 Dean of Student Services- Office

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

231,530.99

362,193.82
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Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

6010

1110

2017-2018

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Bydget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Admissions

Salaries/Benefits

6201

Managers/NTE

109,336.03

111,250.11

113,196.00

113,196.00

88,908.91

113,196.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

197,645.90

205,996.57

217,225.00

217,225.00

170,616.58

217,225.00

6301

Vacation Payments

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,295.00

1,294.21

0.00

6402

Clerical

199,600.82

160,048.56

232,643.00

232,643.00

167,672.18

191,855.00

6453

Overtime

1,157.40

1,568.67

D.DD

1,150.00

1,149.57

D.DD

6454

Longevity

6,094.40

5,097.28

7,287.00

7,381.00

7,821.31

4,131.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

23,946.52

21,196.02

19,663.DD

19,663.00

11,067.98

23,772.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

6,023.36

6,519.56

D.DD

9,000.00

7,096.50

D.DD

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

D.00

0.0D

O.DD

D.DO

25.27

D.DD

543,804.43

511,676.77

590,014.00

601,553.00

455,652.51

550,179.00

5.00

0.00

D.DD

O.DD

D.DO

D.DD

5D0.00

295.DD

350.0D

35D.DD

816.DD

35D.OD

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

71D8

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

10,477.69

9,915.77

12,DDD.DD

12,000.00

3,012.50

11,DDD.DD

7113

Duplicating

23,436.45

26,404.08

20,000.00

2D,DDD.DD

11,846.50

17,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

521.45

8,217.82

0.00

664.00

664.32

0.0D

7117

Field Trips

D.DD

1D0.00

D.DD

D.DD

0.00

D.DD

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

1,480.18

2,800.37

2,500.00

2,500.00

1,186.23

2,DOD.DD

7125

Other Professional

1,948.65

936.16

1,90D.DD

1,900.00

1,378.03

2,400.00

7138

Contracted Services

D.00

0.00

2,DDD.DD

2,000.00

1,980.00

2,DDD.DD

7144

Computer Hardware & Software Rental

1,980.00

1,98D.DD

0.00

D.DD

D.DD

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2019

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2Q2 l

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adju;1ted Budget

Year to Date

fu!<!w

130.90

156.50

300.00

300.00

128.60

300.00

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

3,304.10

3,643.01

3,607.00

3,607.00

2,653.05

3,800.00

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

4,950.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,198,54

2,706.04

3,000.00

3,000.00

2,619.37

2,000.00

7176

Food Service

11,009.60

11,374.58

11,500.00

11,500.00

6,632.22

9,200.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

2,460.00

1,735.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

1,025.00

2,000.00

64,402,56

70,264,33

59,157,00

59,821.00

33,941.82

52,050.00

608,206.99

581,941.10

649,171.00

661,374.00

489,594.33

602,229.00

649,171.00

661,374.00

489,594.33

602,229.00

7145

Car Rental

7147

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6010 Admissions

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

608,206.99

581,941.10
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2Q17~2018

Actual

Department:
Fund

6020

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Financial Aid

Salaries/Benefits

6202

Managerial Confidential

100,728.11

123,055.15

125,208.00

125,208.00

98,343.63

125,208.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

333,221.64

330,785.63

346,100.00

346,100.00

271,840.88

346,100.00

6301

Vacation Payments

1,094.34

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

220,511.93

223,550.60

231,100.00

231,100.00

176,400.51

193,846.00

6453

Overtime

13,333.38

11,949.14

6,000.00

6,000.00

3,792.88

0.00

6454

Longevity

6,295.57

8,648.78

7,767.00

7,767.00

7,387.20

7,767.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

23,608.33

25,570.52

26,592.00

26,592.00

18,237.53

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

28.32

0.00

698,793.30

723,559.82

742,767.00

742,767.00

576,030.95

672,921.00

1,367.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,452.91

2,000.00

2,000.00

757.95

2,000.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

4,999.50

3,279.10

5,000.00

5,000.00

1,801.66

4,500.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

2,690.16

4,080.44

0.00

3,146.00

2,595.01

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

211.33

0.00

615.00

615.00

114.84

492.00

7125

Other Professional

37,563.00

26,736.68

40,800.00

40,800.00

63,144.61

40,800.00

7138

Contracted Services

12,458.34

10,963.34

11,960.00

11,960.00

7,474.99

11,960.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,369.38

1,563.12

1,140.00

1,140.00

1,157.70

1,140.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,391.20

1,066.13

2,200.00

2,200.00

644.07

1,600.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

564.50

400.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

327.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 6020 Financial Aid

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

201~-2Q19

2019-2020

2019-2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigin~l Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

63,049.91

63,141.72

63,715.00

66,861.00

78,582.33

62,892.00

761,843.21

786,701.54

806,482.00

809,628.00

654,613.28

735,813.00

806,482.00

809,628.00

654,613.28

735,813,00

761,843.21

786,701.54
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

6030

1110

2017-201!

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Origjngl Bydcret

Adjusted Budget

Yem:to Qate

Budget

Registrar

Salaries/Benefits
245,371.81

246,289.38

293,637.00

293,637.00

182,367.81

293,640.00

1,821.77

6,408.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Early Retirement Benefits

0.00

20,108.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6303

Sick Leave Payments

0.00

21,545.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

341,982.91

325,366.59

328,942.00

328,942.00

202,956.23

217,413.00

6453

Overtime

4,270.54

2,825.58

3,000.00

3,000.00

1,400.15

0.00

6454

Longevity

10,758.75

12,141.55

11,567.00

11,567.00

4,632.85

7,667.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

6,058.87

3,862.89

3,817.00

3,817.00

107.67

4,394.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.88

0.00

610,264.65

638,548.01

640,963.00

640,963.00

391,488.59

523,114.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

6302

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7105

Display Advertising

328.00

0.00

SOD.DO

500.00

0.00

500.00

7108

Dues

100.00

1,706.00

1,800.00

1,800.00

2,590.00

1,800.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

15.00

8.00

SO.OD

50.00

15.00

SO.OD

7113

Duplicating

2,724.12

804.50

4,000.00

4,000.00

580.80

1,500.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

8,477.20

2,069.50

0.00

822.00

821.96

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

7125

Other Professional

7,760.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7144

Computer Hardware & Software Rental

6,448.00

6,577.00

10,700.00

10,700.00

6,709.00

6,577.00

7145

Car Rental

125.20

265.60

500.00

500.00

166.78

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,639.22

1,674.60

1,842.00

1,842.00

1,232.02

1,842.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actµal

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

7148

Maint Contracts Hardware & Software

6,916.66

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,620.84

3,077.75

4,500.00

4,500.00

1,859.05

3,600.00

7152

Educational Supplies

171.63

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

37,326.37

16,182.95

24,392.00

25,214.00

13,974.61

16,269.00

647,591.02

654,730.96

665,355.00

666,177.00

405,463.20

539,383.00

665,355.00

666,177.00

405,463.20

539,383.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6030 Registrar

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

647,591.02

654,730.96
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

2018-2Q12

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AdjusgJ:Q_ Budget

Year to Date

Budget

6040 Student Activities

1110

Salaries/Benefits

6201

Managers/NTE

80,643.26

83,904.08

43,625.00

43,625.00

28,415.76

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

77,532.14

82,200.04

85,323.00

85,323.00

67,015.53

85,323.00

6301

Vacation Payments

1,425.61

3,030.18

0.00

1,265.00

5,276.26

0.00

6402

Clerical

49,454.40

49,424.83

50,601.00

50,601.00

38,797.75

50,975.00

6453

Overtime

675.05

252.96

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

3,517.18

4,651.82

4,381.00

4,381.00

3,673.45

4,381.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

8,399.94

6,146.17

9,462.00

9,462.00

11.10

7,020.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,011.68

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

980.82

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6.40

0.00

224,659.26

232,610.23

193,392.00

197,657.00

144,177.07

147,699.00

23.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,233.10

1,587.90

2,000.00

2,000.00

154.84

2,000.00

0.00

447.76

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

37,500.00

37,500.00

37,500.00

37,500.00

37,500.00

37,500.00

1,543.83

1,952.67

1,934.00

1,934.00

1,350.63

2,195.00

554.36

351.50

1,800.00

1,800.00

60.00

800.00

0.00

0.00

1,800.00

1,800.00

0.00

800.00

992.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

41,846.69

41,839.83

45,034.00

45,034.00

39,065.47

43,295.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

7138

Contracted Services

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7151

Office Supplies

7153

Computer Supplies

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

Total Contractual

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 6040 Student Activities

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

?Ql?-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

266,505.95

266,505.95

274,450.06

274,450.06

2019-2020
Year to

Date

2020-2021
Budget

238,426.00

242,691.00

183,242.54

190,994.00

238,426.00

242,691.00

183,242.54

190,994.00

Pagel96

Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2018-2019

2019-202Q

2019-2Q2Q

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actµal

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

~

6050 Health Office

Department:
Fund

2017-2018

1110

Salaries/Benefits

6402

Clerical

87,778.80

88,099.70

83,435.00

83,435.00

65,667.82

42,336.00

6404

CSEA FT Technical

73,500.42

76,025.88

80,629.00

80,629.00

61,374.80

83,414.00

6453

Overtime

2,400.21

1,300.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6454

Longevity

8,998.46

9,703.88

9,330.00

9,330.00

8,666.44

9,330.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

20.72

0.00

172,6TT.89

175,130.26

173,394.00

173,394.00

135,729.78

135,080.00

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

250.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

153.20

0.00

150.00

150.00

0.00

150.00

7108

Dues

375.00

145.24

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

45.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

1,285.92

1,376.28

500.00

500.00

177.24

500.00

7125

Other Professional

32,500.00

35,000.00

35,500.00

36,000.00

36,000.00

0.00

7134

Waste Disposal

6,580.00

5,885.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

3,817.50

6,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,070.54

1,431.36

1,500.00

1,500.00

1,066.10

1,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

561.81

814.55

BOO.OD

BOD.DO

471.21

640.00

7159

Medical Supplies

5,626.52

4,108.55

6,000.00

5,500.00

4,301.35

5,500.00

7171

Uniform

137.59

386.15

400.00

400.00

0.00

400.00

48,290.58

49,147.13

51,100.00

51,100.00

45,878.40

14,940.00

220,968.47

224,277.39

224,494.00

224,494.00

181,608.18

150,020.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department Total: 6050 Health Office

Wednesday, June I 0, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Mlll.fil

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

220,968.47

224,277.39

224,494.00

224,494.00

181,608.18

150,020.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

6110

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2012-2Q6Q

2Ql9-202Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Counseling

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

232,727.44

238,176.72

247,682.00

247,682.00

194,539.06

190,007.00

6205

Part Time Technical

116,385.97

131,503.30

152,378.00

152,378.00

109,123.98

91,683.00

6402

Clerical

40,959.57

40,945.44

42,025.00

42,025.00

32,077.83

42,336.00

6454

Longevity

3,064.90

4,160.86

3,900.00

3,900.00

2,130.39

2,150.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

9,504.32

5,972.54

10,780.00

10,780.00

2,201.47

6,606.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

5,031.01

6,000.30

0.00

3,000.00

4,731.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.36

0.00

407,673.21

426,759.16

456,765.00

459,765.00

344,809.09

332,782.00

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

200.00

1,023.18

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7104

Audio Visual Software

7105

Display Advertising

7106

Books & Periodicals

558.00

552.95

800.00

800.00

460.54

800.00

7107

Subscriptions

260.00

0.00

300.00

300.00

0.00

300.00

7108

Dues

0.00

350.00

750.00

750.00

0.00

750.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

16.00

289.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

3,942.50

1,536.69

6,000.00

6,000.00

300.50

8,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

809.83

1,119.35

0.00

398.00

397.67

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

282.04

212.66

400.00

400.00

0.00

320.00

7123

Honoraria

2,600.00

1,300.00

2,600.00

2,600.00

1,300.00

2,080.00

7125

Other Professional

16,727.50

16,859.00

18,500.00

18,500.00

12,035.00

0.00

7126

Security

122.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

7144

Computer Hardware & Software Rental

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

7151

Office Supplies

7152

2Q17-2Q18

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-202Q

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjuste!i Budget

Year to Date

2020-2021

Budget

0.00

0.00

5,300.00

5,300.00

0.00

5,300.00

1,071.37

1,416.60

1,558.00

1,558.00

1,056.26

1,558.00

633.09

516.13

1,500.00

1,500.00

237.77

1,200.00

Educational Supplies

2,509.60

1,711.76

3,000.00

3,000.00

1,071.52

3,000.00

7176

Food Service

4,569.33

3,264.82

5,000.00

5,000.00

690.50

2,800.00

7181

Other Supplies

221.74

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

500.00

210.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7210

Training - On Campus

99.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

35,946.08

29,338.96

45,808.00

46,206.00

17,549.76

26,308.00

443,619.29

456,098.12

502,573.00

505,971.00

362,358.85

359,090.00

502,573.00

505,971.00

362,358.85

359,090.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6110 Counseling

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

443,619.29

456,098.12
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

6115

1110

2017~2Q18

2011-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actuaj

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Career Services

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

71,023.06

64,346.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

50,312.62

42,788.46

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6301

Vacation Payments

1,303.38

1,360.60

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

1,268.48

305.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

342.00

123,907.54

108,801.03

0.00

0.00

0.00

342.00

34.36

29.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7106

Books & Periodicals

7107

Subscriptions

220.00

75.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7108

Dues

260.00

800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7111

Printing

272.00

185.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

265.00

56.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

922.56

137.57

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

24.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

1,136.17

1,694.88

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

642.70

316.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

2,760.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food SeNice

2,985.91

2,797.23

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,738.70

8,876.69

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

130,646.24

117,677.72

0.00

0.00

0.00

342.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

342.00

w

Off Campus

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6115 Career Services
Wednesday, June 10, 2020

130,646.24

117,677.72
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Department:
Fund

6120

1110

2Q17-2Q11

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Bllilw

Accommodative Services

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

69,396.25

76,507.08

79,729.00

79,729.00

62,621.76

79,726.00

6205

Part Time Technical

90,198.05

87,054.14

63,058.00

63,058.00

41,191.62

55,620.00

6301

Vacation Payments

509.12

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

41,172.30

41,002.09

42,025.00

42,025.00

32,155.52

42,336.00

6453

Overtime

260.73

115.20

0.00

103.00

103.02

0.00

6454

Longevity

4,166.00

5,208.52

4,875.00

4,875.00

4,119.68

4,875.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

21,998.85

19,984.77

21,445.00

21,445.00

22,889.20

22,454.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,011.68

3,000.15

0.00

3,000.00

2,365.50

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

5.48

0.00

230,712.98

232,871.95

211,132.00

214,235.00

165,451.78

205,011.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

463.00

325.00

380.00

380.00

463.00

403.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

-19.90

48.00

0.00

0.00

32.00

60.00

7113

Duplicating

665.45

682.96

800.00

800.00

154.00

700.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

195.10

465.36

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

389.00

389.00

0.00

160.00

7125

Other Professional

107,984.53

3,546.00

75,000.00

75,000.00

15,344.00

10,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

922.41

2,443.83

2,351.00

2,351.00

1,849.42

2,351.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,653.07

396.31

2,000.00

2,000.00

415.90

1,200.00

7152

Educational Supplies

692.14

1,288.00

1,710.00

1,710.00

0.00

1,700.00

7176

Food Service

894.50

809.81

810.00

810.00

766.85

648.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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7181

Other Supplies

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 6120 Accommodative Services

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2012

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020~2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

34.64

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

114,484.94

10,005.27

83,440.00

83,440.00

19,025.17

17,222.00

345,197.92

242,877.22

294,572.00

297,675.00

184,476.95

222,233.00

294,572.00

297,675.00

184,476.95

222,233.00

345,197.92

242,877.22
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Department:
Fund

6125

1110

2017-2018

2018-2012

2Q19-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

TRIO

Salaries/Benefits

6115

Professional Tutor

12,909.03

11,554.14

15,378.00

15,378.00

11,450.83

15,384.00

6402

Clerical

13,651.51

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6453

Overtime

-10.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

15,595.06

7,470.53

17,350.00

17,350.00

1,778.06

8,273.00

42,145.13

19,024.67

32,728.00

32,728.00

13,228.89

23,657.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fnnd

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

221.50

1,456.00

800.00

800.00

45.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

685.50

125.93

400.00

400.00

267.35

400.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

412.36

649.34

0.00

38.00

38.00

0.00

7117

Field Trips

3,126.97

168.00

2,750.00

2,750.00

84.00

2,000.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

-75.37

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

7151

Office Supplies

544.33

883.02

600.00

600.00

516.41

480.00

7152

Educational Supplies

414.24

200.00

450.00

450.00

0.00

450.00

7174

Computer Software

1,590.00

1,590.00

1,590.00

1,590.00

1,590.00

1,590.00

7176

Food Service

3,362.07

2,081.67

1,000.00

1,000.00

437.05

800.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

54.28

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

800.00

10,335.88

7,153.96

7,790.00

7,828.00

2,977.81

6,680.00

52,481.01

26,178.63

40,518.00

40,556.00

16,206.70

30,337.00

40,518.00

40,556.00

16,206.70

30,337.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6125 TRIO

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

52,481.01

26,178.63
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Department:
Fund

6130

1110

2017-2Qli

20li-2Qj9

20 l 9-2020

2019-20;:0

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg D~te

Budget

Educational Opportunity Program

Salaries/Benefits

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

96,998.04

100,544.08

102,304.00

102,304.00

80,353.85

102,304.00

6204

Full Time Technical

56,380.18

56,070.98

61,739.00

61,739.00

8,053.36

60,055.00

6301

Vacation Payments

1,753.49

1,858.20

0.00

1,934.00

1,933.54

0.00

6402

Clerical

17,477.33

39,054.20

40,736.00

40,736.00

31,256.03

42,452.00

6453

Overtime

62.42

367.22

0.00

323.00

322.63

0.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

18,147.91

17,171.72

17,350.00

17,350.00

2,803.66

18,453.00

6606

Health Insurance Buy Out

3,011.68

2,850.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

4.68

0.00

193,831.05

217,916.54

222,129.00

224,386.00

124,727.75

223,264.00

450.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

81.93

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7102

Postage

7111

Printing - Off Campus

532.50

1,681.95

1,000.00

1,000.00

30.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

408.50

369.28

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,002.30

1,000.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

725.74

1,404.86

0.00

140.00

140.24

0.00

7117

Field Trips

3,126.62

805.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

1,600.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

588.22

436.41

260.00

260.00

-0.49

208.00

7119

Orientation Expense

0.00

1,143.53

14,680.00

14,680.00

0.00

14,680.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

0.00

0.00

2,046.00

2,046.00

0.00

3,812.00

7151

Office Supplies

701.67

1,183.50

810.00

810.00

501.89

648,00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,023.74

354.50

700.00

700.00

163.30

700.00

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

Contractual
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7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

7176

Food Service

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6130 Educational Opportunity Program

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2Q17-2018

201~-2QI9

2019-2020

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budg~

Year to Date

llllilgeJ

398.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3,135.07

3,113.58

3,500.00

3,500.00

598.82

2,800.00

206.15

846.29

BOO.OD

BOD.OD

0.00

1,800.00

11,378.14

11,338.90

26,796.00

26,936.00

2,436.06

27,248.00

205,209.19

229,255.44

248,925.00

251,322.00

127,163.81

250,512.00

248,925.00

251,322.00

127,163.81

250,512.00

205,209.19

229,255.44
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6150

Department:
Fund

1110

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

AQjutl;ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

6301

Vacation Payments

Total Salaries/Benefits

1110

2018-2Ql9

Veterans Program

6203

Fund

2017-2018

79,159.21

82,200.04

85,323.00

85,323.00

67,015.53

85,323.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,581.00

1,580.77

0.00

79,159.21

82,200.04

85,323.00

86,904.00

68,596.30

85,323.00

39.17

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

175.00

175.00

175.00

175.00

175.00

175.00

23.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

7107

Subscriptions

7108

Dues

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

647.50

0.00

100.00

100.00

125.00

100.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

469.84

149.85

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

143.72

250.00

250.00

113.21

200.00

7151

Office Supplies

443.76

289.31

250.00

250.00

241.14

200.00

7176

Food Service

350.35

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

2,148.62

757.88

1,025.00

1,025.00

654,35

875.00

81,307.83

82,957.92

86,348.00

87,929.00

69,250.65

86,198.00

86,348.00

87,929.00

69,250.65

86,198.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 6150 Veterans Program

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

81,307.83

82,957.92
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Department:
Fund

7001

1110

2017-2018

2Q18-2Q12

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql9-2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original J;!uQget

AQju§ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Community Service General

Salaries/Benefits
87.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,121.00

294.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Managerial Confidential

116,701.20

50,394.52

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6203

Specialists Sup Professional 12 mos

155,834.49

160,411.16

136,161.00

84,428.00

54,380.88

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

0.00

11,309.44

48,048.00

48,048.00

34,195.84

39,512.00

6301

Vacation Payments

3,551.11

2,827.44

0.00

0.00

7,905.79

0.00

6303

Sick Leave Payments

0.00

7,918.40

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6402

Clerical

318,438.41

257,734.06

150,194.00

150,194.00

87,262.01

95,493.00

6453

Overtime

7,848.33

5,198.96

1,000.00

1,000.00

956.55

0.00

6454

Longevity

18,865.36

18,595.58

13,846.00

13,846.00

2,945.63

3,878.00

6501

Student Aides Regular

8,604.24

5,146.20

0.00

0.00

3,773.00

5,739.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11.81

0.00

631,051.64

519,830.26

349,249.00

297,516.00

191,431.51

144,622.00

350.00

100.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

28.87

0.00

0.00

0.00

18.49

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

6202

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7102

Postage

7107

Subscriptions

194.67

191.51

200.00

200.00

0.00

330.00

7108

Dues

330.00

330.00

330.00

330.00

2,245.34

380.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

38,950.45

22,800.09

0.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

3,597.04

2,681.17

2,000.00

2,000.00

338.80

800.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

3,883.21

2,277.76

0.00

289.00

288.57

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

Contractual
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2017-2018
Actual

2018-2012

2QI 9-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Original Budg~t

AQju§lted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

380.64

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

160.00

7125

Other Professional

800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

5,245.42

5,026.79

4,500.00

4,500.00

3,646.71

4,500.00

7151

Office Supplies

6,603.42

3,931.81

4,050.00

4,050.00

556.71

1,600.00

7152

Educational Supplies

993.08

6,306.61

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

7176

Food Service

422.29

0.00

0.00

0.00

68.85

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

141.03

11,115.00

0.00

0.00

8,645.00

0.00

7191

Tuition Expense

35.00

150.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

61,955.12

54,910.74

12,280.00

12,569.00

15,816.47

8,770.00

693,006.76

574,741.00

361,529.00

310,085.00

207,247.98

153,392.00

361,529,00

310,085.00

207,247.98

153,392.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7001 Community Service General

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

693,006,76

574,741.00
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Department:
Fund

7010

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2Q20

2019-2Q2Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qat1;:

Budget

EMI Program

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

17,531.66

10,198.02

15,000.00

15,000.00

17,359.90

15,000.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

8,182.78

12,600.37

25,000.00

25,000.00

8,955.59

25,000.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

28,710.40

28,415.96

7,500.00

7,500.00

599.50

7,500.00

6157

Contract Instruction Fall

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

125.00

0.00

6158

Contract Instruction Spring

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6,682.50

0.00

6159

Contract Instruction Summer

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,470.00

0.00

54,424.84

51,214.35

47,500.00

47,500.00

35,192.49

47,500.00

16.47

25.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,186.02

1,766.96

1,200.00

1,200.00

67.36

1,200.00

122.08

0.00

500.00

500.00

376.31

400.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

500.00

0.00

400.00

295.42

980.28

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

7113

Duplicating

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7123

Honoraria

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

7151

Office Supplies

1,324.53

1,260.73

1,620.00

1,620.00

904.56

1,296.00

7152

Educational Supplies

5,735.18

7,469.78

8,100.00

8,100.00

9,288.51

8,100.00

7153

Computer Supplies

377.79

46.56

400.00

400.00

0.00

320.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

437.00

875.30

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

325.14

494.55

900.00

900.00

250.02

720.00

9,819.63

12,919.66

14,220.00

14,220.00

10,886.76

13,436.00

64,244.47

64,134.01

61,720.00

61,720.00

46,079.25

60,936.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Department Total: 7010 EMT Program

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

Actual

Actual

Ori gin al Budget

Adjusted Bude:et

Year to Date

64,244.47

64,134.01

61,720.00

61,720.00

46,079.25

2020-2021

60,936.00
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2017-2018

Actual

Department:
Fund

7020

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql 9-2Q2Q

2020-2Q21

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Health Programs

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

1,100.02

300.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

17,320.88

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

1,460.00

200.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

0.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

550.00

7,711.25

10,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

0.00

37,593.50

44,208.00

44,208.00

14,683.68

15,750.00

3,110.02

45,804.75

74,208.00

74,208.00

32,004.56

15,750.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

0.00

0.00

300.00

300.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

100.00

100.00

0.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

320.00

7152

Educational Supplies

0.00

344.11

8,000.00

8,000.00

1,097.60

2,000.00

7172

Equipment - Non Capital

0.00

2,218.33

0.00

2,454.00

1,226.95

0.00

0.00

2,562.44

8,400.00

10,854.00

2,324.55

2,320.00

3,110.02

48,367.19

82,608.00

85,062.00

34,329.11

18,070.00

82,608.00

85,062.00

34,329.11

18,070.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7020 Health Programs

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

3,110.02

48,367.19
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Department:
Fund

7030

1110

2Q17~2Q18

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

~

Qrig:inal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qgte

Budget

Drinking Driver Program

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

10,290.96

13,623.98

14,000.00

14,000.00

8,834.88

14,000.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

14,212.93

5,239.99

15,000.00

15,000.00

7,656.90

18,295.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

13,568.41

16,202.35

2,500.00

2,500.00

4,662.91

2,500.00

6205

Part Time Technical

83,003.56

67,739.34

55,000.00

55,000.00

38,595.10

51,626.00

6402

Clerical

2,385.90

7,623.00

23,586.00

23,586.00

16,584.06

25,598.00

6454

Longevity

0.00

0.00

1,572.00

1,572.00

1,253.82

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.08

0.00

123,461.76

110,428.66

111,658.00

111,658.00

77,590.75

112,019.00

0.00

63.43

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

7108

Dues

650.00

0.00

325.00

325.00

0.00

325.00

7113

Duplicating

288.00

265.10

375.00

375.00

108.00

375.00

7115

Prof Development Travel

0.00

1,427.37

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

11.74

15.26

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

728.31

0.00

0.00

258.77

160.00

7152

Educational Supplies

7,858.46

8,440.45

12,000.00

12,000.00

0.00

14,000.00

7174

Computer Software

3,300.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

-1,200.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

10,908.20

10,939.92

12,950.00

12,950.00

366.77

15,060.00

134,369.96

121,368.58

124,608.00

124,608.00

77,957.52

127,079.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Department Total: 7030 Drinking Driver Program

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

134,369.96

121,368.58

124,608.00

124,608.00

77,957.52

127,079.00
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Department:
Fund

7040

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql9-2020

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Drivers Education

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fa!! Non State Aided

2,175.00

2,250.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

2,787.50

2,500.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

2,350.00

2,375.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

487.50

2,500.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

4,087.50

2,150.00

2,000.00

2,000.00

237.50

1,300.00

8,612.50

6,775.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

3,512.50

6,300.00

720.00

2,574.93

1,000.00

1,000.00

425.00

1,550.00

10,590.00

3,510.00

15,000.00

15,000.00

4,320.00

0.00

9,361.64

2,801.55

6,000.00

6,000.00

3,150.00

6,635.00

20,671.64

8,886.48

22,000.00

22,000.00

7,895.00

8,185.00

29,284.14

15,661.48

34,000.00

34,000.00

11,407.50

14,485.00

34,000.00

34,000.00

11,407.50

14,485.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

7125

Other Professional

7152

Educational Supplies

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7040 Drivers Education

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

29,284.14

15,661.48
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Department:
Fund
6154

7045

1110

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql 9M2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to D~te

Budget

Security Guard

Salaries/Benefits

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2017-2Ql8

1110

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,160.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

8,160.00

Contractual

7108

Dues

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

500.00

7113

Duplicating

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

300.00

Total Contractual

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

800.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,960.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,960.00

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 7045 Security Guard

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0.00

0.00
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Department:
Fund

'?Q17-2018

2Qli-2012

2Q19-202Q

2Ql 2-2Q20

2012-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

7060 HSE

1110

Salaries/Benefits

6151

Community Svc Fall State Aided

304,401.43

224,320.29

237,350.00

237,350.00

175,935.24

177,805.00

6153

Community Svc Spring State Aided

254,027.23

231,932.00

316,238.00

316,238.00

180,648.87

266,189.00

6155

Summer State Aided

293,670.40

242,722.69

288,640.00

288,640.00

78,656.00

288,135.00

6204

Full Time Technical

0.00

0.00

51,733.00

51,733.00

37,974.03

53,574.00

6205

Part Time Technical

79,466.81

30,784.73

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

931,565.87

729,759.71

893,961.00

893,961.00

473,214.14

785,703.00

40.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8.00

0.00

1,810.10

768.40

1,500.00

1,500.00

545.36

1,500.00

0.00

0.00

250.00

250.00

0.00

200.00

90.00

15,020.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7111

Printing - Off Campus

7113

Duplicating

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

7125

Other Professional

7141

Classroom Rental

6,270.00

14,420.00

12,000.00

12,000.00

1,840.00

12,000.00

7147

Maintenance Contract Ofc Machinery

2,673.22

2,041.32

1,750.00

1,750.00

1,507.05

1,750.00

7151

Office Supplies

2,207.61

1,773.98

2,430.00

2,430.00

1,835.91

1,944.00

7152

Educational Supplies

2,873.50

1,516.75

27,000.00

27,000.00

2,466.89

27,000.00

7173

Computer Equip - Non Capital

398.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7176

Food Service

0.00

902.81

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

554.00

305,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

16,916.43

36,748.26

44,930.00

44,930.00

8,203.21

44,394.00

948,482.30

766,507.97

938,891.00

938,891.00

481,417.35

830,097.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Dutchess Community College

Department Total: 7060 HSE

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

948,482.30

766,507.97

938,891.00

938,891.00

481,417.35

830,097.00
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7070

Department:
Fund

1110

?Ql?-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Music School

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

30,902.36

22,309.96

45,000.00

30,400.00

24,307.00

40,401.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

36,154.95

34,968.63

45,000.00

45,000.00

37,988.82

68,998.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

41,663.75

35,623.17

55,772.00

55,772.00

18,046.93

54,992.00

6205

Part Time Technical

47,919.60

33,624.00

51,046.00

51,046.00

38,020.00

49,421.00

6402

Clerical

0.00

8,377.60

27,000.00

27,000.00

19,653.62

23,778.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

210.42

0.00

6626

NYS Paid Family Leave

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

3.02

0.00

156,640.66

134,903.36

223,818.00

209,218.00

138,229.81

237,590.00

550.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

392.36

400.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7108

Dues

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

75.00

75.00

7111

Printing - Off Campus

0.00

16.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7113

Duplicating

116.65

4,410.30

500.00

500.00

652.20

500.00

7136

Repairs - Other Educational

1,420.10

850.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

1,100.00

7141

Classroom Rental

5,040.00

5,040.00

5,040.00

5,040.00

5,040.00

5,040.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

150.00

260.00

7152

Educational Supplies

807.01

405.43

900.00

900.00

60.00

100.00

7,933.76

10,721.73

8,040.00

8,040.00

7,369.56

7,475.00

164,574.42

145,625.09

231,858.00

217,258.00

145,599.37

245,065.00

231,858.00

217,258.00

145,599.37

245,065.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7070 Music School
Wednesday, June 10, 2020

164,574.42

145,625.09
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Department:
Fund

7080

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Q19M202Q

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

fuJJlw

Contract Courses

Salaries/Benefits
447.05

0.00

0.00

0.00

825.00

0.00

Community Svc Spring State Aided

0.00

325.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

0.00

595.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

0.00

750.00

0.00

0.00

375.00

0.00

6157

Contract Instruction Fall

1,600.00

1,510.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6158

Contract Instruction Spring

2,075.00

550.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6159

Contract Instruction Summer

325.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

7,247.10

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

11,694.15

3,730.00

0.00

0.00

1,200.00

0.00

950.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

600.00

600.00

0.00

0.00

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

6153

Total Salaries/Benefits

Contractual

Fund

1110

7101

Advertising

7108

Dues

7113

Duplicating

355.50

1,310.70

500.00

500.00

451.50

0.00

7116

Consultant

0.00

0.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

3,400.00

12,885.00

5,000.00

5,000.00

3,600.00

0.00

7138

Contracted Services

0.00

0.00

10,000.00

10,000.00

0.00

0.00

7141

Classroom Rental

900.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

4,601.71

2,956.24

21,973.00

21,973.00

1,535.68

0.00

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

0.00

0.00

200.00

200.00

0.00

0.00

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Total Contractual

Fund Total lllO
Department Total: 7080 Contract Courses

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

?017-2Ql~

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2Q2Q

2Q20-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budg~t

AQju~ted Budget

Yeru: to Date

Budget

10,207.21

17,151.94

40,073,00

40,073,00

5,587.18

0.00

21,901.36

20,881.94

40,073,00

40,073,00

6,787.18

0.00

40,073.00

40,073.00

6,787.18

0.00

21,901.36

20,881.94
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Department:
Fund

7090

1110

2017-2018

20!8-2Ql 9

2019-2020

2012-202Q

2Ql 9-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

Computer Software Training

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

4,930.00

4,020.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

0.00

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

6,770.00

840.00

6,000.00

6,000.00

0.00

0.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

1,857.00

2,580.00

10,500.00

10,500.00

300.00

0.00

13,557.00

7,440.00

23,500.00

23,500.00

300.00

0.00

13,557.00

7,440.00

23,500.00

23,500.00

300.00

0.00

23,500.00

23,500.00

300.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7090 Computer Software Training

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

13,557.00

7,440.00
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Department:
Fund

7100

1110

2017-2018

201!-2Q19

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Bude-et

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

ESL Community Services

Salaries/Benefits

6151

Community Svc Fall State Aided

81,502,50

67,627.50

85,000.00

85,000.00

62,302.50

90,000.00

6153

Community Svc Spring State Aided

78, 150,00

70,982.70

80,000.00

80,000.00

83,702.60

85,000.00

6155

Summer State Aided

66,002.50

57,757.50

20,000.00

20,000.00

32,727.50

25,000.00

6204

Full Time Technical

0.00

7,284.87

0,00

53,022.00

43,249.67

53,022.00

6205

Part Time Technical

47,711.40

41,307.83

53,022.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6301

Vacation Payments

0.00

0.00

0.00

305,00

304,77

0.00

6453

Overtime

0.00

45,56

0.00

0,00

0,00

0,00

273,366.40

245,005.96

238,022.00

238,327.00

222,287.04

253,022.00

740,40

451.80

300,00

300,00

658,98

300,00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7113

Duplicating

7115

Prof Development Travel

0,00

0.00

0.00

829,00

829.17

0.00

7118

Mileage Reimbursement

10,79

0.00

200,00

200.00

448.49

160,00

7141

Classroom Rental

9,330.00

5,415.00

7,000.00

7,000.00

2,950.00

7,000,00

7152

Educational Supplies

1,429.26

45,57

2,700.00

2,700.00

0.00

2,700.00

11,510.45

5,912.37

10,200.00

11,029.00

4,886.64

10,160.00

284,876.85

250,918.33

248,222.00

249,356.00

227, 173,68

263,182.00

248,222.00

249,356.00

227,173.68

263,182.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7100 ESL Community Services

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

284,876.85

250,918.33
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Department:

7110

2017-201!

2018-2019

2Ql9-2Q20

2019-2020

2019-2020

202Q-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Yeartg Date

Budget

Falcon Camps

Contractual

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

0.00

138.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Total Contractual

0.00

138.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

138. 75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7110 Falcon Camps

Wednesday, June JO, 2020

0.00

138.75
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Department:
Fund

7120

1110

2017-2018

2Q18-2019

2019-2020

2012-2020

2Q19-202Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrig:inal Budget

Adjusted Budcret

Year to Qate

Budget

Personal Development

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

12,913.99

4,725.01

0.00

0.00

700.02

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

12,282.02

3,660.00

0.00

0.00

360.45

0.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

7,727.50

2,845.00

0.00

0.00

120.00

0.00

32,923.51

11,230.01

0.00

0.00

1,180.47

0.00

12,498.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,914.45

772.44

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

14,412.95

772.44

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

47,336.46

12,002.45

0.00

0.00

1,180.47

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,180.47

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7125

Other Professional

7152

Educational Supplies

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 7120 Personal Development

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

47,336.46

12,002.45
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
6156

7125

1110

7152

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Ql 9~2Q20

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qrigjnal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qate

Budget

CASAC

Salaries/Benefits

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2017-2018

1110

0.00

0.00

0.00

857.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

857.14

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

450.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

450.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

857.14

450.00

0.00

0.00

857.14

450.00

Contractual

Educational Supplies

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 7125 CASAC

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

0.00

0.00

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

7130

1110

2017-2018

2018-2Q19

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjugted Bydget

Year tQ Date

Budget

Professional Development

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

18,540.52

19,516.54

30,000.00

30,000.00

13,449.00

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

21,429.99

13,991.51

20,000.00

20,000.00

9,914.00

0.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

13,178.31

18,127.35

5,000.00

5,000.00

660.00

0.00

53,148.82

51,635.40

55,000.00

55,000.00

24,023.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7108

Dues

300.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

300.00

0.00

7125

Other Professional

492.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

325.00

0.00

450.00

450.00

0.00

0.00

1,117.50

0.00

450.00

450.00

300.00

0.00

54,266.32

51,635.40

55,450.00

55,450.00

24,323.00

0.00

55,450.00

55,450.00

24,323.00

0.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total

1110

Department Total: 7130 Professional Development

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

54,266.32

51,635.40
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

7140

1110

2017-2Ql8

2018-2019

2019-2020

2Q19-2020

2019-2020

202Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Vocational

Salaries/Benefits
15,590.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,402.50

7,880.00

500.00

15,100.00

14,600.02

14,600.00

10,462.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

1,537.50

5,402.50

1,000.00

1,000.00

6,550.00

7,000.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

6,432.50

5,400.00

1,000.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

6204

Full Time Technical

0.00

0.00

0.00

51,733.00

10,834.10

56,554.00

42,425.50

18,682.50

2,500.00

68,833.00

31,984.12

78,154.00

6151

Community Svc Fall State Aided

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

6153

Community Svc Spring State Aided

6154

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

1110

Contractual

7102

Postage

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

23.60

0.00

7108

Dues

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

2,520.00

7125

Other Professional

106,118.47

92,605.57

80,000.00

80,000.00

230.00

0.00

7151

Office Supplies

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

1,600.00

7152

Educational Supplies

3,429.60

1,966.33

2,000.00

2,000.00

0.00

0.00

109,548.07

94,571.90

82,000.00

82,000.00

253.60

4,120.00

151,973.57

113,254.40

84,500.00

150,833.00

32,237.72

82,274.00

84,500.00

150,833.00

32,237.72

82,274.00

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 7140 Vocational

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

151,973.57

113,254.40
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

7150

1110

2017-2018

2018-2012

2019-2Q20

2012-2Q20

2Q19-2020

2020-2021

Actual

Actual

Qriginaj Budget

Adjy§ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

Youth Program

Salaries/Benefits

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

Total Salaries/Benefits

946.90

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

25,989.09

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

0.00

0.00

26,935.99

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

0.00

0.00

Fund

1110

7113

Duplicating

540.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

7152

Educational Supplies

105.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

645.80

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

27,581.79

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

0.00

0.00

25,000.00

25,000.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 7150 Youth Program

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

27,581.79

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund
6153

7160

1110

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Q2Q-2Q21

Actual

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

YeartQ Date

Budget

Salaries/Benefits

Community Svc Spring State Aided

1110
Other Professional

7152

Educational Supplies

Total Contractual

1110

Department Total: 7160 Business

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

8,856.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

8,858.25

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

600.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

87.50

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

887.50

0,00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

9,543.75

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

Contractual

7125

Fund Total

2QI8-2Ql9

Business

Total Salaries/Benefits

Fund

2017-2018

9,543.75

0.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

7170

1110

2017-2018

2011-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2Ql9w2Q2Q

2020-2021

Actual

Actµal

Qriginal Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Qate

Budget

Distance Learning

Contractual

7125

Other Professional

7185

Miscellaneous Expenses

Total Contractual

Fund Total 1110
Department Total: 7170 Distance Learning

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

15,887.00

29,668.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

0,00

18,000.00

0.00

1,000.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

15,887.00

30,668.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

0.00

18,000.00

15,887.00

30,668.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

0.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

18,000.00

0.00

18,000.00

15,887.00

30,668.00
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College

Department:
Fund

7190

1110

2017-2018

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-202Q

2Q19-2Q20

202Q-2:021

Actual

Actual

Qriginal Bydget

AQju~ted Budget

Year to Date

Budget

ACT High Stakes Testing

Salaries/Benefits

6152

Community Svc Fall Non State Aided

120.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6154

Community Svc Spring Non State Aid

BO.DO

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6156

Community Svc Summer Non State Aid

24.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

6205

Part Time Technical

11,429.49

7,909.38

17,308.00

17,308.00

0.00

0.00

Total Salaries/Benefits

11,653.49

7,909.38

17,308.00

17,308.00

0.00

0.00

Fund Total 1110

11,653.49

7,909.38

17,308.00

17,308.00

0.00

0.00

17,308.00

17,308.00

0.00

0.00

Department Total: 7190 ACT High Stakes Testing

Wednesday, June 10, 2020

11,653.49

7,909.38
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Budget 2020-2021

Dutchess Community College
2017-2018
Original Budget

2018-2019

2019-2020

2019-2020

2019-2020

Actual

Original Budget

Adjusted Budget

Year to Date

2020-2021
Budget

Personnel

36,966,257.00

36,805,196.00

38,427,905.00

38,427,905.00

28,942,710.00

33,390,357.00

Benefits

15,353,869.00

IS, 783,809.00

16,287,251.00

16,287,251.00

12,577,880.00

15,526,448.00

9,323,285.00

8,968,611.00

9,588,673.00

9,588,673.00

7,828,117.00

9,337,774.00

242,704.00

262,591.00

300,000.00

300,000.00

172,973.00

200,000.00

61,886,115.00

61,820,207.00

64,603,829.00

64,603,829.00

49,521,680.00

58 454 579.00

Contractual

Equipment
Total Budget

Wednesday, June 10, 2020
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Excellent
As the only local, open access institution of higher education,
Dutchess Community College serves anyone who has a high
school diploma and the motivation to succeed. Our commitment
to student success - and excellent reputation both within and
outside of SUNY - is reflected in many ways. Here are some
highlights.

The Local College of Choice
More than 30% of college-bound Dutchess County

high school students choose to attend DCC right
after graduation. Another 15% either transfer back to
DCC after starting at another college, or begin after
delaying higher education for a year or two. Including
concurrent students (those taking DCC classes in the
high schools), 70% of traditional-age students in
Dutchess County earn college credits from DCC.
According to the latest SUNY report, nine out of 10 DCC
students said their DCC experience exceeded their expectations.

The Completion Agenda

TWO-YEAR
GRADUATION RATES

'\

The two-year graduation rate for

\

ful!-time, first-time associate degree

)

students increased by 53% between
2011 and 2017. The three-year
graduation rate increased by 32%
from the fall 2010 cohort to the fall
2016 cohort.
The percentage of enrolled students
who graduate each year is steadily
increasing, rising by 33% between 2011

and 2019. As a result of improvements
to academic advising, students
are taking an average of four fewer
unnecessary credits than they were just

four years ago.
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Despite operating in one of the most expensive areas of the state, Dutchess Community College is
one of the most efficiently run community colleges in the system.
2018-19 Total Cost per FTE
LOCAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES

SUNY Benchmarking Indicators
DCC's cost per FTE is the second lowest of the five
surrounding community colleges and in the bottom
third of all community colleges.
Student-to-faculty ratio is fourth highest.
Student-to-staff ratio is seventh highest.
Columbia-

Sullivan

Orange

Rockland

Greene

Affordability

SUNY CC
Average

Dutchess

Cost-saving Measures
Implemented

2020-21 Full-Time Tuition Rates

2019-20, 2020-21

LOCAL COMMUNITY COLLEGES
$5,376

Vacant positions left
$5,217
$5,112

unfilled, including
Vice President of
Administration,
Vice President of
Advancement and several
jobs in Information
Technology and faculty
and staff positions
Faculty promotions

DCC has had the lowest tuition in the state for the past 18 years.

suspended

Even with the tuition increase proposed for 2020-21, DCC is expected to continue

Sabbaticals suspended

to have the lowest tuition in New York, at $4,350/year ($1,026 lower than our

Early retirement

closest peer, SUNY Orange). Not all schools have reported 2020-21 tuition; the

programs offered to

average to date is $5,022.

faculty, professional staff

More than 69% of students graduate without student loan debt.

and CSEA

66% of students who completed the FAFSA received grant aid in 2018-19.

Salary reductions taken

Almost one-third of students had 75% or more of tuition aid covered by Pell/TAP.

by members of Dutchess
United Educators and

119 students received full New York state Excelsior scholarships.

upper-level management

185 students received scholarships totaling over $315,000 from the DCC

confidential staff

Foundation.

Ulster

Evolving
Institutions of higher education must undergo continual renewal in order to remain relevant
and maintain excellence, as we've seen especially during the Covid-19 pandemic and transition
to remote-only learning. Innovations in teaching, program offerings and accessibility ensure
continuous improvement DCC continues to evolve to meet the needs of students, align priorities
with those of the county and support economic development

Investment in Teaching and I.earning
h11novation for Student Success

Program Enhancements
Hybrid programs have been created and accelerated
programs are under development to meet the needs of
individuals who need fiexible educational options.

71 .. 5%

New offerings include an associate degree in Public
Health, microcredentials in Bookkeeping, Small Business

of incoming students
need remediation

Management, Surveying Technician, Public Safety,

40.1% need English and Math

and a Nurse Assistant certification.

Personal Trainer, Nutrition Specialist and Strength Coach,

20.2% need only English

11,2% need only Math

To provide additional opportunities for students who want
the challenge of an Honors track without majoring in
Liberal Arts, an honors minor can now be pursued in any

60% of incoming students are underprepared for college-

academic program.

level English. To enable these students to complete remedial
English simultaneously with English 101 in a corequisite model,
English faculty redesigned coursework to accelerate progress

and achieve better outcomes. After initial success, the initiative is
being expanded to more course sections and students.
51 % of incoming students are underprepared for collegelevel math. To enable these students to complete remedial
math simultaneously with an introductory college-level
course, math faculty also have re-engineered coursework.
Research shows that students are more likely to succeed in
this corequisite model, and it is being introduced to additional
course sections and students.

Faculty have reduced textbook costs for students by
introducing open educational resources in highly enrolled

Strate!llically J,,\li!llned Facilities
Dutchess South will relocate in fall 2020 to a new facility
in the former Mays building, at the intersection of 1-84 and
Route 9. This will enhance access in southern Dutchess, as
well as for those in Putnam and surrounding areas. The site
will offer general classes, as well as programs designed to
facilitate workforce development and serve adult students.

courses. These free materials have eliminated some barriers
to student success by ensuring that cost does not prevent

To support the county's goals for Hudson Valley Regional

or delay students from having the materials needed to

Airport, the College - with county support - is constructing

supplement classroom instruction. During the fa!l semester

a new hangar with an aviation lab and classrooms. The

alone, 113 sections of 15 courses used OER, saving 3,000

facility will enable the College to launch an FAA-approved

students a total of $363,000.

aviation maintenance technician program in 2021 that
will lead graduates to the airframe and powerplant
maintenance license. Jet mechanics earn an average of
$84,000, with six-figure salaries common for experienced
personnel.

Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill
District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Yes

No

Metzger*
Edwards*
- ----------- -

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie
District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie
District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Page*
Sagliano (VC)
Polasek
Keith
Truitt (C)

------ ----------

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

Johnson

------- -- --- -------------- --------

Present:
Absent:
Vacant:

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie

Atkins

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

~

Resolution:

0
_12__

Motion:

Total:

./

I d-,,
Yes

Abstentions:

_{2__

_Q_
No

Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
Name

District
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

Yes

No

- - -

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie
District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie
District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Page*
Sagliano (VC)
Polasek
Keith

--- --- --- - -- -------- ------------ - + - -

Truitt (C)

L

D::::;:: ::::: :: ::~_::_:_:_:_:_::_:+-_-~_:_:_i:_:_ ~ ~
00

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

- -- -- - -- - - ---- ---- ----------- - J - - -

Present:
Absent:
Vacant:

~
0
_Q_

Resolution:

/

-----t----

I

Total :

~
Yes

Motion:
Abstentions:

_Q_

2020114 ADOPTION OF DUTCHESS COMMUNITY COLLEGE BUDGET
JULY 9, 2020

No

Roll Call Sheets
District

Last Name

District 19- Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Llaverias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 11 -Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Johnson
Atkins
Kearney
Paoloni

District 15-Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

District 16 -Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zemike

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul

District 21 -Town of East Fishkill
District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Munn
Caswell

Garito

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Smman

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Present:

Brendli

District 14 - Town of Wappinger

District 20 - Town of Red Hookffivoli

~

Absent:

_I_

Vacant:

_Q_

Resolution:

Houston

Total:

-AJ±

0

Yes

No

Motion:
Abstentions:

0

2020114 ADOPTION OF DUTCHESS COMMUNITY COLLEGE BUDGET
JULY 13, 2020

No

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

Yes

TABLED IN BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL 7/9/2020
DISCHARGED FROM B, F, & P AND DEFERRED TO FAMILY & HUMAN SERVICES 8/6/2020
AMENDED IN FAMILY & HUMAN SERVICES 10/13/2020
RESOLUTION NO. 2020115
RE:

REQUESTING A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
YOUTH COURT OR YOUTH RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PROGRAM

Legislators BRENDLI, EDWARDS, PAGE, KEARNEY, JOHNSON, BLACK, LLAVERIAS,
ZERNIKE, PULVER, ATKINS, BOLNER, CASWELL, CAV ACCINI, GARITO, HAUSER, HOUSTON,
KEITH, McHOUL, METZGER, MUNN, PAO LONI, POLASEK, SAGLIANO, and SURMAN offer the
following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, youth restorative justice programs are diversion opportunities in which youth offenders are
allowed to participate in programs to help address their behavioral struggles, and
WHEREAS, youth restorative justice programs can also help to support at-risk youth and provide them
pathways to success, and
WHEREAS, there are a variety of programs from counseling and skill-building to wraparound services
,d restorative justice approaches that can help with the diversion of youth offenders from the criminal justice
afStem to a promising and productive future, and
WHEREAS, these diversion programs aim to give youth offenders a second chance and earn the
opportunity to have their records sealed, and
WHEREAS, a goal of these programs is to prevent youth offenders from becoming repeat offenders and
allow them to learn from their mistakes, strengthening their opportunities for future success, and increasing
public safety, and
WHEREAS, according to a report entitled, "Best Practices in Youth Diversion" from The Institute for
Innovation & Implementation at the University of Maryland School of Social Work, diversion programs reduce
the stigma surrounding being involved in the justice system and improve relationships between the youth, the
community, and the police, and
WHEREAS, such programs are known to reduce court caseloads and justice system costs, and
WHEREAS, there are successful programs here in Dutchess and throughout the state including in
neighboring Ulster County with their Restorative Justice and Community Empowerment Center, and
WHEREAS, the further implementation of strong, effective, and evidence-based youth restorative
justice programs would be a valuable asset for Dutchess County, now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the County Legislature requests a feasibility study to determine which youth
restorative justice programs would be most effective and beneficial for our struggling and at-risk youth in
Dutchess County, and, be it further
RESOLVED, that this feasibility study be completed and released ten weeks from when this resolution
goes into effect.

STATE OF NEW YORK
ss:

COUN1Y OF DUTCHESS
This is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with the original resolution
now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 13,1, day of October 2020, and that the same is a true and correct transcript of said
original resolution and of the whole thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of sill.cl Legislature this 13d, day of October 202

CAROL

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

□ NO FISCAL IMPACT PROJECTED
APPROPRIATION RESOLUTIONS
(To be completed by requesting department)

Total Current Year Cost $ 15,ooo

----------------------

Total Current Year Revenue $
and Source

---------------------

Source of County Funds (check one):
□ Transfer of Existing Appropriations,

10 Existing Appropriations, Dcontingency,
D Additional Appropriations, D Other (explain).

Identify Line ltems(s):
To be determined based which employee(s) are seleted by the County Executive to complete the study.

Related Expenses:

Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nature/Reason:

Anticipated Savings to County: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Net County Cost (this year):
Over Five Years:

Additional Comments/Explanation:
The fiscal impact will not exceed $15,000. This fiscal impact reflects the cost of current salried employee work hours
required to complete the study.

Prepared by: _C_ra_ig~Br_e_nd_l_i_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prepared On: September 24, 2020

Dut.pdf
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Hussing, Laura
om:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Carmody <jcsomc@outlook.com>
Sunday, July 19, 2020 9:39 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment (pro-Youth Court)

Dear Dutchess Cou. Legislators,
Having lived in the lower Hudson Valley my entire life, I was blessed to know James Reitz of the Putnam
County Youth Court. His passion for justice invigorated dozens of my peers to better due process.
Now I'm delighted to learn that your legislature, under which I lived for the past year, is voting on a Youth
Court for the county of Dutchess!
I really believe the Youth of Dutchess County will learn the value of our trial-by-jury justice system with the
experience of Youth Court. It will prove a valuable service to them, growing our future leaders out of the
caring education.
Like Judge Reitz, you have the privilege of serving our Youth. Please enable them to learn in Youth Court!
_,ncerely,
James Owen Carmody
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Hussing, Laura
om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sara Azcona-Miller <sazconamiller@vassar.edu >
Monday, July 20, 2020 12:18 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn; countyexec
Public Comment

Dutchess County Legislators,
I urge you to explore the implementation of a youth court program within the Dutchess County Division of Youth
Services. When non-violent first-time offenders are tried by their peers and sentenced to community service hours if
convicted, it strengthens the entire community.
When a young person is diverted to a youth court rather than sent to Family Court or Criminal Court, the entire
community reaps the rewards of restorative justice. In the current criminal justice system, the emphasis on punishment
means a person is permanently defined by a mistake they made when they were a teenager. They are put on a path that
strips away their trust in their community, closes off opportunities, fails to address the root causes of their mistake, and
perpetuates a cycle of harm.
In a youth court system, the emphasis is put on rehabilitation and accountability. Instead of replicating the negative peer
'>ressure that is often a reason behind offenses, youth courts generate positive peer pressure. A jury of peers
1derstands the unique conditions of the community which restores a sense of humanity and empathy. This mutual
understanding creates a second chance path of hope and learning for offenders.
Youth courts have been proven to decrease recidivism. Instead of handing youth a permanent record that will haunt
them for the rest of their lives, youth are connected to resources and programs that get to the root of issues in the
community and provide solutions. Instead of retributive sentences that might put a band-aid on issues but in the long
run hurt the community and increase recidivism, youth have the opportunity to learn and grow.
Youth courts save the county money by diverting children from costly juvenile detention and directing them towards
community service. Ulster County's Restorative Justice and Community Empowerment Center cost about $3.2 million to
create. The debt service the county pays each year for that cost will be repaid by having just one child avoid juvenile
detention.
A youth court program will decrease recidivism, save the county money, strengthen the community, and empower
young people. For these reasons, I urge you to consider its implementation in Dutchess County.
Thank you.
Sara Azcona-Miller

Student at Vassar College
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Hussing, Laura
om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Linda Codega <lhcodega@gmail.com>
Monday, July 20, 2020 8:11 AM
County Legislators
countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
PUBLIC COMMENT: In Favor of Youth Court

Dear legislators,
I urge you to support the implementation and creation of a Youth Court in Dutchess County. With the success of such a
court in Putnam and Ulster, it's urgent that Dutchess follow suit. This will be a move of solidarity with the young folks in
larger cities like Poughkeepsie and Beacon, creating a system where young people feel empowered and heard.
This will also help interrupt the school-to-prison pipeline that overwhelmingly endangers people of color, and will also
help to combat sentences against the disproportionate number of people of color that are arrested for nonviolent
crimes as children. A youth record is one of the greatest indicators of incarceration further down the road, and in order
to prevent an abusive cycle, the Youth Court will be able to step in and speak to arrested folks, peer to peer.
The current carceral system is broken, and it breaks children within it. Young folks can be compassionate and intelligent
leaders within their community. Youth Court is one of the first steps towards realizing the brilliance of children in our
community and giving them tangible power to change the system that is built against them.
Thank you,
Linda H. Codega
(they/them)
Beacon, New York
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Hussing, Laura
om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Theodora Budnik <theodora.budnik@gmail.com>
Monday, July 20, 2020 10:58 AM
Edwards, Rebecca
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn; countyexec
Public comment: Youth Court, Restorative Justice

Please vote in favor of this win-win proposal, which has been shown to be highly effective wherever instituted.

Yours, Theodora S. Budnik
117 Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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Hussing, Laura
:om:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cat Greenstreet <catgreenstreet@gmail.com>
Monday, July 20, 2020 12:59 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attaclnnents or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Legislators,
I have co-facilitated restorative justice community conferencing in New York City through the New York Peace
Institute. It works, setting youth in a positive direction instead of sending them into a cycle of records, juvenile
detention, and eventually prison. I wish to encourage you to implement a youth court. This is just the kind of
program needed to educate youth and offer a second chance for thoughtless teenage activities.
Thank you,
Caro I Greenstreet
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Hussing, Laura
om:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

max garnot <maxwellgarnot@grnail.com>
Wednesday, July 22, 2020 1:44 PM
Countylegislature
public comment

Hello,
I am writing to express my support for a Youth Court program for Dutchess County. The concept of the Youth Court is a
positive attempt at breaking a tangible and very real perpetuation of the carceral state feeding on impoverished or
otherwise systematically disenfranchised groups. Applying preemptive policing principles to developing youth only
serves to create future crime, and create a resentment and mistrust of the court and justice systems that kids will be
subject to when they get older. Fostering an understanding of these systems could serve to prevent future offenses and
creates a community-based system of preventative, restorative justice. Hearing that the idea of a Youth Court in
Dutchess County was instantly tabled is disheartening, as it sends a message that perpetuating preventative and brokenwindows policing starting at a young age is a better and more equitable idea. I sincerely hope that the discussion for a
Dutchess County Youth Court is possible, and that our Dutchess County Legislators can come together to make it happen
for a more equitable future for everyone in Dutchess County, as our youth are the future.
Thanks for your time,
Max Garnot
illbrook, NY
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Hussing, Laura
om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

John Bohuniek <johnbohuniek@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:18 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Good Morning,
I am writing to express my support of a youth court in Dutchess County. My wife and I are both teachers residing at 16
Booth BLVD in the Chelsea hamlet of the Town of Wappinger. We care deeply about living in a community that fights for
social justice, and provides opportunities locally for young people. A youth court would be a monumental step towards
both of these goals.
A youth court would provide misdemeanor youth offenders with a second chance, while also engaging young people in
the legal system. As a high school history teacher, I can attest to the power of hands-on, authentic experiences in the
learning process. This program has been a success in Putnam County where my wife teaches, and we should follow their
model here in Dutchess.
I ask for you to engage in a robust discussion with Legislator Brendi on August 6th when he speaks on this issue, and to
turn that conversation into real action. Now, more than ever, is the time to bring restorative justice to Dutchess.
Thank you for your service to our communities, and taking time to read my concerns.
Best,
John Bohuniek

John Bohuniek
iohnbohuniek@gmail.com
914-815-5134

"Progress is impossible without change and those who can't change their minds cannot change anything." - George
Bernard Shaw
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Hussing, Laura
·om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

John Bohuniek <johnbohuniek@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 23, 2020 10:19 AM
countyexec
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Good Morning,
I am writing to express my support of a youth court in Dutchess County. My wife and I are both teachers residing at 16
Booth BLVD in the Chelsea hamlet of the Town of Wappinger. We care deeply about living in a community that fights for
social justice, and provides opportunities locally for young people. A youth court would be a monumental step towards
both of these goals.
A youth court would provide misdemeanor youth offenders with a second chance, while also engaging young people in
the legal system. As a high school history teacher, I can attest to the power of hands-on, authentic experiences in the
learning process. This program has been a success in Putnam County where my wife teaches, and we should follow their
model here in Dutchess.
I ask for you to engage in a robust discussion with Legislator Brendi on August 6th when he speaks on this issue, and to
turn that conversation into real action. Now, more than ever, is the time to bring restorative justice to Dutchess.
Thank you for your service to our communities, and taking time to read my concerns.
Best,
John Bohuniek

John Bohuniek
johnbohuniek@gmail.com
914-815-5134

"Progress is impossible without change and those who can't change their minds cannot change anything." - George
Bernard Shaw
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Hussing, Laura
om:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

molly@firebus.com
Sunday, August 2, 2020 6:23 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn; countyexec
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County legislators,
I'm writing you in support of forming a youth court as part of the Dutchess County Youth Services department.
Numerous other communities who have created youth courts have proven their effectiveness at not only
reducing future crime, but also providing an empowering path for all the young people involved to go on to be
active, engaged citizens and leaders in their communities. Restorative Justice is an amazing practice that
enables individuals to take responsibility for their past and current actions, and work with those who have been
impacted by their actions to ensure there is true rehabilitation and healing for all those who participate.
Many thanks,
Molly Rhodes
Beacon,NY
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Hussing, Laura
·om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Debi Duke <debiduke22@gmail.com>
Monday, August 3, 2020 12:41 PM
County Legislators; countyexec
Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

Dear Mr. Molinaro and County legislators:
Youth court programs, founded on restorative justice principles, have been making a difference
in New York State for years, and our neighbors in Putnam and Ulster Counties have successful
programs. I was disappointed to hear that a resolution to explore adding a youth court program
in Dutchess County was introduced and immediately tabled at your July meeting. I am pleased
that it has been added to the agenda for August 6, and look forward to hearing that there was a
robust discussion and positive action.
As I'm sure you know, youth courts are legally recognized in New York, teaching important
lessons about fairness and justice, while giving first-time, misdemeanor youth offenders a
second chance. Youth-staffed courts follow traditional procedures with trained middle and high
school students holding positions from bailiff up to judge. If convicted, first-time misdemeanor
riffenders are sentenced to write letters of apology and/or do community service. Once
sentence is complete, the youth's records are sealed, and they are invited to train to
participate in the youth court program.

At a time when the whole country is looking for ways to promote equity and justice,
Dutchess County should explore this option.
Thank you for your consideration,
Debi Duke, Rhinebeck
845-876-4461
845-242-4121
debiduke22@gmail.com
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COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
STATE OF NEW YORK

A. GREGG PULVER

CHAIRMAN OF THE LEGISLATURE
Memorandum
To:

All Legislators

From: A. Gregg Pulver, Chairman of the Legislature
Date: July 13, 2020
Re:

Motion to Table Resolution 2020115

At the July 9th Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Meeting a motion was made to "lay on
the table" Resolution 2020115. The motion passed, but no date certain was set to reconsider the
Resolution.
The more proper motion would have been to "postpone". After consultation with Legislative
Counsel, the failure to set the date will be remedied by placing the Resolution on the August
Agenda of the Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee.
Cc:

Carolyn Morris, Clerk of the Legislature

22 Market Street, Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Phone: 845,486.2112
gpulver@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
STATE OF NEW YORK

A. GREGG PULVER

CHAIRMAN OF THE LEGISLATURE
Memorandum
To:

Legislators Brendli, Edwards, Page, Kearney, Johnson, Black, Llaverias, and Zemike

From: A. Gregg Pulver, Chairman of the Legislature
Date: September 3, 2020
Re:

Resolution 'Requesting a Feasibility Study for the Development of a Youth Court or Youth
Restorative Justice Program'

This resolution to examine youth justice programs was postponed at the August Family and Human
Services Committee to the September agenda with amendments, changing the scope and direction,
forthcoming. Amendments to the resolution nor an update to the fiscal impact statement to include
County employee workhours for such a study have been made. This resolution will not appear on
the agenda until the amendments are made by the sponsors.

22 Market Street, Poughkeepsie, New York 12601

Phone: 845.486.2112
gpulver@dutchessny.gov

www.dutchessny.gov

Morris, Carolyn
om:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Pulver, Gregg
Monday, September 21, 2020 10:31 AM
Edwards, Rebecca; Brendli, Craig; Page, Nick
Morris, Carolyn
RE: Amended (Suggested) Youth Restorative Justice Resolution Text...

Craig,
Rebecca and I talked last Monday night but continuing the conversation here. Can you put the fiscal together and under
the explanation write something to the effect of '$15,000 or less is the approximate cost of employee work hours to
complete the study'. First resolved looks good. I think the six-week timeline is a bit short as it coincides with
departments finishing their budgets and also includes the Thanksgiving Holiday week. Would ten weeks be okay?
Gregg.

From: Rebecca Edwards <redutchess6@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, September 14, 2020 9:27 AM
To: Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Amended (Suggested) Youth Restorative Justice Resolution Text...

Dear Gregg,
Thanks for the conversation Thursday, and hope you had a good weekend. I'll be glad to touch base tonight, or talk by
phone later in the week, if you want to touch base on this and see if we can find a way forward. Thanks again,
Rebecca
- - - Forwarded message --------From: Brendli, Craig <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>
Date: Mon, Sep 14, 2020 at 12:59 AM
Subject: Amended (Suggested) Youth Restorative Justice Resolution Text...
To: Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>, Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>, Page, Nick
<npage@dutchessny.gov>

Hi Gregg,
I have provided a amended (suggested) text based on your feedback. If you could send me back your thoughts
or revisions I would be appreciative.
Also, has the new $15,000 fiscal impact statement been created for the bill or do I have to create and submit
it?
Amended Text:

1

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, that the County Legislature requests that the County
Executive appoint a qualified individual to conduct a feasibility study to determine which additional
vouth restorative justice programs would be most effective and beneficial for our struggling and at-risk
iuth in Dutchess County; and

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, that this feasibility study be completed and released by
appointed individual no later than Friday, December 4, 2020.

Best,
Craig
Craig P. Brendli
Dutchess County Legislator, District 8
cbrendli@dutchessny.gov
Cell: 845.612.3382
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MARCUS

J. MOLINARO

MARY ELLEN STILL

COUNTY EXECUTIVE

DIRECTOR

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
OFFICE OF PROBATION AND COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

MEMORANDUM

TO:

A. Gregg Pulver, Chair
Dutchess County Legislature

FROM:

Mary Ellen Still, Director
Office of Probation and Community Corrections

DATE:

December 21, 2020

RE:

Resolution 2020115

The following report is submitted In response to Resolution No. 2020115, Requesting a

Feasibility Study for the Development of a Youth Court or Youth Restorative Justice Program.
Youth Restorative Justice Programs

Restorative justice views crime as harmful to people, relationships and the community and
endeavors to restore the harm caused by an incident or crime. It stresses repairing harm,
engaging stakeholders and empowering communities to make their own decisions.
Restorative justice may range from practices such as empathy workshops to more complex
programs such as restorative circles and community conferences. In Dutchess County, these
more complex programs are facilitated by the Mediation Center. Restorative justice is not used
exclusively for criminal or delinquent matters, however. It is appropriate to help resolve
conflicts in order to promote understanding and solve problems and may be used in schools
and community settings as well.
In the juvenile justice arena, restorative justice programs and services are appropriate for a
variety of youth; those at-risk and those actually charged or adjudicated for a Juvenile
Delinquency act. A Juvenile Delinquent (JD) is a youth over seven and less than 18 years of age
who commits an act that would constitute a crime if committed by an adult. It should be noted
that restorative justice and diversion are not synonymous although many restorative justice
programs are used in diversion and restorative justice frequently is associated with diversion
initiatives.
The report referenced in the Resolution, "Best Practices in Youth Diversion" from the Institute
for Innovation and Implementation at the University of Maryland School of Social Work
50 Market Street, Poughkeepsie, New York 12601 • (845) 486-2600 • Fax: (845) 486-2676 • Adm. Fax: (845) 486-6479
223 Main Street, Beacon, New York ·1 2508 • (845) 838-4840 • Fax: (845) 838-4852
131 County House Road, Millbrook, New York 12545 • (845) 677-5250 • Fax: (845) 677-5001
www.dutchessny.gov

recommends the following best practices: 1) use standardized screening and assessment
instruments 2) clearly define the target population 3) develop and use a wide variety of
community providers 4) build strong cross-agency partnerships 5) use written diversion
agreements 6) prevent future prosecution and expunge arrest records and 7) ensure equity and
cultural competency.
Incorporating these recommendations has been standard practice in the county for many years.
In fact, diverting eligible youth from the formal justice system is deemed so important that an
entire unit in the Office of Probation is devoted to it. Furthermore, the Family Court Act and
state regulations support diversion services. The Office of Probation's Diversion Unit is designed
to keep eligible youth out of the formal juvenile justice system. Consequently, a number of
restorative justice practices are employed. These practices were developed with the guidance
of staff from the Mediation Center and have been part of the diversion program for many
years. The Diversion Unit also offers many evidence-based programs that are targeted to the
needs of the individual youth as identified by the standardized Youth Assessment Screening
Instrument (VASI), as recommended in the "Best Practices in Youth Diversion" report and all
research recommendations on best practices.
All youth receiving Juvenile Delinquency Appearance Tickets issued by local law enforcement
are screened and interviewed at the Office of Probation. Probation Officers screen youth using
the VASI and the Massachusetts Youth Screening Instrument (MAYSI). The VASI screens for risk,
needs and protective factors while the MAYSI identifies mental health issues. Every effort is
made to keep appropriate youth from being petitioned into Family Court by offering programs
and services designed to meet their needs and address the issues that led to the issuance of an
Appearance Ticket. Lower risk youth, as determined by the VASI, are referred to communitybased services. Once connected to community services, the Office of Probation closes the case
as research indicates keeping low risk youth in the juvenile justice system may actually increase
the potential they will become further involved in delinquent or criminal behavior.
Youth accepted into Probation's Diversion program participate in a variety of targeted
evidence-based and restorative justice programs including:
• Youth attend an Empathy/Apology Letter Workshop. If victims are amenable, the
resulting letters are sent to them. Probation Officers contact victims for their input and
make appropriate referrals for assistance and services.
• Youth must complete a designated number of community service hours preferably
related to their offense.
• Cognitive behavioral groups and other interventions address restorative justice concepts
in their curricula.
• Restitution is collected and distributed to victims.
• Collaborative Solutions Team-provides mental health screening, consultations and
interventions on-site at the Office of Probation.
• Teen Intervene-a brief early intervention program by a trained facilitator.

•
•
•
•

•

Interactive Journaling-an evidence-based approach to help youth move through stages
of change. Using a guided workbook, trained facilitators promote positive life choices.
Equine Therapy-EquiNorth Program for Equine Assisted Youth Development is an
evidence-based program currently offered at Lucky Orphans Horse Rescue.
Decision Points-an evidence-based program designed to address risk, needs and
responsivity. Trained facilitators address thinking, choices and promote skill building.
J-RISC- (Juvenile Risk Intervention Services Coordination) provides intensive services to
high-risk youth as identified by the YASI. J-RISC is comprised of a probation officer, case
manager aide and a licensed social worker. The case manager aide engages youth in
pro-social activities.
Functional Family Therapy (FFT)-an evidence-based program that research has shown
to be effective in reducing recidivism.

Probation Officers maintain close contact with community-based agencies and services.
Referrals may be made to the Youth Services Unit in DCFS, Astor Services for Children and
Families, DBCH, Mediation Center, Lexington Center for Recovery, Family Services and others.
In addition, mental health professionals are on-site at the Office of Probation to provide
assessment and treatment. Although restorative justice practices and programs are important
and valuable, youth and adults are often in need of other services as well such as mental health
treatment and interventions for substance use and co-occurring disorders. That is why an
evidence-based assessment is critical in developing a targeted case plan that addresses specific
needs. Furthermore, one program alone is generally not going to meet the diverse needs of this
population.
Youth may receive diversion services for up to five months at which point successful cases are
closed and sealed. Since October 2019, 16 and 17-year-olds became eligible for diversion
services as a result of Raise the Age legislation. Recent new state legislation allows Probation
Departments more latitude in keeping youth in diversion rather than sending cases to Family
Court.
In addition to the above, the Community Transitions Center (CTC), operated by Project
M.O.R.E., incorporates restorative justice practices into its cognitive behavioral groups,
principally MRT (Moral Reconation Therapy), our core program used throughout the county,
and through its extensive community service projects. In addition to community service and
MRT, CTC offers a full range of services including classes in anger management and domestic
violence, employment readiness and case management. Most of CTC's clients are older youth
and young adults.
The Office of Probation also holds periodic Victim Impact Panels, similar to the DWI Victim
Impact Panels for adults. Volunteers, who receive supportive services, speak about a crime's
impact on them to an audience of people on probation. This is a powerful experience for both
victims and those on probation. Follow-up is provided to the speakers and attendees. There is
also a Drug/Diversion Court in the County Court and a misdemeanor drug court in the City of
Beacon.

The above practices weave the restorative justice concept into both the juvenile justice and
criminal justice systems. However, restorative justice covers a broad range of programs and
services, some of which require trained facilitators. Programs such as restorative circles and
community conferences require trained facilitators as provided by our Mediation Center.
Restorative Justice Summary

Restorative justice is based on the principle that harm is experienced by the entire community.
The county has a number of restorative justice practices and programs available; many of them
have been operating for a number of years. Restorative justice has been embraced by other
counties as well. One example is Ulster County's Restorative Justice and Empowerment Center
which uses space in the same building that houses the Probation Department. This space may
be booked by various community groups to hold a variety of programs from photography
exhibits to restorative justice. The types and nature of the programs vary and cover a range of
topics. Our Mediation Center provides many of the same types of programs and services
designed for our community. The most successful programming was developed in counties that
evaluated the needs of their populations and didn't apply a "one size fits all" approach.
The process of selecting and implementing programs has been a dynamic one in our county.
We have carefully built a continuum of services that complement one another and avoid
duplication. In fact, such an analysis by the Office of Probation led to a new restorative justice
project planned for 2020 with approved state funding from Raise the Age. The funds will
expand our capacity to reach more youth through conferencing and other strategies.
Unfortunately, COVID-19 interrupted the plans as well as the funds. However, it is anticipated
that the funding will be secured in the near future when final planning and implementation will
resume. The Mediation Center is very interested in exploring joint initiatives with the Office of
Probation based on such projects as Restorative Justice Baltimore. Their responsive circles and
community dialogue circles help prevent and resolve conflicts. Our Mediation Center has
people trained in this model and could collaborate with the Office of Probation on a community
conferencing program and other initiatives.
Youth Courts

There are two models for Youth Courts: one with a judge serving in his or her role in Family
Court and the other with trained youth serving in all legal roles, including that of a judge. The
second model is the one used more frequently and does not require permission from the Office
of Court Administration to establish a specialized court. The following pertains to the second
model.
Some jurisdictions have developed and maintained Youth Courts for many years; others have
not been able to sustain the model. Youth Courts are quite varied and are overseen by a variety
of entities. For instance, schools may use a Youth Court to resolve conflicts or infractions.
Jurisdictions select the model that most closely meets their needs.

In Putnam County, the Youth Court is managed by their Youth Bureau. The Youth Bureau's staff
arranges for students to be trained in court roles and responsibilities during a two-month
training program. Referrals are received through their Probation Department. Sentences often
include community service and/or a letter of apology. These interventions are typical in
Dutchess County. The Youth Bureau notifies the Putnam County Probation Department of
outcomes and successful cases are closed.
Regardless of the particular model chosen, the following issues must be considered:
1. Selection of a model and program planning
2. Identification of a coordinating agency
3. Staffing and funding
4. Legal issues/how cases will be selected
5. Identification of target population
6. Referral process
7. Program services and sentencing options
8. Recruitment and management
9. Training of students by judges, prosecutors, defense attorneys, etc.
10. Program evaluation
11. Cost
It is apparent that a great deal of planning and coordination is necessary in order to create a
successful Youth Court. An inter-agency planning group would need to be formed and a
coordinating agency selected. Staff would be needed for start-up and ongoing oversight. This
includes selection, recruitment and retention of youth to fill court roles, selection of
participants, arranging and scheduling training, sentence monitoring and record keeping. It
appears that at least one full-time employee would be needed as well as supervisory oversight
and administrative support.
Summary and Recommendations-Youth Courts
Youth Courts are labor intensive, especially during the planning and start-up phases. Planning is
key to launching successful programs, however. Although some preliminary research could be
done, it does not seem practical to begin a formal initiative at this time as the agencies needed
to coordinate this effort are coping with fewer staff as well as COVID-19 safety issues.

Youth Courts could be more fully explored when department staffing has stabilized, and COVID19 is under control. Recently, there has been more emphasis on incorporating restorative
justice concepts into Youth Courts and this shou ld be taken into consideration. The Staten
Island Justice Center's model is one example of this move toward integrating restorative justice
practices into various parts of the justice system. Our Mediation Center is very familiar with this
and similar models and could be very helpful in assisting with an inquiry into effective
approaches.
As part of the county's commitment to employing the most effective practices into our
programs and services, the Office of Probation and Community Corrections, county juvenile

justice agencies and the Family Court engaged in a two-year project with the RFK National
Resource Center for Juvenile Justice. The Dennis M. Mondoro Probation and Juvenile Justice
System Enhancement Project will undertake a comprehensive review of the entire juvenile
justice system. This is a grant funded project awarded by the Office of Juvenile Justice and
Delinquency Prevention and Office of Justice Programs, U.S. Department of Justice. Dutchess
County is one of six jurisdictions selected to participate in this initiative at the recommendation
of our state agency, NYS Division of Criminal Justice Services, Office of Probation and
Correctional Alternatives. Among other outcomes, the project expects to impact the following:
enhancing alternative responses and diversion, establishing multi-disciplinary collaborations,
implementing innovative protocols to address trauma, implementing innovative case
management protocols, and implementing science principles and practices to create an
infrastructure that ensures measurable progress.
This important initiative, which began in January 2020 with a stakeholders meeting, was
impacted by COVID-19, but is continuing virtually at the present time. Although the project will
provide many benefits, there is a commitment of staff time and work which has to be taken
into consideration before engaging in other initiatives.
Conclusion
Over the years, Dutchess County has built a comprehensive and integrated justice system for
youth and adults. The county has invested in the creation and maintenance of the most
effective programs and practices available and continues to do so. Consultants and technical
assistance grants have made the best resources available. By avoiding a piecemeal approach,
our system offers a continuum that is collaborative and comprehensive.
Many restorative justice practices and programs exist in the county and there are plans to
incorporate additional programs with state funds from Raise the Age. The Mediation Center is
eager to collaborate with the Office of Probation and Community Corrections and other
agencies to further explore opportunities to develop programs that are research-based and
known to be effective. Further review of Youth Court models may be undertaken as resources
allow to ascertain which are evidence-based, meet the needs of the youth and incorporate
restorative justice practices.
Leading criminal and juvenile justice experts have repeatedly advised against simply taking
another jurisdiction's program and incorporating it wholesale into our community. We should
employ the same rigorous standards for any new program as we have for other initiatives.
County agencies and the Criminal Justice Counci l endeavor to initiate and maintain the most
effective evidence-based programs available. Any potential new programs need to be evaluated
in the same manner and in the context of current commitments and resources available.
Path to Promise, the Juvenile Justice and Diversion Committees of the Criminal Justice Council,
the Mediation Center of Dutchess County and individual departments are valuable assets

In the exploration of potential programs to assist our youth and ensure we have a coordinated
and comprehensive approach.
Dutchess County has been on the cutting edge in developing innovative, evidence-based
programs for many years. New programs are evaluated in the context of their proven
effectiveness and how they will fit into a continuum of interventions that interact with and
support each other. We have been successful in obtaining grants and funding because of our
approach and outcomes. Applying these same principles will continue to ensure the best
outcomes for our youth and adults.
cc: William F.X. O'Neil
Deputy County Executive
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PROPOSED AMENDMENTS BELOW
TABLED IN BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL 7/9/2020
DISCHARGED FROM B, F, & P AND DEFERRED TO FAMILY & HUMAN SERVICES 8/6/2020

RESOLUTION NO. 2020115
RE:

REQUESTING A FEASIBILITY STUDY FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF A
YOUTH COURT OR YOUTH RESTORATIVE JUSTICE PROGRAM

Legislators BRENDLI, EDWARDS, PAGE, KEARNEY, JOHNSON, BLACK, LLAVERIAS,
ZERNIKE, and PULVER offer the following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, youth restorative justice programs are diversion opportunites in which youth offenders are
allowed to participate in programs to help address their behavioral struggles, and
WHEREAS, youth restorative justice programs can also help to support at-risk youth and provide them
pathways to success, and
WHEREAS, there are a variety of programs from counseling and skill-building to wraparound services
and restorative justice approaches that can help with the diversion of youth offenders from the criminal justice
system to a promising and productive future, and
WHEREAS, these diversion programs aim to give youth offenders a second chance and earn the
opportunity to have their records sealed, and
WHEREAS, a goal of these programs is to prevent youth offenders from becoming repeat offenders and
allow them to learn from their mistakes, strengthening their opportunities for future success, and increasing
public safety, and
WHEREAS, according to a report entitled, "Best Practices in Youth Diversion" from The Institute for
Innovation & Implementation at the University of Maryland School of Social Work, diversion programs reduce
the stigma surrounding being involved in the justice system and improve relationships between the youth, the
community, and the police, and
WHEREAS, such programs are known to reduce court caseloads and justice system costs, and
WHEREAS, there are successful programs here in Dutchess and throughout the state including in
neighboring Ulster County with their Restorative Justice and Community Empowerment Center, and
WHEREAS, the further implementation of strong, effective, and evidence-based youth restorative
stice programs would be a valuable asset for Dutchess County, now, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, that the County Legislature requests a feasibility study to determine which youth
restorative justice programs would be most effective and beneficial for our struggling and at-risk youth in
Dutchess County, and, be it further
RESOLVED, that this feasibility study be completed and released ten weeks from when this resolution
goes into effect.

STAIB OF NEW YORK
ss:

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
This is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with the original resolution
now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 13 th day of October 2020, and that the same is a true and correct transcript of said
original resolution and of the whole thereof.

IN WI1NESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislature this 13th day of October 2020.
CAROLYN MORRIS, CLERK OF THE LEGISLATURE
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BUDGET, FINANCE, AND PERSONNEL
DEFEATED IN COMMITTEE 7/9/2020
RESOLUTION NO. 2020116
RE:

RESCINDING AUTHORIZATION FOR BONDS RELATED TO THE JUSTICE AND
TRANSITION PROJECT

Legislators EDWARDS, PAGE, BLACK, KEARNEY, BRENDLI, LLAVERlAS, and ZERNIKE offer
the following and move its adoption:
WHEREAS, in Resolution 2016031, entitled "A Resolution Authorizing the Cost of the Dutchess
County Justice and Transition Center Project, In and For the County of Dutchess, New York, at a Maximum
Estimated Cost of $192,150,000, and Authorizing the Issuance of $192,150,000 Bonds to Pay the Cost
Thereof," was approved by this legislature on March 21, 2016, and
WHEREAS, $132,150,000 in bonding authorized by Resolution 2016031 remains unissued, and
WHEREAS, Dutchess County's financial outlook has worsened dramatically in recent months due to the
COVID crisis, which has generated new expenses and will sharply reduce revenues for the foreseeable future,
and
WHEREAS, under these circumstances the assumption oflong-term debt for the Justice and Transition
Center Project will burden Dutchess County taxpayers at a time of austerity for both residents and the county,
and
WHEREAS, changes in laws and local diversion practices-including statewide bail reform, which has
greatly reduced pre-trial detention for non-violent crimes-have reduced the daily population of inmates at the
Dutchess County Jail from an average of 431 in 2017 to an average of 156 in April 2020, and as low as 131 in
recent weeks, and
WHEREAS, due to the greatly reduced inmate population, the Dutchess County Jail is no longer using
temporary "pod" housing and no longer faces a state order to cease their use, and
WHEREAS, the jail population might be further reduced by additional, carefully chosen investments in
alternative responses to nonviolent offenses, as evidenced by the Dutchess County Comptroller's May 2019
audit of Project M.O.R.E., which reported its "high success rate" in reducing recidivism through programs that
"cost a fraction of what it costs to incarcerate an individual," now, therefore be it
RESOLVED, that the authorization of $132,150,000 in bonds, as yet unissued, in Resolution 2016031,
is hereby rescinded.
STATE OF rm1x1 YORK
COUMTY OF DUTCI JESS

1tOc>

This is te eert::i.fy !hat I, !:he 1:1nElersigaed Clerl~ ef tc!te Legislatl:ue of t:he Ceuney- af Dtttehess ha, e eompared the foregoing reselutien v. i!:h the ofigit,al rese!llitefl
on file in the effiee efsai.8. derk, Riid i\hich .. as aclepted6Y slilB:Legislarure en !:he 13.i. cla:y ofJul-y 2G2Q, anEI. t:liat the sruue is a trne an8. eeneet rntflseript efsaid erigirnil

resol:ul:i.en anEl. ef the z, hale t:l,e1euf.
IN V";lITNESS 'WI JERE OF, I ha, e heieunto set m; ham! aud seal ef said Legislarere l:hl~-Hth -<'>da.,y"<>ofHJwuly-j2,CQ020h-.- - - -

CAROLYN }10RRI8, CLERK or Tl IE LEGISL."...TUP.:B

FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

IZ] NO FISCAL IMPACT PROJECTED
APPROPRIATION RESOLUTIONS
(To be completed by requesting department)

Total Current Year Cost $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total Current Year Revenue $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and Source

Source of County Funds (check one):
□ Transfer of Existing Appropriations,

10 Existing Appropriations, ID contingency,
D Additional Appropriations, D Other (explain).

Identify Line ltems(s):

Related Expenses:

Amount$ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Nature/Reason:

Anticipated Savings to County:
Net County Cost (this year):
Over Five Years:

Additional Comments/Explanation:
The county has "no plans to issue bond debt for the JTC project in 2020 per the Dutchess County Department of
Finance" (Dutchess County Comptroller's May 2020 update on the JTC Project, p. 7). In comparision to the county's
current plan, the long-term savings would be, beginning in 2021, the base cost of the unissued bonds, $132,150,000, plus
savings for the interest and fees for repayment.

Prepared by: Rebecca Edwards

Prepared On: 6/14/2020
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Hussing, Laura
om:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wager, Leigh
Monday, June 22, 2020 12:11 PM
Hussing, Laura
FW: Bond 2016031

Please put with Rebecca's resolution. Thanks.

Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

~Visit us on

.a_J Facebook
From: Karen E. Hagstrom <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>
Sent: Friday, June 12, 2020 1:09 PM
To: Joseph, Nick <nioseph@dutchessny.gov>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>
·: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Wager, Leigh <lwager@dutchessny.gov>

.,ubject: Bond 2016031

Nick/Gregg:
Section 41 of the Local Finance Law states any municipality may at any time, by resolution, repeal or
revoke in whole or in part any resolution adopted authorizing the issuance of obligations EXCEPT to
the extent that any indebtedness shall already have been contracted or encumbrances made
thereunder.
The question becomes what does the statute mean by "encumbered" and what contracts are in place
obligating the County pursuant to the resolution, and what are the terms of those contracts.
The legislature approved the current project; it cannot change what was previously approved; it
would essentially have to abandon the current project and start over.
While a 2/3 vote is needed to approve a bond, only a majority vote is needed to repeal it.
;poke with Doug Goodfriend, bond counsel for Dutchess County, and he stated he had already
spoken with Jim Fedorchak, so I will connect with him next.
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Best Regards,
Karen E. Hagstrom, Esq.
enger, Roberts, Davis & Diamond, LLP
1136 Route 9
Wappingers Falls, New York 12590
(845) 554-6969 (cell)
(845)298-2000 x133
(845)298-2842 (fax)
khagstrom@srddlaw.com
CAUTION - COMPUTERS GET HACKED AND WIRE FRAUD IS A RISK. PLEASE CONFIRM ALL WIRE TRANSFER INSTRUCTIONS
WITH A PHONE CALL BEFORE INITIATING.

SRDD

STENGER ROBERTS
DAVIS & DIAMOND

LLP

This e-mail message and any attachments are confidential and may be privileged. If you are not the intended recipient,
please immediately notify us by telephone and return the original message to us at the listed email address and destroy
all copies of this message and any attachments. Thank you.
IRS Circular 230 Disclosure: To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS we inform you that any U.S. tax
advice contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not intended or written to be used, and cannot
used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing, or
recommending to another party any transaction or matter addressed herein.
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From: Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>

mt: Friday, July 10, 2020 5:15 PM
To: Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Hagstrom,
Karen <khagstrom@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica <jwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Baiano, Chris
<cbaia no@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: following up
Rebecca,
I'm glad we had a complete and in-depth discussion last night. I think we all had a full opportunity to express any
support, opposition and on-the-fence feelings.
1- I'm not sure of the exact new cost however the RFP should be out and back in a few short months. We won't know
the full 30 year cost until we go out to bond (and secure an interest rate) which may not be until early 2021, early 2022
or early 2023. However, we will know the anticipated construction cost within the next couple months. I think it would
be appropriate for the JTC Advisory Committee to be invited to the Architect, Engineer and Construction Management
Consultant Selection Committee when a construction firm is selected.
2- See the attached spreadsheet that was sent by the administration to me this afternoon.
3- I've asked for the administration for a detailed response. And I agree, it seems like we are all on the same page as to
the necessity of rehabilitation. Yes, the bond is only brick and mortar but the estimated $4 million in net annual savings
10 aves plenty of dollars for programs.
4- That seems like a difficult number to quantify however I would be open to reading reports that were able to
determine the success of an individual diversion program.
Hope everyone has a nice weekend.
Gregg.

Nick Joseph
Assistant to the Chairman
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
(845) 486-2103
From: Rebecca Edwards <redutchess6@gmail.com>

Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 12:33 AM
To: Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Hagstrom,
Karen <khagstrom@dutchessny.gov>; Joseph, Nick <njoseph@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica
<iwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Baiano, Chris <cbaiano@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: following up
ATfliE/5/i/f/(:)f!l: 'Jifilis eraai/ cume[tcom on externdi source. liJo not ot,en attachments or click on linli:sfrom unknown senders or

unext,ectea emails,
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Thank you again for putting the jail-bond proposal on the docket tonight so we could discuss it and each of us could
make clear where we stand. Thank you also for your commitment to providing the numbers legislators need to make
sure we understand all aspects of the project fully. I'm cc'ing Carolyn, Chris, and Jess so the right folks can route this to
·e right places. Thank you all.
In order to account for the costs and benefits of the proposed JTC, we need to have a full understanding of:
1) The current estimated cost of construction, based on the "downsize" to 328 capacity, and based on that estimate, the
total 30-year cost of paying back the debt. I may be wrong, but I believe the most recent report we have is from the JTC
Advisory Committee Update Presentation in May 2019. Much has changed since then--in the law, the economic
situation, and the landscape of public health.
2) Estimated operational savings in the new JTC, and a full explanation of the various components of those estimated
savings and when they will be achieved.
3) a list of programs currently offered in the jail, and their costs; a list of programs the county expects to offer in the new
JTC, and to which inmates (the RESTART program, for example, is only offered to selected inmates, not those in the
general population); and an explanation of how we expect to ramp up and get from here to there.
It's heartening to hear so many legislators speak in favor of effective programs inside the jail. But the bond issue
buys only bricks and mortar--a building. Which future programs will be staffed by trained professionals, and which by
volunteers? What will the cost be?
In reviewing proposed programs, we also need to ensure that construction matches those needs. While there will be
many changes over time, some principles are basic. Access to outdoor environments and physical activity, for example,
is foundational to mental and physical health and to any rehabilitation program. The JTC plan, however, calls for outdoor
creational areas that are less than one-quarter the size of a basketball court. We have been told that this is acceptable
because inmates "don't want to go outside much." The disjunction between architectural plan and rehabilitative goals
seems stark.
To take another example: in their last presentation to the public, the architects explained that they designed the cells to
be dark and have very small windows, partly in order to "encourage" people to spend their time in communal spaces. In
addition to questioning whether this is truly rehabilitative, I question whether it is still, in light of COVID, a wise or
realistic plan.
4) An account of opportunity costs. If, for example, a $1 million investment in a particular community-based program is
predicted to result in an average of 10 fewer people in the jail each year, how does that cost compare to the cost of
incarcerating those 10 people?
With bail reform, the nature of our jail population has changed. As several legislators noted tonight, the advent of
COVID also makes it difficult to predict long-term trends. This is another reason to pause and make sure we are not
overbuilding.
Please let us know when these figures will be provided. Thank you again, and I hope everyone has a safe and good
weekend.
Best,
Rebecca
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Projected Debt Service to BAN During Construction
·om Financial advisors 7/8/20
Dutchess county
Projected Jail Debt service
2021 through 2048
(dollars in thousands)

Year

Projected Debt Service
2018

2019

Bond

Bond

2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
2027

2,168

1,15ll

2,169
2,159

1,151
1,144
1r141
1,132
1,.127
1,U.6
1,109
1,104

2,169

2033

2,167
2,170
2,171
2,171
2,170
2,168
2,170
2,170
2,169

2034

2,167

2035

2,168

2036
2037
2038

2,'-""

2039
2040

2,1""

2041

2,168

2042
2043

202"

2029
2030
2031
2032

2045
2047

2048

2023

2024

BAN

BAN

Bond

4,070

750

1,795

750

1,834

1,875

BANS

Bond

1.500%
2.460%

7,055

5,858
7,469
10,353
10,351
10,341
10,335
10,329
10,324
10,322
10,317
10,316

450

1,101
1,<>!17

1,093
1,092
1,""9

7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055

10,3U

7,055

10,316
10,320
10,326
10,324
10,329
10,331

2,166
2,161
2,158
2,153
2,150
2,141
2,127

lz117
1,114

7,055
7,055

NOTE: Assumes an additonal $:130 million in borrowing

Rate assumptions per J=iscal Advisors:

Total
3,326

7,055

2,.167

2046

2022

1,0!>4
1,097
1,100
1,101
1,106
1,110
1,112
1,112
1,112
1,115
1z112
1,112

2,171
2,168

2044

2021
BAN

7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055
7,055

10,334

10,333
10,327
10,328
10,319
10,317
10,312
10,295

Projected Debt Service
'ost up to date numbers based on interest rates as of 12/31/2019:
$10.5 million projected final debt service

Dutchess County
P,ojected D..WC SUollce 2020 to 20Z7

""'

""

""

8,903,443
10 667 063
19,570,SOS

8,245,483
ll.1158,711
20,104 195

7,167,758
11 018,119

6,270,068
10,458,732
16,728,799

3,394,970
6 517,951
9,912,921

3..382,817
7,215,433

7215433

7,687,065

10,598 250

10,593,922

3,366,945
7,215,433
10,582,378

25,895,192

29,483,426

30,702,445

28,779,800

27,311,178

2023

.!!ill!

2021

,OU

Non•Joll Prnjecto:
Exlstins Debt as of 12-31•19
New Debt

16,468,524

13,444,824

Total Non-Ja~ Projects

16,468,524

17,033,716

11,414,405
6,358,478
17,772 8S3

3,449,938

3,417,283
3,417,283

3,409,133
2,115 761
5,524,894

3,400,192

3,449,9311

19,918,461

20.4so,m

23,297.m

3,5118,693

9,636,933
8,571,194

18208 127

""

18,185,878

Jail PruJ«u:
Existing Debt"' of 12•31-19
N..wOebt

Total Jall Projeru

TOTAL DEBT SERVICE

4,286,1173

3,378,489

Current Debt Service related to JTC Project Bonds
2020
Existing Debt Service

2,170,213
1,185,075
3,355,288

$40M Bond
$20M Bond

CAf'lTAL MARKETS ADVISORS. LLC

Dutchess Count New Yo1·k
S40,000,000 Public lmpl'ovement (Serini) Bonds, 2018 Serles
J/15/1 8 P1 indtJ.ll Due:

l)akd:

Roo:-;cvclt & Cros~ lnc

HudcnHilc1·:

S11 uchn e:

Level Debt Rule

March I, 20 I 9~204 8

lnlvl'l'SI DIil': M,ni:h I & Scpti!mber I

3 4262'¾;

hrnc '11(':

Consolldoted Scbedule

SCHEDULE.

S40,000,000

Pro ect: DC Justice & Trnnsitlon Center

Fund ID: HO487

Prlndpnl
Pn 111e11I

Prldpnl
Oulstnndln

Dnlc

-~--"""''""''"'""',.,,.,-.

n

l=,,.---o:JA111201?................ s-1010001000.00.......
2019
09/0112019

.:s: ........

CUSIP

lnlerest
Pn ment

Cou on

Tolnl ,\1111111\I
Pn '"""' P&I

2201000.00 ..................... 267039 7115 ...................... 3.250% ....... s ..... 1,298,473.13, .. ,, ............................ .
671 9Jl.2S
S
1904008

.................. oj/0112020 ................. 1911so1000,oo ................... 1Mo1000.oo
2020
09/01/2020

...... 261019 70 ...................... 3.250'¼ ................ 671,911.:zs..................... ,, .......... .
658 28L2S
2,liD.212.5;)

...................03JOll2021 ................. Jl19•1010IX>.OO .................. Sii\000.00 .................... , 267039 .7D1 ...................... 3.250% ................6591281.25 ............................... ..
2011
09/01/2021
644 22.5.00
2 161.:iOo.25
...................0JJ0112022 ................ 11,01s1000.oo................... 8951000.00 ..................... 267o.0n ,_,..,•"-'------· J.250% ................<"44,225.tlO ............................... ..
1021
09/01/2022
629681.25
.2,168?00.lS

-,..,,==,I

.................. 0JJ01r.zo21 ................. 1111so1000.oo.;..._ _ _ , 92s1000.oo .................... 267039 7F6 ...................... l.2SO% ................62916111.2:s.............
20ll
09/01/2023
6146SO.OO
2,169lll.2S
J.250% ................. 614,650.00 ................................ .
.................. OJIOl/202-1 ................. 36i2,S.S1ooo.oo....... ,........... 'JS510oo.oo ..................... 2670)9 704 ...
5!191'.11.25
2,1611.7111.25
202◄
09/01/202-1
.................. OJ/01/2025
1s,1001000100•• , ................ ')11$!000.00 .................... 2670)9 7H2...................... l.250% ................ s99,lll.2S ................................ .
202S
ll?/Ol/.l:025
SIil 125.00
2.!612¼.2S

CAPITAL MARKElS ADVISORS, LLC

Dutchess Conn New York
$20,000 1000 Public lmpl'ovement (Serial) Bonds, 2019 Series 13
U.11ctl:

3/15/2018

l't indpul llm·:

ll111lctn I itc1:

nNYl<.lel!on l',1ptt,1! i\1,nheb, LLC

lnlcll'SI Dm•:

Sllud111c:

le\d Debi Ruk

ls\Ul'·11e:

SCHEDULE:

Fund ID: 1-10487

'., '"'"'" ''""'""'"'"' '"'

M,1rd1 I, Jo:?t).J048
M.ird1 I & Scph:mhci I
~

1886%

Consolidated Schedule
Project: DC Justice & Transition Center

Tolnl Annunl
P1·lnclpnl
Interest
Paymt-nl (P&I)
Pn menl
CUSIP
Cou on
Pn ment
i----'o"'"IO"'l/"'20"'2"'0'----"'"''o"ooo=,000.00 .....,...., _ _o:,o,,.ooo=·o:OO,:...._ _ _....e20,::7:::04;::0:,.A:,l"W.:.l_ _ _ _.:.,.,:oom=¼,__ _ _.:cm'-"'='·:co•,__ _ _ _ _ _.,-i
Fiscul

Yem·

2020

Dute

Prld11nl
Outslnndlng"

371 838.IJ

09/01/2020

l,lfl5.-075.l7

OJ!Ol,cl2,,0~2~1_ _ _.,,19a.9101000.00'----.:."=5,000.00"------''"·-"'°'=oAXl...........................s.000¼'----:-:37.1,838.ll .......... _ _ _ _ __,
102J ' ..... 09/01/2021

J61

13.13

1158051.26

-",."'"' "s"ooo.oo.......................:HO,ccOOO=.oo"'-----''"'·"'0"4"0.,_A"Y.,_,_ _ _ _~,"·00=0'/4..____""361,213.
IJ ....................... ..,.,.,-,c.,-,-,,1
JS0.213.IJ
I 151 426.26

.......................03/01/2022.__ _
2022
09/01/2022

........ ,.......,......Ol/01/2023 ,..... ,, .. ,......... 19,()45o:00e,0,.,.00"------''"'"'"'000=.00:::..___-'2"6"'704=0-'A"Z6"---··..·--•N--•H S.000¾,
2023
09/ol/2023
267040 BAO
S.000'/4
.......................0J/01/2024 .................... I 8,Ji90100a,Oa:.00~----◄ ?,1000.00
' •• , .... _ ... "'
................... -,.....
1024
09/01/2024

...................... 0J/01/2025 .................... ,~.)I S1000=.00:::.,_ _ _...c490,000,00 ... _ _ __,,"67"04"0'-"B"B"B-----"S.~/4
2015

09/01/2025

350213,13
338 838.13 ............
•

I 144 0S1.26

338.838,IJ

326963.13..........., I 140.801.26
326963.13

314,713.13

1,131,676.26

Staffing Detail
Current Jail Cost
Salaries
ST
OT
Shift Diff
Benefits

Projected Final JTC Cost

17,124,868
40,000
2,423,403
640,000
8,813,885
29,042,156

10,763,767
24,000
1,454,042
384,000
5,552,783
18,178,592

17
21
6
44

15
13
4
32

co

205

125

TOTAL

249

157

Admin
SGT
LT

Ratio CO to Inmates:
Ratio CO to Inmates:

1.6:1
2.6:1

200 pop
328 pop

40%

Reduction of cos
CO Average Cost
SGT Average
LT Average

100,842
125,877
143,652

Justice and Transition Center Analysis

Utilities
Housing Out
Project More & RESTART
Staffing*
Food
Medical
Other
Debt Service
Total Costs

Current Jail Cost
393,021
200,000
468,364
29,042,156
409,585
4,678,996
912,540
36,104,662
3,355,287
39,459,949

2021 Submitted
Budget
396,918
98,550
468,354
30,882,336
394,771
4,868,297
846,177
37,955,403
3,355,287
41,310,690

Projected Final JTC
Cost**
334,068
200,000
596,000
18,178,592
409,585
4,278,996
912,540
24,909,781
10,500,000
35,409,781

Annual Savings Compared to Current":

4,050,168

* Includes 2021 salaries and rates per the new DCSEA contract
**Assumes population of 200 with a 1.6:1 ratio or a facility population of 328 with a ratio of 2.6:1
Staffing reduction is 249 to 157 total
• Projection developed in conjunction with the Budget Office vs. Current Jail Cost

Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jules Eddy <jueddy19@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 3:54 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
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Refund Poughkeepsie, Defund Police
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Jules and I am a resident of the City of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political oligins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the
antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect
money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socio-economic
conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are al serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to
learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 j)Ositions, including teachers, administrators and support staff, as ii
attempts lo erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the supertntendent and a position that had yet to
be-filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Enc Rosser said the cuts, niost of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that
include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize Its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our
children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to

move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent 1 or even as an educator, would recommend, However, when
you don't have the ability lo meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said "The
board awaits the presentation of the final-budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the
assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
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In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 mllUon. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% Increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million In its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... (r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That Included a $7.6 million cost
Increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt
seivice."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of pollce-statesanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police
brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely,
Jules Eddy
421 Baker St, Poughkeepsie NY 12603
jueddy19@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

briana sciacovelli <brianasdac@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 4:08 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
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mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.corn;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
You Need to Take Action - STOP THE GENTRIFICATION OF PK
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Briana and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human· right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as It attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, Increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after Jum,1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable.members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would Include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the-eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in wntrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you Will do to protect Black lives-and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well"being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by-police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Briana
Poughkeepsie, NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Melissa Hoffmann <mhoffmann@vassar.edu>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 4:18 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttomey; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bi1Lcar1os@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Defund Poughkeepsie Police Department

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Melissa and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately-Black communities..
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losingthe essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School D-istrict has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recomrrnmd. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased 1n 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
. funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black fives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Melissa Hoffmann
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Morris, Carolyn
Jordan Taylor <jtmarsh1993@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 4:47 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Participatory Budgeting
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is JT and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.

In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
commanities.
Sincerely,
JT
Union Street
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Max Teirstein <maxteirstein@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 6:22 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Take Action to Protect Black Lives
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is MaxTeirstein and I am a resident of Accord. I'm writing today to talk to you about ways I think you should
take action to protect black lives from police violence and affirm that black residents of Poughkeepsie are a vital part of
the community going forward. It's critical that you take steps to address the structural inequalities in the education
system that lead to unjust policing and elevated levels of poverty in black neighborhoods. I'll be blunt-I don't think
that electoral politics will be successful in mitigating police violence significantly. I don't think my vote is necessarily my
strongest tool, as elected officials have a history of failing to live up to their campaign promises in solidarity with their
BIPOC constituents. But I do know this: if you fail to take the necessary steps to address systemic inequality and racism
that runs rampant throughout the country, but especially within Poughkeepsie's education system, we will not hesitate
to vote you out of office.
Below, I've outlined the ways that Poughkeepsie has failed its black and brown students, and the ways you can move
resources away from the police department and to the empowerment of the city's black students.
A majority of teachers in Poughkeepsie's public schools are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth
losing the essential human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District
has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in_operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related_to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, wer_e delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are-not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
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payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE {Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as-expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Max Teirstein
151 Stony Road
Accord, NY
(646)-488-6322
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Louiseola <louisesbartolotta@gmaihcom>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 6:51 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Poughi<eepsie resident concerns

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Louise Bartolotta and I am a resident of the town of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conaitfons of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a-formal education. Assuch, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie-city School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
olJligatlons. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budgetthatthe superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director -0f grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service,"
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black-lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Louise Bartolotta
192 Spackenkill Road
louisesbartolotta@gmail.com
8452145036
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jessica Lyke <shebyebyejessi@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 7:14 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Reallocate Police Budgets

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Jess Lyke and I am a resident of the town of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade 1am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is ia the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean.48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did. not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Jess Lyke
26 Beechwood Park
Lyke.jessica@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone
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- - - Forwarded message--------From: Jules Eddy <jueddy19@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 11, 2020 at 3:54 PM
Subject: Refund Poughkeepsie, Defund Police
To: <sheriffbutch@gmail.com>, <CountyExec@dutchessny.gov>, <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>,
<BKendall@dutchessny.gov>, <Comptroller@dutchessny.gov>, <DistrictAttorney@dutchessny.gov>,
<jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>, <jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>, <bill.carlos@aol.com>,
<jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>, <Michaelcifone@aol.com>, <mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>,
<ashershin@yahoo.com>, <fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name Is Jules and I am a resident of the City of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the
antlBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect
money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socio-economic
conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to
learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for tts 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to
be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overccme financial challenges that
include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases In operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our
children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when
you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to rneet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said "The
board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the
. assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will ccntinue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in Its general fund balance."
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Moreover, " .. ,[r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also Increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost
increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt

service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast lo the funding towards
schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-statesanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police
brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely,
Jules Eddy
421 Baker St, Poughkeepsie NY 12603
jueddy19@gmail.com
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Morris, CarolyJ1
Jules Eddy <jueddy19@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 7:34 PM
countyexec; CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
rjohnson@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CountyLegislature
Fwd: Refund Poughkeepsie, Defund Police

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
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My name is Jules, I live in the city of Poughkeepsie {Ward 7). Forwarded below is an email I sent out to town officials
based on a template. While I agree with everything that is stated, I did not write it, and so I would like to share
something with you, my city and county representatives, and my mayor, that I wrote myself.
In case you are unable to read this entire email right now, I am asking you to use your power to defund the police and
re-invest in community-based justice, education, healthcare, job training, common spaces, housing the homeless,
feeding the hungry, conflict resolution training, domestic abuse support, or any service which uplifts the people of
Poughkeepsie. If you take nothing else away, I hope that you hear this: gradually shrinking the police and reinvesting in
your citizens ts both possible and necessary for the preservation of poor, Black and POC lives everywhere and here. It is
necessary for all of us to feel peace, love and connection with our community. At the end of this email I will attach
further reading on this subject, since smarter people than me have imagined this future and have written about it
extensively.
I live here after graduating from Vassar and finding work. While I have technically lived in the area for 5 years now, I
.have learned so much about the city In just the past year I have lived here -- even the past few weeks of civil unrest. I
attended the We Can't Breathe protest on Tuesday enraged by the death of George Floyd, Tony McDade and Black
people who have been killed by police across the country. I was enraged by the way other protestors were being treated
with escalating police violence. I was so overwhelmed by the show of solidarity that transpired on Tuesday that it almost
-- almost-- surpassed my rage at the police presence that we met.
·
I hope you all already know what the scene looked like when the impromptu march circled back to Harriet Tubman park.
Based on the scenes of violence I had seen in other cities, I was prepared to potentially be met by pepper spray or tear
gas. I did not prepare myself for smug state police officers to allow their attack dogs to bark at me. I did not prepare to
see what appeared to be a small tank in the road (a Bearcat). Nothing could have prepared me for the fear I felt being
surrounded on three sides by militarized police just for peacefully protesting for Black life. My email today is primarily to
explain why I believe in defunding the Poughkeepsie police and reinvesting In the wellbeing of people who live here, but
if I could ask for one additional favor:
please don't let them occupy our city ever again.
During these demonstrations I began to connect with peop1e who had a different perspective than me: who grew up
here, who knew people who h-ad been killed by Poughkeepsie police, who knew the cop who did it, and who knew the
cops who let it happen. If the process of defunding involves firing a few officers, I defer to them. They know who the bad
apples are, and so should you. When a few Individuals were arrested for protesting in the street last week, I heard from
one of the arrested parties that the officers asked the white protestors, "are you sure you want to do this?" even after
they were in cuffs, offering them the chance to go free. They did not give the Black protestors the same choice.
What I'm trying to say is that these last couple of weeks have shown me that the people in Poughkeepsie feel the same
rage and pain as the people in Minneapolis, Seattle, my home town of Detroit, and New York City, even ifwe don't make
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the news. People are ready for something new, for a government that invests in solving the poverty that leads to crime
instead of profiting off criminals; that invests in care and acceptance for disabled people instead of criminalizing and
killing them; for returning responsibilities which police are NOT equipped to handle (domestic abuse, mental health
crises, conflict resolution) to trained, unarmed professionals; for ANYTHING other than the current system which
protects racist bullies and murderers. This will have to happen in steps, by making the choice, again and again, to invest
in uplifting the people of Poughkeepsie, not policing us.
In the meant1me, I also support the Right to Know Act. I say this with the understanding that Minneapolls police had
recently undergone one of the most progressive re-training efforts in the country before they killed George Floyd, with
the awareness that knowing the identity of violent police officers does not make them much more likely to be held
accountable for their actions. I say this -believing that policing and imprisoning is an inherently violent and racist
institution that we need to work toward abolishing and replacing with transformative and restorative models of justice.
The Right to Know Act is the bare minimum you can do.
Please take the time to learn about why you need to defund the police and re-invest in improving the lives of the people
you represent.
Thank you for your time and for being open-minded. I hope that you will commit to helping us build a peaceful, just
Poughkeepsie.
SHORT READS:
Alex S. Vitale, The Only Solution is to Defund the Police https://www.thenation.com/article/activism/defund-policeprotest/
Alex s Vitale, The answer to police violence is not 'reform'. It's defunding. Here's why
https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2020/may/31/the answer-to-police-violence-is-not reform-its.defunding-heres-why
Melissa Gira Grant, The Pandemic is the Right Time to Defund the Police:
https://newrepublic.com/article/157875/pandemic-right time-defund police
Philip V. McHarris and ThenjiweMcHarris, No More Money for the Police
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/30/opinion/george-floyd-police-funding.html?smid-tw-share
Daniel Nichanian, NEW Y'ORK SENATOR MAKES THE CASE FOR DEFUNDJNG THE NYPD
https://theappeal.org/politicalreport/nypd-budget-defund-disclosure-senator-salazar/
Brentin Mock, The Price of Defunding the Police https://www.citylab.com/eguity/2017 /07 /the-price-of-defunding-thepolice/533232/
LONG READS:
Angela Davis, Are Prisons Obsolete? https://www.feministes-radicales.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/11/Angela-DavisAre Prisons Obsolete.pdf
Achille Mbembe, Necropolitics https://muse.jhu.edu/article/39984
Alex S. Vitale, The End of Policing https://www.versobooks.com/books/2426-the-end-of-policing (look at the Ebooks tab,
it's free!)
Confessions of a Former Bastard Cop https://medium.com/@OfcrACab/confessions-of-a-former-bastard-copbb14d17bc759
WATCH/LISTEN:
Ruth Wilson Gilmore, Covid 19, Decarceration, and Abolition
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v-hf3f5i9vJNM&feature-emb logo
Defund Police: Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor Says Budgets Wrongly Prforitize Cops Over Schools, Hospitals
https://www.democracynow.org/2020/6/1/keeanga yamahtta taylor defund us police
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Supriya Patel <supriyapatel7000@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 7:39 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-n)'.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Reallocate Poughkeepsie PD Funding

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Supriya and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antlBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk-of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As·such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet ta be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have-ta consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not loo king to take awayvaluable members of our organi2ation that support studerit
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff-members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or-salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding In schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation offunds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, tne emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Supriya Patel
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent
To:

Subject:

dawn finnigan <dawnmarie926@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 7:43 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Counfylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttomey; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny:gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Poughkeepsie town offidals

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or dick on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Dawn Finnigan and I am a resident of Hyde Park, New York.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those ·losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take.away valuable members of our organization that support student
\earning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-oeing of Black·lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Dawn Finnigan
Dawnmariefinnigan@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Olivia Arcuri <ogapok@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 7:50 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Urgent Fund Reallocation for the Poughkeepsie Police Department

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Olivia and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony Mc Dade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to elimi_nate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
_given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regardingi:he moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding In schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million, Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Olivia Arcuri

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kallen Muste <kmuste1171@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 9:05 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
rnwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Police Defunding

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Kathryn Muste and I am a Poughkeepsie resident.

Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony
McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away from the
Pou9hkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socioeconomic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth
losing the essential human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie
City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the
Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that
had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases
in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to
hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more
eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be
determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members,
because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the
district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator,
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would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you
have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said 'The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the
superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 1O
support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are
vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,
the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the
superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are
likely to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized. He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board
Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser
did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019
was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenue increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year
with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in
contrast to the funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to
protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional,
social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality,
racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely, Kathryn A Muste
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mary Dyer <mdyer5624@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 9:30 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller,
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Funding the police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Mary Dyer and I am a resident of Town of Poughkeepsie
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District-is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members ofour organization that support student
learning, -but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board al education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend: However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction ofa budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional,_soeial, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police orutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Mary Dyer
5 Lafko Dr
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
(845) 905-9389

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
Katie Gambino <l{1g964@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 11:38 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
The people have spoken
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Katie Gambino and I am a resident of New Paltz, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School-District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, Increases in operating costs, and-other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we wm be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 5.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue-to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.5 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $55.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.5
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and edU<"ational well-being_of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Katie Gambino
1092 Old Ford Road
New Paltz, NY 12561
Klg964@gmail.com
(845) 264-7613
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emma Philipbar <emmaphilipbar@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 11, 2020 11 :50 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Urgent Black Lives Matter Demands, Accountability, Education

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Emma Philipbar and I am a resident of the Poughkeepsie, I reside less than a few blocks away from
Poughkeepsie High School and have lived here for most of my life.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize-collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has statedlhe
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
in addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Emma Philipbar
3 Fairmont Street Poughkeepsie NY 12601
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Christiana Devito <christianadev@gmail.com>
Friday, June 12, 2020 12:27 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller,
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Need for Change

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Christiana and I am a resident of Middletown, NY, however, I work in Red Hook.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district-we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we weuld be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
p-ayroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the _restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would Include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues Increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation offunds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Christiana DeVito
845-421-5057
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Peter Savino <misinformed.tan@gmail.com>
Friday, June 12, 2020 12:35 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Good morning

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:

My name is Peter Savino and I am a resident of Delafield.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers-are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
foHowing:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff-members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in-this direction, it is not a good direction that I, asa
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech l)rogram principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE-assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at tlle meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed-to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances ofpolice-state-sanctioned_violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Peter Savino
92 Delafield street
Misinformed.tan@gmail.com
845 337 4123
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jamie Reeves <jamfej.reeves@aol.com>
Friday, June 12, 2020 2:15 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Police Concerns

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello Town Officials,
I am calling for the defunding of the police.
Defunding the Police> Police Reform
The way to reduce police violence is to reduce the scope, size, and role of police in our communities.
Why would we continue to throw money away at something we already know is notworking?
We need those resources in schools, toward our health, and for our futures.
Signed,
Jamie Reeves
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andes Gabriela Blitz-Torres <ablitztorres@saic.edu>
Friday, June 12, 2020 2:25 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Prioritize predominantly Black communities
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I'm emailing you today to ask that you reallocate funds from police budgets to public
services specifically for poor communities of color.
Reforming police departments hasn't done enough and it is time for a new approach towards public
safety.
Please consider focusing your funding on social services for mental health, domestic violence, drug
abuse/overdose, homelessness, affordable housing, education and after-school programs.
Give these marginalized communities the compassion they deserve.
Thank you,
Andes Blitz-Torres
New York resident
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gabriella Zeoli <gabriellazeoli@gmail.com>
Friday, June 12, 2020 9:43 PM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna;. Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Do the right thing

Dear Dutchess County Legislature, Hi, my name is Gabriella Zeoli and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie. I am asking you to
reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black
residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets
nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage,
access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at
promoting community safety than policing and prisons. Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget
to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%)
toward programs that have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward
public education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Be~avioral &
Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that
support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more.
This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to
all of these other programs combined. This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater
number of residents can benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than
they can from police presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards
healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the community. Sincerely, Gabriella Zeoli, 96 Macghee road
Poughkeepsie 12603, Gabriella Zeoli, 8457050404 *The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess
County is publicly available at https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-Legislature/Docs/2020-AdoptedBudget.pdf
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Stella "Lago" Jones <lago@bravespacellc.com>
Friday, June 12, 2020 10:34 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
It is crucial that we defund the police now.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Stella and I am an ally to the Poughkeepsie community.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but It is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Stella "Lago" Jones
They/them or She/her
Couple, Family, Individual Therapist
Brave Space, LLC
www.bravespacellc.com
front desk phone: 503-486-8936
direct line: 503-389-5892
fax: 503-894-6020
"Action on behalf of life transforms. Because the relationship between self and the world is reciprocal, it is not a
q.uestion of first getting enlightened or saved and then acting. As we work to heal the earth, the earth heals us." - Robin
Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass
The confidentiality of electronic communications cannot be guaranteed. This email may contain Protected Health
Information (PHI). PHI is personal and sensitive information related to a person's health care. It is being sent to you after
appropriate authorization from the patient or under circumstances that do not require patient authorization. You, the
recipient, are obligated to maintain it in a safe, secure and confidential manner. Re-disclosure without additional patient
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consent or as permitted by law is prohibited. Unauthorized disclosure or failure to maintain confidentiality could subject
you to penalties described in federal and state laws. This transmission is intended only for those to which it is addressed
and may contain information that is privileged, confidential, or protected by law. All others are hereby notified that
receipt of this message does not waive any applicable privilege or exemption from disclosure and that any
dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is prohibited. If you have received this communication in
error, please notify us immediately and shred this documentation.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Javier Camacho <]camzam@hotmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 12:30 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
[*** INSERT UNIQUE SUBJECT LINE***]

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Javier Camacho and I am a resident of Oceanside.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of_ Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take awayvaluable members of our-organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we-would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move-in the di~ection of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue Increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department In contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both· erring_and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence,_theemotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Javier Camacho
3255 5th Street, Oceanside, NY
jjcamzam@gmail.com
(650)430-8593

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
Elena Toscano <etoscanocupcakes@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 1:29 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
[ - INSERT UNIQUE SUBJECT LINE ...]

From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Elena and I am a resident of New Paltz, NY. While this doesn't affect me straight on, it is still my community.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in-operatlng costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not ali, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is tn the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the-district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good directi0n that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll:"·
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the-eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the-schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association_ for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation offunds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use-of excessive force-by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Elena
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Jackie Kellogg <jacqkellogg@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 1:33 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller,
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol:com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov

Subject:

REDIRECT FUNDS TO PK SCHOOLS

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Jacqueline Kellogg and I am a resident of the Town of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony
McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away from the
Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socioeconomic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth
losing the essential human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie
City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the
Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that
had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases
in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to
hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more
eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be
determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members,
because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the
district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator,
would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you
have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
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When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the
superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10
support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are
vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,
the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the
superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are
likely to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized. He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board
Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser
did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019
was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenue increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year
with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas.
That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for
union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in
contrast to the funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to
protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional,
social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality,
racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Kellogg
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Claire Brigden <cbrigden@vassar.edu>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 3:16 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Invest in our community by defunding the police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Claire Brigden and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie·.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education, As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it ls our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the-ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Wtimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Claire Brigden
650-575-1365
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Morris, Carolyn
Caroline Goodman-Thomases <cgoodmanthomases@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 8:10 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment - Dutchess County Jail

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
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To the Dutchess County Legislature,
I was appalled to learn that Dutchess County is going ahead with plans to build a $200
million new jail this fall.
Firstly, it sounds like there is absolutely no need for a new prison at this time, with a
prison population down from 400 to 130, the current prison is far from maximum
capacity.
Second, particularly in this historic moment, when the United States is in the midst of a
profound reckoning as regards our criminal justice system - it seems unbelievably tonedeaf and regressive to steer millions of dollars away from social programs to construct a
new, unnecessary jail.
Finally, in-the midst of unprecedented financial challenges, when many of our fellow
citizens are experiencing extreme hardship, to burden the tax-payers with the expense
ofa (again) unnecessary prison seems unconscionable.
Sincerely,
Caroline Goodman-Thomases
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

E. Kinkade <ekinkade@yahoo.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 8:22 AM
cmorriss@dutchess.gov
County Legislators
Public Comment

I urge the legislature to rescind funding for the new Dutchess County jail. With the change in the New York bail laws
the jail population has dropped and we no longer need the increase in capacity. Further, the recession and the
increase in spending to cope with the Covid 19 pandemic creates a new burden on county revenues and Dutchess
residents ability to sustain the tax increase needed to pay for the jail.

The legislature should be examining ways to reduce the law enforcement budget and shift those funds to mental
health and other areas to deal with the forces that tend to result in the incarceration of too many of our citizens.

It's time to really Think Differently about the way we police our county.

Ed
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Morris, Carolyn
jamie m <jampatmulligan@googlemail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:09 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment - stop bond for county jail

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
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Dear County Legislature,
I urge you to stop the bond for the new county jail. This is a financially, logistically, and morally egregious expenditure.
Thank you,
Jamie Mulligan
City of Beacon
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carly Forestieri <carlyforestieri@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:16 AM
Kendall, Bradford; comptroUer; countyexec; Countylegislature; DistrictAttorney;
Michaelcifone@aol.com; ashershin@yahoo.com; bill.carlos@aol.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; sheriffbutch@gmail.com
Fund the next generation, fund education

To Poughkeepsie Town Dfficials: My name is Carly Forestieri and I am a resident of Dutchess County. Given the historic,
social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the
antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you
to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help
improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities. Subsequently, a majority
of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following: The Poughkeepsie
City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for
elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and
a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement. Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts,
most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state
aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those
losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic. He said as the administr-ation continues to finalize
its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were
delayed until a date to be determined after June 1. "Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable
members of our organization that support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff
members, because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district
board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it
is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't
have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to
meet the payroll." When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budgetthat the superintendent will be
holistically presenting soon." The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions,
and 10 support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to
retirements and other transitions. Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the
PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school
dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and
advancement. The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely
to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the
budget is finalized. He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6. When asked by the
board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an-answer. In addition to
the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating: "Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to
$472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also
ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund balance." Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as
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expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's
Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service." Ultimately, the
allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do_ to protect Black lives and prevent further instances
of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational we11°being of Black lives. I am calling to urge
you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely, Carly Forestieri
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

joey. <itsjoey633@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:34 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
For Our Future

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Joseph and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective servkes that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominantly Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction-that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized. He
said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely, Joseph, itsjoey633@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

E. Kinkade <ekinkade@yahoo.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 11:50 AM
cmorris@dutchess.gov
County Legislators
Fw: Public Comment

I urge the legislature to rescind funding for the new Dutchess County jail. With the change in the New York bail laws
the jail population has dropped and we no longer need the increase in capacity. Further, the recession and the
increase in spending to cope with the Covid 19 pandemic creates a new burden on county revenues and Dutchess
residents ability to sustain the tax increase needed to pay for the jail.
The legislature should be examining ways to reduce the law enforcement budget and shift those funds to mental
health and other areas to deal with the forces that tend to result in the incarceration of too many of our citizens.
It's time to really Think Differently about the way we police our county.
Ed
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Leonard Nevarez <leonardnevarez@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 12:43 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
construction of a new Dutchess County Jail

Regarding the construction of a new Dutchess County Jail, scheduled to begin construction this September:
It's foolish to commit to a construction bond for the new jail that will require county taxpayers to pay out for the
forseeable future almost $10 million per year at a time when the county's economy and public revenues are in freefall
due to the coronavirus pandemic.
It's insulting and frankly dangerous to expand the carceral system at a time when U.S. citizens of every race and creed
are protesting against police violence against Black people and the criminalization of social problems (like mental health,
domestic violence, drug addiction) that can be and were once addressed through non-carceral public services.
According to FBI Uniform Crime Reporting statistics, for 2001-18, the Dutchess County Sheriffs Office has reported a
drop in violent crime of 64% and a drop in property crime in 59%, Yet taxpayers have had to support a 61% increase in
couhty budget allocated to the sheriff's office and the jail over the last twenty years.
This unnecessary and unwanted expansion of police and carceral system must stop. I urge Dutchess County legislators to
halt funding of the new Dutchess County Jail.
Leonard Nevarez
Rhinebeck, NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matthew Berman <matthewberman18@icloud.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 1:47 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
PLEASE ADDRESS THE FOLLOWING

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Matthew Berman and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human rigntto learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our erganization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff membe~s, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in-the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE {Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
He-said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the-Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds-that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I-yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Thank you for your time,
Matthew Berman
23 Wickham Rd.
Matthew.berman@wustl.edu
516-306-5107
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Morris, Carolyn
Amber Grant <agrant6l4@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 2:42 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
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The below is In support of rescinding the bond authorization for the county jail. Please add this to the record for the July legislative
meeting,

The jail has faced widespread opposition from residents since the beginning. And since the vote to approve the
bond in 2016, this resistance has been proven worthy. State mandated bail reform significantly decreased the
number of inmates awaiting sentencing. The County Comptroller audited various criminal justice programs and
found that many alternatives to incarceration were far more cost effective that housing non-violent offenders in
jail. Individual offenders with substance abuse addictlon or mental illness are better served in the community
with appropriate restrictions, without any increase in recidivism.
Unfortunately we have already spent about $37 million on a new sheriff's office; the most expensive sheriff
office renovation in the state. The jail portion of approximately $154 million has not yet been spent. We need to
immediately redirect these remaining funds to a more just use. As the looming financial crisis of COVID19
hangs over us, it is incredibly irresponsible to saddle taxpayers witn this burden for years to come.
Bottom line - we don't need a new jail and we shouldn't be spending millions of dollars on things we do not
need when presented with new information. Our environment is far different-than it was in 2016 and to continue
on this path is unwarranted, We have the chance to do better and we must.
In addition to being financially irresponsible, it would be incredibly tone deaf and offensive to continue with this
project in light of the serious need for racial justice and criminal justice reform. We can no longer turn a blind
eye to the fact that our justice system disproportionately and severely impacts black and brown people. As
Michelle Alexander lays out in her book - mass incarceration is the New Jim Crow. Hundreds of thousands of
people across the country, from a wide array of demographics, are in the streets saying ENOUGH I We need to
listen and stop furthering oppression.
I call on the county legislature to immediately rescind the bond authorization and stop any work on the jail until
we have a plan that more equitably supports the needs of all the county residents. The plan should be
developed in concert with the relevant community agencies and organizations that are working on alternatives
to incarceration.
Amber Grant
Beacon, NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Holly Tarson <holly.tarson@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 4:37 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

Regarding the construction of a new Dutchess County Jail, scheduled to begin construction this September:
It's foolish to commit to a construction bond for the new jail that will require county taxpayers to pay out for the
forseeable future almost $10 million per year at a time when the county's economy and public-revenues are in freefall
due to the coronavirus pandemic.
It's insulting and frankly dangerous to expand the carceral system at a time when U.S. citizens of every race and creed
are protesting against police violence against Black people and the criminalization of social problems (like mental health,
domestic violence, drug addiction) that can be and were once addressed through non-carceral public services.
According to FBI Uniform Crime Reporting statistics, the Dutchess County Sheriff's Office has reported a drop in violent
crime of 64% in 2001-18, and a drop in property crime in 59% over the same period. Yet taxpayers have had to support a
61% increase in county budget allocated to the sheriff's office and the jail tJver the last twenty years.
This unnecessary and unwanted expansion of police and carceral system must stop. I urge Dutc11ess County legislators to
halt funding of the new Dutchess County Jail.
Thank you,
HollyTarson
351 Mills Cross Rd.
Staatsburg, NY 12580
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nicholas Christenson <christenson.nicholas@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13; 2020 4:49 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Build a Community That Works for Everyone

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Nicholas Christenson and I am a resident of Arlington.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing and its current function in society, evidenced by the
recent anti-Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade, I am contacting you to demand the
redirection of money from the Poughkeepsie Police Department to collective services that will help improve the
socioeconomic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
This is made necessary because of the long history of over-funding the police at the expense of other public services,
which in truth have a much more significant and positive impact on people's lives. For example, the Poughkeepsie City
School District has stated the following:
"The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement."
This puts teachers at serious risk of losing their positions, along with young people who could lose the essential human
right to learn and receive a formal education.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
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These layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized. He saidmore eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to ~rovide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.

In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in lts general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie police department, in contrast to the funding of schools, is both
erring and telling, and only one of many similar examples of essential public goods being underfunded. I yearn to know
what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional,
social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and
the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and to back this condemnation up with material
changes, namely, the de-funding of the police department and the investment in real community building and social
justice, which make traditional policing obsolete.
Sincerely,
Nicholas Christenson
124 Raymond Avenue
christenson.nicholas@gmail.com
612-817-8858
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Morris, Carolyn
Tina Bernstein <bernstein.tina@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 8:53 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators; jacobsonj@nyassembly.gov
Public comment

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
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Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the construction budget for the $200 million dollar jail this
September. Paying back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $1 O million per year for the
foreseeable future. While there were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is
currently down to around 130.
The portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriffs department and the jail has swollen from $21.2
million in 2000 to $54. 7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to
$46.4 million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen
years later.
This is a travesty!
It is time to shift our priorities in our county to care for the health and well being of ALL of it's residents. It
is time to stop our support for the continued incarceration of so many particularly black and brown people
for minor offenses and to start spending on social programs for housing,health, and education!
Tina Bernstein
39 Rombout Ave.
Beacon, NY 12508
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-Morris, Carolyn
Arthur Camins <arthurcamins@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 8:55 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators; jacobsonj@nyassembly.gov
Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:
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Dear Dutchess County Legislators,

At this time of health, economic, justice, housing, education, and climate crises, the last thing Dutchess County should
invest in is prisons.
The entire country is focused on systemic injustice, the racism that enables it, and systemic structural inequity
touching virtually every aspect of daily life. With County revenue down dramatically, it is tone-deaft and insulting for
Dutchess County to plow ahead with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail this September. Paying back the
construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable futnre. While there were over 400
people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is cul1'ently down to around 130. The 'downsized' new jail is being
built to accommodate 328.
Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriffs depattment and the jail has swollen from $21.2
-million in 2000 to $54.7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to $46.4
million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years later.
Our priorities need to change now.
]-urge you in the strongest possible terms to vote to rescind funding for construction of the jail.
Thank you.
Arthur H. Camins
Beacon, NY 12508
e: arthurcamins@gmail.com
url: http:ljwww.arthurcamins.com/
twitter: @arthurcamins
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Nathan Barone <nmbarone@icloud.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 9:10 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Request to Lower the PD Budget and Invest in Education and Community Livelihood

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Nathan Barone and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
These past couple weeks, our nation has been gripped by protests calling for a rapid and meaningful
reconsideration of the role of policing in communities, as well as an end to racism and anti-Blackness in
America. I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police
Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's
predominately Black communities.
Subseq_uently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
-following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that Include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would-recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed la\loffs would result In around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
minion cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erriflg_and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Nathan Barone
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Morris, Carolyn
Kyra Stoddart < kyrastoddart@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 9:17 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

From:
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To:

Cc:
Subject:
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I am a resident of the City of Beacon in Dutchess County. I just heard that the County is scheduled to construct a nearly
$200 million jail this September. Paying back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per
year for the foreseeable future.
I've also learned that the annual county budget allocated to the sheriffs department and the jail has swollen from $21.2
million In 2000 to $54. 7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to $46.4
million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years
later. Our priorities need to change now.

Please stop the construction of this jail. Our tax money should fund items that help the community such as public
services, schools and infrastructure.

Thank you,

Kyra Stoddart
125 Spring Valley St
Beacon, NY 12508
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

James Davidson <jdavidson23455@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 9:32 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Please-Reduce the PD Budget and Invest In Education and Community Services

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Jim Davidson and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
These past couple weeks, our nation has been gripped by protests calling for a rapid and meaningful reconsideration of the role of
policing in communities, as well as an end to racism and anti-Blackness in America. I am contacting you because I am demanding you
to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socioeconomic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to
learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poug!'.Jkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School Dlstrlct is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teacher1,, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to
be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that
include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations, School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position to meetthe varying needs of our
children,' Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent. or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when
you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said "The
board awaits the presentation of the final budget thal the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff_members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the
assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
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In addition to the lack of funding In schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, staling:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost
increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt
service.u
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is both erring and telling, I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-statesanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police
brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely,
Jim Davidson
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Paul Schmidt <paulschmidt2083@yahoo.com>
Saturday, June 13, 2020 10:20PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Plea to Redirect PD Money to Education and Social Services

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:

My name is Paul Schmidt and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
These past couple weeks, our nation has been gripped by protests calling for a rapid and meaningful reconsideration of the role of
policing in communities, as well as an end to racism and anti-Blackness in America. I am contacting you because I am demanding you
to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socioeconomic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to
learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant lo the superintendent and a position that had yeno
be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rpsser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that
include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our
children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced lo
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when
you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said ''The
board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon,"
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the
assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result In around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
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In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal'' year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas, That included a $7.6 million cost
increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt
setvice,"
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of pollce-statesanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives, I am calling to urge you to condemn police
brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely,
Paul Schmidt
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Raven The Messenger <bethany1andis87@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 12:11 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Change I

To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is [YOUR NAME] and I am a resident of [YOUR NEIGHBORHOOD].
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I arn contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
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as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of-funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding-towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am-calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Bethany Landis
916 Elwood St.
Rome, NY 13440
315-785-8224
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joy <jyotikajoy1@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 12:46 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jloJ:>ez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
rnwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
Defund the police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would rewmmend-. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction ofa budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence} program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget ls finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been-attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,

Jyotika Tuhan
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rhoyce Nova <rhoycenova@icloud.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 3:14 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gnv; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townof poug hkeepsie-ny .gov
Poughkeepsie has a reputation for violence against Black people

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Rhoyce Nova and I am a resident of Australia. I am in love with a black woman from New York who is
personally afraid to walk in Poughkeepsie. Even if I didn't know anyone from New York, and I do know very powerful and
wealthy people, I would demand the following ...
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize coJlective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted_on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, th-e loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of educationWednesday. "Unfortunate IV-,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
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When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 mitnon. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the a Ilocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I-yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Rhoyce Nova
23 Telford Street, Newcastle. Australia
rhoycenova@icloud.com

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Abigail St. Clair <abigai1.stc1air95@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 9:54 AM
Abigail St. Clair
Public Comment - Reallocation of Funds

Dear Dutchess Town Officials,
Hi, my name is Abigail and I am a resident of LaGrangeVille. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess
County Sheriff's Office, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of
lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Office targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the
population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons. As
such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of Sheriff's Office funds towards healthcare and social programs.
Sincerely,
Abigail Stclair
51 Miller Hill Drive, LaGrangeVille, NY 12S40
abigail.stclair95@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hannah St. Clair <hannahstc1air01@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 9:54 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com
Public Comment- Reallocation of Funds

Dear Dutchess Town Officials,
Hi, my name is Hannah StClair and I am a resident of LaGrangeville. I am asking you to reallocate
money away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's office, which disproportionately targets Black
residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's office
targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship
shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and
stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons. As
such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of the Sheriff's office funds towards healthcare and social
programs.
Sincerely,
Hannah Stclair
51 Miller Hill Dr
LaGrangeville, NY
12540
hannahstclair0 1@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
Bolner, Donna
Sunday, June 14, 2020 12:15 PM
Hannah St. Clair
Abigail St. Clair; Morris, Carolyn
Re: Public Comment- Cancellation of Jail Project

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hannah and Abigail,
Thank you for the resolution and budget links. I am aware of these documents and also the prior NYS Department of
Corrections notices and mandates on Dutchess that led to building the justice and transition center. If NYSDC would like
to resend its mandates on the county, it would be very helpful.
You listed allegations regarding the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department in both of your first emails. I am very
interested in where these allegations stem from and the specific data to support it.
You also cite scholarly articles supporting higher wages, access to health care, and education as avenues to diminishing
the need for policing. As an Ed.D. and the liaison for domestic violence I am interested in these specific articles, because
in many cases of DV these these conditions are met but victims are still met with acts of harassment, violence, or death
from their offender.
Thank you -Donna
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 14, 2020, at 11:39 AM, Hannah St. Clair <hannahstclair01@gmail.com> wrote:

Yes, I can do that I My sister, Abigail, and I found this information about the proposal from the Dutchess
County website from the following links.
https ://www. dutchessny. gov/Departments/Budget/2001-20012-Budget-Arch ive. htm
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/Budget/budget-archive.htm
https://www.dutchessny.gov/DutchessCountyPublicAccess/Resolutions/PDFProvider.ashx?actio
n=PDFStream&docID=AQBVqFtXOSuli%252f3ud%252fwyEqER%252brVpegJbbvNayZUSojm7
xXuHjkxG5uhdOkoMlx79wRm9IDkygG2St%252fHsDrCukkI%253d&chksum=58caOf70475a87e
c9b6f304bf1 a 70d8c&docName=Resolution%2b2016031 %2b/3%252f21 %252f2016)%253b%2b
Status%253a%2bADOPTED%253b%2bCategory%253a%2bPUBLIC%2bWORKS%2b%2bBONDS%2b-%2bSHERIFF%2b-%2bCRIMINAL%2bJUSTICE%2bCOUNCIL%2b%2bJAIL&PromptToSave=False&ViewerMode=O
https://www.dutchessny.gov/DutchessCountyPublicAccess/Resolutions/Resolutions.aspx?OBK
ey 224 1=2016031
As for the population, those are the county's latest projected capacity numbers for the proposed
facility.
If you have any further information, we would appreciate hearing it.
Thank you,
Hannah & Abigail
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On Sun, Jun 14, 2020 at 11:10 AM Bolner, Donna <dbolner@dutchessny.gov> wrote:
Hannah,
Thank you for your thoughts regarding funding. In your previous email you stated specific allegations
regarding the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department. Could you elaborate on where you received the
data demonstrating these allegations?
Thank you.
Donna Bolner
Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 14, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Hannah St. Clair <hannahstclair01@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Ms. Morris,
Hi, my name is Hannah and I am a resident of LaGrangeville. I am asking you to
reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Office's jail project. I
hope that you will share these comments at the July Board Meeting.
I recently learned that despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus
on our society's systemic inequity, Dutchess County is scheduled to plow ahead
with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail this September. Paying
back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per
year for the foreseeable future. While there were over 400 people being housed
in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around 130. The
'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328. Are you trying to find
people to fill those beds? That is completely unacceptable.
Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriffs
department and the jail has swollen from $21.2 million in 2000 to $54. 7 million in
2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to
$46.4 million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006
and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years later. Our priorities need to change
now.
Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful
at promoting community safety than policing and prisons. As such, I demand a
meaningful reallocation of Sheriff's Office funds towards healthcare and social
programs.
Sincerely,
Hannah Stclair

51 Miller Hill Dr
LaGrangeville, NY

12540
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hannah St. Clair <hannahstclair01@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 10:55 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment- Cancellation of Jail Project
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Dear Ms. Morris,
Hi, my name is Hannah and I am a resident of LaGrangeville. I am asking you to reallocate money away from
the Dutchess County Sheriffs Office's jail project. l hope that you will share these comments at the July Board
Meeting.
I recently learned that despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus on our society's systemic
inequity, Dutchess County is scheduled to plow ahead with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail
this September. Paying back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for
the foreseeable future. While there were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population
is currently down to around 130. The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328. Are you trying to
find people lo fill those beds? Thal is completely unacceptable.
Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriff's department and the jail has
swollen from $21.2 million in 2000 to $54. 7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from
$59.3 miHion in 2006 to $46.4 million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests
at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years later. Our priorities need to change now.
Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity,
and statJle housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons. As such,
l demand a meaningful reallocation of Sheriffs Office funds towards healthcare and social programs.
Sincerely,
Hannah SlClair

51 Miller Hill Dr
LaGrangeville, NY
12540
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Morris, Carolyn
Bolner, Donna
Sunday, June 14, 2020 11 :10 AM
Hannah St. Clair
Morris, Carolyn
Re: Public Comment- Cancellation of Jail Project

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Hannah,
Thank you for your thoughts regarding funding. In your previous email you stated specific allegations regarding the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department. Could you elaborate on where you received the data demonstrating these
allegations?
Thank you.
Donna Bolner
Sent from-my !Phone
On Jun 14, 2020, at 10:54 AM, Hannah St. Clair <hannahstclair01@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Ms. Morris,

-Hi, my name is Hannah and I am a resident of LaGrangeville. I am asking you to reallocate
money away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Office's jail project. I hope that you will share
these comments at the July Board Meeting.
I recently learned that despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus on our society's
systemic inequity, Dutchess County is scheduled to plow ahead with the construction of a nearly
$200 million dollar jail this September. Paying back the construction bond will cost county
taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future. While there were over 400
people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around 130.
The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328. Are you trying to find people to fill
those beds? That is completely unacceptable.
Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sberiffs department and the
jail has swollen from $21.2 million in 2000 to $54. 7 million in 2020. Health/mental health
spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to $46.4 million this year. Funding for youth
programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years later. Our
priorities need lo change now.
Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community
safety than policing and prisons. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of Sheriff's Office
funds towards healthcare and social programs.
Sincerely,
Hannah Stclair

51 Miller Hill Dr
LaGrangeville, NY
367
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Matt Woolever < mwoolever@TownofPoughkeepsie-ny.gov>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 1:05 PM
Rhoyce Nova; sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall,
Bradford; comptroller; DistrictAttorney; Jay Baisley; Jeff Renihan; bill.carlos@aol.com;
Jessica Lopez; michaelcifone@aol.com; Ann Shershin Yahoo; Felicia Salvatore
Re: Poughkeepsie has a reputation for violence against Black people

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,

Thank you very much for reaching out about this incredibly important topic. I completely support the Black Lives Matter
movement, and whole-heartedly condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and excessive use of force.

However, as a Town official, I have no control over the City of Poughkeepsie's budgets, including their police and school
district. The Town and the City have completely separate governmental bodies, so I encourage you to send these
messages to the people who have the authority to work toward your goals.

City Mayor Rob Rolison - mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com
City Common Council - CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com
City Police Chief Thomas Pape -TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com
City School Superintendent Eric Jay Rosser - superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org
City School Board of Education - boe@poughkeepsieschools.org

As for the town, I have been in contact with our police chief, Kevin Faber, to discuss our current policies relating to the
use of force continuum, including choke holds, and how our department deals with complaints against officers, including
excessive use of force. I will continue to work toward policy changes as necessary to guarantee the safety of all town
residents, especially those who have been and continue to be marginalized.

Again, thank you for reaching out, and please continue to send messages to public officials. Public support is how major
changes are made.

Matthew Woolever

From: Rhoyce Nova <rhoycenova@icloud.com>
Sent: Sunday, June 14, 2020 3:13:45 AM
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To: sheriffbutch@gmail.com <sheriffbutch@gmail.com>; CountyExec@dutchessny.gov <CountyExec@dutchessny.gov>;
CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; BKendall@dutchessny.gov
<BKendall@dutchessny.gov>; Comptroller@dutchessny.gov <Comptroller@dutchessny.gov>;
DistrictAttorney@dutchessny.gov <DistrictAttorney@dutchessny.gov>; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov
<jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>; jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov <jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsieny.gov>; bill.carlos@aol.com <bill.carlos@aol.com>; jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny:gov
<jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>; Michaelcifone@aol.com <Mlchaelcifone@aol.com>;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov <mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>; ashershin@yahoo.com
<ashershin@yahoo.com>; fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov <fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov>
Subject: Poughkeepsie has a reputation for violence against Black people
To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Rhoyce Nova and I am a resident of Australia. I am in love with a black woman from New York who is
personally afraid to walk in Poughkeepsie. Even if I didn't know anyone from New York, and I do know very powerful and
wealthy people, I would demand the following ...
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunctioo with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the anti Black deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away from the Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that
will help improve the socio-economic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential
human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is ih the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, It is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
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Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, -five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported-that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7 .6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in contrast to the
funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent
further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotional, social, and educational well-being of Black Jives. I
am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities.
Sincerely,
Rhoyce Nova
23 Telford Street, Newcastle. Australia
rhoycenova@icloud.com

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
sevine clarey <sevineclarey@yahoo.es>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 2:20 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller,
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov

From:

Sent:
To:
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To Poughkeepsie Town Officials:
My name is Sevine Clarey and I live in Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony
McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away from the
Poughkeepsie Police Department and prioritize collective services that will help improve the socioeconomic conditions of Poughkeepsie's predominately Black communities.
Subsequently, a majority of teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth
losing the essential human right to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie
City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the
Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that
had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases
in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to
hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more
eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be
determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members,
because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the
district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
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move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator,
would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you
have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said 'The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the
superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 1O
support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are
vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,
the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the
superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are
likely to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized. He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board
Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser
did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019
was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenue increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year
with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas.
That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for
union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds that have been attributed to the Poughkeepsie police department in
contrast to the funding towards schools, is both erring and telling. I yearn to know what you will do to
protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, the emotfonal,
social, and educational well-being of Black lives. I am calling to urge you to condemn police brutality,
racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities.
Sincerely,
Sevine, Lagrange Ave
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jackie Kellogg <jacqkellogg@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 4:34 PM
Countylegislature; Uaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer, Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
What are you really doing to help Black residents of Dutchess County?

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Jacqueline Kellogg and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops,
to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation
and $1,3l2,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951
(0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated
to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in
meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other
programs combined.
This-is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs
that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Jacqueline Kellogg
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Esther Kim <eskim@vassar.edu>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 5:25 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Please reallocate Poughkeepsie policing budget for the betterment of Poughkeepsie

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Esther Kim and I live on the campus of Vassar College in Poughkeepsie. Given the historic, social, and
political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the anti-Black deaths
of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money
away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize collective services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their.positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City Schoel District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direct1on of a budget that we will be able to-meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positi0ns, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized. He
said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools wilL continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer. In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a
strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... revenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do·to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational we11-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutalityJ racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Esther Kim
124 Raymond Avenue
Poughkeepsie NY, 12604
Email: eskim@vassar.edu
Phone: (201)-580-0008

Esther Kim
Vassar College
Humboldt-Universitii.t zu Berlin1 Fall 117
BA in Science, Technology, and Society/Pre-Med
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Halle Hewitt <halle.h.hewitt@gmail.com >
Sunday, June 14, 2020 6:02 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpougnkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughi<eepsie.corn;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
su peri ntendent@poug h keepsieschools.org; boe@poug hkeepsieschoo ls.o rg
[*"" Support Black Communities, Defund the Police***]

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Halle Hewitt and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Brecm!'.!a Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize collective services that ,.viii help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing-the-essential human right to learn and
receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget thatthe superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program prlncipal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board Wednesday, May 6,
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offundlng in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. Thatincluded a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional; social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Halle Hewitt
124 Raymond Avenue, Poughkeepsie NY
halle.h.hewitt@gmail.com
917 601 7400
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Morris, Carolyn
Gaby Lamas <gal342@nyu.edu>
Sunday, June 14, 2020 7:12 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol,com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Plea to Defund

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Gabriella Lamas and I am a resident of Manhattan.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the antiBlack deaths of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony
McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie
policing and prioritize collective services that will help improve the economic condit1ons, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right
to learn and receive a formal education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated
the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the
Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that
had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases
in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to
hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to coflsider more
eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be
determined after June 1.
\

"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members,
because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the
district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator,
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would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you
have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the
superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 1O
support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are
vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,
the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the
superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are
likely to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized. He said more eliminations will be voted on by the board
Wednesday, May 6.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser
did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019
was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenue increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year
with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas.
That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for
union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding
towards schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and
prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and
educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial
profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities and show with your
budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely, Gabriella Lamas
New York, New York
551-482-4797
gal342@nyu.edu
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Joan Mandie <joanmandle16@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 9:32 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

The decision to authorize work on the Dutchess County jail should be rescinded and all work on the
jail stopped immediately. Events since the rushed vote on the bond in 2016 by the County Executive
and Legislature have pointed to the need to support the needs of all Dutchess County residents by
redirecting the approximately $154 million not yet spent on this project. We urge the Dutchess

County Legislators to formulate a new plan, working with community organizations and agencies
creating alternatives to incarceration.
From the beginning, this costly project has engendered widespread opposition from county residents.
With the NY State Legislature's recent approval of bail reform, the number of persons waiting
sentencing has decreased substantially. The County Comptroller's report has indicated that there are
many cost-effective alternatives to housing non-violent offenders in jail. And the recent national, state,
and county-level outpouring of concern at the present pattern of policing and incarceration
demonstrates a societal-wide consensus on the need to find better ways of treating offenders with
mental illness or substance abuse addiction.
We believe that Dutchess County should do the financially responsible thing, respond to new
information and changing circumstances, and rescind a rushed 2016 decision to spend our tax dollars
to continue work on the jail project. The money should be helping Dutchess residents in a more
equitable, appropriate, and just fashion.
Respectfully,
Joan Mandie & Jay Mandie 201 Riverview-Drive Poughkeepsie, NY12601.

Joan 0, Mandie, Ph.D.
Executive Director Democracy Matters
Associate Professor of Sociology Emerita Colgate University
201 Rivenliew Dr. Poughkeepsie NY 12601 315 725 4211
Vf'llW.democracymatters.om
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

E <eking3057@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 1:58 PM
sheriffbt1tch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Defund Poughkeepsie Police

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Elijah King and I am a resident of the third ward of the City of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony
McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie
policing and prio~itize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right
to learn and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated
the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the
Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that
had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases
in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to
hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more
eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be
determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members,
because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the
district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator,
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would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you
have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the
superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 1O
support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are
vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,
fhe high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the
superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are
likely to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser
did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019
was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 miilion, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenue increased by $9..1 million, a4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year
with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas.
That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for
union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation offunds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding
towards schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and
prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and
educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial
profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and show with your
budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely, Elijah King
46 N Hamilton St, Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
eking3057@g mail. com
845-476-5783
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jen Eden <jen.eden13@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 2:58 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Defund police budget

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Jen Eden and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
-reflecting the police-murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and-prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic condit1ons, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their-positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that t, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 t-eacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to .provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you w111 do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Jen Eden
9D Hudson harbour dr
Jen.eden@marist.esu
845-575-2299

Jen Eden, Associate Professor
Communication Department
Maris! College
Office phone: 845-575-2299
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Joshua Farrell <jftoaster@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 5:24 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dutchess County Ligislators,

I am writing to urge support for two resolutions put forth by the democratic caucus. They are to

rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond-appropriation for jail construction
And
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the
current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Thank You,
Josh Farrell
Fishkill,NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hannah Lokuta <hannah1okuta26@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 5:32 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aolcorn;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
rnwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Defund police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Hannah Lokuta and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help impmve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential-human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced t-o move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as·a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million In its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased In several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. L
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and-healthy community.
Sincerely,
Hannah Lokuta
352 violet ave poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12601
Hannah1okuta26@gmail.com
845-763-6626

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amanda Graff <amandalmgraff@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 6:23 PM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund Dutchess County Police

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Amanda Graff, and I am a concerned citizen. This past week, our nation has been gripped by protests calling
for rapid and meaningful reevaluation of the role of policing in our communities and an end to endemic police brutality
against Black Americans. I believe that changes will begin by defunding law enforcement and investing in community
programs and infrastructure, including an increased budget for social services to fight homelessness, addiction, mental
illness, domestic violence, and sexual assault.
Police presence has been proven time and time again to be ineffective at protecting the citizens of the community. As
you know, George Floyd, Ahmaud Arbery, Breonna Taylor, Tony McDade, Atatiana Jefferson, Tamir Rice, Philando
Castile, Anthony Hill, Oscar Grant, Eric Garner, Yvette Smith, Desmond Phillips, and so many unnamed others have been
killed as a result of deeply-rooted systemic racism and police brutality. I am outraged by the incompetence of city
officials and their lack of attention to the police department's use of excessive force against the people, especially POC.
Police have terrorized the community for too long, and I am asking that you put a stop to it.
Research shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment including mental health services, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting safe and equitable communities than punitive
systems like police or prisons. In the journal of Sociology of Race and Ethnicity, Phillip McHarris (Yale University) argues
that we must work towards a reality in which healthcare workers and emergency response teams handle substance
abuse, domestic violence, homelessness, or mental health cases. Policies to "improve the police" are not enough, as
there's no evidence that implicit bias training or community relations initiatives help with reducing the abuses of
policing (Sources: The Nation, The Atlantic). We need to reimagine public safety to prioritize alternatives to conflict
rather than defaulting to violence.
The funds that Dutchess County has budgeted for law enforcement and incarceration should be redirected into COVID19 relief, affordable housing, education, healthcare, community centers, addiction treatment, and community-led
organizations. Dutchess County would be better served by dedicating resources to programs that are more effective at
promoting-safety and social equity than policing and incarceration, I am urging you to keep these things in mind for the
budget for the 2020-2021 fiscal year.
Ask yourself what side of history you want to be on. I hope that you choose the side of the people.
Black Lives Matter,
Amanda Graff
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Indivisible Mass Coalition, Inc.
Director, Congressional District 7
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Morris, Carolvn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Eleanor Peck <ellepeck@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 7:36 PM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn; Page, Nick
No new jail!!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.

Hello All:
We do not need this new jail. We need to spend money to reduce the number of people we put in jail, not spend
millions on a new place to house them!
Eleanor Peck
Beacon, NY
Sent from my [Phone
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Morris; Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Jackie Kellogg <jacqkellogg@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 7:47 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public comment for July meeting

This new jail project is not only unnecessary, it is a social burden and misstep. Much scholarship shows that a living
wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful
at promoting community safety than policing and prisons. Dutchess County should not be building onto our already
exisdng system of incarceration; rather, we need to be finding ways to dismantle it.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation
and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951
(0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated
to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in
meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same-amount of funding fo policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other
programs combined.
This is.an unacceptabl-e disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and-transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs
that truly benefit the community.

Thank you,
Jackie Kellogg
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Daniel Sullivan <danieljsully@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 7:56 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

I am writing to express my strong opposition to the Dutchess County Jail Expansion scheduled to move forward this
fall. This plan is irresponsible, from both social and fiscal perspectives. As a psychologist and parent, I find it disturbing
to see our county spending for behavioral/community health and youth services drop (over the long-term) while so
much of our budget is allocated to the Sheriff's Dept./Jail. I hope our county legislators will see to it that priorities are
changed and rescind funding for this unneeded facility.
Daniel Sullivan
Beacon, NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Leon Greene <leon@greene.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 9:41 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

With regards to the construction of a new Dutchess County Jail, scheduled to begin construction this September:
I am strongly opposed to a plan to commit to a construction bond for the new jail. This plan will require county
taxpayers to pay out almost $10 million per year at a time when the county's economy and public revenues are in
freefall due to the coronavirus pandemic.
It's completely tone deaf to consider expansion of the prison system in the county while U.S. citizens of every race and
creed are protesting against police violence against Black people and the criminalization of social problems (like mental
health, domestic violence, drug addiction) that can be and were once addressed without incarceration through other
public services. What else could be done for our residents with $10M per year redirected to social services rather than
to incarceration.
According to FBI Uniform Crime Reporting statistics, the-Dutchess Count;, Sheriff's Office has reported a drop in violent
crime of 64% in 2001-18, and a drop in property crime in 59% over the same period. Yet taxpayers have had to support
a 61% increase in county budget allocated to the sheriff's office and the jail over the last twenty years.
This unnecessary and unwanted expansion of police and prison system must stop. I urge Dutchess County legislators to
halt funding of the new Dutchess County Jail.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

:-

chaya rubin < rubinchaya@gmail.com>
Monday, June 15, 2020 10:33 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public comment
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To Whom It May Concern:
I am writing to voice my disapproval of the plans to construct a new jail in Dutchess County. As we more openly face the
role of systemic racism in leading to criminalization, and death of African Americans in our country, we cannot delay on
focusing our efforts on addressing the underlying causes of these inequalities, as opposed to allowing the criminal
justice system to expand and gain more power to "fix" this problem.
As a clinical psychologist with experience working in public mental health settings, I am concerned about the longer
term decrease in mental health spending in the County, and the outsourcing of these services to non-profit agencies
that have less oversight from OMH and the County. Combined with increases in budget spending for the sheriff's
department, it shines a negative light on the county's fiscal priorities. I believe that it is imperative that the County
legislature refocus its efforts on elevating vulnerable populations as opposed to arresting and incarcerating them.
Thank you for your time.
Signed,
Chaya Rubin Psy.D.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Christopher Wyble <christopherwyble@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 8:41 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn; Brendli, Craig
Public comment - We can't afford this jail

With rising homelessness, insufficient support to treat substance use disorders, cash bail abuse and discrimination, and a
national epidemic of police overreach, now is not the time to spend any more money on this jail.
Isupport the Democratic Caucus's resolutions to:
•
•

rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Please spend this money to solve our problems, not incarcerate our people.
Thank you,
Christopher Wyble

christopherwyble.com
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Morris, Carolyn
Elizabeth Hirshorn <elizabeth.hirshorn@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 9:52 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
public comment

From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:
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Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
I am alarmed, disappointed, and quite frankly angry to learn of the planned spending on a new prison in Dutchess
County. The fact that it would cost more than all other county capital spending combined and that the debt would last
for decades is shocking and just screams of misplaced priorities. I am disgusted that my tax dollars could contribute to
this horrible decision. In this case, money/actions speak louder than words. Is this our priority? To lock people up,
incur immense debt, and contribute to a failing criminal justice system? Wouldn't we rather reallocate that money to
help people instead of hurt them? Is this who we want to be as humans? Can you sleep at night knowing you'd rather
spend money to lock people up that help our society flourish? This decision seems especially tone deaf in our current
µolitical and social climate, and I urge you all to make the right decision and prioritize the welfare of your constituents.
I am asking that you support the resolutions that will
1) rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction

2) recommend a commision to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other other possibilities.
Thank you for your time and thank you for your public service,
Elizabeth Hirshorn, PhD.
Dutchess County Resident, Beacon NY
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Monis, Carolyn
-From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Josh McKible <jmckible@mac.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 202011:19 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn; Page, Nick
public comment

In a post-coved world, when incomes across the board are impacted, including Dutchess county's loss of revenue, we
definitely DO NOT need to spend millions of dollars on a new, unnecessary jail.
I would urge you to adopt the 2 resolutions put forward by the Democratic caucus that would:
•
•

rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Thanks for your consideration
Josh McKible
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Taliesin A. Gabriel <taliesingabriel@me.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 11:36 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Call of Action from afar

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Taliesin Gabriel and I am a resident of Washington, D.C. I am concerned enough to write you regarding this
matter, as a community formerly near and dear to my heart, as I grew up in Westchester, NY.
Given the historic, sociai, and political origins of_police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony Mc Dade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for Its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those-losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed-until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
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When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget thatthe superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members wiU-be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant prindpals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, _and the district could see more eliminations as the budget Is
finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee beflefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. These actions could have a direct and indirect affect on the well being of young peoplespecifically the decrease in educational resources that adversely affects their ability to be productive and employed
citizens. This has shown to have bad affects on all Americans, but especially on those people of color and those in
marginalized communities. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black and Brown lives and prevent further
instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your
Black and Brown constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by
police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy
community.
Sincerely,
Taliesin Gabriel
2401 Calvert Street NW
Washington, D.C. 20008
taliesingabriel@gmail.com
980-254-0583
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Debra Blalock <debrablalock2012@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 12:34 PM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
rescinding the bond for the new jail.

As a county legislator in 2013 I read and listened to presentations from the Ricci-Greene Needs Assessment report which
determined that Dutchess County needed to build a new jail. After considerable research and consideration I opposed the
scope of the project then and have not changed my mind since. Warehousing nonviolent individuals who have been convicted
of nothing was and is a waste of taxpayer funds. Dutchess County used the nail 'em and jail 'em policy so popular for decades
without considering the results of such actions. Individuals lost their livelihoods, their homes and at times their families
because of this prevailing attitude that disproportionately affected people of color, those with mental health problems and
our lower income population regardless of guilt or innocence even when other avenues were available to achieve
improvements in our society. To see the county legislature act tone deaf and reckless in the face of bail and evidentiary
reform and the use of proven measures that can reduce jail populations would be infuriating and dangerous when we are
experiencing ongoing serious health and economic times of crisis. As a taxpayer I ask that you not continue down a path that
will jeopardize this county economically and as a human being I ask that you instead focus on methods that repair and heal
our societal problems so that we can embark on a course that will benefit all.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kathleen Keogh <kkeogh2@fordham.edu>
Tuesday, June 16, 202012:53 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny,gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Protect Black Communities

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Kathleen Keogh and I am a resident of Wappingers Falls who works in Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna 'Faylor, and Tony Mc Dade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School· District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary sit~ation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet .people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and-10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized,
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and pr~vent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Kathleen Keogh
2 Chelsea Ridge Dr, Wappingers Falls, NY kkeogh2@fordham.edg
631-487-6520
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ian Shrank <ian.shrank@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 3:45 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dear Sir/Madam:
My wife and I are residents of Clinton in Dutchess County and want to register our strong
disagreement with building a new jail. The County finances are now in awful condition due to COVID
and the need for jail space has reduced in light of bail changes and generally reducing crime. Why in
heaven should we spend a fortune now to build a new jail? This is the height of irresponsibility
(except of course for those who profit from the construction and maintenance of the facility). To think
that our hard-earned tax dollars are being spent in such a wasteful manner is shocking. No one who
supports this construction will ever receive our votes in the future.
Please stop this boondoggle!
Ian Shrank
Alexandra Logue
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Nicholas Renbeck <renbeck@aol.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:12 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Now is not the time to build a $100 million to $200 million jail in Dutchess County

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear County Legislature,
I am writing today to voice my objections to the current plan to build a new county jail. With the current economic
downturn due to the coronavirus and massive unemployment we have just experienced now is not the appropriate time
to spend such a large sum of money on a new jail. A large percentage of the population of the county will be struggling
for the foreseeable future to pay bills, taxes, and find employment. An added $10 million dollars added to the county
budget every year for the next 20 years is an added cost we should not be taking on.
I would also add there is a growing movement in the country right now to find ways to reduce the number of people
arrested and jailed. Current events show that police department budgets will be more under scrutiny then ever before.
Such a large amount of funds on a jail could be problematic to the counties overall law enforcement budget in the next
few years.
Now is not the right time to build this. Please work to find another way to use our existing jail structures we have in the
county already.
Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Nicholas Renbeck
885 Centre Road
Staatsburg NY 12580
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

KLOEY BATTISTA <kloeybattista@berkeley.edu>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 6:26 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaeldfone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Invest in education.

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Kloey and I am a resident of East Village.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade, and so many more I am contacting
you because Lam demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that
will help improve the e.conomic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black
communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs ofour children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payron or salary you have to move In the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and-Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt servic-e."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
ur_ge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME]
[YOUR ADDRESS]
[YOUR EMAIL]
[YOUR PHONE NUMBER]

Kloey Battista
Experience Strategist at Gensler

BA in Media Studies and Human Centered Design I University of California, Berkeley
Personal Website

I

Linkedin
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To;
Cc:
Subject:

Howard Susser <hssusser@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 9:57 PM
County Legislators
cmorris@dutchessny.gov1f
public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dutchess County Legislature:
The new Dutchess County Jail is unnecessary. With the new law enabling nonviolent offenders to be freed without cash
bail, and increased efforts to treat most crime as a public health issue (for example drug addiction and mentally ill
offenders) we should not need the extra jail space. Treating some "criminality" as a public health issue can often reduce
crime much much more effectively than a penal system.
In addition, our penal system has been part of the problem of institutional Racism and this has ruined too many lives.
Finally, the financial cost for the new jail is unconscionable, especially now when local tax funding is suffering because of
the COVID crisis. We need to spend more on helping people, not jailing them.
I urge you to rescind the remaining p-ortion of the bond appropriation for 2017 that had been meant for jail
construction, and to empower a-commission to research alternatives to the construction of the proposed jail.
Howard Susser
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jack Oliver <joliver@vassar.edu>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 12:54 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Support the movement to defund the police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is John Oliver and I am a resident in the Town of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Tayler, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
· Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teacners, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, _of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the-position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. HowevN, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, In particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, revenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million
cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee
benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-seing of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your-budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
John Oliver
124 Raymond Avenue
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Morris, Carolyn
Miriam Altshuler <miriamalt79@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 6:42 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
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Dutchess needs to reconsider. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire--the fund balance is being quickly
depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to services seem inevitable. At the same time, nationwide protests for racial justice are
challenging us to rethink our society's outsized spending on law enforcement and incarceration. This is the worst possible
time to invest huge sums in a new jail, burden taxpayers, and divert money from other urgent priorities.
New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail population
(around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to communitybased treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail
cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. A new jail should not be Dutchess County's priority.
Our caucus has submitted two resolutions for consideration in July. They would:
I believe you should rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction and
appoint a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the
current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
This is not the time to build a new jail. This is a time to invest in new ways to help people and keep tnem from
incarceration. So much has been proven through the Black Lives Matter protests and other protests that the
problems lie in our systems, not our people. Improve the systems, do not improve the jails,
Thank you,
Miriam Altshuler
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Susan Kavy <valleyview28@optonline.net>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 9:00 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn; Tory Klose
Public Comment

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.

The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this yeaito cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters-and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and re imagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted
Susan Kavy and Tory Klose

\tJ

Susan Kavy + Tory Klose
p:845-223-5348 e:va11eyyiew28@oplonline.net
a:Valley View
28 S. Cross Road
Lagrangeville, NY 12540
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Carol Still <carolrstill@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 9:11 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

No more money for a new jail! Our jail population has been
reduced. Our other priorities are way more important during this time of
financial distress, coping with the Coronavirus, and reduced tax
revenues. Spending of this magnitude on a new jail makes no sense.
respectfully submitted,
Carol and Clark Still
586 Fiddlers Bridge Road
Staatsburg, NY 12580
(district 11)
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Charles Snyder <cesjr@icloud.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 9:18 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

The construction of a new jail is an outrageous waste of taxpayer money, Reallocate the funding to other
priorities: youth programs, mental health, highways and bride repair. Our county should be closing jails by
continuing to reduce jail population and by building up alternatives to imprisonment instead of extending the
scope and capacity of incarceration. Stop Jail Construction Now and Invest in Community Alternatives to
Imprisonment!
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

Noor Tamari <ntaa2018@mymail.pomona.edu>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 11 :37 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Budget Redirection

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Noor and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie
I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize
community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents,
especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the dlrector of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are-not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able-to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you. have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if ap_proved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and othertransitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
-employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Noor
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tijaun Jalida <tijaunj@icloud.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 12:10 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This ematl came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
What is being suggested by cutting assistance to youth and education while funding prisons. Who are these prisons for?
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jacob Hunter <jhunter@vassar.edu>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 12:25 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Rescind funding for construction of the jail
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To whom it may concern,
We should not be putting any money into increasing the scope of the prison industrial system. Now is the time for
investing in our communities, in particular in those that have historically been marginalized by our government and in
our society. Now is not the time for investing in locking people up. Citizens of Dutchess County are watching and we
expect results. The status quo has been tolerated for too long.
Warmly,
Jacob
(46 Lagrange PK)
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brielle Grover <briellegrover@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 1:13 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Please reconsider the construction of a new county jail. Over the next four years, the jail would cost more than all other
county capital spending combined, and bond repayment would extend into the 2040s. Other NY counties are planning to
convert Jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should do the same.
Sincerely,
Brielle Grover
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lorena Tur <lollo.tur@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 2:55 PM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick;_ Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Divest funds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is lorena tur and I am a resident of hillsdale ny. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,66S,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that-have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Lorena tur
776 mitchell st 12529 hillsdale ny
Lollo.tur@gmail.com
5189658470
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Niaya Delisio <ndelisio@sva.edu>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 5:21 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller,
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
(: Defund :) and Redistribute <3

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Niaya Delisio and I am a resident of Shokan, New York.
In addition to contacting my own representatives in Shokan I am reaching out everywhere I can in
upstate ny, please hear our messages to defunct the police with an open mind and look to the future
of community growth without violence and with forgiveness and love.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony_
McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsiepolicing and prioritize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right
to learn and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated
the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the
Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that
had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases
in operating costs,_and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to
hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more
eliminations. School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be
determined after June 1.
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"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members,
because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the
district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator,
would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you
have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions
regarding the moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the
superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10
support staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the
eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are
vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,
the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the
superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are
likely to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser
did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019
was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenue increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year
with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas.
That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for
union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding
towards- schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and
prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and
educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial
profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and show with your
budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Niaya Delisio 190 Ridge rd SJ:iokan NY
niayaraindelisio99@gmail.com 8455145903
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gabe Allibone <gabeallibone99@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 8:05 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
ABOLISH & START OVER

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Gabe Allibone and I am a resident of Pk.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as tt attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children,"-Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME]
[YOUR ADDRESS]
[YOUR EMAIL]
[YOUR PHONE NUMBER]

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Liz Ertner <lizertner@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 17, 2020 8:59 PM
Morris, Carolyn
countylegislators@dutchess.gov
Public Comment
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Hello,
I am writing because I believe it's critical to STOP funding on the $200 million dollar jail planned for this September. You
must stop investing in the prison system - mass incarceration in this country is deeply problematic and racist. The system
is unjust and ineffective. Dutchess County should not spend millions on supporting a racist, unjust system that does not
work. It does not actually reduce or prevent crime.
For this particular prison, taxpayers would pay almost $10 million per year for the forseeable future to pay back the
construction bond. For a jail that is meant to house a population of only 130 people. Instead of spending $200 million on
a new building, I urge those in charge to look into releasing non-violent offenders to reduce the prison population
further. Then propose a fraction of that budget to be used to improve living conditions and quality of life for the
remaining inmates.
Our county's largest expenses should be focused on on investing in education and in social services for residentsespecially to support those most vulnerable from the pandemic. Do not spend $:WO million on this prison. You should
also,educe the .enormous sheriff department and jail budget of $54.7 million in 2020. Instead, increase funding for
health and mental health services and-youth programs.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Ertner
Beacon, New York
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Morris, Carolyn
From;

Sent;
To;

Subject;

Nataly Romero <natalyrmr@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 12:29 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Defund police to refund the community!

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Nataly Romero and I am a resident of Arlington NY. Given the historic, social, and political origins of police
and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna
Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie
policing and prioritize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of
Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities. Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well
the youth losing the essential human-right to learn and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City
School District has stated the following: The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions,
including teachers, administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget.
The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School
dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and-a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants
and advancement. Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs,
and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavlrus
pandemic. He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations.
School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1. "Of
course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll." When
contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said
"The board awaits the presentation of the final b_udget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon." The
layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 a-dministrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as
well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff
members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions. Administrative
positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school -dean of students, five elementary assistant
principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement. The proposed layoffs would
result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the economic uncertainty
amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized. When asked by the board at
the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer. In addition to the lack of
funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in particular
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response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating: "Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6
million. Additionally, sales tax revenue Increased-by $9.1 million, a4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the
fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund balance." Moreover, " ... [r}evenues increased in 2019, even as
expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs
Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service." Ultimately, the
allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is telling and
disgraceful. I yearn to know wh,it you will do to protect Black lives and preveRt further instances of police-statesanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you
to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and
show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely, Nataly Romero and Aydan Tasciotti at Homer Place Arlington NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

~

"

Nataly Romero < natalyrmr@gmail.com >
Thursday, June 18, 2020 12:30 AM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
[*** INSERT UNIQUE SUBJECT LINE***]
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Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Nataly Romero and I am a resident of Arlington and work in Beacon. I am asking you to reallocate money
away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic
stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate
far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons. Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail,
$18,041,128 to Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that
have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from PreSchool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and
$11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%)
was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many ol'the programs that support the community in
meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, ana much more. This means Hrnt Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other
programs combined. This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents
can benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social
programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely, Nataly Romero
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Isabel Murray <imurray359@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 8:40 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
DEFUND PK PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Isabel Murray and I am a resident of Rhinebeck New York.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contactmg-you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritiz€ community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Fe Iida Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not nec,o,ssarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given same positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Isabel Murray
imurray359@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Isabel Murray <imurray359@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 8:48 AM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
REALLOCATE DUTCHESS COUNTY PD FUNDS

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Isabel Murray and I am a resident of Rhinebeck New York. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget t-0 the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount offunding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Isabel Murray
imurray359@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mia Barbuto < mbarbuto21@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 8:59 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller,
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Defunding the police department

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Mia Barbuto and I am a resident of Dutchess County.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redire<ot money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
-TeachE>rs are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to e.rase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in-this district we are not looking to take-away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our h0pe that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced-to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent; or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we wlll be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, If approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE {Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty-amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased In several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Mia Barbuto
Mbarbuto21@icloud.com
{845)418-9918

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Mia Barbuto <mbarbuto21@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 9:01 AM
CountyLegislature; Uaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavacdni, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund the dutchess county police depts

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess Coanty Legislature,
Hi, my name is Mia Barbuto and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaiing $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552. (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Mia Barbuto
mbarbuto21@icloud.com

Sent from my iPhone
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public comment
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I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its
plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken,
costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the
2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and
unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations.
Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent
priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and
that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has reduced in
spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago,
over 400). More people charged wiH1 misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment
for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells
into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks
and reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in
July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted
Vincent Bakaitis
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Morris, Carolyn
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Libby Mensch <elmensch18@gmail.com>
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Supporting Education over Police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Libby Mensch and I am a resident of Rhinebeck.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony-McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District Is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet pec;ple's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools,-is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Libby Mensch
41 Livingston St, Rhinebeck NY
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Defund PK Police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Barr Lavi-Romer and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community-services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs ofour children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would Include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Barr Lavi-Romer
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Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund Dutchess County Sheriffs Department

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or dick on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Barr Lavi-Romer and I am a resident of Rhinebeck. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Barr Lavi-Romer
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Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
We Have a Problem

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Jenna Dorrian and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess Collnty is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community.-AII the while only allocating $49,520,574 {9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount offunding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Jenna Dorrian
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Please Defund Dutchess County PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name Is Emily and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, NY. I live in a predominantly white area and I know that my black
peers and friends have been stopped, followed, and taken out of their vehicles and I am tired of hearing this same story
with nothing changing. I am asking you to take action and reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs
Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents.
From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use-of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite
residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population.-Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to
health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting
community safety than policing and prisons. I would recommend reading Michelle Alexander's book, The New Jim Crow,
where slie outlines just how inherently racist the policing system has been from its start. She cites that a black man is 4x
more likely to be shot by the police in his lifetime by the police, however, not a thing has been done about it.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of Its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%} toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%}
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%} was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County Is allocating
nearly the.same amount offunding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
1:mily Entner
41 Violet Hill Rd
eentner9S@gmail.com
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Defunct Police in Dutchess County

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislattlre,
Hi, my name is Alice Magnusson and I am a resident of Rhinebeck. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County Is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget-to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefitto the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%)-toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County Is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity In funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation oftbese funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Alice Magnusson
Alicerosemag@gmall.com
8455418982
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jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;.
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Defunct Poughkeepsie Police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Alice Magnusson and I am a resident of Rhinebeck.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect m0ney away Poughkeepsie polfcing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of P-oughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie Citt School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that inclutle decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, If approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, tfre PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence} program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and arlvancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likelyto happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is fifialized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in Its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Assoclation for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Departmentlh contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives-and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Alice Magnusson
Alicerosemag@gmail.com
8455418982
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Emily Entner <eentner99@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:18 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Please Defund the Poughkeepsie PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
Hi, my name is Emily and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, NY.
Throughout high school, I drove to Poughkeepsie everyday for crew practice and have a close connection with the city.
And, given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the-re.cent nationwide
protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I
am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that·wifl-help
improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
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When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE {Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million In its general fund
balance.
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Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a-$7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community. _
I am truly disheartened that you are not funding the education of peers that I sat down and had to take my SATS and
ACTs with or played against in soccer and crew. If you want to help fight against police brutality and save the black and
brown lives of your community, you can start by focusing on community resources. Which are proven to be one of the
main ways that help communities thrive and not stay in concentrated poverty. Increased policing creates a cycle of
poverty and incarceration and I know you don't want that for the next generation of kids who live in Poughkeepsie.
Sincerely,
Emily Entner
41 Violet Hill Road
eentner99@gmail.com
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:39 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

-----Original Message----From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7., 2020 11 :42 AM
To: Hellman, Rachel <rachelhellman@wustl.edu>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
Dear Rachel,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
1

The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
thrnugh our Agency- Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4,1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period-through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration {ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative prograrmning shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
2

Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
WWW ,dutchessny .gov

-----O1iginal Message----From: Hellman, Rachel <rachelliellman@wustl.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :33 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and vGter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's fmancial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties_are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasous, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* reconunend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
3

Respectfully submitted,
Rachel Hellman
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Morris, Carolyn
Hellman, Rachel <rachelhellman@wustl.edu>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:28 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

ATTENTION: This email came from an external so11rce. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
·

unexpected emails.
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Despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus on our society's systemic inequity, Dutchess County is
scheduled to plow ahead with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail this September. Paying back the
construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future. While there were
over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around 130, The 'downsized'
new jail is being built to accommodate 328.

Meanwhile, the portion of the annual wunty budget allocated to the sheriff's department and the jail has swollen from
$21.2 million in 2000 to $54.7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to
$46.4 million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests at $1,65 million nearly fifteen
years later. Our priorities need to change now.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Claire Mensch <clairemensch@gmail.com>
Thursday; June 18, 2020 10:43 AM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John_D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; coui1tyexec; Morris, Carolyn
BLM

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Claire Mensch and I am a resident of Rhinebeck I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public educati0n from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Communlty Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount offunding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Claire Mensch
41 Livingston Street

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

.•

Nataly Romero <natalyrmr@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:55 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an externalsource. Do not open attacbments·onc/ick on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
•

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Nataly Romero and I am a resident of Arlington and work in Beacon. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests,
to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of
the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity,
and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons. Dutchess County is
currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile
Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating
$49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department
of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already Inadequate Public Transportation system.
Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the
programs that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much
more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as ii is to
all of these other programs combined. This is an unacceptable dispality in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of
residents can benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social
programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely, Nataly Romero
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Nataly Romero <natalyrmr@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:57 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
public comment for july board mtg

_ATTENTION; This email qamefrom gn external source, Do not open attachments or click on /inks from unknown senders or
~
-:, ~unexpepted emails.
- '- - _
Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
Despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus on our society's systemic inequity, Dutchess County is scheduled to
plow ahead with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail this September. Paying back the construction bond will cost
county taxpayers almost $1 O million per year for the foreseeable future. While there were over 400 people being housed in the
jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around 130. The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328.

Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriffs department and the jail has swollen from $21.2
million in 2000 to $54.7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to $46.4 million
this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million In 2006 and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years later. Our priorities
need to change now.

Thank you,
Nataly Romero
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ella Schulkind <ella.schulkind@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 11 :11 AM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brend Ii, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund the police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Ella Schulkind and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, New York. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County SherifFs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County Is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration-. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Ella Schulkind
14-peacock rd
Ella.schulkind@gmail.com
9175104568

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Ella Schulkind <ella.schulkind@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 11:14 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Police Brutality and lnjustive

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Ella Schulkind and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, New York.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especiaUy our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May-19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Ofcourse in this district we are not looking to take away-valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as weU as the restructuring of some ceAtral office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will-be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the-allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towaFds schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Ella Schulkind
14 peacock rd
Ella.schulkind@gmail.com
9175104568
Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Laura Burns <laasburns@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 11 :38 AM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer, Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
[INSERT UNIQUE SUBJECT LINE]

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Laura Burns and I am a resident of Queens, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisans.
Dutchess County is currently allocating-$54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 {14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All-the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Let's enrich our community and see what happens when we show people that we care about them and that they are
heard, seen, and taken care of. lead with love, not with the anticipation of what you may gain personally.
Sincerely,
LAURA BURNS
*Th'€ 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess Count,y is publicly available at
https ://www .d utchessny .gov/De partments/County-Legislatu re/Docs/2020-Adopted-Budget. pdf

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Sarah Prosser <slprosser1998@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 11 :53 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttomey; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
DEFUND PK PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Sarah Prosser and I am a resident of Rhinebeck NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, hea-lth, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the_ youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and othe-r financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created- by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course In -this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but It is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because_each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately;
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11-administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-TeclTprogram principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal,the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the di-rector of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget-is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do-to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of po!icestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being-of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Sarah Prosser
206 Mountain View Rd Rhinebeck NY 12572
s1prosser1998@gmail.com
8455464767

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Ella Schulkind <ella.schulkind@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 12:04 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment for July Board Meeting

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links"from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Ella Schulkind and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, New York. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 {14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community-Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This-means that Dutchess County"is allocating
nearly the same amount offunding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Ella Schulkind

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Jenna Dorrian <jdorrian22@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 12:48 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Countylegislature
Public Comment for July Board Meeting

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or dick on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Jenna Dorrian and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from !'re-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Jenna Dorrian
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mia Barbuto <mbarbuto21@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 4:18 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
public comment for july board mtg

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
HI, my name is Mia Barbuto and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 {14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 {9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Mia Barbuto
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Alice Finta <alicefinta@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 4:53 PM
Please consider reallocating your resources!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Alice afinta and I live in Red Hook. I am begging you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess County
Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal
force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the
population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 {14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is t-o all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Alice Finta
19 buckwheat bridge road
Alicefinta@gmail.com
Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
Barbuto, Isabella <ibarbuto@agnesscott.edu>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:12 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
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mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCoundlMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
A request to invest in community
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To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name Is Isabella Barbuto and I am a resident of Red Hook.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, In conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the
pottce murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect
money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and receive a sound
education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
the Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to
be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that
include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize Its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to.take away valuable members of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope Iha! we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our
children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when
you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said "The
board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will-be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would-include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the
assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
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When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response t0c the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost
increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt

_serv.ice.1'
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is telling and
disgraceful. I yearn to know what-you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further Instances of police-state-sanctioned violence,
and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial
profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually
care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Isabella Barbuto
51 Metzger Rd.
ibarbuto@agnesscotl.edu
845-797-8932
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Barbuto, Isabella < ibarbuto@agnesscott.edu >
Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:19 PM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
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Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
A request to Invest in community
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Hi, my name is Isabella Barbuto and I am a resident of Red Hook. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Depaitment, which disproportionately tai·gets Black residents. From traffic
stops, to an·ests, t-0 the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a
rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health
services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting
community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling_$74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little
benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) towai·d public education from PreSchool tlu·ough Community Colle_ge, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health,
and $11,668,951 (OiJ2%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated.to the Agem:y Partner Grant Progr8lll which includes many of the programs
that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and
much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating neai·ly the s8llle 8lllount of funding to policing and
incarceration as it is to all of these other progr8llls combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit
from access to healthcai·e, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and
social progr8llls that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Isabella Barbuto
845-797-8932 - ibarbuto@agnesscott.edu
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carly Johnson <carlyyjohnsonn32@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:30 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward;Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Money Should Serve Humane Programs

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Carly Johnson and I am a resident of Hyde Park. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward-programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) t-oward public.education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already Inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount offundlng to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Carly Johnson
Hyde Park
carlyyjohnsonn32@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Grace Beach <gracie.beach@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 5:59 PM
countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller; DistrictAttorney;
jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
bill.carlos@aol.com; jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepshi-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-n-y.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org;
sheriffbutch@gmail.com
Save the public

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Grace Beach and I am a resident of Red Hook.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing-the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in- state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member Is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, a:nd 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Pough-keepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are Likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7 .6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of poficestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on·oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Grace Beach
58 Old Farm Road
Gracie.beach@hotmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Valerie Carlisle <vcar1is1e51@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 7:45 PM
Polasek, Michael
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

· ATTENTION: This ema/1 came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
· unexpected emails.
·
Dear Legislator Polasek:
I am writing as a taxpayer, but also as a concerned constituent. I never supported a new expensive jail, but
now more than ever I see the need to change this ill-conceived plan. Some of my reasons for rejecting it
initially have come to pass, namely bail reform and drug treatment. The inmate numbers have fallen
dramatically, as predicted, and it's time to put our tax dollars to work in ways that help our community, not just
lock up people before due process has occurred. We do not need this bigger, newer, and very expensive jail
and I don't want to pay for it. As a retired person on a fixed income, I actually do not resent paying reasonable
taxes if they go to make positive, rather than punitive, change. The projected costs of the jail and the bonds
that pay for them are way beyond what the majority of Dutchess County residents, nor I, can afford.
We are continuing lo weather a crisis of great proportions. COVID19 has killed our residents and has created
an economic disaster. Our money and our efforts must go to rebuilding our community and helping our
Dutchess residents, and even still there will be a huge shortfall. We must not divert money to an unnecessary
jail instead of schools, small businesses and services for the people who need and deserve help.
I urge you to take action to stop the jail expansion and turn your attention to the hardships of the people you
represent.
Sincerely,
Valerie Carlisle
83 Mountain Road
Pleasant Valley, NY 12569
(LaGrange)
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Alon Iwamoto <ai3des@aim.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 7:51 PM
IMPORTANT

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Alon Iwamoto and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the-restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
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The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings, Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
0Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue Increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of pollcestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
commuRities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME]
1YOUR ADDRESS]
[YOUR EMAIL]
[YOUR PHONE NUMB-ER]

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Catherine Forbes <two_forbes@hotmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 8:22 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Please reconsider investing in a new jail

ATTEN1/0N: This email camejrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
·
unexpected emails.
. . :c. ·

I urge you to reconsider the plan to build a new jail in our county. The jail is costly, adding debt that will take
decades to repay. Our community will be stronger if we invest in alternatives to incarceration. - Catherine
Forbes
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

.

Ellen and John <jtkorz@optonline.net>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 9:35 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: Ibis email camej'rom an external source. Do nor open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
·
unexpected emails.
.
.
.

I would like to comment on the project to build the $200 million jail. At a time when there is so much chaos with
the Pandemic and civil unrest and so many people are out of work and needing healthcare, including mental
healthcare and substance abuse rehabilitation, it seems that the money being spent on the project can be
better spent in other areas that are plaguing our community. The numbers jailed are down, so more cells do
not seem necessary. We need to put the funding into helping the people and youth that live in Dutchess
County.
Ellen Karz
Wappinger Falls
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amy Hanson <amynanson646@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 9:41 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoug_hkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
DEFUND Poughkeepsie PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Amy Hanson and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders-of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, healtn, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing_the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases In state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and otherfinancial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those-iosses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not agood direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability-to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Addltionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives a-nd prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social; and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the ase of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget-priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
[YOUR NAME]
[YOUR ADDRESS]
[YOUR EMAIL]
[YOUR PHONE NUMBER]

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Melissa Hoffmann <melissahoffmann5@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:02 PM
Countylegislature
Defund the Sheriff Department and Rescind funding a new jafl

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click-On links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Melissa and I am a student at Vassar College. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County-is allocating
nearly the same amount offunding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community. Further, I am demanding you pass the proposed legislation to stop the funding of the
construction the new jail. A new prison will not keep residents safer, and I am angered and disgusted that building a new
jail is even a point of discussion. If we want black lives to matter in Duchess County, we must stop this new jail.
Residents deserve better.
Sincerely,
Melissa Hoffmann
124 Raymond Ave
Poughkeepsie
mhoffmann@vassar.edu
201-561-2442
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniele Cassels <casselsdaniele@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:22 PM
County Legislators
Jail construction

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
In view of the present social climate change dutchess county does not need a new jail that will because a huge financial
burden to the tax payers.the money will be better use to improve social services
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Emily Entner <eentner99@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:31 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment for July Board Mtg

ATTENTION: This email camefrom on external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Emily and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, NY. I live in a predominantly white area and I know that my black
friends and fellow residents have been stopped, followed, told to get out of their vehicles for a minor traffic violation
and arrested, and I am tired of hearing this same story with nothing changing. I am asking you to take action and
reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets our Black
residents.
From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite
residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to
health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting
community safety than policing and prisons. I recommend you read Michelle Alexander's book, The New Jim Crow,
where she outlines just how inherently racist the policing system has been from the start. A black man is 4x more likely
to be shot by the police in his lifetime by the police, however, nothing has been done about it. Also, black and brown
people make up a disproportionately high number of the prison population throughout the country and this jail project
will only perpetuate that inequity In our community and society as a whole.
Dutchess County is currently allocating 14.5% of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, to Probation and to Juvenile
Detention. But we're only allocating 9.6% of the budget toward public education from Pre-School through Community
College, 9% to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health and only 0.002% to the Agency Partner Grant
Program which includes many programs that support the community in meaningful ways through housing, restoratiVe
justice, food access, literacy, and much more. Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to
policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds tqwards healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the
community. Please stop putting our community members behind bars and instead provide them with the support they
need. I will continue to fight for positive change in our community and you can start, too, by blocking this new county
jail project.
Sincerely,
Emily Entner
41 Violet Hill Rd, Rhinebeck, NY
eentner99@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Suzi Stoller <suzi.stoller@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:34 PM
CountyLegislature
cmorris@dutchess.ny.gov
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrolJJ an external source. Do not open attachments or c/ick_on links from unknown senders or
.
•· ·
unexpected emails.
. .
.

Re: Jail Construction

Dear Legislators:
A wise person may consider borrowing beyond his or her means when the need is critical. A fool borrows beyond what
is her or his means on contraindicated frivolities. When one does it on someone else's dollars, it is akin to stealing.
The DC jail population is down 60%. With the new pre-trial law, it is likely to remain so. Alternatives to incarceration
make economic and social sense
I urge this body to rescind the remaining portion of the Legislature's 2017 bond appropriating mega funds for the
construction of an oversized, overpriced, unnecessary jail. I further recommend the appointment of a non-partisan
commission to research and propose sensible alternatives to the current plan.
Thank you for voting responsibly,
Sincerely,
Susan Kleinfeld Stoller
27 Brentwood Drive
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Sana Cheema <sanac457@icloud.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 10:39 PM
CountyLegislature
DEFUND THE POLICE

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Sana Chee ma and I am a resident of Rhinebeck. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 {9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {!:l%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 {0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which Includes many of the programs that support the community~n meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly-the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Sana Cheema
4 Lower !:look Rd Rbk, NY
sanac457@gmail.com
845-793-1782

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Isobel Niamh <niamh.isobel@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 11 :OS PM
Defund Poughkeepsie PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
Given the historic, social; and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
de.manding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a positiorrthat had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
-challenges thatinclude decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member Is In the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to-answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits ttre presentation of tbe final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
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The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid-the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the-COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472,6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county als() ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "...[r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Isobel Seabmok
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Suzi Stoller <suzi.stoller@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 18, 2020 11 :43 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Fwd: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linl<s from unknown senders or
unexpec(ei:J emails.

_

. -

- - - Forwarded message--------From: Suzi Stoller <suzi.stoller@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, Jun 18, 2020 at 10:33 PM
Subject: Public Comment
To: Countylegislature <countylegislature@co.dutchess.ny.us>
Cc: <cmorris@dutchess.ny.gov>

Re: Jail Construction

Dear Legislators:
A wise person may consider borrowing beyond his or her means when the need is critical. A fool borrows beyond what
is her or his means on contraindicated frivolities. When one does it on someone else's dollars, it is akin to stealing.
The DC jail population is down 60%. With the new pre-trial law, it is likely to.remain so. Alternatives to incarceration
make economic and social sense
I urge this body to rescind the remaining portion-of the Legislature's 2017 bond appropriating mega funds for the
construction of an oversized, overpriced, unnecessary jail. I further recommend the appointment of a non-partisan
commission to research and propose sensible alternatives to the current plan.
Thank you for voting responsibly,
Sincerely,
Susan Kleinfeld Stoller
27 Brentwood Drive
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

Suzi
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Romi Butscher <romibutscher@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 12:50 AM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMemhers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org
An Imperative Demand to Actively Protect Your Citizens by Defunding the Police

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments 01-click on links from unknown senders or
_
_uoexpected emails.
_
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name Is Romi Butscher and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the
police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect
money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their poslfions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and receive-a sound
education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated !be following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions,-including teachers, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistanf to the superintendent and a position that had yet to
be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that
include decreases in slate aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away vafuable members of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position lo meet the varying needs of our
children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when
you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have lo move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but said "The
board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school·dean of students, five-elementary assistant principals, the
assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
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When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue Jncreased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in Its general fu~d balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost
increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt
service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is telling and
disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence,
and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to coAdemn_police bmtality, racial
profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually
care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Romi Butscher
58 Fraleigh Street, Red Hook NY 12571
romibutscher@qmail.com
8452600082
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Nuala Caitlin <nuala.cait@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 12:54 AM
DEFUND THE POLICE

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders_
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Nuala Seabrook and I am a resident of Rhinebeck.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests

reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities,
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that Include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member Is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
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The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Nuala Seabrook
18 Kalina Drive
nuala.cait@gmail.com
8457069030

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Reeves <jamieJ.reeves@aol.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 4:59 AM
Jamie. J(
Public Safety

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am writing today to vouch for how imperative it is that we defund the police. We need to view public safety in a way
that does not make Black, LGBTQ+, low Income people unsafe.
Sincerely,
Jamie Reeves
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Josie Holford <jholford@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 6:32 AM
countyexec; Bolner, Donna; Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Taxpayer Request.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

.

I'm a Dutchess County taxpayer and voter. I am writing about my concerns about the proposal for a new jail. I
question the scope and expense of the project and I also question the need.

I call on the Dutchess County Legislature to drop the plans for a new jail.

This project is enormously expensive - exceedlng any other capital project the County has ever undertaken. It
would cost more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.
This seems particularly imprudent as we look at the very precarious post-Covid financial situation of the County.
The fund balance is being qui-ckly depleted and without federal relief the County will need to borrow later this year
to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is not a time to be investing in a costly and unnecessary jail expansion.

This is not the time to invest in jails.

This is not the time to divert money from urgent and compelling priorities in the County. We are in the middle of a
pandemic that is by no means over. Drug overdose deaths continue to blight our community. The need for social
services and mental health provision continues to rise. In spite of these urgent needs the current budget has
reduced spending on programs that actually benefit the residents of the County, inclu.ding much needed youth
programs. All this in the midst of the Covid-19 crisis. To now divert funds to a jail expansion is not only financially
imprudent but downright perverse.

Furthermore - where is the actual need for this costly expansion? What is the rational justification? Thanks to New
York's bail and discovery reform laws, pre-trial incarceration has dropped dramatically. The jail population that
was at about 400 two years ago has now dropped to around 130.
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We do not need a new jail.
We do need improved services and support for County residents.

This is a time to re think budget priorities and reimagine public safety. It is a time to invest in community based
treatment for addiction and lllental health. It is not a time to be expanding provisions for incarceration. I urge the
County legislature to reimagine how to keep Dutchess county safe and healthy. Take a look at some of the steps
that other NY counties are taking - converting jail cells into homeless shelters for example and expanding
alternatives to incarceration. I am sure there are many other ideas out there that would improve the quality of life
and not commit the County to wasting money on an unnecessary project that entails enormous long term debt.

For all of these reasons I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Thank you,

Josie Holford

Website: http:ljwww.josieholford.com/

Twitter: @JosieHolford
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

gina fox <ginawalkerfox@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 7:39 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Donat qpen attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
·
I strongly oppose the building and funding of a new jail. If you build it they will come. The cost of such an expansive,
unnecessary and punitive structure is a misguided use offinances, resources and manpower. The cost is too high in both
dollars and people. The people who will suffer inordinately are people of color and the poor. Financing and building
affordable housing, rehabbing and filling vacant structures, rebuilding infrastructure; all are more honorable goals and
we could sleep better at night.
Gina Walker Fox Heather Croner/Sotheby's International 914-475-2890 mobile
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:58 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public comment- Pis. reconsider the unnecessary expense for the proposed jail

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

~Visitusoo

Ill Facebook

From: Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 3:42 PM
To: Susan Bell rose <5BBellrose@outlook.com>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators
<CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Keith, Thomas
L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Public comment- Pis. reconsider the unnecessary expense for the proposed jail

With all due respect Susan, the high cost of living in our region is entirely thanks to New York State (fully
controlled by our Democrat Governor, Democrat State Assembly & Democrat State Senate). The blame for the
massive out-migration of New Yorkers lies fully in the hands of those in Albany, whose fiscal mismanagement
and unfunded mandates have led to an enormous cost of living burden that has crushed local municipalities
and middle class families. We in County Government, despite the challenges we face from Albany, have
authored responsible County Budget after responsible County Budget, cutting taxes for our residents in six (6)
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consecutive years while maintaining a proactive mind toward programming that will help us overcome our
greatest challenges (Crisis & Stabilization Center, "Dutchess Together" Shared Services Initiative, Dutchess
Reads, Expansion of Medicated Assisted Treatment (MAT) Program, etc.).
In fact, though some of my colleagues may not want you to realize, this bond resolution (that was adopted in
2016 with bi-partisan support) for the Dutchess County Justice & Transition Center saves millions of dollars in
taxpayer money, provides much higher quality services for those individuals incarcerated who neea" drug
addiction and mental health assistance/treatment, while also providing a much more humane environment
for our inmates. For years, Dutchess County has dealt with the significant hurdles of an outdated detention
facility with the awful practice (both financially & morally) of housing out inmates hundreds of miles away
from their families. The toll that this has taken on Dutchess County's finances, on our members of law
enforcement and on our inmates and their families was far too great - which is why it was so incredibly
important that we address this longstanding dilemma.
I was proud to be a part of the solution in 2016 when each Democrat, Republican & Independents supported
the adoption of this bond resolution - I will certainly not be in support of reversing it.

William G. Truitt
District 7, Dutchess County Legislator
Towns ofHyde Park & Poughkeepsie
wtruitt@dutchessny.gov

From: Susan Bellrose <SBBellrose@outlook.com>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 2:07 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <Countylegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Countylegislature <Countylegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Keith, Thomas
L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: Public comment- Pis. reconsider the unnecessary expense for the proposed jail

Thank you Mr. Molinaro for your response to my email. However after careful consideration of your remarks, as a
taxpayer in District 5, I still fully support the Democratic caucus resolutions to rescind the remaining portion of the
legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction and which recommends a commission to research alternatives
to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or
other possibilities. COVID and the lack of financial support from the Federal government has made this the worst
possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail the need for which is rapidly becoming irrelevant. I believe there are far
more creative solutions which would not be as costly. With so many folks struggling with jobs in our community, the
inevitable increase in taxes would be too burdensome. As an aside, I literally just met a couple strolling on the grounds
of Vassar who recently moved to Colorado from this area due to the high taxes.
I appreciate your consideration of my comments.
Respectfully,
Susan Bellrose
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39 Sandi Drive

Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 11:40 AM

To: Susan Bell rose <SBBellrose@outlook.com>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny,gov>; CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessnv.gov>
Subject: RE: Public comment
Dear Susan,
Thank you for your email, Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy, In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis,
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement, We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families, A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration,
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success, In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer, We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant, Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program, Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more,
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system, However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jaiL Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency,
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex, transltional
housing),
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual savings of nearly $4.1 million. Costsavings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to correctional officer
ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility, The capital costs are an investment in future
annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas, Additionally, ending the
Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995
and 1984 sections, Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need
to be paid annually,
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020, The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County JaiL Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
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sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices. This work has become the model for many of the
counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced
by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incareerated
individuals, as well as provide rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The
Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www. d utchessny .gov

From: Susan Bellrose <SBBellrose@outlook.com>
Sent: Friday, June 19, 2020 10:42 AM
To: County Legislators <Countylegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; Countylegislature

<Countylegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public comment

Thank you all for your consideration of my comment and most of all for your service to our county. As a taxpayer, I
would like to see my money go the to sources of crime and not to jails.
As of June 2020, the United States had the highest prisoner rate, with 655 prisoners per 100,000 of the national
population. Not only is the U.S. among the leading countries worldwide in incarcerations per 100,000 of the population,
but it was also home to the largest total number of prisoners in 2020. * We seem to have become the land of the
incarcerated and not the free. Fortunately this is changing dramatically in 2020. The widespread marches against our
current policing methods will continue to force changes.
New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail population
(around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to communitybased treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail
cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. A new jail should not be Dutchess County's
priority. We cannot afford to spend such a large sum of my and every other Dutchess County hard earned tax payer
dollar on an institution which is rapidly becoming irrelevant.
I fully support the Democratic caucus resolutions to rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond
appropriation for jail construction and which recommends a commission to research alternatives to construction of the
proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

*www.statista.com/statistics/262962/countries-with-the-most-prisoners-per-100-000-inhabitants/
4

Thank you again for your consideration.

Best regards,

Susan <Be{{rose
Email: susan@bellrose.us
Cell: 917-848-9565
Land/ine: 845-218-9853
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hudson Roland <hudsonro1and44@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 10:42 AM
countyexec; Countylegislature; Surman, Alan; Kearney, Brennan; Brendli, Craig; Morris,
Carolyn; Bolner, Donna; Houston, Deirdre; McHoul, Douglas A.; Sagliano, Don; Hauser,
Edward; Garito, Faye; Zernike, Frits; Uaverias, Giancarlo; Pulver, Gregg; Black, Hannah;
Cavaccini, Joseph; jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Munn, Kristofer; Paoloni, Lisa; Metzger, John D.;
Polasek, Michael; Page, Nick; Edwards, Rebecca; Johnson, Randy; Caswell, Stephen;
Keith, Thomas L.; Truitt, Will
Reallocation of money within departments

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do pcit open attachments or Click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
· • ·

.

Hi, my name is Hudson Roland and I am a resident of Red Hook I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use oflethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety
than policing and prisons.

Dutchess County is currently all9cating $54,.665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation
and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951
(0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was
allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community
in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that
Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these
other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs
that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
[Hudson Roland] [236 odak farm road]
[l:!udsonroland44@gmail.com] [34 7585 534 7]
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Morris,-Caroiyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

_

Camille LaBossier <camillelabossier@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 11:50 AM
CountyLegislature; Uaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; wuntyexec; Morris, Carolyn
It's your job to keep the county safe and fair for everyone.

'ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
_
unexpected emails.
-- ·
_

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Camille and I am a resident of Red Hook. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess
County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use
of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of
the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess-County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community Colle_ge, $46,379;552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our a/ready inadequate Publi£ Trnnsportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it Is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community. Why do you want black human beings to continue living in an unjust world where they feel
unsafe because of the police? Isn't it your job to help change that in your county and make It fair for every resident? Do
you care about your people?
Sincerely,
Camille Walsh LaBossier
40 Garden Street
Red Hook, NY 12571
camil/elabossier@gmail.com
8452045826
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Morris, Carolyn
Susan Scheid <sejscheid@gmail.wm>
Friday, June 19, 2020 12:19 PM
Bolner, Donna
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Re: Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject

ATTENTION: This email comefrom on external source. Domot open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
_
unexpected emails.

-

Hi, Donna:
Thanks so much for your reply. I am confident that the authors of the resolution can and will satisfactorily address any
NYS Department of Corrections requirements. l do hope and expect that, after you have heard from the authors of the
resolution, you will be ready to vote in favorof the resolutions.
Sincerely,
Susan Scheid
On Jun 19, 2020, at 8:20 AM, Bolner, Donna <dbolner@dutchessny.gov> wrote:
Susan,
As with all resolutions I am open to understanding the full impacts before voting. I will continue to ask
questions regarding proposed resol1Jtions, however until a letter from NYS Department of Corrections is
received by the county stating that it is not required to improve the correction center, the county must
improve what we have. I am not sure yet how this mandate by the state is being addressed by the
sponsors of the resolution.
Thank you again for your pubic comment. -Donna
Sent from my /Phone
On Jun 18, 2020, at 4:31 PM, Susan Scheid <sejscheid@gmail.com> wrote:

· ATTENTION: This email came froro an external source. Do not open attac/iments or click on //nksfroni unknown sen
-_
-_unexpected emails. - - "_ - · - _

Hi, Donna. Thanks for acknowledging receipt of the comment. I look forward to your
vote in favor of the resolutions as well.

Sincerely,
Sue
On Jun 18, 2.020, at 3:06 PM, Bolner, Donna <dbolner@dutchessny.gov> wrote:

Susan,
Thank you for your public comment.
Donna Bolner
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Sent from my iPhone
On Jun 17, 2020, at 2:16 PM, Susan Scheid <seischeid@gmail.com>
wrote:
AIT£NTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links fr
unexpected emails,

I am writing as a taxpayer and voterresiding in
Dutchess County to cal1 for the Legislature to drop its
plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most
expensive capital project the County has ever
undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment
extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's
financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federa:J aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year
to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to
essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent
priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are
spiking shar-ply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and
that alcoholism and need for mental health services
are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has
reduced spending on these services, as-well-as on
much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, any arguable need for a new jail that may
have existed in the past is no longer there. New
York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus
the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago,
over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors
are being diverted to community-based treatment for
addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New
York counties are making plans to convert jail cells
into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to
incarceration. Dutchess County should join their
ranks and reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the
Democratic caucus has submitted for-consideration
in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's
2017 bond appropriation for jail construction

* recommend a commission to research alternatives
to construction of the proposed jail, including
198

renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing
with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Scheid
Town of LaGrange
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Isabel Murray <1murray359@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 12:57 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
public comment for july board mtg

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
·

Begin forwarded message:

From: Isabel Murray <imurray359@icloud.com>
Subject: REALLOCATE DUTCHESS COUNTY PD FUNDS
Date: June 18, 2020 at 8:48:27 AM EDT
To: CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov. gllaverias@dutchessny.gov,
dsagliano@dutchessny.gov, mpolasek@dutchessny.gov, hblackdc4@gmail.com,
tkeith@dutchessny.gov, redutchess6@gmail.com, wtruitt@dutchessny.gov,
cbrendli@dutchessny.gov. rjohnson@dutchessny.gov, ieterb@hvc.rr.com,
bkearney@dutchessny.gov, metzger4dc@gmail.com, dbolner@dutchessny.gov,
lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov. icavaccini@dutchessny.gov, fzernike@dutchessny.gov,
dmchoul@dutchessny.gov, npage@dutchessny.gov. gpulver@dutchessny.gov;
kmunn@dutchessny.gov, scaswell@dutchessny.gov, fgarito@dutchessny.gov,
ehauser@dutchessny.gov, alansurman@optimum.net, dhouston@dutchessny.gov,
CountyExec@dutchessny.gov, cmorris@dutchessny.gov

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Isabel Murray and I am a resident of Rhinebeck New York. I am asking you to reallocate
money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black
residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department
targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship
shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable
housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%} toward programs that
have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public
education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of
Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public
Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner
Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of
these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can
benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can
195

-

from police presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds
towards healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Isabel Murray
imurray359@gmail.com

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Isabel Murray <imurray359@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 1:01 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment for July Board MTG

ATTENTION: This ema/f camefrom on external source. Do not open attacliments or click on links/ram unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
·
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,

My name is Isabel Murray and I am a resident of Rhinebeck, New York. I am writlng to you to express my support for the
cancellation of the jail project.

Despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus on our society's systemic Inequity, Dutchess County is
scheduled to plow ahead with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail this September. Paying back the
construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future. While there were
over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around 130. The 'downsized'
new jail is being built to accommodate 328.

Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated t-0 the sheriff's department and the jall has swollen from
$21.2 million in 2000 to $54.7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to
$46.4 million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million In 2006 and rests at $1.65 million nearly fifteen
years later. Our priorities need to change now.
Thank you,
Isabel
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Carole Pickering <capckp@yahoo.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 1:59 PM
County Legislators
cmorris@Dutchesscounty.org
HaltJail project!

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear Legislators,

Many times a good idea or plan needs to be revisited and revised. This is precisely because matters
evolve, issues come to light, public opinion and realities change.
This is the case with the current plan to build the jail. The need simply doesn't exist anymore. It's no
longer overcrowded for reasons you all know.

It is ultra costly, and our county now has new problems that will require a shifting of funds. Due to the
pandemic, revenues are and will be way down. Basic constituent needs like food, housing and mental
health services are and will continue to rise. It is time to shift priorities, and to come together as a
body to change direction. It is time to realign monies with the needs of Dutchess County.
A nevv-and expanded jail is no longer a critical goal. Creativity can shift to meet the needs of
incarceration, as it appropriately declines.
Please reconsider your priorities. Thank you.
Dr. Charles and Carole Pickering
299 Hudson View Terrace, Hyde Park, NY. 12538
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Beth Kolp <bethkolp@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 3:32 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
public comment
jail_email_leg.docx

AITENT/ON: T/iis email came from an external source. Do not open pttachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
_
Dear Clerk of the Dutchess County Legislature;
Attached is my contribution to the Public Comment session of the July 9, 2020, meeting of the Legislature. It regards
resolutions to rescind the remaining bond for the Dutchess County Jail and to establish a commission to explore
alternatives to constructing a new jail.
Thank you.
Beth Kolp
Hyde Park

(845) 229-5193
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Analise Rios <analise.rios@gmail.com>
Friday, June 19, 2020 8:39 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund the Police - Invest in Community

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails,
_
_
-Dear Dutchess County Legislature,

_

Hi, my name is Analise Rios and I am a resident of the Bronx, NY and a graduate of SUNY New Paltz. I am asking you to
reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black
residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets
nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage,
access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at
promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to th.e Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. AU the while only-allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that .
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Analise Rios
80 Westchester Square
Bronx, NY 10461
analise.rios@gmail.com
{347)-932-3413
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Tiffany Santa <tiffanysanta23@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 20, 2020 4:11 AM
Redirect police funding.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Tiffany Santa and I am a resldent of Ossining.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 mlllion deficit for its 2020-21-budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High-School dean of.students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position tnat had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be v-0ted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't-have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding-the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
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The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc MoliAaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue incFeased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community,
Sincerely,
Tiffany Santa
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Lois Walden <lawalden@me.com>
Saturday, June 20, 2020 1:22 PM
County legislators
Morris, Carolyn
public comment

AITENT!ON: This email came from an external sowce. Do not open attachments or click on Jinksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
To whom it may concern,
"Dutchess needs to reconsider. Post-Covld, the county's financial situation is dlre--the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and
unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. layoffs and cuts to services
seem inevitable. At the same time, nationwide protests for racial justice are challenging us to rethink our society's outsized
spending on law enforcement and incarceration. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new Jail, burden taxpayers,
and divert money from other urgent priorities." I could not have said this any better than it has been said.

What I can say, that hasn't been said, Is we are In the middle of a mental health crisis, a drug crisis, a spousal abuse crisis, a homeless
crisis, and you want to build a Jail that will cost over ten million dollars annually Instead of taking that money and using It for social
causes that could help Dutchess County become a leader of social justice, a beacon of hope for all those disenfranchfsed Individuals
who need our emotional and financial support. We do not need this jail. We need to throw away the keys of incarceration and help
every single person who needs our support by giving our support in ways our federal government is too myopic to understand. We
are not the federal government. We are a state, we are a state with a heart, with a mind, and with a conscience. We know what is
right, and what is right is defundlng this Jail project right now.
If this bill passes, there are many of us who will be upended by this decision, and we wHI not be silent. We have
enough devastatingly difficult fiscal issues in New York. We do not need another issue, especially one that represents the greed and
utter corruption of our fractured federal government. I hope New York stands in solidarity with the new wave that is sweeping
across our country: a wave of consciousness, compassion, and courage.

Please consider the perils of building this prison at this time. Please be courageous, and remember we, the people, need Dutchess
County to be a beacon to those who need support so they might survive during this unprecedented time.
Thank you for considering an alternative plan of action
Lois Walden
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Reeves <jamieJ.reeves@aol.com>
Saturday, June 20, 2020 3:34 PM
Jamie. J.:
Police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
It is absolutely imperative that we defund the police. It is absolutely imperative that both no knock, and quick knock
warrants are completely outlawed. It is absolutely imperative that police misconduct investigations be done by a party
not within, or sympathizing with the police department. It is absolutely imperative that we demilitarize the police. It is
absolutely imperative that SWAT teams don't exist. It is absolutely imperative we do not bring military tactics of police
forces into the homes of people. It is absolutely imperative that we defund the police.
It is absolutely imperative that you stop learning all you know about police presence from police chiefs and police
officers. It is absolutely imperative that you listen to the Black community. It is absolutely imperative that you know that
they will not want to talk to you. It is absolutely imperative that you know that they will not trust you. It is absolutely
imperative that you then work harder to understand. Police are violent. There is no ifs, ands, or buts. The presence of
police is violence, The tactics of police are violence. Your enabling of police is violence. It is absolutely imperative that
you are not violent towards your constituents. It is absolutely imperative that you serve your constituents.
Serve the people you were elected to represent. Do good for the people you were elected to represent. Defund the
police for the people you were elected to represent.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Laura Casaregola <lclauracas@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 20, 2020 4:28 PM
Countylegislature
Defund Police, and Fund Community

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Laura Casaregola and I am a resident of Hopewell Junction. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 {0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many-of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Laura Casa rego la
20 Prentiss Drive
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
lclauracas@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn

To:

Jamie Reeves <jamieJ.reeves@aol.com>
Sunday, June 21, 2020 5:24 AM
Jamie. j,(

Subject:

DEFUND

From:

Sent:

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
It is necesary to defund police in order to create safer community. I know it may be scary to dismantle a police
department in your little frame of reality, but it is scarier that police regularly terrorize and murder citizens.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Roshni Saxena <roshni@vt.edu>
Sunday, June 21, 2020 3:54 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
Reallocate Police Budget

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not ope_n attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
_ unexpected emails.
·_
.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Roshni and I am a resident of Dutchess County, NY.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economicconclitions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk oflosing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administratio11 continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking-to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of ed.ucation Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintenden_t, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a-budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
-as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee-benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds-to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful I yearn-to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate--sanctioned-violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents.
I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Yours truly,
Roshni Saxena
8.5. Computer Science
Virginia Tech' 2023
She I her/ hers
roshni@vt.edu I Linkedln
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Anthony Batey <abatey@berklee.edu>
Sunday, June 21, 2020 9:41 PM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keitn, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brend Ii, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hve;rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernil<e, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
-Kristofer, Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund Dutchess County PD

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately
targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department
targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living
wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at
promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (1'1.5%). toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $lf9,520.,571f (9:6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community Coltege, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Addltionally,only $1,215,670 {0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community. Racism and white supremacy have gone unchecked and been swept under the rug in this
country far too many times for fur too long. In order to truly work towards breaking down the barriers of systemic
racism in this country, we must overhaul public safety entirely. The police must be defunded and, ultimately, abolished.
It is time that you, the lawmakers, take immediate action. Set a precedent. Do not only what is right, but what is needed.
Sincerely,
Tony Batey
330-241-8775
*The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess Count-y is publicly available at
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-Legislature/Docs/2020-Adopted-Budget.pdf
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Prudence Posner <prueposner@gmail.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 9:00 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
PUBLIC COMMENT
Public Comment.pdf

ATTENTION: This email camefromnn external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
,

I strongly urge the Dutchess County Legislature to rescind the bond for the proposed County
Jail.

1. The bond for the proposed jail is harmful to the financial well-being of Dutchess
County taxpayers. The $130 million estimated cost for this jail will add millions of
dollars in debt service to the County's annual budget for the foreseeable future.
2. The bond for the proposed jail is harmful to the health and welfare of all county
residents. Public and mental health appropriations have already been cut by $13
million. We can expect additional cuts to services necessitated by the project's annual
debt service cost.
3. The jail is harmful to those who will be unjustly and ur.necessarily incarcerated,
simply to fill the proposed 328 new beds. Crime- in Dutchess County has steadily
decreased, and the New York State Bail and Discovery Reform taws mandate less
expensive and far more effective alternatives to incarceration.
The unanswered question, then, is who benefits from this expensive and unnecessary
project? Clearly not the Dutchess County taxpayers, not the residents and businesses of
Dutchess County, and not those in need of services which will be replaced by incarceration.
Prudence S. Posner
39 N. Chestnut Street
Beacon, NY 12508
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Will Francome <wfrancome@gmail.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 9:01 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment: New Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or c/icl< on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
In regards to the building of a new jail in Dutchess county:
I personally feel that with the pressures of a global pandemic and an ongoing recession, that the last thing we
should be doing is building a new jail which is going to cost an astronomical amount of money. Especially as
we see the world's attention focused on issues of disparity in our criminal justice system, I would much rather
see our taxes put towards mental health, education, supporting medical staff and any number of more positive
uses. I don't think that a few hundred new jail cells, many of which will sit empty is the best use of the county's
much needed funds at the moment.
Thanks, Will Francome

Will Francome
Director, Camera, Producer, Editor
www.willfrancome.com
+44 (0)7738015981 - UK
+1 (516) 493 6601 - us

@will francome docs
@will reelnice
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Susan Scheid <sejscheid@gmail.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 10:06 AM
countyexec; County Legislators
Bolner, Donna
Public Comment and Request to County Executive Molinaro and the Dutchess County
Legislature re the Jail Expansion Project

A7T£NTION; Thi, email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on Jinks from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear County Executive Molinaro and County Legislators:
I am writing as a follow-up to Legislator Donna Bolner's reply to my public comment on the status of the jail expansion
and the resolutions that are to come before the Legislature on this issue in July. The two resolutions are as follows:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction

* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
I want first to thank Legislator Bolner for her prompt and courteous responses to my e"mails.
In her response, Legislator Bolner stated:
"As with all resolutions I am open to understanding the full impacts before voting. I will continue to ask questions
regarding proposed resolutions, however until a letter from NYS Department of Corrections is received by the county
stating that It is not required to improve the correction center, the county must improve what we have. I am not sure
yet how this mandate by the state is being addressed by the sponsors of the resolution."
While I anticipate the legislators offering the resolutions will be able to address Legislator Bolner's concerns
satisfactorily, I want now to advise of my own understanding of the current circumstances, which have changed
dramatically from the time the jail project was first broached.
In its Annual Report for 2018, the New York State Commission of Correction (COC) stated: "The Commission approved
continuation of a variance which provides 200 additional temporary beds (modular housing units)-to assist the county
with overcrowding. Such approval is predicated on the county's continued efforts to address the jail's overcrowding."
At the time, it is my understanding the jail population was above 400. Today, in the wake of bail reform, the pods are no
longer in use, pre-trial detention for misdemeanors has fallen precipitously, and the jail population is now about 130. In
addition, over 60% of those entering the jail, before bail reform, had documented mental health or addiction issues. As
many of these individuals are no longer in the jail before trial, it is, more than ever, critically important to shift resources
to support them in the community. With regard to Legislator Bolner's direct concern, it is my understanding that, while
the Legislature does need COC approval for any plan going forward, including approval of the design and staffing plan,
the COC does not tell counties how big their jails need to be.
In addition, to reiterate the concerns I raised in my initial public comment, the time is ripe for reconsideration of the jail
project for several reasons:
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>The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other
county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.
>Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal
aid arrives, the county wlll need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services
seem inevitable.
>This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and need for
mental health services are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has reduced spending on these services, as well as on
much-needed youth programs.
Additionally, the jail project should be reconsidered in light of the Governor's Police Reform and Reinvention
Collaborative, which requires police forces to adopt a plan by April 1, 2021, to be eligible for future state funding and
certify that they have:
>Engaged stakeholders in a public and open process on policing strategies and tools;
>Presented a plan, by chief executive and head of the local police force, to the public for comment;
>After consideration of any comments, presented such plan to the local legislative body {council or legislature as
appropriate) which has approved such plan {by either local law or resolution); and
>If such local government does not certify the plan, the police force may not be eligible to receive future state funding.
I urge Dutchess County to seize this moment to truly re image public safety. In developing its plan, 1 urge the County,
among other things, to expand community services that are prevention-oriented, such as youth programs; to provide
non-criminalized support for those with addiction and mental health issues, and to prioritize implementing and investing
in all possible measures that reduce or eliminate the need to incarcerate individuals better served by other supports and
services.
For all the reasons stated above, I urge each and every Legislator to vote in support of the above-stated resolutions. Of
course, if there is other information of which I and all those who are concerned about these issues should be aware, I
hope you will pass it on.
Thank you for your attention to this matter.
Respectfully submitted,
Susan Scheid
Town of LaGrange
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kristen Hendrickson <kthen55@gmail.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 3:42 PM
Kristen Hendrickson
Black Lives Matter

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Kristen and I am a resident of the City of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
supportstaff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted "by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would Include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
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Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and
Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given
the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by
$9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general fund
balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutalify, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with-your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Kristen Hendrickson
23 S. Clover St. Apt. 4
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Kthen55@gmail.com
845-337-2946

Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Jamie Reeves <jamiej.reeves@aol.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 5:01 PM
Jamie.~
Defunding

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am writing today because I believe it is of upmost importance that we defund the police. We should adopt a safer and
more comprehensive interpretation of public safety. I ask for this because I would like to see a permanent and total end
to police violence, and the mere presence of police is in itself, violence.
Signed,
Jamie Reeves
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Victoria Mayes <victoriamayes14@gmail.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 5:10 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This emo/1 came from on external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.
Moreover, the oeed for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and-discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans_to eonvert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jailasharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted

Victoria Mayes
Victoria Mayes
Writer/Editor
845.758.3136
845.702.2004 cell
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mia Barbuto <mbarbuto21@icloud.com>
Monday, June 22, 2020 5:17 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
public comment for july board mtg

ATTENTION; This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

.

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,

Hi, my name is Mia Barbuto and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY. I recently got word that Dutchess County is scheduled
to continue with new construction of an almost $200 million jail this Fall. Building this jail would perpetuate a racially
bias system within this country.There is a vital movement happening right now for black lives within this country, and
building this jail would build onto systemic racism within the country. Moreso, the jail would cost taxpayers almost $10
million per year. Building this new jail would also increase the amount of people incarcerated. Right now the population
in the jail is 130, when it was 400 two years ago. Building a new jail means filling up that new jail with up to 328 people.

Put these funds toward mental health spending, education, and community in order to actually take CARE of your
community. This will protect.all.

Sincerely,
Mia Barbuto
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 2:29 PM
Pat Lamanna; County Legislators
RE: County Jail

Dear Pat,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental-health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Seeond Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, b·ullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our child~en on a-path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the fundlng goes to youth programs- anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
• the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
• the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual savings of nearly-$4.1 million. Costsavings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to correctional officer
ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an investment in future
annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas. Additionally, ending the
Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995
and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service-will still-need
to be paid annually.
Ball reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
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a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obllgation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals, as well as provide rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The
Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost-savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, in not all, of your concerns.
Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Pat Lamanna <patla42@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 9:53 AM

To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: County Jail
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I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible lime to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these
services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine
public safety.
For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
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* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities,
Respectfully submitted,
Pat Lamanna
5 Van Ct, Hyde Park, NY 12538
845-309-3853
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Emily Chao <edc55@cornell.edu>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 11 :00 AM
Please act now.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksf1om unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Please act now to confront and strategically disassemble modern systemic
white supremacy and anti-black racism and their lingering historic effects.
Please criminalize anti-black racism.
Please process all police corruption, brutality, and racism cases without
bail.
Please get a reparations for Black slavery Act passed.
Please add blatant historic and systemic modern anti-black racism, white
supremacy, and privilege into public school k-12 curriculum. Please
include in historic education the Black massacres and Black lynching
stories with the alleged accusations that sparked them. Please include the
long term psychological and social impacts and their connection to
internal bias.
Please.
Emily
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Dick, Laurel <dicklaur@grinnell.edu>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 11 :44 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
public comment

AITfNTION; This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
My name is Laurie Dick, a resident of Beacon, and I support the bills to rescind the jail bond and form a
commission to research alternatives to this ridiculously expensive plan. Our County has so many needs which
badly need adequate funding: higher education, medical care, mental health services, substance abuse
treatment, public transportation, and food & shelter insecurity to name only a few. As we all know, those
needs have only grown with the COVID pandemic.

The fact that this body would even CONSIDER going forward with this project at this time is shocking to me -$132 million put on the shoulders of Dutchess County taxpayers with $5 to $10 million in yearly debt service
would be a mistake we would regret for decades to come.

H,6

Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject

Suzi Chafetz <suziqxOx@aim.com>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 1:13 PM
Black, Hannah
Concerned Dutchess County Resident

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess Countv Legislature,
Hi, my name is Suzanne Schiaffo and I am a resident of Wappingers Falls. I am asking you to reallocate money away from
the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use of lethal force, Police and Sheriff's Departments nation wide target nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and
treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation wstem. Additionally, only $1,215,670 {0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same,amount of funding to policing and Incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
Incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Suzanne Schiaffo
PO Box321
Chelsea, NY 12512

Sent from my !Phone
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Nrorris, Car.olyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vicki Fox <vicki831@earthlink.net>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 2:12 PM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Do not continue spending money to expand Dutchess jail

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear Legislators:

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail, burden taxpayers, and divert
money from other urgent priorities. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for
addiction and mental"health diagnoses.

Why not use this taxpayer money to help the homeless have their own studio apartments? Or to
better fund food pantries? Or to help school districts make up what promises to be draconian cuts in
state aid next year?
Please rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail
construction. Please research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail. More jail space is
CERTAINLY NOT the first thing Dutchess County should be doing with this taxpayer money.
Yours,
Vicki Fox
Beacon
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Muriel Horowitz <Muriel@murielhorowitz.com>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 2:46 PM
-County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Jail expansion

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Thank you to those who support NOT expanding the jail. I hope the rest of you will consider the info in this letter and
take it to heart.

Dear Dutchess County Legislators :
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these
services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's ball and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration ancfthus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverte-d to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration, Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine
public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Muriel W Horowitz
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Amy Rothstein <amy.rothstein5@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 23, 2020 5:12 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment (Proposed County JaiQ

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on links from unkn<iivn senders or
unexpected emails.
_
Dear Legislators:
I write to urge you to re-consider your plans to buik:l a large, expensive jail in our County. Particularly at this time of
criminal justice reform, including alternatives to incarceration, it seems foolhardy in the extreme to borrow more than $130
million that the residents - and voters - of Dutchess County will be paylng off for years. The debt service alone will rival
and exceed the annual costs of critical projects like public transit and infrastructure repairs.
Our County is doing well in so many ways. Please do not drag us down with an outdated plan to spend an exorbitant
amount of money on a huge jail.
Thank you for your consideration of my views, which I believe are shared by so many of my neighbors.

Respectfully,

Amy Rothstein
Pine Plains
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Steven Turco <stvnturco@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 9:25 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Jail Expansion

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Steven Turco and I've been a Dutchess County resident my whole life. I'm writing to you all about the new
jail that is being built.
I am aware that some inmates have been sent elsewhere to be jailed and this alone seems to have led to the idea of a
new jail.
The stabilization center seems to help certain cases as opposed to sending people to sit in jail and await trial. I believe
there should be more funding for programs like this as opposed to building a new jail.
But above all, I believe that community involvement such as community-building programs and support systems for
those in need of them could lead to less people incar{:erated and, in turn, no need for a new jail.
I hope you will take my opinion into account and that there are already discussions concerning tne new jail and it's
necessity.
Thank you,
Steven Turco
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Greg Johnston <gregjohnston@nyu.edu>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 10:15 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
public comment

ATTENTION: This ema/1 came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
My name is Greg Johnston and I am a resident of Beacon, NY. I am writing to ask that Dutchess County rescind the
remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction. Thankfully, times are changing. We
are incarcerating fewer of our fellow Dutchess county residents. We are recognizing that money can be better spent
providing social services, counseling, and housing for our neighbors rather than locking them away.

This is an amazing opportunity to shift funds from incarceration to rehabilitation. Let's not let this opportunity pass.
Thank you!
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Melissa Arboleda < melissaarboleda717@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 1:28 PM
CountyLegislature
Budget Information

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Good afternoon I
I am trying to find the budget for our county on the website but can't seem to. Could you point me to where I can access
it and/or charts about how the budget is distributed In our communities?
Thank you,
Melissa Arboleda
Wappingers Falls Resident
Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Maria Molloy <mariammolloy@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 2:10 PM
CountyLegislature
It's Time to Reallocate the Funds of the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Maria Molloy and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie and a student at Marist College. I am asking you to
reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black
residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets
nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage,
access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at
promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Maria Molloy
mariammolloy@gmail.com
646-248-8454
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rachel Elson <elson.rachel@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 3:01 PM
cmoriss@dutchessny.gov; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexp_ected emails.
Dear legislators,
I demand that $200 million in funding for the new Dutchess County jail be rescinded. I do not think Dutchess County
needs a new jail, as it is unnecessary, fiscally irresponsible, and morally abhorrent. We do not need a new jail. We need
more money for our schools and our mental health services. You have increased funding for the sheriff's office while at
the same time slashing funding for mental health and youth programs. A new jail will not solve any problems. It is
necessary because the jail population has been decreasing.
In addition, a new jail will not solve the county's criminal justice issues. As Tracy Given-Hunter, a member of End the
New Jim Crow Action Network, has said, "If your goal is to keep [inmate] numbers from increasing, what are those
proven practices [to keep the numbers down]? Why aren't more people in Alternatives to Incarceration? If that were
happening, we wouldn't need [more beds]."
Thank you, and please consider not moving forward with the plans to construct the jail.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

Joy Taylor <joytaylor@frontiernet.net>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 3:36 PM
County Legislators
public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Given the economic chaos set off by Covid-19 and the governor's mandate for all levels of government to change their
police and incarceration practices, I'm in favor of reconsidering the enormous expense of a new jail.
The money can be better spent elsewhere - and it's desperately needed elsewhere. We need jobs, housing, food- not
more cells.
We need addiction services and mental health care, not more punishment space in a jail.
We need to reconsider this project.
No mo.re same old same old, please.
Sincerely yours
Joy Taylor
250 Williams Road
Rea-Hook, NY 12571
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lucy Brown <ijbrown@vassar.edu>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 6:00 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Whom It May Concern,
I demand that Dutchess County rescind $200,000,000 from constructing a new county jail. In recent years funding for
mental health services has dropped$59.3 million to $46.4 million and funding for youth programs and services $1.68
million to $1.65 million, while the county jail has received funds that have increased from $21.2 million to $54.7 million.
This must be stopped from going through and the funds must be redistributed back into the community through
projects and mental health services in order to end mass incarceration and the militarization of prisons where convicts
are disproportionately black individuals.
Signed,
Lucy Brown
Vassar College Student.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
Subject:

Jaclyn Skrela <jskrela@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 6:35 PM
Reallocation of Sheriff Funding

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Donat open attachments or click on /inksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Jaclyn Skrela and I am a resident of Pleasant Valley. I am asking you to reallocate money away
from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic
stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents al
a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health
services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting
community safety than policing in prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 lo
Probation, and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little
benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from PreSchool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health,
and and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the
programs that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing,_restorative justice, food access,
literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funds to
policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. n stands to reason that a greateF number of residents can benefit
from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare
and social programs that truly benefit the-community.
Sincerely,
Jaclyn Skrela
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Charles Snyder <csnyder@bard.edt1>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 8:02 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
no new jaill

ATTENTION: This email camejrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails. ~

.As a resident of Dutchess County, I am writing to let legislators
know that the county does not need or want a new jail! Use of the
county money for such construction is reckless, wasteful and
completely unnecessary - especially at this time of revenue
shortfall. I will be in very regular contact to express this view in the
coming days and weeks in anticipation of the legislature's
deliberation on this issue.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Maggie McFarland <mm3830@bard.edu>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 8:55 PM
County Legislators; countyexec; comptroller; Countylegislature
cmorris@dutchessny.go
Public Comment about New Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hello Elected Officials of Dutchess CountyMy name is Maggie McFarland, I'm a student at Bard College and have been for the past three years. My aunt and uncle
live in Pleasant Valley. Many of my friends live in Redhook and Tivoli year round, some with their parents. Dutchess
county is my home, it's where I go to school, it's where I work, it's where I pay taxes, where I go to my doctors
appointments, it's where I'm registered to vote, and as such, I feel entitled to express my opinion about the construction
of a the county jail. I write to you with only the best intentions for this community, seeing as I currently belong to it,
have friends and family who have lived their entire lives here, and genuinely care about my fellow members of the
human race even if I haven't met them.
I'm sure that this project has been in consideration for longer than the new year, but if 2020 has taught us anything it
should be that the current criminal justice system and all it's infrastructure is ineffective, deeply immoral, and even
dangerous. Therefore, I entreat you to reconsider this project,
The past 50 years have proven that the practice of mass incarceration is incredibly racist and does irreparable harm to
the communities of color it targets. I know that Dutchess County is majority white and nowhere near
progressive. However, it is not only possible, but necessary to protect the rights of the most disenfranchised 25% among
us, as well as future generations of Afro-american and Latinx residents of Dutchess county. -slack and brown lives
matter, this is a fact that we should all know by now. However, our Federal, State, and County justice systems in their
current form do not reflect any standard of racial equality or equity, so the idea of investing more infrastructure and
funds into a system that systemically targets (or at the very least neglects) a quarter of the people it is intended to serve
is ludicrous and deeply Immoral. Restructure the system so that it Is fair to all minorities regardless of race, gender
identity, etc. and then by all means invest money into necessary infrastructure, but throwing money at a broken judicial
system is not only foolhardy, it's corrupt.
Even disregarding the huge racial justice argument against constructing this jail, this proposal flies in the face of many of
the lessons we learned from the COVID-19 pandemic. One of the settings in which the virus spread the fastest and had
the most detrimental results (besides retirement homes) were prisons and jails, where there are a high concentration of
people in close proximity to one another. Not only that, but such facilities are often lacking key medical resources to
deal with outbreaks like COVID-19. These pandemics are not going to go away. With the spread of tropical diseases
due to climate change and ever increasing population density, such epidemics are only going to increase, and it's best
that we all be prepared. Even if you are somehow able to find the preventable deaths of hundreds of incarcerated
Americans conscionable, such conditions also create significant danger forthe officers and employees of said
institutions. This pandemic should have taught us to seriously reconsider the way in which we house and treat inmates,
in addition to the high rates of reoffending, psychological damage, and human rights abuses that result from the
American style correctional facility.
Philosophically this project is faulty. Even If the logic behind building this jail is 'to relieve stress/overcrowding in
preexisting jails' the solution of 'just building a new one' is unsound for many reasons. Firstly, New York's 2019 Bail
reforms have reduced the number of pretrial inmates by as much as 67.5% in Dutchess County. This is in addition to a
steady decline in both violent and nonviolent crime reports across the county. Why on earth are we trying to build a
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whole new jail if the crime rate is dropping (even in Poughkeepsie), and anyone convicted of a crime is more than likely
released on bond? Secondly, putting resources you don't have into building a prison doesn't lessen the crime-rnte
(which is already much lower In Dutchess county than the US and NY averages AND dropping), what It does is increase
the ability and desire to fill those jail cells with more nonviolent offenders. It increases incarceration point
blank. Facilities that are proven to decrease crime and benefit the community in a multitude-of ways are-Rehab
Facilities, Mental health facilities, and resources for homeless citizens such as public restrooms, safe shelters, and
housing intervention.
Investing directly into the community, decriminalizing homelessness and drug usage, and providing resources for
addiction rehabilitation and recovery are some of the ways in which countries across the globe have decreased not only
crime rates, but also rates of preventable deaths. A large focus of the BLM movement has been to Increase public
services in order to decrease crime and violence In high poverty areas, as well as to Improve the quality of life for
everyone in the community. The amount of investment we could put into public works with even a fraction of the
budget of this jail project would benefit the community as a whole, as well as help to decrease the rate of crime not only
among this generation, but permanently by raising the quality of life for all our citizens.
There's no way that Dutchess County can even fiscally afford this project. The construction alone would put the county
in disastrous amounts of debt for decades, not to mention the cost of maintaining and staffing such a facility. The
financial situation post-COVID19 is uncertain enough as It is, with thousands of layoffs, unemployment, and
underemployment due to the crisis. It's much more economically sound to invest in projects to combat homelessness,
address mental health and addiction, educate our youth, and aid our citizens in the aftermath of the COVID-19
pandemic than to build a superfluous jail in which to imprison the desperate and vulnerable.
If you've read all the way through this email, thank you very much for your attention. Please do not build another
godforsaken jail.

Maggie McFarland
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Amy Rothstein <amy.rothstein5@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 10:07 PM
Pulver, Gregg
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Re: Public Comment (Proposed County Jail)

ATTENT/GN: This email came from an external source. Do notppen attachments or click on links'from unknown senders or
·
.
unexpected emails.
.
Dear Greg,
While I appreciate the promptness of your response to my email, I am not persuaded that the points you make justify the
enormous taxpayer expenditures and long-term debt that will be incurred in order to build an enormous jail in Dutchess
County. Clearly, the provision of crisis services, a helpline, and partnering with local school districts to incorporate antibullying coaching and other social services are all laudable, but can be provided without construction of an enormous,
expensive building.
Particularly in light of current trends in bail reform and other alternatives to incarceration, I submit that construction of an
enormous jail will undermine your stated goal of lowering recidivism rates. Rather, I think that ii will foster overincarceration, contrary to the current recommendations of enlightened criminal justice experts, and will therefore result in
harm to (unnecessarily) incarcerated individuals and, ultimately, to society - in particular, Dutchess County residents - at
large.
Again, I urge you and your colleagues to reconsider and reject this plan.

Regards,
Amy

On Wed, Jun 24, 2020 at 3:27 PM Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov> wrote:
Hi Amy-

Thanks for your email and as your County Legislator I wanted to respond.

The County has heavily invested· in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center, a 24/7
walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis. In addition, we partner with local school
districts te incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that focuses on empathy and communication
skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention - all of which are protective factors
against future criminal justice system involvement.
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The new Justice and Transition Center is required by the State of New York will provide:
•

greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

•

savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more

•

conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to re purpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).

We believe that overall the new facility will be better for the population, lower the rate of recidivism and save $4.1
million in yearly operational costs.

Be well, Gregg.

A. Gregg Pulver, Chairman
Dutchess County Legislature
District 19- Pine Plains, North -East, Stanford, Milan

From: Amy Rothstein <amy.rothstein5@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, June 23, 2020 5:12 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment (Proposed County Jail)

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on Jinks from unknown senders or
.
··
unexpected emails. ·
·
·
·
Dear Legislators:
I write to urge you to re-consider your plans to build a large, expensive jail in our County. Particularly at this time of
criminal justice reform, including alternatives to incarceration, it seems foolhardy in the extreme to borrow more than
$130 million that the residents - and voters - of Dutchess County will be paying off for years. The debt service alone will
rival and exceed-the annual costs of critical projects like public transit and infrastructure repairs.
Our County is doing well in so many ways. Please do not drag us down with an outdated plan to spend an exorbitant
amount of money on a huge jail.
Thank you for your consideration of my views, which I believe are shared by so many of my neighbors.
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Respectfully,

Amy Rothstein
Pine Plains
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsey Dean <lindseymdean@icloud.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 10:17 PM
Countylegislature
Dutchess County Legislature

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Lindsey Dean and lam a resident of Stormville, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many-of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as-housing, restorative justice; food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to-policing and incarceration as it Is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Lindsey
Stormville,NY
linmdean@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lindsey Dean <lindseymdean@icloud.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 10:21 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com
Poughkeepsie Officials

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do-not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Lindsey and I am a resident of Stormville.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie-City School District is. proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The hoard voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a posit~on that had yet to be filled-for-the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is iffthe position
to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a-good direction that I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the mo11es, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10-supportstaff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted'the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
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Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE-assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the-district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472;6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in Its general fund
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department In contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social,-and educational well-being-0f your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Lindsey
Stormville, NY
linmdean@gmail.com
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Seht:
To:
Subject:

Patrick Fitzgerald <pfitzgerald@vassar.edu>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 11 :24 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on /mks from unknowrrsenders or
~
unexpected emails.
To the members of the Dutchess County Legislature,
Hello, my name is Patrick Fitzgerald, and I am a rising senior at Vassar College. I would like to encourage this body to
decide against constructing a new jail in Dutchess County. In recent years, funding for the sheriff's department and
correctional services has far outpaced spending on other essentials like health/mental health services and youth
programs (both in absolute terms and in terms of percent increase). Having worked with numerous community-oriented
groups in the county, Nobody Leaves mid-Hudson and the End the New Jim Crow Action Network (ENJAN) among them,
I know that building a new jail is not the right way forward for the county. I would urge all of the legislators to consider
where else this money could be spent in order to prioritize services that would directly contribute to the well-being of
the people of Dutchess County.
Sincerely,
Patrick Fitzgerald
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Annika Hill <annikasynnove@gmail.com>
Wednesday, June 24, 2020 11 :52 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATT£NTIDN: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on Jinl<sfrom unknown senders or
_
unexpected emails.
_
To whom it may concern,
My name is Annika Hill and I am a resident of Dutchess County. I am deeply concerned about the proposition of building
a new prison in our county, Its 10 million dollars/year will payed for by Dutchess County taxpayers, who should reap the
benefits of the money that they put into their taxes, as opposed to paying for a corrupt system that many of us
vehemently disagree with, Additionally, why should those who are working hard be forced to use that money to pay for
people who are imprisoned? The money should be going to schools, to get our students better educated and PREVENT
the accumulation of people here who end up in prisons, The money going from our taxes into mental health Is rapidly
dropping; mental health spending has dropped from almost $60 million In 2006 to only $46.4 million this year.
Increasing the monetary amount going to important structures like education and mental health would help PREVENT
the problem in the first place, so we don't need to pile on debt for the sake of a building that is the last thing this county
needs, If you care about your constituents, please vote against this prison.
Thank you,
Sincerely,
Annika Hill
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sarah Mamlet <sarah.mamlet@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 1:04 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Hello Dutchess legislature,
I am writing to urge you to reconsider the new jail.
The project is already over budget and would end up costing the county too much money that we desperately need
elsewhere during this pandemic.
Furthermore, the incarcerated population should be declining, with ball reform and other measures, and that's a good
thing I It also means there is no need for a new, large jail.
Last of all, in this time of national crisis it has become clear to us that the answers to the problems of systemic racism lie
not in new and expensive jails and policing, but in reinvesting all that money into communities through infrastructure,
health, and education. In the end, this will save us money and lives and make Dutchess a better place to live. The new
jail will do the opposite.
Thank you,
Sarah Mamlet
Town ofPoughkeepsie (District 8)
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Eliza Gifford <ekgifford01@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 8:35 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Eliza Gifford and I was a resident of Dutchess County for the first 15 years of my life.
I am emailing you today in hopes that the county will reconsider spending $200,000,000 of taxpayer money on
constructing a new jail. If the county Is looking to lower crime rates/keep their streets safer, this is NOT the way to do it;
the construction of this new jail will only unfairly target poor communities of color, particularly the black and latinx
residents of Dutchess County. These communities will continue to suffer as residents are locked up, and the systemic
issues contributing to higher rates of incarceration in some these communities will be ignored.
Instead of spending this money on a new jail, why not put it towards funding the schools in Dutchess County that really
need it? Why not put it towards supporting the businesses ofthe,City of Poughkeepsie, creating reso~rces for black and
latinx communities in the county, funding hospitals and youth programs, etc.?
The US's prison/jail system is a broken one, and the leaders of Dutcbess County can make the choice to be at the
forefront of change by reallocating funding for any new]ails. lower rates of incarcerntion, TRUE cbange cann_ot occur
until the systemic issues that often contribute to crime, including a lack of access to mental health resources, -education,
etc., are solved.
Please consider reallocating this substantial amount of taxpayer money into resources that will uplift Dutchess County's
communities of color, not harm them.
Thank you,
Eliza Gifford
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Brendli, Craig
Thursday, June 25, 2020 9:57 AM
Jessica Cohen; County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Re: Public Comment

Hi Jessica,
Thank you so much for your email.

I agree and have sponsored the resolution to rescind the jail bond that puts the County on the hook for
hundreds of millions of dollars.
At a time when COVID-19 has drastically impacted our budget and layoffs could possibly be forthcoming, we
should not be entertaining such a massive and costly jail project. In these trying times, we must be fiscally
responsible.
Best wishes always,
Craig
Craig P. Brendll
Dutchess County Legislator, District 8
cbrendli@dutchessny.gov

Cell: 845.612.3382

From: Jessica Cohen <jesszhc@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, June 24, 2020 10:00 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Brend Ii, Craig <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external.source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or__- unexpected emails.
_·
-0

-

Hello Dutchess County Legislators and Legislator Brendli,
My name is Jess Cohen and I reside in District 8 in Poughkeepsie. I am emailing to demand that you vote to rescind the
hundreds of millions of dollars setto go towards constructing a new jail. It is unacceptable to me that this is where we
are set to spend our money right now. We do not need another jail. What we need is more investment into our
communities in terms of roads, libraries, and supporting those who are marginalized in these conversations. Our
priorities must change.
Jess Cohen
Poughkeepsie Resident
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Amanda Spinella <amandalspinella@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 10:29 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
No Dutchess County Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linl<sfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Legislators,
I am writing today to urge you to rescind the $200,000,000 funding for a new Dutchess County Jail.
This money would be far better spent on community programs that would help those in poverty and our most
marginalized community members avoid ending up in the criminal justice system.
As a community member who has witnessed the vast over-imprisonment in our country, as well as drug addiction
and mental health ravage our community with little to no resources, I am livid that my tax dollars are going to be
spent on a facility that incarcerates people when investing those dollars in social programs could have prevented
countless lives from being ruined.
Spend my money on education, mental health services, job readiness, domestic violence prevention and
assistance, sexual health education, drug prevention and counseling, and after-school programs, and not only will
this jail be unnecessary but those who would have filled its cells will be out benefitting society.
I appreciate your service and urge you to think hard on how this money could be better spent for t!:1e future of our
community.
Abundantly,
Amanda

Amanda Spinella
AmandaLSpinella@gmail.com
845 702 4597

@]
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jason Sill <jasoncsill@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 11 :45 AM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
My name is Jason Sill, I'm currently living in Brooklyn, NY, but I am a graduate of Vassar College with a vested internst In
Dutchess County and its communities.
Building a new jail is a severe misuse of taxpayer money - it will cost millions of dollars per year to fully pay for the
approximately $200 million price tag that comes with this jail. Instead of committing money for incarceration and prison
systems, save the taxpayers money, and reinvest in things that will actually promote community safety, like social work,
youth programs, and mental health services. Not only are these measures more caring, and humane, they also lower
the risk of criminal activity that would otherwise see people thrown In jail, at a cost that is a lot lower to each individual
taxpayer.
We must support the Democratic Caucus's efforts in passing legislation to rescind the funding for the construction of the
Dutchess County Jail.
Thank you,
Jason Sill
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaclyn Skrela <jskrela@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 12:37 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

A7T£NT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
My name is Jaclyn Skrela and I am a resident of Pleasant Valley. My comment today concerns the funding for the
construction of a new county jail this September. I believe that Dutchess County should rescind the nearly $200 million
in funding for the construction of a new jail. There are several reasons why I believe that this is the best decision for our
community.
Within the past two years the amount of people being housed in the jail has gone from 400 to only about 130. This
proves a decreasing trend in the amount of people being imprisoned, so it seems illogical to me to build a new jail that is
meant to house 328 people, which would be approximately two and a half times larger than the current prison
population.
If our goal is to prioritize the safety and well-being of the residents of Dutchess County, then county funds could be
better utilized in other ways. The portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriff's department and the jail
has more than doubled in the past 20 years, going from $21.2 million in 2000 to $54.7 million in 2020. Moreover,
spending for health and mental health services has dropped from $59.3 million in 2006 to $46.4 million in 2020. In
addition, funding for youth programs has remained almost entirely stagnant in the past 14 years, going from $1.68
million in 2006 to $1.65 million in 2020.
Further, paying back the construction bond of this new jail will cost county taxpayers $10 million per year for the
foreseeable future. I propose that instead of using nearly $200 million to only further increase funding towards the jail,
that money could instead be used to improve social programs that have not seen an increase in funding in recent years. I
believe that by using this money to increase funds for things such as health and mental health services, youth programs,
education, and affordable housing, the community will see a greater benefit than if that money went towards
constructing a jail that, based on the recent downward trend in the prison population, is unnecessary.
1 hope that you will use this information and decide to rescind funding for the construction of a new Dutchess County
jail, and that you will consider other ways that this money can be utilized to help and improve our community. Thank
you.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

William McHugh <wi11iamjmchugh3@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 12:56 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Re: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This emaJI came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on /inks from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

I'd like to correct my typo; Angela Davis** not "David."
Thank you.
-Billy

On Thu, Jun 25, 2020 at 12:53 PM William McHugh <williamjmchugh3@gmail.com> wrote:
Billy McHugh, 29, Hopewell Junction. "Dutchess County Jail like all other similar local facilities has long been
a stain on our community. With a history of abuse and neglect this so-called "correctional facility" is yet
another display of archaic punitive vengeance rather than anything that sincerely resembles justice.
Building a new, state of the art facility will not eradicate the culture of abuse, violence, and neglect that
resides within the walls of any jail, especially a jail that has been reported to be one of the most dysfunctional
statewide.
'
If there is no care taken to address the flaws of the system itself, we will simply be reinforcing the very
- slnictures that our-communities, your constituents, are tirelessly fighting to dismantle as we speak. We
demand that our local officials take quantifiable steps toward incarceration alternatives as opposed to
funneling money into provably ineffective methods.
The allotment of taxpayer dollars to this project in comparison to that of housing, recreation, education,
transportation, etc... is astonishingly shortsited and would indicate that leadership in this county is either
woefully disconnected from the needs of their constituents and/or they are unapologetically beholden to the
prison industrial system.
We must step back and examine whether an allotment of money big enough to fund an entire school district
for a full-year should instead be dedicated to building a shrine to the worst policies and practices our country
has lo-offer.
- To quote the great Angela David, "This is the ideological work that the prison performs-it relieves us of the
responsibility of seriously engaging with the problems of our society, especially those produced by racism
and, increasingly, global capitalism."
Now more than ever we must ensure that our actions as a county and as a COMMUNITY reflect the values
we'd like to see in the future and jails are decidedly a thing of the past.
We must stand together as a community and denounce the fortifying of the racist, discriminatory institution of
mass incarceration that is thriving in our very backyards."
Thank you.
-Billy
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Morr1s, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rafaelia Spielberg <rafaellaspielberg@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 2:52 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This emaJ/ came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linl<sfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hello,
My name is Rafaelia and I'm a student at Vassar College. As a member of the Poughkeepsie community I urge the
Legislature Board to vote against the construction of a $2,000,000 jail. Building a new jail will inevitably lock more
people up unnecessarily and occupy much needed funds. It will further systemic oppression, racism, and police violence
in Dutchess County. Additionally, paying back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers nearly $10 million per
year for the foreseeable future. As we are experiencing national and local calls to shift legislative funding and priorities
towards community needs, Dutchess County must follow suite. $2 million must be put towards areas such as
health/mental health spending and funding youth programs, both of which have dropped in the past 14 years. Please
reconsider what is most important for Dutchess County.
Thank you,
Rafaelia Spielberg
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Brian Cuautle Garcia <bcuautlegarcia@vassar.edu >
Thursday, June 25, 2020 3:10 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email come from an

external source. Do not Of)en attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hello,
I am concerned with the construction of a new jail and ask that you all ask yourselves if it is truly necessary? What else
could this money be used for? Are we addressing the root of the problem, or the symptoms of a greater defect in our
county? Is this truly going to be beneficial to the people in our county? Please ask yourselves these questions not as
legislators, but as residents of the county. If you still think it necessary to build the jail, why? Thank you for your time
and stay safe.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

mdeanillustration@gmail.com
Thursday, June 25, 2020 3:33 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hi there,
My name is Lee, I've lived in Beacon for one year now. Please let me know if my address is needed.
This is a comment in response to the proposed building of a new and unnecessary prison within Dutchess County. When
I first moved here, I knew the policing would be bad because of the gentrification of the area and I grew up in an overpoliced tourist focused area myself and ha11e seen the ramifications and harm it does to local communities. I was
extremely bothered by there already being a prison in Fishkill, especially considering the size and make up of the towns
here in Dutchess.
When I heard of the idea of a new prison in our county I was shocked and disappointed in the utter transparency of such
a move. We cannot perpetuate the Hudson valley as an area where white people move in from the city and gentrify the
area and then have the BIPOC communities who have long existed here be shuffled off by an over abundant and zealous
police force into prisons to allow for us to-take their homes and lives and communities away. I can't see any other
situation happening here as things are and I am absolutely against my money belng used for the continued colonization
of this area. Very, very disappointed_ with the hypocrisy of our local government.
-Lee
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, June 25, 2020 3:59 PM
Emily Vanston; County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
RE: Public Comment

Dear Emily,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services Including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in cFisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported-the youth services.through-our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in .our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - antFbullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to re purpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in"annual savings of nearly $4.1 million. Costsavings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to correctional officer
ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an investment in future
annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas. Additionally, ending the
Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995
and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need
to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
0
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices. This work has become the model for many of-the
counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced
by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarceratedindividuals, as well as provide rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve-outcomes, The
Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Emily Vanston <emily.vanston@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 3:50 PM

To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

- ATJ'EIVT/ON: This emqil came from an eXterna/source.-Da not open attachments or click on /inksfrorn unknown senders or
_ ,unexpected emails.
-- Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-COVID, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the _county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. Fat
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much·
needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around.130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to Incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.
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For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Emily Vanston
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ellery Cordes <ocordes@vassar.edu>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 4:06 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

A ITENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Dutchess County,
The construction of a new jail in Dutchess County is both immoral and a waste of taxpayer's money. The number of
incarcerated people In the current jail has more than halved in the past two years, demonstrating how construction for a
new jail is completely unnecessary if incarceration rates follow this current trend. As funds are put towards construction
and operation of the new jail, the budgets for other community services are being slashed, and there is an appalling lack
of focus on rehabilitation. Education, accessible health services, and other social programs that work to uplift the
community and cater to their needs are more crucial than ever as we begin to navigate life in the pandemic and make
plans for the future. The construction of a new jail will simply further systemic racism, police violence, and oppression.
The world is watching, and choosing to build a new jail during this time would be a grave mistake for the Dutchess
County government to make.
Sincerely,
Ellery Cordes
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bella Deloy <bella.dejoy@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 4:19 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public comment

AJTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
_
l am writing to urge you to rescind funding for the construction of the new jail in Dutchess County. Instead, you could
utilize funds to provide services like restorative and transformative justice for citizens, which have proved to be more
effective than jail. If you construct this jail, it will simply further systemic oppression, racism, and police violence in
Dutchess County. This is a step back from where we should be headed as a country- towards creating systems which
value the black and brown people in our communities, instead of harming them.
Please consider this.
Sincerely,
Bella DeJoy
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Benjamin Turner < bturner@vassar.edu>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 4:28 PM
Morris, Carolyn; Pulver, Gregg; County Legislators; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from

an externq/ source. Do not open attachments or Glick on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Hello,
My name is Ben Turner, I use he/him/his pronouns, and I attend Vassar College in Poughkeepsie. I have great pride in
going to this institution, and it is the college's--and the student's-- duty to actively benefit the surrounding towns
affected by the colleges placement. I find it horrific that you plan to build a $200 million jail.
Over the last 20 years, the budget allocated to the sheriff's department and the jail has increased by more than double
from $21.2 million to $54.7 million this year. Meanwhile, health/mental health budget has decreased from $53.9 million
in 2006 to $46.4 million in 2020. Youth programs have remained stagnant at $1.65 million.
Despite currently being in a economic free fall, you plan to spend this money on a jail that will cost taxpayers $10 million
-a year to pay back the construction bond.
Despite worldwide attention to the US's systematic murder of Black and Brown people like Breonna Taylor, George
Floyd, Elijah McClain, Trayvon Martin, Tamir Rice, Maurice Gordon (a member of the Poughkeepsie community and
student at Dutchess Community College) and thousands of others, this council plans on investing in the prison-industrial
complex that criminalizes Black bodies. Black Lives Matter, and those lives are being wasted away in jails for minor or no
crimes.
Our so called "criminal justice system" does nothing to address the systemic underlying causes of why people are in jail;
building new jails ignores the fact that policing and jails do not make communities safer. I urge you to not spend this
much needed money on harming your Black and Brown constituents.
Thank you,
Ben Turner
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Morris, CarolynFrnm:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Bethany Frank <fraRk.bethanyelise@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 4:40 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected erriails.
-

Dear County Legislators,
I'm writing to you regarding the legislation to rescind the $200M of funding to build a new jail in Dutchess
County.
I live and work in Dutchess County, and see on a daily basis that the greatest need of the community, especially
now, is to provide proper funding for food, education, and opportunities for our youth. Taxpayer money is to be
used to reinvest in the community in order to better the lives of the people who live there. While prison reform
is an absolute necessity, providing $200M in funding to build a new jail will not bring a return on investment
to the community, and will deplete opportunity for improvements in county food relief programs, social work
programs, parks and recreation programs, public transportation, and roads and bridges maintenance.
I implore that you vote YES on the legislation to rescind the $200,000,000.00 of funding to build a new
Dutchess County Jail.
Thank you for your time and service.
Sincerely,
Bethany Frank
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anamae Gilroy <ag4241@bard.edu>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 5:40 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

AJTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown sendets or
unexpected emails.
Dear whoever it may-concern,
I am Anamae Gilroy a 20 year old New Yorker. I currently am attending Bard College and reside in Tivoli, NY; making me
a resident of Dutchess County. It is essential we don't build this new jail in September. It will further fuel and increase
unjust incarceration, and feed an oppressive system. I demand, as a member of the Dutchess county and as a taxpaying
American, that this 200 million dollar funding (our 200 million, is rescinded and used for building and helping positive
facilities in our community. We don't need another jaH. Dutchess County needs funding for youth programs, mental
health/health facilities, and public transportation. From the early 2000s youth programs and mental health facility's
funding has dropped while the sheriff's department has more than doubled in their funding in the past 20 years. Our
current situation in America isn't a new political issue but rather a humanitarian one and again, building this jail will feed
a deeply rooted, oppressive system. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Anamae Gilroy
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Hazel Dunning < hazelrosey@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 5:53 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello! This email is to voice my displeasure regarding the plans for the new 2,000,000 dollar prison for dutchess county.
Just this year there were concerns about whether there would be enough money for education in dutchess county, and
plans to cut certain programs due to lack of funding. Rather than spending tax payer money to build a systemically racist
institution we should be investing money into our education systems and therefore supporting the future of this
community. I hope you are strongly considering the wishes of the citizens you've promised to faithfully represent.

Life long resident of the hudson valley, Hazel Dunn1ng
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Skylar Schmid <sschmid@vassar.edu>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 6:02 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION; This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown sendets or
unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
Dutchess county should not build a new jail. I am demanding that the Dutchess county government rescind-funding for
the construction of the new jail. Building new jails will further systemic racism and oppression. The money and
priority should be shifted toward helping to build up the community, not put people in jail. As a student at Vassar
College, the Dutchess County community is important to me and I feel that building a jail is harmful to the community.
Sincerely,
Skylar Schmid
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ariella Hyman-Fessler <ariellahf@me.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 6:28 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro,
I am writing as a taxpayer and a voter who resides in Dutchess County, District 18, to demand that the legislature drops
its plans for a new jail.
I call on you to vote to rescind the hundreds of millions of dollars set ti go towards constructing a new jail; it is
unacceptable that this is where we are set to spend our money right now, especially during a pandemic where physical
and mental health, job security, and housing should be at the forefront of our priorities.
We do not need another jail.
What we need is more investment into our communities in terms of youth programs, libraries, and mental health
resources.
Our priorities must change.
Regards,
Ariella Hyman-Fessler
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Violet Saxon <violetmsaxon@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 6:31 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

AITENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexp_ected emails.
To Whom It May Concern:
I am a former resident of Dutchess County, and I am appalled by the $200 million dollar jail scheduled to be built in
Dutchess County this September. As a young person who went to college in and around Dutchess County, I feel that
many of my most dearly held political beliefs and aspirations were formed by both the injustices I witnessed and the
powerful undercurrent of hope with which these instances were met. I saw police officers unfairly target my black
friends. I saw police officers hold only people of color accountable for crimes committed by people both black and
white. I also saw the community reach up to support these people. I saw impassioned young people determined to build
a better world in which no one rots in prison.
This money should be redirected towards spending on mental health and youth programs, both of which have been cut
or static for years. Abolitionist tactics such as funding community programs and cutting spending on jails and police will
help to build a safer community for all, and to end the over-criminalization of black and brown people. I urge you not to
move forward with the construction of this jail, and to spend the money where it could create positive change, such as
on mental health and youth programs, to encourage people to participate in their democracy and to undo the structures
of oppression of which new jails are a sinister and potent component. If we refocus our attention on hope, abolition,
trust and community, rather than on punitive, backwards systems built on inequity and racism, we can work to improve
the Dutchess County that has taught us so much. Thank you for your time.
Urgently,
Violet Saxon
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent;
To:
Subject:

Ella Xiao <exiao@vassar.edu>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 7:10 PM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links[(om unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing to voice my opposition to plans for a new jail in Dutchess County as a current resident of
Dutchess County. At this time in particular, of heightened financial insecurity due to COVID, to be spending
hugely on a new jail rather than directing funds to make sure everyone in Dutchess County has access to
quality healthcare (including mental health/addiction as deaths by overdose rising sharply), housing, education,
food, etc seems completely out of touch with what our needs are, as a County, as a community, and as human
beings.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is not there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More
people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and
mental-health diagnoses, particularly as we are releasing more and more that incarceration does not solve
our problems, but in fact drastically heightens inequality (racial bias in policing/incarcerating, formerly
incarcerated people being denied rights to equal opportunity employment, voting, federal financial support, etc)
and jails themselves often acting as containers/perpetrators of violence rather than solving any of the
roots of violence. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and
expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
In Community,
Ella Xiao
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Alex Hilliker <ahillik64@gmaH.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 7:23 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
$200 million prison

ATTENTION; This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Alex Hilliker and have recently started to live in Dutchess County and as a resident I wish to vocalize how
building a new $200 million prison would be detrimental not only in the short term as it would be costing the taxpayers
tens of millions for years but also in the long term. In the long term, additions to the prison industrial complex in
Dutchess County for 138 people seems extremely excessive. Furthermore, the money could be used far better purposes
rather than opening up another prison in the already extensive prison industrial complex throughout the country. $200
million dollars for this county is a significant sum and cannot be used to build another prison. Invest in the community,
not in prisons.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:

-Isaiah McRoberts <isaiahmcroberts@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 7:31 PM
Morris, Carolyn

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown seni/ers or
unexpected pmails.
_
_
Hello,
I am student who has taken residence in Dutchess County over the last two years. It had been a pleasure to be a part of
this beautiful New York State community.
However, the issues of mass incarceration and systemic racism that have run rampant throughout our country are still
present here.
The current plan to construct a new 2,000,000 dollar prison in a county that currently only has 138 prisoners in
precaution of more inmates seems to be a terrible misuse of tax payers money.
The budget planned for this project could be utilized for a variety of other infrastructural improvements such as
education, health care, and even roadwork.
The funneling of more resources in to a system that runs on the mass incarceration of people of color for petty drug
possessions is not the correct direction to take.
+hank you for yo-ur time,
Isaiah McRoberts
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, June 26, 2020 3:29 PM
Leslie Fritz; CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael;
Black, Hannah; Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson,
Randy; jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni,
Lisa; Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg;
Munn, Kristofer; C:aswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; Morris, Carolyn
RE: County Budget

Dear Leslie,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals In crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective fact-0rs against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
t-0 family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families, A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs- anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and prngrams we have invested in to support young people
and reduce tl=le reliance on the criminal justice system, However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
houslngt.
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting.in annual savings of nearly $4.1 million. Costsavings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to correctional officer
ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an investment In future
annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas. Additionally, ending the
Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995
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and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need
to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into /aw in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices, This work has become the model for many of the
counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced
by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal Justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals, as well as provide rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The
Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

----Original Message--From: Leslie Fritz <les/iesarafritz@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 25, 2020 8:43 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegls/ature@dutchessny.gov>; Llaverias, Giancarlo <gllaverias@dutchessny.gov>;
Sagliano, Don <dsagliano@dutchessny.gov>; Polasek, Michael <mpo/asek@dutchessny.gov>; Black, Hannah
<hblackdc4@gmail.com>; Keith, Thomas L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>; Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>;
Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>; Brend Ii, Craig <cbrendli@d-utchessny.gov>; Johnson, Randy
<rjohnson@dutchessny.gov>; jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan <bkearney@dutchessny.gov>; Metzger, John D.
<metzger4dc@gmail.com>; Bolner, Donna <dbo/ner@dutchessny.gov>; Paoloni, Lisa <lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov>;
Cavaccini, Joseph <jcavaccini@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Frits <fzernike@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A.
<dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>; Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gov>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>; Munn,
Kristofer <kmunn@dutchessny.gov>; Caswell, Stephen <scaswell@dutchessny.gov>; Garito, Faye
<fgarito@dutchessny.gov>; Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>; Surman, Alan <alansurman@optimum.net>;
Houston, Deirdre <dhouston@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn
<cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: County Budget
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
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Hi, my name is Leslie Fritz and I am a resident of Stanfordville. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff andJail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) towa~d programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents {:an benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Leslie Fritz
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject

Dylan Reagh <dylanreagh@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 8:45 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment concerning New Jail

AITENTION: This email camefram an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown sende1s or
unexpected emails.
Hi,
I live in Red Hook. I've learned that Dutchess County plans to allot $200,000,000 to build a new Jail. As a resident of this
county I find this to be an incredibly unhelpful expenditure of taxpayer funds. Why not use that money to actively and
directly Improve the society of this county? Infrastructure, healthcare, employment, environmental and public services,
utilities, sports, art; there's so many ways that such a large sum of money could be used beneficially.
Please don't use the resources of our government to imprison your constituents. Put the money into programs for the
public benefit.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Aidan Zola <azola@vassar.edu>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 8:50 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

- 'A ITENTIDN: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or

unexpected emails.
To whom it may concern,
I would like for the following comment to be read aloud during the Dutchess County Legislature Board meeting on July

13, 2020:

"My name is Aidan Zola, and I'm a recent graduate of Vassar College. Though I've since left the Poughkeepsie area to
return home, I've also come to know and love this city and county over the last four years. From tutoring incredibly
bright, creative kids at the Poughkeepsie Middle School, to working full time at Hudson River Healthcare in the Family
Partnership and volunteering as a birth doula at Vassar Brothers, I can definitively say that the people who make up
this community are like no other. They're kind, community-driven, and passionate and they welcomed an outsider
"Vassar kid" like me--somethlng I'm deeply grateful for.
But you all know this. And besides, it shouldn't make a difference. No matter how you describe Dutchess County, you
should not be building a new $200 million dollar jail. I cannot stand for the county allocating a meager $5.6 million
dollars to public transit, when everyday at HRHCare, I saw patients who most needed medical care miss their
appointments because the bus was late·or didn't run near their neighborhood. I cannot stand for the county building
a new jail when the local schools are falling down on the children who rely on them.
Building a fancy new prison is not the answer. Instead of building up the county's inhabitants through Increased social
services, supporting local and POC-/Black-owned businesses, and Investing in your own children's futures, you are
deciding to incarcerate more people-who are and will be predominantly lower-income and Black folks. Be on the
right side of history. DO something--you have the power. Don't build the jail."
Thank you,
Aidan Zola

Aidan Zola
Science, Technology, and Society Major
French and Francophone Studies Major
Vassar College '20
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Lia Vaccarino <liavaccarino@gmail.com>
Thursday, June 25, 2020 9:45 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
I am writing to express my strong opposition to the construction of a new jail in Dutchess county. There is a desperate
need for funding In our counties public school system. Please protect our children's future, invest in education and not
punishment. I vehemently oppose the funding and construction of this jail by mine and my communities tax dollar.
Please, I beg for compassion, fund our community through public services, do not build this jail.
Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
•From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Gaia B <gaiagblessing@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 4:19 AM
County Legislators
Public Comment

A1T£NT/ON: This email came from an external source. Oo not open attachments or c/iclc on links from unknown senders or
.
unexpected emails.
To whom it concerns:
My name is Gaia Blessing and I am a resident of Brooklyn, New York and a current student at Vassar College in
Poughkeepsie. Throughout my time at Vassar, I have volunteered for a grassroots organization called "Nobody Leaves
Mid-Hudson," which is currently focusing on a variety of projects that would make the lives of undocumented citizens in
the Hudson valley more equitable.
One thing that the organization has accomplished is surveying citizens of the area on what their everyday needs are. This
clearly demonstrates those who have the ability to bring about change listening to the needs of the people.
I ask you to do the same by fighting against Dutchess county's plans to build a new jail. Especially in light of all that is
going on in our country at the moment, to do so would both be an act of blatantly ignoring the needs of the people and
demonstrating your lack of support for those to whom it is your duty to protect.
Our current "criminal justice system" fails to address the underlying, systemic causes that lead to the incarceration of
sach a lar.ge portion of Americans. Jails and policing have consistently proven to NOT make communities any safer:
practices like restorative and transformative justice prompts individuals to engage in transformative reflection that HAS
1)roven·to have a lasting, positive impact on both the individual and the community as a whole.
I urge you to consider distributing funds to more practices like these.
Please do not take this message lightly. Your people need you to hear our voices and advocate for our needs.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Gaia Blessing
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Miko <mikoother12345@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 9:57 AM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments orclicl< on linksfrom unkryown senders or
unexpected emails.
Hi,
I spent a large chunk of my life in Dutchess Country and am so upset at the idea that $200 MILLION will go towards
building jails rather than supporting the community. Please reconsider the priorities, especially since we're in a
pandemic and recession! There are so many better ways to spend that money. I'm happy to provide some examples if it
helps. Thank you!!
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mariel Cupp <mc3502@bard.edu>
Friday, June 26, 2020 10:35 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

AITENTION: This email came from an external source. Do nnt open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or -unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am a Dutchess County registered voter and resident based in Tivoli NY, and I am reaching out with concern and
disappointment regarding the budget allocation which has attributed a great deal of money towards the new jail in
Dutchess County. Given the lack of funding for highways and bridges, not to mention the very little funds put towards
public transport, I am disheartened and disapproving of the millions of dollars that Dutchess County is willing to dump
into a facility which will aid in incarcerating our citizens, costing taxpayers millions of dollars for the foreseeable future. I
strongly believe that our priorities need to change, and they need to change now. Why would we continue to increase
the budget for the sheriff's department and new jails instead of youth programs, education, and public health? I know I
am not alone in this disappointment, and I hope that my concerns are heard and taken seriously. Thank you for your
time.
Every best,
Mariel
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Melina Roise <mr8208@bard.edu>
Friday, June 26, 2020 12:51 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This emaH came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
une;cpected emails.
I am a resident of Red Hook and senior at Bard College. I am fully against the construction of a new jail in Dutchess
county, especially one that will cost taxpayers $200,000,000. It is an extreme injustice, in the midst of a pandemic and
civil rights movement, to reduce the budgets from youth services and mental health spending along with money that
could be put towards public health and instead allocate it towards incarcerating community members. Our priorities
need to change now.

Melina Roise
Bard College Class of '21
860-992-6472
(she/her/hers)
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cat Greenstreet <catgreenstreet@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 12:53 PM
County Legislators
cmorris@dutchessny;gov

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
.
Dear County Legislators,
I am urging you to reconsider the appropriation of funds to the county jail project. In the aftermath, perhaps, of Covid-19,
the county's fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to services seem inevitable. At the same time, nationwide
protests for racial justice are challenging us to rethink our society's outsized spending on law enforcement and
incarceration. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail, burden taxpayers, and divert money from
other urgent priorities. Whatever money we have needs to be invested in helping us residents of the county get on our
feet.
The good news is that New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pre-trial incarceration and,
thus, the jail population, which is around 130 now, where it was over 400 two years ago. As should be, more people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses.
Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into shelters for unhoused people and expand alternatives
to incarceration. I urge more restorative justice initiatives and training from middle school to adults. A new jail should not
be Dutchess County's priority.
I support the Democratic caucus's two resolutions, submitte,ffor consideration in July, which would 1) rescind the
remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction and 2) recommend a commission to
research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of-part-of the current space, jail-sharing with
other counties, or other possibilities.

Thank you for your thoughtful, compassionate consideration at this extremely important crossroads for our county and our
nation. We could be trendsetters here in Dutchess County. Let's do it!

Sincerely,

Carol (Cat) Greenstreet
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Claire Fondrie-Teitler <claire.fondrie@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 1:01 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on /Jnksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
_
Hi all,
As a community member I would like to speak out against the construction of a new jail. The construction of i3 new jail in
Dutchess County is, short and simple, a terrible idea. Mass incarceration In this country sets us apart from all other
nations in the world, and it is not something to be proud of. We have seen that incarceration is bad for public health,
that recidivism is higher with more severe incarceration, and especially that the system targets Black and brown people
and was built on racist ideas that it continues to perpetuate. Building a new jail now is like spending hundreds of millions
of dollars on an infected bandaid. It makes the problem worse and takes away funding from things that would help
reduce crime. Since the pandemic, people and governments are facing budget cuts. Why spend hundreds of millions of
dollars on something harmful when you could use that money to improve schools in the area, or fund programs to
reduce food or housing insecurity?
Crime is a last resort for people whose basic needs are not being met. Spend money on lifting up the least fortunate and
most oppressed among us, not on oppressing them further.
Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Claire Fondrie-Teitler
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jennie To <tojenniem@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 1:27 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksjrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Jennie To and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie NY, zip code 12601. I am submitting this public comment to
state that I am against Dutchess County building a new jail and demand that Dutchess County Legislators vote to rescind
$200 million from constructing a new jail.
The plans to construct the jail, despite lack of community support or need, is unnecessary and actively promotes
violence towards and incarceration of Black, Indigenous and other people of color. Our so-called "criminal justice
system" does not address the systematic underlying causes of why people are in jail, and creating new jails blatantly
ignores the fact that policing and jails do not make communities safer.
The $200 million planned spending on the construction of a new jail should go towards services and programs that
actually make our community safer, such as health & mental health services, youth services and other community
building projects that affirm housing, healthcare and education for all Dutchess County residents, especially since a-nof
these helpful services's funding have been decreasing or have stayed the same, while the sheriff's department and the
jail's budget have increased dramatically.
I am a resident of Dutchess County, and I oppose the proposed plan to build a new jail.

Thank you,
Jennie To
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject

Isabella Fabiani <ifabiani@oxy.edu>
Friday, June 26, 2020 1:40 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENT/ON: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
· unexpected emails.
·
Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
My name is Bella Fabiani and I am an undergraduate student at Occidental College in Los Angeles. I am emailing to
demand that Dutchess County rescinds the $200,000,000 funding towards the construction of a new jail. The decision to
fund a $200 million dollar jail will disproportionately impact Black, Indigenous, and POC communities in Dutchess
County. I urge you to vote yes on rescinding the jail's funding and to consider reallocating those funds to mental health
services, funding for youth programs, education, and other important social services, Moving forward in 2020 and
beyond, I urge Dutchess County to make decisions that ultimately protect and not harm their BIPOC communities.
Sincerely,

Isabella Fabiani
(858)-228-6074
Occidental College '21
Los Angeles, CA
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Olivia Gotsch <oliviagotsch@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 2:29 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

AITENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Oo not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
The decision on behalf of Dutchess County to waste $200 million on the building of a new jail is thoughtless and actively
harms Black and brown constituents. This will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million every year moving forward - it is
no wonder that there is no community support for this decision. The annual county budget for the sheriff's department
has already more than doubled in the past twenty years, while health funding of all forms dropped over 10 million Just in
the past year. This is not a prioritization of the health and safety of the population, but rather an increased investment in
a system designed to fail. The American criminal justice system (including that of Dutchess County) does not address the
roots of crime, but rather treats the symptoms of poverty, harm, and desperation. Practices like restorative and
transformative justice are much. better posited to create the lasting change needed to transform our communities.
Furthermore, the current incarcerated population is 130 people, yet the supposedly "downsized" jail will be built to
accommodate 328; there is no logic to support this size, except that it demonstrates an intention on the part of
Dutchess County officials to seek further incarceration of their own people. How can this decision possibly be argued to
support public safety? I ask you to rescind this plan immediately and redirect funding into community-oriented
programs and human services.
Olivia Gotsch
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alison FV <alison@jayvee.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 3:01 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Thank you for reading my comment. I am a life long resident of the county and a public school teacher.
I believe the county should redirect the funding for the proposed Jail to social welfare, community and mental health
care services.
We don't need a big new jail, we need support services for our residents.
Dutchess County should be less punitive and more supportive.
Thank you,
Alison Vaccarino
Sent from my !Phone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Reevt?s <jamieJ.reeves@aol.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 3:39 PM
Jamie. j-(
Explicitly Caring for Black Residents through Budget Rea/location

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am writing today to advocate for my neighbors and my community in saying: we must fund our community services at
a greater rate to benefit and advance our oppressed communities. To find these funds for our opressed and specifically
Black communities, we must defund the police.
This money must be taken away from the police because policing as an institution is inherently violent towards Black
people and other marginalized groups. I do believe we must develop a model of safety that do not involve police,
because police do not promote public safety.
Please let me know what you are using your power to do specifically, to make sure our marginalized communities are
advanced and cared for. Please let me know specifically, how you are reallocating funds within the city budget to benefit
our Black residents.
Sincerely,
Jamie Reeves
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Cullen Drissel! <cd6586@bard.edu>
Friday, June 26, 2020 7:15 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
My name is Cullen Drissel! and I recently graduated from Bard College. I have since moved back home to St. Louis where
I have begun actively learning and working on being anti-racist. It frustrated and saddened me to recently learn that
Dutchess County, my home for the past four years, is planning on building a 200 million dollar jail. I challenge you to
think more critically about this choice. Will this temporary "band-aid" solution to the incarceration issue in this country
do anything but put more bodies in the evil and repetitive cycle of our criminal justice system? Have you stopped to
think about why you are even considering the need for a new jail? Maybe the issue is a lack of investment in our
communities, especially poor communities and communities of color. I am asking you to think about the potential of
investing in the physical and mental health of Black and Brown children who are fearful for their lives every day.
Investing in the education system to help young people build a foundation to navigate within this world. Investing in
affordable housing so people struggling against racism and poverty in this country have the option to put a roof over
their head. These investments can become a reality ifwe, as a country and as a people, decide to shift our collective
funds away from jails and policing and into the well-beings of our neighbors, friends, and family. This is a crucial moment
in time where we have the ability to step away from the deeply racist and oppressive systems our parents,
grandparents, and ancestors left US.- Focus on the problem at the core rather than the surface. Invest in real solutions
like education, healthcare, housing, and other social services rather than jails and policing. I am asking you, Dutchess
County, to rescind this cnoice of spending $200,000,000on a Rew jail and put that money into the community. Thank
you for your time.
Cullen Drissel!
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

Carla Castillo <ccastillo@hudsonvalJ-eyrc.org>
Friday, June 26, 2020 7:20 PM
Patricia Pomeroy
June 30th Resources
PutnamCleanHeating&CoolingCampaignVirtuallaunch.pdf

ATTENTION: This email came from on external source. Do not open attachments or click on /inksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
th
Good evening, June 30 is proving to be a busy day with important resources for municipalities as well as residents and
businesses. Please see below. Best regards, Carla Castillo
Low-Embodied Carbon Concrete: Beginning at 10am on June 30th, the Village of Hastings-on Hudson will present a
webinar on how low carbon concrete can play a role in decreasing global greenhouse gas emissions. Register for the
webinar here and learn more on the Village's website.
Putnam County Clean Heating & Cooling Campaign Virtual Launch: Following at 11:00am on June 30th, Putnam

County will launch a campaign designed to reduce energy use and energy costs through heat pump technology. While
this opportunity is specifically for Putnam home- and business-owners, since we are all so interconnected in the Hudson
Valley, please feel free to share with your Putnam County colleagues, friends, family members, and
neighbors. Registration for the virtual launch is here; attached find an invitation with more information on the launch
and campaign.
Energy- & Cost-Saving Heat Pump Technology: Interested in this technology, but you live or own a business in
Orange, Sullivan, Ulster, or Westchester counties?- Visit the below-listed webpages for specific county campaigns or
the NYSERDA Clean Heating & Cooling Campaign webpage to·leam more about the progr.am.
• Heats mart Orange County for Orange County.
• Sustainable Hudson Valley for campaigns in Sullivan and Ulster counties.
• Sustainable Westchester for Westchester County.

I Deputy Executive Director/ Clean Energy Communities Coordinator
Hudson Valley Regional Council I Newburgh, NY 12550 I 845-564-4075, ext. 210

Carla C. Castillo G., MS/MCP

Check out HVRC's Winter Newsletter & Facebook page!
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

KEYA <keya.acharya13@gmaiLcom>
Friday, June 26, 2020 7:22 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Keya Acharya. I live in Bronxville, NY. I am writing today to ask that you rescind $200, 000, 000 from
constructing a new jail. I have worked extensively with people who are incarcerated and know the social, physical, and
emotional impact of incarceration is devastating. This money could be better used by providing mental heath resources,
housing, and health care. There is extensive research documenting high recidivism rates in the U.S. Jails are clearly not
creating safe communities nor preventing crime. Please do not use the $200, 000, 000 to build a new jail.
Sincerely,
Keya Acharya
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carl Nelson <carlnelson19@gmail.com>
Friday, June 26, 2020 8:26 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camef1om an external source. Do not apen attachments or click on Jinks from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
I am writing today to demand that this body rescind all $200 million allocated for the construction of a new jail, cancel
the project, and reallocate the money to vital community services.
The proposed jail, with its enormous budget, is a massive step in the wrong direction. Amidst a national conversation
about mass incarceration and the decades of systemic racism and violent over-policing in black communities, it is time to
radically reimagine our justice system.
The $200 million price tag for this regressive project is insulting in the wake of recent budget cuts to vital youth
programs and health care services in Dutchess County. It is an undue tax burden on communities which could be better
served If this money was spent on education, rehabilitation, and family aid.
We must reconsider our dependence on incarceration and fix the glaring funding disparities which hold families and
young people back.
Thank you,
Carl Nelson
Tivoli Resident
Carl Nelson
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Alexandra Piirimae <alexipiirimae@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 12:20 AM
County Legislators
Personal Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on finks from unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am writing to you to demand that you rescind funding for the proposed prison to be built in Dutchess County. The
construction of new prisons upholds mass incarceration in the US, irreparably damaging the lives of thousands of
Americans-particularly Black and brown Americans--contributing to the issue of voter suppression and unpaid labor in
the US, In order to uplift Americans and protect our most vulnerable communities, you must reject any efforts to build
new prisons in Dutchess County.
Signed,
Alexi Piirimae
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Kai Parcher-Charles <kai.parchercharles@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 7:14 AM
County Legislators
Public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Do not go ahead with plans to construct a new jail in Dutches County. Instead spend the $200 million on schools and
organizing in community's\ We should be spending to uplift empower and educate not imprison! Support your people I
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Morris, Carolyn
Fr-0m:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Camille LaBossier <camillelabossier@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 10:12 AM
Countylegislature; Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

It seems like it's always been common knowledge to me that people in power will never do the thing that helps other
human .beings live the best lives they can. Why is that? I'm sure you understand that prison is unhelpful for the majority
of people put in the system, yet you still think that more people deserve to have their lives thrown away. Every single
life is so valuable and should be treated as such. It's crazy to me that some people still don't believe that defunding the
pol!ce is our only option. Before we take even more money from taxpayers for this jail, shouldn't we at least try to focus
our money to programs that prevent the police from being called in the first place? If we give people the resources they
need to cope and survive without enacting harm on others, wouldn't we have less people in the prison system? So why
are we spending almost 200 MILLION DOLLARS on a jail. Mental health spending has decreased by millions of dollars
since 2006. Spending on beneficial youth programs rests at $1.65 million. Rescinding funding for construction of the jail
would be a simple task for you, if you cared about the well being of all people. But do you?
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent

To:
Subject:

Gina Santorelli <stassi.g@icloud.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 11 :12 AM
CountyLegislature
Dutchess Responds Assistance Request

AYTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on Jinks from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
•
Hi Good morning!
I was recruited to your division of the MRC even though I live in Long Beach on Long Island in Nassau County. I see
Nassau County is extremely slow in their efforts to establish anything close to the wonderful work you have done. I
applied in March to join Nassau County MRC. I am STILL awaiting a response. They emailed me as well as postal mailed I
me letters informing me they are working on my application. Is. there anyway you could help speed up their process. I
think they need-help as they are way behind and I am willing to assist them. If there is anything you could do please let
me know. I would appreciate anything you could do. I have been working with Trish from Duchess and she even referred
me to the Nassau County website where nothing is being done. She was trying to help me get involved closer to my
home and I assume she has no knowledge that they aren't able to get anything done possibly because they don't have
the man-power? I don't know but I would love to help them. Please contact me I appreciate your help!
Best,

Gina Marie Santorelli
631.721.3121 1-m
stassi.g@icloud.com I e

This email may contain proprietary, confidential and/or privileged material for the sole use of the intended recipient(s).
Any review, use, distribution or disclosure by others is strictly prohibited. If you are not the intended recipient (or
authorized to receive for the recipient), please contact the sender by reply email and delete all copies of this message.
Sent from my !Phone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sereene Kuizum <skuizum@fordham.edu>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 12:58 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Hello Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro,
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter who resides in Dutchess County, District 18, to demand that the Legislature drop its
plans for a new jail. I ask you to vote to rescind the hundreds of millions of dollars set to go towards constructing a new
jail. How is this an acceptable priority, especially now during a pandemic where physical and mental health, job security,
and housing are so crucial? Additionally, we must recognize the-function of Jails in systemic racism in this country. To
build another jail is to put more innocent Black and brown lives at risk, when this same money could be put into
investing in our communities - this is what prevents crime. We need more investment into youth programs, libraries,
and mental health services. Our priorities must change.
Best,
Sereene Kurzum
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent
To:

Subject:

Tilly Barickman <tb2041@bard.edu>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 1:23 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email comefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linl<sfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Good Afternoon,
I am writing to express my displeasure that Dutchess County plans to invest in a new jail when funds could be more
productively allocated to public transport, aid to those suffering due to Covid-19, and alleviating coanty debt.
Our current social and political environment In which the oppression of black people by the police is becoming obvious
to all onlookers demands that we take action to change the justice systems in our communities. Building a new jail and
funnelling money into sheriffs departments will harm citizens who are targeted by law enforcement.
You, the leaders of our community have the opportunity to create positive change during this tumultuous time. Do not
build a new jail. Instead of building a jail consider what you can do to prevent anyone from ever ending up in jail. Use
funds to provide resources to educators and students which will enhance online learning. Use funds to create shelters
for people who are homeless. Put money into justice reform, create committees who can reconfigure county law
enforcement.
Sincerely,
Tilly Barickman

Tilly Barickman
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Joshua Multer <jomulter@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 1:23 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dutchess County should not build a new jail. More prisons never solved anything. Decades of research have shown that
prison is the least effective place to rehabilitate offenders. Studies have indicated that a stint in prison lncreases the
likelihood that inmates will reoffend.
So whom does a new prison actually benefit? Put all those millions back into health and youth programs specifically
aimed at empowering POC in the community if you actually want to see less crimes. None of this is new. The fact that
this is even up for debate is shameful.
Joshua Mutter
Poughkeepsie Resident
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Thomas Bloxham <tom.v.bloxham@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 1:24 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
~
unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Thomas Bloxham and I am a resident of Red Hook, NY. I'm writing to you today to stand against the $200
million being allocated to the construction of a new prison in Dutchess County. There are several reasons this prison
should NOT BE BUILT, including:
•
•
•
•

Dutchess County only has around 150 people incarcerated in the current prison. A prison with a capacity for
over 300 is unnecessary and a waste of taxpayer money.
The $200 million would cost taxpayers an average of $10 million a year for the foreseeable future, which is an
outrage, considering no one in the county is even ASKING for a new prison.
Our youth programs are criminally underfunded and the $1.6 million a year allocated to them has remained
stagnant for nearly fifteen years.
our current prison system incarcerates people of color at a much higher rate than white offenders, and
considering our county is over 80% white, this would lead to less diversity in our population.

Overall, I blatantly oppose the construction of this prison. It is a disgusting waste of taxpayer dollars and its progress
needs to be halted immediately.
Thomas Bloxham
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

cambot@riseup.net
Saturday, June 27, 2020 3:39 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zemike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
IN RESPONSE TO PROPOSED COUNTY JAIL

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hi, my name is Cameron Orr and I am a resident of Red Hook. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 ta Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574
(9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of
Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system.
Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the
programs that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and
much more. This means that Dutchess County Is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and
incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincer-ely,
Cameron Orr
Red Hook NY
cambot@riseup.net
9176157721
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:

Subject:

Lafe Cantrall <lafecantrall@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 4:25 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

A1TENT10N: This emaf/ camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click an lin/isfram unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
To the Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Lafe Cantrall and I am a Dutchess County resident (since 2013). I am writing to express publicly my objection
to the county's plans to build a new jail In September of this year. My reasons are as follows:
--The plan for this jail would cost over $132 million dollars; an unprecedented expense for a capital project In our
county. The expense of this project would throw Dutchess County into a deep debt for the next 2 decades, with the
interest of this debt accruing millions of dollars in additional cost during these next 2 decades.
--The USA is currently entering an economic recession due to the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic. Now is not a wise
time for Dutchess County to take on such a large and unprecedented debt.
--These funds need to be reallocated to mental health, addiction, and education services, and to the aid of homeless
members of our community. Jails do not protect individuals or communities and this project would have a direct
negative impact-on the amount of resources available to our community.
--Our count\('s-focus stlould not be on building a new jail, thereby engaging in a carceral system that stems directly from
the historical enslavement of Black individuals, a system that perpetuates violence, dehumanization, and racism
towards Black individuals and communities.
I object to the construction of this jail based on the above economic and moral reasons. Any theoretical profit made by
Dutchess County from the completion of this jail would be the county directly benefiting from institutional racism,
carceral punishment, and the system of exploited labor of incarcerated individuals.
Before this jail is approved I request answers to the following questions:
--Why is homelessness increasing In Dutchess County? Row are you going to decrease homelessness? (There was an
18% increase from 2018 to 2019.)
-"How are you going to decrease addiction overdose related deaths in Dutchess County? (There have been 379 reported
over the last 5 years.)
--Why has the county budget for health & mental nealth resources decreased over the past several years?
--Why has the county budget for youth programs decreased over the past several years?
I urge you to focus on these deeply-human needs before putting our county in debt with the construction of this new
jail.
Sincerely,
Lafe Cantrall
Constituent from Red Hook, NY 12571
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Miriam Anastasi <miriam.j.anastasi@gmail.com>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 4:41 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

AITENTlON: This email came from an external saurce. Do not open attachments or click on linl<sfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails,
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
I am writing to say that I strongly oppose the proposed construction of a new jail in Dutchess County in September.
Allocating $132 million dollars for the construction of a new prison while our county is still in the midst of the
coronavirus pandemic is an exceptionally abhorrent decision that prioritizes the expansion of mass incarceration over
the lives of the citizens of Dutchess County. Prisons do not make our society safer. We can not afford to continue
pretending that locking people away solves our problems as a community. We can not spend more of our taxpayers'
resources on perpetuating a system that we know disproportionately targets Black people and other people of color, a
violent system that ruins lives, depletes communities, and fractures families. The proposed $132 million dollar budget
for the new prison is nearly three times the proposed budget for health and mental health services this year, which has
fallen from $59.3- million in 2006 to $46.4 million this year. For those of you in support of the new jail: Why do you think
it is acceptable to spend three times as much money constructing human cages than what you invest in the physical
health and mental wellbeing of your constituents during a global pandemic?
I am eager to hear your thoughts and hope you will act forthe good of your constituents. Thank you,

Miriam Anastasi
240-723-9884
20 Church St
Red Hook, NY
12571
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subiect:

Emma Hancox <eh6414@bard.edu>
Saturday, June 27, 2020 7:48 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment DO NOT DELETE

A7TENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
The youth and those affected by mental illnesses should be prioritized in Dutchess County. My question is why fund
another prison when you don't need to? The prison system already .is a multi billion dollar system that not only
incarcerates people unjustly but doesn't rehabilitate those put into jail which can be seen by the relncarceration rates.
Use this money for better, by educating fhe youth and helping marginalized civilians by a system that has oppressed,
silenced, discriminated them for centuries. Do the right thing here, do not build another prison.
-Emma Hancox
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alex Gros <alexander.p.gros@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 7:47 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
_
Dear County Legislators,
As a four year resident of Dutchess County, I am writing to express my disapproval of plans to build a new jail in
Dutchess. Money dedicated to the planned jail (as well as the Sheriff's Department budget) should instead be put
toward improvements in public transit and rail, public health services (including for drug addiction and homelessness),
youth services and community programming, and job training.
The difficulties resulting from COVID-19 will require substantial investments to ensure a strong, vibrant Dutchess County
in the 2020s and building a new jail is a waste of resources ..
Thank you for your time.
Alexander Gros
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Sarah Matthews <cheekymomo@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 10:23 AM
Reallocating Funds Away from the Police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hello, my name is Sarah Matthews and I am a resident ofTivoli, New York. I am a senior at Bard college and have been a
resident of Dutchess county for about a year. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess County
.Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal
force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the
population. I have seen firsthand the ways that my black friends are disproportionately followed and harassed by police
in this county. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral-& Communltv Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningfur ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. 1l1is means that Dutchess County is a/locating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other-programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Sarah Matthews
214-926-3446

Sent from my !Phone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sam Lozoff <sam.lozoff@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 2:17 PM
County Legislators
Opposition to County Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unex(!ected emails.
Dear Legislators,
I am Sam Lozoff, a Beacon resident at 30 Dinan Street.
I am writing today to express my unequivocal opposition to the $132 million dollar county jail project, slated to begin
construction this fall.
How can we feel it is right - in light of new pre-trail bail reforms in New York State that wlll greatly reduce the
dependence on pre-trial incarceration, in light of a massive budget shortfall due to the Covld-19 pandemic- to make this
massive expenditure? It is our moral duty to decarcerate our county, set up alternatives to incarceration and diversion
programs, and not set up more infrastructure for more intensive policing to fill up more beds.
What illogical knots will the budget hawks tie themselves into to justify this insane expenditure? They better not say this
is an issue of public safety, since there is zero correlation between increased incarceration and increased safety. The
Equal Justice Initiative does a good job summarizing:
"Incarceration is not only "an expensive way to achieve less public safety," but it may actually increase crime by breaking
down the social and family bonds that guide individuals away from crime, removing adults who would otherwise nurture
children, depriving communities of income, reducing future income potential, and engendering a deep resentment
toward the legal system."
Thank you,
Sam Lozoff
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Michael Kiel <michaeldkiel@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 2:27 PM
County Legislators
Please End Construction of Dutchess County Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear County Legislators,
I want to ask the council what our values are? If we value equity, freedom, and justice, then we cannot build a new jail,
for jails serve to remove working people from their communities and to destroy families.
I went to Vassar College and know I am not a constituent of Dutchess County any more, but I absolutely love the Hudson
Valley with all my heart. My favorite memories at Vassar were Geography excursions: hiking in the region, doing
research for Clearwater, and learning about the history of city planning in Poughkeepsie, as highways tore apart a
thriving, multicultural community.
As a four year resident of Dutchess County, I do not approve a new jail. Money dedicated to the Jail and Sheriff's
Department should be invested in public transportation, public services, youth services, community programming, and
job training, as well as programs to help people experiencing homelessness and drug addiction.
COVID-19 will require substantial investments to ensure a strong, vibrant Dutchess in the 2020s and a new jail is not only
a waste of resources but a negative stain on the county's fabric.
If jailswere 'hospitals' that were supposed to cure a person of a sickness, why are those with arrest-records more likely
to enter jail and prisons throughout their lives? Wouldn't we close hospitals that makes people sick for the rest of their
lives?
Thank you for your time,
Michael Kiel
The University of Texas at Austin '22
Master of Global Policy Studies I LBJ School of Public Affairs
Master of Russian, East European, and Eurasian Studies I College of Liberal Arts
michaeldklel@utexas.edu I (832) 444-1219
Pronouns: he, him, his
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:49 PM
Alexandra Winsby; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Please stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Alexandra,
Thank you for your email . Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis ). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Alexandra Winsby <alix.winsby@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:40 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Please stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders_ or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we Rnow overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Alix Winsby
Sent from my iPhone
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Amelia Van Donsel <amelia.vandonsel@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 3:22 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links.from unknown senders or
unexpected emails,
_

Dea, legislatures,
I am writing to express my concern over the construction ofa new jail In Dutchess County.
As a student living .in the area, I am appalled by the County's interest in moving forward with this project despite a
global outcry for social reform; it is shameful-that we expect the worst of our citizens. I am young, but it seems so
obvious to me that we would have funds for better preventative measures if we did not see incarceration as a default
solution. 200 million dollars-think of where that money could go instead. Building yet another jail only adds to
America's repulsive reputation of deeply-flawed mass incarceration and does not benefit its citizens. Decades of
research have proven that imprisonment is the least effective method to rehabilitate offenders and instead increases
recidivism. Incarceration was meant to punish and target members of a particular group rather than rehabilitate them.
Don't ignore the stats on this. Incarceration fails people.
Sincerely,
Amelia
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Sandra Goldberg <sajgold@aol.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 5:34 PM
County Legislators
cmorris@dutchess.ny.gov; Morris, Carolyn
PUBLIC COMMENT
Letter to Legislature 6-20.docx

A7TENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on !in/is from unknown senders or •
unexpected emails.
.
·

Attached is a letter for public comment at the Legislature's July meeting.
Thank you for your help.
Sandy Goldberg
Former Dutchess County Legislator
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June 29, 2020
Dutchess County Legislature, 22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
Dear Honorable Legislators:

I am urging you to support the resolutions on your July agenda that would rescind the remaining
portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail reconstruction and the resolution
recommending a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail.
Things clearly have changed over the last several-years. I know you have reduced the number
of cells, but that still does not address the reduced jail population.
The Governor has asked each police/sheriff organization in the state of NY to rethink how they
handle criminal justice in their jurisdictions. It seems to meihat before continuing wltl"I the
current jail construction plans, that it woutd make financial sense to waft until those studies are
completed. Their conclusions may point the County in a very different direction.
Currently because of the impacts of the Covid 19 pandemic, finances in the county clearly are
under stress. This alone would be a reason pause the construction plans. Additionally, New
York's bail and discovery reform laws have greatly reduced pre-trial incarceration and we are
diverting people to community based treatment.
Budget priorities should now focus on a more just and eq_uitable Dutchess County.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sandra Goldberg, former Dutchess County Legislator

Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent
Subject:

gylanni carrington <gylannic@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28,-2020 6:43 PM
Defund the PoughkeepsiePolice

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name ls Gylanni Carrington and I am a resident of Duchess County.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests
reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am
demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve
the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and
receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers, administrators and
support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to
eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Pougi'Jkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to
the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial
challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial
obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget
votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support student
learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position
to meet the varying needs ofour children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately,
given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a good dkectionthat I, as a
superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's
payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, but
said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions,
as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48
staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic
and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students,. five elementary
assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
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The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen
given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is
finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an
answer.
In addition to the lack offunding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong
"fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased
by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million in its general ftmd
balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6
million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions,
employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is
telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of policestate-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I
urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed
communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Gylanni Carrington
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:

To:

Subject:

Yuval Elbaz <yuvalelbaz4@gmail.com>
Sunday, June 28, 2020 8:08 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D,; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Necessary Action to Defund DC Sheriff's Dep.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Yuval Elbaz and I am a resident of Tivoli. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess
County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use
of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of
the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons,
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative Justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Yuval Elbaz
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jamie Reeves <jamieJ.reeves@aol.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 3:27 AM
Jamie. f<(
Specialization and Domestic Violence

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Greetings,
In a study of abused women, over 80% said they would not call the police again because they were scared that their
abuser would only get a "slap on the wrist," and that they would come back and hurt them. Seeing that abused women
do not feel safe calling the police to help them escape situations of domestic violence, should we cater to these women
and create a new task force? The answer is yes.
We need specialized teams to respond to issues of domestic violence, that are not police. Police simply do not have, and
cannot receive the extensive, rigorous training that specialized experts on deescalating domestically violent situations
and helping victims escape their abuser require. This takes years of training and education, it's one of many issues that
police are simply not fit to handle, like they are expected to today. And I don't just want to see woman officers respond
to these calls, because they are still police officers who are not fit to deal with these situations, in terms of the training
and education they have,
Defunding the police is about more than the safety ofour Black neighbors, which is absolutely vital in itself. It is about
making women more safe by ensuring their issues are cared for in a specialized way by trained professionals.
Are you willing to help victims of domestic violence?
Thanks,
Jamie
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Parvaneh Jefferson <pjefferson@vassar.edu>
Monday, June 29, 2020 12:48 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATT/;NTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links/ram unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Please stop the construction of the Dutchess County Jail. We need to be taking care of each other in times like these, not
building structures that will separate people from their friends and family and punish them for crimes that could have
been prevented by dedicating more resources and time to safeguarding communities by keeping them fed, clothed and
given resources to address trauma that they might have faced possibly by seeing a loved one jailed or imprisoned.
Protecting communities does not have to be reactive, it can and should be preventative. When someone acts out most
of the time it is because they are in pain. They are unable to process the hurt they are feeling and giving them another
reason to feel hurt and angry by locking them up instead of giving them the love and care they desperately need is short
sighted. When a little kid in a classroom acts out and shoves his classmate or is rude to the teacher, you could handle it
two ways. You can punish the kid and get him suspended, or you could ask him what's wrong. Punishing is a bandaid to
the problem, addressing what is at the root of the problem is the only way to stop the cycle. Throwing someone in jail
causes a huge disruption to their lives, although one would hope that the process of hearing someone's case is a matter
of days, in reality is a number of months. If you take an individual and keep them from their job for a month and a half
until their trial is heard, you are doing irreparable damage to their well being. They might have kids or family members
at home that eitlrer de_[>end on their income or care to survive. How beneficial are jails that when we look at the
community consequences of locking someone up we think, this is worth it. It is also no secret that jailing and
imprisonment disproportionately affect communities of color, and this harm and hurt I have been discussing throughout
is felt most heavily by these same populations. We need to be focused on healing everyone, especially communities of
color that are-consistently being harmed by the state, whether it be through removing children from their homes
through social services, starving them through a low wage economy, or violently attacking them through police brutality,
we need to be healing. I am still young and want to believe in this country's ability to care for one another. Please
reconsider building another jail and push the money into social services. We need better mental health services, we
need better wages, we need better education in schools. Thank you for considering this entry.
Parvaneh Jefferson
Dutchess County Resident
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Morris, Carolyn
Quentin Wise <qwise@vassar.edu>
Monday, June 29, 2020 12:51 PM
County Legislators
Public comment

From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

ATTENTION: This email come from an exte, no! source. Do not open attachm.ents or click on linksfrom unknown sendersor
unexpected emails.
·
·
I do not support the building of a new prison in the Hudson Valley. There are better ways of rebranding and revamping
-Poughkeepsie,
building a new school or hospital. I don't see how a new prison will better the community, and this
money could be used much more efficiently to betterthe local community. In addition, the construction of a new prison
in this community is essentially a middle finger in the face of social justice in the midst of the Black Lives Matter
movement to end police violence and killing of black bodies.

m<e

Quenti11 Wise
Dutchess county resident
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Finley Bomer-Lawson <finley.bomerlawson@gmail.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 12:57 PM
County Legislators
A new jaili' Really?

A7TENTION: This email came/tom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpecte&emoi/s.
Dear County Legislators,
As a four year resident of Dutchess County, I am writing to express my disapproval of plans to build a new jail in
Dutchess. Money dedicated to the planned jail (as well as the Sheriff's Department budget) should instead be put
toward improvements In public transit and rail, public health services (including for drug addiction and people
experiencing homelessness), youth services and community programming, and job training.

The difficulties resulting from COVID-19 will require substantial investments to ensure a strong, vibrant Dutchess County
in the 2020s and building a new jail is a waste of resources.
Sincerely,
Finley Bomer-Lawson
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ines Barquet <ib4587@bard.edu>
Monday, June 29, 2020 1:38 PM
Countylegislature
Dutchess County Funds

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name Is Ines Barquet and I am a resident of Tivoli, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department ofBehavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated_to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceralion asit is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare,_education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Ines Barquet
91 Broadway, Tivoli, NY, 12583
ib4587@bard.edu
9178380268
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Vicki Fox <vicki831@earthlink.net>
Monday, June 29, 2020 3:22 PM
County Legislators
Don't build a new jail

AUENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
•

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
Please drop your plans to use my tax money for a new Dutchess County jail.
This jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken,
costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment
extending into the 2040s. Because of COVID-19, the cotmty's financial situation is direthe fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the
county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations.
This is clearly the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money
from other urgent priorities. Overdose deaths are now spiking sharply, and many mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has reduced spending on these
services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail a11d discovery reform
laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around
130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses.
Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and
expand alternatives to incarceration; Dutchess County should also re-imagine public
safety.
For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for
consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail
construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail,
including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other
possibilities.
Yours,
34

Vicki Fox
Beacon Resident, public schoolteacher
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lauren Brady <lmbrady97@gmail.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 3:56 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am a Dutchess County resident who strongly opposes the funding and construction of a new jail in this county. As a
taxpayer, I oppose contributing to the already swollen budget for the sheriffs department and the creation of a new jail.
I suggest that this money be redistributed to support underfunded communities in our area. This money could be better
used for education, healthcare, mental health aid, infrastructure, or a number of things that would directly serve our
community members. Thank you for your time and consideration.
Sincerely,
Lauren Brady
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Angela Katinas <angelakatinas@gmail.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 4:00 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
,
unexpected emails.
I am a current resident of Dutchess County, and I demand that Dutchess County votes to rescind the $200,000,000 from
constructing a new jail. Pouring funding into incarceration, instead of into other community resources is a step in the
wrong direction towards community building and community safety. The Prison Industrial Complex is not something I
support at all, as it upholds the anti-black and racist structures created in this nation to oppress Black people and POC. I
demand that the money proposed for this new jail be spent on Health and Mental Health spending instead.
In Solidarity with the Black Community in Dutchess County,
Angela Katinas
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alexandra Moon <alexandratmoon@gmail.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 8:01 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an externC1l source. Do not oRen attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
"Hello, my name Is Alexandra Moon. I attended Vassar College and graduated in 2016. I am writing in regards to Dutchess County's
plans to construct a $200M jail this September and express my support in favor of the Dutchess County Democrats legislation to
rescind funding for Its construction. As you hear opposition to the Jail's construction, I ask that you remain creative in reimagining
alternatives. Jails and prisons have long been a part of America's punitive justice system. However, all processes, no matter how
ingrained, should be reevaluated for their efficacy. It has been proven time and again that our punitive justice system has glaring holes.
Allowing construction for this jail is lazy. Those that find themselves at risk of jail or prison are generally misguided and by opposing
construction you'll be introducing compassion. Be a part of the change and remain creative. I'd be happy to discuss alternatives and
continue to be a resource during these conversations. Thank you for your time."
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Robin Licari <robin1icari427@gmail.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 8:11 PM
County Legislators; Bolner, Donna
Morris, Carolyn
Defund the Overbuilt Jail - Public Comment

ATTENTION; This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
_
.
-.
unexpected emails.
Dear Donna Bolner and County Legislators,
I am requesting defunding the jail for the following reasons, increasing financial pressures due to COVID-19, reduction in
need due to new bail reforms, need to reimagine how to deal effectively with the causes of crime and the new emphasis
on police reform. Also, I strongly oppose decreasing funding for much needed mental health programs and addiction
treatment programs when these problems are on the rise due to COVID-19. We need to focus on funding where there is
a need. Thank you.
Sincerely,
Robin and John Licari
15 Red Hawk Hollow Road
Wappingers Falls, N.Y. 12590
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Bridget <bridgetcgt@aol.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 8:14 PM
County Legislators
Defunding the County Jail

ATTENTION; This email camefrom an externalsourcg, Do not open attachments or c/icl< on linl<sfrom unknown senders or
uMxpected emails,
_
Dear Lisa Paoloni and County Legislators,
I fully support defunding our County Jail,

I am requesting defunding the jail for the following reasons, increasing financial pressures due to COVID-19, reduction of
need due to new bail reforms, the need for a new approach on how to deal with the problems causing crimes and
the new emphasis on police reforms, I strongly oppose decreasing funding for much needed mental health programs
and addiction treatment programs when these problems are on the rise due to COVID-19. We need to focus on funding
where there is a need
Brtdget Gannon

24 West Academy Street
Wappingers Falls NY 12590

914-204-3659
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jenna Misra <jenna.misra@gmail.com>
Monday, June 29, 2020 10:13 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment - The Proposed Dutchess County Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source."Do not open attachments or click on /inksjrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
·
Hi, my name is Jenna Misra. I live in Rhinebeck and I grew up in Hyde Park.
I'm writing to urge you to rescind the planned $200,000,000 to construct a new jail. Taxpayer money should be spent on
things to help those in our communities live better lives: healthcare, mental health services, affordable housing, youth &
aging services, disability services, economic assistance, recreation, etc.
These services will guarantee support for those in need and allow them to live purposeful lives, which will keep people
from stealing, using drugs; It will ensure that they do not get put in desperate circumstances leading to jail time.
In the past 20 years, police spending has more than doubled in Dutchess County, while health/mental health spending
has decreased. Do not move ahead with this plan I It's incredibly harmful for the community at large.
Thank you for your time.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Vigil Brandon <wilmanns95@gmail.com >
Monday, June 29, 2020 10:59 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from on external source, Do not open attachments or click on linksJrom unknown senders or
_ unexpected emails.
·
To whom it may concern,
I'm a student at Bard College in Dutchess County, NY, and I wanted to express my opposition to the construction of a
new jail. I'm a firm believer in the deeply ingrained issues that our country faces as a result of our mass incarceration
system - I think building a new jail Is the OPPOSITE of what needs to happen if mass incarceration (as well as the facet of
systemic racism that It represents) is to end, We should be minimizing our prison system, putting our money into our
communities and citizens actual welfare.
Best regards,
Vigilance Brandon
Best regards,
Vigilance Brandon
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alwin Joseph <alwinjoseph@stonybrook.edu>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 2:49 AM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sag\iano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Urgent request to defund the Sheriff's Department

ATTENT/ON: This email came ftom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links ftom unknown senders or
unexpectecl emails.
·
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
I am a proud resident of Poughkeepsie, NY. I am contacting you today to ask that you reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which has disproportionately targeted Black residents for years. From traffic
stops, to arrests, to the unnecessary use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite
residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population.
Many studies shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable
hoasing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention;totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. A11 the while only allocatin_g $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefitthe community.
I urge you to hear the calls of those you represent. Hear the voices of those who demand change and be the positive
change you want to see in the world.
Sincerely,
AlwinJ.
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Abigail Toomey <at5771@bard.edu>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 6:33 AM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Oo not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
. unexpected emails.
·
·
Good morning,
I am writing today to shed light on the disgrace that is the new Dutchess county jail project. Building a jail only
perpetuates systemic racism and inequalities and is a clear indication that we have our priorities wrong. The money that
would be going into the project could fund mental health, rehabilitation centres, education, and many other public
programs that would benefit our community. I hope you consider the harm that a new project of this scale would cause
and decide to invest in helpful solutions to inequality in our county.
Best,
Abigail Toomey
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Walter Beebe <whbeebe@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 10:47 AM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.

Dear county legislators,
I strongly oppose the bond appropriation for jail construction at this
time. You, and we taxpayers, are faced with a Trifecta of reasons to
rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond
appropriation for jail construction:
First, it would add enormously to the debt and the resultant cost to service that debt for
years, to be paid by current and future taxpayers.
Second, the hidden racial discrimination that still penalizes people of color more than a
century after the Civil War has resulted in many minorities being jailecffor extended

is now being corrected. Righting thts imbalance
will further reduce the county jafl populatron-.
periods of time, and

Third, the Caronavirus has been ruinous for the county's finances. It's the worst time to
add to our debt and raise taxes, leaving us even more at the mercy of future calamities.
Sincerely yours,
Walter Beebe
1359 Bulls Head Rd,
Stanford, NY 12514.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject

Mary Curley <marycurley@rocketmail.com>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 12:01 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
My name is Mary Curley
I am a resident of Poughkeepsie New York
It has come to my attention that the building of the new jail is back in place and should be in motion by September 2020
1st note: why is this budget $132,150,000 Million dollars? I feel as if this money could go to things that are much more
important and useful in the community.
We could give 17million to 7 diffrent organizations and still have some left for other things. Let that sit in.
2nd note: by doing this you're taking from many other needed resorses here in Dutches county.
So that's education you're neglecting
Public transport you're neglecting
Healthcare for residents you're neglecting
Highways and bridge repairs you're neglecting
Programs for the youth you're neglecting
Parks and recreations you're neglecting
Rehabilitation and mental health you're neglecting
And so much MORE.
We do not need a new jail in Dutchess County
We need this money to go Into the community
Not into a jail where many of people of color will end up living their lives in due to zero resources in the community. We
need to build up this place With all live in, not build a new jail.
Thank you.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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Morris. Carolyn
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Olivia Schwartz <olivia.schwartz@wagner.edu>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 2:51 PM
Defund the police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Olivia and I am a resident of Staten Island, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meanfngful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs_combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they caA from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social-programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Olivia
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Zabara Films <zabarafilms@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 4:32 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksftom unknown senders or
- _
unexpected emails.
To the Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Masha and I am a Dutchess County resident. I am writing to express publicly my strong objection to the
county's plans to build a new jail in September of this year. My reasons are as follows:
--The plan for this jail would cost over $132 million dollars; an unprecedented expense for a capital project in our
county. The expense of this project would throw Dutchess County into a deep debt for the next 2 decades, with the
interest of this debt accruing millions of dollars in additional cost during these next 2 decades.
--The USA is currently entering an economic recession due to the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic. Now is not a wise
time for Dutchess County to take on such a large and unprecedented debt.
-These funds need to be reallocated to mental health, addiction, and education services, and to the aid of homeless
members of our community. Jails do not protect individuals or communities and this project would have a direct
negative impact on the amount of resources available to our community.
--Our county's focus should not be on building a new jail, thereby engaging in a carceral system that stems directly from
the historical enslavement of Black individuals, a system that perpetuates violence, dehumanization, and
racism towards Black individuals and communities.
I object to the construction of this jail based on the above economic and moral reasons. Any theoretical profit made by
Dutchess County from the completion of this jail would be the county directly benefiting from institutional racism,
carceral punishment, and the system of exploited labor of incarcerated individuals.
Before this Jail is approved I request answers to the following questions:
--Why is homelessness increasing in Dutchess County? How are you going to decrease homelessness? (There was an
18% increase from 2018 to 2019.)
--How are you going to decrease addiction overdose related deaths in Dutchess County? (There have been 379 reported
over the last 5 years.)
-Why has the county budget for health & mental health resources decreased over the past several years?
-Why has the county budget for youth programs decreased over the past several years?
I urge you to focus on these deeply human needs before putting our county in debt with the construction of this new
jail. You can-reach me at this email address, by mail, or by phone (below).
Sincerely,
Masha Zabara

75 Broadway, Tivoli NY 12583
(845) 616-0947
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Mariya Zabara <zabara.mariya@gmail.com>
Tuesday, June 30, 2020 4:33 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

AITENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
_
To the Dutchess County Legislature,

_

My name is Mariya and I am a Dutchess County resident. I am writing to express publicly my strong objection to the
county's plans to build a new jail in September of this year. My reasons are as follows:
--The plan for this jail would cost over $132 million dollars; an unprecedented expense for a capital project in our
county. The expense of this project would throw Dutchess County into a deep debt for the next 2 decades, with the
interest of this debt accruing millions of dollars in additional cost during these next 2 decades.
--The USA is currently entering an economic recession due to the impact of the COVID-19 epidemic. Now is not a wise
time for Dutchess County to take on such a large and unprecedented debt.
--These funds need to be reallocated to mental health, addiction, and education services, and to the aid of homeless
members of our community. Jails do not protect individuals or communities and this project would have a direct
negative 1mpact on the amount of resources available to our community.
-Our county's focus should not be on building a new jail, thereby engaging in a carceral system that stems directly from
the historical enslavement of Black Individuals, a system that perpetuates violence, dehumanization, and
racism towards Black individuals and communities.
I object to the construction of this jail based on the above economic and moral reasons. Any theoretical profit made by
Dutchess County from the completion of this jail would be the county directly benefiting from institutional racism,
carceral punishment, and the system of exploited labor of incarcerated individuals.
Before this jail is approved I request answers to the following questions:
-Why is homelessness increasing In Dutchess County? How are you going to decrease homelessness? (There was an
18% increase from 2018 to 2019.}
-How are you going to decrease addiction overdose related deaths in Dutchess County? (There have been 379 reported
over the last 5 years.}
--Why has the county budget for health & mental health resources decreased over the past several years?
-Why has the-county budget for youth 13rograms decreased over the past several years?
I urge you to focus on these deeply human needs before putting our county in debt with the construction of this new
jail. You can reach me at this email-address, by mail, or by phone (below).
Sincerely,
Mariya Zabara
75 llroadway, Tivoli NY 12583
(845) 616-0947
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Verity O'Connell <oconn22v@mtholyoke.edu>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 10:51 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This emoil came from an external source. Do not open attachments or Click on iinksfrom unknown senders or
_
unex{)ectea em_ai/s.
Dear Dutchess County Representatives,

_

My name is Verity O'Connell and I am a resident of Millbrook, NY. Growing up in Beacon, I attended high school right
next the prison- a constant reminder of the privilege I had to be able to receive an education why there were so many
people next door to us who were trapped inside of the jail. In this country mass Incarceration Is focused on stealing way
Black and POC people away from their families because of the racist systems that continue to control bodies that are not
wanted in a White Supremacist society. The prison situation in the US is evil and disgusting, people are in prisons for
years for minor offenses or because of racial profiling. This is why I am asking you to not build the new jail in September
that will cost $200 million dollars, This money can be given to other resources, like schools, that will give people
opportunities and support systems. That the county is willing to spend that much money on a jail, but not libraries,
shows what is wrong with this country. We need to put money back to the people, and not continue to support the
prison industrial system. I am demanding that you do the right thing.
Thank you.
Best,
VeFityO'Connell
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

John Hay JR. <jdaltonhay@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 11:09 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment: Oppose the building of a new Jail in Dutchess County

ATTENTION: This email rnmejrom an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from· unknown senders or·
.
unexpected emails. ·
.
. ·
.
·
Hello,
My name is John Hay and I am a resident of Ulster County. Although this comment is from an Ulster County resident I
believe that this will greatly impact us across the water as well.
I am concerned and against the building of a new jail in Dutchess County. At a time when the world is waking up to the
consistent injustices faced by minority groups (particularly Black and Brown people), the decision or thought to bring
about another literal cage is appalling.
The one thing that should be obvious and clear is that more incarceration is not what we need in this area. I know it is
tempting to want to be a part of this grand system of control or "the war on drugs" but it is simply a war on people and
it cannot stand.
I propose the money that would be spent, by the taxpayers, would serve them much better if it actually went toward the
community_, not toward a warehouse to store people.
Sincerely,
John Hay
347-817-0559 / 89 Lucas Avenue, Kingston, NY 12401

John D. Hay Jr.
347-817-0559
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Me <caro1beebe1@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 11:04 AM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
_:
_
- -- _

Dear county legislators,
I strongly oppose the bond appropriation for jail
construction at this time. There are so many reasons to
rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017
bond appropriation for jail construction:
First, it would add enormously to the debt and the resultant cost to service that
debt for years, to be paid by current and future taxpayers.
Second, the hidden racial discrimination that still penalizes people of color
more than a century-after tbe Civil War has resulted in many minorities being

is now being
corrected. Righting this imbalance will further reduce the
county jail population.

Jailed for extended periods of time, and

Third, the Caronavirus has been ruinous for the county's finances. It's the
worst time to add to our debt and raise taxes, leaving us even more at the
mercy of future calamities.
Sincerely yours,
Carol McDaniel Beebe
1359 Bulls Head Rd,
Stanford, NY 12514.
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Chloe Engel <chlochloengel@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 1:02 PM
CountyLegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Jos€ph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defunding the police in Dutchess county

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open.attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
- •
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Chloe Engel and I am a resident of Highland, NY. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prisons.
Dutchess County is eurrently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 {14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 {9.6%) toward pubflc-education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 (9%)to the Department of Behavioral &-Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,67(} (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined. This is
an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from access to
healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and incarceration.
As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that truly benefit
the community.
Sincerely,
Chloe Engel
445 Plutarch rd. Highland, NY 12528
chlochloengel@gmail.com
2039889063
*The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess County is publicly available at
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-Legislature/Docs/2020-Adopted-Budget.pdf 0
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Morris, Carolyn
Fr-om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Meghan Jones <meghanjones2017@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 2:34 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
No new Dutchess County prison

ATTENTION: This email camefrom an eirternal source.·oo not open attachments or click on /inksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
· ·
.
Hello,
My name is Meghan Jones and I am a resident of White Plains, New York who attended college in Dutchess County. I am
asking you to reconsider the plans to build a new prison in the county. The enormous amounts of money being funneled
into lhis prison project could be much better spent on improving education, mental health services, and other critical
resources, especially while so many are struggling due to COVID-19. I hope you will consider investing in communities
instead of strengthening the grip of the punitive system.
Thank you,
Meghan Jones
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Morris, Carolyn
From:
Sent:

To:

Subject:

Alison Messina <alisonmessina@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 3:27 PM
-Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre;-countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Please fund communities not police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Alison Messina and I am a resident of red hook. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to
the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their
share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and
prison-s.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 ofits budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to Probation and
$1,312,183 to Juvenile Det<!ntion, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the
community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through
Community College, $46,379,552 {9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 {0.02%)
to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the
Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative Justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating
nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from
access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that
truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Alison Messina
72 East lake lane
Alisonmessina@gmail.com
917-916-0407
*The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess County is public!¥ available at
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-begislature/Docs/2020-Adopted-Budget.pdf
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Henry Ziegler <hqz1021@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 4:04 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County legislators
Public Comment

AITENTION: This email came Jtom an e!fternal source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
11nexpected emails.
_
I implore you to not build the proposed jaiL There are so many more important places this money should go, not to
mention that jails and prisons are ineffective and extremely inhumane Institutions. Mass incarceration is an undeniable
evil of this country, and you--the municipal government of Dutchess County--would be totally complicit In the
destruction of families and communities if you agree to fund and build this 'detention center'. Be on the right side of
history.
-Henry Ziegler
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Simone Teague <simone.oziebel@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 7:14 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENT/ON: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on /ini<sfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear Carolyn,
My name is Simone Teague and I have lived in the city of Poughkeepsie since I was two years old. Let me preface this by
stating the following: please, please, please DO NOT let Dutchess County spend two million dollars on a new jail.
As a child, I frequently switched between public and private education because my family couldn't really afford private
schools, but my parents wanted better for me than what the public schools had to offer. In first grade, science was taken
away as a punishment because of the way a few students behaved, and shortly after, I left the district to attend my first
private school. I spent all four years of high school at Poughkeepsie High and I hated every second of it. I was an honors
and AP student, and I even ended up as the salutatorian of my graduating class, but that was due to my own merit, not
the support of the school. During my time at the high school (I graduated in 2016) assemblies were frequently held
telling us to stop failing, but never how to succeed. I didn't know schools that weren't SUNY weren't out of my reach
because no one told me I had the capacity to do more. I didn't even know grad school was for more than just lawyers,
teachers, and doctors until after I got to college. The treatment of students _as failures and criminals went far beyond the
police presence, metal detectors, and ridiculous rule that kept bathrooms locked during portions of the day in an effort
to deter skipping (this resulted in one poor student peeing himself in class during .our freshman year). The way the
administration speaks to the students (I was once yelled at for holding hands with my then boyfriend on our way to our
lunch period) and the lack of music and art programming is truly detrimental. Might I also add that come graduation
time, the administration had an Issue with a transgender boy wearing a blue cap and gown and having his preferred
name announced on graduation day, something that no student openly opposed. Rather than honor the validity of his
existence by complying with his requests, the school made everyone wear blue that year to avoid the issue entirely.
I STRONGLY suggest that rather than spend two million dollars on a jail, Dutchess County pour that money into our
broken schools, our homeless shelters, our mental health resources and our youth programming. It is ridiculous that we
don't have a YMCA or equivalent community center. It is upsetting that our graduation rate is so low. And it is truly
disturbing that Dutchess County believes building a jail will better our community. I urge you to spend that money on
literally anything else.
Best,
Simone Teague
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ilene Friedman <i1enefriedman2@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 1, 2020 5:00 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

AITENT/ON: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails,
-

Decisions around taxpayer dollars need to be steeped in current community priorities and simultaneously be fiscally
sound, Current data points to a decreased need for jail expansion, 11,e significant drop in the number of people ctmently
housed in jail, approximately 130, no longer aligns with the earlier projections of more than 400, Additionally, declining
county revenues, research on criminal justice programs that are more cost effective and better serve non-violent offenders
than housing them in jail, and the current call for systemic reform necessitate the rescinding of the remaining portion of
the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail constrnction, We need to direct taxpayer dollars to just causes that
address cu11'ent community priorities, equitably support all community members and seek alternatives to incarceration,
Ilene Friedman
Beacon, NY
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Dan Doniger <danbasho@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 2, 2020 12:31 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators; Page, Nick
public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Oo not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear Legislature Clerk, Dear County Legislators,

Please rescind funding for the big, new Dutchess County jail, which is no longer needed and is completely out-of-step
with positive actions taking place in New York State with criminal justice reform legislation, and, please, redirect use of
our tax money to more constructive and humane projects. Please, repeal the bond for the $132 million county jail
expansion.
Has Dutchess County ever undertaken a more expensive capital project? No. In the next four years, the jail would
cost more than all other county capital spending combined, and bond repayment would extend into the 2040s. Of all the
life-affirming projects possible under the sky, why this and why now? It comes at the worst possible time, when the
people of this State, and the country, are suffering more intensely than in several generations. Some of the
consequences of the COVID-19 lockdown are increased mental health needs and increased reliance on alcohol arni
drugs, and it is likely there will be a surge in homelessness, adding to an already unimaginable problem. How
compassionate, humane and constructive would it be to convert jails to homeless shelters and to construct community
mental health infrastructure.
With the evil construct of mass incarceration being exposed, we are seeing a decrease in fhe local population in jaHs.
New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail
population.More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and
expand alternatives to incarceration. A new jail should not be Dutchess County's priority.

The prison-industrial complex in the USA Is at once profit-driven, oppressive against people who are poor, fixed to
control people who are brown and black, and it is producing deep, deep-rooted misery for both the punisher and the
punished. Jails are the biggest provider of mental health care in this country. This is not the outcome of planning, rather
it is one of control and misdirection, and it has been traumatic and ineffective on the poor people who find themselves
stuck in the nightmare of USA and NY State jails. The County Legislators, as our public servants, who have the
responsibility "to provide efficient, effective, and reliable resources to enhance the health, safety, and quality of life of
the citizens of Dutchess County," must break out of the old habit pattern of building jails for the purpose of fabricating
jobs, when it comes at the expense of perpetuating centuries of oppression and mistreating people with mental health
needs.
The U.S. incarcerates more people than any other country. Although our level of crime is comparable to those of
other stable, internally secure, industrialized nations, our rate of incarceration Is more than five times higher than most
of the countries in the world.
If we compare the incarceration rates of individual U.S. states and territories with that of other nations, we see
New York State having higher incarceration rates than just four other countries. To state this again using other words: If
New York State were a country, it's incarceration rate would rank fifth out of all the other countries on Earth. This
2

includes unstable countries, those with severe internal strife, social traumas and those suffering in the aftermath of
genocide. https://www.prisonpolicy.org/global/2018.html
Many of you, if not all of you, have heard it said, jails are good for the local economy and they provide Jobs in places
where there may be no other apparent vehicle for work. I contend building jails and caging_and enslaving people for the
purpose of providing jobs leads to pressure to arrest people and fill prison cells. This pressure leads to the creation of
crimes where no harm has been done--some historical examples include loitering and possession of marijuana-and, it
exacerbates systemic racism and violence against humans who are poor and have dark skin colors. It is Inhumane, lazy
and cruel to imprison people for the purpose of creating jobs. Building jails for profit strikes me as being against the law
of Nature. Most humans, and certainly most New Yorkers, are creative enough and caring enough to develop projects
which can create jobs and livelihoods which helps heal people and without caging or enslaving people.

With warm regards,

Dan Doniger
Beacon, NY

cell: 917-736-6802
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Morris, Carolyn
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kanako Kawabe <kkawabe@vassar.edu>
Thursday, July 2, 2020 1:48 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source, Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails,
Hello,
My name is Kanako Kawa be and I am a student at Vassar College, I am writing to voice my concern regarding Dutchess
County's plans to construct a $200 million jail this September, I believe that Dutchess County does not need a new jail,
and that county legislators should terminate these plans, The fact that the incarcerated population has decreased in
recent years shows that there is absolutely no need for a new jail in Dutchess County, Furthermore, multiple instances of
police brutality and injustices within our criminal justice system across the nation (including recent events within our
own community, such as the incident of police brutality against Julissa Dawkins and Jamelia Barnett, as well as the case
of Nicole Addminado) have shown that we as a community must reevaluate how we are conceptualizing community
safety, Instead of funnelling money towards an unnecessary new jail, Dutchess County should reallocate funds towards
programs that strengthen our community, such as mental health services and youth programs, Please use your power to
prioritize and invest in the safety of our community members and vote to rescind funding for the new jail,
Best,
Kanako Kawabe
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:50 AM
Hussing, Laura
Wager, Leigh
FW: Public Comment

From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Laura

I will forward all emails I receive on the jail to you as I get them today so that you won't have
to go to my inbox and search. See the email below. (JI
Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

I]

Visit us on

Facebook

From: Zachary Vogel <zacharyjvogel@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 9:12 AM

To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

-

ATTENTION: This email came/from on r;xternal source. Do not open attachments or click on linksjfrom unknown seniiers or
_
"
_ unexpecteiiemails.
-_ :

Spending $200 million~dollars on the construction.of a new jail in Dutchess county New York would be an unbelievable
waste of tax payers- money, especially when that same $200 million can be put towards funding education,
Infrastructure, and public healthcare.
Thank you,
Zachary Vogel
1

Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 2, 2020 11 :51 AM
Hussing, Laura
Wager, Leigh
FW: Public Comment

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

911-Visit us on

IIJ Facebook

From: Isabel Levey-Swain <ileveysw@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:34 AM

To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
· Subject: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachmentsnr click on Jinks from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
.

My name is Isabel Levey-Swain and I grew up in and around Dutchess County and went to school there for 12 years. I am
deeply connected to this place and have seen the harm that things like policing and jails have had on the communities
that live here. Building a new jail will perpetuate the racial and economic injustices that already run deep in this county
and I, as a citizen of this place, would be horrified if this were to happen. We do not need a new jail here. We need
funding for schools and more care given to our students, especially black and brown students who, off average, do not
get the same support as white students. We need good public transit and housing support and arts programming and
better highways and bridges and mental health services and support for sexual assault survivors and investment in
locally-owned businesses and drug rehabilitation services and so much more that will lift the people of this county up,
1

rather than tear them down. Note that nothing on this list should indicate rerouting of funds to enforcing the police. If
you spend almost $200 million to build this jail instead of investing in black and brown communities, you will be making
a very conscious decision to continue criminalizing your citizens rather than advocating for them.
Best,
Isabel Levey-Swain
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

avssoccer@gmail.com
Thursday, July 2, 2020 11 :15 PM
County[egislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
DIVEST IN POLICE. INVEST IN NY

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Allie Von and I am a resident of Brooklyn. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use oflethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services
and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community
safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that only harm
the community. All the while only allocating-$49,520,574-(9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School
through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%)-to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health, and
$11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670
(0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support
the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more.
This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration
as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. A greater number of residents can benefit from access to
healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and
incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social
programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Allie Von
47 dean st, BKLYN, NY 11201
917-224-0063
*The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess County is publicly available at
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-Legislature/Docs/2020-Adopted-Budget.pdf

Sent from my iPhone
1

Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 2, 2020 11:52 AM
Hussing, Laura
Wager, Leigh
FW: public comment

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
~ V i s i t us on

■JFacebook

From: Jenny Teague <jennyhusseyteague@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 11:26 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on linksfrom unknown senders oc
- unexpected emails.

Dear All,
Here's something concrete, useful, and simple we can do locally on the issue of reimagining public
safety in the wake of George Floyd's murder: as a taxpayer, I don't want a new jail built in Dutchess
County.
The money for its cost was not justifiable to begin with. Now with repercussions of the COVI D
pandemic and the call for defunding the police, this money can be used to pay for community needs.
1

Please reconsider the use of funds allocated for a new jail, and support a vision for a better society,
starting with measures here at home.
Thank you.
Regards,
Jenny
Jenny Teague
59 South Grand Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
914.204.3768 direct
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn on behalf of CountyLegislature
Thursday, July 2, 2020 12:26 PM
Hussing, Laura
Wager, Leigh
FW: Defund Police in Poughkeepsie and Fund Schools Instead

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

-----Original Message----From: Rafaella Spielberg <rafaellaspielberg@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 12:03 PM
Subject: Defund Police in Poughkeepsie and Fund Schools Instead
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Rafaella and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide
protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you
because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services
that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our
Black communities.
1

Teachers are at serious risk of losing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn
and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board
voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean
of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants
and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome
:financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and
other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus
pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations.
School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support
student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is
in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education
Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetaty situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a
good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't
have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be
able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the
moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be
holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff
positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not
necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other
transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie
Academic and Career Excellence) progratn principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of
students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and
advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 ruillion of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to
happen given the_economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the
budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have
an answer.

In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a
strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
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"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue
increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million
in its general fund balance."
Moreover, " ... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included
a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract
settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further
instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of
your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force
by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe
and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Rafaella Spielberg
rafaellaspielberg@gmail.com
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

-cc:
-Subject:

Wager, Leigh
Thursday, July 2, 2020 3:55 PM
Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
FW: Public Comment

Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk
Dutchess County legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

~ V i s i t us on

■.J Facebook

From: Ashwini Sukthankar <ashwinLsukthankar_@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, :2020 3:23 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click an linksfrom unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
Dear all,
I have been a resident of Dutchess County for almost 10 years. During this time, I have been so inspired by the work of
Black leaders in our community, especially in Poughkeepsie, challenging the school to prison pipeline and demanding
deeiJ reforms to policing and incarceration in our communities.
Today I join my voice with the many others demanding that Dutchess County revisit its plans for the so-called "Justice
and Transition Center." This project is unconscionable at the level of the debt burden it would place on us. It is
unconscionable in the ways in which it prioritizes incarceration over much-needed alternatives, as well as services to
ensure that community members never have to enter the criminal justice system in the first place. We need the funding
of community centers; programming for at-risk youth, mental health services, dnig treatment facilities.
Today, the world is watching. Dutchess County can do better - let's not be the shame of our state.
Ashwini SuRthankar
Rhinecliff NY 12574
646-725-9924
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Rafaelia Spielberg <rafaellaspielberg@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 2, 2020 3:28 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Hello,
My name is Rafaelia and I'm a student at Vassar College. As a member of the Poughkeepsie community I urge the
Legislature Board to vote against the construction of a $2,000,000 jail. Building a new jail will inevitably lock more people
up unnecessarily and occupy much needed funds. It will further systemic oppression, racism, and police violence in
Dutchess County. Additionally, paying back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers nearly $10 million per year
for the foreseeable future. As we are experiencing national and local calls to shift legislative funding and priorities towards
community needs, Dutchess County must follow suite. $2 million must be put towards areas such as health/mental health
spending and funding youth programs, both of which have dropped in the past 14 years. While there were over 400
people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is down to around 130. The new jail is being built to
accommodate 328. A new jail should not be Duchess County's priority. Homelessnness in Dutchess County is up by 18%
since 2018 and 379 Dutchess residents died deaths from addiction overdoses overthe past five years. I implore the
legislature board to prioritize the needs of the community and to vote against the new jail.
Thank you,
Rafaelia Spielberg
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Clara Francesca <actorclarafrancesca@gmail.com>

Sent:

Thursday, July 2, 2020 3:59 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; Countylegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;

To:

DistrictAttorney@dutchessny.gov; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jreniharr@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org

Subject:

Defund The Police - Invest in Health, Housing & Education

To Poughkeepsie Officials:

My name is Clara and I am a resident at West 56th Street, New York City, NY, 10019.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide protests reflecting the
police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect
money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and
wellbeing of Poughkeepsie.residents,-especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk of losinglheir positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn and receive a sound
education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has staled the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, includin_g teachers, administrators and support staff, as it
attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary
assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to
be filled for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome financial challenges that
include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of
those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations. School budget votes, which
were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members.of our organization that support student learning, but it is
our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our
children," Rosser said to the district board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to
move in this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when
you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet
the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the moves, -but said "The
board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff positions, as well as the
restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off,
given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie Academic and Career
Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the
assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to happen given the
1

economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a strong "fiscal" year, in
particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up lo-$472.6 miltion. Additionally, sales tax revenue increased by $9.1 million,
a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 mUlion in its general fund balance."

Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included a $7.6 million cost
increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt
service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards schools, is telling and
disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence,
and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial
profiling, and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually
care about a safe and healthy community.

Sincerely,
Clara Francesca (she/they)
Benjamin Franklin Drive, Lido Key, Sarasota, Florida
actorclarafrancesca@gmail.com
Cell. +1 512 937 3567
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 2, 2020 4:03 PM
Hussing, Laura
Wager, Leigh
FW: Defund The Police - Invest in Health, Housing & Education

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
Visit us on

I]

Facebook

From: Clara Francesca <actorclarafrancesca@gmall.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 4:02 PM
To: Countylegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Llaverias, Giancarlo <gllaverlas@dutchessny.gov>;
Sagliano, Don <dsagllano@dutchessny.gov>; Polasek, Michael <mpolasek@dutchessny.gov>; Black, Hannah
<hb1ackdc4@gmail.com>; Keith, Thomas L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>; Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>;
Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>; Brendli, Craig <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>; Johnson, Randy
<r)ohnson@dutchessny.gov>; jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan <bkearney@dutchessny.gov>; Metzger, John D.
<metzger4dc@gmail.com>; Bolner, Donna <dbolner@dutchessny.gov>; Paoloni, Lisa <lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov>;
Cavaccini, Joseph <jcavaccini@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Frits <fzernike@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A.
<dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>; Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gov>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>; Munn,
Kristofer <kmunn@dutchessny.gov>; Caswell, Stephen <scaswell@dutchessny.gov>; Garito, Faye
<fgarito@dutchessny.gov>; Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>; Surman, Alan <alansurman@optimum.net>;
Houston, Deirdre <dhouston@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn
<cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Defund The Police - Invest in Health, Housing & Education

1

ATTENTION: This email came from on external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders or
unexpected emails.
•
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,

My name is Clara and I am a resident at West 56th Street, New York City, NY, 10019. I am writing today asking you to reallocate
money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests; to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share
of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and
stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 lo Probation and $1,312,183 to
Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating
$49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of
Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0. 002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the
community In meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County Is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity In funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit from access to
healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police presence and incarceration. As such, I demand
a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the community.

Sincerely,
Clara Francesca (she/they)
Benjamin Franklin Drive, Lido Key, Sarasota, Florida
actorclarafrancesca@gmail.com
Cell. +1 512 937 3567
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Samirah Aziz <saziz@vassar.edu>
Thursday, July 2, 2020 5:19 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

There is absolutely no need for the construction of a new jail in Dutchess County for a number of reasons. The primary
reason is that the millions of taxpayer dollars that are required for the construction of the jail will take years to pay back.
At the same time, the health, mental health, and youth programs of the county continue to be largely unavailable to
those who rely on such services due to sharp decreases in the annual budget of Dutchess County toward these often
life-saving services. I urge you to reconsider your priorities for the sake of Dutchess County residents who desperately
depend on the aforementioned underfunded services.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Kari Steeves <karikes@icloud.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 9:23 AM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
You have the power to defund the police. Use it.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Arden Sklar and I am a part time resident of Red Hook.
Being a person of color in America is knowing that even when their innocent, to the cops, their skin color is a
crime. As a white person, I can be afraid of snakes or the dark or even serial killers, but I am not afraid of the
people who are supposed to protect me, because I don't have to be. And for that I am extremely privileged.
There are_many black and brown people in our beautiful county. And for all of those people of color, living here
they carry more fear around with them that I do. A fear that I never worry about. It's the fear of being stopped
by a police officer. It's the fear of the police officer not listening to their plea of innocence. Calling backup.
Getting out the pepper spray, the baton, the taser, and the gnn. It's the fear that they would be another case,
crying out for their mom, screaming that they can't breathe. Dead. All of a sudden they are no longer living and
making choices but rather they are in the news or being chanted at protests. And that's best case scenario. A lot
of the time, people's names go unheard.
I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which
disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess
County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population.
Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity,
and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budgetto the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little
benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from PreSchool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health,
and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs
that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and
much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and
incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit
from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
1

Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joseph Augulis <joeaugulis@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 10:06 AM
County Legislators
public comment

To the Dutchess County Legislature,
I have been a Dutchess county resident for over fifteen years. I am writing to express my opposition to the construction
of the new jail. When the project was approved in 2016, no one could have foresaw the financial crisis we are currently
facing today, nor its severity. Millions of people around the country, including so many in the Hudson Valley, are facing
unemployment, eviction, loss of health care, and food scarcity, as a result of this ongoing pandemic and through no fault
of their own. At the same time, state and local governments are facing budget shortfalls, requiring deep cuts to muchneeded services. To invest in jails and incarcerating people at a time of such scarcity and suffering is not just an obscene
misuse of funds, it is wholly unconscionable. What resources are available should be used to help people through this
crisis, not make it easier to lock them up. I ask all those in position of authority to oppose the construction of the new
jail. Thank you for your time.
- Joseph Augulis
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Nicole "Giambastiani <nicolegi-ambastiani@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 11:16 AM
A Step in the Right Direction

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Nicole Giambastiani and I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic
stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite
residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living
wage, access to health services and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far
more successful at promoting community safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128
to Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs
that have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward
public education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department
of Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public
Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner
Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of
these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents
can benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they
can from police presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these
funds towards healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Nicole Giambastiani
845-200-9007
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Isabel Schneck <isabel.schneck97@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 11 :26 AM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

Dutchess County Legislators,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the proposed new jail for Dutchess County. For four years, I was a
resident of Poughkeepsie during my studies at Vassar College. I am honored to have built relationships with many
strong, generous, and deeply resilient residents of Dutchess County. I am writing today to implore all of you to halt the
planned construction of the Dutchess County jail.
During my time in Poughkeepsie, I was fortunate enough to work with middle and high school students and to support
them in their personal and academic growth. I saw firsthand how vital these programs are in the lives of low-income
Black and Latinx youth in Dutchess County.
Regardless of their race, location, or income, we know that all people benefit from programs designed for their wellbeing: youth development programs, health and mental health services, affordable housing, and more. These are the
programs that should be funded by our tax dollars.
Yet throughout the nation, we see local governments allotting astronomical amounts of funding to prisons, policing, and
confinement. We see the relationship between building new jails, se-eking people to fill those jails, and targeting lowincome people of color based on low-level offenses or false convictions. We see how prisons wreak havoc on our
communities, tearing families apart and widening the racial and economic inequalities in our society.
As legislators for Dutchess County, you hold the responsibility to serve the public and to ensure that taxpayers are
funding projects that support our communities. To build a new jail would be to sponsor violence against the residents of
Dutchess County. It would provoke an increase in policing, surveillance, and imprisonment, leading the public to live in
fear of false accusations and government violence.
By funding programs that actually help people succeed, you would create life-saving alternatives to expanded policing
and imprisonment. You have the potential to help residents of Dutchess County to thrive and to actually feel safe. The
funding proposed for this jail must be reinvested in h1=alth and mental health services, youth development programs,
affordable housing, new jobs, and more. I call upon you to cancel the construction of this jail, and to invest in the
Dutchess County community.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Isabel Schneck

Isabel Schneck
she/her
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Kaitlin Doolittle < kaitlindoolittle@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 11 :56 AM

DEFUND DUTCHESS COUNTY PD NOW!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Kaitlin and I am a resident of Dutchess County. I am asking you to reallocate money away from
the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops,
to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate
far exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services
and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community
safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little
benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from PreSchool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health,
and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many _of the programs
that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, a..t1d
much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same arnount.of·funding to policing and
incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of r-esidents can benefit
from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and
social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Kaitlin D.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Kaitlin Doolittle <kaitlindoolittle@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 12:13 PM
DEFUND POUGHKEEPSIE PD NOW!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Kaitlin and I am a resident of Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide
protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breonna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you
because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services
that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our
Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk oflosing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn
and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, incluaing teachers-,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board
voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean
of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of gr-ants
and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome
financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and
other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus
pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations.
School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support
student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is
in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district board of education
Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a
good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't
have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be
able to meet the payroll."
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the
moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be
holistically presenting soon."
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The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff
positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not
necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other
transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie
Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of
students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and
advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to
happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the
budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have
an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a
strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue
increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million
in its general fund balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included
a $7 .6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract
settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further
instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of
your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force
by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe
and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Kaitlin D.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Martin Burstein <mburstein@vassar.edu>
Friday, July 3, 2020 1:37 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Hello County Legislators,

My name is Martin Burstein and I am a sophomore at Vassar College. I am firmly against Dutchess County
constructing a $200 million jail.
'
The county could use $200 million dollars in so many better ways than contributing to a industry who targets
the working class and minorities to ruin their lives. How about public transportation or initiatives to reduce our
carbon footprint? How about better stipends for fresh produce to protect our farmers? What if we invested in
our education system and avoided sending people to prison in the first place?
This is not even mentioning that because of bail reform in New York, those who cannot afford bail who
committed a nonviolent crime will not be held in jail and populations will see record lows. According to Rebecca
Edwards in the Daily Freeman, this has the potential to reduce jail capacity in Dutchess County by the
thousands; "Last year, Dutchess jail admissions for violent felony charges numbered 212; those based on
nonviolent charges totaled 2,535."
I want the County Legislators to reject funding for this prison immediately to avoid having stranded assets for a
new building that we will not need in the near future.
Thank you for your time,

Martin
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Phoebe O'Connell <po0208@bard.edu>
Friday, July 3, 2020 4:20 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

I am emailing you regarding the proposed budget that would allocate 200,000,000 $ to construct a new prison in
Dutchess County. I am calling on you to take a stand and recognize the demands and concerns of the people that make
up this county. I call on you to ask yourself who would benefit from the construction of this prison? And then ask
yourself who would benefit from potentially reallocated funds that could instead feed educational and recreational
programs RATHER THAN A PRISON. Programs such as these have the potential to give back to communities that have a
higher chance of becoming the population that would fill Dutchess County prison. Why can you not understand that
there would be no need for prisons of this scale if there was a larger aniount of money being distributed to virtually
almost any other program such as public transportation or community centers. The answer seems clear to me, but
maybe you have some billionaires feeding money into your back pocket making you an offer you can't refuse? Be brave,
you have the chance to make a change and stand on the right side of history, and if you do not then shame on you!
-Phoebe O'Connell
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Rainer Tu rim <rt6644@bard.edu>
Friday, July 3, 2020 5:30 PM
cmorris@duny.gov; County Legislators
Public Comment Dutchess County Jail

Dear Carolyn,
Here is my statement I'd like to be read at the upcoming hearing for the investment into the Dutchess County Jail:
" In 2014, the night before Thanksgiving, 23-year old Kaseem Pankey hung himself in his Dutchess County cell. Four
years later in February 2018, a settlement was made with his estate for $50,000. 10 months later, 33-year old Nicholas J.
Salfelder hung himself in his cell in the same jail. We should've learned that we failed the community by the time
Kaseem killed himself, but we ignored his cry for help and Nicholas was a sad reminder that we failed the community
again. Our concern should be providing folks like Kaseem and Nicholas the care and attention they should've had before
they found themselves at the doors to the county jail. Had we acted sooner and showed love, compassion, and
hospitality to these young people, perhaps they wouldn't find themselves in crime, nonetheless depressed with the
unthinkable thought of taking one's life. A $200 million dollar investment into a system that was called the worst of the
state by the New York State of Corrections in 2018 is a slap in the face to the people who've felt dishonored by our
attempt to rehabilitate them in this county jail. We failed these inmates in providing eligible youth proper education. We
failed them in providing decent daily outdoor exercise time. We failed them in providing decent food, proper life, and a
standard pursuit to happiness. How many more inmates must prove to us that we've failed them before we fund their
resources to succeed, not the institutions that have pushed them to fail. Thank you. "
Thank-you and take care,
Rainer
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Livia Bernstein <liviaray@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 9:39 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kri,;tofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
Defund the police:)

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Livia and I am a resident of Brooklyn. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use oflethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services
and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community
safety than policin1sand prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,6€i5,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juveniie Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little
benefit t-o the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from PreSchool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health,
and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs
that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and
much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and
incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit
from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence anclincarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and
social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Livia
*The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess County is publicly available at
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-Legislature/Does/2020-Adopted-Budget.paf

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kur uop <thenshewentwoah@gmail.com>
Friday, July 3, 2020 10:47 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas b.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; -Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
An urgen.t message to Duchess County.

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
I am asking you to reallocate money away from the Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which
disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force,
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of
the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment,
educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than
policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of' its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenil-e Detention, tota:iing $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that
have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public
education from Pre-School through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of
Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public
Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner
Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of these
other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can
benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from
police presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards
healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
A citizen who's tired of seeing violence being taken priority over our community.
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Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:

To:
Subject:

Liz Ertner <lizertner@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 4, 2020 11 :42 AM
County Legislators
Public Comment

- - - Forwarded message--------From: Liz Ertner <lizertner@gmail.com>
Date: Wed, Jun 17, 2020 at 8:59 PM
Subject: Public Comment
To: <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
CC: <countylegislators@dutchess.gov>

Hello,
I am writing because I believe it's critical to STOP funding on the $200 million dollar jail planned for this September. You
must stop investing in the prison system - mass incarceration in this country is deeply problematic and racist. The system
is unjust and ineffective. Dutchess County should not spend millions on supporting a racist, unjust system that does not
work. It does not actually reduce or prevent crime.
For this particular prison, taxpayers would pay almost $10 million per year for the forseeable future to pay back the
construction bond. For a jail that is meant to house a population of only 130-people. Instead of spending $200 million on
a new building, I urge those in charge to look into releasing non-violent offenders to-reduce the prison population
further. Then propose a fraction of that budget to be used to improve living conditions and quality of life for the
remaining inmates.
Our county's largest expenses should be focused on on investing in education and in social services for residents especially to support those most vulnerable from the pandemic. Do not spend $200 million on this prison. You should
also reduce the enormous sheriff department and jail budget of $54. 7 million in 2020. Instead, increase funding for
health and mental health services and youth programs.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Ertner
Beacon, New York
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jaya <ermabom@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 4, 2020 12:20 PM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Dutchess County Jail

Dear Lisa Paoloni and other county legislators,
I am astonished that the County is planning to continue with the construction of the new jail. Given the bailreform measures passed by the State Legislature, the pandemic {which has reduced County revenues), the fact
that even Executive staff have downsized the needed capacity to half of the original while the costs have only
shrunk by 3%, and finally, that the debt service on the additional bond money is going to be with us for many,
many years, it is time to rethink this extravagant and unnecessary expenditure.
The conditions that led to this jail being needed are no longer prevalent. The jail population has gone down
since NY State required Dutchess County to build a new jail.
The County Executive also appears to be doing some weird kind of new math where such a large expenditure
is going to save us money in staff reductions. Maybe this math does not include the debt service on the bond?
Jails are expensive things. It is far better to spend the money on alternatives like drug stabilization centers,
mobile-crisis intervention and other things that work in the community to prevent incarceration.
Let's be realistic and smart about our expenditures when we know the economy is hurting and recovery may
be slow. Defund the jail and cut the bond amount to what has been already spent.
Thank you
Yours sincerely

Jaya Srikrishnan
Wappingers Falls
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn on behalf of CountyLegislature
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:16 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Defend the Police, Don't Defund the Police

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

Visit us on

Facebook

From: jincoronato@verizon.net <jincoronato@verizon.net>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 11:27 AM
To: Tamkjr@gmail.com
Cc: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Defend the Police, Don't Defund the Police

Dear Mr. Kraus: I absolutely share your opinion about supporting the police in general, but the
need to use federal resources to take down domestic terrorists who have embedded themselves
in legitimate protests.
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Although I retired from the County Legislature last year, I will gladly forward your
correspondence to them.
Joe Incoronato
----Original Message----From: Thomas Kraus <Tamkir@gmail.com>
To: iincoronato@verizon.net
Sent: Sat, Jul 4, 2020 2:11 pm
Subject: Defend the Police, Don't Defunct the Police
Thomas Kraus
14 Sun up rd
Stormville, NY 12582
July 4, 2020

Dear Legislator lncoronato,
Dear Sir or Madam,
I am reaching out to your office as one of your local constituents with a very important issue.
I want you to know that I stand 100% with my local police officers and do not want to see any budget cuts to their
department.
All police officers are not perfect, but I know that the vast majority of police officers put their lives on the line to protect us.
Do not cut their budget or punish them because of the tragedy that took place in Minneapolis.
We need to work with our local police department to improve their practices, not defunct them.
Defend the police, don't defunct them.

Sincerely,
Thomas Kraus
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kur uop <thenshewentwoah@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 4, 2020 2:56 PM
sheriffbutch@gmail.com; countyexec; CountyLegislature; Kendall, Bradford; comptroller;
DistrictAttorney@dutchessny.gov; jbaisley@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov;
jrenihan@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; bill.carlos@aol.com;
jlopez@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; Michaelcifone@aol.com;
mwoolever@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; ashershin@yahoo.com;
fsalvatore@townofpoughkeepsie-ny.gov; mayor@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
CommonCouncilMembers@cityofpoughkeepsie.com; TPape@cityofpoughkeepsie.com;
superintendent@poughkeepsieschools.org; boe@poughkeepsieschools.org
An urgent message to Poughkeepsie.

To Poughkeepsie Officials:
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent
nationwide protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breanna Taylor, and Tony McDade I
am contacting you because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and
prioritize community services that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of
Poughkeepsie residents, especially our Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk oflosing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to
learn and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the
following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The
board voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie
High School dean of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled
for the director of grants and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to
overcome financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in
operating costs, and other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships
created by the coronavirus pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations.
School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after
June 1.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that
support student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because
each member is in the position to meet the varying needs of our children," Rosser said to the district
board of education Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in
this direction, it is not a good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would
1

recommend. However, when you don't have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to
move in the direction of a budget that we will be able to meet the payroll."
When contacted-by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding
the moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be
holistically presenting soon."
The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support
staff positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations
do not necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to
retirements and other transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE
(Poughkeepsie Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the
high school dean of students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent,
and the director of grants and advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely
to happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more
eliminations as the budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not
have an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was
a strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $4 71.2 million, while revenue added up to $4 72.6 million. Additionally, sales tax
revenueincreaseciby $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with
$56.9 million in its general fund balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That
included a $7.6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriffs Employee Association for union
contract settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding
towards schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and
prevent further instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and
educational well-being of your Black constituents. I urge you to condemn police brutality, racial profiling,
and the use of excessive force by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities
that you actually care about a safe and healthy community.
Sincerely,
A citizen who's tired of seeing violence being taken priority over our community.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Anna Brady Marcus <annabradynuse@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 4, 2020 4:58 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

Dear County Legislators,
As a Dutchess County voter and taxpayer from Beacon, I urge you to rescind the bond on the new
county jail. Spending $1 O Million per year on a new jail is fiscally irresponsible, especially when the
inmate population is decreasing and the county budget is facing severe cuts due to the economic
impacts of the coronavirus pandemic.
At this time, with so few inmates being detained at the county jail, we do not need to make more beds
for more inmates, and if anything, we should aim to keep incarceration levels low, especially now to
prevent the further spread of COVID in our communities. I urge you to consider using some of this
money to fund urgently needed social, public health, and mental health services in the county, which
we will have to rely upon to get through this pandemic, and to aid our citizens in rebounding the
economy when the threat has passed.
While the County sheriffs budget has doubled, mental health and child services have been cut to
almost nothing. With many people out of work, sick, and suffering from the mental stress of prolonged
isolation, we- need to invest in programs that will help our community to recover and rebuild. We can't
police our way out of these problems.
Furthermore, the major reason why our county jail was overcrowded in the first place was due to the
outrageously long time inmates were being detained there awaiting their trials. On average, prisoners
wait in the Dutchess county jail for 56 days, almost triple the national average. This issue needs to be
addressed, not by building a new, larger jail, but by focusing on reducing the number of detainees,
and pursuing solutions like centralized-arraignment, a bond fund, and investing in youth programs
committed to keeping young people out of trouble.
Please rescind the bond, and reinvest in the programs that will best serve our county to emerge from
this crisis stronger and with better prospects to grow and renew our economy.
Thank you,
Anna Marcus
295 E Main Street
Beacon, NY 12508
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Naomi Canaan <ncanaan@hotmail.com>
Saturday, July 4, 2020 7:55 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
No 200million$ Jail

Dear Dutchess Legislators:
I am adding my voice to the millions of other voices protesting your continued plan to build an unnecessary and
outrageously expensive new jail.
Please rescind the remaining bond and put all your efforts into alternatives to targeted incarceration and the inevitable
injustices.
thank you,
N Canaan
Beacon NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Allegra DeNooyer <allegradenooyer@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 4, 2020 9:58 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

Hi,
Dutchess County should not build a new jail because jails are overcrowded, violent, and inhuman. Additionally, millions
of Americans are incarcerated and do not receive appropriate tFeatment, education, or rehabilitation. This perpetuates a
cycle of incarceration that traps Americans and removes their humanity. Prisoners are at risk of assault, beatings, and
stabbings. A new jail would be extremely harmful for Dutchess County.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sarah Imboden <s.d.imboden@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 11 :44 AM
County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Kristofer Munn
Public Comment

Dear Legislators,
Thank you for your service on behalf of Dutchess County residents. I write to join others in requesting that the
legislature reconsider the current jail project.
•
•
•
•

With the current economic realities, and many unknowns ahead, due to COVID-19, this is not the time
to be borrowing more money for this project
Dutchess should be a leader in alternatives to incarceration, rather than building a monument to our
military industrial complex of an incarceration system
As a taxpayer, I want to see my tax dollars invested in jobs programs that help our most in need
residents, NOT in a new jail
Dutchess should be a leader in racial justice, starting with our courts and our jails, rather than buying
further into the damaging systems of inequality our country currently upbolds

Thank you for your time and consideration,
Sarah Imboden
37 Colonial Drive, Red Hook, NY 12571
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:53 PM
Layla Saif; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Layla,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project.would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Layla Saif <layla.w.saif@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 11:59 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid;
the county's fmancial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Layla Saif
446 Main St.
Beacon, NY 12508
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Maggie Dickinson <maggie.dickinson@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 3:10 PM
County Legislators
Rescinding the New Jail Bond

Dear County Legislators,
I. am a Dutchess County resident. I am writing to urge you to rescind the bond for the proposed new jail
to be built in Dutchess County. I work closely with local organizations in Beacon and Wappingers
working to address hunger - which has become a crisis in this pandemic. I've seen firsthand the very real
struggles our residents are facing right now. A new jail is the last thing we need. Issuing a bond for a new
jail is a slap in the face to our residents. We are told there is always money for police and prisons but
nothing to meet the real needs of people living in Dutchess County - especially our Black, brown and
low-income residents. This has to change.
We need to invest in Dutchess County residents' basic needs - to make sure people have food,
affordable housing, education, healthcare, and mental health resources. The economic crisis we are
facing has already caused incredible hardship in the form of hunger and lost jobs. We are going to be
faced with a wave of evictions and homelessness if people aren't able to pay their rent. I do support
increased spending_on these issues.
Take care,
Maggie Dickinson
55 Sargent Ave.
Beacon, NY

Maggie Dickinson, PhD
Assistant Professor of Interdisciplinary Studies
Stella and Charles Guttman Community College
City University of New York
Author of Feeding the Crisis: Care and Abandonment in America's Food Safetv Net
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Kelly Ellenwood <kellyellenwood@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 3:15 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
My name is Kelly Ellenwood, I am a resident of Beacon, and I support the bills to rescind the jail bond and form a
commission to research alternatives to this ridiculously expensive plan. Our County has myriad issues which badly need
adequate funding: higher education, medical care, mental health services, substance abuse treatment, public
transportation, and food & 5helter insecurity to name only a few. As we all know, those needs have only grown with the
COVID pandemic.
The fact that this body would even CONSIDER going forward with this project at this time is shocking to me -- $132
million put on the shoulders of Dutchess County taxpayers with $5 to $10 million in yearly debt service would be a
mistake we would regret for decades to come.
let's find better solutions that meet this moment before spending taxpayer money. The world has moved on, and a
$132 million county jail expanston is no longer - if it ever was - an urgent necessity.

Kelly Ellenwood
(845) 863-9964
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Hussing. L-aura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:53 PM
joe robitaille; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Joe,
Thank you foryour -email. ddressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionaliy, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expandin_g youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past -eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce-development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enha.'1cing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of.the reductions to-required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Gfven these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice-system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals-and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: joe robitaille <jdrobitaille@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 4:22 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an-external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking shfil])ly amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail ·and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around BO now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their rank.s and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :03 AM
Sara Blackwell; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Project in Dutchess County!

Dear Sara,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies tliecritical_components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additicmally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Jntervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Sara Blackwell <sarasblackwell@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 5:41 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Project in Dutchess County!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop- its plans for
a new jail.
THIS IS NOT WHERE WE SHOULD BE SPENDING MONEY!
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all
other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.
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Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless
direct federal aid anives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and
cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses.
TIDS IS A GOOD THING!
Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Sara Blackwell
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Yali Lewis <yali.lewis@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 5:49 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, Jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Ayala Lewis
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Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sofia Rao <sofiarao@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 5:55 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
To whom it may concern,
I am writing as an Education and International Studies student of Vassar College and young woman of color.
Having lived in the area for multiple years now, I am incredibly disappointed to hear about Dutchess County's
plan to build a new jail. I am privileged enough to have received an education in the county that has taught me
much about prisons and justice and inspired me to want to pursue public defense law - which motivates me to
urge you against this action.
As it is the most expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken, I urge you to consider using the
money for other causes. With my background in Education, I truly believe that funding for schools is needed
now more than ever to ensure communities feel supported and are given the means to uplift themselves - with
more counselors available to students and more resources for each classroom. Within Vassar, we have very few
students from Dutchess county itself. It is sad that us students from outside the county get to reap the benefits of
a prestigious Vassar education while the surrounding public schools within walking distance suffer from lack of
public funding.
Amidst national and global discussions of how the U.S. can do better to uplift its Black and brown
communities, a new prison (that will cost almost $200 million despite free-falling county revenue) is the last
thing our county needs. I ask that, instead, the county uses this money to invest in things used and valued by
these communities - like education. Moreover, a new prison is simply not needed as there is no demand for
one based on the current supply of inmates in this county. The project is a waste of the county's money, when
these funds would be much more valued in fixing our public infrastructure and bettering education.
Thank you,
Sofia Rao
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :02 AM
Arielle Sachar; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: No 200 Million Jail!

Dear Arielle,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Prornisdnitiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our chil-dren on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County b~gan implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overaU functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form ofthe reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Arielle Sachar <arsachar@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 6:06 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: No 200 Million Jail!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its J_2lans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing-more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire--the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply ami<l the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Arielle Sachar
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :01 AM
Meghan Garia; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Absolutely not.

Dear Meghan,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the sunnner. We havealso supportedthe youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been~allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe enviromnent that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
imnate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
wiite about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Meghan Goria <megoceleste@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Absolutely not.
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Meghan Goria
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Hussing, Laura
countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :00 AM
Emma C. Thomas; Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
RE: Call to end new jail project

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Dear Emma,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
•

the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).

These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarilywme in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment-in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building oar Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transitiun Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From:-Emma C.Thomas<emma.thomas523@gmail.com>
-sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 7:49 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators
<CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Call to end new jail project

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive
capftal project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined,
with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund
balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later
this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs a □ d cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these
services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
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dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for
addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into
homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.

for these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation
of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Emma Thomas
Poughkeepsie, NY

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Anna Siftar < annasiftar@gmail.com >
Sunday, July 5, 2020 8:00 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Calling on you as a resident of Dutchess County

To the Legislators-of Dutchess County,
I'm a resident of Tivoli, NY, a voter in your county, and a very concerned member of your community. I'm writing to you
to voice my objection to the plans to build a new jail in our county.
A few months ago I probably wouldn't have had the understanding, the words, or the awareness to object to this
project, but in the wake of George Floyd's death and the uprising on behalf of racial justice that has swept our nation, I
have begun to better educate myself about the role prisons play in our society.
It's possible that you have been thinking about prisons as a necessary, permanent, and helpful part of our modern
nation. I have to admit, that while my view was not so totally rosy, a few months ago I would have thought what we
needed was reform. And I do still think we need reform--but of a radically different style. A complete reimagining of
what justice and community means.
This starts with bringing an end to building new prisons.
We need to stop pouring money mto the carcera1 system. The "justice" system is fueled by and shaped by racist
motivations cloaked in ideas of keeping communities safe. But as Michelle Alexander, author of The New Jim Crow (a
book that is moving me daily as I make my way through it--1 cannot recommend it enough to each and every one of you)
has said:
"We all know that the safest communities are not the ones that have the most police, the most prisons, or the highest
percentage of people on electronic monitors under constant surveillance and control. No, what creates safety in our
communities are good schools, plentiful jobs, quality health care, and a thriving social fabric."
On a national but also a local level, we are channeling money towards prisons and policing that would do us all SO much
more good were it redirected to education, housing, food justice, addiction treatment, and health care (especially
mental health care).
We don't need another prison. We need wide-sweeping change.
I call on you to halt the construction of this prison. Dutchess does not need two decades of debt, does not need more
cells to fill, does not need to enable the perpetuation of violence against Black individuals.
I am going to relate to you a number of questions raised by others, to which I would also like answers.
Why is homelessness increasing in Dutchess C-ounty? How are you going to decrease homelessness? (There was an 18%
increase from 2018 to 2019.)
Why has the county budget for health & mental health resources decreased over the past several years?
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Why has the county budget for youth programs decreased over the past several years?
How are you going to decrease addiction overdose related deaths in Dutchess County? (There have been 379 reported
over the last 5 years.) I personally lost a friend this year in addiction-related circumstances, and she was the latest
among MANY in her friend group in the area. I need Dutchess to address this, for all those who are still alive to help.
People dealing with addiction should-not be jaU.ed, they should be assisted in their recovery.
Please channel your fundingto where it is needed. Not to prisons. To people.
Please keep me informed of how we can, together, bring about a better future for our community.
Thank you,
Anna Siftar
5 North Road,
Tivoli NY 12583
610.297.5744
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:51 PM
Romina Robinson; County Legislatorsi Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Romina,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the Coanty
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also-supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth pr:ograms - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the cucrent jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have-not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve-outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Romina Robinson <romicone@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 8:21 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
Romina Robinson
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Alex Berke <alexberke@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 8:40 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

My name is Alex Berke, I am a resident of Beacon, and I support the bills to rescind the jail bond and form a commission
to research alternatives to this ridiculously expensive plan. Our County has so many needs which badly need adeq~ate
funding: higher education, medical care, mental health services, substance abuse treatment, public transportation, and
food & shelter insecurity to name only a few. As we all know, those needs have only grown with the Covid pandemic.
The fact that this body would even consider going forward with this project at this time is shocking to me -- $132 million
put on the shoulders of Dutchess County taxpayers with $5 to $10 million in yearly debt service would be a mistake we
would regret for decades to come.
Now is the time to think big, and try to build a better society out of the current crisis. I used to work in the Oregon state
government (although I am a New Yorker), and know from my experience there with their state mental hospital that if
you build it, they will come. We do NOT need more people in jail. There are other ways to enhance our community.
Thank you,
Alex Berke
60 E. Willow St.
Beacon, NY 12508
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Morris, Carolyn on behalf of Countylegislature
Monday, July 6, 2020 12:45 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: 200 million dollars

upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

-----Original Message----From: Padma Garvey <pgarveymd@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 8:31 PM
To: .CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: 200 million dollars
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Mr. Pulver,
I urge you and the legislature to vote your conscience and vote against building another prison in Dutchess
County. This money is better spent on the City of Poughkeepsie Schools, after school programs, mental health
.centers, drug rehabilitation programs, and rental assistance programs. If you are truly interested in making
Dutchess County safer, then you need to support education. Building another prison only means you expect to
fill it. In this era of confronting systemic racism head on, using this money to build a prison just reinforces the
cycle of poverty and crime that keeps our prison-industrial complex thriving. Put this money to use helping
improve the schools. I guarantee that you will see more of a reduction in crime throughout Dutchess County if
you support education and communities.
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Sincerely,
Padma Garvey, MD
50 Sylvan Lake Road
Hopewell Junction, NY 12533
914-489-2026
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Hussing, Laura
from:
Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:59 AM
kathrynmillerbock@gmail.com; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Do NOT fund the $200 Million Jail!

Dear Kate,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we-remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs t-0 start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our :Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the plauned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www ,dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: kathrynmillerbock@gmail.com <kathrymnillerbock@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 8:58 PM
To: conntyexec <conntyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Do NOT fund the $200 Million Jail!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open-attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writin_g as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever-undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no·longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
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Respectfully submitted,
Kate Bock
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:59 AM
M Trecka; County Legislaters; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Please drop the plans for a new jaill

Dear Mark,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to-critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes .to youth programs - anti bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a-county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
• the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
• the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuafing population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
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These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending iA other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defernfants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about-Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to-have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www .dutchessny.gov

From: M Trecka <mtrecka@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 9:49 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Please drop the plans for a new jail!

Dear County Legislators and Executive Molinaro:
There has never been a better time to rethink jail expansion. The world does not need more jails. And our
county does not need another jail.
I am a Dutchess County taxpayer and I am writing today to voice my support for the resolutions the Democratic
caucus has submitted for consideration in July and to call for the legislature to drop its plans for a new jail,
to rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction and
to recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, in-eluding renovation
of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
An historically expensive project for Dutchess, costing more than an other county capital spending combined,
with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.
COVID-19 is taking its toll on us all financially. We can't afford a new jail. But what's more, we need to be
rethinking the process of jailing people altogether. I received a letter today from an incarcerated person who
has been locked in solitary confinement for refusing to cohabitate with 5 inmates who had tested positive for
COVID.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety·.
Sincerely, and with sincere concern,
Mark Trecka
Beacon, NY
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Hussing. Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Linda Puiatti (via gmail) < linda.puiatti@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:35 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

No more jails!!!!
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:50 PM
Jean Carlos Pena; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Jean,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the oppartunity-to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
,ind Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
i appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Jean Carlos Pena <penajc39@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:36 PM

To;_countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid; the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130-now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into-homeless.shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine publ1c safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
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Concerned Voter,
Jean Carlos Pena
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Hussing, Laur-a
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Alexandra Winsby <alix.winsby@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:40 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Please stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Alix Winsby
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Mark Whitworth <astro8753@icloud.com>
Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:41 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
nnknown senders or unexpected emails.
Invest in economic opportunity for minorities to achieve equality
- Email before July 9th at 4PM with the subject heading "Public Comment" and your comment (under 3
minutes) on why Dutchess County should not build a new jail. It will be read aloud during the Legislature
Board meeting. A personal comment is more likely to be read and have an impact than a template.
Points to address:
- What the county could use the $200 million for instead
- Why we do not even need this in DC (or have the money!)
- Why prisons do not keep us safe and do not address root causes
More info:
- It is the most expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken. In the next four years, the jail would
cost more than all other county capital spending combined, and bond repayment would extend into the 2040s.
- It would issue around $132 million in debt from 2020-2040, almost triple what would be issued to highways
and bridges ($45.7mil), and over 22 times rail-trails ($5.75mil) and public transport ($5.6 mil)each.
- Despite free-falling county revenue, the jail would cost almost $200 million. Paying back the construction
bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future.
- While there were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to
around 130. The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328. We do not need more cells.

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:48 PM
agnes dempster; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Agnes,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. Vie have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated t-0 critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in_the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center;-providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: agues dempster <nandempster@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:52 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
Please use our resources wisely.
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
*.rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Agnes Dempster
54 Angela Ct
Beacon, NY 12508
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:47 PM
Christopher Bock; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Christopher,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
tlrrough our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community tlrrough this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
_the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repnrpose designated areas for other uses ( ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4_1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, ·but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Christopher Bock <bockca@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 10:54 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
Although this is copied in solidarity with a mass email campaign, I add my voice in support of the below points.
I will pay attention to the vote on this issue and I do vote in all elections, local and national.
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
40()). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Christopher Bock
Beacon,NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:47 PM
Carolina Villalon; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Carolina,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 waLlc-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we-remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Gver the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency .. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses ( ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in aunual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Carolina Villalon <carolinavillalon92@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 11 :09 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans-for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2-040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest buge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-f9 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Carolina Villal6n
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:46 PM
Hannah Holdsworth; County Legislators; Morris, Carelyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Hannah,
Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our priority. The County has
heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center, a 24n walk-in
facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and
Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our
Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of-initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to-support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or menta1ly ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Hannah Holdsworth <hannah.holdsworth@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, July 5, 2020 11 :55 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Hannah Holdsworth

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

jerwolff <jerwolff@gmail.com>
Monday, July 6, 2020 6:30 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Building jails is money poorly spent in a community. They disproportionally affect black and brown people.
This is not the direction to move at this time. The Prison Industrial Complex is too powerful, things are
changing fast. There are better ways.
Please think; please reconsider.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:57 AM
Pinko Commi; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Jesse,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019-the County began implementing the frrst set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through om Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and wentinto effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 20-19 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year peri()d through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral-0ne as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Pinko Commi <jessedickersin@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 7:11 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

1 am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to _incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Jesse Dickersin

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:55 AM
Linda Codega; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Linda,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to..critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the im_portant initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice S'{Stem. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
• the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
• the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utflizing-a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized-cost savfngs.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Linda Codega <lhcodega@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 7:20 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Beacon, Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a
new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all
other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending-into the 2040s. Post-COVID, the county's
financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county
will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the COVID-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pre-trial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental health
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diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has5ubmitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including-reno\lation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Linda H. Codega
248 Fishkill Ave
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Hussing, Laura
Bill Rubin <rubin@contractor.net>
Monday, July 6, 2020 7:37 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and re imagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
•
•

Rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction.
Recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Bill Rubin
18 Eagle Lane
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Debi Duke <debiduke22@gmail.com>
Monday, July 6, 2020 8:21 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators; countyexec; Brennan Kearney
Public comment

Dear Legislators:
Dutchess County needs to reconsider whether this is the time to make a big investment in a
new jail. Nationwide demands for racial justice challenge us to rethink our priorities; perhaps we
should invest in youth programs, mental health, education, substance abuse treatment, urban
parks and recreation, and other services that could reduce the need for law enforcement and
incarceration. We also should take note of recent changes in New York's bail and discovery laws
and the trend toward diverting individuals charged with misdemeanors to community programs.
Together these have reduced pretrial incarceration and the overall jail population.
And, finally, during a pandemic with an undetermined end date, the county's financial situation
is likely to be dire. With or without federal aid if the fund balance is being depleted the county
may need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. It seems like a terrible time to
invest huge sums in a new jail, burden taxpayers, and divert money from other urgent needs._
Preventing layoffs and cuts to services should be a much higher priority than a new jail.
Please rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail
construction, put the project on hold, and
research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail.
Thank you for your work.
Sincerely,
Debi Duke, Rhinebeck
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:56 AM
Eva Deitch; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Please vote NO to new jail and jail expansions.

Dear Eva,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention- all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting ih annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize-the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
-845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Eva Deitch <eva.deitch@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 8:21 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Please vote NO to new jail and jail expansions.
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

As a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County. I find it saddening and out of touch that you consider
moving forward with funding for a new jail or any expansions to jails here in Dutchess County. Now is the time
to reimagine how we can use tax payers funds to directly elevate and support the community they reside. I ask
you to think with your hearts and dream bigger and more positively for the communities you represent.
Respectfully submitted,
Eva Deitch
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:54 AM
Christian Stadler; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Christian,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, ment-al health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention- all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we r-emain committed to ourPath to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the frrst set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding-youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated- areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing_).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4. l million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including buikling our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utiiizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the desigr, of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Christian Stadler <cgstadler@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 8:52 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to_ drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
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and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail-population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Christian Stadler
Beacon NY
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

ryan burk <jamburk@gmail.com>
Monday, July 6, 2020 9:19 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop this racist prison.

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links fr-0m
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Ryan Burk
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:53 AM
Christiana Prater-Lee; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Christiana,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New Yark State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would r-equire significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated anay of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATls ). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative progrannning shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Christiana Prater-Lee <chpraterlee@vassar.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 9:24 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be. the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the cmTent budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:52 AM
Lauren Donnelly; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: No $200 Million Jail

Dear Lauren,
Thank you for your email.
Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our priority. The County has heavily
invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing
a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy.
In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis
serv.ices including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into
the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and-effective programs to.start our children on a path to stability, sewrity, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment -programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
-Grant. ever the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
•

the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).

These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts,-resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We. recognize the cnanging dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one.as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Lauren Donnelly <L.E.Donnelly@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 9:55 AM

Io: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny_gov>
Subject: No $200-Million Jail

To Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Beacon to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital· spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible
time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose
deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that;ilcoholism and mental health needs are also on the
rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as.on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. Ne.w York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses.. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should Join their ranks and re imagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the
resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July: * rescind the remaining portion of the
legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to
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construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or
other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
Lauren Donnelly
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:53 AM
Sara Alpert; County-Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Sara,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youtli services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs- anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
• the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
• the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of th-e new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a-safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of-housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidi\dsm and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annua·lized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Sara Alpert <saraalpert2@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 10:09 AM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <Co_untyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.-Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
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diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has-submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction·
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities·.

Respectfully submitted,
Sara Alpert
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:56 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: support bill to stop new jail construction

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

-----Original Message----From: david sampliner <vidnick@mac.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 11:04 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: support bill to stop new jail construction
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
To whom it may concern:
My name is David Sampliner, and I'm a citizen of Beacon. I am appalled that this county is planning to balloon
its debt to build a new county jail in such a fiscally unstable time when other social priorities - the kind that
would help keep people out of jail - are crying out for funding. This is the height of fiscal irresponsibility, and
a dereliction of the county's duty to spend its taxpayers hard-earned money wisely, on initiatives that make our
communities stronger.
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I urge you to support the resolutions up for consideration to rescind the remainng portion of bond appropriation
for the jail construction and to assign a commission to develop alteratives to building a new jail.
Sincerely,
David Sampliner
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Morris, Carolyn
Monday, July 6, 2020 12:31 PM
Hussing 1 Laura
FW: communication from Dutchess county resident

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

I]

Vls!t us on

Facebook

From: Kim Rybacki <kim.rybacki@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 11:10 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: communication from Dutchess county resident

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County, as well as an employee of Dutchess Community College, to call for
the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. If the county is serious about fighting for racial justice and reforming its policies, this is a
necessary action.

The jail would be the most expensive capital-project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital
spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.
Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the
county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem Inevitable. As an
educator, I am also concerned about the implications of cuts to education at every level in our county and state.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs and education.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
beieg diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine.public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current
space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Kim Rybacki
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jwbottom@aol.com
Monday, July 6, 2020 11 :58 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Important: County Jail project

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a ·Dutchess County taxpayer and voter to strongly urge the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be
the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with
bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly
depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts
to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is simply not there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into _homeless shelters and-expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should jpin their ranks and
reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July and would like you to do the
same:
* rescind the remainfng portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current

space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Sincerely,
Julie Winterbottom
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 1:37 PM
Wager, beigh
Hussing, -LauraFW: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

I] Facebook
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From: Jen Whitton <jenwhttn@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:16 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegis1ators:@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Honestly, you've only raised more questions.
I still oppose this costly and foolish expansion.
On Tue, Jul 7, 2020 at 10:49 AM countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov> wrote:
Dear Jen,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
1

priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization
Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental
health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and
Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis
Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate-Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention ?
all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placemeQts, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 7S percent of the funding goes to youth programs? anti-bullying, workforce
development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
?
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
?
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
?
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating populaticm size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to rep_urpose designated areas for-other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3
million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on-January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent
over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail,
including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing
a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work
has become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new
Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
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Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Jen Whitton <ienwhttn@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 12:24 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

Now is most certainly not the time to invest taxpayer dollars in the further decimation of minority communities here in
New York State. Prioritize prevention, prioritize healing, prioritize positive growth; especially now while we-are under
siege from a pandemic and trying to reckon with the repercussions of upholding racist systems since-before the
founding of this country.
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new
jail.
I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part
of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Jen Whitton
845.750.3274

Jen Whitton
845.750.3274
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:45 PM
Abigail Taylor; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: We Don't Need a $200 Million Jail!

Dear Abigail,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the criticat components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the sunnner. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the fom1 of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Abigail Taylor <roxygin@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 12:37 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: We Don't Need a $200 Million Jail!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Bear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Abigail Taylor
Beacon Resident
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Hussing, laura
Morris, Carolyn
Monday, July 6, 2020 1:52 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
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From: Simone Teague <simone.oziebel@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 1:00 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

To the Legislators of Dutchess County,
My name is Simone Teague and I have lived in the city of Poughkeepsie for nearly my entire life. My parents owned a
business in Poughkeepsie for a decade and my siblings and I attended the Poughkeepsie public schools. The proposal to
build a new jail in Dutchess County deeply disturbs me. A jail will not uplift our community. A jail will not help stimulate
the economy. A jail will do notr,ing but prolong the systematic suffering of Black and brown people. We need to pour
money into our schools and community centers. We need more accessible mentaJ health resources. We need to
rehabilitate, rather than imprison, our community members who struggle with addiction because addiction is a disease.
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I graduated from Poughkeepsie High School in 2016 and let me tell you that school is not set up to help kids succeed.
The police presence, metal detectors, and overall attitude of the administration is unwelcoming and the lack of music
and art programming is depressing. I've always excelled academically, but doing so in that environment was incredibly
challenging. My friends and I grew up hanging out at the YMCA after school, but children today don't have that resource,
or a comparable community center, and that's concerning. If you actually care about the betterment of Dutchess
County,.then you will NOT build another jail. If you truly are invested in the residents of Dutchess County then you will
work to improve our quality of life. If you genuinely want to see Dutchess County flourish you will work to end, rather
than perpetuate, the villainization of Black and brown people.
The Reagan rhetoric of law and order was designed to protect and uplift white Americans and white Americans alone.
It's time to abandon old ideals. It's time for you all to wake up and realize that building another jail in Dutchess County is
the wrong thing to do.
Sincerely,
·Simone Teague
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

coun1yexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:51 AM
Sofia Villalon; Coun1y Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Sofia,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, -we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stabiiity, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 milli-on. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the p0pulation served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Sofia Villalon <sof.villalon@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 1:02 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

My name is Sofia Villalon. I have lived here my whole life and have seen this county grow in both beautiful and
ugly ways. Beautiful in that we honor our agricultural stewards who are providing us with nutrition from the
land we sleep on. But ugly because I think about already the plethora of jails/prisons/detention centers I can
count on 2 hands. Today, I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the
Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has
ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending
into the 2040s. How does this makes sense as mists the chaos Covid has wrecked on our local economy. the
county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
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arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
Invest in our SCHOOLS in our COMMUNITIES. Invest in our communities, period. Not for more detention
centers. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that
alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on
these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

-Sofia Villalon
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn on behalf of CountyLegislature
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :07 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: NO to the Dutchess County Jail Project

From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

UPLOAD

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

Visit uson

Facebook

From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:52 AM
To: Annie Brancky <abrancky@gmail.com>; CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: NO to the Dutchess County Jail Project
Dear Anne,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social0 emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
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to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our-community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
• the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
• the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced-our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
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From: Annie Brancky <abrancky@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 1:10 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; Countylegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: NO to the Dutchess County Jail Project

Dear Mr. Molinaro and the Dutchess County Legislature,
I am writing to urge you to redirect funds allocated for a jail expansion project in Dutchess County. The very last thing
we need in our county is another jail. I do not want my tax money funding imprisonment and exploitation. I do not
believe in prisons, I do not believe in profiting off of incarceration, and I certainly do not believe in going into debt to
incarcerate individuals.
This county needs to see investment in and commitment to the people who live here. Our libraries need to be brought
up to date. We need sidewalks and trails to be able to safely access and enjoy the outdoors. We need a park district to
energize and involve local kids and teens. We need investment in schools. We need mental health resources for
residents.
We need spaces for people to grow and thrive. Not to be imprisoned.
We do not need another jail.
Thank you.
Anne Brancky
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Monday, July 6, 2020 2:00 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

Vtsltus on

Facebook

From: Lauren Foster <l.w.foster18@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 2:00 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Hello,
I am a resident of Pawling, NY, and I am writing about the potential county jail expansion in Dutchess County. With the
decrease in prison population over the last few years, this expansion does not seem to be a beneficial allocation of
resources forthe county. Rather, the count)' should consider investing more resources in health and mental health
services, education, and youth programs, which should be priorities for spending.
Thank you.
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Monday, July 6, 2020 2:03 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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From: Morris, Carolyn

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 2:03 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: Public Comment

Good afternoon:
Lisa Reticker called to oppose the expansion of the jail. She would
prefer that the money be allocated for mental health.
Carolyn Morris
Clerk
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Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Ruby Rodgers <cakeonthemoon@idoud.com>
Monday, July 6, 2020 2:35 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the building of the new county jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
nnknown senders or unexpected emails.
County Executive Molinaro and county legislators:
I am writing to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new multimillion dollar jail. The jail would be the
singular most expensive capital project the County has undertaken, and would cost more than all other county
capital spending COMBINED, with bond repayment extending well into the 2040s. After Covid, our financial
situation is dire and our fund balance is being quickly depleted. Unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will
need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.
As a member of our country's youth, and a person who goes to school down the street from Beacon's county
jail, I am appalled that we are planning to funnel millions of dollars into a new, and frankly unnecessary, jail
when the education system is suffering so much. Coming out ofCovid, the schools, the kids, and their families
need so much support. Food insecurity, declining mental health, and difficult home situations need to be
addressed. On top of that, the school system here is just getting back on its feet, and as someone who
participates with it on a daily basis over the school year, I-can tell you that I have very little confidence it will be
able to bounce back in its current state. As the people with the power over money, and therefore the people it
effects, I am asking that you use the power responsibly and help the people in your county that are hurting.
Channel that money into education, channel that money into mental health, channel that money into youth
programs, and stop the building of the jail.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial-incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation fm: jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-shar'.ng with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
1

Ruby Rodgers (15)
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:30 AMmartoraj; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Joan,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
-Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood offuture incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency-Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth prog,ams - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New_ York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
•

the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potentia1 to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).

These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
1

implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: martoraj <martoraj@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 2:57 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This isi:he worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
2

diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and re imagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Joan Martorano
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:29 AM
Kara Dean-Assael; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Kara,
Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our priority. The County has
heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in
facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and
Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our
Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the sununer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity .to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
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before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
-outcomes. T'he Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Kara Dean-Assael <kda260@nyu.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 3: 17 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the-most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's fmancial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
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and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

R€spectfully submitted,

All my best,
Kara Marie Dean-Assael, DSW, LMSW
The McSilver Institute for Poverty Policy and Research Silver School of Social Work, New York University
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn on behalf of CountyLegislature
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:16 AM
Wager, Leigh
-Hussing, Laura
fW: Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Upload, print

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
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From: Martin D Fowler <martindfowler@gmail.com>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:16 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Thank you for taking the time to read my comment. My name is Martin-Fowler - I live in Beacon.
First off, the creation of a new jail in this County and community is unnecessary and unconscionable. That it was
approved at all was inappropriate and an incredibly poor use of community tax dollars, to begin with. -However, I
understand it was approved at a different time and moment.
At this moment, we've got an awakening happening in this world, in this country, and in this community, and we've
realized, among many racial issues affecting our community today, that extending carceral systems is not the way
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forward. We've instituted statewide bail reform signaling as much. We should be reducing the prison population, not
increasing it, and certainly not incentivizing its increase through new construction.
With the very high visibility of police brutality today, the lack of safety that incarcerated persons face in this COVID
epidemic and otherwise, and the full weight.of the phrase, "Black Lives Matter," striking a chord of understanding in the
population like it never has before, this is a particularly tone-deaf time to voice support for something as blatantly antiBlack, anti-poor, and cruel as expanding the jail system.
As much as those elements concern me, I also cannot stress enough how ridiculous the idea is of spending $132 million+
dollars on something so blatantly unnecessary as this new jail, when the tax income of the County has been so heavily
hit by COVID, and the County's ability to maintain everrthe most basic funding·of actual County-wide necessities and
priorities is already in jeopardy. That said, the money from this bond could go to far better use enriching the community
and helping everyone live full, safe, and comfortable lives in this County - NOT by imprisoning more of this community.
I vehemently urge you to rescind this bond appropriation immediately.
Thank you again for your time.
Best,
Martin

415.497.9840
@martindfow/er

martindfowler \ \ dot\\ com
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn on behalf of CountyLegislature
Tuesday, July 7, 202() 7:15 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Objection to the new jail to be built this September.

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Upload, Leigh please print add to Laura's packet on her desk.

@

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie. New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
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From: Nicole Brinkley <nebrinkley@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:23 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Objection to the new jail to be built this September.

To the Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Nicole Brinkley and I am a life-long resident of Dutchess County. I am writing to object to
the county's plans to build a new jail this September.
The plan for this jail would cost over $132 million dollars-an unprecedented expense for a capital
project in our county in the best of times, nevermir.d during a literal pandemic. The expense of this
project would throw Dutchess County into a deep debt for the next 2 decades, with the interest of
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this debt accruing millions of dollars in additional cost during these next 2 decades. And for what?
Jails doesn't fix most problems.
Education and better resources for our most vulnerable populations do.
These funds need to be reallocated to mental health, addiction, and education services, andto the
aid of homeless members of our community. Our county's focus should not be on building a new jail
and continuing to engage in a carceral system that stems directly from the historical enslavement of
Black individuals, a system that perpetuates violence, dehumanization, and racism towards Black
individuals and communities. (Communities currently disproportionately affected by COVID-19!)
I object to the construction of this jail for both economic and moral reasons. Any theoretical profit
made by Dutchess County from the completion of this jail would be the county directly benefiting
from institutional racism, carceral punishment, and the system of exploited labor of incarcerated
individuals. Dutchess County is better than slave labor.
Questions to be considered before funding the jail, and to where this money would be better used,
include:
•
•
•
•

Why is homelessness increasing in Dutchess County? How are you going to decrease
homelessness? (There was an 18% increase from 2018 to 2019.)
How are you going to decrease addiction overdose related deaths in Dutchess County? (There
have been 379 reported over the last 5 years.)
Why has the county budget for health & mental health resources decreased over the past
several years?
Why has the county budget for youth programs decreased over the past several years?

I urge you to focus on these deeply human needs before putting our county in debt with the
construction of this new jail.
Thank you for your time. I look forward to seeing you do the right thing in regards to funding this jail
and supporting our communities.
Best,
Nicole
current resident of Rhinebeck, NY & life-long Dutchess County resident
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:24 AM
Caitlin Weiner; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Caitlin,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing thefrrst set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission _areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid armually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Caitlin Weiner <cweinerr@icloud.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:29 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's fmancial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.
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Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Caitlin Weiner
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Hussing, Laura
countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:22 AM
Eva Woods; Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

From:

Sent:
To:

-subject:

Dear Eva,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
ream, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
r-esources, and effective pro_grams to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set-of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
• greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
•

the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in-a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population sizer with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).

These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required-staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operatronal savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
1

implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become tl:!e model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dlmensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www .dutchessny.gov

From: Eva Woods <evwoods@vassar.edu>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 4:44 Pl\/1
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators

<CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yetrthe current bodget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other-New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lauren Giacalone <1giaca7@gmail.com>
Monday, July 6, 2020 4:55 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morcis, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail ans discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine puolic safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Lauren Giacalone
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Hussing. Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:23 AM
Susan Walsh; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Susan,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to-aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the-Gritical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Centei project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Susan Walsh <susanwalsh7@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 6:05 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
2

and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the cnrrent budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeiess
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the cnrrent space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Susan Walsh
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:57 AM
Wa_ger, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Bond for New Dutchess County Jail

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
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From: Walter Brett <lawzil@verizon.net>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 6:58 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: Houston, Deirdre <dhouston@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Bond for New Dutchess County Jail

Dear Ms. Morris,
I'm writing to you to ask you to forward my concerns about a new Dutchess County Jail to the legislators having
responsibility for the jail bond issue.
The bonci issue means that Dutchess County residents will be responsible for paying for this new jail. It seems like a lot of
money. My question is: Can the current jail be renovated to the new NYS standards and also given the suspension of bail
for for many misdemeanors, can the jail be scaled back further to house fewer inmates?

1

In any case, I urge the committee responsible for the jail bond to rescind that bond. In addition, I ask that legislators
consider-improvements to education, affordable housing, job training and treatment of drug addiction and mental health
issues. These are all issues that can put a person in jeopardy of ending up in jail and with a mark against them Uail time)
that can ruin their life for the rest of their days.
Thank you for hearing my concerns.
Sincerely,
Walter Brett
630 Smithfield Valley Road
Amenia, NY 12501
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From: Georgia Calvert <gcalvert@vassa~.edu>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 7:32 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Fwd: Public Comment

To whom it may concern,
I am a student at Vassar college and I have recently been informed that Dutchess County is in-the midst of allocating
$200 million to the funding of a new jail. This is absolutely heartbreaking news. I would never support such an obscene
amount of money to go towards the funding of a-jail; but at time like now, during the present political and social climate,
not to mention the existence of a global pandemic that is hitting prisoners particularly hard, this move feels li.ke an
especially hard blow to the people of Dutchess County. Why can't we allocate those funds towards public health or
education? Aren't those the things that make a commun.ity thrive? Not building more jails and searching the streets for
reasons to lock more people away. Not to mention, the prison system is essentially a loophole to perpetuate slavery in a
1

modern day setting. Is that what we, in Dutchess County want to be bringing to our community and our people? I hope
the answer is no, otherwise I fear for the safety and well0 being of Dutchess County citizens.
I hope you reconsider what this action says and please put the people-first. No more big money!
Georgia Calvert
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Fred Doneit <fwdoneit@optorrline.net>
Monday, July 6, 2020 8•38 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Legislators:
I urge you to vote to rescind the remaining portion of the 2016 bond issue for the Justice and Transition Project,
and to adopt the two resolutions put forth by the Democratic caucus.
With the changes that will emerge in our criminal justice system, their effect on policing and bail
administration, it is imprudent to proceed with the new jail as originally planned. The proposed commission
will instead review the priorities and programs that will best serve our community's needs, given the new
financial realities we all face.
Thank you for your thoughtful consideration.
Sincerely,
Fred W. Doneit,
1st Ward, Town of Poughkeepsie
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

david sampliner <vidnick@mac.com>
Monday, July 6, 2020 10:50 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on lin.lcs from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
David Sampliner
Beacon, NY
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From: Tessa Kirtzman <tkirtzman@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:48 AM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Hello,
I am a college student here in Poughkeepsie and I am writing to urge you to reconsider the building of the new $200
million dollar jail. This money must be instead funneled into the communities most in need in Dutchess County. The
budget for this jail is simply outrageous when considering that the spending on health and mental health has dropped
$10.2 million dollars in the past 14 years. Dutchess County is in a budget crisis and building this jail will actively harm
black and brown constituents.
Black and brown members of the community have given you a direct description of their needs, it is time to listen.
1

Thank you for your time,
Tessa Kirtzman
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From: Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:04 AM
To: Robby Phillips <robbyfp@gmail.com>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Public Comment

Hello Robby,

Thank you for your email about the bond for new jail construction. One of the compelling reasons I ran for the
legislature was the commitment Dutchess County has made to providing services to individuals experiencing crisis
resulting from mental health or substance abuse issues that drive incarceration. I was particularly impressed by the
1

Stabilization Center, which I learned about from a Poughkeepsie police officer I met at a funeral in Pawling before I
joined the legislature. He told me the police now have an option to bring distressed individuals to the Stabilization
Center, where they will be helped by a professional staff rather than to the jail, which is not set up to provide mental
health services. The following are some of the services Dutchess County is providing to address the mental health
and social problems:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Dutchess County Stabilization Center- a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals
can receive crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. The center partners with NAM!,
Mid-Hudson Regional Hospital, Mid-Hudson Addiction Recovery Centers and the Aster Services for Children and
Families.
The Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including the call or
text service HELPLINE and a Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement.
The County also provides dedicated resources for family stability by increasing family-based foster care
placements, offering parent coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and
reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future
incarceration.
Additionally, the County remains committed to the Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical
components, needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and
success. In 2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring
program and expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. The County has also supported the
youth services througrrthe Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated
to critical programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes
to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
Dutchess County reduced its jail population by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to
divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including building the Stabilization Center; providing
Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidence-based
pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls).

Then we get to the jail. Section 217 of the New York State County Law mandates that a county maintain a jail.
However much we might wish to prevent crime and treat people with compassion, there will always be some people
who must be incarcerated because they are a menace to others or are uncooperative with the court system. The jail
we now have is a relic of a different era of jail design, rows of cage-like cells with terrible lighting. It is not pleasant
for inmates or staff. The County has designed a new facility that is modern, safe, efficient, and focused on
rehabilitation that will give the inmates a road back to being productive members of society.

The new jail, called the Justice and Transition Center, will provide:
•
•

Greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings totaling $4.1 million annually.
The opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change.
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•

The f[exibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (i.e.
transitional housing).

Baii reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation
significantly impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. This, along
with County initiatives have allowed the size of the proposed jail to be reduced significantly. We recognize the
changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal obligation, but a moral
one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated individuals and
providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism.

Robby, I appreciate your interest in this topic and hope I have answered some of your concerns. It is heartening to
see your compassionate interest and willingness to be involved in appropriate solutions.

Regards, Ed

Edward P. Hauser
Dutchess County Legislator
District 23 -Pawling/Bee~man/East Fishkill
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
ehauser@dutchessny.gov
From: Robby Phillips <robbyfp@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:19 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris,. Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Hi,

I am a lifelong resident of Pawling, NY. I am deeply concerned by the proposed $200 million
expenditure on jail expansion for Dutchess County. This would issue $132 Million in debt through
2040_, and costs more than double the proposed spending Ol'l infrastructure, rail trails, and public
transport-combined. Additionally, it is entirely unnecessary, and will do nothing to improve the
safety and well-being of Dutchess County.
If you genuinely care about improving the safety and well-being of your constituents, at least
3

some of this massive pile of money would be going to more meaningfully improve our infrastructure,
securing our Blections, expanding clean and renewable energy access for the county, and improving
our education systems, particularly by allocating more funds to Dutchess Community College.
Improving our communities requires investing in them, not investing in ways to police and imprison
them. Using our money to build more prison cells, while not striving to mitigate the climate
crisis, meaningfully improve education or infrastructure, or provide assistance to our communities
that are struggling during this public health and economic crisis, will only make our county less
safe, resilient, and prosperous_
I urge you to please not use our money to build more prison cells.
Robby Phillips
Resident of Pawling, NY
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From: Nerissa Tunnessen <ntunnessen@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11:23 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

I am writing today to address the building of a new Duchess County jail. I strongly believe that building this facility would
be an absolute waste of money, energy, and important resources that should be directed into prevention and
community projects aimed at lowering the rate of incarceration, thus making the "need" for a new prison obsolete. The
$200 million project is the most expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken and in the next four years, the
jail would cost more than all other county capital spending combined, and bond repayment would extend into the
1

2040s. Paying back the construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable
future. Additionally, it would issue around $132 million in debt from 2020-2040, almost triple what would be issued to
highways and bridges ($45.7mil), and over 22 times rail-trails ($5.75mil) and public transport ($5.6 mil)each.
This is utterly IRRESPONSIBLE. The exorbitant cost, coupled with both the canceral nature of prisons and the decreasing
jail population (while there were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently
down to around 130. The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 32S. We do- not need more cells) makes
this project one that lacks an address of the needs of citizens of Duchess-County.
Money spent building this new prison would be much better spent on programs devoted to social welfare programs and
other community projects with goals of keeping people out of prison. Prisons fail to adtlress the root cause of crime:
poverty, disparity, injustice, and a lack of community support. Incarceration of individuals does nothing to address the
greater problems that cause crime, nor the blatant criminalization of poverty and blackness that exist in the country at
large. The least that Duchess County can do is to direct funds away from building a new jail and towards building lasting
community programs that address the root causes of crime and incarceration.

Best,
Nerissa Tunnessen
124 Raymond Ave
Poughkeepsie, NY 12604
(202) 441-7044
ntunnessen@gmail.com
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From: John Fallon <john.ddorje@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 12:20 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment on Jail Funding

Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the
Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most
1

expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than
all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending
into the 2040s. Because of COVID-19, the county's financial situation is direthe fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevit-able.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert
money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths
are spiking sharply amid the COVID-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and
mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet the current budget has reduced
spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and
discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More
people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based
treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York
counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and
expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks
and reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has
submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the
proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing
with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
John D. Fallon Jr.
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Good afternoon:
Jennifer Hand called to oppose the expansion of the jail.
Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
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Sent:
To:
Subject:

Good afternoon:
Amy Glickman called to oppose the expansion of the jail.
Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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From: Joan Unterweger <joan.unterweger@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:17 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Rescinding authorization for bonds related to the justice and transition project

I support the revocation of authorization for bonds related to the justice and transition project. There is 1 at this time, no need for a

new, expanded jail.
In this time of crisis, when county and state revenues have fallen drastically, a careful examination of Dutchess County expenses is

warranted. One such expense, the building of a new jail, should be cut immediately. The cost of the new jail slated to be .constructed
starting in September is around $200 million. This commits taxpayers to an expense of around $10,000 per year for the foreseeable
future. With currently limited resources, Dutchess County needs to channel that money to health and mental health services, youth
and senior citizen programs.

1

The justification for constructing a new jail no longer exists. While 2 years ago, the jail was overcrowded, housing around 400
prisoners, new laws and practices have reduced that population to around 130. The size of the new jaiLto accommodate 328
inmates is no longer needed . The current inmate population size is highly unlikely to increase significantly because of a number of
factors including;
•
•
•

New state reform bail laws have greatly reduced the number of inmates in pre-trial detention, which accounted for much of
the previous inmate count.
The demand for and implementation of innovative responses to situations, that previously required a law enforcement
response, will result in less incarceration.
Alternative programs are less costly and more effective in helping individuals, previously incarcerated stay out of jail.
According to the Poughkeepsie Journal, "Dutchess County Executive Marc Molinaro said in a statement that the report
shows that taxpayer money is spent responsibly on the program and reduces recidivism. 11 The articale notes that 11 the
average cost to incarcerate a person at Dutchess County Jail is $210 per day. Whereas, a person receiving aid through
county programming (Project M.O.R.E.) costs between $6.84 to $46.04 a day, " Poughkeepsie Journal Dec 11, 2019

I strongly urge the legislators to act responsibly and terminate any support for building a new jail at this time. It is unwarranted and
the people of Dutchess County have more pressing concerns. Thank you for your consideration.
Joan UNTERWEGER

5 Hanna Lane, Unit 1
Beacon, NY 12508
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From: Jenny Arden <ardenrock@verizon.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 3:24 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: youth justice

Dear Legislators,
I understand that youth restorative justice is on your agenda this week. I participated in a newly formed Youth Court in
Ithaca, NY in the late 1970's. My positive experience was very powerful and has stayed with me for the last four decades.
I was a lawyer (and later a judge) in the Tompkins County Youth Court during high school. Non-violent first time offenders
were tried by their peers and sentenced to community service hours if convicted. A group of high school students from
throughout the county came together for a seminar in the basics of legal theory, rules of evidence, and so on. I believe
we also attended some mock trials at the Cornell Law School. We met weekly at the local community center, and within a
1

few months' time we had a case every couple weeks. We met with our clients, and had the trial the same afternoon
(usually if the client pied guilty), or the following week if witnesses were to be called.
Participating in Youth Court gave me a chance to meet students from different parts of the county and from different walks
of life. It was empowering to be involved in something that had an impact on my community. I developed confidence and
the ability to make a concise, logical argument. I learned a lot about the law, and decided to major in Government at
Cornell after graduating high school in 1979.
I believe that our clients also benefited from participating in their own cases and from being treated with respect by their
peers. I learned a lot from listening to them tell their stories, and asking them questions about their choices. I believe
many of them came away with a sense of relief that they wound up being tried by their peers, sentenced to community
service, and did not get a criminal record. I also think that they got a chance to see young people being expected to act
like adults, and being treated as though they had the power to control their lives to some degree.
Participating in Youth Court was a valuable experience that enriched my life and that of my fellow participants. I urge you
to support the creation of a program like this in Dutchess County. Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Jenny D. Arden
85 Boardman Road, Poughkeepsie NY 12603
(845) 625-4161
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From: Masha Kurbatova <masha.kurbatova@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:01 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Jail

Hello,
My name is Masha Kurbatova and I am a student at Bard College in Dutchess County. I am writing to oppose the plan to
build a new jail in Dutchess County. This decision will harm mostly the black and brown residents of Dutchess County
while also taking away money from far more important community investments that can lead to lowered rates of crime
in the first place. I call for the reconsideration of this decision.as it will cause more harm than good.
Best,
Masha Kurbatova
1
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From: Bruce Bellrose <Bruce@Bellrose.US>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:29 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Keith, Thomas L. <tkeith@dUtchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comments ( Please Read into the Record) Jail

"It is my great hope that this action can begin to ease at least a small part of the financial burden taxpayers
have suffered as a result of the nightmare jail debacle," said Ulster County Executive Mike Hein on March 12,
2012.
1

My name is Bruce Bellrose and my wife and I, moved to the town of Poughkeepsie two years ago to retire and
be near our grandchildren. While I do not have a good understanding of local politics; I do have a good
understanding of public financing, public technology, and public construction. During my career, I was the
Chief Financial Officer and Chief Information Officer of the New York City School Construction Authority under
Rudy Giuliani. We spent billions repairing and building public schools quite successfully and I take credit for
the financial controls that the NYCSCA became known for.

With this background, I would like to submit some thoughts that I hope might in someway may help you avoid
what happened to Ulster as I understand it. My goal is to continue to allow you to say that you have lowered
taxes every year of your county leadership. I believe it is critical that you have as clear a possible vision of the
future of Dutchess incarceration as you can have before you make your final decision on the most expensive
decision in the county's history. Specifically, the impact of the debt service on the new jail at a time of
unprecedented declining governmental revenue is fraught with risk.

I would expect that you would agree with me that the current view of our economic future is cloudier than it has
been since immediately before WWII. Sometimes you have an emergency and are forced to make a decision
anyway, but I don't think the decision on what exactly to build to replace our current jail is one of them. The
current jail, while problematic, is still functional. In short, you have time to gather more data on key decision
factors such as at what level the incarcerated population will stabilizes at, if COVID-19 is coming under control
quickly or will always be with us like the flu, how fast will Dutchess County's revenue recover and how much
debt service will it be able to support, and how much support Dutchess can expect from the Federal and New
York State governments. Uj:J to a- point, the more Elata you collect, the more clear the right decision will be.

Depending cm this data evolves, you may want to revise your plans for the jail facilities. You might determine
there needs to be a juvenile only section, cells may need to be adjusted in some physical way to better handle
prisoners with transmittable diseases, and there may need to be classrooms, or different medical facilities
included.

Basically, I see you and Dutchess in an excellent position to take advantage of the dramatic changes that are
occurring as we speak. Other New York counties like Ulster have lovely new jails but they've been built for a
different incarceration environment. Life is more complicated now and jails are going to need things a
traditional jail can't provide. You and we can lead the state-and the nation instead of follow.

Respectfully,

Bruce Bellrose
39 Sandi Drive
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603-6005
973-255-0060
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From: Diana Henry <dhenry@vassar.edu>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 4:36 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: Public Comment

Hello,
I'm a resident of Poughkeepsie, and I'm writing to express my concerns regarding the funding of the Dutchess
County Jail and to voice my support for the Democratic legislation which wiH halt construction.
Efforts to fund this jail are offensive and ignorant, particularly in Hght of the current national racial justice
movement and the shriveling local tax base that the County will be forced to grapple with for the foreseeable
future. I strongly urge you to use the money you're willing to put towards incarcerating Dutchess County
1

residents towards highways and bridges. Fund local infrastructure. Fund health care and mental health
services. Fund youth programs and education. Invest in bringing this community together instead of jailing it.
This prison flies directly in the face of recent national initiatives. It shows that the Republicans in this legislature
are either not paying attention or are intentionally antagonizing this community. I strongly urge you to put your
community over your pady and to defund this project.
Thank ','OU,
Diana Henry
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From: Mary H Williams<maryhannonwilliams@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 7:54 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Black, Hannah <hblackdc4@gmail.com>
Subject: Public Comment

Dear county legislators,
I ask you to vote on July 9 to rescind the authorization for the bond related to the justice and transition center - the jail.
The bond was unveiled in February 2016 and was rushed to a vote in March 2016. Despite one of the largest
outpourings of citizen speakers protesting the bond at the March county legislature meeting- going on close to midnight
-the bond was approved. Their opposition has proven prescient.
1

Unfortunately we have already used the bond to build a new mega-sized sheriffs office with a state-of-the-art fitness
facility, one of the most expensive sheriff office renovations in the state.
Whatever remains for the jail portion of the bond should now be rescinded as we look to solve-the fiscal problems
confronting the county.
Since the bond was issued for a jail with over 550 beds, the jail population has decreased to less than 150. This number
can be further reduced with the right programs to address the root causes of a major portion of the jail population:
mental illness, addiction, and racism.
Building the new jail as proposed by the county executive will cost approximately $200 million over the life of the bond.
Our county will be burdened by an excessive debt payment load for many years. This will lead to layoffs of critical county
employees and the inability to fund vital programs.
Sincerely,
Mary Hannon Williams
11 Scenic Drive
Hyde Park, NY 12538
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From: Naomi Zeltzer <nzeltzer@vassar.edu>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:02 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

To the Dutchess County Legislators,
My name is Naomi Zeltzer and I am a student at Vassar College. I am writing to demand that Dutchess County should
NOT build a new jail.
There are many reasons why these plans should be stopped:
1) We do not need any new jails in Dutchess County since there already is one and it is currently under-populated.
1

2) We should be working toward restructuring our criminal justice system and abolishing the prison-industrial complex,
school to prison pipelines, and mass incarceration. Building a new prison would continue to support these oppressive
systems.
3) Our criminal justice system functions to unnecessarily and disproportionately police our most vulnerable
communities, including Black communities, Latinx communities, other communities of color, and low-income
communities. Prisons do not keep us safe or solve the problems they claim to solve, they really work to disenfranchise,
dehumanize, and dispose of people, especially peoples of color.
4) The $200 million proposed to build this prison could be redirected toward other community services, specially public
health services and programs that would actually prevent crime from happening. Also, according to the Democratic
Caucus of the Dutchess County Legislature's Facebook page, "Paying back the construction bond will cost county
taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future." Dutchess County taxpayers should not be
paying for another jail that will be used to police and punish them.

Please consider these reasons and support this community, especially those most vulnerable.

Thank you for your time.

Regards,
Naomi
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From: Betsy Wise <bwisedesigns@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 8:48 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Vote NO to a new Jail in Dutchess County

Dear Legislators of Dutchess County,
My name is Elizabeth Wise and I am a small business owner in Beacon, NY.
I am writing to urge you all in voting on Thursday to rescind the jail bond for the county jail expansion. In the wake of
COVID-19 and the financial hardships that are to come for the county and the country, it is completely irresponsible to
spend nearly $1S0M dollars on this project. To saddle the residents of the county with this bill for the next 20 years is
1

unacceptable. More importantly I am vehemently against our tax dollars being used to uphold and prolong the epidemic
of mass incarceration and the unjust bail system.
I joined the Listening Town Hall this evening with Marc Molinaro and Sean Patrick Maloney. As one young woman said
this evening, it's time to stop talking and time to start doing. This would be a great step in the right direction and a
showing of solidarity with the communities of color to stop this project! Show the POC in Dutchess County that you are
actually listening!
I thank you for your time and sincerely hope that you will make the right decision in stopping construction of this jail.
-Elizabeth Wise

Betsy Wise
Designer, Betsy Wise Bridal
Custom Wedding Gowns, Vintage Reconstructions, and Expert Bridal Tailoring
845.440.1994
betsywisebridal.com
facebook - instagram - pinterest
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From: mazza <mazzak@optonline.net>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:05 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: Public Comment July board meeting.. .Jail bond

Dear Dutchess County Legislators,
I am writing to urge you to rescind funding for the construcion of the new jail. There has been too many
changes since this was first put out to bond. It made sense at that time, but no longer makes sense.

1

It is clear that marijuana will be decriminilized soon in NYS. With this our jail population will decrease even
more than it already has. We no longer need the jail cells that we once thought we would. And it is clear that
surrounding counties will not be seeking jail cells.
-Meanwhile Covid has caused a state wide budget cFises. This money is desperately needed in other sectors of
our county.
Please, if you are unsure, ask the controller to audit the numbers of jail cells needed, and what that will be
when marijuana legalization is fully implemented. This purchase is just too big to get it wrong. We can't afford
to waste this money. Please slow down and ask some questions first.
Thank you for your service to our great county.
Kathleen Mazza
6 Deerfield Place
Beacon, NY
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From: Gabriel Mckee <gabrielmckee@gmail.com>

Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:37 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Proposed jail

Greetings,
I'm writing as a resident of Dutchess County to urge you to vote to rescind the funding established for the constructionof a new jail. Expanding social services, youth programs, mental health services, and anti-poverty measures would be a
far, far better way to spend $200 million, and would actually serve to reduce crime, rather than consigning more of our
fellow county residents to cages.
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Regards,

Gabriel Mckee
Beacon, NY
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From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:00 PM
To: Louise <Retired733@aol.com>
Cc: County Legislators <Countylegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Nick Page

<pagenik@gmail.com>; Friis Zernike <fzernike@gmail.com>; Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Friis
<fzernike@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A.<dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
Dear Louise,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental healch and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
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The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotionaldevelopment and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our communitythrough this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County-Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are- an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a-moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I -appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess Countyicxecutive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
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From: Louise <Retired733@aol.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:43 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Nick Page
<pagenik@gmail.com>; Frits Zernike <fzernike@gmail.com>; Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Frits

<fzernike@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A. <dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Thank you for your reply.
Saving taxpayers money is always my priority.
$3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually? For the Sheriffs new office? Can the taxpayers use it too?
So the reason for building went from 'overcrowding' to :
those who are incarcerated and those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility
designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency?
Those who are incarcerated deserve a modern facility? Really.
I never said we didn't need a jail, but if the Judges and local police didn't arraign everyone they arrested for minor
offenses who were local residents, the jail wouldn't have been overcrowded. The programs you described sound all well
intentioned but the final cost of $200 Million plus is ridiculous.
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of
nearly $4.1 million.
Show me the money savings in a-bank account. From those savings I'd love to see more revenue from the County sales
tax sent-to the Town of Fishkill:
There is still time - say "Yes" to Nick Paige's resolution. Please ask my legislator Doug McHoul to do the same.
If not, it will appear to be the same non transparent smoke and mirrors as usual.

Thanks.
Enjoy the day and stay safe.
3

Louise Daniele
Town of Fishkill resident,
Fishkill Town Board Member &
Retired Sgt from the State Police

On Jul 8, 2020, at 2:16 PM, countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov> wrote:
Dear Louise,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration
remains our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the
building of the Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where
individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to
the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis
services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can
go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning
program that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and
substance-abuse prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system
involvement. We have also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care
placements, offering parent coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable,
and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the
likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical
components, needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability,
security, and success. In 2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a
Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We
have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years,
over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community through this
program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce
development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to
support young people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of
the New York State County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that
those who are incarcerated and those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility
designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center
will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment
that is more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the
potential to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for
other uses (ex. transitional housing).
These benef'its have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of
nearly $4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and
increases in the inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the
planned facility. The capital costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us
to save money and focus spending in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center
project would require significant investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984
sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still
4

need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation
significantly impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County
Jail. Additionally,-before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had
reduced our jail population by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert
lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing
Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidencedbased pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (Alls). This work has become the
model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new
Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only
a legal obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of
housing incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism
and improve outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing
millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Louise Daniele <retired733@aol.com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 7, 2020 10:56 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators
<CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Nick Page <pagenik@gmail.com>; Frits Zernike <fzernike@gmail.com>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its
plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever
undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment
extending into the 2()40s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to
cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent
priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and
that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in
spending on -these services, as well as on-much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatieally reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago,
over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment
for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail
cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their
ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in
July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
I would also appreciate some transparency. The meeting being not accessible to the public (due to
COVID) shows how politicians don't really want to hear from the public and decisions are probably
already made behind closed doors. It's not good enough to be able to watch it afterwards. We have had
Town Board meetings in Fishkill as other Towns & Cities have done during COVID. We made sure that we
gave the _public the opportunity to call in and speak or log into the zoom meeting as it was happening.
There is no reason why our County legislators can not do the same, none.
Stop wasting tax payer dollars on an unnecessary overpriced jail and be transparent. The voting public
will remember during upcoming elections who wastes our money, and who does not. Please be sure to
read my comment and other comments into the record during the meeting you are holding, without the
public.
Respectfully submitted,
Louise Daniele
Resident and taxpayer from the Town of Fishkill & Fishkill Town Board Member
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From: Nadezhda Russell <nr7684@bard.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:35 A:M
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

To the Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Nadia and I am a Dutchess County resident. I am writing to express my objection to the county's
plans to build a new jail in September of 2020.

1

I'm sure you've seen several email templates on this topic, so I'll just say my bit here instead. It's incredibly
embarrassing that you're planning on constructing a new jail when funding for health and mental health
services and youth services has been decreasing, homelessness is increasing, and addiction is still a huge
problem. Get your priorities straight, or it shows you don't care about your constituents. For some hard facts,
check all the other emails that use the template. I'm not about to get flagged by a bot.
Think about human needs before you put Dutchess in debt.
Sincerely,
Nadia Russell
Red Hook, NY
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-----Original Message----From: Amelia Landis <amelia.landis@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 1:57 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
So this new jail is gonna be super expensive. I don't want to pay higher taxes so a vindictive, punitive justice
system can lock people up. The current jail has enough room, and adding mire beds just incentives more arrests.
Instead of building infrastructure to lock people up, we should invest in crime prevention by fighting poverty,
creating resources for communities, and offering mental healthcare. That would be cheaper too. We don't need
anew jail®
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From: Elizabeth Ellis <elliselizabeth12@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:46 AM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: Public comment - Jail expansion

Dutchess county does not need to spend money on keeping people locked up, we should be Allocating More resources
to prevent recidivism.

Dutchess County currently does not have an effective Pre-Trial Release program {like the
Town of Poughkeepsie).
In Albany county 'Housing, Industry, and Treatment' has cut the recidivism rate for excons from 67% to 10%-- saving literally $14 million a year there for Albany County
taxpayers alone
1

Dutchess County currently does not have a comprehensive system of re-entry for folks
leaving jail and prison
Dutchess County currently does not have a cost-saving housing-first strategy for the
chronically mentally ill homeless alcoholics and drug addicts who have been cycling in and
out of our jail here in Dutchess, as former Mental Health America of Dutchess County
Executive Director Jacki Brownstein long advocated.
The list goes on ... but it is not a matter of Not having money, it is a matter of WHERE our
money is being spent.
I urge you to use this crisis as an opportunity to examine your approach to jails and
policing.
Thank you,
Elizabeth Ellis
Rhinebeck, NY
www.elizabethellisdesign.com
646.391.8553
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Peter Van Aken <petervanaken@yahoo.com>
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:00 AM
County Legislators; countyexec
Morris, Carolyn
PUBLIC COMMENT on Dutchess County Jail bond

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in the City of Poughkeepsie, to call for the
Legislature to downsize plans and reduce the taxpayer cost for a new jail. The jail building
project, as it is currently proposed, would be the most expensive capital project the County
has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with
bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is direthe fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county
will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other
urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the
current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth
programs.
Moreover, the need for a large, overbuilt jail, is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery
reform laws that were enacted in January 2020 have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration, and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More
people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for
addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are actively seeking
alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.
For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for
consideration in July:

1

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail
construction

* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail,
including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other
possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Peter Van Aken
94 Wilbur Boulevard
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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From: Diempal Productions <diempal.productions@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:07 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Vote NO to a new Jail in Dutchess County

Dear Legislators of Dutchess County,
My name is David Friend and I am a small business owner in Beacon, NY.
I am writing to urge you all in voting on Thursday to rescind the jail bond for the county jail expansion. In
the wake of COVID-19 and the financial hardships that are to come for the county and the country, it is
completely irresponsible to spend nearly $150M dollars on this project. To burden the residents of the
1

county with this bill for the next 20 years is unacceptable. More importantly I am vehemently against our
tax dollars being used to uphold and prolong the epidemic of mass incarceration and the unjust bail system.
Expanding on jail and prison systems creates nothing more than a bigger "bandaid". We need to look harder
into both the "why" of how these citizens end up in jail, and figuring out a quicker turnaround to their trials
so no innocent American is subjected to a lengthy jail time. Diverting funds to other resources (e.g.
community centers), will impact society in a better way than locking more and more (oftentimes innocent)
citizens in jail.
I Listened in to the Town Hall last night with Marc Molinaro and Sean Patrick Maloney. As one young woman
said this evening, it's time to stop talking and time to start doing. This would be a great step in the right
direction and a showing of solidarity with the communities of color to stop this project! Show the POC in
Dutchess County that you are actually listening!
I thank you for your time and sincerely hope that you will make the right decision in stopping construction of
this jail.
-David Friend

(i
d1EMPALPRODUCTH)NS·LLC
David Michael Friend
Dlempa! Productions LLC
718.208-4425
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-----Original Message----From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:16 PM
To: Barbara Walsh <voteblueorelse@gmail.com>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
1

prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources,. and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, -literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffmg efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4. l million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, spee,ifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in-aunualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
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Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Barbara Walsh <voteblueorelse@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020.9:09 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending. into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For exan1ple, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposedjail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
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Barbara Walsh
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Gwen Urbanczyk <gwen.urbanczyk@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:37 AM

To: countrylegislators@dutchessny.gov
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Building a new jail that costs $200 Million dollars, or building a new jail regardless of cost, is completely and utterly
antithetical to providing justice for the black community and the black women who were assaulted by Poughkeepsie
police. County legislators MUST stop the construction of yet another jail where black folks and other folks of color are
penned up in an effort by the state and police to control them and assert its power. County legislators must work
towards prison and police abolition. County legislators must listen to the demands of the victims of police violence.
Please vote to stop construction of this new jail and instead use that money to invest in education and black
communities.
1

Best,
Gwendolyn U rbanczyk
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From: Wendy Urban-Mead <wum@bard.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 12:40 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Black, Hannah <hblackdc4@gmail.com>
Subject: funding for the county jail -- re-direct it please

To the Dutchess County Legislature:
I am a 32-year resident and tax payer from the Town of Hyde Park.
My cnildren proudly graduated from F. D. Roosevelt High School, in the classes of 2009 & 2015.
Local youth need to get a sense that they can be fully welcomed into joining civil society - that a place is there for
them.
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Therefore, I strongly support re-directing funding for the new jail into community building: especially for youth
development, day camps and other programming for youth from low-wealth families, and meaningful and wholeperson-based substance abuse & prevention programs for people from low-wealth families.
Addressing the food desert in the city of Poughkeepsie, and the urgent need for effective, user-friendly, and affordable
public transportation county wide are pressing issues in want of adequate funding as well.
Developing grass-roots, community based solutions to social problems that have landed in the hands of the police is also
a vital need; this is especially clear to me after listening to the people speak at the "Listening Town Hall" on July 7.
Building a bigger jail is not likely to foster these needs and goals.
In brief, money for the new jail is far better spent on social programs, so that fewer people land afoul of the law. It's a
better choice than expanding the carceral capacity of the region.
I taught high school for four years at Arlington High School and currently teach at Bard College in the Master of Arts in
Teaching Program, where I prepare my students to become public school teachers - and I teach history for the Bard
Prison Initiative. This background gives me a fascinating insight into education both in public schools and in prison.
It is far easier to build a strong person from childhood up, than it is to rebuild a damaged adult.
Sincerely,
Wendy Urban-Mead

Wendy Urban-Mead, Ph.D.
Associate Professor of History
Master of Arts in Teaching Program
Bard Co.liege
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

countyexec
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:19 PM
Caroline Fenner; County Legislators; Pulver, Gregg
RE: Our economy is about to go off a cliff and we can't afford a new jail

Dear Caroline,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and· can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the firsrset of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond tbe summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system-. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to re purpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of tbe reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1934- sectio.ns. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
1

implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

·From: Caroline Fenner <mscarolinefenner@gma1l.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 1:00 PMTo: County Legislators <Countylegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec

<countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Our economy is about to go off a cliff and we can't afford a new jail

There are numerous reasons you may have already received in emails as to why we should not build a new
jail. But I am focusing on the economic perspective only in this email. The honest reality is that Dutchess
County cannot -afford this jail.
The unemployment rate in Dutchess County is 14.2% as of May 2020 and it continues to go up.
The unemployment rate is projected to be worse than the Great DepressioR in this country. More and more
people are losing their jobs every month. It is also terrifying to think that COVID has put every business we
know of at risk of going under. There are holes in the 2020 budget to be filled, there are existing county
infrastructures that need to be maintained and shored up, and there are county jobs we need to save.
Where will the revenue come from to pay back the jail? We canriot afford to have to pay back millions of dollars
for a new jail when we already have a jail. Instead, we can invest in appropriate and continual maintenance to
renovate the existing jail, perhaps build on to the jail, if needed.
I implore you to not look away at the economic devastation that we are heading towards. Face it front and
center and adjust the fiscal path accordingly by rescinding the remaining portion of the legislature's 2016 bond
appropriation for jail construction.
2

Sincerely,
Caroline Fenner
42 Croft Rd.
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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From: diana rivera <drivera921@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 1:21 PM
To: County Legislators <CoantyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public comment

Dutchess does not need a new prison, the money needs to go into programs within the community to prevent others
from entering the modern slave system that are prisons. So many schools are underfunded for recreational programs,
mental health care programs for the public need the funding, housing, addiction counseling, programs to help out of jail
people to get jobs and making the communitii:>s clean are all places the money should be going towards. Stop the
building of another prison. Thank you.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn on behalf of CountyLegislature
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:37 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Funding for County Jail
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From: Tracy Wright Mauer <twmauer@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:13 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Llaverias, Giancarlo <gllaverias@dutchessny.gov>;
Sagliano, Don <dsagliano@dutchessny.gov>; Polasek, Michael <mpolasek@dutchessny.gov>; Black, Hannah
<hblackdc4@gmail.com>; Keith, Thomas L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>; Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>;
Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>; Brend Ii, Craig <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>; Johnson, Randy
<rjohnson@dutchessny.gov>; Atkins, Barrington R.<bratkins@dutchessny.gov>; Kearney, Brennan
<bkearney@dutchessny.gov>; Metzger, John D.<metzger4dc@gmail.com>; Bolner, Donna <dbolner@dutchessny.gov>;
Paoloni, Lisa <lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov>; Cavaccini, Joseph <jcavaccini@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Frits
<fzernike@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A.<dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>; Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gov>;
Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>; Munn, Kristofer <kmunn@dutchessny.gov>; Caswell, Stephen
<scaswell@dutchessny.gov>; Garito, Faye <fgarito@dutchessny.gov>; Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>;
Surman, Alan <alansurman@optimum.net>; Houston, Deirdre <dhouston@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Funding for County Jail
1

Dear County Executive,
Thank you for your quick response, however you have not addressed my concerns.
I applaud the investment in the Stabilization Center and many of the other social and recreational programs the county
invests in - I am advocating the county invest more in those programs. You highlight that, "Over the past eight years,
over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community through [the Path to Promise]
program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and
more." That averages to a total of $87,500 a year for "critical" programs, only $65,625 for youth programs. How is that
an investment to highlight in a response to a $200,000,000 expenditure? We need to flip those priorities.
I understand that the county is mandated by the state to operate a jail, and it should be safe, however, you have not
made the case that our existing jail is unsafe, that the old building precludes the county from offering better
programming or transitional housing, or that it can't be updated for a smaller investment or the existing bond
amount. Your main argument seems to be cost savings - a savings of $4.1 million dollars a year would take close to 50
years to recoup, at which point, someone will say we need a new, modern jail, and the cycle of investing in the prison
system over social programs perpetuates.
I have lived in the City of Poughkeepsie for over 20 years, raised a family here - we have seen what dis-investment in
our community looks like - and it looks like a $200,000,000 jail. So, I respectfully disagree with you for the need to fund
a brand new jail and I ask again that our County leaders reconsider this expenditure and go back to the planning table to
hammer out a new way forward.
Sincerely,
Tracy Wright Mauer

On Wed, Jul 8, 2020 at 2:18 PM countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov> wrote:
Dear Tracy,

Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization
Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental
health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and
Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis
Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
2

Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce
development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to re purpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).

These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3
million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent
overa five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail,
including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing
a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work
has become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new
Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and- providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and_Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized costsavings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
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Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov

www.dutchessny.gov

From: Tracy Wright Mauer <twmauer@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 1:48 PM
To: Countylegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>; Llaverias, Giancarlo <gllaverias@dutchessny.gov>;
Sagliano, Don <dsagliano@dutchessny.gov>; Polasek, Michael <mpolasek@dutchessny.gov>; Black, Hannah
<hblackdc4@gmail.com>; Keith, Thomas L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>; Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>;
Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>; Brendli, Craig <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>; Johnson, Randy
<rjohnson@dutchessny.gov>; Atkins, Barrington R.<bratkins@dutchessny.gov>; Kearney, Brennan
<bkearney@dutchessny.gov>; Metzger, John D. <metzger4dc@gmail.com>; Bolner, Donna <dbolner@dutchessny.gov>;
Paoloni, Lisa <lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov>; Cavaccini, Joseph <jcavaccini@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Frits
<fzernike@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A. <dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>; Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gov>;
Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>; Munn, Kristofer <kmunn@dutchessny.gov>; Caswell, Stephen
<scaswell@dutchessny.gov>; Garito, Faye <fgarito@dutchessny.gov>; Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>;
Surman, Alan <alansurman@optimum.net>; Houston, Deirdre <dhouston@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec

<countyexect1vdutchessny.go\/>
Subject: Funding for County Jail
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I am vehemently opposed to the spending of hundreds of millions of our tax dollars towards the expansion of a county
jail that we do Rot need. Please do not allow funding for this project to go ahead as outlined.

Instead, I hope that the County Executive and Legislators will truly embody the ideas and growth that have been
expressed these past few painful and tumultuous weeks, and would choose to re-allocate this funding towards projects
that will support and uplift our community in more positive ways - such as investing in our parks, youth recreation, job
programs, health programs, and, specifically, invest some of it instead in the proposed community center where the old
YMCA sits abandoned.

What a community prioritizes through funding demonstrates what we as a community value. I hope you will show us
that we belong to a community that values the health, happiness, wellness, and success of our neighbors, and rejecting
the funding for the jail expansion is one step toward reflecting those values.

Thank you,

Tracy WrigAt Mauer
11 Meyer Ave.
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603

"When you have a child
So begins the braiding
And in that braid you stay."
-- Aldous Harding

"When you have a child
So begins the braiding
And in that braid you stay."
-- Aldous Harding
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From: Georgia Calvert <gcalvert@vassar.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:12 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Public Comment

To whom it may concern,
I am a student at Vassar college and I have recently been informed that Dutchess County is in the midst of allocating
$200 million to the funding of a new jail. This is absolutely heartbreaking news. I would never support such an obscene
amount of money to go towards the funding of a jail, but at time like now, during the present political and social
climate, not to mention the existence of a global pandemic that is hitting prisoners particularly hard, this move feels
like an especially hard blow to the people of Dutchess County. Why can't we allocate those funds towards public health
or education? Aren't those the things that make a community thrive? Not building more jails and searching the streets
for reasons to lock more people away. Not to mention, the prison system is essentially a loophole to perpetuate slavery
1

in a modern day setting. Is that what we, in Dutchess County want to be bringing to our community and our people? I
hope the answer is no, otherwise I fear for the safety and well-being of Dutchess County citizens.
I hope you reconsider what this action says and please put the people first. No more big money!
Georgia Calvert
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-----Original Message----From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:18 PM
To: Tim Buzinski <timb68@gmail.com>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
Dear Tim,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
1

prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 miilion has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operationaL savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the_planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save-money and-focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
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Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Tim Buzinski <timb68@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:15 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
3

Timothy Buzinski
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From: Carmela Ortiz <carmela.tz@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 2:54 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment re: Dutchess County Jail Project

To whom it may concern:
I am reaching out to demand that the Dutchess County Jail Project be immediately halted. Especially
in these times, I believe that my home state of NY should be actively looking for alternatives to prison,
jail, and police forces to remediate societal problems and threaten the rights of voting, employment,
health, and happiness to my fellow Americans.

1

Considering how expensive the project will be, I hope that you consider the financial toll that
Dutchess County residents are already experiencing due to the current pandemic and rate of
unemployment. Don't push an enormous debt onto your residents. Look for ways to help and not
harm or hurt them.
Sincerely,
Carmela Ortiz
NYC Educator & Westchester Resident
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From: Olivia Page <oliviapagevela@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:15 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny,gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny,gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Dear Members of the Dutchess County Legislature,
My name is Olivia Vela Page and l am a Chilean-American college student in Poughkeepsie. In the past year, I have
·grown to love it, from the city to the town to the neighboring communities and the beautiful nature that surrounds us. I
never expected to feel such a connection to the place where I was studying. However, knowing the reality of this
community means being familiar with the many hardships we face, and the particular difficulties that our large Black and
Brown communities confront every day.
1

Today, I urge you to rescind funding for the $200 million dollar new county jail project.
It is the most expensive capital project our county has-ever undertaken, at a time when we face the twin burdens of
a public health and economic crisis, and the long-overdue reckoning with systemic racial injustice. When this
project was proposed, there may have been certain justification, but today there is substantial evidence
demonstrating the obsolescence of moving forward with it. I am sure you are familiar with the numbers, but the
current jail has more than enough space for the 130 people housed there (particularly thanks to the recent bail
reform), and the massive debt this_project proposes will fall on taxpayers into the 2040s, despite free-falling
county revenue.
Last Sunday, July 5th, community members came together to discuss what OUR priorities are, and what we
would like to see happen with $200 million dollars. If you truly are working to serve your community, you will
listen to my peers' and my pleas to stop this unnecessary project. If you believe that we must address safety
in our communities, look to projects like MORE, that are more effective and cost between 78% and 97% less
than incarceration. Do not justify this with the promise of improving mental health and rehabilitation facilities for
incarcerated people. If this is truly something you care about changing, invest in programs and facilities not
associated with the prison industrial complex. Rather than responding to emergency calls with armed police,
focus on de-escalation and supporting individuals suffering of domestic violence, substance abuse, and mental
health issues. Now more than ever, our county needs to prioritize schools and education, that currently receive
less than half as much funding than the criminal legal system. It is time to fund youth programs instead of
incarcerating our youth. We need you to work towards affordable housing, pathways to professional
development, elevating Black and Brown communities, and boosting our local economy.
There are many ways to reimagine rehabilitation and accountability protocols, and to truly make our county
better and safer. We have voiced our difficulties, and proposed solutions time and again. As a county, we need
strong leaders that realign public policy with the priorities of our voters and taxpayers. You have the power to
make a real change and start investing in our community instead of locking us up. You hold a great deal of
power and I do not doubt that you must make difficult decisions every day, but this time, the answer is clear:
we do not need or want this project I speak for myself and many others when I demand you vote against any
proposal that-allocates money to build-the new "Justice and Transition Center."
Thank you.
Olivia Vela Page
152 College Av
Poughkeepsie, NY 12603
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From: Camila Herrera <camila1398@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:30 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Hello my name is Camila Herrera. I live in dutchess county and am furiated about the idea of a new County jail being
funded and creater. Further more that this idea is on the brink of becoming a reality. We need_change. I DO NOT
SUPPORT THIS AND AM IN FEAR THAT MY COUNTY IS ABOUT MODERN DAY SLAVERY. Please ... Do notfund this. We
need the money for people who are homeless and hungry. Highschools that need rrew books, computers, social workers
and tools to have beautiful futures. DO NOT FUND THIS NEW COUNTY JAIL. WE ARE AGAINST IT.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Caitlin McNamara <cemcnamara@gmail.com>

Sent:

Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:32 PM

To:

countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn

Subject:

Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would
be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined,
with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly
depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts
to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current
space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Caitlin McNamara
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-----Original Message----From: Margaret Ross <margaretross@mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:33 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: countylegislators@dutchess.gov
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: 1bis email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Are we in Dutchess County competing for the worst timed public expenditure in American history? This is
profoundly irresponsible spending and all citizens of Dutchess County will suffer from this unnecessary waste
of rapidly diminishing public funds. Legislators, please ask yourselves why you would commit this_profligate
misuse of our limited resource during this coming fiscal crisis.
Margaret Ross
Beacon
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From: Zoe Zahariadis <zzahariadis@vassar.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:34 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Hi,
I am writing to urge you all to RESCIND FUNDING for the construction of the new jail in Dutchess County.
There is NO need to spend millions of dollars building a jail. Right now, police reforms are actually happening,
and building a new jail just goes to show that Dutchess County does not care about its black and brown
community. This money, instead, should be allocated to community programs and helping fight COVID-19
and all of the complications that come with this global pandemic.
1

Thank you,
Zoe Zahariadis

she/her/hers
Vassar College c/o 2021
Political Science, French & Francophone studies double major
Women's Studies minor
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From: Joseph, Nick <njoseph@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:36 PM
To: Atkins, Barrington R.<bratkins@dutchessny.gov>; Black, Hannah <hblackdc4@gmail.com>; Bolner, Donna
<dbolner@dutchessny.gov>; Brendli, Craig <cbrendli@dutchessny.gov>; Caswell, Stephen <scaswell@dutchessny.gov>;
Cavaccini, Joseph <jcavaccini@dutchessny.gov>; Edwards, Rebecca <redutchess6@gmail.com>; Garito, Faye
<fgarito@dutchessny.gov>; Garito2, Faye <faydee@msn.com>; Hagstrom, Karen <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>; Hagstrom,
KaTen <khagstrom@dutchessny.gov>; Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>; Houston, Deirdre
<dhouston@dutchessny.gov>; Johnson, Randy <rjohnson@dutchessny.gov>; Johnson2, Randy
<rajohnson3S68@gmail.com>; Joseph, Nick <njoseph@dutchessny.gov>; Kearney, Brennan
<bkearney@dutchessny.gov>; Keith, Thomas L. <tkeith@dutchessny.gov>; Llaverias, Giancarlo
<gllaverias@dutchessny.gov>; McHoul, Douglas A.<dmchoul@dutchessny.gov>; Metzger, John-D.
<metzger4dc@gmail.com>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Munn, Kristofer <kmunn@dutchessny.gov>;
Page, Nick <npage@dutchessny.gm1>; Paoloni, Lisa <lpaoloni@dutchessny.gov>; Polasek, Michael
<mpolasek@dutchessny.gov>; Pulver, Gregg <gpulver@dutchessny.gov>; Sagliano, Don <dsagliano@dutchessny.gov>;
Surman, Alan <alansurman@optimum.net>; Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>; Wager, Leigh
1

<lwager@dutchessny.gov>; Zernike, Frits <fzernike@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
Lily Berman from the City of Poughkeepsie called the office to express her opposition to the Justice and Transition
Center project.

Nick Joseph
Assistant to the Chairman
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
(845) 486-2103
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-----Original Message----From: Margaret Ross <margaretross@mac.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:42 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Are we in Dutchess County competing for the worst timed public expenditure in American history? This is
profoundly irresponsible spending and all citizens of Dutchess County will suffer from this unnecessary waste
ofrapidly diminishing public funds. Legislators, please ask yourselves why you would commit this profligate
misuse of our limited resource during this coming fiscal crisis.
Margaret Ross
Beacon
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From: Judy Canham <jhc1221@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 3:53 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

In light of current national attention brought to criminal justice issues, and the reality of the dire County budget, I
believe it is the responsibility of the County Legislature to halt the jail expansion and critically examine alternatives to
the construction nf the proposed jail.
Focusing on human potential on the front end and working to reduce social inequity will likely result in more meaningful
return on investment.
Thank you
Judy Canham
1

Clinton Corners, NY
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-----Original Message----From: Allie Duvall <stripedlifestyle@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:07 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Hello
Me and my fellow Hudson Valley people would agree now during a global pandemic especially but during all
times our money should be put towards things that help and lift our community. Schools, youth programs, jobs,
mental health, all health in general. The happiness of our ALL of our youth and ALL of our community is most
important to have a flourishing community. Another jail would just perpetuate the vicious cycle that is already
harming the black and brown in our communities.
Thank you
1

Alex from Ulster County NY
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-----Original Message----From: Catherine King <caking@vassar.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:15 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear county legislators,
I am writing to express my concern over the $200 million jail that Dutchess County is .planning to build. There
are a number of reasons why I am concerned about the project and the ramifications it would have over years to
come. The rate of incarceration among black and brown people is already staggering. The proposed jail would
only reinforce the inequalities that plague our justice system, and would only-serve to place more of these
individuals in jail than are already in there. Many individuals are incarcerated for non-violent crimes for lengthy
sentences, using taxpayer money that could be used to support the community which would in tum keep people
1

out of jail in the first place. Keeping non-violent individuals in jail does nothing to protect the community.
Furthermore, the number of people in jail is decreasing, making one wonder what the purpose of this is jail
really is. In fact there were over 400 people being in the jail two years ago. Right now the population is at
around 130. While being touted as 'downsized' the new jail is being built for 328. What purpose does this
serve? Why build a jail that would house more people than are currently in there right now? What message does
this send to the community?
Furthermore, Dutchess County already has a serious issue with the school-to-prison pipeline, especially in the
Poughkeepsie community. The fact that so many schools are facing a grave lack of funding due to poor test
scores and that instead of working to support these schools Dutchess County is planning to implement a new jail
is simply egregious. Students, primarily of color, are not being supported and instead are slipping between the
cracks. There is a far better use for this money than this jail, including increased funding for youth
programming which basically has not changed since 2006 and increased funding for health/mental health
services, as those with mental health concerns are also incarcerated at a much higher rate. Increasing funding
for these services would provide more jobs and bring more individuals to this area, thereby stimulating the
economy. This is of the utmost importance during these trying times.
In addition, Dutchess country does not have the funds for this undertaking, and it would be irresponsible for
Dutchess county to use these funds for a jail. If completed, the expansion of the jail would be the most
expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken. In the next four years, the jail would cost more than
all other county capital spending combined, and bond repayment would extend into the 2040s. Furthemore, it
would issue around $132 million in debt from 2020-2040, almost triple what would be issued to highways and
bridges ($45.7mil), and over 22 times rail-trails ($5.75mil) and public transport ($5.6 mil)each. Paying back the
construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future.
I sincerely hope that the county legislators of Dutchess county reconsider the use of these funds for the jail.
Thank you,
Catherine King
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-----Original Message----From: Jhujhar Sama <jhujharsama@icloud.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 4:51 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders orunexpected emails.
Dear Duchess County,

My name is Jhujhar Sarna and am a student at Vassar College. I want to voice my opinion against the new
proposed jail. It is. the most expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken. In the next four years, the
jail would cost more than all other county capital spending combined, and bond repayment would extend into
the 2040s. It would issue around $132 million in debt from 2020-2040, almost triple what would be issued to
highways and bridges ($45.7mil), and over 22 times rail-trails ($5.75mil) and public transport ($5.6
mil)each.Despite free-falling county revenue, the jail would cost almost $200 million. Paying back the
1

construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future. While there
were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around 130.
Toe 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328. We do not need more cells please. Instead we
should-invest in social and welfare programs for our county. We need to invest in our education and youth. We
need to invest in our parks and recreation department. We need to invest to make our county more
environmentally sustainable and work towards a goal of becoming carbon neutral by 2025.
Thank you for your time and effort.

Best,
Jhujhar Sama
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :09 AM
Kate; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Katherine,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Connnunity Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain c0mmitted to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyonclthe surmner. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver m0re and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design ofthe new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Kate <kchorom@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 5:06 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's fmancial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19- pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform -laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jaif population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Katherine Thyberg
Sent from my iPhone
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-----Original Message----From: Celia Plimsoll <cplimsol@bates.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 5:24 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Celia and I am a resident of Dutchess county and I am writing to profess my great upset at the
possibility of building a new jail in Dutchess County. It is an incredible waste of money.
The money (200 million) could be used more beneficially to improve child care, public facilities, parks, and
town facilities such as libraries and other communal areas.
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It is the most expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken. In the next fonr years, the jail would cost
more than all other county capital spending combined, and bond repayment wonld extend into the 2040s.
It would issue around $132 million in debt from 2020-2040, almost triple what would be issued to highways
and bridges ($45.?mil), and over 22 times rail-trails ($5.75mil) and public transport ($5.6 mil)each.

Despite free-falling county revenue, the jail would cost almost $200 million. Paying back the construction bond
will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future.

While there were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to
around 130. The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328. We do not need more cells.

Thank you,
Celia
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-----Origiual Message----From: Clare Carty <clareecarty@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 5:31 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
uuknown senders or uuexpected emails.
Dutchess county does not need a new jail!! 200 millions dollars from the jail could be used improve education,
housing, homelessness, and poverty- instead of punishing people who deserve rehabilitation and care. Prisons
do not keep us safe, -and instead allow us to hide people out of view and say you as the government are doing
something, when you aren't, you aren't addressing the problems that cause crime and violence. Prisons punish
people and continue to punish people throughout the rest of their lives, taking about their right to vote, job
opportunities and lives. Instead of causing harm, this 200 million could go to improving the lives of so many
people.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Daniel Watkins < danie1watkins312@gmail.com >
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 5:34 PM
County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear legislators,

It is actually ridiculous that I need to send this message, due to the fact that 200,000,000 dollars for a new jail is
an outrageously egregious idea. The fact that this even needs to be said to you is insanity. There are
200,000,000 better ways to spend that amount of money on the community that would be more affective or
helpful for our community, and the fact that in the middle of a movement such as this, an email even needs to be
sent to spell this out to you is preposterous. This is money that can go to improving education, improving social
services, youth programs, and focusing more on ways to stop violence in the community other than just jailing
people that clearly need help instead of thinking of them as broken and tossing them in a jail. I hope that all
members voting can get some sense and vote no for this jail.
Signed, a concerned citizen,
Daniel Watkins
Hopewell Junction
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From: gregg kastanis <greggleahk@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 5:42 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: thepoughkeepsiejournal@gannett.com; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: New Jail Construction

When reading about the proposed Jail construction project over the last few years dutchess gov. said our jails
were overcrowded and that we spent too much money housing our inmates at out of county jails. Gov. officials said the
savings from incounty housing would offset the cost of the jail. Is this still the case? I have seen some data recently that
suggest this is not the case. With bail reform and the dedining jail population does the county really need this expense.
If i am correct I believe Gov. Cuomo has shut Jails in this area
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"Locally, there are seven state prisons in what's known as the Sullivan Hub: Sullivan and
Woodboun1e correctional facilities in Sullivan County; Ulster and Eastern correctional
facilities in Napanoch, and Shawangunk and Wallkill correctional facilities in Ulster
County; and Otisville Correctional in Orange County."
Doesn't it make sense to use these as regional jails rather than take on this large new
expense at a time when we state and county budgets are strained and we are asking people
to retire early. I have sent this email to the Pok. Journal as maybe they can investigate and
provide the people of Dutchess County with new, clear, economic data on the building of
this Jail.
Regards, Gregg Kastanis
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :08 AM
Johannes Harkins; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Johannes,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a-Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated-to critical-programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding-goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system.-However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending_in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
1

implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or-mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Johannes Harkins <johannes.harkins@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:03 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <Countylegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would
be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined,
with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly
depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, tne county will need to borrow-later this yea, to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts
to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities-. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current
space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
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Respectfully submitted,
Johannes Harkins, Beacon, NY
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No New Dutchess County Jail.pd/
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From: Newburgh LGBTQ Center <thenewburghcenter@gmail.com>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:08 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: No new jails

Hello,
Weihe cummunity members of Dutchess County along with Hudson Valley Black Lives Matter
Chapter, the Newburgh LGBTQ Center, End the New Jim Crow Action Network (ENJAN), and
Community Voices Heard demand that the Dutchess County Legislature rescind the remaining
portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction ("Justice and Transition
Center"). To demonstrate the urgency of our request, we collected the following data and community
member input.
Please find our findings attached to this email.
1

Thank you for your time and consideration please feel free to contact out to us for any questions
regarding this matter.

"No Pride for some of us without Liberation for All of Us!" - Marsha P. Johnson
Follow us:
Facebook
lnstagram
Check us out at: https://www.newburgh-center.org/
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From: Jenny Ghetti <jennyeghetti@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:09 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

My name is Jenny Ghetti and I have been a resident of Dutchess County for over 1Q years. I am appalled that our county
legislators are considering spending $200 million on the construction of a new jail in Dutchess County. I understand the
desire to improve the current facility, but it is incredibly clear that expanding the scope and wealth of the carceral
system is not the correct move forward--instead, we should be investing more money into our schools, community
programming, and social services. We should be focusing on releasing incarcerated individuals, and addressing the root
problems of underserved communities and over-policing. I am proud to live in the Hudson Valley--let us participate and
lead in the national conversation! No new jails!
1

Additionally, the debt incurred from rescinding the bonds in order to fund this jail could be cataclysmic for our
community. It is unconscionoble to plunge Dutchess County into unbelievable debt, only to uphold and expand our
current inhumane form of incarceration. Consider this: Deputy County Executive William O'Neil suggests that the new
jail could save $4 million a year--is such a small return on investment (a 30-40 year prospect) worth it? Should we
instead think about alternatives to jailing? What-could we use that $200 million for, that would have a better long-term
impact?
Why don't we invest in better facilities for the unhoused community in Dutchess County? Why don't we invest in youth
programs, affordable housing programs, community centers, rehabilitation centers--why do we have a need for so many
jail cells in Dutchess County? I urge·you to consider the national response to the problem of policing--we don't want any
more money being spent on police, and we don't want any more money being spent on jails. It's time to think differently
and take action to change the communities where we live.
Thank you,
Jenny Ghetti
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From: Jane Korn <korn@bard.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:09 PM

To: countylegislators@dutchessny.com
Cc: Kearney, Brennan <bkearney@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

---

Dear County Legislators,
I write to support the resolution to rescind the remaining portion of the 2017 bond appropriation for the
construction of a new County Jail. A projected 500-bed jail was always wrong for Dutchess County, with its
slightly less than 300,000 residents. Although the current jail was overcrowded at the time the project was
approved, the right solution all along was to reduce the size of the inmate population, not to build a bigger jail.
Now that reduction has taken place: from 400 inmates a few years back to 130 now.
1

I am grateful t0 the New York State Legislature and to Dutchess County for reforms that have shrunk the
number of incarcerated persons in our jail. I am encouraged that the temporary jail housing, the "pods," are now
empty of inmates and have been used instead to house-the homeless. In what has been a truly terrible year, so
far, for our state and our nation, these new directions in criminal justice and care for the homeless are
heartening. It remains to cancel the borrowing for the original jail project, now that the existing jail is no longer
overcrowded.
I also support the search for alternatives to the construction of a new jail and urge that membership on the
commission proposed to conduct this search include current or recent inmates of the Dutchess County Jail.

Thank you,

Jane Korn
Rhinebeck, NY
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From: Adam Benamram <abenamram@vassar.edu>

Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:11 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: No More Jails

-

To whom it may concern,
We do not need another jail in Duchess County. I have nothing to add other than my voice. You have heard the
arguments, the pain you will-cause if you move forward with this project. You know exactly what you are doing.
Understand your power and reconsider.
Sincerely,
Adam Benamram
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From: Stephanie Sandler <StephanieLSandler@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 6:12 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Support the resolution to rescind the remainder of the jail bond in Dutchess County

Dear Legislator McHoul:
I am writing in support of the resolution to rescind the remainder of the jail bond for Dutchess county. Here are my
reasons:

Here's why it is important that the jail bond be rescinded:
1) the bond is for a building only, not for programming, services, alternatives to incarceration
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :08 AM
Barbara Margolis; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Barbara,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention- all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and.services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, re.suiting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in armualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Barbara Margolis <bemargolis@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 7:43 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I have listened to County Executive Molinaro's presentations to voters in our district over these last few
months. I have been impressed with his ability to evaluate difficult situations and to make efforts to resolve
issues we are confronting together as a result ofCovid-19. Consequently, lam SURE that you and our
Dutchess County Legislators will seriously look for an intelligent ·and responsible solution to this problem.
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its .plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
2

arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as weir as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Barbara Margolis
Red Hook, NY 12571
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :07 AM
clverdi; County legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Cassandra,

Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth-services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical·programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from.efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capitalcosts are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowrng us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training {CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives tQincarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: clverdi <clverdi@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:34 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
2

charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of_part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Cassandra Verdichizzi
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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-----Original Message----From: Emily Jane Orr <scallywagon@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 8:45 PM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I'm writing in support ofrescinding funding for the construction of the new jail in Dutchess county. The
Dutchess Democrats Statement emphasises that the population in the Dutchess county jail has dropped and has
currently around 130 individuals. In terms of Dutchess county's funding, the portion of the annual county
budget allocated to the sheriffs department and the jail has increased in the last 20 years while health/mental
health and youth program spending continues to drop. Funds to the sheriff's department and jail should.be
reallocated towards programs that provide support and safety for Dutchess county communities. The criminal
justice system in Dutchess county must be recognized as part of the oppressive system in the US that targets and
1

harms the lives of People of Color. Expanding that system in our county by adding a new jail will contribute to
the systemic racism that continues to harm People of Color. With that and the strenuous effects of this cunent
pandemic, Dutchess county needs to prioritize reallocating that $200,000,000 towards programs for the
safety/protection for all, such as public housing, healthcare, public education, immigration programs and
support, mental health services and much more. I oppose the new Dutchess county jail project.
Best,
Emily J. On
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From: Melissa Hoffmann <mhoffmann@vassar.edu>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:20 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

160 Students and Alumni·from Vassar have signed on to the following statement in support of the legislation
proposed by the Dutchess County Democrats to rescind funding for the construction of the new jail.
We demand that the Dutchess County government rescind fi.mding for the construction of the new jail. Building
a new jail will inevitably lock more people up unnecessarily and occupy much-needed funds. It will further
systemic oppression, racism, and police violence in Dutchess County, contradicting national and local calls to
shift legislative funding and priorities towards c0111111unity needs. The plans to construct a $200 million jail does
not have c0111111unity support or meet co111111unity needs.
1

Our so-called "criminal justice system" does not address the systemic underlying causes of why people arc in
jail; creating new jails blatantly ignores the fact that policing and jails do not make communities safer. Vassar is
a community that manages conflict by recognizing the humanity in people first. \Ve engage with practices that
seek to minimize individual punislm1ent for certain actions, conflicts, or violations, to help hann-doers come to
an understanding of how their actions impact others. We give people a chance to seek justice and repair that
harm. Practices like restorative justice and, more powerfully,Jrnnsformarive justic:.E.: - where the hann-doer
engages in personal and community transfom1ation to make a change - address the source of the issues and are
far more effective at providing safety than a jail ever will be. As cunent students and alunmi, we stand in
solidarity with Dutchess County community members that also deserve to have their humanity recognized.
Melissa Hoffmann '21
Olivia Vela Page '23
Cassie Cauwels '22
Christopher Unruh '23
Alex van Biema '22
Lucy Brown '22
Jack Oliver '22
Samirah Aziz '21
Amelia Boyd '22
Elisabeth Peterson '22
Nathan Johnson '23
Jesse Jenkins '21
Caroline Hartman '20
Karrako Kawabe '22
Benji Mathot '22
Lisa Smart '22
Mara Russell '22
Rafaelia Spielberg '23
Sarah Kopp '22
Laurine Kim '24
Andrea Everett, '20
Olivia Fiol '20
Jake Mier '22
Hanlin Wang '24
Jacob Ettkin '21
Hikari Tanaka '21
Kayla Kem '22
Julie Morel ' 19
Mathilda Kloepping '23
N arendra Martin '20
Doug Cobb '23
Sarah Mamlet '20
Kaiya John '23
Joshua Multer '14
Annie Wang '21
Mohtad Allawala '23
Rena Lee '20
Brynn Lautenbacher '21
Lucy Sinclair, '21
Xavier Guenero '23
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Eliana Blam '22
Alejandra Robins '24
Will Clendenning '23
Tasha Hescock '21
0 livia Keane '20
Itamar Ben-Porath '21
Zoe Zahariadis '21
Phoebe Lippe '21
Kaity Martin '24
Tess Dembach, '12
Ethan Shanley '12
Lindsay Irwin '21
Rachael Kraft '21
Sydney Amspacher '21
Parvaneh Jefferson '21
Kara Jensen '22
Kathryn Antonatos '22
Lena Stevens '21
Brian Cuautle Garcia '22
Jana Chiu '17
Ellery Cordes '23
Manavi Jaluka '22
Stephanie Ingraldi '22
Ella Xiao '21
Julia Wieczorek '17
Nina Ajemian '23
Juliet Godwin '22
Mira Michels-Gualtieri '21
Magdalena Schneiderman '2f
Amy Miller '20
Celeste Weidemann '23
Gaia Blessing '23
Ilia Ma:hns '23
Mackenzie Cook '13
Zoe Turner-Debs '21
Sara Azcona-Miller '23
Juliana Rivera Sprague '21
Estella Zacharia '23
Sabrina Castillo 't8
Beatrix Jones '20
Milo Mitchell '21
Sumiko Neary '20
Jennie To '19
Abigail Whittington '23
Nell Compton '20
Alexandra Hatch '20
Sarah Garijo-Garde '20
Olivia Gotsch '23
Abigail Davis '21
Jacob Hunter '21
Rachel Fisher '19
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Belle Shea '16
Jason Sill 'I 6
Laura Tylinska '23
Rui Cheng '21
Molly Manafo '21
Niharika Shukla '20
Emily Orr '22
Sevine Clarey '20
Spencer D McGrath '21
Alex Gros '14
Miranda Alquist '14
Michael Kiel '14
Jenna Konstantine '13
Margaret Matthews '20
Lily Feinberg-Eddy '21
Paige Anschutz '21
Michaela Gayer '19
Matthew Choe '14
Daniel Shaw '14
Nina Zacharia '20
Eleanor Ling '14
Finley Bomer-Lawson '14
Miles Schulman '23
Tammy Wang '21
Vanessa Vazquez '21
Clarissa Longoria '23
Nicholas Henckel '23
Matthew Brill-Carlat '19
Elsa Erling '21
Tamika Whitenack '21
Devlinbleu Chambers '22
Zoe Cambi '21
Lucy Brewster '22
Evan Paris '21
Adam Buchmueller '22
Emmeline Vickers Batzdorf '23
Alouette Batteau '23
Mira Genkovska '23
Sophie Kaplan-Bucciarelli '20
Alexandra Blaine '20
Brett Rabine '21
Majella Sheehan '22
Valerie Espinal Abreu '23
Bryson Carter '23
Lee Ann Bae! '21
Sophia Corwin '23
Elijah Appelson '23
Eva Gomez '21
Austin Tabouchirani '23
Ava Waters '23
Lilly Tipton '22
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Eden O'Connell '23
Dana McRae '22
Clara Layzer '20
Jonah Frere-Holmes '22
Sophie McGrath '22
Bella Wedes '22
Lauren Thompson '23
Hannah Thompson '23
Sophie Wanzer '23
Martin Burstein '23
Robin Bleicher '23
Eleanor Levinson-Muth '23
Ceci Villasenor '22
Sophie Novak '21
Allegra DeNooyer '20
Amelia Cabrera '21
Ada King '23
Kathleen Nevius '23

Melissa Hoffmann
Vassar College '21
Environmental Studies
.E: mhoffmann@vassar.edu
P: 201-561-24-42
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Tyler Ben-Amotz <tbenamotz@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:41 PM
Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on finks from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
I do not believe our money should be spent for Dutchess County to build a new jail. I would like to see that
money spent on education, community mental health organizations and initiatives, and local business incentives
for small businesses, especially green/environmental incentives. Our money should be spent helping people do
the right thing.
Thank you
TylerB
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :07 AM
lauren adelman; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Dollar Jail Now!

Dear Lauren,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people_
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
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a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www. dutchessny .gov

From: lauren adelman <laurenadelman@hotmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:42 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Dollar Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal
aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to
essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these
services, as well as on much-needed lOuth programs.
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Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for
addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into
homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.

FoF these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation
of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Lauren Adelman
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Hussing, laura
Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:48 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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From: Truitt, Will <wtruitt@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:35 AM
To: Aidan Mccready <aidanm187@gmail.com>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Re: Public Comment

You live in New York City?
Sorry, I will be standing on the side of the 95% of Dutchess County residents who care deeply about our public
safety and support our local law enforcement.
Best Regards,
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William G. Truitt
District 7, Dutchess County Legislator
Towns of Hyde Park & Poughkeepsie
wtruitt@dutchessnv.gov

From: Aidan Mccready <aidanm187@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 9:45 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from unknown senders
or unexpected emails.
My name is Aidan Mccready and I live in Mew York City. I'm writing to ask that you do not invest $200 million in a new
jail. The jail system in this country is a racist system that we should work to dismantle. $200 million could be used to
fund education, housing, healthcare and a multitude of other enriching, helpful and productive programs. These
programs will help keep everyone safe and happy. WE DO NOT NEED MORE PRISONS!!
Thank you,
Aidan
Sentfrom my iPhoRe
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Hussing, Laura
Kathryn Scott <kscott@kathrynscott.com>
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:24 PM
-county Legislators
Morris, CaFOlyn
Dutchess County jail opinion

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Thank you for sending me the Dutchess Voice newsletter. It contained important local information I had no awareness
of, so your articles really opened my eyes. For that reason, I didn't want to miss your deadline to express my opinion.
The jail issue is frightening for all the reasons described in the article. It represents poor fiscal judgement for a
dubious need at an uncertain time. I would much rather see taxpayers money spent on public transit, improving the
condition of the railway system, and maintaining roads than increasing prison capacity. Things intended to improve the
entire community's daily life are more productive projects.
Building a new jail is a huge financial burden considering Dutchess County struggles to maintain the current day to day
expenses. This is especially true while we are still wondering what economic condition COVID will leave us in.
My vote is no new jail. I like the two resolutions proposed for consideration. They seem logical and manageable.
The annual budget allocated this year to operate the jail is shocking_! I can't imagine how we got there, but believe it
needs to be reevaluated and reduced.
I hope this is helpful. Thanks for listening.
Kindest regards,
Kathryn Scott

KATHRYN SCOTT
DESIGN

STUDIO

165 Willow Glen Road
Milan, NY 12571
Tel: 718-935-0425
Cell: 917 834 6082
Email: kscott@kathrynscott.com
Website: www .kathrynscott.com

~ Please consider the environment before printing this e~mail
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9-, 2020 11 :06 AM
Dane Farley; Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
RE: A new jail is a gross misuse of f-unding

Dear Dane,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs-anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs-we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the abilityto repurpose designated.areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
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a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Dane Farley <danef4244@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:45 PM

To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislator.s
<CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: A new jail is a gross misuse of funding

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2.040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More peorile charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Dane Farley
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Nicole Wooten <nlwooten@gmail.com>
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 10:50 PM
County Legislators; CountyLegislature
Public Comment

To the County Legislature:
I am a resident of Dutchess County in Beacon, NY. I oppose the Dutchess County New Jail Project. It is an unnecessary
use of increasingly-scarce funds that would be better invested in the community. I urge the legislature to cancel the
project and instead focus on augmenting community services in areas such as public education, mental health, physical
health, affordable housing, and environmental protection.
Thank you.
Regards,
Nicole Wooten
Nicole Wooten
828.302.9746
nlwooten@gmail.com

she/her
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Maria M <m1m1617@hotmail.com>
Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11 :41 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

-

Hi, my name is Maria, I'm a resident of Poughkeepsie, and I'm writing to you today in opposition to a new jail in
Dutchess County. We do not have the money for this and we do not need a new jail in Dutchess County! A new jail is the
last thing we need right now, especially during a global pandemic as our county's funds are being depleted due to COVID
and during a time of civil unrest as protestors work to hold police accountable for anti-Black, racist violence. The current
prison population is 130, and when considering the impact of NY bail reform laws on jail population it is clear that we do
not and will not need 328 new cells. Prisons do not keep us safe, and building a new jail will instead incentivize police to
arrest more people in Dutchess County, which will lead to the targeting of Black and Brown folks in our community while
not addressing the root causes of criminalized behaviors such as poverty, unemployment, and a lack of resources in our
community. This jail would be the most expensive capital project the county has ever undertaken, and taxpayers would
be paying back the construction bond for years. $200 million could instead go a long way to uplift our community if we
put that money into our schools, health care systems, community health/mental health, addiction treatment, solutions
to homelessness, or youth programs, instead of putting the county massively in debt for a jail we do not need. Stand
with me against building a new jail in Dutchess County. Thank you.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :06 AM
Sean Twohig; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Sean,
Tbank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
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a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Sean Twohig <sean.a.twohig@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, July 8, 2020 11:45 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
My name is Sean Twohig, and I live in Beacon. I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call
for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has
ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into
the 2040s. Post-Covid-19, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless
direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to
essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money
from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic,
and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on
these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New
York's bail and discovery reform laws have dFamatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population
(around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people_charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to communitybased treatment for addiction.and mental-health diagnose,. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail
cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for
consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction*
recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the pro~osed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
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Sean Twohig

J

Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Soren Beck <sbeck@ithaca:edu>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:25 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders orunexpected emails.
Hello everyone,
My name is Soren Beck and I grew up in Dutchess County. I am now a tax-paying resident of the county and I
am beyond upset to hear about the potential plans to construct a new jail. The expense is monumental and will
fall on the backs of your citizens for no true gain. This is money we do not have especially in a time of such
uncertainty with the COVID-19 pandemic still on the rise. Investing in our children and our resident's health
and well being is more important than wasting money in punitive measures that do not work. The vast majority
of people locked up in our county pose no real threat to their community and more likely need help with mental
health or drug concerns. Funding youth programs, mental health facilities, rehabilitation centers, and other
social programming will have a much greater pay off for all of our residents. In addition, the funding seems
doubly illogical when you look at how the number of people that are housed in the current jail has shrunk
immensely in the past few years. I implore you to listen to the people who you represent because we are not at
all pleased by this unnecessary and in many ways backwards expense. Do not vote to move forward on this
project. Do not place your name on a failure of this size and consequence.
Thank you,
Soren Beck
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:

To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bryana Shevlin <bryshev@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:00 AM
County LegislatoFS
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dear Legislators,
I am sending this e-mail to urge you to not build a new jail in Dutchess County. This
project will keep the county in debt for years - debt that taxpayers will be paying for at
least the next 20 years. Why not spend the money on non-carceral programs that are
more effective at preventing folks from being put into prison, such as education, health
care, or social services? These are not only less costly, but more effective at decreasing
acts of harm within a community.
I ask that you invest in your community, rather than creating a space which will only
incentivize more arrests and ultimately cause more harm.
Thank you for your time and consideration.
With gratitude,
Bryana Shevlin
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Lisa Bauer <lisambauer@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:13 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible
time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose
deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the
rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the
resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July: * rescind the remaining portion of the
legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction* recommend a commission to research alternatives to
construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or
other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Lisa Bauer
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :05 AM
Catherine Cole; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Catherine,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, wn-ich identifies the critical- components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and-success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We-have also_supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally-ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretriaI diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced- by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Catherine Cole <catherinecolel@me.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:23 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Nowl
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
pait of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Catherine Cole
Beacon, NY

Sent from my iPhone

3

Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :OS AM
Cbnhr; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Mr. Cole,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs- anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Cbnhr <cbnhr@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:25 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the cunent budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diaguoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the cunent space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Gregory Cole
18 Teller Ave.
Beacon, NY 12508

Sent-frommy iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rebecca Arndt <arndt_rebecca@yahoo.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:59 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
We don't need a jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
nnknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Rebecca Arndt
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sean Dague <sean@dague.net>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 7:04 AM
County Legislators
County Jail Funding

During this Pandemic, in post bail reform world, it seems very unwise to move forward with a $200M county jail project.
Especially when the county is also looking at potential layoffs of large numbers of staff due to the financial short fall
during the pandemic.
County priorities during this pandemic-should be focused on the kinds of infrastructure and support we'll need to get the
county moving forward again during and after this pandemic. Including open space management, support for schools,
and essential workers throughout the county.
-Sean

Sean Dague
http://dague.net
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :04 AM
karen twohig; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Karen,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Cent-er,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and .expanding youth
employment programs beyond tF1e summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environmenti:hat is-more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divertJower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, .but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of-your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro

Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: karen twohig <karenecsw@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 8:01 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
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diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail; including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Karen Twohig, Beacon

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE smartphone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :03 AM
Lori Merhige; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Lori,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potiential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
lhese· benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearl\l $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in.other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jall, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training {CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the-new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated·
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www .dutchessny.gov

From: Lori Merhige <lorimerhige@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 8:03 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new
jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other
county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial
situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to
borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst
possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also
on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth
programs. Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400).
More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mentalhealth diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand
alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we
support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July: * rescind the remaining portion
of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction* recommend a commission to research alternatives to
construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or
other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
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Lori Merhige
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:13 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment

upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

-----Original Message----From: Sara Gurevich <sarabeth.gs@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 8:33 AM
To: County Legislatms <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear legislators:
Please vote no on the jail project. Apart from being an absurdly expensive capital project in the midst of
economic crisis, we do not need another jail in the Hudson valley or in Dutchess county.
This is money that could be used towards programming that actual builds and protects the communities you
serve - particularly the marginallzed communities who are often disproportionately targeted by carceral projects
1

like jails and policing. Non-carceral programs have been proven to be more effective at reducing hann and
promoting safety in communities, and cost just 13% of what it costs to build jails/prisons.
As someone who has worked in addiction, mental health, and alternative-To-incarceration programs, ive seen
too clearly how the carceral system in the US is designed to be a revolving door for poor, Black, and brown
folks. It is not restorative, it is not rehabilitive, and it does not keep our communities safe or thriving. It does the
opposite. All the while making profits for the big companies who run them, and stripping tax funding for
programs that could help our communities.
Voting for this new jail would demonstrate a complete disregard for the lives of the constituents you are
supposed to serve. We are in a-budget crisis. I urge you to consider how this money could be better spent to
support actual life-Saving and life-affirming initiatives in education, social programs, mental health, and
community development. Do better. Vote NO.
Sara Gurevich, LMSW
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:12 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: NO on the County Jail
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From: caro1ynb212@aol.com <caro1ynb212@aol.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 8:42 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: NO on the County Jail

To the-County Legislators,

I am a Dutchess County resident, and I urge you to not vote for the county jail project. My father, a lawyer and lifelong
Republican, taught me that jails that are built solely to punish serve no.good to the community other than to drain it of
resources. What I want, and what so many of my neighbors want, is a community that lifts up and supports its citizens, not
houses them indefinitely in facilities at great expense to taxpayers. Let our county spend money on the foilowing things
that will make us a place that's worth calling home:
- Community Health
- Fair elections
- Infrastructure
1

-

Parks & Recreation
Schools
Public Transit
Youth Services

Let us focus our energy on making these and other departments dedicated to public service and public works to be fully
funded and "think differently" about the good $200 million could do elsewhere.
signed,
Carolyn Bennett Glauda
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:12 AM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment
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Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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-----Original Message----From: Matt Casey <mattcasey06@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 8:43 AM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Hello,
I am writing because I believe it's critical to STOP funding o!l- the $200 million dollar jail planned for this
September. You must stop investing in the prison system - mass incarceration in this country is deeply
problematic and racist. The system is unjust and ineffective. Dutchess County should not spend millions on
supporting a racist, unjust system that does not work.. It does not actually reduce or prevent crime.
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For this particular prison, taxpayers would pay almost $10 million per year for the forseeable future to pay back
the construction bond. For a jail that is meant to house a population of only 130 people. Instead of spending
$200 million on a new building, I urge those in charge to look into releasing non-violent offenders to reduce the
prison population further. Then propose a fraction of that budget to be used to improve living conditions and
quality of life for the remaiuing inmates.
Our county's largest expenses should be focused on on investing in education and in social services for residents
- especially to support those most vulnerable from the pandemic. Do not spend $200 million on this prison. You
should also reduce the enormous sheriff department and jail budget of $54. 7 million in 202-0. Instead, increase
funding for health and mental health services and youth programs.
Thank you,
Matt Casey
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :03 AM
Emily; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Emily,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Df'partment of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Pa1iner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better prograniming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Emily Joslin-Roher
Beacon, NY
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From: Donna Mikkelsen <mikkelsendonna@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:16 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: Public comment

As a resident I am absolutely outraged that Dutchess County would even consider funding another prison!
At a time when our community is suffering with unemployment, job loss, food insecurity and homelessness, this should
be a no-brainer.
Do not fund-this prison!
https ://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=0q H9nqr6OGg&t=10s

lnstagram: @donnamikkelsen.art
ambiarts.net
https ://www.youtube.com/watch ?v=vKSW8qrfq50&feature-youtu. be
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :02 AM
Elaine Ciaccio; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Ms. Ciaccio,

Thank you for your email. Addressiug the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providiug a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services iucluding our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly iuto the community to aid
iudividuals in crisis.
The County partuers with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the_ likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expandiug youth employment programs-beyond the sununer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the fundiug goes to youth
programs - anti-bullyiug, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have iuvested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are iucarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providiug c0st saviugs;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programmiug, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating_population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in1mnual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-saviugs primarily come iu the form of the reductions to required staff and increases iu the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resultiug from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an iuvestrnent in future annualized operational savings allowiug us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
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investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period thrnugh initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Elaine Ciaccio <mariecia@aol.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:18 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extenEling into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New Y ark's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Elaine Ciaccio
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Cristopher Elie < cristopherelie@gmail.com >
Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:44 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn; Caswell, Stephen
Public Comment

Hello - I'm a lifelong resident of District 21 and Dutchess BOE poll worker. This is my first time writing in to comment on
local legislation, which should go to show you how important it is to me that this jail plan is scrapped entirely.
There are many, many reasons that this construction is a bad idea, but one that should appeal to both Democrats and
Republicans is what a colossal waste of money it is. Anyone who calls themselves a fiscal conservative should instead be
calling themselves a hypocrite if they vote to allow this pointless, debt-incurring, budget-bloating, waste of taxpayer
money to continue. The fact that something so unnecessary is being built when our current jail is only at half capacity is
insanity and vanity, and I suspect is only possible due to conniving contractors who know that they can charge suckers
for just about anything as long as they put the right label on it. If this jail gets approved those suckers will be Dutchess
County legislators and Dutchess County taxpayers.
Even more offensive to me personally is the simple fact of what this jail represents. In a moment when we should be
saving our money to help with the pandemic, we build the most expensive capital project in our county's history? In a
time of questioning pointlessly bloated law enforcement budgets we build a pointless jail? And most importantly in a
time where the country is having a serious reckoning with the systemic racism inherent in the criminal justice system,
we prepare to jail more Black men for crimes that would get a white man a slap on the wrist?
All of this is UNACCEPTABLE. Stop this jail now or I'll do my best to get anyone who voted for it out of office as soon as
possible.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :01 AM
John Twohig; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Mr. Twohig,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
,earn, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youfh
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services-in our mmmunity
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money .and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail., including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these facrors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of·housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.
Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: John Twohig <twigman52@hotmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:48 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
2

to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction

* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
John P Twohig
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
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From: Leo Blackman <leo@leoblackman.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:50 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: public comment - a new jail

Dear Legislators,
I've read that County representatives will vote today on whether to build a new county jail. I'm deeply opposed to this
expense, for these reasons:

1.
The County Executive has long billed himself a fiscal conservative. Spending 130 million taxpayer dollars on a
new jail isn't conservative!
1

2.
The new structure is proposed to hold 2x as many inmates as the current one. Yet w/bail reform, all signs point
to decreasing numbers.
3.
If the existing prison is awful, how much is physical, and how much is due to lack of rehabilitative programing?
What repairs are needed?
4.
This is an enormous expense to borrow, including annual debt service. With Covid harming the economy, this
hardly a necessary expense.
5.
My town (Amenia), has been trying to construct a wastewater system for 50 years. One year's interest on the
jail loan would fund it fully.
6.
I phoned yesterday about grants, and found DC Innovation Program is cancelled for this year. Those funds are
really critical for our towns.
7.
This is a truly terrible idea that seems only to benefit the builder, as opposed to the taxpaying residents of
Dutchess County. Reconsider!

It is not too late to spend on real county priorities. This should be very low on the list, not the biggest & most urgent of
our infrastructure needs!
Thank you, Leo

LEO BLACKMAN
i
74 Old Route 22 Wassaic, NY 12592
leo@leoblackman.com. c.917 .8433201
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Julie Winterbottom <julie.winterbottom6@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:01 AM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public Comment

I am a Dutchess County taxpayer and I strongly urge the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most
expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and
unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is indisputably not there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July and would like you to do the
same:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current
space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Sincerely,
Julie Winterbottom
Beacon, NY
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-Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:59 AM
Dara Silverman; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dara,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years; over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conaucive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to.save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and -composition of the population-served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
1

implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Trarning (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (AT!s). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimens1ons-of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while a1so providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro

Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Dara Silverman <dara@powerlabs.io>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:08 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gm1>.; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new
jail. I came to the meeting when this first came up years ago and wasn't too raise my voice to object again today.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
2

diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic.caucus has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the
remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction* recommend a commission to
research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing
with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Dara Silverman
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-----Original Message----From: Kathleen Quinn <kathleensquinn@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:28 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Good evening,
As a woman raised in Dutchess County, I feel very strongly that a new jail is absolutely not a responsible or
sensible way to spend $200 million taxpayer dollars. That money could be better spent funding education,
public transportation, infrastructure, healthcare and indispensable community resources like mental health
services.

I

Our prison system does not address the root causes ofuurest inside of our communities. It does nothing to
improve the lives of incarcerated individuals or their families who, statistically speaking, are disproportionately
black and brown people. It is one facet of a systematically racist system that destroys futures and rips
communities apart.
Crime does not happen by accident. By pointing money away from police and prisons and funneling it into
other, more productive and deserving community programs, it has been proven in cities like Camden, New
Jersey that crime rates plummet. We do not need to continue to ignore systemic injustice and mistreatmentand
build more cages.
The illusion of safety by way of prisons is just that. It is a fallacy that bigger jails create better or safer
communities. And I invite you to ask yourself- who are you trying to keep safe, exactly?
Based on decreased crime rates and the declining average number of inmates held in our current jail, we
absolutely do not need to create more cells- just the opposite. This money could be better used to serve our
communities with positive and necessary support systems that have been proven to offer better futures and
lower crime rates. Thank you.
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From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Jeanne Devine <jeanneadevine@gmail.com>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
Dear Jeanne,

Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
1

The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our5tabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize-the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative-programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your -interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
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From: Jeanne Devine <ieanneadevine@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:42 AM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This-is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses.-Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and re imagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with otRer counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Jeanne DeV-ine
5 Robinson St
Fishkill NY 12524
845-896-0422
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From: Irene S Di Maio <idimaio@lsu.edu>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:46 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: pub.lie comment

"History punishes those who come too late." Do the county executive and the legislature want an
incarceration project--obsolete before the first shovel breaks ground--to be their legacy?
Desperately needed social services should not be funneled through a jail. Use our scarce resources to help the
community. The citizens of Dutchess County deserve true justice and social transformation.
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Irene S. Di Maio
Staatsburg, New York
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-----Original Message----From: Abbie Cobb <acobb743@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:49 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
To Whom it May Concern,
My name is Abigail Cobb and I am a resident of Dutchess County. I am writing to implore you to stop the
building of a jail in the Hudson Valley. Prisons do not solve the issue of safety in our community. Ifwe
invested this $200 million dollars into improving our school systems, mental health services, domestic violence
shelters, homeless shelters and hospitals we would be targeting the root of many crimes. Poverty and poor
social support systems pave the way to crime, especially in black and other minority communities, who are
1

already disproportionately targeted by police. This is the most expensive capital project the connty has ever
undertaken, and we would be repaying it for the next 20 years at least. This is not where I want my tax money
to go. Additionally, we simply do not need extra cells! The population currently is down to aronnd 130 and we
do not need the additional room that a new jail would provide. Do not throw -the connty into more debt and
charge tax payers over $10 million peryear for a completely nnnecessary project. Invest in your commnnities,
and lift people up out of poverty instead of focusing on increasing the prison population.
Thank you very much.
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From: Lynda Elie <lyndaelie@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 10:54 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; Caswell,
Stephen <scaswell@dutchessny.gov>

Subject: Public Comment

Public Comment - Re: Dutchess County Jail Bond
Dear Legislators and Dutchess Community Residents,
It's okay to admit we made a mistake when voting for this jail project 4vears ago. Most of us recognize we no longer
need the jail as it was initially proposed and that the project should be scaled back accordingly. But we can reconsider
even further. Do we really need this jail built at all, or can we better address the problem in other more creative and
1

humanitarian ways? Our current jail is no longer insufficient to handle our county's needs. Shouldn't we now scrap this
idea entirely and reallocate funding for more proactive measures to prevent incarceration and further reduce the jail
population? We don't need to stick with a decision made in different times. Let's be leaders in decarceration efforts
rather than incarceration efforts. Let's be leaders in humanitarian efforts. Let's move forward and make better choices
for our future and for the health and well-being of Dutchess County residents.
Lynda Elie
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sophia Miller <sophia.mi11er94@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :00 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unlmown senders or unexpected emails.
Hello,
My name is Sophia Miller and I am a 26 year old resident of the Hudson Valley. I am writing today to urge you
to vote against a new jail in Dutchess County. The proposed project is incredibly expensive, unnecessary, and
will inevitably impact BIPOC folk in the county in a harmful way. I believe that voting against the jail and
instead redirecting a portion of the over $200 million originally allotted for this project towards education and
social services will help address root causes of crime in the county while offering a more sustainable and
economical strategy in the long run.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Sophia Miller
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Rachael Stickle <rmstickle@yahoo.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :09 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators aud County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's finaucial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, aud unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs aud cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

1bis is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 paudemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration aud thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeauors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters aud expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks aud reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Rachael Stickle
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Jessica D Brier <jessbrier@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :09 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would
be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined,
with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly
depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts

to essential services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now: two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current
space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,

Jessica Brier
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Sarah From <sarahbfrom@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :15 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and re imagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Sarah From
9 Deerfield Place
Beacon, NY 12508
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

cate.stimfogel@gmail.com
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :17 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attaclnnents or click on links from
unlmown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
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From: karen twohig <karenecsw@hotmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 11:24 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public comment

I received and reviewed the County Executive's explanation for why we should go ahead with the jail project. I can
respect many of the points he made. But I still do not agree. These are extraordinardy times, calling for new plans, new
uses ofour funds, and a concern also for saving the county from dire financial constraints due to the pandemic. Please
wait, rethink, reimagine this plan!

Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G l TE smartphone
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:13 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: No New Prison
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Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Upload

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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From: Kathryn Weidner <kathryn.c.weidner@gmail.com>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 11:30 AM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: No New Prison

Hello legislators and Mx. Morris,
Please do not.allow this new prison to be built. While our sewers overflow, our schools fall into disarray, and so many
other social services fall behind; the last thing Dutchess needs is another prison. 200 million is enough money to send
2,000 students through their bachelor's at a SUNY schools (calculated as four years at 25k a year). There are 200 million
ways to spend this money and building another ugly monument to human misery and the prison-industrial complex is
one of the worst. Please reconsider.
Sincerely,
1

Kathryn Weidner
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Joia McKelvey <joiamiko@icloud.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :40 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New Y ark's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted, Elijah McKelvey

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kathryn Burke <kburke@vassar.edu>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :45 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New Yorlc's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Kathryn Burke
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Stephanie Kakadelis <skakadelis@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 11 :56 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Stephanie Kakadelis
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Laurie Woolever <lgwoolever@yahoo.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:00 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Laurie Woolever
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for .
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, I support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Laurie G. Woolever
6KimLane
Poughkeepsie NY 12601
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
-To:

Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:09 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment
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Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislatnre
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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-----Original Message----From: molly@firebus.com <molly@firebus.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:02 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>
Cc:-Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Co=ent
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click onJinks from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislatures,
I'm emailing to add my support to the two resolutions to rescind the remaining portion of the legislatnre's 2017
bond appropriation for jail construction and reco=end a commission to research alternative uses for this
funding.

1

As our key civic representatives, you have an amazing opportunity to harness the possibility of this momeut.
You have the power to Greate a model for what it meaus to pull money away from prisons and jails and back
into where your community needs it the most. This model will not just support the Dutchess County residents
you serve but will be seen as a leadin.g and inspiring example for thousands of communities across New York
state and the rest of this country.
I'm excited aud hopeful for what your leadership could meau for the future of all of us.
Yours,
Molly Rhodes
24 Willow Street
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Sasha Stirn-Fogel <sasha.stim@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:03 PM
countyexec; Morris, Carolyn; County Legislators
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
Sasha Stirn-Fogel
Sasha Stirn-Fogel
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:16 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: No to the $200-Million Jail.
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Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
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-----Original Message----From: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:16 PM
To: Dani Gorton <gortond@kenyon.edu>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: No to the $200 Million Jail.
Dear Dani,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
1

The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the smmner. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffmg efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in futme annualized operational savings allowing us to save money- and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
z

Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Dani Gorton <gortond@kenyon.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:04 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: No to the $200 Million Jail.
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro,

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
3

Respectfully submitted,
Dani Gorton
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Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:23 PM
Wager, Leigh
Hussing, Laura
FW: Public Comment
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From: Eaton, Michael <me22@sunyorange.edu>

Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:23 PM
To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>

Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Hello my name is Michael Eaton and I'm a resident of Rock Tavern in Orange County, NY. It has recently come to my
attention that the construction of a new jail has been proposed for Dutchess County and I wanted to address why I think
doing so would be detrimental to the community. I'd like to touch on the fact that building this jail would be
unnecessary, as the immense cost far outweighs the benefits to the public and the current jail is perfectly adequate for
the counties needs. There are many ways this money could be better allocated that would further lessen the need for a
jail and improve the quality of life of people living in Dutchess County. For instance, the money could be put towards
youth programs, mental and physical health services, infrastructure, public transit, and many other options that would
1

directly benefit the community as opposed to continuing to fund a system that punishes and exiles predominantly
underprivileged people rather than rehabilitating them and addressing why they felt the need to commit crime. This
project would place a massive weight onto taxpayers and I do not believe it aligns with a direction that the majority of us
would like to see, that being a system that actually uses its resources for everyone instead of merely prioritizing a sense
of security for those that have the benefit of not having to consider illegal ways to make ends meet. Overall, I believe
that building this new jail in Dutchess county would only perpetuate crime by not putting money towards the root
causes of most crime and strain the majority of people within the community through making them fund a project that
won't even do them any good in terms of lowering the crime rate. Thank you.
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Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:
To:
-Subject:

Hussing, Laura
Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:24 PM
CountyLegislature
Public Comment

Good afternoon,
Mia Mask called to oppose the building of a new jail.
Thank you,

La«!Ul, "rii«44iHIJ
Senior Legislative Secretary
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
Email: lhussinq@dutchessny.gov
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:47 PM
Andrew Grella; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Andrew,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the meutal health aud social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention- all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remafo committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing-the first set-0finitiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth-employment pmgrams beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the-past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing-cost savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition 0fthe population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative progrannning shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Andrew Grella <agre1la513@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:39 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essentiat
services seem inevitable.

2

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Andrew
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:46 PM
Alene Photographs; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Arlene,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive ·incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs -anti-bull¥ing,-worRforce development;
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training {CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Alene Photographs <alenephotographs@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 12:53 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro,
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrnw
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible
time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose
deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the
rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the
resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July: * rescind the remaining portion of the
legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to
construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or
other possibilities.
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Respectfully submitted,
Alene Pierro
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:46 PM
Jennifer Ortiz; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Jennifer,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost

savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabnization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of-evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transltion Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Jennifer Ortiz <jennifer102886@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursda',', July 9, 2020 12:56 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has e\ler undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's baTI and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for adt:liction and mental health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For tbese reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in_July: * rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer
0
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Gina Samardge <gsamardge@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:01 PM
County Legislators
Tax Paying Registered Voter Saying - DROP YOUR PLANS TO BUILD THIS JAIL!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these
services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.
Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine
public safety. This is the way of the future and to deny this or try to uphold an oppressive and unjust punitive
system is saying that you are not willing to consider your constituents and that you continue to uphold the
systems built upon white supremacy.
For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to the. construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Gina Samardge
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:45 PM
Caitlin Prisciandaro; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Concerns over new Jail

Dear Caitlin,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County beg.an implementing the first Bet of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth emplo:yment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant: Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, werkforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing _cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better progranuning, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements-on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in armualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Caitlin Prisciandaro <caitykattt@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:11 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Concerns over new Jail
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
My name is Caitlin and I am a resident of Fishkill New York. I am writing to stop the plans for a new jail. We
have more than enough jails in dutchess county, including Fishkill correctional which already holds 1800
inmates.
$200,000,000 for a jail for ONLY 300 PEOPLE is an absolute absurd use ofmy tax money. We are in the
middle of a global pandemic while the entire country is calling for prison reform; how tacky and disrespectful to
even be considering these plans.
If our county has the ability to put out $200,000,000 then that money deserves to go directly to our community
and it's citizens.
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I ask you to please rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail
construction as well as to recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail,
including renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Especially in today's current political climate, money should be allocated to youth programs, community
services, and quite literally anything else beside another prison.

Respectfully submitted,
Caitlin Prisciandaro
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:45 PM
Debbie Battaglia; Hauser, Edward
Morris, Carolyn
RE: PUBLIC COMMENT

Dear Debbie,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood offuture incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies-the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services throogh our AgenGy Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs- anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal-justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a-light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls-). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of th€ new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Debbie Battaglia <dbattaglia07@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:13 PM
To: Hauser, Edward <ehauser@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT

Dear County Executive and local legislator Edward Hauser,
As a resident and voter in Dutchess County I'm strongly against building the proposed new county prison. Locking people
up as an effective approach to solving crime is misguided and expensive. What we need to do is repair and then build a
stronger community through youth support programs, improved educational services, and access to mental health care
to name a few ideas. It's no coincidence that crime is higher in economically deprived communities and it becomes a
vicious cycle of frustration between the police and the people they are supposed to serve. To build a safer, more stable
society, local governments should invest more in prevention than punishment.
I urge you to stop planning this prison and rethink how we can create a more stable Dutchess County.
Debbie Battaglia
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:44 PM
Armando Rose; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Armando Rose
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Armando,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
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investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Armando Rose <armandorose@icloud.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:24 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Armando R-ose <a.=ando.rose@gmail.com>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400J. More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Armando Rose

Armando Rose Architects
212-677-6829
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Hussing, laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:44 PM
Susannah; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Susannah,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set-of initiatives, including.a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over-the past-eight years, over~ million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed-to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration {ATis). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Centerwas reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of-our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to _provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing-rehabilitative prngramming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

2 2 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Susannah <soozy.wild@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursd-ay, July 9, 2020 1:25 PM
To: countyexec <co_untyexec@dutcbessny.gov>;-county Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmo~ris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19_pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
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diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we-support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Susannah Pugsley
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:43 PM
Rachel Silkworth; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: We absolutely do not need a new $200 million jail

Dear Rachel,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention-all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the sunnner. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 millfonJms been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess Gounty Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretriat diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by 0ver 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Rachel Silkworth <rachel.silkworth@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:36 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: We absolutely do not need a new $200 million jail
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
Spending $200 million dollars on a new jail in the midst of an indefinite and devastating pandemic is
unconscionable. Doing so in the midst of a national cry for criminal justice reform that centers restorative
justice rather than incarceration is unconscionable. Doing so when public health and education desperately need
those funds to provide crucial services in our community is unconscionable.
As a Dutchess County taxpayer, voter, and citizen of conscience, I must insist this new jail project not go
forward. Please rescind the bond appropriation and explore options that won't bleed our community of muchneeded resources.
Respectfully submitted,
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Rachel Silkworth
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Patrick Pellicano <patrick.pellicano@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:47 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Hello,
At a time when the public is waking up to the systemic racist violence intrinsic to and perpetuated by the prison
industrial complex, spending money on a new and unnecessary jail is offensive if not deliberately racist. Data has shown
that more jails and prisons do not lead to safer communities, but instead further exacerbate racial and class inequality
and does nothing to combat the root causes of why people are imprisoned in the first place. If safety isn't accomplished
by building new jails or prisons, then it clearly shows what a government's true motivations are and where
thelr priorities lie, especially when that community doesn't even have a functioning YMCA.
Prisoner numbers are down and will continue to drop as New Yorkers have realized the extensive, brutal and needless
torture that imprisoning people has on the individual, their families and their community. When the vast majority of
those behind bars are held for non-violent offenses it becomes clear that the only reason people are held captive is to
make money off of their bodies.
Poughkeepsie should invest in ethical jobs, like building a recreational or cultural center, or put that money towards
education or healthcare like the pediatric floor that was shuttered at Vassar Brothers; there are myriad ways to spend
$200,000,000 that don't involve destroying families and communities and continuing the cycle of harming our most
marginalized neighbors. Please get on the right side of history, or be judged by history.
Thank you for reading. Live long and prosper.
Pat Pellicano
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:42 PM
Christina Horn; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Christina,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate.to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future.annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Christina Hom <ridewithchristina@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:48 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown- senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For e,xample, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Christina Horn
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
l'hursday, July 9, 2020 2:42 PM
Caitlin Prisciandaro; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Caitlin,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local-school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional leaming program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overal1 functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity-to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and comp0sition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the-model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Caitlin Prisciandaro <caitykattt@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:48 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the C0vid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; tvrn years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Audrey Eber <eber.audrey@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:49 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Close your eyes and imagine what $200 million can do for our children if invested in public schools. Dutchess County
does not even have this kind of money. Overpolicing and criminalization are NOT a solution to maintain your privileged
lives.
No New Jails.
-Audrey, White Plains
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Bruce Molsky <brucemolsky@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 1:52 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
In our current dire health and financial crisis, spending this amount of money on new construction is
irresponsible and smacks of politics over compassion. Available funds should be directed toward helping our
struggling community get through this tough time. With the projected cost of $200M, and resulting net increase
of 188 beds, that's well over $IM per added bed, nothing short of a ludicrous extravagance. And job creation is
no justification as this project will be (and always is with new construction) only temporary.
It is common wisdom that our country is about to enter even deeper financial pain than we're already in.
Dutchess County residents are already hurting. Legislators, please don't squander precious funds on an
unnecessary pet project such as this.
Bruce Molsky
Beacon
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Elliana Gran <ellianagran4@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:03 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dear Legislators,
I urge you to please take the time to think about the weight of your vote concerning the building of a new jail in
Dutchess County. Jails don't address the root causes of crime and don't necessarily lead to safer communities. Instead
this $200 million could be invested in community resources, especially education. It could also be invested in programs
that have proved to reduce prison populations, such as bail reform initiatives. You have the ability to change the future
and the lives of so many people. Statistics show that prisons disproportionately effect black communities. This creates a
host of other problems. You have the chance to make real change in the world starting in our local community. I hope
you vote with this in mind.
Sincerely,
Elliana
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:40 PM
Eric Eckley; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Eric,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
-began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce deveJopment,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and -composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
on<:tTransition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We-recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center wnJ meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Eric Eckley <eeckley@vassar.edu>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020.2:26 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Earolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent-priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with- misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homel.ess shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public-safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
There are many better uses for our hard earned tax dollars than can help the entire community other than a 200 million
dollar jail.

-z

Thank you.
Eric Eckley
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:41 PM
Jena Hershkowitz; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Public comment

Dear Jena,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to-Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this progranL Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and-more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming,_in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally,-ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our-Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to· have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Jena Hershkowitz <jenahersh@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:19 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public comment
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter from neighboring Putnam County to call for the Dutchess County
Legislature to stop investing in new jails. New jails are an enormous waste of money. It would be irresponsible
for governments in NY to throw away tax payers' money this way. The Covid19 pandemic is throwing people
across the Hudson Valley into poverty. We need to use our resources to mitigate this crisis. Jails don't help.
Respectfully submitted,
Jena Hershkowitz
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Hussing, Laura
Meredith Heuer < meredithheuer@mac.com >
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:20 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Rescinding authorization for bonds related to the justice and-transition project

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

I support the revocation of authorization for bonds related to the justice and transition project. There israt this time, no need for a
new, expanded jail.

In this time of crisis, when county and state revenues have fallen drastically, a careful examination of Dutchess County expenses is
warranted. One such expense, the building of a new jail, should be cut immediately. The cost of the new jail slated to be constructed
starting in September is around $200 million. This commits taxpayers to an expense of around $10,000 per year for the foreseeable
future. With currently limited resources, Dutchess County needs to channel that money to health and mental health services, youth
and senior citizen programs.

The justification for constructing a new jail no longer exists. While 2 years ago, the jail was overcrowded, housing around 400
prisoners, new laws and practices have reduced that population to around 130. The size of the new jail to accommodate 328
inmates is no longer needed . The current inmate population size is highly unlikely to increase significantly because of a number of
factors including;
•

•
•

New state reform bail laws have greatly reduced the number of inmates in pre-trial detention, which accounted for much of

the previous inmate count.
The demand for and implementation of innovative responses to situations, that previously required a law enforcement
response, will result in less incarceration.
Alternative programs are less costly and more effective in helping individuals, previously incarcerated stay out of jail.
According to the Poughkeepsie Journal, "Dutchess County Executive Marc Molinaro said in a statement that the report
shows that taxpayer money is spent responsibly on the program and reduces recidivism. 11 The articale notes that 11 the
average cost to incarcerate a person at Dutchess County Jail is $210 per day. Whereas, a person receiving aid through
county programming (Project M.O.R.E.) costs between $6.84 to $46.04 a day, " Poughkeepsie Journal Dec 11, 2019

I strongly urge the legislators to act responsibly and terminate any support for building a new jail at this time. It is unwarranted and

the people of Dutchess County have more pressing concerns. Thank you for your consideration.
Meredith Heuer

Beacon, NY

MEREDITH HEUER
917 447 6562 meredithheuer.com
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Andrea Everett <andireverett@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:34 PM
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dear Carolyn Morris,
I am writing lo express my opposition lo the construction of a new jail in Dutchess County; it's a waste
of funds, and will disproportionately harm your black and brown constituents.
Investing in restorative justice, health care, education, and harm reduction is cheaper+ more effective
than building more jails. Think of what you're doing and what your ultimate goals are.
Sincerely,
Andrea Everett
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Hussing, Laura
Wager, Leigh on behalf of CountyLegislature
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:34 PM
Hussing, Laura
Morris, Carolyn
FW: Public Comment

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

UPLOAD

Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

Visit us on

Facebook
From: Andrea Everett <andireverett@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:38 PM
To: CountyLegislature <CountyLegislature@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Public Comment

Dear County Legislators,
I'm writing because to voice opposition the construction of a new jail in Dutchess County; t's a waste
of funds, and will disproportionately harm your black and brown constituents.
Rather than putting more people behind bars--a punitive action that does not address the root causes
of crime, and in fact perpetuates more crime--try investing in restorative justice, harm reduction,
education and health care. You'll save money, that's for sure.
Think of what you're doing and what your ultimate goals are.
Sincerely,
Andrea
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Julia DeWitt <julia.dewitt@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:42 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Jail Construction bond rescinding

Hello,
I think I am too late, but I figured it couldn't hurt to try!
I am writing to express my enthusiastic support for the resolutions to rescind the remaining portion of the
legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction and create a commission to research alternatives.
Yours in democracy,
Julia DeWitt
Millerton, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Hollis Bogdanffy-Kriegh <hollybk@mac.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:50 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Public comment: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs and mental health services.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration, Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Hollis Bogdanffy
19 Dewindt St.
Beacon, NY
12508
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:55 PM
Toni Maeck; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: History is watching. Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

DeaFToni,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals irr crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to irrcorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
ex_JJanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs arrd services in our community through this program. Nearly 7 5 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are-only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, arrd efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
pr-oviding cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive finarrcial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer rntio resulting from efficient design elemerrts on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal-justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated- array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative progrannning shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center wjll meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Toni Maeck <toni.maeck@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 2:53 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: History is watching. Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overd0se deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New Yark's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatica11y reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
ToniMaeck
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

Charlotte Victoria Tramontana <gaymermaidnovelist@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:01 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
-public Comment

To whom it may concern:
Please do not allocate additional resources to expand the carceral capacity of Dutchess County. We
need to be moving away from the medieval practice of imprisoning human beings and stigmatizing
them for life. These resources could go toward other community programs, including conflict
deescalation, education, housing, mental health services, and food security. Any one of these other
alternatives would boost general mental wellness in our area and that alone would reduce illegal
activity.
As a public librarian, I have witnessed firsthand the impact such programs have on communities and
individuals.
As a proud lifelong resident of Dutchess County, I believe that we are trailblazers in New York State,
and that helps New York to be a leader for the rest of the countr:y when it comes to progressive
action. Please make another right trailblazing decision on behal-f of Dutchess County. Let this resource
allocation serve as a dedication to a new way of life that is healthy and compassionate for all.
Thank you. Charlotte Victoria Tramontana

C? Charlotte Victoria Trarnontana
Writer • Editor• Ceramic Artist • Feminist & Gender Studies • Library Person • Guerrilla Forester
(they/ them/ theirs)
(845) 520-8109
www.charlottevictoria.net
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:54 PM
Athena Torri; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Athena,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. Irr
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding_goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe enviromnent that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition-Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail refonn was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which youwrite about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative progranrming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Athena Torri <athenatorri@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:02 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Athena Torri
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:53 PM
Samantha Lopez; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Samantha,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed r-esources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better progrannning, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing:,.
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We-recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----·From: Samantha Lopez <samlopez20l6@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:04 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This·email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is direc-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing. Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

-countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:52 PM
Thomas de Villiers; County legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Thomas,

Thank you for your email. Addressing the mentai health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our chi.ldren_on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing-the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the sum._'ller. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community thr-ough this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing-efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.l million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resultmg from efficient design efements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
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investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need-to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January!, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming-shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Thomas de Villiers <thomas.de.villiers@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 3: 17 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire--the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (arou..'1d 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Thomas de Villiers
Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:52 PM
Paloma Wake; County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
RE: PUBLIC COMMENT - Stop the Jail

Dear Paloma,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority, The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to_support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Paloma Wake <paloma.wake@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:19 PM

To: County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: PUBLIC COMMENT - Stop the Jail

I am writing to urge you to halt the issuing of bonds and construction of the new county jail. Now is not the time to
invest huge sums in a new jail, burden taxpayers, and divert money from other urgent priorities.
We are experiencing triple pandemics right now: COVID-19 is ravaging the bodily health of too many, mismanagement
on the Federal level has pushed us into an economic recession, and our nation's long history of police brutality is being
highlighted by protestors across the country and across our county who are being beaten and jailed for simply
_expressing theiT first amendment rights.
Continuing to pour money into this jail is both fiscally idiotic and socially ignorant. Spend the money instead on the
schools and other actual social necessities. Think outside of punitive carceral logic which is not serving us and resource
alternatives to our broken policing and prison systems.
We the people are watching and will remember how you meet this moment,
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Paloma Wake
Beacon Resident
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:52 PM
Serena Padilla; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Serena,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings -primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to. incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Serena Padilla <smpadillal@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:21 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
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and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Serena Padilla

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:51 PM
Michael-A; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Please STOP-the $200 Million jail now!

Dear Michael,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has,been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources; and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Michael A <arginsky@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:29 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Please STOP the $200 Million jail now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail
would be the most expensive capital project the County-has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending
combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs
and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know
overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise.
Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial
incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are
being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to
convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and
reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
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* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of the current
space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.
Respectfully submitted,
Michael Arginsky
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

William Cox <cwcoxjr@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:35 PM
CountyLegislature; Garito, Faye
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Dear Legislators and Legislator Garito:
I have been a resident of the Town of Beekman for the past 14 years. I write today to express my sense of
what Dutchess County's priorities should be, and in support of Resolution No. 2020116.
Dutchess County does not need a new jail.
Nor do the citizens of Dutchess need more debt.
There are many better things on which to spend our taxes or to take on debt, like replacing all stoplights with
roundabouts or four-way stops, or installing a swimming pool at each high school with a swim team, or paving
the streets of Poughkeepsie--or even piling the money in a dumpster and lighting it on fire.
Prisons do not benefit society. They are, at most, a necessary evil, and should be treated as such.
Thank you for your time and thoughtful, prudent consideration.
Best Regards,
William Cox
Poughquag, New York
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sarah Pepe <sarah.pepe22@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:41 PM
Morris, Carolyn
County Legislators
Public comment

Hello,

I am writing to urge you to cancel construction of Dutchess County's new jail. As an educated
American, I know that Americans jail a disproportionate number of our population, and that a
disproportionate number of those jailed are nonwhite men. If our county wants to look ahead to a
more just future, we should be taking strides towards jailing fewer citizens, not more.
I also understand that building a new jail at this time would be unnecessary and fiscally irresponsible.
We are living in scary and financially uncertain times, and thus the compassionate thing to do would
be to use the money previously allocated to the jail to help the citizens of Dutchess County in some
way. Building a new jail will not help anyone.
I am a hardworking taxpayer, and I do not approve of my money being spent on an unnecessary
construction that goes against my carefully considered ideals. Thank you for your time and attention,
and I pray that you hear the voice of your constituents.
Best wishes,
Sarah Pepe
Poughkeepsie Citizen
Sarah Pepe
Adjunct Instructor
English Department
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Pia Tate < ptate@vassar.edu >
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:46 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

I am emailing to oppose Dutchess Co~nty's building of a new jail. It feels like an unnecessary step based on the Dutchess
County community and there are far better ways to spend 200 MILLION dollars. The violent, oppressive system of mass
incarceration in the United States targets and attacks our most vulnerable communities: poor communities and
predominantly black and brown communities. If you care for your citizens, invest in public education, accessible
healthcare and housing, and mental health resources. NOT prisons.
Thank you,
Pia Tate
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Sam Sauer <samueledwardo1@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 3:58 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public comment

My name.is Sam Sauer and I grew up in Dutchess County. I am now a tax-paying resident of the county
and I am beyond upset to hear about the potential plans to construct a new jail. The expense is
monumental and will fall on the backs of your citizens for no true gain. This is money we do not have
especially in a time of such uncertainty with the COVID-19 pandemic still on the rise. Investing in our
children and our resident's health and well being is more important than wasting money in punitive
measures that do not work. The vast majority of people locked up in our county pose no real threat to
their community and more likely need help with mental health or drug concerns. Funding youth
programs, mental health facilities, rehabilitation centers, and other social programming will have a
much greater pay off for all of our residents. In addition, the funding seems doubly illogical when you
look at how the number of people that are housed in the current jail has shrunk immensely in the past
few years. I implore you to listen to the people who you represent because we are not at all pleased by
this unnecessary and in many ways backwards expense. Do not vote to move forward on this project. Do
not place )'Our name on a failure of this size and consequence.
l'hank_you,
Sam Sauer

Get Outlook for iOS
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Hussing, Laura
From:
Sent:
·To:
Subject:

Hussini,, Laura
Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:17 PM
CountyLegislature
Public Comment

Good afternoon,
Emmett Dienstag from Red Hook called to support resolution 2020116.
Thank you,

,ta«JUt,~~
Senior Legislative Secretary
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113
Email: lhussinq@dutchessny.gov

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
Visit I.IS on

Facebook
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:43 PM
Emily; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Emily,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the sununer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Emily <emilyjr@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:23 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Emily Joslin-Roher
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:42 PM
Yahli Felixbrodt; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

DearYahli,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Yahli Felixbrodt <yahneonrainbow@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 4:29 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a minor residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all
other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the
county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Yahli Felixbrodt
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:41 PM
Charlotte Trick; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Charlotte,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Charlotte Trick <charlottetrick0 l@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 6:43 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am a minor living in Dutchess County and I am earnestly writing to call for the Legislature to drop its plans
for a new jail; the jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken. It would be
costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s.
Secondly, post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and
unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs
and cuts to essential services seem inevitable and unacceptable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reirnagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Charlotte Trick
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:41 PM
S J; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Good afternoon,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remain·s our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to re purpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
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implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (Alls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: SJ <sjturchioe@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 7:06 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,

Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

ess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted.
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Cynthia Ma <cwjjma@gmail.com>
Thursday, July 9, 2020 8:09 PM
Keith, Thomas L.
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Hello Dutchess County Legislator,
I am writing as a taxpayer and voter who resides in Dutchess County, District 5, to demand that the Legislature drop its
plans for a new jail. I call on you to vote to rescind the ridiculous amount of hundreds of millions of dollars set to go
towards a new jail. This is an unacceptable use of resources during a national pandemic. Physical and mental health, job
security, and housing should be our priorities. If you're funding another jail you should question why we need one. Why
are you spending money on a temporary solution when you could be using these funds for much more worthwhile
causes such as mental health initiatives, helping those with lower financial status, and providing better education and
youth programs, just to name a few. These can all lead to a decline in the need for jails as well.
Our priorities must change.
Regards,
Cynthia Ma
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:41 PM
Beth Vardy; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Beth,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe enviromnent that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Beth Vardy <beth.c.vardy@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 9:40 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spildng sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the cmTent budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New Y ark's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Elizabeth Vardy

Sent from my iPhone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:39 PM
Kate Krimsky; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Kate,

Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains our
priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the Stabilization Center,
a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive crisis counseling, mental health
assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the Department of Behavioral and Community
Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention
Team, which can go directly into the community to aid individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program that
focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse prevention all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have also dedicated resources
to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent coaching, and providing homevisiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure supports positive social-emotional
development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components, needed
resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In 2019 the County
began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and expanding youth
employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services through our Agency Partner
Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical programs and services in our community
through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth programs - anti-bullying, workforce development,
literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young people
and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State County Law still
mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and those who provide
services to this population deserve a modern facility designed for the purpose of rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency.
The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as providing cost
savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is more
conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential to
decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex. transitional
housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly $4.1
million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the inmate to
correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital costs are an
investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending in other areas.
Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant investment in the current jail
facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already bonded for the project, over $3 million
in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
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Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly impacted
the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally, before the
implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population by 30 percent over
a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill defendants from jail, including
building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT) to law enforcement; and utilizing a
sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as alternatives to incarceration (ATls). This work has
become the model for many of the counties of which you write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice
and Transition Center was reduced by over 200 beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing incarcerated
individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve outcomes. The Justice
and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive

22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

From: Kate Krimsky <kate.krimsky@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, July 9, 2020 11:49 PM

To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>; Morris,
Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basjc operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
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charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and re imagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:

* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Kate Krimsky
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:38 PM
Kyra Stoddart; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Kyra,

Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis counseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention-all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
County Law still mandates that a county maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
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investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January 1, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www.dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Kyra Stoddart <kyrastoddart@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 1:40 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.
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This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* reco=end a co=ission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Kyra Stoddart
Beacon, NY
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

countyexec
Friday, July 10, 2020 4:38 PM
Jennifer Paull; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
RE: No more jails

Dear Jennifer,
Thank you for your email. Addressing the mental health and social problems that drive incarceration remains
our priority. The County has heavily invested in access to mental health services with the building of the
Stabilization Center, a 24/7 walk-in facility providing a single point of access where individuals can receive
crisis connseling, mental health assessments, and peer advocacy. In addition to the Stabilization Center, the
Department of Behavioral and Community Health operates other 24/7 crisis services including our call or text
service HELPLINE and our Mobile Crisis Intervention Team, which can go directly into the community to aid
individuals in crisis.
The County partners with local school districts to incorporate Second Step, a social-emotional learning program
that focuses on empathy and communication skills, bullying prevention, problem-solving, and substance-abuse
prevention - all of which are protective factors against future criminal justice system involvement. We have
also dedicated resources to family stability by increasing family-based foster care placements, offering parent
coaching, and providing home-visiting to high-risk families. A strong, stable, and reliable family structure
supports positive social-emotional development and can reduce the likelihood of future incarceration.
Additionally, we remain committed to our Path to Promise initiative, which identifies the critical components,
needed resources, and effective programs to start our children on a path to stability, security, and success. In
2019 the County began implementing the first set of initiatives, including a Foster Care Mentoring program and
expanding youth employment programs beyond the summer. We have also supported the youth services
through our Agency Partner Grant. Over the past eight years, over $7 million has been allocated to critical
programs and services in our community through this program. Nearly 75 percent of the funding goes to youth
programs - anti-bullying, workforce development, literacy, and more.
These are only some of the important initiatives, resources, and programs we have invested in to support young
people and reduce the reliance on the criminal justice system. However, Section 217 of the New York State
Connty Law still mandates that a connty maintain a jail. Further, we believe that those who are incarcerated and
those who provide services to this population deserve a modem facility designed for the purpose of
rehabilitation, safety, and efficiency. The new Justice and Transition Center will provide:
•
greater staffing efficiency and productivity, enhancing overall functionality and safety as well as
providing cost savings;
•
the opportunity to deliver more and better programming, in a light-filled and safe environment that is
more conducive to positive behavioral change; and
•
the flexibility of design to accommodate the potential for fluctuating population size, with the potential
to decommission areas or units, as needed, and the ability to repurpose designated areas for other uses (ex.
transitional housing).
These benefits have considerable positive financial impacts, resulting in annual operational savings of nearly
$4.1 million. Cost-savings primarily come in the form of the reductions to required staff and increases in the
inmate to correctional officer ratio resulting from efficient design elements on the planned facility. The capital
costs are an investment in future annualized operational savings allowing us to save money and focus spending
in other areas. Additionally, ending the Justice and Transition Center project would require significant
investment in the current jail facility, specifically the 1995 and 1984 sections. Further, with $60 million already
bonded for the project, over $3 million in debt service will still need to be paid annually.
1

Bail reform was signed into law in 2019 and went into effect on January I, 2020. The legislation significantly
impacted the size and composition of the population served within the Dutchess County Jail. Additionally,
before the implementation of the 2019 criminal justice reform, Dutchess County had reduced our jail population
by 30 percent over a five year period through initiatives designed to divert lower risk and/or mentally ill
defendants from jail, including building our Stabilization Center; providing Crisis Intervention Training (CIT)
to law enforcement; and utilizing a sophisticated array of evidenced-based pretrial diversion practices as
alternatives to incarceration (ATis). This work has become the model for many of the counties of which you
write about. Given these factors, the design of the new Justice and Transition Center was reduced by over 200
beds.
We recognize the changing dimensions of our criminal justice system, but we continue to have not only a legal
obligation, but a moral one as well, to provide a safe, efficient, and effective facility capable of housing
incarcerated individuals and providing rehabilitative programming shown to reduce recidivism and improve
outcomes. The Justice and Transition Center will meet these needs while also providing millions in annualized
cost savings.
I appreciate your interest in this topic, and I hope I have addressed some, if not all, of your concerns.

Marcus J. Molinaro
Dutchess County Executive
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 12601
845-486-2000 phone
845-486-2021 fax
Email: countyexec@dutchessny.gov
www .dutchessny.gov

-----Original Message----From: Jennifer Paull <jenniferlpl@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, July 10, 2020 2:47 PM
To: countyexec <countyexec@dutchessny.gov>; County Legislators <CountyLegislators@dutchessny.gov>;
Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: No more jails
ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

a

I am writing as taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for
a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more
than all other county capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid,
the county's financial situation is dire--the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid
arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential
services seem inevitable.

2

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities.
For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism
and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services,
as well as on much-needed youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have
dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over
400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction
and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless
shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public
safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
* recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of
part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Jennifer Paull
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ryan Wong <wong.ryan.lee@gmail.com>
Friday, July 10, 2020 5:50 PM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Dutchess Voice Reponse

Dear County Legislators,
I live in Millerton, NY 12546. I'm writing to strongly support the suggestion to rescind the rest of the 2017 bond for jail
construction, and to look into alternatives to the plan.
Jails and more debt are the last thing we need in Dutchess county.
Thank you for your consideration,
Ryan Lee Wong
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:

To:
Subject:

Matthew William Robinson <matthewrobinsonpainting@gmail.com>
Friday, July 10, 2020 9:18 PM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and reimagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
Matthew W Robinson
www.matthewwrobinson.com
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jorden Leigh Smith <jkorf1989@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 11, 2020 10:32 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro: I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in
Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail. The jail would be the most expensive capital
project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county capital spending combined, with bond
repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation is dire-the fund balance is being
quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow later this year to cover basic
operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable. This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in
a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply
amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget
has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on much-needed youth programs. Moreover, the need for a new
jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically reduced pretrial incarceration and
thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people charged with misdemeanors are being
diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health diagnoses. Other New York counties are
making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives to incarceration. Dutchess County
should join their ranks and re imagine public safety. For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus
has submitted for consideration in July:* rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for
jail construction * recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including
renovation of part of the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities. Respectfully submitted,
jorden smith
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

size0hero 714 <size0hero 714@yahoo.com >
Saturday, July 11, 2020 10:32 AM
countyexec; County Legislators; Morris, Carolyn
Stop the $200 Million Jail Now!

Dear Dutchess County Legislators and County Executive Molinaro:

I am writing as a taxpayer and voter residing in Dutchess County to call for the Legislature to drop its plans for a new jail.
The jail would be the most expensive capital project the County has ever undertaken, costing more than all other county
capital spending combined, with bond repayment extending into the 2040s. Post-Covid, the county's financial situation
is dire-the fund balance is being quickly depleted, and unless direct federal aid arrives, the county will need to borrow
later this year to cover basic operations. Layoffs and cuts to essential services seem inevitable.

This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail and divert money from other urgent priorities. For
example, we know overdose deaths are spiking sharply amid the Covid-19 pandemic, and that alcoholism and mental
health needs are also on the rise. Yet, the current budget has reduced in spending on these services, as well as on muchneeded youth programs.

Moreover, the need for a new jail is no longer there. New York's bail and discovery reform laws have dramatically
reduced pretrial incarceration and thus the jail population (around 130 now; two years ago, over 400). More people
charged with misdemeanors are being diverted to community-based treatment for addiction and mental-health
diagnoses. Other New York counties are making plans to convert jail cells into homeless shelters and expand alternatives
to incarceration. Dutchess County should join their ranks and reimagine public safety.

For these reasons, we support the resolutions the Democratic caucus has submitted for consideration in July:
• rescind the remaining portion of the legislature's 2017 bond appropriation for jail construction
• recommend a commission to research alternatives to construction of the proposed jail, including renovation of part of
the current space, jail-sharing with other counties, or other possibilities.

Respectfully submitted,
Jordan korfha

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Amy Stephenson <amydstephenson@gmail.com>
Saturday, July 11, 2020 6:02 PM
Countylegislature
Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah; Keith, Thomas L.;
Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brend Ii, Craig; Johnson, Randy; jeterb@hvc.rr.com;
Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa; Cavaccini, Joseph;
Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn, Kristofer; Caswell,
Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston, Deirdre; countyexec;
Morris, Carolyn
Rethinking police funding for better equity and community safety

Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Amy Stephenson and I am a resident of Beacon. I am asking you to reallocate money
away from the Dutchess County Sheriff's Department, which disproportionately targets Black
residents. From traffic stops, to arrests, to the use of lethal force, Dutchess County Sheriff's
Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far exceeding their share of the population. Much
scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services and treatment, educational
opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community safety than policing
and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128
to Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs
that have little benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward
public education from preschool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of
Behavioral & Community Health, and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public
Transportation system. Additionally, only $1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner
Grant Program which includes many of the programs that support the community in meaningful ways
such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and much more. This means that Dutchess
County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and incarceration as it is to all of
these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents
can benefit from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they
can from police presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these
funds towards healthcare and social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Amy Stephenson, 15 Ralph St., Beacon, NY 12508
amydstephenson@gmail.com
718-916-9819
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jonah Carleton <jonahcacts@gmail.com>
Sunday, July 12, 2020 3:12 PM
Countylegislature; Llaverias, Giancarlo; Sagliano, Don; Polasek, Michael; Black, Hannah;
Keith, Thomas L.; Edwards, Rebecca; Truitt, Will; Brendli, Craig; Johnson, Randy;
jeterb@hvc.rr.com; Kearney, Brennan; Metzger, John D.; Bolner, Donna; Paoloni, Lisa;
Cavaccini, Joseph; Zernike, Frits; McHoul, Douglas A.; Page, Nick; Pulver, Gregg; Munn,
Kristofer; Caswell, Stephen; Garito, Faye; Hauser, Edward; Surman, Alan; Houston,
Deirdre; countyexec; Morris, Carolyn
We need change

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attachments or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
Dear Dutchess County Legislature,
Hi, my name is Jonah and I am a resident of Rhinebeck. I am asking you to reallocate money away from the
Dutchess County Sheriffs Department, which disproportionately targets Black residents. From traffic stops, to
arrests, to the use oflethal force, Dutchess County Sheriffs Department targets nonwhite residents at a rate far
exceeding their share of the population. Much scholarship shows that a living wage, access to health services
and treatment, educational opportunity, and stable housing are far more successful at promoting community
safety than policing and prisons.
Dutchess County is currently allocating $54,665,818 of its budget to the Sheriff and Jail, $18,041,128 to
Probation and $1,312,183 to Juvenile Detention, totaling $74,304,402 (14.5%) toward programs that have little
benefit to the community. All the while only allocating $49,520,574 (9.6%) toward public education from PreSchool through Community College, $46,379,552 (9%) to the Department of Behavioral & Community Health,
and $11,668,951 (0.02%) to our already inadequate Public Transportation system. Additionally, only
$1,215,670 (0.002%) was allocated to the Agency Partner Grant Program which includes many of the programs
that support the community in meaningful ways such as housing, restorative justice, food access, literacy, and
much more. This means that Dutchess County is allocating nearly the same amount of funding to policing and
incarceration as it is to all of these other programs combined.
This is an unacceptable disparity in funding. It stands to reason that a greater number of residents can benefit
from access to healthcare, education, and transportation in their communities than they can from police
presence and incarceration. As such, I demand a meaningful reallocation of these funds towards healthcare and
social programs that truly benefit the community.
Sincerely,
Jonah Carleton
45 Pilgrims Progress Rd
Jonah.s.carleton@gmail.com
845-876-4841
*The 2020 Adopted Budget Appropriations document for Dutchess County is publicly available at
https://www.dutchessny.gov/Departments/County-Legislature/Docs/2020-Adopted-Budget.pdf
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Ben Mulick <bm3560@bard.edu>
Monday, July 13, 2020 8:00 AM
County Legislators
Morris, Carolyn
Public Comment

Despite free-falling county revenue and worldwide focus on our society's systemic inequity, Dutchess County is
scheduled to plow ahead with the construction of a nearly $200 million dollar jail this September. Paying back
the construction bond will cost county taxpayers almost $10 million per year for the foreseeable future. While
there were over 400 people being housed in the jail two years ago, the population is currently down to around
130. The 'downsized' new jail is being built to accommodate 328.
Meanwhile, the portion of the annual county budget allocated to the sheriff's department and the jail has
swollen from $21.2 million in 2000 to $54.7 million in 2020. Health/mental health spending has dropped from
$59.3 million in 2006 to $46.4 million this year. Funding for youth programs was $1.68 million in 2006 and rests
at $1.65 million nearly fifteen years later. Our priorities need to change now.
This is the worst possible time to invest huge sums in a new jail, burden taxpayers, and divert money from
other urgent priorities. Layoffs and cuts to services seem inevitable. At the same time, nationwide protests for
racial justice are challenging us to rethink our society's outsized spending on law enforcement and
incarceration. I implore Dutchess County legislators to reconsider the construction of the new county jail.
Thank you.

Ben
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Hussing, Laura
From:

Sent:
Subject:

Joshua Kaduthodil <joshua.kaduthodil@gmail.com>
Monday, July 13, 2020 12:41 PM
Regarding Defunding the Police

ATTENTION: This email came from an external source. Do not open attaclnnents or click on links from
unknown senders or unexpected emails.
To Poughkeepsie Officials:
My name is Joshua Kaduthodil and I am a resident of New Jersey concerned about Poughkeepsie.
Given the historic, social, and political origins of police and policing, in conjunction with the recent nationwide
protests reflecting the police murders of George Floyd, Breouna Taylor, and Tony McDade I am contacting you
because I am demanding you to redirect money away Poughkeepsie policing and prioritize community services
that will help improve the economic conditions, health, and wellbeing of Poughkeepsie residents, especially our
Black communities.
Teachers are at serious risk oflosing their positions as well the youth losing the essential human right to learn
and receive a sound education. As such, the Poughkeepsie City School District has stated the following:
The Poughkeepsie City School District is proposing to eliminate 48 positions, including teachers,
administrators and support staff, as it attempts to erase a $2.6 million deficit for its 2020-21 budget. The board
voted Wednesday to eliminate positions for elementary assistant principals, the Poughkeepsie High School dean
of students, the assistant to the superintendent and a position that had yet to be filled for the director of grants
and advancement.
Superintendent Eric Rosser said the cuts, most of which have yet to be voted on, are necessary to overcome
financial challenges that include decreases in state aid, the loss of building aid, increases in operating costs, and
other financial obligations. Some, but not all, of those losses are related to hardships created by the coronavirus
pandemic.
He said as the administration continues to finalize its budget he may have to consider more eliminations.
School budget votes, which were to take place May 19, were delayed until a date to be determined after June I.
"Of course in this district we are not looking to take away valuable members of our organization that support
student learning, but it is our hope that we would be able to retain our staff members, because each member is
in the position to meet the varying needs of our children, 11 Rosser said to the district board of education
Wednesday. "Unfortunately, given our budgetary situation we are forced to move in this direction, it is not a
good direction that I, as a superintendent, or even as an educator, would recommend. However, when you don't
have the ability to meet people's payroll or salary you have to move in the direction of a budget that we will be
able to meet the payroll. 11
When contacted by the Journal, Board President Felicia Watson declined to answer questions regarding the
moves, but said "The board awaits the presentation of the final budget that the superintendent will be
holistically presenting soon. 11

1

The layoffs, if approved, would include 27 teacher positions, 11 administrator positions, and 10 support staff
positions, as well as the restructuring of some central office positions. Rosser noted the eliminations do not
necessarily mean 48 staff members will be laid off, given some positions are vacant due to retirements and other
transitions.
Administrative positions eliminated would include the P-Tech program principal, the PACE (Poughkeepsie
Academic and Career Excellence) program principal, the PACE assistant principal, the high school dean of
students, five elementary assistant principals, the assistant to the superintendent, and the director of grants and
advancement.
The proposed layoffs would result in around $3 million of savings. Rosser said the eliminations are likely to
happen given the economic uncertainty amid the pandemic, and the district could see more eliminations as the
budget is finalized.
When asked by the board at the meeting how the schools will continue to provide services, Rosser did not have
an answer.
In addition to the lack of funding in schools, County Executive Marc Molinaro has reported that 2019 was a
strong "fiscal" year, in particular response to the COVID-19 pandemic, stating:
"Expenses totaled $471.2 million, while revenue added up to $472.6 million. Additionally, sales tax revenue
increased by $9.1 million, a 4.6% increase over 2018. The county also ended the fiscal year with $56.9 million
in its general fund balance."
Moreover, "... [r]evenues increased in 2019, even as expenditures also increased in several areas. That included
a $7 .6 million cost increase to the Dutchess County Sheriff's Employee Association for union contract
settlements, positions, employee benefits and debt service."
Ultimately, the allocation of funds to the Poughkeepsie Police Department in contrast to the funding towards
schools, is telling and disgraceful. I yearn to know what you will do to protect Black lives and prevent further
instances of police-state-sanctioned violence, and support the emotional, social, and educational well-being of
your Black constituents. I urge you to condenm police brutality, racial profiling, and the use of excessive force
by police on oppressed communities, and show with your budget priorities that you actually care about a safe
and healthy community.
Sincerely,
Joshua Kaduthodil
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Budget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

Name

Yes

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

/

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

,/

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

./

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
--- --- ----------- -

Page*

----- - - - --- -- - -------- ---

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie
District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie
District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie
-

./
✓

Sagliano (VC)

✓

Polasek

✓

Keith

,/

Truitt (C)

- -- ----------

- - - - - -------------

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
- ----- -- -

Johnson

--- -- -- --- -- - -- - -----------

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Atkins

12-

Absent:

I!)

Vacant:

_Q_

Resolution:

-✓

,/
✓

Caswell
Total:

Motion:
Abstentions:

✓

✓

-- - -- ------ - -- --

Present:

No

4

<is

Yes

No

0

2020116 RESCINDING AUTHORIZATION FOR BONDS RELATED TO THE JUSTICE AND
TRANSITION PROJECT
JULY 9, 2020

Budget, Finance, & Personnel
RESOLUTION NO. 2020117
RE:

EXTENSION OF TAXES ON SALES AND USES OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND OF CERTAIN SERVICES, ON OCCUPANCY OF HOTEL
ROOMS AND ON AMUSEMENT CHARGES PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 29 OF
THE TAX LAW OF THE STATE OF NEW YORK

Legislators TRUITT, PULVER, BOLNER, and METZGER offer the following and move
its adoption:
WHEREAS, this Legislature enacted Resolution No. 598 of 1975 imposing sales and
compensating use taxes on certain tangible personal property and certain services pursuant to
Article 29 of the Tax Law of the State ofNew York, and
WHEREAS, said Resolution was amended by Resolution No. 40 of 1981, Resolution No.
472 of 1989, Resolution No. 46 of 1995, and Resolution No. 360 of 2002, Resolution 203045,
Resolution 205225, Resolution 207259, Resolution 209303, Resolution 2011197, Resolution
2013265, Resolution 2015233, and Resolution 2017185, and
WHEREAS, the State Legislature previously passed legislation which was signed into law
as Chapter 8 of Laws of 2003, which permitted Dutchess County to increase the sales tax rate as
authorized from 3% to 3 3/4%, with such additional 3/4 of 1% to be used for County purposes and
has passed new legislation which has been signed into law as Chapter 58 of the Laws 2020 which
authorizes an extension of such additional tax through November 30, 2023, and
WHEREAS, the 2020 Adopted County Budget anticipates revenues from the extended
authorization of the increased sales tax, and
WHEREAS, this Legislature has determined that the continued increase in sales tax for the
County of Dutchess will provide the necessary revenues for the County to stabilize taxes which is in
the best interest of the taxpayers and residents of Dutchess County.
Be it enacted by the Legislature of the County of Dutchess, as follows:
SECTION I. Section 4-A of Resolution No. 598 of 1975, enacted by the Legislature of the
County of Dutchess on December 9, 1975, imposing sales and compensating use taxes, is amended
to read as follows:

SECTION 4-A. Imposition of additional rate of sales and compensating use taxes.
Pursuant to the authority of section 1210 of the Tax Law, in addition to the sales and
compensating use taxes imposed by sections 2 and 4 of this resolution, there is hereby imposed and
shall be paid an additional three-quarters of one percent rate of such sales and compensating use
taxes, for the period beginning June 1, 2003, and ending November 30, 2023. Such additional taxes
shall be identical to the taxes imposed by such sections 2 and 4 and shall be administered and
collected in the same manner as such taxes. All of the provisions of this resolution relating to or
applicable to the administration and collection of the taxes imposed by such sections 2 and 4 shall
apply to the additional taxes imposed by this section, including the applicable transitional
provisions, limitations, special provisions, exemptions, exclusions, refunds and credits as are set
forth in this resolution, with the same force and effect as if those provisions had been incorporated
in full into this section and had expressly referred to the additional taxes imposed by this section.
SECTION 2. Paragraph (B) of Subdivision (1) of section 11 of Resolution No. 598 of 1975,
enacted by the Legislature of the County of Dutchess on December 9, 197 5, imposing sales and use
taxes, is amended to read as follows:
(1 )(A) With respect to the additional tax of three-quarters of one percent imposed for the
period beginning June 1, 2003, and ending November 30, 2023, in respect to the use of property
used by the purchaser in this city prior to June 1, 2003.
SECTION 3. Subdivision (b) of Section 14 of Resolution No. 598 of 1975, enacted by the
Legislature of the County of Dutchess on December 9, 197 5, imposing sales and use taxes, is
amended to read as follows:

(a)

One Hundred percent (100%) of such monies shall be set aside for County purposes

and shall be available for any County purpose.
(b)

Notwithstanding subdivision (a) of this section, net collections from such taxes,

including the additional three-quarters of one percent rate imposed for the period beginning
December 1, 2013 and ending November 30, 2023, shall be disposed ofin accordance with the Tax
Law§ 1262 (c) and Sales Tax distribution agreement entered into by the County and the Cities of
Poughkeepsie and Beacon for the period March 1, 2013, through March 1, 2023, and approved by
the State Comptroller pursuant to section 1262(c) of the Tax Law, during the period that such
agreement is in effect.
SECTION 4. This enactment shall take effect on December 1, 2020.

STATE OF NEW YORK
ss:

COUNTY OF DUTCHESS
This is to certify that I, the undersigned Clerk of the Legislature of the County of Dutchess have compared the foregoing resolution with the
original resolution now on file in the office of said clerk, and which was adopted by said Legislature on the 13th day of July 2020, and that the same is a true
and correct transcript of said original resolution and of the whole thereof.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and seal of said Legislature this 13u, day of July 2020.
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FISCAL IMPACT STATEMENT

□ NO FISCAL IMPACT PROJECTED
APPROPRIATION RESOLUTIONS
{To be completed by requesting department)

Total Current Year Cost $ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Total Current Year Revenue $ _4_1,_7o_o_,o_o_o_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
and Source
A.1331.11100 Sales Tax-3/4 of 1 percent.

Source of County Funds (check one):
□ Transfer of Existing Appropriations,

D Existing Appropriations, ID contingency,
D Additional Appropriations, 10 Other (explain).

Identify Line ltems(s):

Related Expenses:
Nature/Reas on:

Amount$

---------

Anticipated Savings to County:
Net County Cost (this year):
----------------------Ov er 2 1/2 years: _
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Additional Comments/Explanation:
This resolution is necessary to authorize the continuation of the County's sales tax rate at 3 3/4% instead of 3%. Sales
tax revenue is critical to fund core County programs and services and to provide revenue to municipalities. Based on the
2019 actual revenue realized, losing the 3/4 of 1 percent in sales tax revenue amounts to an annual impact of over
$41,700,000. The loss of these funds would be devastating for both the county and local municipalities.

Prepared by: ..:.Jec:cs:..:sc..:ic:.:cac..:W..:.hc::i.c.:te_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Prepared On: _1_11_12_0_2_0 _ _ _ _ __
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Wager, Leigh
om:
Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Roberts, Adam L (TAX) <Adam.Roberts@tax.ny.gov>
Tuesday, July 7, 2020 11 :15 AM
Morris, Carolyn
Hagstrom, Karen; Joseph, Nick; Blackburn, Caroline; White, Jessica; Fedorchak, James;
Wager, Leigh
RE: DUTCHESS COUNTY SALES TAX EXTENDER
2020 Instructions - Tax Law 1210(d) & (e) Adoption, Certification and Mailing
Instructions.doc

Everything looks great! This is legally sufficient. Good luck at your meeting and please follow the attached instructions
for mailing and certification.
From: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 9:33 AM
To: Roberts, Adam L (TAX) <Adam.Roberts@tax.ny.gov>
Cc: Hagstrom, Karen <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>; Joseph, Nick <njoseph@dutchessny.gov>; Blackburn, Caroline

<cblackburn@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica <jwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Fedorchak, James
<jfedorchak@dutchessny.gov>; Wager, Leigh <lwager@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: DUTCHESS COUNTY SALES TAX EXTENDER

Good morning Adam:
If it could be adopted this month it would be great, our meeting is on Thursday. I hope to hear from you soon.

Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

Visit us on
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.'Om: Roberts, Adam L (TAX) <Adam.Roberts@tax.ny.gov>

Sent: Monday, July 6, 2020 8:58 AM
To: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Cc: Hagstrom, Karen <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>; Joseph, Nick <nioseph@dutchessny.gov>; Blackburn, Caroline
<cblackburn@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica <iwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Fedorchak, James
<ifedorchak@dutchessny.gov>; Wager, Leigh <lwager@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: DUTCHESS COUNTY SALES TAX EXTENDER

Yes I am in receipt and will be getting back to you think week.

From: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 2, 2020 10:00 AM
To: Roberts, Adam L (TAX) <Adam.Roberts@tax.ny.gov>
Cc: Hagstrom, Karen <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>; Joseph, Nick <njoseph@dutchessny.gov>; Blackburn, Caroline
<cblackburn@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica <iwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Fedorchak, James
<ifedorchak@dutchessny.gov>; Wager, Leigh <lwager@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: RE: DUTCHESS COUNTY SALES TAX EXTENDER

Good morning Adam:
Hope all is well. I am just checking to see if you received our email
regarding the sales tax extender resolution attached. Please advise if
this is sufficient. Have a great day and be well.
Carolyn Morris
Clerk
Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
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From: Wager, Leigh <lwager@dutchessny.gov>

Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 10:18 AM
To: adam.roberts@tax.ny.gov

Cc: Hagstrom, Karen <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>; Joseph, Nick <nioseph@dutchessny.gov>; Blackburn, Caroline
<cblackburn@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica <iwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Fedorchak, James
<ifedorchak@dutchessny.gov>; Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: DUTCHESS COUNTY SALES TAX EXTENDER
Hello Adam Attached please find a revised Sales Tax Extension resolution. The Chapter number was corrected.
We look forward to hearing from you.

Leigh Wager
Deputy Clerk

Dutchess County Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

"FICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE
~ V i s i t us on

111 Facebook
From: Morris, Carolyn <cmorris@dutchessny.gov>

Sent: Wednesday, July 1, 2020 9:32 AM
To: adam.roberts@tax.ny.gov

Cc: Hagstrom, Karen <khagstrom@srddlaw.com>; Joseph, Nick <nioseph@dutchessny.gov>; Wager, Leigh
<lwager@dutchessny.gov>; Blackburn, Caroline <cblackburn@dutchessny.gov>; White, Jessica
<iwhite@dutchessny.gov>; Fedorchak, James <ifedorchak@dutchessny.gov>
Subject: DUTCHESS COUNTY SALES TAX EXTENDER
Good morning Adam:
Thank you for reaching out to Dutchess County regarding our Sales Tax Extender. Normally Dutchess does not adopt a
Local Law we adopt the attached resolution. Please advise if this is sufficient.
Currently it is slated to be adopted by the Dutchess County Legislature in August but I think that we would like to adopt
it at our July 13 Board Meeting. I look forward to hearing from you.
Tfiank you.
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Carolyn Morris
Clerk
utchess County Legislature
L2 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, New York 12601
Tel: (845) 486-2100 • Fax: (845) 486-2113

OFFICIAL AMERICAN FLAG DISPOSAL SITE

I]

Visit us on

Facebook

This communication may contain confidential and/or legally privileged information. It is intended only for the individuals named as recipients. If you are not an
intended recipient you are not authorized to disseminate, distribute or copy this communication. If you've received this communication by mistake, please notify the
sender immediately and delete or destroy it, as appropriate.
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ADOPTION, CERTIFICATION, AND MAILING INSTRUCTIONS
FOR A COUNTY OR CITY TO IMPOSE OR EXTEND AN ADDITIONAL RATE OF SALES AND
COMPENSATING USE TAXES, EFFECTIVE DECEMBER 1, 2020

_,fost county and city additional sales tax rates are set to expire November 30, 2020. Before a county or city can enact an
extension of their additional rate, the State Legislature must enact, and the Governor must sign, State legislation
authorizing the additional rate. For this renewal period, Counties and Cities are encouraged to work with their State
Legislators to enact a three-yeru· extension of their additional rates, to expire on November 30, 2023.
Note:

A local enactment extending an additional sales tax rate that is adopted before the State law authorizing
that extension is enacted is not legally valid and cannot be given effect.

The following steps must be taken for an additional rate enactment to take effect on December 1, 2020:
ADOPTING THE ENACTMENT
•

A Tax Department attorney will be assigned to work with each county and city that has an additional sales tax
rate. If you are not sure which attorney has been assigned to assist your locality, please contact Mary Ellen
Ladouceur, Esq. at MaryEllen.Ladouceur@tax.ny.gov or 518-457-2070.

•

Before you adopt the enactment, e-mail a draft copy in MS Word (preferred) to the attorney assigned to assist
your locality, or to MaryEllen.Ladouceur@tax.ny.gov, so that we may review it and provide comments before
you adopt it.

•

After you have received our comments and made any required changes, please ensure that proper procedures are
followed in adopting the enactment, in order to avoid any legal challenge to the imposition.

•

As soon as you adopt the enactment, e-mail a scanned copy of it, including the clerk's certification, to the
assigned attorney to facilitate the Tax's Department's administrative tasks. If you cannot e-mail a scanned copy,
please fax a copy, including the clerk's certification, addressed to the assigned attorney, to (518) 435-8547.

•

If you have questions, please call the assigned attorney or Ms. Ladouceur in the Office of Counsel at (518) 4572070.

CERTIFYING THE ENACTMENT AFTER IT IS ADOPTED
•

The county or city clerk or legislative clerk must certify the copy of the enactment that is mailed to the Tax
Department, as well as the copies that are filed with State and local officers (see below).

•

The clerk's certification must state that the copy is true and complete, or words to that effect.

•

The clerk must affix the locality's raised seal to each certification.

MAILING TO THE TAX DEPARTMENT
•

You must mail a certified copy of the enactment, with the clerk's raised seal, by U.S. Postal Service, certified or
registered mail. The certified or registered mailing requirement is statutory and cannot be waived. Do not use
overnight mail or a private carrier or any other means.

•

You must mail the certified copy so that it is postmarked no later than September 2, 2020, to meet the minimum
90-day notice requirement prior to December 1, 2020. For exceptions, see the WAIYER section below.

•

Mail the certified copy (and waiver request, if applicable) to:
Deborah R. Liebman, Esq.
Deputy Counsel
New York State Department of Taxation and Finance
W. A. Harriman Campus
Building 9, Room 228
Albany, NY 12227.

WANER

•

If you cannot adopt your enactment and mail a certified copy of it to the Department by certified or registered
mail postmarked by September 2, 2020, you can request in writing that the Commissioner of Taxation and
Finance waive and reduce the 90-day notice period to a period of not less than 30 days.

•

The Commissioner may grant a waiver if the certified copy of the enactment is mailed to the Department, by
certified or registered mail postmarked no later than November 1, 2020, along with a written request for a
waiver.

•

The waiver request may be made in the following form:
"We request that the Commissioner grant a waiver pursuant to section 1210(d) of the Tax
Law, so that this enactment can take effect December 1, 2020."

FILING WITH OTHER STATE AND LOCAL OFFICERS
•

You must also file a certified copy of the enactment with:
the N.Y. State Secretary of State,
the N.Y. State Comptroller, and
the county clerk or city clerk, as applicable.

•

These three filings must be made within 5 days after the date of enactment.

•

File your certified copies with the Secretary of State and State Comptroller at these addresses:
NYS Department of State
Attention: State Records and Law Bureau
I Commerce Plaza
99 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12231-0001
Office of the State Comptroller
Attention: Legal Services
110 State Street
Albany, NY 12236
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Department of
Taxation and Finance

OFFICE OF COUNSEL

September 3, 2020

Carolyn Morris
Clerk of the Board
Dutchess Cunty Legislature
22 Market Street
Poughkeepsie, NY 1260 I
Re:

Resolution No. 2020117
Our File No. L-24789

Dear Ms. Morris:
I acknowledge receipt of a certified copy of Resolution No. 2020117 adopted July 13, 2020,
which you sent to the Commissioner of Taxation and Finance at his office in Albany by certified
mail on July 23, 2020. This enactment extends the county's additional three-fourths percent rate
of sales and compensating use taxes for the period December I, 2020, through November 30, 2023
and has been drafted and mailed in accordance with applicable provisions of law.
Pursuant to Tax Law§ 1210(e), the county must also file certified copies of the
enactment with the Dutchess County Clerk, the Secretary of State, and the State Comptroller.
Very truly yours,
AMANDA HILLER
Deputy Commissioner and Counsel

BY:

6~
Senior Attorney

Depc1rtment of Taxation and Finance - Office of Counsel - WA Harriman Campus, Albany NY 122?7

I (518) 457-2.070 Iwww.tax.ny.gov

Rudget, Finance, and Personnel Committee Roll Call
District

Yes

Name

District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver*

District 13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Bolner*

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

Metzger*

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards*

No

- - -

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill
District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie
District 3 - Town of LaGrange
District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie
District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Page*

i

.i

Sagliano (VC)
Polasek
Keith
Truitt (C)

---

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie

- ---------------

District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie

Atkins

District 21 - Town of East Fishkill

Caswell

Present:

Resolution:

Absent:

Motion:

Vacant:

Johnson

✓

0

Total:
Yes

No

Abstentions: _Q__

2020117 EXTENSION OF TAXES ON SALES AND USES OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND OF CERTAIN SERVICES, ON OCCUPANCY OF HOTEL ROOMS AND ON
AMUSEMENT CHARGES PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 29 OF THE TAX LAW OF THE STATE OF
NEWYORK
JULY 9, 2020

Roll Call Sheets
Last Name

District
District 19 - Towns of North East, Stanford, Pine Plains, Milan

Pulver

-------------------

District

13 - Towns of LaGrange, East Fishkill, and Wappinger

Metzger

District 6 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Edwards

Llaverias

District 2 - Towns of Pleasant Valley and Poughkeepsie

Sagliano

District 3 - Town of LaGrange

Polasek

District 4 - Town of Hyde Park

Black

District 5 - Town of Poughkeepsie

Keith

District 7 - Towns of Hyde Park and Poughkeepsie

Truitt

District 9 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 10 - City of Poughkeepsie
District 11 - Towns of Rhinebeck and Clinton

Brendli
Johnson
Atkins
Kearney

District 14- Town of Wappinger

Paoloni

District 15 - Town of Wappinger

Cavaccini

District 16 - Town of Fishkill and City of Beacon

Zemike

District 17 - Town and Village of Fishkill

McHoul

District 20- Town of Red Hook!Tivoli
District 21 - Town of East Fishkill
District 22 - Towns of Beekman and Union Vale

Munn
Caswell
Garito

District 23 - Towns of Pawling, Beekman and East Fishkill

Hauser

District 24 - Towns of Dover and Union Vale

Surman

District 25 - Towns of Amenia, Washington, Pleasant Valley

Resolution:

Present:

Motion:

Absent:
Vacant:

0

V

✓

Page

District 1 - Town of Poughkeepsie

District 8 - City and Town of Poughkeepsie

No

Bolner

District 12 - Town of East Fishkill

District 18 - City of Beacon and Town of Fishkill

Yes

Houston

_Q_

Total:

Yes

No

Abstentions: L2_

2020117 EXTENSION OF TAXES ON SALES AND USES OF TANGIBLE PERSONAL
PROPERTY AND OF CERTAIN SERVICES, ON OCCUPANCY OF HOTEL ROOMS AND ON
AMUSEMENT CHARGES PURSUANT TO ARTICLE 29 OF THE TAX LAW OF THE STATE OF
NEW YORK
JULY 13, 2020

There being no further business, the Chair adjourned the meeting at 7:51 p.m.

